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Abstract 

Fundamental aspects of Z decays are reviewed. The *-5ects of radia
tive corrections, both from ordinary QED and from the electroweak in
teractions are considered from an elementary point of view, but in some 
detail. The possibility of mixing with an extra Z boson and the effect 
that technicolor might have are discussed. Additional information that 
will be obtained from measurements of the W in collider experiments is 
considered. 
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1 Introduction 

The successful operations of the SLC and LEP have provided us direct, clear 
access to the evidence for elect roweak unification. Their em-Knit results gave a 
precise determination of the mass and width of the Z and showed that there 
are only three light neutrinos, and by implication that there are only three 
generations of quarks and leptons. The data available by June, 1990 dramati
cally confirmed the baste predictions of the standard model for the width and 
branching ratios.[1,2] This success is too much of a good thing. To make further 
progress we need to find new particles or effects that are not predicted in the 
simplest version of the standard model. Such effects have not yet been found.[3] 

How then can we hope to learn something new from LEP or SLC? Wc 
must look to high statistics experiments, with either polarized or unpolarized 
beams. It seems unlikely that there will be direct evidence for production of new 
particles, although the search for the Higgs boson continues, but there could 
be signs of higher-energy phenomena that would appear in Z decays through 
radiative corrections or through mixing. 

These lectures explore these themes. However, they can be considered no 
more than an introduction to a subject that has been investigated in great 
detail. Among the myriad important references, the CERN publications Physics 
at LEP,[4], Poiarixalian &t LBP,[S], and Z PApsics at LEP /,[C] are worthy of 
special note for their exhaustive treatment of many of the topics considered here-
My lectures inevitably overlap the excellent presentation of Michael Peskm at 
last year's Summer School.[7] Some of the material may be found in my Beijing 
lectures of I988.[8] 

2 Standard Mode! Basics 

The familiar litany of the standard model is that electrowertk interactions arise 
from a Yang-MAls theory hased on the group SU[2) xt-'(l). Each factor has its 
own coupling constant, g for SV{2) and a' for U{\). In its simplest version the 
symmetry is broken spontaneously when a complex doublet of scaJars takes on 
a vacuum expectation vaJu ,̂ v/v2, in its neutral component. This generates a 

term in the Lagrangian that is quadratic in the vector fields: 

j [ff7(W? + Wl) + (gW*-g'Bf\ . (2.1) 

This is then recognized as the mass term for the W and Z. The properly 
normalized Z field is 

Z - . ~. J , f 2 21 
v ? + ? [ ] 

and the implied masses are 
">«• = *Y< (23) 

i tf + rf*) i 
m * =

 4 " - (2-4) 
The combination of neutral fickls orthogonal to the Z is the massless photon: 

VF+W • ( 2 5 ) 

The mixing angle between the W3 and B is called &w and 

t a n « w = 9 7 9 , (2.6) 

so 

A = sir.0H. W3 + coSffH--B, (2.7) 
Z = COS0H- Wa-sinflwrB. (2,8) 

The couplings of the theory are determined, by the co-variant derivative, 
which when written in terms of the physical fields is 

A. =3 , . +^lT+w; + T-W:)+-^(T3-QSm78H-)Z„ + icQAu, (2.9) 
V * COS PlV 

where the coupling c is defined by 
1 1 1 

r*-?**- ( 2' I 0 ) 

The value of v is determined by comparing the amplitude for the decay 
\t~ —•• e~isuV, calculated from the effective Lagrangian derived from Eq. (2.9) 



with the result obtained from the uaual V — A theory. This yields 

72 = 7"cV£" ( 2 1 2 ) 

All of these relations are calculated in lowest order perturbation theory, 
a t the Bom level. There are three fundamental parameters: g, y \ and v, but 
four relations among them, Eqs. (2.3), (2.4), (2.10), and (2.12). Radiative 
corrections will modify the results by finite amounts We are free to maintain 
three of the four relations, as described more fully below, and the fourth then 
will be changed in a way dictated by the theory. We anticipate the results of 
the following sections by writing 

V^ = e4 < 1 + A r ) 

= y ( l + A r ) . (2.13) 

The quantity A r reflects effects from known and possibly from unknown sources. 
We shall later calculate many of the contributions, bu t for now let us note that 
A r fc 0.06. Using Eqs. (2.3), (2.4), (2.10), and (2.13) we find the relation 

Often the relation between mz und mw ifl written in terms of sin 2 6W - There 
is nothing wrong with this, but it can cause confusion because there are various 
definitions of sin2Bw that agree a t the lowest level (tree level) of perturbation 
theory but which differ once radiative corrections are included. We shall use the 
definition advocated by Sirhn [9]: 

s\n79iV = 1 - m ^ / m j , (2.15) 

from which it follows Lhat 

. 2 f l 1 (, |~ 4TTO(1 + A r ) \ 

"^M'-^icr ] ' 12,0) 

With mz = i l . 17 GeV.Ar = 0.060 we find m,„ = 79.99 GeV and s i n J » „ . = 
0.230. 

The partial widths for Z decay may be calculated from the couplings 

gjAhYh; <u.zJRffR (2.17) 
where gj is determined by referring to the coupling dictated by the covariant 
derivative- Of course a real calculation must involve radiative corrections, but 
heuri&ticaily we can write a form that contains most of the radiative correction 
by replacing 

sf-SmlrGp/^ (2.18) 

in the lowest order expression for the partial width. In this way the general 
form, 

r ( Z - / t / B ) = ^ Z - , (2.19) 

gives us the specific predictions 

T{Z^VLUR) - Z F m 3 z = 165-7 MeV, (2.20) 

H Z - / ( . / » ) = ^ ' " " V s - g s i n 1 fa,)', (2.21) 

r<Z-/*/L) = ^/"^(Qnn'evf, (2.22) 
Off 

TiW^tve) = v 2 G f m w ^ 2 2 4 M e V . (2.23) 
127T 

We summarize this in Table 2 .1 . 

These predictions may be compared to recent results from L E P in Tables 
2.2 and 2.3: It is apparent tha t the agreement between theory and experiment 
is remarkably good. 



r xQCD r/gen gen r 
CR 

"L 

" A 

d,. 
dR 

48.2 1 48.2 3 144.6 
CR 

"L 

" A 

d,. 
dR 

35.1 1 35.1 3 105.3 CR 

"L 

" A 

d,. 
dR 

165.7 1 165.7 3 497.1 
CR 

"L 

" A 

d,. 
dR 

7S.6 
15.G 

L.04 X 3 248.4 2 496.7 

CR 

"L 

" A 

d,. 
dR 

7S.6 
15.G 1.0-1 x 3 48.7 2 97.3 

CR 

"L 

" A 

d,. 
dR 

118.7 1.04 x 3 370.3 3 1111.0 

CR 

"L 

" A 

d,. 
dR 3.9 1.04 x 3 12.2 3 36.5 

Table 2.1: P^uiial widths in MeV for Z decays predicted by the simple formulas in Eqs. 
(2.19) - (2.23) with sii470w=Q,23Ot mz = 91.17 GeV. The total width is predicted 
to be 2468.5 MeV and the hadronir width 1741.5 MeV. The hadronic widths have a 
correction factor of 1 + o,(mJ-) = 1.04. The final column shows the partial width 
summed over generations. 

Mz (GeV) T z (GeV) <£T*<nb) N„ 
ALEPH 91.194 ±0.016 2.498 ± 0.031 41.86 ± 0.66 2.90 ± 0.12 
DELPHI 91.182 ±0,021 2.495 ± 0.0-10 41.7 ± 1.2 2.93 ± 0.21 

L3 91.148 ±0,017 2.502 ± 0.033 41.24 ± 0.76 3-04 ± 0.14 
OPAL 91.163 ±0.017 2.497 ± 0.034 41.6 ± 0.8 3.09 ± 0.19 

Table 2.2: Kesulte from I.EP experiments for the Z mass, Z width, peak cross section, 
and number of light neutrino species as reported by Femandez.[l] 

r l f f l , ,m (MeV) Tftojrm (MeV) r,„„„u, (MeV) R = T/ad/r/ep 
ALEPH 84.4 ± 1.3 1753 ± 27 492 ± 25 20.77 ± 0.39 
DELPHI 83,2 ± 2.0 1731 ± 52 514 ± 46 20.8 ± 0.6 

L3 84.3 ± 1.3 1733 ± 44 516 ± 42 20,57 ± 0.60 
OPAL 83.1 ± 1.9 1804 ± 44 474 ± 43 21-72 ±8& 

Table 2.3: Result* from 1,EP experiments for partial decay widths of the Z as reported 
by Fernandea.[lf 

3 Decays to the Higgs Boson 

If we are to find new phycics at the Z it might well come from rare decaya. Of 
such possibilities the one pursued most vigorously is the search for the decay 
Z —* Z*H, where H is the Higgs boson and Z* is a virtual Z tha t decays into 
some "observable1 1 s tate. The most obvious choice for this state is a charged 
lepton pair, but in fact it has been possible to look effectively for the decay into 
neutrino pairs. From Table 2.1 we see that the sum of the neutrino channels has 
a branching ratio six times a big as any single charged lepton channel. 

This manner of searching for the Higgs boson was first proposed by loffe 
and Khozc [10] and the decay distribution was calculated by Bjorkeit. [11] In 
terms of x = 2En/mz, where E» \s the energy of the Higgs boson, 

£ • » , " * + " * - " * • . ,3 . , ) 
2mz 

We have for Z - . Z'H -> (»+»-)H 

1 dT ^ q r i* 2mM 
T(Z-w)dx ~ 4!rsin2<Wcos3tfiv [ * + 12 3mjj 

.(-•-fn-str- -
The brandling ratio for Z —t Z*H —• (all) + H is obtained by integrating 

BH= ° F(^)~ (3.3) 
47rsin > 0n/cos 2 0iv \ ™ z / 

where 

FW _ ( 1_„(_« +a_g) 
(5» -V + jf'/4) . l v /?(3-ji) 

Viy - v1 ™° 2 

Lower bounds on the mass of the Higgs boson, assuming the simple one-
doublet model, have been obtained by the various LEP experiments. The best 



limit so far comes from the ALEPH Collaboration.[l2] Data from their exper
iment are shown in Fig. 3-1. The histogram shows the visible mass. The first 
plot, (a), shows a large sample of events dominated by ordinary hadronic decays 
of the Z. The shaded histogram shows the expected distribution from hadronic 
Z decays alone while the points indicate tl.e data. After a series of cuts is ap
plied that should greatly exclude moat normal events, while leaving the trur 
Z —> HuS events, the remaining distribution is as shown in (b). The shaded 
distribution in (c) shows the expectation for actual 7, —* HuT events from a 40 
GeV Higgs boson. When the Z" -* t*£~ channels are added the ALEPH limit 
is MH > 4L6 GeV at 95% C.L. When the Z' -*• £+£- channels are added to 
Z -»HvV the ALEPH limit is AfH > 11.6 GeV aL 95% C.L. 

An alternative decay of interest is Z —* //-y. This decay does not occur at 
lowest order because the photon couples to charge and the Higgs boson and the 
Z are neutral. There are contributions, however, from one-loof diagrams.[13] 
Results of such calculations are shown in Fig. 3.2. 

2* 

20 
• Mumi brio 

" i- Dm 
ALEPH 

;6 

• Mumi brio 

" i- Dm 
Hj§rSi | ® 

iz. 

s 

I^^SffSifr* 

60 SO 

rabl« u n ibiV) 

Aum 

© 

Figure 3.1: Data from Che ALEPH Collaboration excluding a conventional Higgs boson 
of about 40 GeV by looking for the deray Z — ffl*.[!2] 
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Figure 3.2: The branching ratios for Z — Z*H and Z -* H*i as a function of the 
mass of the Higgs boson. 

4 O t h e r R a r e Decays 

The topic of rare decays of the Z has been summarized by Glover and. van der 
Bij.[14] Among the possibilities are 

Z —i HHjJ- This is essentially excluded given the present limits on the mass 

of the Higgs boson. 

Z —• qqt*C. The rate is not too small since the partial width summed over 
leptons is about 1 MeV, but neither is the process very interesting since 
the lighter of the quark pair an J lepton pair is simply produced by a virtual 
photon emitted by the other pair. 

Z - t WfJ. This is interesting in principle, but the rate is extraordinarily small 
because all diagrams have at least one very virtual particle. Glover and 
van der Bij conclude that more than 10* events are needed to see this 
mode. 

Z --• ggg. The decay proceeds through quark loops, but with a rate that is not 
observable (BR= 2 • Ifr") given the q§g background. 

Z -, fgg. The rate is even smaller than for ggg. and the qqi background is 

formidable. 

Z — T~it. Ridiculously small in the standard model, B R < 10" e . 

Z -» 7i/>. The rate to decay into a photon and a heavy quark-anliquark bound 
state can be calculated. The largest is to 71/1, but its branching ratio is 
less than 10" T . 

Z — 65. In the standard model this and other flavor-changing neutral current 
decays are very small, typically 10"T and therefore out of range. 

Z -> ^ U T C T T C - Here TIC is a neutral lechnipion and mc is * t«hru>ta This 
decay was considered as early as 1981. [15| The most recent calculation 
[ 16] for a one family model of technifermions evaluated for the irrc with 
A'technicolors gives a partial decay rale of G.7 krV( . \ ' /4 ) J . which is only 
observable for a large value of A\ say 7 or more. 



Z ~> Wir. An interesting, calculable ( 1 7 1 , a n ^ unobservable decay with a partial 
width of less than 4 • ! < T m GeV. 

Z -* fit0. Despite arguments t o the contrary (18], this also has a very tiny 
partial width[l7), about 10~ 1 0 GeV. 

5 Initial State Radiation 

The most important radiation correction in e + e ~ —» Z —* X is initial s ta te 
radiation, a primarily classical phenomei on leading to emission of real photons 
along the directions of the incident beams. While there are nun»erous extensive 
calculations and Monte Carlo routines t o evaluate initial s t a t : radiation, for 
many practical purposes it suffices to use some simple analytic formu)as.[19] 

Were i t not for radiative corrections, the e + e ~ a; V:hik ".on cross section 
nea- Lhe Z would be given, to a very good approximation, by the standard 
Breit-Wigner formula 

" ~ [fc* (25, + l)(2S2 

where h = ^/s/2 is the cm momentum in the initial state, J = 1 is the spin of the 
produced resonance, 25i + 1 = 2St + 1 = 2 is the spin multiplicity of t he initio] 
particles, B{Z —* e + e ~ ) = 0.033 is the branching ratio in the incident channel. 
W = i/s is the cm energy, and T is the total width. With m ; = 91-17 GeV 
the peak cross section is 58 nb. The radiative corrections necessarily involve 
o — 1/137 bu t they ,ve not small because they a re accompanied by a large 
logarithm, explicitly in the combination 

< ^ L ™ | - i ] * < U 0 8 . (5.2) 

The effect of the radiative corrections is obtained as a convolution, using 
the results of Kuraev and Fadin [20]: 

S.+ 1) j 

Here E = W/2 is the b ram energy and ao represents the cross section before 
radiative corrections. Introducing x = 2k{T and A = 2[W - M)jV wc have 

Since E » r \ thr upper limit may be set equal U> infinity. IF we now define 

*(A) =(y < "<irr , - | |^+<^-•^) J ^ , 

= — ( l + x-'f-'^ 

sinirl 

Ksin[(l-0«»-(-y=pj]. (5.5) 

we can write the rad ;.ativt*y corrected cross section as 

In particular wc see that 

and thu i al the old peak (A = 0) there is a reduction of the cross section * « « ^ 4 / U 1 V sinffi/2 

= 1 .081x0 ,678x1 .005 

= 0.737, (5.8) 

that is. a 26% reduction. In Fig. 5.1 the effect of the initial s ta te radiative 
correction is shown-

These results can be extended to include interference of the Z with tne 
virtual photon intermediate s ta te and to include an energy dependent width foi 
the Z [19] With a full knowledge of the initial st-ite radiation the line shape for 
the Z is 'Jet*rmined arid it is possible to show convincingly that there is no room 
for a fourth s p w e s of light neutrino. This if seen in the data from ALEPH [21] 
in Fig. 5,?. 
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Figure 5.1: A compiriion of the uncorrected Breil-Wigner shape for the Z resonance 
(dot-dash) with the fully corrected form of Eq. (5 6) (solid) and the result using 
just first order corrections (dashed). Th« cross sect ion shown is for all Anal stales, 
including neutrinos. 
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Figure S 2: Data from ALEPH [21) for hadrooic decays of the Z showing fits with 2, 
3 , and 4 neutrino species. 
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6 Review of Radiative Corrections 

Because we believe the Standard Model contains important truths, it is of great 
importance to test it in as great detail as possible, no! so much to verify it as to 
find its limitations. The Standard Model is really a theory in that it is completely 
calculable: i t is renormalizable. This means we can go beyond leading order 
in calculating the physical observables. Just as quantum electrodynamics was 
established by the agreement between the measured and predicted values of 
g — 2 and the Lamb shift, so we would like to look for measurable electroweak 
radiative corrections. 

The essence of renormalizability is that all physical quantities, like cross 
sections and decay rates, can be expressed in terms of a finite number of inJti J 
physical parameters, like the masses and coupling cons'.anis of the particles in 
the theory. In the Standard Model, as outlined in Section 2, the basic parameters 
that appear in the theory are gy g', and v. To fix these we need three physical 
quantities. On* possible choice is a m , 1717, and m^-. Since run- is nol well 
measured, it is better to choose a O T , m^ , and Gy. Beforem^- was well measured. 
it was convenient to use 0 ^ , Gp t and some quantity measured in neutral-current 
neutrino scattering. Of course there axe other physical quantities t ha t must be 
specified - the quark masses, Kobayashi'Ma&kawa mixing angles, and the mass 
of the Higgs boson. These are incorporated in a straightforward fashion. 

T h e weak mixing angle is not to be regarded as a fundamental parameter. 
I t may be convenient to introduce s in 2 6u ' for the purpose of doing calculations. 
When this is done, it is essential to provide a precise definition. In some a basic 
sense sin?0iv* is irrelevant. We can always express any physical prediction as 
Observable s / ( o ( C ^ r a 2 , r a w , n i l t . . . ] without the- appearance of s in 3 8\y. 

We shall sketch the evaluation of radiative corrections following the proce
dure of Sirlin.[9] The basic idea is to say that the paranieiers that appear m the 
Lagrangian, which we called 5, g\ and v2. should be indicaled instead by go. g'0, 
and t*Q, and regarded a= varc parameters. We write them as 

9o = 9-ti!. (CI) 

9a = 9-bg\ (U.2) 

vl = r-~fii\ (fi.3) 

Now suppoue we calculate a physical quantity like the mass of the IV. In lowest 
order we will find 

">«• = flgwJ/4. (6.4) 

In the next order we will find a correction of order PQ relative to this one. Suppose 
we insist that the actual relation be the one we first obtained in Section 2: 

">w = «V /4 . (0.5) 

To do this we can adjust 6g and 6v2 so that they just cancel the higher order 
correction. Then, to the next order in perturbation theory, Eq. (6.5) is restored. 
Now we only have three es to adjust, so we can restore only three of the four 
basic relations we started with in Section 2: 

(6.6) 

(0.7) 

(0.S) 

(0.9) 

We choose to maintain Eqs. (6.6). {6.7), and (6.9). This is the most convenient 
choice alt hough, ultimately, we will specify the physical input in terms of o . Gp. 
and mz-

Now let us write in the m&bs term of the Lagrangian fn terms of The bare 
parameters (c.f. Eq. (2.1) ): 

C = f f-f"'-"'"" + \ W . -.<W] • (6.10) 
and then substitute the expressions for the bare parameters in terms of the 
rcnormalized parameters, g. <?', and r 2 and the c-s. If we keep only terms first 
order in 6. we have 

m\ = \ls7 + sn)*\ 
«*2 = 1 3 2 

- f l V , 

GF 

V2 = 91 

1 
e* = 1 ] 1 

~Z„Z" + m-KU'~U-' 

• (^i-ZllZ" + «mj,•»•*»-" -tm^Z^A") . (fi-ii; 



with 

m»- = \ (sV) - (6.12) 

">! = ^ ( s ' + fl'V. (6.13) 

tmlr = | i ( s V ) = i ( B V + j ' ^ ! ) . (6.14) 

6m\ = ^ [ ( 9

2

+ 9 ' 3 ) U

J ] , (6.15) 

V9 + S 

= j ( - * * S + S « 9 ) . (6.17) 

where op 2 means 2 g ^ . etc. We have made the definitions 

tanfliv = g'/g, (6.18) 

c = as 9K. £ = s in0 H . , (6-19) 

so that always 

T"%lm\ = <x>i'ew. (6.20) 

Now our next step is to calculate the one loop corrections to TTJH... m | . and 
e" so that We can adjust the three 6s so as to restore our fundamental relations. 
Eqs. (6,6), (6.7), and (6.9). When we are done, we will find that there are linite 
corrections to (G.8). 

In order to calculate the one-loop effects, we must reconsider the interac
tions of the gauge bosons with the particles that might go around the Ioor>. 
The interactions are governed by the covariant derivative, which enters the La-
grangian as <M / V so we examine 

£ = -v(so yv-~i g0\ p)v. (6211 

and substitute again for the bare parameters. The result is 

+Ji [ i | (r+ >v+ + T. jy-) + (ivV + s*) (T3!. - c?s3) ? 

+ f ( ^ - J ) ( r 3 i - Q S

3 ) ^ ] v . (6.22) 

Here, of course, we mean by 6e 

We recognize the electromagnetic and weak neutral currents: 

JT = <in"Qv, 

r2 = in"(T3L-'iQ)'--- (6.24) 

fn terms of these the LagranrJan is 

C = —^i-a* W* + T- WU- - -JzZ„ - tJ^A^ 
V2 c 

+ ^ 

Now let us ret a m to the question or the mass of the Z. Ordina-tly WP would 
write the Z propagator as 

2 ~ ' a {$»» ~ 9 ^ M i ) - (6-26) 

Here we have chosen Ihe unitary gauge, fn another gauge the piece proportional 
to quqv would be different, but the piece proportional to g^ would be the jame. 
U suffices for our purposes to consider just t h e ^ . parL. Now consider the effect 
of the extra interaction implied by Eq. (C.l!) as shown in Fig. G.l. 

There are also contributions from th r one loop diagrams as shown in the 
-.irrie Figure. The value of the g^ piece of this contribution, tUz2(<!1}- depends 
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Figure 6.1; Diagrams contributing to the Z masE. Thr» first contribution comes from 
the renormalized mass term. The second comes from the insertion of 6m%. The third 
is the one loop contribution. 

on the invariant mass squared, q7, carried by the incoming line. There are addi
tional diagrams that contain repetition:* of these basic (one-particle irreducible) 
pieces. Jf wc add the repetitious, we see wt- get just a geometric series (the 
tensor factor, g^ just reproduces itself). T h e full sum î  

- i 1 -i , 

tf - m z l + *^-n»tf) - # _ m \ 4 6mz - Tizzm' C ( j - 2 ' ' 

. low if we want the mass v>f the Z to be mz w e must have fanz caned the real 
part oH\zz exactly at q7 = m7

z: 

im\ = 6 fcv +Sa)] = R e n z i ( m J ) . (C.2S) 

The imaginary part of H^z determines th r width of the Z. Similarly v e must 
ciio.se 2 

bm\v = 6 Vjg7\ = ReIl h-H'(m?iO. (6-29) 

Of course these cancellations occur wily at the specified points, so U%z and 
Xlxrw wiU give rise to important corrections when evaluated for other values of 

Finally wc must arrange it so that thr charge of the electron is actually ^ c . 
To dc this, we calculate Coulomb scattering at some low momentum transfer. 
As shown ::i Fig, 6.2. there are two contributions. One comes from exchange of 
a single photon and the other from a photon interrupted by a vacuum polariza
tion hubble. There are other diagrams we can draw, but these do not contribute 
in the limit q2 —*• 0. For example, a simple Z exchange is unimportant becauw 
instead of varying as l / ? 3 - '•• g 0 6 5 to J / m ^ . The diagram with a bubble con 
net t ing one photon and one Z is unimportant because as ep —• 0. H^zio*) —* ^ 
As a resull we have just the sum 

— JlC -ti?Jl + e*~JlZl (OW^l) Jl (6.30) 

To get the required lorm we rnuii demand that 

- 2e<< + e '^4^- 'L>,« = 0. (fi.3I) 

http://ciio.se
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Figure 6.2; Diagrams eonli.buting lo Coulomb scattentifr i t Jow tyJ. 

Now we have determined all three of the 6s: 

^ [ ^ • V + ^ l ] = R e n Z i ( m | ) . (6.i2) 

*[ji'VJ = ReIIi™-(m£.). (6.3») 

cV 
• p - = n U « - (6-34) 

We can solve explicitly for 6 j and fig': 

*5 = 5 - ^ ( 0 ) - ^ - j — * j , (6.3b) 
2s 2s~ I m i Tnfv-

V = ^ n ^(° ) + _e_ f R e n z z C " ! ) _ Re I W ( m j , . ) 1 ^ 

We are now in a posit-on to calculate physical processes. 

7 M u o n D e c a y 

There are three diagram-, to be considered for the decay /i -• eifv, as shown in 
Fig. 7.1. Each is proportional to the result, M, that would have Veen obtained 
in Lowest order. Summing the contributions shown in the Figure we obtain 

/ ^ + Re i l H , , !„ ; , . ) -n H . . . , 0 ) u^ n r 

\ 9 ™w J 
(7.1) 

This is the result promised in Sfflrtion 2 and defines i l r . Using our expression 
for 6gjg 

Ar = - n ^ o , * ; ^ " " " ^ - " " " 1 1 ) 

s= - c 3 /Ren l t . H <mf , ) - l l » n < D ) 1 '/RgnB-,Wfflji)-Ji,rM-(on 

| c3 / two) n».„-i0)\ 

It is a little easier to understand this result if we cast it in a slightly different 
way. Instead of looking at the currents that couple to Z. \Y, and Lhe photon. 



iV e ^ e 

Figure 7.1: Diagrams contributing to muon decay. 

U\, us use those that coup!e to H' 3 l U \ , and the photon and extract the coupling 
constants, Explicitly, let 

T\zz = ^ ( " ; « - 2 > ' / I : K ? + 5 , n 0 £ ? ) . (7.3) 

Ilu-tt- = 9 % i . (7.4) 

I I „ = ^ g , (7.5) 

and genericaHv write 

Then we can rewrite 

+f f* f ^n i , ( m ' v l . ) + - -4- P WO) - n n (oj]. (7.7) 

From our charge renormaJifcatlon ca lc la t ion w c s w i h a t Coulomb scattering 
at a momentum transfer q7 comes with a factor 

J^jy ( l - e ' m ^ t O * + r r w ( q ' J J l ) - (7.8) 

It follows that 

£iZ2k__°i2) , r> ( H b o l m » , _ n - o ( 0 ) ) . A U . (7.9) 

We see ihm the two H'QQ terms in the expression for A r can be rewritten in 
terms of A n . 

If weak isosprn were a gw>d symmetry then we would have Jljjf^ 2 ) = 
H;j3(q2). Of course weak isospin is broken and this is reflected in the quantity 

&p= -K~\nutQ) -TWO)!. (7.10) 

We can re-expre.,*. A r using A a and A/' a.** 



The introduction of "new" physics - a heavy f-quark. technicolor, a heavy Higgs 
boson - wilJ change the values of ibe vacuum polarization bubbles and I bus 
change A r . This induces a change in I he valut* of miv silic*r rn / , Gp and n are 
fixed. From Eq. (2.14). 

, _ 1 / flr0[I + Ar 

; find 
&m2

wfmlv s -
1 - 2* 3 

c A r 

(7 12J 

8 Dispersion Relat ions 

How are we to evaluate the various vacuum polarization functions, U[q2)? The 
standard way is Lo wriir down the corresponding Feynmaii diagram. Here we 
explore an aJlernatjvr: dispersion relations. The functions \\{q2) turn out to be 
analytic functions of their argument. Moioover. they have the special property 
that '.bey are real analytic functions, An analytic function j{z) is said to be real 
analytic if there is some interval on the real axis on which f(z) is real. In this 
region / ( ? ) has a power series expansion with real coefficients. It is not hard to 
prove and easy to believe thai for a real analytic function /(£*) = J'(z). 

Consider a real analytic function with a branch point at z = o and a branch 
cut running from a to oo. An example might be J(z) = (a — z)v with a real and 
/ defined to be real for z real and ; < a. Now Cauchy's theorem tells us we can 
always write 

where t h e contour encircles (counterclock-wise) the point z. Now suppose we 
take a contour as shown m Fig. 8.1. Now on crossing from one side of the cut to 
the other the real part of / is unchanged and the imaginary part changes sign 
(because f*(s) = / (?*) ) . On the other hand, dz' goes one way below the cut and 
thf* other way above the cut. As a TesuSt. only the imaginary pari contributes 
and 

/(*) = - / - ^ - I m / ( s ' ) + ^ - / -^-fi-'). (*.2) 
IT Jcut Z — Z 2.T,l Jcxrelt Z ^ Z 

I 

Fjgurv S I: A contour useful for evaluating Cauchy's formula for a real anahlif func
tion. 



where I in / ( i ' ) means t^e imaginary part above the real axis. IF / is small enough 
for large l ; | we will be able to drop the contribution from the large circle. Thus 
if / is cut from a to oo 

1 r» d-r 

f{z)^-j - ^ — l m / ( i ' ) . (8,3) 
If Ja Z — Z 

If the point 2 is on the r«al axis and z < a the integral is purely real, as ii must 
be. If the point z approaches the cut from above the left hand side will have lo 
have an imaginary part, thai is just \mj[:). The real pari will be given by the 
principal part of the integral. 

Now what is the nature of ImF^s)? There is an imaginary part to f l^z( j ) , 
say. only if there is an actual physical state with cm energy squared 5 into which 
a virtual Z can decay. Thus , technically, T\zz[s) has a cut beginning at (two 
times the mass of the lightest neutrino) 2 « 0, while the cut for Hu-n•{*) begins 
at ml- Lei ua indicate Lhe threshold generally by sth- Then, if v-z Ignore the 
contribution on the periphery, 

n ( * ) * - / —^—imnfjgj. (s.4) 
vJ*lh ( s - s 0 ) 

Now we know that lmll is related lo real physical processes, but how? We have 
already seen thai propagators look like 

On the other hand, we are used to the form 

-,', - r • (SXl 
s — m- + it m 

that appears in the Brcit-Wigner formula. This suggests the identification 

ImII(s) = -^sT(s). (K.TJ 

We must write y/s instead of m because tne bubble doesn't knnw the mass 
of the real particle, it knows only about the value of q2 = $. ^^on-ovrr, we 
must remember that the width «f the virtual particle in question depends on 
A. Thus T[s) is to be thought of as the width a Z would have if it had a 
mass squared .s. This could bt* measured, in principle, in neutrino antincutrino 

annihilation! More prartically it could be studied in e*e~ annihilation, where 

it would interfere with the electromagnetic annihilation. 

For the case of the virtual photon we can prove thai 

i m n„( . ) = - £ j ^ . (8.8) 

The optical theorem relates the forward scattering amplitude lo the total cross 
section: 

=5 - j o - t o . (8.10) 

where M is evaluated for the same initial and final spins. If we write Jut for the 
diagram that includes a vacuum polarization bubble (without i t . M is real) we 
have 

~\M = 5(p,)K%r(j>,) — m ^ ( g 3 > r ^ M e y ' » ( P i ) - ? - f s . l l ) 
'I <\ 

Averaging over the spins, remembering that initial and final spins are the same. 

and dropping the electron mass. 

M = - ^ T r ^ ^ j ^ r W ] (8.T2) 

= -™ru, (<^ . (8.i3) 
Inserting this into the optical theorem gives the stated relation. Analogous 
relations exist for I I H M a " d 11 / / -

If we wish to use Lhe relation between T and IIIIH. we need to calculate the 
width a vector mrson would have as a function of its mass. The amplitude for 
the decay of a vector into a fermion - antifermion pair is 

M = u[p\-tj9v + Q^j)d/>')r" . fR.14) 

where e is the polarization of Lhe vector meson In terms or ttiew-

U s ) = ^ { j J | s - ( " i - ™ V - V f l ; 

+ , ' [.«-(„,+ ™ V - •l;'7:>j}. (R-15) 



For the special case where gv = ± 5 ^ : 

IKS y J 

For the equal mass case, m = m': 

T = ̂  [<£( 1 + 2m7 jt) + 5J(1 - 4m2/*)] . (8.17) 

Let us use these relations to calculate A o : 

= [n^(m2

7) - n^(o)]. (8.1S) 

We write formally (that means we don't worry about convergence) 

RM = - r —^—MIM, (849) 
ir;»,,, (s - s0) 

and 

F W = !Wz^ = ! r ^ I r a n | ! ) . ( 8. 2 0 ) 

and further 
n'fo) - n'(0) = - f°ds "° imiits). (S.21) 

7T J* r h 5-*(5 — So) 

Now ImJI(fi) is proportional to £ for large s, so the integral is convergent and 
we assume we can drop the contour around the large circle. Using Eq. (8.17) 
we find that a Dirac particle of mass m and charge e contributes to ImTI as 

ImII.„t5) = - y P o . v / 1 ( l + ~ ) • (8.22) 

Thus the contribution to A o is 

Mt>.i)-iwuo) = -fr^A^ r^)( '+-) 
a fi 2 2 ( 3 - = 3 ) 
3n Jo /J - 1 + :* 

where ^ = ^ m 2 / ™ ^ . If the fermron is Jight so that ^ < I the integral is complex, 
but we actually need just the real part of the integral - the principal part . It is 
a straightforward exercise to show that the result is 

i f T u d 5 c b t 
mass (GeV) 0.0005 0.106 1.8 0.15 0.E5 0.35 1.5 5.0 100 

Ar x 10- 1.74 0.91 0.48 1.15 0.2!) 0.24 0.07 0.11 -0 .02 

Table 8.1: Table 2.1. Contributions to Ar from Eqs. (8.24) and (8-26) using the 
fermion masses shown. The total here is about 0.056. 

which for light fermions gives 

Aa --
a 5 , t 

(8,25) 

Far the z quark, which is too heavy to be produced in Z decay, the corresponding 
formula is. from Eq. (8.23). 

AQ=-s H+12+"' I1 - ̂ z'itm" 7k=]} • ,s 2S) 

!n Table 8.1 we show the contributions from vhe charged leptons and the 
quarks. Clearly the treatment of the harlronic piece is unconvincing. How should 
we specify the quark masses? The correct procedure is to use Eqs, (8.8) and 
(8.21) to obtain 

where "R. is the ratio of the e"*1 e~ hadronir annihilation cross section to the cross 
section to muons* 

(8.29) 
4 Tret* 

A careful evaluation (22] givrs Q.02S8 ± 0.000!?. rather than the 0,0214 given in 
Table 8 .1 . resulting in A o = 0.000. 



9 Heavy t quark 

Using the results of the earlier sections we cen now determine t h D contribution 
a heavy t quark to Ap and thus to the W - Z mass splitting. The value of Aft 
depends on Ilii(O) - Fl^fO). We conside; contributions from loops involving f 
and b quarks , beginning with H H . From Eq. (8.16), with gv = ~gA = gT$/2, 
the decay width of A H' 3 of mass squared s into a quark-antiquark pair with 
quark mass m is 

where the cm momentum, p, is given by 

p 3 = ( 5 - 4 m 2 ) / 4 . (9.2) 

Thus, formally (and remembering to drop the g1 in accordance with our defini
tion of II33) 

nM(o) = -JL £ ±^T7^-) (1 - m»/.). (9.3) 

A cutoff, A, must by introduced since the integ -. ij diverges. This is not a real 
problem since &p will turn out to be finite. It is simply more convenient to 
calculate 1̂ 33 and Flu separately. A tedious but elcnwntary calculation shows 
tha t for large A, 

n"<°> = - * b ( A ' - W l " £ ) - <«> 
Adding the t and 6 contributions, 

n» (°>=-i(<H< , n5-r>5) m] 

For I I H we consider the decay of a virtual charged IV into (5, For the width 
we have 

r ' - 5Jb ( * - ' n ?- m » J -V /s ) . ' w 

wh«re the cm momentum is given by 

? _ s2 ~ 2a(m? -f mg) + (mj1 - r ^ j " 
4 s (s-) 

In this way we find 

n , i (0) = - j g ^ L v - ^ m J + n ^ l n -

Another tedious, elementary integration gives 

1 f . a 3 . , . , , , A : 

1 
TllflTlb 

r2(m?-m?)"*mJ 4 T ' * ] 
Combining these results we find [23, 24] 

+ o r - T I r ' n — 5 - -Ml +m)\- (9-91 

AP = -^-[n„(0) - nH(o]] 

3s: _ L ; + m S . . . ^ W - , „ 4 ) . l9,o) 
64ir=n 

The factor of 3 comes from summing over the quark colors. 

For m, » mh we have 

*-§3-
This gives a contribution ta A r of 

A r = z — _ ^ » F m = ^ 0 0 1 0 5 ( m r / 1 0 0 r > v ) 3 , (9.12) 

The corresponding shift in the VI* - Z mass splitting is 

1 - 2s* 2 
(9.13) 

The additional terms in the expression for Ar are of the form I l ^ t m j ) , 
n j , ( m 2

v ) . e t c . Their forma] expressions separately diverge logarithmically, though 
their sum h tinne. However, taking the limit mz — 0 or mw *~ u in each piece 
intrcJuces no extra singularities, Thus n ^ , ( m | ) contains terms like l n ( V / m ? ) 
and rn^/mf, but not mffm^. It follows that the contribution of *11 these terms. 
which is finite, can be at most logarithmic in ™j. 



10 T h e Effect ive Lagrang ian 

It is straightforward to calculate fermion-rermion scattering including the one-
loop corrections to the various vector propagators. Of course, this is not a 
complete calculation nf all effects at this order since it ignores vertex corrections 
and box diagrams- Nonetheless, i' does contain most of the physics. Moreover, 
the results can be written in an cspeciaJly dear fashion, namely they are just lik? 
the lowest level results except that some of the parameters are shifted slightly. 
This approach has be™ developed and advocated by Lynn and by Peskin and 
their co-workers.[25, 26, 7, 33] 

Our approach is similar, but not identical, to that, of the originators. We 
shall simply calculate fcrmion-fcrmion neutral current acattering. We need not 
specify whether the exchange is in the t channel or a channel. When we are 
done we shall sec that the result can be written [7] 

"7t - -&$<? 

-jftfr-fc)^^-**') f u U ) 

where the third components of the isospin of the external fcrmions i r e T 3 and T'3 

and their charges are Q and £?'. At Born level the same formula would hold, with 
el = ez, s2. = sin 3 6w, ci = c o s ' d r , nijj = m | , and /.. = 1, It is appropriate to 
rccaU at this time that we have aliuays 

The vertices! weimfd for the calculation follow from Eqs. (G.11 )-(6.l7) and 
(625) and are shown in KIR. 10.1. 

The diagram with a single Z exchange ronHbutes 

M = - — ^ [ff' + s - - % - f p - ) j 

(10.4) 

[(r - Ae) J» + r (6a/s - 6g'/9') J$] 

- ' [ ( i / F + P - ^ v ^ T F ) J$ + tsc(6g/g - Sg'Js') J»] 

2 Z 

z z 
+ irii-;r 

z y 

7 7 

+ i l ! v 

Figure 10.1. Factors associated with vertices and insertions needed fur the radiative 
corrections Co fermion-fermion sratlennc 



The diagram with a single pholon exchange gives 

M . - ^ | . . - f c . ] 

<17 \9 9' }' 
The remaining diagrams have either a 8m type insertion or a vacuum po

larization bubble. The diagrams with Z leading in and out of the insertiun t > r 

bubble give 

M = JTi~S-m{/Q)[i+9r2) ^"^ " " e n " ( m ' ) ] < 1 0- 6 ) 

Combining this with the single. Z exchange gives 

. . _ [T3 - s>Q){Tj - JQ') \f + g" - % ' + g")} 

SimiWly, combining the single photon exchange with tfir diagram with the 
photon vacuum polarization gives 

{ Q[Tj - *'(?') + Q'(T, - JQ)^ tig 6g'\ 

<? J V a 9') ' 
There remain only the diagrams that mix the nhoton and the Z . These 

q2[q2 ~ m 

(10.9* 

If KV combine I he terms with the coefficient Q(T' - s*Q') + Q'(T-, - s 3 Q l 
from Eqa. (10.7) • (10.9) we iiiui their sum is 

(10.10) 

Now we combine this with ihe first term in Eq. (10.7) to obtain 

u s^s" f. Ha-+ g") ^ n^ (^ ) -n 7 7 (m | ) 

(10.11) 

Using the relation 

(*9_t£\_J_[l}r\\z7.{">\) _ RcnifH-(m^,)1 
\s g') 2s2 [ m\ »«?,- J ' 

which follows from Eqs. (£1.35) aii.i (G,3G), we see that 

A = - - «ni,.(, ')- e [ * ^ i > - " " W " * - > | . ,,0.13) 
L m £ m(v J 

From Eq. (6.34) Se2 = e 2 fl^,(0). Combining this with Eq. (]()«5) we see 
that 

e^ = e 3 [ l + I 1 ^ ( q J ) - n ^ ( 0 ) ] . (10.14) 
in agreement with the discussion surrounding Eq. (7.9). 

We still have to identify Za and m*. As it stands there is ambiguity because 
effects can be transferred between Z, and m ' . To resolve the ambiguity we insist 
[7] not only that 

mlirn}) = m £ , (10-'5) 

but also that 

Apn>2M = °- ( l 0- l f i) 
This can be done by defining ml through 

(,' -nft a ( ^ - m'r) f" - 5 2 £ l 4 ^ 1 | S ^ 4 f ,W,| J . (10.17, 
Now Z . is determimil by 



Substituting in the values of e j , s?, and cl and using 

we find 

s . + s . „(0) + ^ [ ^ S ' - ^ - - ^ ™ * | . ( 1 0. I 9 ) 

2 . = 1 4 ^ - n ^ ( , 3 ) + ^ n ^ ^ , 1 ) ! ^ - n ^ ( , , J ) . ( ] 0 .20) 

All of the starred quantities of the effective Lagrane,ian are now defined, so 
we can read off the consequences for a physical quantity like ALn. The formuU 
for ALR at the peak of the 2 is obtained just by replacing s2 by si. In this sense 
the effective Lagrangian is just a convenient way of summarizing the one-loop 
corrections to the single vector-exchange graphs. But there is another advantage 
to the formulation: it isolates the large, trivia] radiative correction, Ac*. 

To see this, consider the formula for .ij, Eq. (10.13). The corrections to 
be subtracted from *? are evaluated at e J or at m | and iT q2 is of the order 
of rrtj. these cannot lead to a large logarithm of the sort occurring in i o — 
n ^ , ( m | ) - 1 1 ^ ( 0 ) . There is a targe logarithm that does occur in s'. We see this 
in Eq. (10,3) where A r appears. Now A r = A c plus some other pieces (see Eq. 
(7-11)). Since we understana the contributions to A Q from the known quarks 
and leptons, it makes sense to isolate these. If there is new physics it will make 
its appearance in the remaining parts of the expression. To this end, following 
the lead of Lynn and Peskin [25. 7], we define 

2 1 . , , 4JTCm(nii) \ 

*—-=•. H ' - ^ S j - "0-21) 

where by a 0{m3.) we mean the value of a{m],) based on tin- known quarks and 
leptons. This could differ slightly ,,. m U i e actual value- if there are addilional 
contributions. If we calculate the difference between .s; and . ^ l m ^ j there will 
be no A o contribution except from new physics. Indeed, explicit]*-

r V 

. t 2 fnafrnJO - 2 . s ; l ] , o l , 4 l - fluiOl 1, 
• 1 1 ^ 1 . , ' - ' ) 

+ e V [WQQ(q-) - tlygdii-rl] . (10.2-Ji 

This is similar to Eq. (5.3C) of Ref. [7], but apparently not identical to it. 
If we assume that the old physics makes an insignificant contribution then all 
the II can be regarded as coming from new physics. If the same assumption is 
made in Peskin's formula, then the two agree. In any event, we can rewrite the 
expression make its hnileness maiu'fest: 

+«* [ n ^ ( r n | ) - U^tf)] - ^ n ^ ( m - ] ( (10.23) 

The finiteness is now easy to demonstrate. The contribution of a single quark 
to I l » behavesas QA1 + 6m 3 LntA 3 /Tn 2 } as seen in Eq. (9.4). Taking a derivative 
makes n ^ more convergent and reduces its dimension by two, so its behavior 
is 11^ oc l n ( A ' V m ' ) - Taking still another derivative makes n ^ convergent and 
it must behave like 1/ni2. The term involving I l^j in Eq. {10.23) is effectively 
( m z — g ' jn^g and is thus convergent since U^ and fl33 have similar behavior. 
The final term, which involves W^Y/2 receives opposing contributions from the 
7"3 = 1/2 and 7^ = —1/2 quarks. These cancel the In A 2 and leave a convergent 
result. 

11 Technicolor 

The orthodox version of the Standard Model with a single, elementary Higgs 
doublet is by no means the only possibility, Tndeed it is both ad hoc and the
oretically suspect. In principle, it would be much more desirable to have a 
model in which the spontaneous symmetry breaking was the result of dynamics 

Mj-cAjIrd dynamical symmetry breakiiig.[27. 2!v 29] The bapic idea of techni
color is Lo inlroduce a new set of fermions - technifermions - with very strong 
(technicolor) interactions between them. Just as in QCD where the theory of 
(almost) inassiess quarks develops a vacuum expectation value for uu -t- dd> the 
corresponding combination of techniquarks. ["t" + DD. will develop a vacuum 
expectation value, This breaks various symmetries. 

We- SB -̂' that mass terms like uu break 5 t ' (2 ) * ("U} because they are 
actually the sum of two terms whh T = 1/2: 

UU - ULUH -f UfiUj.. 01-11 



Thus, just like the conventional < 6 > T the technicolor condensate breaks the 
gauge symmetry. 

In QCD with n flavors of massless quarks, there is a large symmetry. 
SU[n) x SU[n), tha t arises because there is a separate flavor symmetry for 
the left-handed and right-handed quarks. These are separate because the £augc 
interac'ians preserve the handedness. A mass term couples left-handed ^ right 
handed anc destroys the (chiral) SU{n) x SU[n) symmetry. If a'* the quarks 
were given an identical mass, there would still be a flavor SL\tt) symmetry, 
analogous to isospin. This would be a vector (as opposed u> axial} symmetry. 
The condensate, like a mass term, breaks the chiral symmetry 

Now the Goldstone theorem tells us thct spontaneously broken global sym
metries produce massless particles, so we know that the technicolor theory will 
generate massless particles. For example, suppose there are just two technifla-
vers, U and D. Then there is initially an SU[2) x Sl'(2) symmetry, which is 
broken to the vector 51/(2). The axial Si'(2) is lost and its three generators 
must give three massless s c a l a r . But these arc just what ve need for the i\' 
and Z to become' massive. In this way we can obtain all the good features of 
the standard model without introducing elementary scalars. 

How can we describe all this? Well. it is actually completely analogous lo 
QCD and AO we can rely on techniques developed long ago. If we were dealing 
with a theory with two massless quarks. V and D, we would have two separate 
isospins that acted on the left-handed and right-handed quarks. We know that 
ultimately we will get three mass less terhnipions so we want to write a theorv 
in ter.ns of them, but still displaying the chiral Sl'{'2) x St |2) symmetry. The 
best way to do litis is with a chiral J agrangian. Let za. a = l.i!«:i. IK- the ihree 
(techni)pion fields and i .dicate the 2 x 2 generators of Sl'{'2\ bv 

7 ^ 7 - 7 2 . t f <\f.>\ 

so Lhat 

jrr"rt = r/ab. (u.3i 
Now define 

E = « < p ( i 2 - - r / M l l t . 1 i 

where fr is a constant, which for QCD is actually the pion-dccay constant and 
which for our technicolor model will be determined below. A general el**rm*iit (if 

SU(2) K 51''[2] is specified by a left-handed rotation, /- = vxp{-iaL T) and a 
right-handed rotation. Ft = c x p ( - i o n • T). These are the matrices that would 
act on the left-handed and right-handed quarks. How shall we have tlit:m act 
on the pions? The .solution is [30] 

i : -^ L^Rr = t x p C - i o t • 7)i :«xp(-f iaA • T). (11,5) 

What is nice about this is that if we have a rotation that is just an ordinary 
Si'[2) transformation, that is. an isospin rotation, 'hen L = ft and L' transforms 
in 0 sensible way. 

E - r r r - 1 . (U.6) 
where U = L = R. We s w thai E does carry the full SL'[2) x St '['2) s y r - ^ t r y 
in that ir we prrfur/n two successive transformations we get the same result as 
we would have if we found the product transformation and applied it directly 

L*t us write a Lagrangian thai incorporates the chiral symmetry. The £ s 
are matrices, so wr will need to take traces of combinations of Es. Consider, 
for example, Tr LH I nder a chiral transformation this becomes TV / , £ / ? ' / , £ f t 1 . 
which is not Uie sann* On theollier hand Tr ——f transforms properly, Tr £ £ ' —* 
7V(/.y;tf )(£y;/r»)i = TriLZH'IlVl.1) = IrLV, Unfortunately this »s useless 
since ZZ1 = I. It d»es point the way. however, We take 

C= ^'Ud^irV. (11 .7) 
• 1 

If we expand in powers of the r field we find 

ill. = :2flw* • 77 / , . + . .. (11.8) 

and thus the quadratic part of our Lagranpian is 

£ = lrdu7r-T(rrrT= i f V f l - V . (11.9) 

which is exactly correct for a scalar field theory. On the other hand there is no 
mass term. This is just what wc expected; Goldslone bosons. There art* inter
actions, but every interaction contains some derivatives. Now this l-agrangian 
contains r-.-r,,*, W l | | , tnany powers of the r field. It is not rmormalizahle. We 
us*- it only at the Horn level. 

http://llt.1i


So far we have a theory only of the masslcss pseudosealars. We must couple 
it to the gauge theory to learn something interesting. Of the SU{2) x SU{2) 
currents, only some of them arc gmged. In particular, the gauge theory uses 
all the SU(2)Ly but not all the SV(2)R- If we wanted to find the covari&nt 
derivative acting on left-handed quarks we would write 

Dp = flM + i f fHVT+iff 'fl Pl>72). (11-10) 

where Y/2 would be a 2 x 2 matrix equal to (1/G)/. On right-handed quarks 
we would have T = 0 and the weak hyporcharge would be arranged so that il 
accounted for the entirety of the electric charge Q. In terms of the matrices thai 
act on the left-handed quarks we would have oh the right-handed quarks, 

D* = aH + iV(r 3 + Yf2)B„. (11.11) 

This tells us how to make the covariant derivative that acts on T>. Remembering 
that it is fV that occurs in the transformation law, we take 

DJL = d^Z + iI M E - iE7?H1 (11.12) 

with 

L¥ = .«»'«• r + ff'J?BV/2. (11.13) 

K * g'Bu{T3 + Y/2). [MM) 

Now we can writ** a Lagrangiaji wii.h gauge interactions: 

C=^TvDj;(b*'Z)t. (MJ5) 

This isn't actually invariant under 5£'(2) x SC[2). Th n reason is that in Hu 

we have 7-). This singles out a particular direction. Of course if g' were zero, 
the symmetry would be restored. What does Eq. (11.15) actually contain 
physically? To find out we must expand through quadratic order in the fields. 
Writing ir = 7r • 7* 

TrD B E(D , 1 2) , - Tr (+2»cU//» - 2du* *lft - 2*5U i I Si 

+ii„ - IL^/l, - liLjrilft 

-iR„ + 2iiJu//„ + liitRJIl) 

x ( -2 i3"* / / F - 2» si/ft - HVilSl 

- i t " - 2*i»/ /„ + liiiVlft 

+tfl" + 2H" * / / , - lUFnh/fl) . 

(11.16) 

Keeping terms through ff2 and restoring the /2/4 to obtain the Lagr&ngian. 

- i / ; [ R „ , £ " ] * - i a u S [ l " + fl",Jf]-[^,S][/.u.ir]}. (11.17) 

The first term of Eq. (11.17) is just the kinetic energy of the technipions. 
The second term gives mass to the vectors as we see from 

L^-Ry. = gW^-T + g'BJW-g'BAYP + T*) 

= •j=(T+H,Z + T-\V-) + {gW3ll-s'B)T3, (11.18) 

and 

fivLirCT+W* + T-W-? = ^ T r 2 7 ^ r - H , + i r 
4 2 

= fklw+w = ^ ( W ? + w,*). 
(11.19) 

Comparing with Eq. (2.1) we see that for our technicolor mode/ wirh just one 
technifermion doublet to give the correct mass for the H ; we need fw = f. 



Moreover, the calculation of the X mass 

ffTr(g\V3-s'B)2T* = | ( j j l t 3 - j ' B ) 3 

= fJ£ldjlzK ( i , .20 , 
* 9" 

yields tht- standard relation: m J c / 1 7 1 ! — 92/(92 + 9n) = cos 3 Gi\-. 

T h e term with 3 0 S ( I . ( ' - . R ' ' ) displays how the IV and Z eat t he appropriate 
Goldstone bosons. From Eq. (11,18) we see that the charged M'scat the charged 
technipions and the Z eats Ihe neutral one. T h e term involving <?„Jr[L,# -H fl*\ xj 
would seem to give the couplings of the IV, Z , and photon to technipion pairs. 
The only problem is that in our simple model there are only three technipions 
and all of them are eaten. This coupling then is simply part of the trilinear 
gauge boson coupling after the spontaneous symmetry breaking. If we want a 
model with real technipions, we need to start with more teehnifcrmions. 

A logical choice is to take a full generation of technifermions.[31] We have a 
U and D, each in three ordinary colors, and an E and A", each lacking ordinary 
color. In addition, all couple to the superstrong technicolor interactions. The 
original 5k'(S) x SU(B) global symmetry is broken by the technicolor condensate 
to the vector SC{8). 

Each of the 63 generators of the broken Sl'(%) presents us with a Goldstone 
boson. Three of these are eaten by the 11* and Z. We can enumerate the 
Goldstone bosons as follows. There are technipions. which are isotriplets. e.g.* 
UD, EiX. Since there are three colors, there are nine QQ technipions. of which 
one is colorless and eight are color-octet. There are three colored QL triplets and 
three colored QL triplets. In addition there is one LL triplet. Altogether there 
are 16 isotriplets, of which one must be eaten. Similarly, there are 16 isosinglets, 
except that the combination that is an SV(8) singlet is not a Goldstonc boson. 
In sum there axe 16 x 3 + 15 = 63 Goldslone bosons, of which 3 are eaten. 

If we return to our formulas for the U* and Z masses, Eqs. (] 1-19) and 
(11.20). we see that the trace extends over four isodoublets. the three colored 
techniquarks (t\D\ and the colorless technilepEons. [S.E), As a result. / r need* 
to be only half as large, t-/2-

Our goal is to calculate the technicolor contribution to A r and thus to the 

W - Z mass splitting. Our genera! expression for A r , from Eq. (7.2). is 

+ 4fM_n-!5i) . ( 1 1.2 ] ) 

At this point we have to confess to a swindle. V% , ave contended we can 
calculate the Us just with dispersion relations. However, this cannot be com
pletely true since, for example we must have 11-^(0) ^ 0 because of conser
vation of the electromagnetic current. Similarly FlaqjO) — 0. These relations 
do not follow From our dispersion relations, which are of course positive defi
nite and divergent for f l ^ O ) and FIj^O). If we enforce ilirse conditions, then 
n Z i r ( 0 ) = to/c)2nM{0). The find term in Eq. {11.21? if then proportional to 
11:33(0) — n r , ( 0 ) . that is, proportional to Ap. In our model with degenerate 
technimultiplets this vanishes. Thus, writing x = sin 2 flw. we are left with 

, 3 fds 1 r I t n l W U I 
A:- = - - / — I m n „ U ) + - I dr 

+ -

s{s - tn-w 

I - j 1 
-J l * ( s - m ! ) Hs-m:t >J 

To evaluate this expression we heed the partial widths o f l h r virtual photon, 
\\\ and Z into technipions. Let us hegin Ity calculating the couplings of the 
gauge hosons lo the techhipions from the term 

jTdri[l"^R".i\-jT{l.- + H']{i.P^} . (11.23) 

First we calculate 

L-» + Ru = gU'v-T + gBjT-i + Y) 

= -S={T*\r* + T'W | -i- - ( 7 , - 2iQ)Zu + :iiQAu (11.24) 

For simplicity, look at just the coupling of the photon. 

-•2icA„TrQ\T..&'*] - -2itAulTd--[Q.^] . (11.25) 

Now commuting with Q just mu. iplie* each ct mponen! of the field hv its charpe. 
For some particular technipion. rrx and it« ajliparticle tf̂ . taking into account 

- 2 3 -



the n-T-nalization T r r ° 7 6 = Kb we gcL 

- irQiA^n^ir, -IT^r.:) <]J.20) 

where QT is t he charge of Jr r in units of e. This is exactly what wr expert from 
ordinary electrodynamics. Thus we infer that the coupling is jusl one-half of 
what we read from Eq. 0 ^ -24J, so Z couples as 

1 ( \ T ( I I .S i ) 

and U ' + as 
- ^ = 7 + (11.28) 

and 7 as 
cQ. (11.29) 

A coupling to a vector of the form 

a lL( i r .<) u i r J - i r , a" i r 1 ) (11.30) 

gives a decay matrix element 

M = at{p-p) (11.31) 

where c is the polarization vector of the decaying particle. The angular average 
of the square of the matrix dement is 

W = 5 " ' P L (11321 

and thus 

r ( i - _ . * • * ' ) = 5 ^ ( n . 3 3 ) 

where the mass squared of the decaying vector particle is s and 

f 4 ^ { s - W ) / L (11.34) 

We assume that all the tcchnipions in a single ~nul(ip]et are degenerate, with 
mass m. Combining the above results we can find the partial widths for photon. 
Z, and W decay. Following [32] we consider te^iinipion muhiplets of isospin r and 
identify each member by its third component of isospin. r a aj-»d the muJiiplet 's 
hypercharge y. IhenforZ' drcay we have, writing sin* ftu = -r 

r ( Z - n ( U S l W ) . n ( r , - / - . . - i f ) > = - ^ — = * [ ( l / 2 - * ) f a - a-y/2] 2 

1 - T P~~S 

(11-35) 

Similarlv 

s 3 ^ r(H'* - ni.,/a,j,).n(f.-*3 + I.-J,)) = --^[((i +1)-<3(»3+1)] (u.3S) 
H b ra 

and 

r<7 - n(y./„y).n(i. -(,.-»)) = j 3 ^ [ ' a + */2f- <"-3i) 
If we sum these expressions over the elements of an isomultiplet, recognizing 
that the mean value of t\ is clearly one-third of T2 =; f(f + 1), we see that 

r(z-.ni,r,io.T5(i.-B,) = 

T^fe' 2' + ]' K 2-^'-H 2 1 + *V/41. 
(11.38) 

r ( i r + ^ n ( i , t , ) , i i ( f . - y ) ) = 

^ ( 2 , + 1 )?lII±I>, ( 1 1. 3 g, 
rh-n(i.!,).n((,-u)) = 

fl Ag-<a + i ) [ ' i ^ + £ | . (1..40) 
These expressions are to be inserted into Fq. (11.22). Each integral extends from 
the threshold for the production of a pair of tecluiipions. s l l i r — Am7. For the 
upper limit we write A 2 , indicating a value above which our description in terms 
of technipions ought Lo be replaced by a description in terms of techniquarks. 
This is entirely analogous to QCD where at very' low energies e

4

f - annihilation 
must b e viewed in terms of the fcw-pion final states, while at high energies it 
is viewed in terms of the underlying quarks. For the moment, let us ignore m\ 
and m£ v . Then Eq. (11.22) yields the formula of Cold"n and RandaJ): 

A r = 
) [% ds 3 y/s 



_ g* t(( + l)(2i + l) ,V 
" 9 f i ^ 3 ' r W ( I M 1 ) 

We shall return to aii examination of the limitations of ,his expression, but 
for the presentlet 'sjustestimate its value in the one-generation model describe*! 
above. We follow Rjef. [32] by letting A = 4TV, m = m^. Note that Eq 
(11.41) a s u m e s that the mukiplets are not self-conjugate and must be divided 
by two for our 16-1=15 mul t i s e t s . With g*/8 = 6>m^>/\/2~ = O.0528 we find 
A r = 0.0378 and from Eq. (7.13) 

6mw = -0M MeV. (11.42) 

This result |32] is in agreement with the value given by Lynn. Peskin. and Stuart. 
[34] Of course there is arbitrariness in the choice of Lhe values for A and m, 
but nevertheless the shift is quite large and not supported by the existing data. 

12 More on Technicolor 

How can we make the technicolor result more precise' First notice thai the 
shift in A r (or mu-) is intrinsically finite, despite the logarithm in £q . (11.41). 
At high energies the theory is one of techniquarks and since u e have A full 
generation of tbeiru the theory is finite. In reality, ihen. the dispersion relations 
for the various lis in the combinations we need would actually converge- U> 
have simply used a model of nan-interacting technipions whose couplings to the 
gauge particles are dictated by the underlying symmetry. How cai. we make a 
more reliable model? 

The approach of Peskin and Takeuehi [33] is to rely on data from QCD. 
that is low-energy meson physics, and scale it to simulate technicolor. Since 
the technicolor interactions conserve parity and tsospin just like QCD. it is 
convenient lo express the various currents in terms of vector and axial currents. 
We have the correspondence 

'% = - % f l + - - 4 + ) . (1-2.1) 

Jz = ^ d a - . ^ - ^ b ] . (12.2) 

J . = cVQ (12.3) 

where 1 + i.s the vector isospin raising rurrent. VQ IS the electromagnetic current, 
and so nn. If we use these expressions and again treat rrtz and m ^ as small we 
can rewrite Eq. (11,22) as 

A r = - f - ^ - [ I i n n j - v l ^ - I n i l l ^ W ] (12.4) 

where l lvv - l l v ^ , etc. In obtaining Eq. (12.4) we assumed the technimulli-
phrLs were each degenerate so that the average value of T^Y vanishes. Restoring 
*TTZ and m\f would inducr some small corrections. 

In the n -del of the previous section only the decays of the vectors into a 
pair of lethiiipions w rv considered. Since the V —• PP decay goes only through 
the vector, as Dpp'jwed to axial, coupling, we treated II ̂  as being zero. Inserting 
the partial width fur V —• TTJT from Eq. (11.33). 

I" - 9 ^ m 7 j (12.5) 
OTT.S 

jnto Eq. (J!M) recovers Eq- (11.41) since summing over all possible lechnipion 
intenm-diatt* stales introduces a factor £ J * = f(f + l)(2l + I ) / 3 . 

More generally »'t eypcel decays of the vector panicle* into muUJiechnip-
ion staLcs, analogous u» ihr defrays of vector mesons into mujtipion states. The 
implications .' chiral symmetry for such decays was investigated in the classic 
work of Weinberg.[3'i] The situation here is closely related.[33] We can evalu
ate tin- contribution of vector (lechnirho) and axial (techni-.4j) states to Eq. 
(12.4) in a simple fashion. The amplitude for a gauge-vector l* to decay into a 
technipion pair through a tcchnirho is just 

M = 2 - z jwfp-p'l 
5 — m- + i l pTiiv 

= rtj.—AV, (12.6) 

where <?v gives the direct p — V coupling. Thus 

.«?• ri-(») - r, ( s - m ; ) ' - ! - ] 

= ^ L ^ i - m J ) (12.7J 



BO for Imrjyv the technirho contribution is 

lmnVv = ~vgltts-ml) . (12.8) 

A similar formula applies to the axiaJ-vector ^i.-

I m n A 4 = - i r f f ^ C a - m ; , ) . (12.9) 

Substituting in Eq. (12.4) we gel a contribution to A r of 

A r = | - | 3 - S r | - (12.10) 

This leaves us with the problem of determining the masses and couplings 
of the technirho and t echn>dl . Such considerations would take us too far 
afield. An attractive approach [33] uses the Weinberg sum rules and the KSFR 
relation[3G], both of which were developed for ordinary pion physics in the 1960s. 

13 Observables at Z 

After this long interlude on technicolor, let us return to the world of experimen
tal measurement. Experiments at LEP and SLC should give us data on r t o i , 
rufTh*d' ALR, APB, P[T), etc. Each is sensitive to 7T| (,mH, and new physics. It 
is worthwhile understanding how well we might measure some of these quantities 
and to what extent such measurements would actually test the standard model. 

Let us consider in particular the left-right asymmetry: 

A L n = ° - ^ . (13.1) 
OL + era 

The left-right asymnetrv is not a parity-violating effect. It receives con
tributions from the two-photon intermediate state. Setting that aside, we are 
interested in the amplitude from the Z and from Z-photon interference. It 
is easiest to analyze the process by considering one helicity at a time. For 
eleft ~* IL(R the amplitude is proportional to 

L L + - T y - % — • (13.2) 

where in the obvious notation (?£* gives the coupling of the left-handed electron 
to the Z , etc . In every instance we specify the helicity of the fermion (not the 
antifermion). The relative importance of the Z relative to the photon is given 
by 

In terms of this variable we can calculate simply ihe cross sections for the four 
relevant processes. Like and opposite helicity combinations have characteristic 
angular dependences that reflect conservation of angular momentum: 

x(i+cose)2, (13.4) 
mciti, - /RA)i2 « icrW+wfQfl'i2 

x{\-cos0f. (13.5) 

!.«(<*£ - A/fllP « \QHQ1!+(,<}%Ql!? 
x ( l - c o s f f ) 2 , (13.6) 

\M(ckt*L ~ JRJL)? *• \QRQB1+(.Q$Q:!/\2 

x d + .josfl) 1. (13.7) 

From these we can determine both the Forward-backward and left-right 
asymmetries. In particular, near the Z peak, where the photon's contribution 
can be ignored, we have 

, 3 QF-QF QV-or , 1 3 S 1 

^ - wrw-
A careful evaluation of radiative corrections sho*& that we should use a^ 

effective x = [i.ZV>. which gives AL,i = 0.12. AFn = 0.011. 
How well can these be measured? Measurement of the left-right asymme

try requires counting llie number of observed events' Lth left-handed electrons 
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A' = 10* 10s 106 

SPJP = 0.05 0.023 0.O09 0.006 
iP/P = 0.03 0.023 0.008 0.004 
6P/P = 0.01 J22 0.007 0.003 

Table 13.1: Uncertainty in ALR from statistics and limitations in the accuracy of the 
determination of the polarization, P. The value of A' is the number of observed Z%. 

N = 10" 105 10e 

6P/P = 0.05 0.003 0.0014 0.0010 
iP/P = 0.03 0.003 0.0011 0.0005 
(P/P = 001 0003 0.0009 o.oow 

Table 13.2: The uncertainty in s in 1 9w obtained from the measurement of ALR using 
the results of Table 13 1. 

incident versus l.lie number with right-handed electrons incident, assuming the 
integrated luminosity was the same for the two. Then if the degree of polariza
tion is /* 

Uncertainties are introduced in particular by statistical fluctuations and 
errors in the measuremenl of the polarization. These introduce an uncertainty 
in ALR 

Taking as nominal values 

/^ feO-20; ALR = Q.\2. (13.12) 

we obtain the results shown iti Table* I.'I.l and 13.2. 

As a point of comparison, consider the capability of LEP in measuring the 
forward-back ward asymmetry.[37] 

statist if id error ±0.002 
systematic error due to uncertainty in m^ ±0.0015 
systematic error due to uncertainty in QED correction ±0-002 
systematic error due to apparatus effects ±0.001 

total ±0.0035 

Table 13.3: Anticipated errors in measurement of the forward-hack ward asymmetry 

in the muon final state At LEP.[37) 

From Eqs. (13.8) and (13-9) we see that for a measurement of the Forward-
backward asymmetry with uncertainty AAPB to be equivalent to a measuremept 
of the left-rigl'I asymmetry, w « must have 

3 
AApg = -Z2ALHL\ALR 

4 
= 0.18A.4 L *. (13.13) 

so the anticipated LEP result would have the value of a left-right asymmetry 
measurement with AALR = 0.019, a result that could be achieved at SLC with 
somewhat more than 10.000 observed Zs. LEP itself might be able to obtain 
polarized beams and measure ALP with both high statistics and high preci
sion determination of the polarization, as discussed by Treille at this summer 
school. (38 j 



14 Mixing with a New Z 

We have discussed the possible signature; for new physics through radiative 
corrections to the standard model, but a more direct manifestation would be 
the mixing of the Z of the regular with a massive one. It is not simply idle 
speculation to talk of extra Zs since the Sl / (3) x SU(2) x 1/(1) model surely 
appears incomplete. Models with SO(10) or E$ as symmetries have additional 
neutral gauge bosons, which could mix with the ordinary 2. Of course, the 
most direct evidence for such a Z' - ,onld be its direct observation. The Fermilab 
Tevatron is the best place t o look rljjht now and CDF would probably have found 
a Z' with a mass less than about 400 GeV or so, the actual limit depending on 
the couplings of the new Z to the fermions. 

In analyzing the effect of a new Z at the Z peak il is important to keep in 
mind how the data are actually used. Typically the mass of the Z is interpreted 
by inferring a value for s i n ' 0w , but the relation used to do this is t rue only 
in the standard model with a single Z. As we shall see, this incorrect value of 
sin 2 div, as well as the mixing itself, both contribute to the shift of observables 
from the values predicted by the standard model. 

Let us define quite generally a mixing angle A between the Z 1 0 from the 
standard model and the new Z M that gives the physical states: 

Z, =cns\Z,a + s i n A Z m . (14.1) 

Z-i = - s i n A Z , 0 +CQSXZ-X,. (14.2) 

The new Zs couple with new charges that arc linear combinations of the 
charges to which the unmixed Zs coupled; 

Q[ = c o s A Q f a -snf.Q'p,. fl-1.3) 

Q j = s i n A Q [ 0 +cos\Qia. (u.A) 

Here Q{ 0 is the standard neutral current charge: 

Q{" " sin «,; Vos lV ^ - ™* ° " - 0 - ) " ' 1 « ' 

Because of the mixing, then- is a mass s):ift, 

M\-M^ = -A ' J (A/J , -Af , 2

u | , (14.(J) 

ft -\*[Mj-Ml). (14.7) 

Now having measured thephysicaJ Z mass we would deduce the wrong v%}ur 
of sin^Civ- = rH<-

7>° f ltf r ) |. (14.8) 
The correct value could only be deduced from t-he unmixed mass: 

ih( 

Thus there is an error in the deduced value of i\v 

6xw — T » — r*- (14.10) 

I - 2 r i v A/? * l U ) 

It is conventional to take as the parameters of mixing the mass of the heav
ier 2 and the mixing angle A. I find that this is really not the most convenient 
approach. Taking 6xw and A as the two parameters (or the mixing has some 
advantages over the standard choice of A/f and A. The deviations in the observ
able quantities in €*c~ annihilation a t the Z are linear in 6xw and A, so each 
meiwurfemc-nt yields a linear band as an allowed region in the 6xw - A plane. In 
addition, the allowed range will turn out to be a finite portion of the plane. The 
curves of fixed A1] are parabolas and it is not bard t o read the valijf of \ i 2 fxom 
the plot. 

As <ui example of a model with extra Zs let us consider £ e . [39, 40. 4l] 
One possible srhenic involves a two-stage breaking. 

SO( l0) - 5 t ' ( 5 ) x n i ) x . (U.I2) 

that provides ,wo potential Zs„ Z v and Z x . one for each t ' ( l ) factor. String 
theory suggest & that a particular linear combination. Z„ is the lighter of (he two 
new physical #h. The couplings of 2*, are related to those of Zx and Z v by 



The O(t)s that are associated with the new Z"s both commute with SU(o) 
so the new charges or all the form ions in a single representation of SU{5) are 
identical. Explkhly 

Qj*Z,tt.,i'L>UL..*) = \/hf72x[c(cos»w). (1*1.14) 

Q^'L^L^L^L) = -yfif24x{e/axOw). (14.15) 

QX^I^'L^L) = 3 > / l # 4 x l e / c o s 0 u - > . (14.16) 

Q»(vL^L,et>*L) = -0/3)y(c/cosfin-l (14.17) 

Q^CI^LM = {\/i>) x\cf cas0-v). (14.18) 

If we restrict ourselves to measurements at the peak of the Z and ignore 
the purely photonic background (the interference term vanishes at the peak of 
the Z since; the Z amplitude is purely imaginary while the photonic amplitude 
is purely real) all observables can be expressed in terms of partial widLhs to final 
states with fermions of specified helicities. IA-I us Lhen determine t he effect of 
Z mixing on each of these partial widths. 

The real partial width is given by 

rj = V(Z^hl») = ^Q{'. (14.19) 

while the widUi inferred from the measured Z mass and the standard model is 

f / " £ n ; < ? 2 . (14.20) 

with Q{a evaluated using 5\y in plate of T 1 V . ' lb first order in orn- and Y 

•jr- = —r = A — ~ + im-~*. (14.211 

- Z V + i r i i T 1 . (14.221 

where 
V20 

V = ~f- "4.231 

t~ 
.-9k. 

-fl.19 

B> r ' 
t~ 

.-9k. 
-fl.19 0,019 -10.4 

e* -0 .17 0.015 J>,6 
V 0.37 0.1)7 - 2 . 9 
it 0.25 0.10 - 6 . 6 
tJ 0.12 0.02 5.6 
d -0.31 0.15 —1.6 
d -o.oc 0.01 .•5.6 

Table 14.1: Valuwi of the w<*ak neutral charge Q{ 0 , branching ratios in the- standard 
mod^l, and th*1 coefTiriont.i r ' for the various fermions, / . 

is the ratio of the tit'W £ charge to the old 2 charge, and 

, -1+2™ 1QL 
J l l - ( 1 - X H - ) • i - i t -Qi . 

(14.24) 

This latter quantity gives the importance of the shift in the apparent sin3tfiv 
and does not depend on the couplings of the new Z. Its values for 'lie various 
fermions are given in Table 11.1. The effects of the new Z coupling-, are reflected 
in the coefficients q*. shown in Table 14.2. 

The total width is given by 

r = :idV + r,, +1\ +rd + r5i + 2(r„ + r s). (U.25) 

h is simple to see thai Lhe deviation in the total width, that is. he difference 
between the standard model expectation based on the jneaaured value of the Z 
mass, and the correct value is given by 

sr _ r - r 
r ~ r 

-2A [3(qr~Br~ + <f* « r " + q-W + q'B" + q'B*) 

+'M<i"B- + q*BT-)\ 

+ c W f. ' t(r r"H' ' 4 r"* K' 4- r ' If i- <•'[id + rdrT') 



«( «i «,' 
c -1.12 -0.48 -0.30 
<L + 0.42 -0.54 0.C9 
V 0.59 0.26 0.16 
u -0.29 0.37 -0.47 
u -0.63 0.82 -1.03 
d 0.23 -0.30 0.38 
d -3.8 -1.63 -1.03 

Table 14.2: Values of the ratio q* = Qio/Qio of" the neutral weak charges for ZK, Z^. 
and Zn for the various fermions, / . 

+ 2 ( r u S " + T - u B u ) 

(14.26) 

From Tables 14.1 and 14.2 we find for the three cases of Z x , Z©, and Zr, respec
tively, 

6T 
0.041 I 

• = -2\{ - 0 .053 l-Hfi iu-(-3.97J. (14.27) 
0.067 J 

From the da ta reviewed in Section 2 we see that the total width is known 
to about 1%. Supposing that we have perfect accord with theory, there \& a 
constraint on A and 6xw-

0-041 
-2A^ -0 .053 ^-3.976xw < 0 . 0 1 . (14.28) 

0.067 

In Figures 14.1, J.4-2. and 14,3 we show the constraints from the total width 
measurement on the Zx. Z&, and Zn. 

As discussed in Section 12, the left-right asymmetry is given by 

A L R = • 
&L + &R 

(14.29) 

Figure 14.1; The $zw - A plane showing the region that would be allowed by a 
measurement of H^ to 1% (between the dotted lines), by a measurement of A^R to 
±0.025 (between the dashed lines) or to 0.003 (between the inner dashed lines), and 
a measurement of the total width to 1% (to the left of the dot-dash line) for the Zx. 
From outside to inside, the parabolas indicate M2- 200 GeV. 400 GeV, and 600 GeV. 

This asymmetry depends only on the couplings of the Z to the electron and 
clearly is given by 

ALR = * , r

e • (14.30) 

It follows that the deviation of the asymmetry is given by 

6Aj.fi __ Am - ALR 
ALR ALA 
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Figure 14.2: The bx\v — A plans showing the region that would be allowed by a. 
measurement of R^ to \% (between the dotted lines), by a measurement of A^n to 
±0.025 (to the left of the right dashed lino) or to 0.003 (to the left of the left dashed 
lines), and a measurement of the total width to \% (to the left or the dot-dash line) 
for the Z^.. From outside to inside, the parabolas indicate M2= 200 GeY, 400 GeV. 
and 600 GeV. 

= -"i-^T—TT-, [-2-W* -<T) +*x„ (K* -t'~)\ . (14.31 

Using Tables 14.1 and 1-1.2 for Z v Zr. and Z, 

ALR 

1,54 
= -4 .122 | - 2 A { -0 .062 ^ + i j n - C 6 . 

0.90 
(M.321 

1—'—'—'"" 1 - T - T J ' ' I ' ' ' ' J ' ' ' • 1 ' ' ' ' 1 
200_„ 

\ R ^ ' J^c-""'"'"'— ,'. 
\ T t o l ^ 

^ — _4fltt_= 

-s ~~*—~—' " • > , 6 0 0 

J 5 ^ "" ~- N. ^ v ' 
.•" i s - ~~~ >.' 

/ "*• ^ ' " 
^*X"~"-^~_ *- ^ / ^ ,, • — - — . ^ ^ - ^ 

A L f i / A L f i / • - ^ ~ ; * - > » _ ^ 

\ / -~; -
', , . . I , . . , 1 , ,,.,., I . , ^ ± ^ , . . i 

0.0000 0.0000 0.0010 0.0016 0.0020 0.0025 0 0030 

Figure 14.3: The *r» - A plane shotting the region that would be allowed by a 
measurement of A"„ l ° ' " (to the left of the dotted line), by a measurement of Am to 
±0.025 (below the upper dashed line) or to 0.1X13 (between the indicated 
dashed hues), ind a measurement of the total width to l7i (to the left of the dot-dath 
line) for the 2 , . From outside to inside, the parabolas indicate .V/2= 200 OeV, 400 
GeV. and 600 GeV. 

The constraint from measurement of /l;.n to K\LR - 0.025 gives 

I r -54 
2A \ -d.OB'J \ + I G . l - W 

0.99 

< 0.047 (1-1.33) 

T h e measurement or /?„ = VjrM = BJB^i provides an independent 
teat of the standard model. The deviation in /?„ 'v~ 

ert„ f-V' 
r*- -1-' T-' r»- + r--



tv Bd tr* B1 \ 
(14.3-1) 

Here P* represents the pwli»l width Tor Z -* ML^R. The coefficients 2 am) 11 
arise from the number of generations thai contribute. Using the values in Tabhw 
14.1 and 14.S, 

SR. 
-0.39 

(14.3f>) — a = -2A - 0 . 4 3 } + 6xw{-5.74). 
R» I 0.10 

Constraining this by a ]% measurement gives the band 

-0.39 1 
-2A^ - 0 . 4 3 | + 6xv.-i-b.74) < 0.01. 114.36) 

0.10 J 
All of these results we displayed in Figures 14.1, 14.2, and 14,3, 
In models where there are extra. Z$ but no extra \Ys the IV mass is ind«-

pendent of the Z mixing angle. Simre tlip Z mass is always ronslrajnerf to be 
its measured ve'-je, the Z mixing th rn has the effect of shifting the mass of the 
W. Since the W mass is inversely proportional to m - for fixed Gf-

(11.37) 

Recent results from CDF and CA2 were reviewed by FroidevauN who ri i i i l 
(42] 

m z 

= 0.8775 ±0.0047 ±0.0021, 

mz 
~ 0.8831 i 0.0048 ± 0.0026. 

from which he concluded, perhaps a J - ; t optimistically, 

n i H - = 80,07 i 0,22 GeV. 

(11.38) 

(14.39) 

(14.40) 

This provides a constraint — 6r < 0.0013. In addition CDF will set an 
explicit con^rainl of approximately 

r n 7 ' < 4 0 0 GeV, {11.41) 

though careful analysis would set different limit for each type of '/'. 

Referring t o Figures 1*1.1. M.2. and 14.3 we see that these are powerful 
constraints indeed. For example, consider £„• Here the measurements of R^ 
and TLO, provide no new limitations after the results from the hadron colliders 
are imposed. On the other hand, a high precision measurement of A^R with 
&ALR would significantly restrict the region in the A - 6xw plane. 

-32-
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15 Summary 

High statistics, high precision measurements at the Z are a primary means of 
Marching for deviations from the standard electroweak model. To da te no such 
deviations have been found, nor have any signs of the the much-awaited Higgs 
boson been seen. Improved da ta will lead to more and more restrictions on 
hypothetical models such as technicolor and multiple Zs. Of particular interest 
is the measurement of the left-right asymmetry using polarized electron beams. 
Complementary information from hadron colliders can provide lower limits for 
extra Zs and measure accurately the mass difference between the H'' and the Z. 

The analysis of these da t a call for careful work on radiative corrections. 
The initial s tate radiative corrections can be understood quite easily ax*d sim
ple analytic expressions exist that are rather accurate. The true electroweak 
corrections are more complex, buL they are dominated by corrections *o the 
propagators of the gauge bosons. These can be pictured easily by cons dcring 
the imaginary parts, which correspond to physical decays of the gauge bosons 
(albeit of variable mass), and then obtaining the real parts using dispersion re
lations- This not only provides a convenient conceptual framework, but allows 
the consideration of strong interactions, like those of technicolor. 

To test the standard model it \H necessary to pose an alternative- A partic
ularly interesting alternative is furnished by adding an extra Z that miaes with 
the Z of the standard model. Aside from the couplings of the new Z , there are 
two parameters to consider, a mixing angle \ and the mass of the heavier Z. 
The mixing leads to a shift in the mass of the lighter Z and a consequent shift 
in the value of sin 6w. It is easier to analyze data using as the parameters A 
and this shift, 8xw. Each experiment at the Z yields an allowed linear band in 
the k - Szw plane. Already the data severly restrict this class of models for Zs 
that arise from E& theories, 
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FUTURE POSSIBILITIES FOR LEP 
D. Trt'ilte 

C E R N , Geneva, Switzerland 

ABSTRACT 

To go beyond the LEP 1 programme, one can 

1. increase the cm. energy; 

2. increase the luminosity., an option technically related to the previous one; 

3. increase the sensitivity lo possibJ- deviations from the Standard Model by 
polarizing the beams. 

These upgrades open up the way to many possibilities for physics concerning 
accurate measurements as well as searches for new effects. They also require, 
from the theoretical and experimental points of view, several improvements and 
changes. These various topics and their interrelatedness arc- reviewed and dis
cussed. 

1 INTRODUCTION 
In these lectures I would like to discuss how the standard CERN LEP pro 

gramme, which started one year ago, could be developed and improved. In spite 
of its rich potential, which has been thoroughly explored during the course of sev
eral workshops, the LEP 1 era has limitations for several domains of interesting 
physics. These limitations are due either to the insufficient available energy, or to 
a lack of statistics, or to a DOD-optimal intrinsic sensitivity of the measurements. 

Before embarking on physics (in Section 2), a few basic facts about the LEP 
machine, its present performances, and its use' are reviewed> so that the problems 
encountered in the various options can be better understood. Tn Section 3, I do 
the same for the experimental and instrumental aspects, focusing on a few critical 
items. 

In Section 4 the LEP 1 programme (l, 2] is summarized, with its dual aspect of 
accurate measurements and direct searches for new phenomena; emphasis is laid 
mostly on new ideas or computations that have occurred since the first Workshop 
[1]. The results obtained so 1ST are briefly reviewed. 
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In Seetion 5, after giving & short description of what could be the pretzel LEI' 
(i.e. multibunch operation), 1 discuss wh?' should be the impact on physics if 
the luminosity were to be increased by an u rdcr of magnitude, on or near 'he 2 
peak, with respect to accurate measurements, rare decays of the Z, and fermiuu-
antifermioD physics* especially bcauty-anlibeauty. The experimental implications 
are also briefly discussed. 

Section 6, inspired mostly by Ref. J3J, summarizes the physics that will be 
accessible at LEP 200: W pairs, potential discoveries [in particular, in the su-
persymmetric(SUSY) Higgs sector], ar;d accurate ni Erasure merits. Some technical 
aspects of the required RF system are described. The effect of the actual choirs* 
of the energy end-point on the physics potential is briefly discussed. 

Section 7, after recalling that spin is a1 the heart of clcctroweak interaction. 
describes how longitudinal polarization oi LEP beams could improve the qual
ity of our test of the St- i ( dard Model (SM) [4]- By combining different types 
of measurements, d e v i a t e s 'rom the SM can be unambiguously attributed to 
specific sources of new phasic*. licwever, building up, maintaining, rotating, and 
exploiting polarization prop^.iy is certainly a non-trivial enterprise; the problems 
encountered and their possible solutions are described, as well as the recently 
started R&D programme that led to a first observation of transverse polarization 
at LEP. 

2 S O M E A S P E C T S O F T H E L E P M A C H I N E 

2 . 1 S y n c h r o t r o n R a d i a t i o n a n d i t s E f f e c t s 

Synchrotron radiation has both positive and negative aspects for circular c* 
machines. The negative side is due to energy dissipation. About sin photons are 
emitted per tesla metre and per electron, with a spectrum governed by the critical 
energy [5], 

where 7 = Ejme and p is the radius /curva ture . For U"I* at the Z peak. £„ , , == 
100 keV. The loss per turn is oc iAfp. although this loss amounts to only 130 M.-V 
at the Z peak, it becomes 2,8 GeV at y/Z = 200 GcV: it is therefore hopeless to 
think of getting much beyond this energy with.* circular machine whose radius and 
cost would grow as E2. Synchrotron radiation is sharply ebllimated ( 0 ^ RJ I/-,). 
which helps when designing protection against it. A 1DD krV photon flux i> 
attenuated by a factor of - 200 through 1 mm of lead. In 1 m of a typical gas for 
a time projection chamber (TPC), the probability that such a photon interacts. 
giving a small l spo t \ is 0(1%). We can go quite far in 'guesstnnating* the n W > 
and effects of synchrotron radiation by applying a f.*w rules of thumb: for inslar- r . 
by adopting an albedo of ~ 1 for scattering at grazing angles, and of - ]% for 
large-angle (more than a few milliradians) or backward scattering. 

The loss of energy due to synchrotron radiation has to be compensated for. 
This is the role of RF cavities, which are grouped in a number of R F stations. At 
LEP 1, two straight sections (2 and 6) have RF stations symmetrically located on 
each side of the intersection point. For higher energies, the RF power will have to 
be more uniformly distributed around the machine; this implies the installation 
of cavities in the four experimental zones in order to avoid optical problems due 
to a local mismatch between the energies in both beams (Bassetti effect [6]). 

To compensate for the energy loss, an accelerating field EKr has to be present 
over a length I. For fixed I the required held scales as ~ E^ttm- The power 
transferred to the beam is 

with sin ^ not far from unity. It can be seen that an increase of beam current 
Ateam as well as of beam energy requires more power. At present, the copper RF 
cavities are at room temperature, with £ . „ s: 2.5 MV/m and a total length I i : 
270 m for 128 cavities. To reach higher energies and/or current, they will have 
to be replaced by superconducting (SC) ones [7j, and two varieties have been 
tested: pure niobium, and copper coated with niobium. The future set of cavities 
will be of the second type. We will come back to this question in Section 6 
The acceleration yield = r \ e B n , / P l < w i I 1 , should go from - 10%. (normal cavities) to 
- 50% (SC ones). 

Another important aspect of the RF cavities is their transverse impedance, 
which governs the way in which the beam acts on itself through its surroundings. 
The main limitation on the current i< indeed an instability due to the transverse 
coupling mode, i.e. a short-range wake-field effect [8]. The instability is reached 

£ , O.A.fff) 
where K,[a) is the factor of transverse loss for element 1. and &, is the 0 function 
at its location. The limiir.tion occurs at the lowest energy, i.e. at the energy of 
injection. Of all the beam elements, tin; Cu warm cavities have the biggest A' 
factor, whereas that of the SC cavities is much smaller (five to six times). To be 
able to reach currents that arc larger than the planned one (3 mA per beam), SC 
cavities are required instead of warm ones. 

On the other hand, synchrotron cmist.iun. damps the oscillation* of the beams 
in all three degrees of freedom. The danc ing times of horizontal betatron oscilla
tions and synchrotron osc'itim'tom are coupled, and their ratio can be adjusted by 
varying the damping partition numbers J T and J„ related by Jr •*••'• = 3- With 
a horizontal damping number J,, the horizontal omittance leadt '"• * size at [9j: 

where Q is the tune. 



2.2 Luminosity 
The most important factor is the luminosity, expressed by 

i = - F — . 

where A' is the total number of particles per knm (which is why the number n( 
bunches kt appears in the denominator), a,,, are the r.m.s. of the beam transverse 
dimensions (the shape is assumed to be Gaussian, r is horizontal, y vertical), and 
/ is the revolution frequency. 

In LEP 1 with four bunches, where / = 10.8 kHz (one turn in 92 /jr jur 
crossing every -- 23 / a ) . ^ = 1.71 x 10" , a, = 250 ,mi, and irt = 15 urn. w 
find the canonical peak value of 

U l . T x IO 3 1 c i r r 3

s - ' . 

An important parameter is Lhe beam-beam factor £, which measu re the tune 
shift (change in the number of betatron oscillations) induced by one beam on the 
other: 

1= A fr^/2ffA-,,Tf7 ra v , 

where rt is the classical electron r&diim. 
If conditions are such that the beam beam limil h reached, tin- luminosity can 

be re-expressed as 
kbJbtt L = NhVlrJl = 2 c r r * 

where / t is the current per bunch. An interesting point is that { seems to have 
about the same value at various rings [10]-

2.3 Other Parameters 
With an average value Tor the vacuum already twice as good as the design 

value of 3 x 1D"B TOTT, the lifetime will uliimaii'ly be dominated by beam' beam 
brcmsslrahlung and be of the order of ~- 5 h. 

The dispersion in energy is the result of an equilibrium betwi**n ep i la t ion 
due to synchrotron quantum emission and damping dm- to synchrotron radiation. 
This is analogous lo the model of a damped harmonic oscillator with stochasiu 
excitation. The dispersion aE is *- -f and reaches 200 MeV for £b,*m = 10(1 Qv\'. 
This fact will be of deep concern when we consider the prospect for polarization 

2.4 Present situation 
At the time of writing one year after the start-up of l.KP the luminosity 

is ~ 6 x 1 0 M c m - 3 s - 1 (one third of the design). The Uilal beam intensity hals 

reached 4 mA. The lifetime is excellent (up to 10 h). The limitation in luminosity 
is dur to a beam-beam effect that occurred at a lower intensity than was expected: 
above -N- 0.2b mA per bunch, the weakest bunch is exploded by the most intense 
one. There is an improvement when the current, decreases, so that the intrinsic 
luminosity (J.flj x f2) increases with time. The equalization of the intensities 
of the various bunches, the choice of different optical tunes, etc.. aie possible 
remedies, which are being or will be tried progressively. 

Another unexpected fact is the presence, all around LEP, of a weak multipo
lar magnetic field due to a layer of nickel which was deposited on the vacuum 
chamber and which unfortunately became magnetized. This may have harm 
Tul consequences, at Least for polarization studies. Attempts lo demagnetize the 
chamber are under way; meanwhile, the optics is being modified in order lo make 
the performance less sensitive lo the parasitic field. 

3 THE EXPERIMENTS 
It is beyond the scope of this lecture to describe here the four complicated 

detectors (ALEPH, DELPHI. L3, and OPAL), so I will focus on just a few points. 
In the standard LEP 1, the bunches collide every 23 /JS in the centre of the 

detectors. The size of the 'diamond' should be typically ox — 250 >mn. ay -
1-, ,1111, at c=. 1.5 cm. 

3.1 Background 
The background is synchronous with the bunch crossing. Synchrotron radi

ation, although very efficiently shielded by collimators [ l l j , can nevertheless im
pinge on the vacuum chamber in the experimental region and be scattered into 
ihf detector. With the present diameter (16 cm) of the vacuum chamber and the 
optima] collimator setting, this background is negligible, except during particular 
operations such as squeezing the beam. 

Another type of background is due to beam-gas interactions, i.e. electro-
production. With such a good vacuum, the rate is small, and the resulting 
interactions—asymmetric and involving only low-energy* particles [< 1 GeY)-
are easily identified Electrons lost out of momentum are a potential problem for 
the small-angle normalisation devices only. 

For synchrotron radiation, however, the situation gets rapidly worse if we try to 
decrease the sizeoE the vacuum chamber. A diameter of 12 cm should still be quite 
safe, bu', a further reduction in dimension, especially in the hor'/ontal plane, would 
lead to a dramatic increase in the rate of synchrotron radiation into the detrcLor. 
Figure L gives the result of an exercise made by Ritson and von Holtey [12], 
following earlier work by Roudeau [13]. The rate of synchrotron radiation arriving 
at the experimental region for standard LEP 1 running is -~ 10 ' /s ( 100 times more 
than with the present vacuum chamber. Whether this corresponds to the ultimate 



tolerable level is certainly debatable and detector-dependent, Nevertheless, it 
appears that even with masks (Fig. lb) , there is no possibility of getting much 
befuw ±3 cm verticaJly and i 5 cm horizontally, For the next year of running, 
thin Be vacuum chambers of r ~ 5 cm art; being prepared. We will return Lo 
this problem in Section 5, where, having in mind bb pnysics, we will discuss what 
could be an optimal microvertex arrangement at LEP. 

3*2 Normalization of the Detectors 
All the detectors have a small-angle tagger (SAT) detecting Bhabha scattering 

in the angular region 5Q-L50 mrad (except L3, whose SAT reaches a minimum 
angle of 25 mrad) The rate is about equal to the rate of Z's at the peak, so that 
normalization with the SAT contributes to the statistical error {by a factor of 
V^ for ffh^d, except for L3). These are quite sophisticated instruments, combin
ing segmented calarimctry and, a t a later stage, accurate tracking; the absolute 
systematic errors have already been brought to the percent level. 

The experiments usually have a very small angle tagger (VSAT) (5-10 mrad) 
with a much higher cross-section (20-30 times higher) and no longer any problem 
of statistics. However, as will be discussed in subsection 7.5, the systematic errors 
scale roughly as ~ 1/tf, and using the VSAT will be a priori more tricky than 
using the SAT. 

3.3 Long-Drift Devices 
To gel fine-grained Space-point information From these huge barrel detectors. 

it t« tempting to use the so-ca/Ied time projection method. The principle is simple; 
the ionization of tracks in a gaseous volume is drifted along the axis of the barrel 
(which i» also the B axis) by a longitudinal electric field (Fig. 2). The trajectories 
are thus projected onto the end-plates of the barrel, where planar detectors are 
located. The two transverse coordinates are obtained in the usual way (wire-pad 
arrangement); the longitudinal coordinate is obtained from the measured drifL-
l imt once the drift velocity is known. 

This is the principle of the TPCs of ALEPH and DELPHI. In DELPHI, both 
the barrel electromagnetic (e.m.) calorimeter (the High-Density Projection Cham 
her) and Lhe ring-imaging Cberenkov (RICH) barrel counter also use this method. 

As the speed of the drift is typical!}2-5 crn//is* for a drift length of 1-2 m, the 
drift-time is quite substantial (^ 30 ps for the RICH). When an event candidate 
occurs at crossing j , crossing i + 1 has to be lost if we are interested in the result 
of the full drift. With a smaller interbunch spacing, even more crossings would be 
lost. Since at LEP all crossings—or nearly all—are empty, this is of no importance 
as Jong as the number of candidate events (Level-1 trigger) is not too high (1 kHz 
would give a 2.5% dead-time'. The trigger-1 decision has obviously to be made 
with faster detectors not invciving the long-drift information itself, which can only 



be used at I^vcl 2 to refute 01 confirm the previous decision. Level-1 rates art' 
quite dctrrtor-dependent. 

Long-drift devices have to be gated: this means that ionization created in ;!TUI 
should he forbidden to enter the detector area unless it is (.hough! to contain inter
esting information. This is done by acting on the E field in a transfer rcgiuti. Two 
attitudes arc possible: rithcr i) the gate v: opened before each crossing H * 10* 
times per second) and closed immediately iT there is no Level-1 trigger T'ir the 
crossing (the must frequent case), or ii) one wails for a Level-1 trigger to open the 
gate With the first choice, Lhe gate remains open during a substantia] fraction 
of the t ime (— 10% under present conditions), but no information is lost because 
the opening has been anticipated. In the second case, the f»ate nearly always stays, 
rinsed, but even with a very fast Level-1 answer it is not possible to avoid losing 
information at the edge of the detector. Ii may be that a third solution, in uhjrli 
the gating is operated as & diode, will be the right one. 

The. rate and speed of the Level-1 trigger and the gating Methods will be ut 
deep concern for multibunch operation at LEP, 

4 THE STANDARD LEP PROGRAMME 
The programme of LEP 1 is vast. Discoveries at the 7, peak are possible in 

several domain* {Higgs, supersymmetry. compositeness, etr.). Some could have 
hern Afhifved with 10 3 to ] 0 4 Z. but up to now nothing new him been reported. 
Oihers will need > I0 7 2 . In the case of St 'SY. the non-observation of at least a 
scalar that is lighter than or not far above the Z w w J be a hard blow to that 
theory or at least its minimal version-

Even if nothing appears directly, a whole set of accurate measurements {prop 
cities of the Z resonance, various asymmetries, T polarization, neutrino counting, 
e t i . ) is guaranteed and will allow the SM to be tested more accurately than at 
present. By combining such measurements, eventual deviations from the SM ex
pectations can be attributed unambiguously to the effect of new particles within 
the name gauge group SL72) x V[l)—the so far undiscovered l-quark being the 
most obvious candidate—or to the effect of a different algebraic structure [14]. 

4.1 Accurate Measurements 
4.1.1 T h e physical i n t e r e s t of accu ra t e m e a s u r e m e n t s 

The physical goa's of these measurements are clearly defined and thoroughly 
discussed, for instance in Ref. [15]. Here we will merely summarize them. 

The niaiii parameters of the SM are 

4- g'. tt*. > , 



which represent, respectively, thr SI?(2) and the l ) ( l ) couplings and the two co
efficients of the Higgs potential Equivalent )v, one ran chuosr 

a, rn-i, r a A . m H . 

In facL, while waiting far an accurate measurement of m w . we replace ii with (7,.. 
from /* decay-

In £.he minim*} eleclroweak model. all quantities can be predicted using this 
set of parameters. In particular, sin 2 9W is no longer an independent quantity and 
is defined by 

However, as a consequence of wtik rorre-rliuns, the prediction of some physical 
observables will depend also on the other parameters of tin: mode): of these, 
besides the Higgs mass HIH, the most important ii the t-quark mass m, . 

New physics, if any, will also influence the observables. Two classes of new 
phenomena can be distinguished: i) 'classical' ones, occurring within the algebraic 
structure of the SM, &uch as the existence of another family, and ii) 'genuine'new 
physics, implying a change of this algebraic structure (e.g. L R symmetric model*, 
etc.). 

To get information about these unknown parameters and domains, one must 
focus oa observables that are very sensitive to them, thai are not loo sensitive: to 
trivia) effects such as «.m.radiative processes, that are well understood iheorfli 
cally, and that can be rmv.iured with great accuracy. 

Apart from m j , the most interesting observables KTV m\\- which will be ac
curately measured at the had ion colliders |16] and still better at LKP 1 [17]™at (d 
the left-right asymmetry AIR on top of the Z [18]- These quantities are very sen
sitive La the weak radiative corrections corresponding to loop effects in the boson 
propagators ( the 'oblique' corrections of Fig. 3a) governed by m 1 ( rri H . SL'S Y. etc. 

There is another category of observables, involving eventually the measurement 
of polarized charge asymmetries -4^' | l9j . that are ideal for sensing changes in the 
algebraic structure already at the tree level. These change* can result from a more 
complicated Higgs sector, or from the existence of new '[' bosons, ronipusiieness. 
etc.—that is to say, 'genuine 1 new physics. 

Both A\j& and AA requirr beam polarization. 
The definition and properties of these observables H*.J) or giV«i in sub.s«--

tion 3.1.2. In the following subsections we shall discuss their measurement on the 
Z. 

4.1.2 T h e obse rvab les 

4.1.2*1 The massr.s of thr wrote boson*. The '/. ihass which, from the C'ER.V-" 
pp Collider, was known lo -~ 2 GeV/e z —is obtained with extreme accuracy at the 
SLAC Linear Collider (SLC) |20] and at LF.P 1 [21]. The results already available 

are summarized in Table 3 |22j. Below, we discuss the factor* that govern the 
uncertainties of such measurements. If transverse polarization is used through ihe 
resonant depolarization method J'23j. which gives an excellent absolute calibration 
of the beam energy, an accuracy of Am? = a few MeV is foreseen. Various studies 
show thai the uncertainty in the modification of the Z peak by radiative effects, 
and especially initial-state photon radiation, can be kept below this value [24] 

The \V mass, now known to ±0.5 GeV/r 3 , will be measured to ~ ±150-
200 M e V / c 3 at the hadron colliders (IG| and to ±100 MeV/c 3 or better at LEP 200 
(l~J. Note, however, that this last measurement requires a substantial integrated 
luminosity (> 500 pb~ 1 ] . 

4-1-2-2 The asymmetries. Let us now turn to the asymmetries, on the Z. We 
start from the current 

i V^* \ l 1 + ">a • 1 ] ~ T*lr Ji = E 'T. [A- 5 -+f t - r -J f -
With 

and defining 

wr get for the angular distribution of the produced fcrmioti f Tig- 4a) a formula 
01 the type: 

dff * ( ^ + r f ) ^ C + j C ) x ( l + a H a f l ) + ( f l J J - ^ ) ( f f

,

l

a - 9 £ ) x ( 2 c « f f ) 

+ \G(vfar){vtaf) x (2cosfl) 

In the case of i. polarized beam* we simply have to add the contributions of the 
various helicity configurations (Fig. 4b): 

ffLfftl1 + cos*) 2 + y[*j£u - c o s 0 ) 7 + - - - . 

a) The charge asymmetry. From the angular distribution obtained above. w» 
easily get the front-bad; (FB) asymmetry, defined as 

pf - OH 
AYB = , 

ay •+ na 
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Fig. 3 Radiative corrections to the tree-level graph: a) oblique corrections: bj 
vertex corrections; c) box corrections; d) radiaticn corrections. 

_^^J 
a] Conventions for e ~ c 4 — ff 

b) Various helicilj eonfiguraiifW'. 

Fig. 4 a) Conventions for e~e + —* ff b) Various he.lir.iLy configuration 

<9 e " 

Fig- 5 The equivalence between A?$ and .4^ for e"e* —• ff. 

where ap and <»K are the (ermion cross-sections in the forward and lhr backward 
hemisphere, iuid 

In the total angular domain. 

/„'-/", 
A'+JC, 

deosfl(d<7/d?2)(ee-,ff) 

dcos0(d<r/d!?)|M> - r ft) 

• ! - • 

A few remarks are relevant: 
ij About an equal amount of information is obtained from the end- ..p' [6 <. 

40°) and 'barrel* [0 > 41)") regions of the detectors. 
ii) For a two-body reaction such as ef —• ff, /lpg and the charge asymmetry 

A^i, ajre identical, as shown in Fig. 5. This is important for the systematic; in 
the detector: since the measurement of A& involve* the difference between accep
tances for f and f (i.e. for opposite signs) in any angular region of the detector. 
w£ art1 dealing with only a second-order systematic effect, and the experimental 
problem regarding our knowledge of (.lie acceptance is less critical. 

ill) Because A* zz 2(1 — 4 s in 3 0„) is a small number, tin? asymmetry is itself 
small. 

iv) The charge asymmetry A& is a rapidly varying function of v ^ a » d \f 
therefore strongly modified, up to a factor of 2 . by initial-state radiation, th<* 
effect of which has thus to be very accurately determined to better than 10% of 
its value. 

v) The unavoidable uncertainly in the location of l\\e measurement relative to 
the pole (±10 MeV/c 2 ) will, for the same reason, limit the accuracy on A& to 
fl.0S70. 

vi) Compared with the case of A\j\. the sensitivity of A^ to s . n J 0 w . which can 
he written dA^fdsin2 9W1 is small and goes to zero when sin 2 0 . — 1/4. 

vii) On the other hand, an advantage is that the measurement of .4^ is inde
pendent of the normalization. 

b) Forward-backward asymmetry for a givrn polarization degree. Defining 
the puUriialion degree of the e + e~ system as 

i - K* K-

Of, + "hi 
we find on the Z 

, p o i . f _ 3 i f - ? g [ n f l U f l - i i f l l - l ' l 
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For complete polarization of one beam, P«+ = J, Pc- = 0-

4 P°i-=i , l f ) ^ l A t 

which is a very simple expression. But in the usual case where Prt < 1, thi* 
asymmetry still depends on both the initial-state and the final-state couplings 

c) Polarized forward-backward asymmetry [19]. The above situation ran be 
simplified by defining the quantity 

>poJ.I _ _1_ {VPY-O-P?) ~ l g PB ~ ^-P») 
F B P(PPF + ff-pr) + (ffpa -+ <*-PB) ' 

which on the Z is *̂  3/4 A f . This asymmetry has very interesting properties: 
i) it depends on the nature ofthe final-state fermion only, and its measurement 

clearly calls for the individualization of the final states; 
ii) it is not suppressed by the factor ( 1 - 4 sin*0„); 
iii) it is & slowly varying function of ifs around the 2 . even when the -y term 

is included,-
iv) it is quite insensitive to Lhe experimental cuts. 

dj Left-right asymmetry. Finally, let us define 

A = 1 g{ + , - ) - q ( - . + ) 

which is about equaJ to A*. The sign refers to the helidtv of e" and e + . Note thai 
ff(+,-) =! 2er(±,0) - 2^(0,—), and these equalities show that various helicity 
configurations are equivalent. In particular, il is enough 1<J polarize one beu.ru. 
and 

g L - an 
At* - Z~TT-

OL + OR 
where <7"L.it are cross-sections for left- (right-Jhanded electrons. 

As a function of ALR. the Z cross-section for polarizations P+ and P~ can be 
written as [25] 

A few remarks about this asymmetry: 
i) It is virtually independent of Lhe final slati-. Therefurt:, tlit- full statistics on 

the Z can be used. 
ii) The final-state correction is almost negligible. 
iii) It is a smooth function of <Js around the Z pole, and initial-aiaie radiation 

is not a problem. 

iv) It is very sensitive to sin 2tf»: 

A.4|.it 2=SAs in 2 0 . . 

With 10(J Z, the statistical accuracies for P — 0,.r} are 

A . 4 L n =: ±0.002 . 

As in ' f l * = ±0.0003 . 

v) This accuracy is well matched lo the theoretical uncertainly in Aut di? 
cussed in detail in Ref. [26], 

vi) Any systematic uncertainty coming from the detector side is negligible. 
Small corrections to these statements ca» In- found in hVf. [15], All in all, the 
situation trains Lu be well under control: AIM is certainly the ide&J quantity for 
our purpose, and will be the centre of interest in Section 6. 

e) Combinations of asymmetries. Asymmetries that are combinations of 
<4pR , ^ F B - a n t * ^LH r a " a l so be defined and measured. As emphasized in Ref 
JMJ, adequately cbosen combinations may have interesting properties. For in 
stance, the combination shown in Fig. fc> is sensitive specifically to changes in the 
aleebraic structure of the gauge group |i.e. a structure that is not SU(2) x U(l)] 
and, on the contrary, is insensitive to effects occurring within this group structure, 
such, as the existence of a new family. 

Recent studies (27] demonstrate thai combinations of Accurate measurements 
on the Z, involving Mich flavour-dependent charge asymmetries, allow unambigu
ous discrimination between various sources of'genuine" new physics, such as su 
perst rings, corripositenesji. etc. This is illustrated by Frg, 7. 

f) Summary. Figure 8 shows the main features of the various asymmetries 
considered; their magnitude, and their variation with the bearn polarization and 
with energy. 

Figure 9 illustrates the sensitivity of the two best observable, Ai.it and wiw. 
t« th«" main unknown parameters, m, and mji. once mz is known. It clearly 
shows that the information from mw and that from ,4[.R arc complementary and 
that , in this respect, the polarization is noi an alternative to LEP 200. A detailed 
discussion of all effects that produce a dependence of AIM on the final s tate can be 
found in K«'f- [15]; the conclusion is indeed that these effects (or the uncertainty 
of how to correct for them) are well below the measurement accuracy of ALR. 

4 1 . 3 T h r Z p a r a m e t e r s 

4.1 3.'. The Z mass. In Table 1 \'2'2\ we gave the present results obtained at 
LEP, which can be compared with the pp Collider values [J8j. 

http://beu.ru
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Fig. 6 A w for two different gauge groups as a function of the Z' mass, where 
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Fig. 7 The strategy to identify new physics. The iV, i re the deviations, from 
thei- Standard Model value, of quantities built up from appropriate linear curnia 
nations of LEP observables: r 6 t , r r . « , m w , etc. The cross shows the experimental 
error expected from High Luminj:ity LEP. 
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Fig. 8 The various asymmetries and their variation across the Z pol; 
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Fig. 9 Two ways of exhibiting the complementary infurrnatiocL from ,4LH and 
n»w (once m? is known). 

Fig. 10 Muon-pair lint- shape curvt* including all correction*. The masse-. «r 
m z - 91, m H = 100, and m, = 160 GeV/c a . 

At LEP the mass has been obtained from a scan in energy over seven points. 
The statistical error is typically Am ^ 3/\ffi GeV/c 2 , where /V is the total 
number of Z registered, but this error disappears rapidlv. 

Knowledge of the energy at which the measurements are made is clearly essen
tial. The absolute value of the energy obtained from Liu* B fiefd along trajectories 
is not known to better than ± 5 x lO -" 1 . 

Improvement can hi- achieved by injecting a beam or protons of well-known 
energy in order to calibrate the magnetic system: such a procedure lias already 
been exploited. Protons of very well-known energy are injected into LEP and arc 
brought into the same orbit as thai of the electrons. The difference in RF between 
e and p, given the known proton momentum, allows us to get the LEP circumfer
ence. Then the protons are accelerated and brought to the physics energy. Again 
they are put on the same orbit as that of the electrons. Given the circumference, 
the variation in RF number allows us to obtain the momentum. However, the 
accuracy of the method is limited to i"20 MeVyc 3. 

Transverse polarization will allow us to perform an energy measurement by 
using the resonant depolarization method [23|. Without dedicated w-igglers, we 
could only hope that the polarization would build up sufficiently for it to be 
detected in the polarimeter- This did indeed happen, but too late {in the last 
hours of 1990 LEP running) to alhiw for a resonant depolarization measurement 
to be carried out. In principle, the accuracy on absolute energy from such a 
measurement is *- 10~ s. Nevertheless, unless we perform frequent calibration*, 
we will still be left with the problem of reproducibility and/or stability of the 
magnetic system (±0.5 * 10 - *). Other sources of uncertainty arc: 

- ',he relative normalization of the measurement from point to point (at the 
per mille level); 

- the theoretical uncertainty; Urn is well under control to within a few MeV/c J 

(Kef. (24] and Fig. 10), In particular. Lh<- uncertainty in tlif mass of ihe t-quark 
and ol the Higgs is of no importance here. 

W» can therefore assume lhat the unrerlaiiitv in the mass will go from the 
present 30 MeV/r ' to ~ 10 MeY/r*5 or better (long term). From the formula 

4-o 

we deduce A s m 2 0 | m z = 2.0 (0.(1(1) x lO - " . 
Whatever this means, I give this number u> bet ilie scale and to show th«-

quality lhat is to be required from any other measurement, if we want to crus:, 
theck the coherence uf the SM in a useful fashion. 

i.LS.2 Total width. For the widtli, the main goa! is to gel the number of 
neutrinos; a fourth light neutrino would increase the width by ~- 170 McV. In 
fact, more puwerful methods exist, and wr will discuss them later. 

The statistical error is AT f= &i\f~X G P \ ' , bul it fades away rapidly. At 
present ihe uncertainty is -~ 25 McV/c 2 per experiment. Ultimately we can ex-

sin 1 9 



pert to reach ATj. < 10 MeV, limited by the systematica DH tin- beam and by 
relative normalization. Polarization here &gain could allow better values to be 
reached (ultimately 2-3 MeV). Theory is well under control, too. But here the 
uncertainties in the L quark mass and in a, are not completely negligible [ ^ 1 : 

AT due to TO, a 20 MeV . 
A r due t o o . (0,11 ±0.01) ^ 6 MeV. 

Present values can be read from Table 1. 
4.1,8.8 Shape. The shape of the 2 has been the subject of elaborate studies 

(see Ref. [15]) and is well understood. Moreover, there are several semi-analytical 
or analytical formulae that reproduce the Z shape to a good accuracy {< 1 %) and 
allow for a practical fitting procedure. Figure 11 gives a useful example [30j. 

The three measurements mentioned abcive require only a relative normaliza 
lion, which should be achieved to a fraction of a per cent. 

4-1-8.4 Hadronic absolute cross-sectwns and ieptonic partial widths. Here. 
absolute normalization has to be achieved. 

The goals of such measurements are important; i) to make a check of the uni
versality In the leptonic sector, ii) to obtain the ingredients for neutrino counting, 
and iii) to search for the indirect effects of new objects [2?]. 

Fallowing the normalization procedures discussed in subsections J.2 and 7..ri, an 
abHolute normal]/ -*ion error of 1.5-29?, ha> been achieved, and we can ultimately 
think of *~ 1%- or even better if the anvil-angle Bhabhh cross-section is more 
reliably computed. 

Identification of the three charged-lepton modes should be possible at the level 
of about a feu* per mille impurity and with good efficiency. In the case of r pairs, 
the *5p and h-f events are characteristic: even ee and ft ft modes can be used, 
provided cuts, as suggested by Fig. 12. are performed. 

Acceptances for the leptonic modes are more tricky to obtain with great ac
curacy. The ledundanty o*I an procedures \ trigger, selection, reconstruction, eic.) 
should be used, instead of Monte Carlos, to measure the efficiency of each pro
cedure, against the others: for example, triggering pp on one leg. keeping tht,-
tracking and identification of a n independent, and so on. Since we are dealing 
with a measurement of the efficiency, it is clear thai an huTi-ase in the statistics 
will also improve the systematica. Acceptances close to 100% with uncertainties 
uf about 1% have already been achieved. 

For hadronic events, no major problem with respect to accrptancr is fore
seen. Two^photon physics is easily removed by mild cuts. Mere again the main 
uncertainty comes'from normalization. 

Existing results for the hadronic cross-sections and leptonie widths are given 
inT*ble2T22| . 

Fits to the hadronic cross-section in absolute- valu** give- arc-ess to the number 
of neutrinos, as we shall see in subsection 4.1.5, 

C M CMi-lf [£•«) 

T • Cl«V <£<*] 

Fig. 11 Results of a simulation of total cross-section measurements near the Z. 
with the cross-section given in nanobarns. Data were generated corresponding to 
10 n b - 1 a t each of five energies. A fit (dashed) was made to the simulated data 
using the known r&diatively corrected line shape, but allowing the overall normal
ization to float. The second figure shows an analogous simulation with 100 nb" 1 

at each point. The solid curves show the true line shapes for the simulated masses 
and widths. 



4.1-4 A s y m m e t r y m e a s u r e m e n t s w i t h o u t po la r i za t ion 

Kef* we consider the measurement of the A& asymmetry and of the polariza-
tiun of the r. 

l-i.^.i Charge asymmetry for thv ff final statt. We saw that A^, is a sleep 
function of yfl (Fig. 8) and is therefore quite sensitive to the initial-stale radiative 
corrections. This is especially critical for the u + u ~ final state. 

Recent and on-going work on radiative corrections [31 J, incorporating multiple 
photon emission and interference, will probably reach the level of accuracy that 
fs required in order to match other sources of uncertainty. 

The ignorance of the exact location relative to mz (±10 McV/e*) is, however, 
an unavoidable source of uncertainty and. for p/j, wi\\ contribute to limiting the 
accuracy that can be achieved. 

Systematic errors are of different natures- For the UJI final state. th? problem is 
to know the relative acceptances for positive and negative leptons to an accuracy of 
— l%o, and this can be achieved using appropriate methods based on the principle 
of redundant procedures. For qq states, the main problem is quark identification 
and the estimate of the uncertainties in tagging efficiency and tagging purity: this 
will be discussed in subsection 7.7. From the information about fragmentation 
obtaii.ed in a preliminary exposure on the Z, it seems that quark identification 
tan be reliable enough to allow excellent asymmetry measurements for the various 
flavours. 

The statistical accuracy, which for qq is linked to the tagging efficiency, will he 
the dominant one for a long period The increase in LEP Juminosity {Section 5) 
will allow it to be reduced and in some cases made negligible in comparison with 
systematic errors. 

The uncertainties expected (or Ath are summarized w Table 3a j32]. Although 
the systematic errors may look quite small, they are not so different from those 
quoted for the measurements of \ip or qq asymmetries doii at PEP and PETftA 
[33]. Furthermore, we should ta' " into account the much larger statistics available 
on the Z t which aJlow the systematic errors lo be decreased as we!!, and the fact 
that various sources of instrumental problems (confusion of signs, mixing of e arid 
ft, cosmic rays, etc.) , still present at PEP and PETRA energies, arc non-existent 
on Lhe Z with the LEP detectors. 

Nevertheless, it is clear that the information obtained from . 4 ^ a.1 LEP 1 is 
far less accurate than that from >*LH. as shown in Table 4. In particular, 4t,.r 
ob l Jned from j4dvi>.e = 3/4 AeA\,x suffers from the uncertainty in A c , 

The results obtained so far for A\£ are given in Table 3b; th**y should be 
compared with Lhe possible ultimate achievements through J4LR or unpolarized 
asymmetries with higher luminosity (see subsection 5.3). An improvement of an 
order of magnitude is still to come. 

For A^ the present uncertainty is Ji-4 — 2 x I D - 2 , dominated by statistics. 
4-1-4-2 TOM pola'izaiw.i Another way of determining sin 3 0* is by measuring 

the polarization of the T, in e V —• T T ~ . 



On the Z, 
-i' + /T,>« w j /n t wai 
! + .-t 'H'Jcosd/l +cos ' / / | ' 

where 

I + I\A* 
It can be seen that the mean value is equal to 

/ T ( s A' if universality holds). 

and therefore, in principle, the same information as that from Am can be obtained. 
However, if tho observable is the energy distribuiitiii of the rr* from the T — T.\-
decay mode, the statistics are rather limited {d%i, of the Z final stale is used), and 
some systematic i:rror sources, mostly related in the background mode T -» pv, 
are present [34]. Agjun, Table 3 shows that the accuracy on s i n a 0 w expected at 
LEP 1 is much {five times) worse th.tn thai obtained from Am. 

In fact, T leptonic decays, and imperially r -* pt>, Atu, can be usefully 
exploited as well. Theoretical studies and preliminary results indicate that a 
global (but experimentally tricky) treatment of several final states could improve 
the accuracy by a factor of ~ 2. 

Up to now, ALEPH has given trw best results on P, through the leptoiiic. 
r —* KV and r —• pv channels. The values given in Tnlik' 3r arc still far from the 
goal 

Putting together the information from a]| quantities obtained wiLhoi.t beam 
polarization [A[l,Pf,Ti!) one can get an aixuracy on w n 1 ^ . which is presently 
±0.0Q23(ALEPH) With 4M (25M) 'L it should reach ±0.0008 (±0.DDO4)per ex
periment. 

4,1.5 T h e n u m b e r of n e u t r i n o s 

This is a crucial measurement. Moreover, since several theories [35] predict 
that at LEP it could be possible to obtain a non-integer number, we should irv 
to get the best possible accuracy. Such theories can be supersymmeiry, with a 
contribution to Nv from siieutrinos, or various idea.-> involving mixing. 

We have already discussed the Limitation on .\'„ from (he direct width measure' 
ment. A more refined treatment has allowed! us to do le t te r . The invisible-width 
method [36] rests on the exploitation of the obvious identity: 

r l i m . = r - r„. = r - \\^ - v, 
Partial widths and cross-sec lions are related bv 

Vlr. \ „ \ \ 
ln7. 1 UA 

For instance. 

12* ! '„!• 
aul, = -— - p y — and 

The idea, then, is to take, for some partial widths, the standard theoretical value. 
In the original proposal. 

r, = IT"1 

was adopted. The widths T and F ^ are extracted from the equations giving a^ 
and <7h»d: this implies the measurement of these two quantities and therefore a 
good knowledge of acceptances and radiative corrections for the p/i and hadronic 
channels. The use of the fifi channel leads TO a limitation in statistics. 

Another way is to tnke both r h M ) and [', as the slacidard values. We have 
only to measure ffhwi- For sin 3 0W = 0.23, the number of neutrinos can then be 
expressed as 

JV.= » 2 _ - I . . 6 9 . 
\/ffh*d(pb) 

° r

 A , f A/ .+ 1..6S &nhad 

AJV, - — - — -
A l%relativeerroron<7h»d gives ANV = 0 0 7 5 . In both methods the important fact 
is that cancellations occur in the error propagation, so that for a given luminosity 
the UDcertainty is smaller than for Tvat measurements. 

Figure 13 show* the present results as a function of the number of recorded Z, 
and also what one can expect from these methods. The limitation is clearly of a 
systematic nature related to normalization, and il ranges around AA'V = D.l. 

This is quite excellent, and a number of people consider that the problem of 
the light-neutrino counting is solved. 

Nevertheless, in the long term the radiative method [37] could be as accurate, 
with less dependence on standard assumptions. The idea is to sil somewhat higher 
than the Z peak and to measure 

e + e " —* 7Z 

i.e., a final state with a single - j . We can simply understand the observed 7 
spectrum as the product of a bremsslrahlung distribution by the Z resonance 

curve. 
Elaborate calculations treating the graphs of Fig. 14 exist; Fig. 15 [36] shows 

how the 7 spectrum and the cross-spction are modified relative to the Born term. 
To obtain a sufficiently high cross-section, it is necessary to stay close to the 7. 
peak. On the conLrary, a larger </s will give a harder photon spectrum, with 
a better known reconstruction eliicienry as well as a safer theoretical picture. 
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Fig. 13 &N„/N„ obtained from width 4t>d invisible nidtli measurements nul 
expected from the radiative method [the points A. A', B. C are explained in tin-
text)-
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Fig. 14 a) Lowest -order diagrams contributing to e+e~ —» i/iV-j-. b) 0(<aj radiativ 
turteclions. 
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Fig. 15a, b TotaJ cross-section (a) and bfow-vp {}>) in ihe Born approximation 
(da$hed line), fully corrected (solid line), and Of a)-corrected (dash-dotted Jim-) 
(from Ref. [3S)j. 
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The main background is ce - t ( ce j j , with the final e* disappearing: it can be 
decreased by selecting 7 at larger angles (> 8^ of Fig. 16) and vetoing e* down 
to very amaJI angles ( 0 m o of Fi^ 16). Figure 17 gives an idea of the signal and 
the signal-to-background ratio as a function of Qmn and ^/a: the trend is clear. 

In Fig. 13 we give an estimate of the power of the radiative method. The 
number of Z's should now be understood as the number that would be obtained 
by spending the same J L d* on the peak. Point A shows what can be obtained 
from an exposure of 10 6 Z at the peak [39]. This is, however, quite experiment-
dependent since on the Z we mr j t cope with fairly low energy photons. Only 
appropriate e.in. detectors (resolution at low energy, coverage) can effect such a 
measurement. 

Point B shows what can be expected from 3 x 10 s equivalent Z (about two 
weeks of nominal LEP) in the region &G--101 GeV [1]: this, however, looks opti 
mistic. 

From what we have said above, it is clear thai an increase in luminosity should 
be quite profitable for radiative neutrino counting We will come back to this topic 
in subsection 5.3. Anticipating the result, we show (point C) our estimate of what 
the pretzel LEP could bring to M,. Point A' [39] is higher because the assumption 
about normalization is more conservative. 

4.2 T h e 'Discoveries' 
Perhaps the genuine role of J/EP will be to provide a set of extremely accurate 

measurements, leading eventually to indirect discoveries. Nevertheless, it is legit
imate to search first for all possible direct effects that have not yet been ruled out 
by previous experiments. They are numerous, 50 we shall focus on 

i) the classical Higgs; 
ii) supersymmetry: 
- SUSY Higgses, 
- charged Higgses and the t-quark problem, 
- chargino and neutralino sectors; 
in] compositeness. 

4 .2.1 T h e classical Higgs 

The search for the classical Higgs through the Bjorken reaction 

«• - ZH, 

where the Z is either virtual (LEP 1) or real (LEP 200) and decays into ?+£~ or 
vP, has been studied ad satietam [40] (Fig. 18). 

A recent development [41] concerns a possible source of background that was 
noL fully considered in the past, namely 

e"*"c~ - » Z - < 4fermions. 

.1 

£, lUtvi 

Fig, 15c Energy spectrum of the observed photon Born approximation (dashed 
line), fully corrected (solid-line), and Q(o:)-corrected (dash-dotted line) (from 
Ref. 138])" 

Fig. 1C Experimental set-up: 8VW is the veto ingle and 0 m i n is the minimum 
detectable angle. 
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Fig. 18 Feynman diagram for the decay 2 -• H(*t~ 

/' «) 

Fig. ]9a Feynman diagram? for llic decay 'I — ahbb. Four other diagrams are 
obtained by exchanging both fermions and antifcrmions (a •-* b.ii ~ o). 

Fig. 19b The invariant mass distribution of the- quark pair. ru,,. produced i" 
both Z -> qq>V~ decay and Z -i H I ^ I I " — q q e V o1"*? , o r m n = 0, It). 20. 
30, 40, SO, and SO GeV/e5 We show also the efftel of a cut on tin- invariant mas» 
of the muon pair. rn„.„- > 10 GeV/c3 and mr.„- > 20 jfV/c 2 



The process is shown in Fig. 19a and the cross-section is given in Table 5. 
This cross-section is large but, owing to the dominance or quasi-real 7 exchange, 
the kinematics of the four fcrinlon state is quite peculiar: a pair at high mass 
and a pair at low mass, as shown by Fig. 19b; therefore, for the safe channels in 
the Higgs search, i.e. Z —* ?*f~bb, a cut on the dileptcm mass eliminates this 
background. 

The reach of LEP 1 to tire 'safe' channel Z -» H u + p " can be deduced from 
Fig. 20. A signal of 10 events for a Higgs of 50 GeV/c 2 would require 10 6 Z. 

In fact, things went much faster through the exploitation of the channel Z —• 
I W , which is supposed to be six limes more abundant [42]. Provided a good 
hermetidty prevents the occurrence of background, for instance from ee — qq(->), 
the 7 being lost, one can, in the absence of any candidate, put quite strong limits. 
With ~ 100,000 Z, ALEPH was, for example, able to exclude the Standard Higgs 
up to 42 GeV/e 3 . Combining all four experiments, 48 GeV/c* can be reached. 
Provided the background situation stays the same, an order of magnitude in the 
number of Z would provide a gain of 10 GeV/c 3 on the limit, 

4.2.2 S u p e r s y m m e t r y 

Present results from e + e " machines and from the CERN pp Collider had 
already almost completely excluded the domain accessible to LEP 1, as far as 
sfermions are concerned (Fig. 21). This h u been checked directly by the LEP 
experiments. LEP 200, on the contrary, will offer the possibility of pushing the 
mass limits to values approaching y/sj'l (Fig, 22). 

Nevertheless, it is now admitted that the two aspects of SUSY that are the 
most likely to reveal themselves at LEP are the SUSY Higgs sector and its 
chargino/neutralino sector. 

f.2.£.l SUSY Higtists. It took scum* lime Lo realize how much this sector 
is constr.-ined in minimal SUSY. Starting from the two complex doublets, after 
symmetry breaking we are left with two neutral scalars h° and H°, a pseudoscalar 
A 0 , and two charged Higgses H* and H" (h° and AQ are often called Hi, H 3 in the 
literature). The properties of the Higgses depend in particular on t g 3 = t i j / n . 
the ratio of vacuum expectation values. 

Figure 23 (43) summarizes the situation in m'nimal SUSY: 
At tree level: 
i) There always exists at least one neutral scalar h° lighter than the Z (on the 

contrary, charged Higgses are heavier than the W); 
ii) there is always a neutral scalar close to the 1 mass (Fig 23c.f); 
On the Z: 
in) if V l < 2-3 (Fig. 23b), Ihi- lightest scalar h° is essentially produced like 

the standard Higgs; 
iv) if uj/u, j s large, h° is produced in association with the pseudoscalar \° 

(Fig. 23c), 
ee - . h°A°; 

Fig. 20 Event rate with (solid) and without (dashed) radiative corrections versus 
Higgs mass, using a = 1/137, sin'ff. = 0.23, m z = 92 GeV, Ti = 2.5 GeV and 
BR(Z - ,• V ) = 3% (for 10* -tree-level' Z's). 
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Fig. 21a Present mass limits for seleClrons (lop) and Wmus. us (Uotlomi iprr 1.LI' 
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Fig. 25A Excluded m^-mj domain for stable photino;. (Monte Carlo foi LEI' 
2CU]-

\ IfcV] 

Fig. 22b Excluded rn^-mj plane (Monte Carlo for LEP 200J 

the relation between the masses of the two objects is given by Fig. 23a. which shows 
that lhey rapidly degenerate when v7/v} increases One sees thai the associated 
production can be substantial, reaching a few per rent of the Z final state-

Furthermore, Figs. 24 (44) indicate that the decay into r pairs is always copious 
(for r j / f | > 1), giving a useful experimental handle to the selecLion of such a 
final state through TT ji-t-jet, or even quadri-taus. Charm can play a role as well 
(inclusive D'sJ. 

Other possible Higgs channels around thM theme should also be kept in mind. 
All the "theorems* staled above art- valid for minimal SUSY and for several of 

its extensions. They are not completely unavoidable in a general model, but SUSY 
specialists agree thai thr non-existence of a light neutral scalar would make the 
theory appear quite contrived and unattractive. However loop diagrams involving 
the top and its spartners may modify the tree- level mass of the Higgses and in 
particular push m^* somewhat above m2. This shift critically depends on Lhe top 
mass. 

Whilst the large Associated cross-section [which varies merely as (velocity) 3] 
and branching ratio into r pairs have allowed us to explore rapidly a substantial 
region of the parameter space for large Vj/vt. it will take much more effort, at 
LEP 1 and "200. to get an answer regarding the crucial assessment of point (i). One 
can visualize this from Fig. 2S giving the LEP results, and from Fig. 26 locating 
them within the allowed domain. In fact, the size of the region which is left open 
varies with the couple of parameters adopted! Although (tg ^.mj,) emphasizes 
the road already covered, the choice (tg B. m A ) rather illustrates how far one has 
still to go. 

4.2,2.2 Charged Hxggsts and th< t-quark problrm. In minimal SUSY. 
the H* are heavier than the W, Nevertheless, this verier should be explored 
systematically. 

The present limit from CELLO [45] is - 19 O V / c 3 , TRISTAN and LEP 1 
have allowed us to push it to close to the respective kincmatical limits, and 
LEP 205 will do the name. 

It is interesting to examine this problem in conjunction with the mystery of the 
elusive t-quark. Figure 27a [4f>J shows the various possible regions in the mn±-mi 
plane, as well as the existing experimental bounds. In region 1 the t-quark can 
only decay through H*: 

i -» Hh . 

In region II trier*- is competition between 

t - W ' b and I - H-b 

The relative importance expected fur these d*'<"ay«; if. sr«wn in Fig 27b for the 
two models described in the caption. 

Here again, decays through taus (Fie, 27c 1 will pl<n ui important rale by 
providing a good means of identifying the stale under wru iny. 

Figure 27d gives the present l.'Al limit. 
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Fig, 23 The neutral Higgs system in minimal SUSY (from Ref. [43]): a) IIIH, 
versus tij/tiij b) BR of the Z — H2»ji versus u;/u,; c) BR of the Z - . HaHj: dl 
decays of H 3rl 3. e, f) The relation between masses showing that one Higgs is close 
to the Z mass: the upper curve is for H°, the lower one for h° (see Rutherford 
report RAL 89-077, 1989) 
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Fig. 244 Branching ratios for a scalar Higgs in tlir SLandard Model. 
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Fig. 24b Branching ratios for a scalar Higgp in the Minimal Supersymmetrit 
Standard Model with tan/? = 5. 
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Fig. 25 The LEP results on SUSY Higgs (all experiments combined): tan 3 
versus m h - . 
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Fig. 26 Th«- domain of SUSY Higgs parameter visualized: in tan J . m A planes: 
the present limit is shown; a sensiviiy of 500 pb" 1 at LEP 200 gives access lo the 
full domain. 

Figur**s 27 should help to define the possible search procedures. LEP 1 has al
ready pushed the mass limit of H* to -« 40 GeV/c 3 , depending on the ru branching 
ratio Fig. 2& [47]. This automatically set a m^deE-independent limit of —' m^+jnb 

on the t-quark mass. A still better model-independent limit is obtained for the t* 
quark—and for any heavy quark—by a direct study of the acoplanarity of Z —• qq 
events [48] (Fig. 29). 

J.£.2-3 Charginas and netilralinos. The charginos \„ i = 1, 2, are the super
position of Wino and Higgsino states which diagonalize the mass matrix 

\f«>=( r

 M V W ^ i n ^ 
V y/2mw cos >~i p J 

where M.v, and 0 ( t g # = v7fv,) are the parameters of the Lagrangian in the Min
imum Supersymmctric Standard Model (MSSM). The cross-section is dominated 
by the Z exchange diagram With the signature 

« - * * + X~ ->(**' + P t ' M . 

the Lightest charginos should he detected up to the border of phase space. 
Neutralinos \ t are Majorana fermions. superpositions of the neuiral gaugmes 

and Higgsinos Th^ir masses and compositions are determined by the diagonaliza 
Lion of a mass matrix Af , 0 ) defined by the same parameters as those occurring in 
M w in the case of the MSSM. The best hope of detecting them at LEP 1 comes 
from the associated production 

«-— i\> 
where \ ' s t r i e lightest neutralino. The decay of llie heaviest neutralino £' can be 

i) x' -* x^i or \' ^ $*qq\ 

if the Higgs H? and/or the chargino are light enough; otherwise: 

\ r — xi. 

giving very striking signatures. Contour plots are given in Fig. 30. 
A systematic exploration of ihe kinematicaHy allowed regions for neutralinos 

requires a sensitivity Lo cross-sections of less than a picobarn. However, within 
the MSSM, a large fraction of the domain of naturalness can be excluded also by 
the htm-observation of charginos at LEP 1 and 200-

The most recent exclusion contours given by LEP are shown in Fig. 31 (49). 
Such figures are very complicated because of the many sources of information 
used. If the origin of the limits is not taken into account, we get the overall 
picture of Fig. 32. The physical content is made clearer if we remember that the 
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Fig. 27a The plane (mn*, m t) and the regions excluded it present by experimen
tal lower limits on m^* and mj from e +«" collider experiments. Also shown are 
the kinematic&l regions accessible lo on-shell l —« H^b and to off-shell i —• ll"*"b 
decay nn the Jeft- and right-hand side of the line m, = mjj* + r«b. respectively. 

Fig. 27b Plot of BR(t - . H+b)/BR(l -» \V+b) as a function of tan $ for in, = 
JDD GeV, mh =: 4.5 GeV, and mH* = m w . Results for both Mudel I (all ff coupli 
to only one of tlir two doublets) and Mode) 11 (up-ff couple to p:. dovn-ff couplr 
t o <f>i) fermion couplings are displayed. 
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Fig. 27c Tljc branching ratio for H* —• r*v as a function of tan 3- The CKM 
mixing angles were pegJecIcd, and vaJues of m^ = 50 GPV, mr = J.5 GeV, and 
m, = 0.35 GeV were taken. Lte&uhs are for Model II couplings. The Model I 
result corresponds to the t&n 3 = 1 value, 
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Fig. 27d The present UA1 limits. 
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Fig. 29 The acoplanarity (JisLiikulion expected from a 1-quark or «nv hr.i\ 
quark (OPAL). 
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Fig. 30 Contoui plots in the parameter plane of the MSSM for two value., of 
i*3/ri (a, b), showing (shaded area) the region inside which ee —• Z —• \\' ha> a 
BR > ] 0 " \ as well as the exclusion areas corresponding lo the non-discovery or 
X*\" at LEP 1 (between the full lines) and LEP 200 (between the dashed lines). 



vertical scale Xf is in fact related tt> the gl./imj mass and. fur small M values. 
to the mass of the lightest neutral SUSY particle \ . For tg & > 2 we a r e in 
fact excluding m^ < 100 \ > Y / r J and wî  < IT ( > V / c ! . By the way. the latter 
would have important consequences for cosmology, since \ is usually considered 
as a good cautiitlatc for noH-baryoiiw drfik maliet Vnhrlunaivly one has not ye* 
shown that tg # > 2. 

4.2.3 C o m p o s i t e n e s s 

This is a radical issue of the problems left open by Lhr SM. 1Jarticles are 
assumed to be made uf subcoustitucTiis (preon*. rishom, e t c ) linki'ti by a new 
interaction. At the c-nmpi>sitenes.s icale. roust it nenl hard scattering wuuld be 
observed. At energies well below" that scale, compositemrs*, is described by an 
effective interaction, the intensity of which ii» governed by y/A, the ratio of its 
specific coupling to the scale; therefore the notion of scale \s tunbiguous as long 
as the nature of t(if coupling assumed Fur the underlying interaction is not made 
explicit, 

L'siial conipositeness assume^ tU.it quarks and lepionh are composite. The 
main effects u> be looked for an* tun iad terms in fermion scattering, excited 
objects, e\r. 

Contact terms can be parametrized a la Kichten-La.ne-Pi-skin (£LP) [50): 
strong coupling, strong scale A. various helieit.y combi nation*. C-ontH.it terms are 
mostly felt by their interference with usual amplitudes. On the Z, unfortunately, 
their real contribution does not interfere with the imaginary resonant term. This 
explains the dip observed in the curves of Fig. "j:t^ at the Z mass, On the wings 
of the Z and at LKP 200 the sensitivity is restored Limit;, on A, depending on 
the heliuty configuration and under the AtiMimpuoEi of strong coupling, are given 
in Fig 3'ib. 

The most promising excited obje ( t i ? tin r* it CAM he p,ur produced (limit: 
\ftf2), singly produced through '• e^hamie ^nii-i -. ^ " j , or exchanged in ee 
—* 77. A thorough study can be found in Kef ['il 

As expected. LEI* ha? set strict hunts up !•> -̂  y ^ ' - l "rough the non-observation 
of pair production 1( has excluded HISO rv<n<-d |epi«N>. up to •*- >Sl- <".»'• V. anil for 
a sufficiently large magnetic euuplii.g, through Uie mi-it- obi-ervaiion o( single pro
duction. 

Another fasfinalmp ISMJ-- W.I..IV 1„ n,- ( lrl^ iwupt'M tenets, i.e compositeurs;, 
of the IV It '1 lie siiAle. under ihr- *>-irni>u..ii „\ ,-l< runwcik ic?uphi»B. would then 
be of the order of the h-rnn *< ;de -V EU.M] example ^ tin- vtroiudy coupled 
Standard Model [SCSMl fn'J\. built from 71 left handed fermioii doublets K.\ and 
a complex scalar doublet Q with tin- same SI Yj'i x I t 11 as m the SM However. 
St'(2) i? assumed to be confining, and tin- object- above are pnvn* which, by their 
combinations, give the known particle*, «.- wt-\\ n* ue« ones leponpiarks. isoscalar 
vector bosons, etc. Ne<ir)>i- /W,VJ;>IA-J)*VJ»'.KH ijjdijj,-.•-. for instance, raie decay mode? 
of the 'L (Fig. H4) [53; and departuitr- hum the SM for mam ol^ervahles such at. 
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Fig.33« T i e ' r e a c h - o f c t e - « i l l i d c r s , A " d = limit ( A J { [ i / ( m G t V ) 3 j - ( 5 0 0 p b - ' / / < L <)()}" 
»£ a funcLion of V ' J , showing approximate scaling (dashed line). For details, see 
Ref. [54j. 
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Fig- 33b Lower bounds on the compositeness scale A r for c"*e —• e + e~ [(a), 'c)J 
and for e + e " —* fi*/i~ | (b ) t (d)J r as a function of the integrated luminosity at yi. 
ss 190 GeV. For details, see Ref. [54]. 
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Fig. 34 Enhancement of cross-sections in the SCSM (from Ref. [53j): 1 event 
per year at the SLC {I — 10 3 0 assumed) means 100 events per year at the pretzel 
LEP. See also Ref. (57|-



asymmetries. The mass and width of the Z con be modified by the presence of 
higher bosons. In th« SCSM, the channels ee -* ff at LEP 200 are modified in a 
correlated way (Fig, 35) [54]. 

On the Z, the most specLarular mode would be Z —• 3^. In the SM this is 
unobservably small (— 5 x lQ~ t 0 ) . Composileness can boost it to a branching 
ratio of ^ 5 x 1 0 - < Q f l , where Q is the mean electric chargr of the preons. In 
the absence of an underlying model, phase space is u*ed to evaluate the visihiljty 
of such a channel, over a background due to radiative ee —* 77, In Ref- (51] 
it is shown that , with 100 p b - 1 , a branching ratio > 1.1 x 1 0 - i would be 
visible. Scaling up in luminosity, we deduce that the pretzel scheme should allow 
us to reach 2 X 10 - f i , This would be a meaningful measurement if we refer to 
the guessed-at number given above. The present limit Irom OPAL is 5.2 x 10" 5 

(95% CL). Observing such a channel would be a major result. However, on tin.-
contrary, its non-observation would not produce any information since the guess 
does not rely on any firm consideration. 

In Table 6 a few useful scaling laws are given, which allow us to see at once 
the effect of / 1 di* and y/s on the sensitivity to cauipusiteness. In the search 
for contact terms and excited electrons, it turns out that to increase v ^ " s '"un
rewarding than to insist on increasing the luminosity. 

5 INCREASING THE LUMINOSITY = 
THE PRETZEL LEP 

A new option was recently proposed for LEP [55]: multibunch operation on 
the Z, providing a tenfold increase in luminosity, This is known as the pretzel 1 

scheme [56]. Pbysicswise, a thorough study, such as was done for LEP 200 and 
for polarization on the Z, ha3 been carried out at a Workshop [57]. 

With the prettel scheme [see subsection 5.1). if it can be successfully imple
mented, one could imagine an exposure on the Z leading lo ~ 10" such particles. 
Clearly, many experimental and organizational problems would have to be solved 
in order to cope with such a flux and with the total amount of information. They 
are. briefly discussed in subsection 5.2. The output of physics from 10 s Z is then 
explored along three direction!;: 

i) the improvement of accurate measiirements on or near the Z (subsection 
5-3); 

ii) the detection of rare modes of the Z. with branching ratios < 1Q~S (subsec
tion 5.4 j ; 

iiij the physics of beauty that one can liopr 10 perform (Section 6) on the Z 
resonance, 

'This >i the English Dame of a biscuit called Preize by ihc Bavarians (ind Brezd b> ihe 
Germans), and which can be described as 'em B&ckw«k. etwa in Form emer Aeht' (i* a 
biscuit, resembling aomenhat lh* stiAjvr fit Ah tight)-
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Fig. 35 Correlated effects of exolir isoscalar vector bosons on ^"V" (a). e r e " 
(b)* and bb (c) final states, as pxpected in the SCSM, assuming a coupling g = I. 
The insets show the experimental sensitivity at , / j = 190 GeV ( IM [54]) 



There are aiso other potentially interesting fields (e.g. U u phy*'. ?)-
An important remark should now be made (it will be substantiated laAcr): 

high luminosity on the £ , however interesting. it may be, is physics-wise PQI an 
alternative to an increase in LEP energy (giving access to the W-pair domain) «i 
to the exploitation of longitudinal pol&malion and to searches for heavier objecti
on the Z: these two options contribute specific irreplaceable information. 

On the other hand, it will rapidly become apparent thai technically {UV pa-
werwise) the increase in the energy and in the luminosity is strongly coupled. 

5.1 The Pretzel Scheme 
The formula for the luminosity, given in Section 1* 

2er f |9 ; * 

exhibits the main parameters governing its value. With fa = number of bunches-
— 4, i t = current per bunch = 0.75 mA. B* = beta function at the interaction 
point (IP) = 7 cm, and £ S beam-beam limit factor =* 0.04, we get the canonical 
vaiue of L = 1.7 x IQ31 c m " 3 s _ ) at the Z mass, which hopefully will be reached 
in the near future. 

To go beyond this value, we can think of increasing the bunch current (by a 
factor of 2?) and decreasing $\ (by a factor of 1.5), and we can hope that a larger 
beam-beam limit (a factor of J.5) can be tolerated. However, any such at tempt 
has its unknown features. 

A radical approach is to inexcasr the number of hunches, whilst avoiding un
wanted bunch-bunch collisions. The best idea would be to have a second ring 
on lop of the first one, but occupancy of that location is already foreseen! An 
alternative method is the pretzel scheme: its principle is to give opposite wavy 
patterns to the e + and e~ closed orbits (Fig. 36)., so that the bunches avoid each 
other. These patterns cannot be tolerated in the RF section because synchro-
betatron resonances would be excited; this imposes an upper limit on the number 
of bunches, namely: 

circximference 
""* 2 x distance IP to end of RF — 

Furthermore^ the number of bunches should divide the RF harmonic nunibvt 
of the machine t so that proper acceleration 'm ensured. And obviously there must 
be encounters at even intersection points- If i\ i- p x 4, there are no collisions in 
the odd pits. This gives the following possibilities: 

Jbb = 2,4,8 18, ....36,40 . 

tffumti ait.i l i i I I ( 

Fig. 36 Basic idea for a. pnrtwl scheme (showing one octant) (from Rel, \tt]) 
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Fig- 37 Power-limited luminosity at LEP (5G|. The transverse mode coupling 
threshold is indicated. 
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For several reasons, the choice would be to separate the beams id thi' horizontal 
plane, in particular because there the aperture is larger. The residual beam-beam 
tune shift resulting from the close enrounter of opposite bunches has been studied 
[57]. using separators (electrostatic or RF magnetic) in place of the last half-eel) 
of the RF cavities. With / = S m and Er = O.S MV/m. this tune &hift would still 
be acceptable for a 36-bunch solution. The resulting luminosity would he of the 
order of L = 1.4 x 10 J" c m ^ s " ' . 

However, it is necessary to have sufficient RF power [— 7.5 \1W to gel the 
quoted luminosity at the Z mass), and such & scheme can only be possible if sonic 
of the copper cavities are already replaced by superconducting (SO) ones (also. 
room is needed for the separators); in 1991, 32 SC cavities could be installed. 

With an R F power of /L-«m ^ 10 M\V. the scheme could be used up to 
•Js = 100 GeV\ With more RF power it could allow us to increase the luminosity 
at higher energies. This would be welcome, because of the smallness of the cross 
sectiotis in that domain. 

To fix the ideas about the maximum amount of RF needed at I.EP 200, we 
could, for instance, have the following aim: to get enough power tr> h«r able tit 
double the luminosity in a useful region above the vV-pair threshold (eight bunches 
or more current). With the luminosity behaving as L « l / £ £ . a larger gain would 
be obtainable at more modest energies (Fig. 37). 

It is premature to make any prediction about polarization; however, the choice 
of a horizontal separation does not a pr ion compromise the chances of maintaining 
the polarization (if there is any) in a prelaei scheme. 

A simpler way to increase the luminosity by a factor of 2—modest but safe—is 
to provide a scheme for eight bunches. The pretzel Is not needed; we just haw to 
ensure the separation of bunches which would otherwise cross in the middle of the 
areas. Eight pairs of vertical separators can do the job. However, being bound 
to vertical separation would prevent any further step in the direction of a pretzel 
and would also make the eight-bunch scheme useless for polarization. 

5 . 2 E x p e r i m e n t a l P r o b l e m s 

As we saw in Section 2* LEP experiments have been prepared having in mind 
an interval of 23 ps mind an interval of 23 ^s between crossings and for a peak 
luminosity of 1.7 x I 0 3 1 c m " 1 s _ 1 . The 36 bunch solution would bring this interval 
to 2.5 fis and increase the luminosity by an order of magnitude; provided the 
vacuum can be kept at around the same value, the background would probably 
scale with the number of bunches. Finally, 10H 2 represents, at least an order of 
magnitude increase in the volume of data foreseen. Let as note first that th«? Z 
rate is approximately four per second: therefore physics wise, all -or nearly all 
of the ~ 400,000 crossings per second are empty, and the two-photon interaction 
does not change this picture. 

The argument that the existence of long-drift devices (e.g. TPC, RICH) would 
preclude the use of such a bunch spacing is not a valid one. Wliai has to be dune 

is to abandon the gating mode Lh«t leads lu a systematic opening at each crossing. 
One could use an externally triggered mode: tin- elements of such a fast triggei 
have let he provided, but whatever its n-pidily, a few centimetres of information 
will he lost on the edges of the drift volume. It is difficult to see what could prevent 
UA from having such an efficient trigger at a rate of 1 kHz or less. Probably better, 
however, would be a permanent gating mode of the 'diode" type: preliminary tes(s 
have been performed1. 

Another effect of long-drift dnvirns would be to integrate the background of 
several crossings. For the nominal LEP conditions, with a varuum chamber of 
radius r — 8 cm, the background conditions |1I] are not severe: the detectors 
should be able to stand two orders of magnitude more, However, if at the same 
time we try to decrease the radius of the chamber, things get rapidly worse, a* we 
have Keen in Section 3. In fact, we can act only in the vertical plane. From the 
point of view uf background, a chamber profile, as shown in Fig. I [12], BIHJIIIS to 
represent the ultimate tolerable limit for the nominal luminosity. Therefore, \i is 
hardly possible to run the pretzel and at the same time use such a chamber. My 
guess is that instead of struggling to approach the interaction point below r = 5 6 
cm in order to improve the extrapolation accuracy, »*• siiouM rather act in such a 
way a* to decrease tin' effect of Coulomb scattering by using thinner microvrrtcx 
detectors, possibly installed tn a prr-vacuum region. We will come bark to this 
discussion in subsubsection 5-1--5. 

More problematic is the fact thai the various, detectors, because they were 
prepared for a large interhunch spacing, have, for some aspects of their electronics 
and readout, been 'taking their time'. None of them would find it a problem to 
accept eight bunches Beyond that , non-negligible modifications would have to 
be performed in some cases, This would need time, effort, and money, but such 
outlay would anyway remain at the level of a few per Cent of th*" total project 
investment. Detailed studies have now been made for each experiment [57J. 

The problem ^f acquiring about four 7. per second (assuming that we know how-
to avoid triggering «ti the background) is not a major one The idea of processing 
100 million 7, appears to be challenging. As we will see. quite rare and unusual 
events are being searched for, and therefore we have to avoid li.r systematic us<-
of fast but biasing fillers for speeding up the produclion-

The problems of mass storage, fast link, and manpower are probably more 
severe than the question of CPI ' availability. However, relying on Lhe rapid evo 
lutiou of techniques, we can envisage that these problems will be manageable in 
the near future, as has been concluded in Ref. [57j Furthermore, il is quite likely 
that a collider such as th^ LHC will, several year;, after the pretzel is introduced, 
require even more computing power, and therefore we should be prepared for this 
eventualilv. 



5.3 Accurate Measurements 
The interest of doing accurate measurement's on the /• m order to test the Standard 
Model in depth and possibly reveal new phy;irs. lias been studied with great care 
in the past and was reviewed in Section 1. 

The obvious tendency liei^ is for the statistical errors which in mam 1 caw> 
were still dominating to fade away. The measurement is thus muri* expu>eil hi 
experimental systematic errors and theoretical imrertrtinUe.>, 

Another aspect IS thai, with abundant statistic-,. We can also a d tm llic >v> 
temilic error* in order In decrease (hein; cuts tan be ni-vl«' tighter so a,*- lo avoid 
doubtful kineiuatical regions; acceptances ran be measured b\ < umpiring redun
dant procedures; our knowledge improves with the statistics, and so on 

The pn (or it) charge asymmetry I Table 7] will then be dominated by the 
error due to the uncertainty in the position of the measurement relative lo the '/. 
pole: here I have assumed that it is ±1U McV/r ' , limited by reproducibility of th«' 
machine. Systematic scanning and/or the fre(|Uen' use of resonant depolarization 
to get the scale could even lead to a more favourable value. The value quoted in 
Table 7 for the uncertainly in the radiative rorre< lion | — "> fic^ of the correction I 
can probably be reached, but fir l̂ there will have to be a lot of progress with 
respect lo the present stale of the art. winch, for unessential reasons, shows much 
dispersion if the results between the various programs. The experimental error 
(built up from the difference between the acceptances for -f and - integrated over 
the detector) is an example r ' a quanti ty 1 hat ran bench t from an increase in the 
statistic?, since it can he measured from the data. 

For the r-pnlariKAtion mea.su re menu the slalisliia! error, which still dominates 
at the level of a few 10 6 Z (the signal is only tV/li. of the '/ rale if the r —> zv njude 
is used|. disappears, and we are left with the dominating svsicmaiic errors: for 
instance, in the case of T — > rre. it if the confiisiuii with r — pv Our improved 
knowledge of the detectors, the increased statistic* ihai allow tighter cuts i.i 
be made, the likely exploitation of i -~ (in- rru<de>. and the pu^ible combined 
exploitation of the T — Ti/ and r -• pu modes, could Finally lead to numbers 
below those quoted in Table 8. 

It is certainly in the exploitation of hadronic mode* thai the improvenieni 
is mostly fell. Indeed, owing to the severity of tuts w the lagging level, the 
statistics were always considered to be I be limiting faUor. Muremei. information 
obtained on the Z peak is essential to OUT having confidence in the "stability' of 
programs, describing fragmentation- -in particular for quarks such as the s, which 
v ere 'minority carriers" at 1*EP and PKTKA. and in deep-inelastic scattering li 
is likely thai this information, and theiefore the cinahiy of lagging, will gradually 
uii trove in the I.K1' era. Tlie availahihu ol laite «-uiiMirs also allows us to 
ma, e use of double-tag procedures, in which srvrial ^uaMilir1- suib as lagging 
efficiencies, poorly known branching ratios, etc . cancel uui KspeUed number-, 
for thv single-lag method are given in lable M. as derived from Table ,\. Included 
in the systematic errors are: QI.I), with imreruihU on :he portion relative lo the 

Z pole; g C U corrections, which seem to be well under runt ml: and the dominating 
instrumental and tagging errors. We should note that such measurements are nut 
the privilege of detectors with powerful hadron identification For instance, the 
promising c-tagging procedure [58] of the third column requires only the good 
measurement of a 2 3 O V pion. and its ultimate systematic error, which is still 
uncertain, will depend on the quality of such a measurement and cm the reliability 
of background subtraction fl-'tg 38). The number giv<-n for the u-quark (fast 
proton tag) is obviously a very shaky one because of o i J r present ignorance about 
such fragmentation. 

Table ',) shows a set of impressive (lumbers which would, be obtained from quark 
tagging. However, the amount of work and of further understanding thai will be 
necessary in order lo reach this level is impressive too! 

Therefore the polarization asymmetry (AiM) measurement offered by longi
tudinal polarization keeps Us invaluable quality. With a modest 50 p b " 1 . and 
provided the conditions quoted in 'fable 10 are fulfilled, an experimental accuracy 
of A sin 1 0 - ±0.0003 can be obtained |-i]. Heaching this accuracy, without polar 
izalion. would require the combined information M?ii- K*---) extracted from an 
exposure of -* 2fl M Z. The systematic errors are of a totally different nature com 
pared with the charge asymmetry A&. and the amount of data lo be processed 
is quite limited. The experimental accuracy maLches well with the theoretical 
uncertainty of ±O.Q0Pl, The polarization option is more interesting than ever. 
Compared witS the SLC. in which polarized beams should be easier lo obtain. 
LEP has the vital advantages of luminosity and or the four-bunch scheme (see 
Section 7J. 

As mentioned in Section '1, anoth-r accurate measurement- where abundant 
luminosity ran make an impact, is neutrino counting, using the classical radiative 
method. Luminosity allows us lo go higher above the Z (say around 100 GeV. 
since the pretzel is still operative there), and to select photons of higher energy 
(> 3 GeV) and wider angle (> 15°). keeping a large signal f- 3GUtJ events for 
100 pb" . i,e. two weeks of running limel This transverse enrrgv (A'T) cut, 
combined with the quite low angle tagging foreseen with a second-generation SAT 
(< 2°), ahnusl eliminates the ee-j background: if necessary, this can be subtracted, 
using a measurement below the Z. If an experimental problem of acceptance to 
E-i > 3 GeV still exists, then by triggering on photons we can measure the ratio 
of Wi to ntti, which in principle eliminates such uncertainty, but al the expense 
of statistical limitations with fjft-,. Normali2ation problems limited to — ± 1 % in 
the SA F could be still improved by the use of forward c m . calorimeters counting 
about one tenth of the Z (30U.OUO e V for IfJ(J pb ' ) and with hopefully lower 
and different systematics. If a month of pretzel i«. devoted to v counting, it 
is difficult to see why an experimental error of ^.X„/,\\ < 4''i should not be 
obtained, as shown in Fig, 13 (point C). -Ve saw that on the theoretical side [40] 
the situation, within such an acceptance, is also quite favourable. Admittedly the 
results on A'r obtained from the total cros^-secrjon measurement are a!readv of 
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an equivalent quality and do not seem to present any ambiguity of interpretation. 
The motivation for a radiative measurement is therefore weaker, although there 
may be both safety and satisfaction in getting a second measurement of high 
accuracy with totally different systematic errors. 

In principle, 'fast* measurements such as those of m z and Yi do not improve 
with statistics, whilst T^ and Vft should become somewhat better, in particulai 
if the absolute normalization error is decreased. However, some people argue that 
the study of ee —• ee at large angle ( > 15°). through the interference between 
X and -j contributions, should in the long term produce revolutionary accuracies 
for total and partial width measurements [59], provided the problem of radiative 
corrections is treated adequately. 

5.4 Rare Modes of the Z 
Non-standard phenomena reviewed in Section 3 should lead to the existence 

of new decay modes for the Z. Such phenomena should also slightly modify the 
accurate measurements on the Z (or at higher energy). However, whenever a 
direct effect has a chance of being observed, we should certainly look far it. Here 
we enter a domain where, most of the time, detailed Mont** Carlo work is missing. 

Intuitive arguments tell us, however, that whenever a channel with a branching 
ratio of 10" s or smaller is proposed, an increase in luminosity can only strengthen 
the chances of revealing this channel in a significant way. 

Let us see how the conclusions drawn in Section A would be modified if an 
exposure of 10 s Z could be obtained, 

5.4.1 S t a n d a r d Higgs 

Figure 39 shows that in the standard channel Z —* H/J/J , and keeping our 
criterion of 10 events as a meaningful discovery signal, the mass limit can in 
principle be pushed to — 65 GeV/r 1 . I» the absence of tt and with the favourable 
features of the back<~~»-nd four-fermion final state, there is a possibility that this 
can be exploited. - already been mentioned, if the background could still 
be eliminated, ll- ii-*- .iel Z —• Wvv could allow the limit to be pushed even 
higher. One can, i *ever, have legitimate doubls about an everlasting absence 
of background even in the best detector. In ilns mass range the channel Z -+ \\-j 
[2] would be more favourable. It corresponds to a set of diagrams, among which 
those of Fig. 40 are the most remarkable. The rate does not depend appreciably 
on the unknown L-quarfc mass. On the experimental side, the visibility of such a 
mode is unfortunately ruined by the final-state radiation ee —• qq7, which under 
the most favourable experimental assumptions is two orders of magnitude above 
the standard signal. 

Another remark ;s that LEP 200 provides an alternative way of producing 
such h'gh Higgs masses through the Bjorken mechanism ee —• Z (real) + H. The 
corresponding cross-section varies smoothly with the Hi figs mass. The cross-over 



Fig. 40 Triangle diagrams for Z - t H°-| 

Fig. 39 Standard Higgs cross-section 
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Fig. 41 FCNC cross-sections for the extended Higgs model (from Ref. (60|) 

Fig. 42 Limits accessible for Z-« ru , r< (ftef. [57] 

point between the pretzel LKP 1 and the standard LEI" 2UQ (the mass at which 
we get the same rate per unit lime) is — (>0 GeV/c 3 . How high in mass we Can 
hope to go with LEP 200 will He tin- subject of a discussion in Section 6. 

5.4.2 C o m p o s i t e n e s s 

In Section 4 we saw that for the contact terms, e" search etc., '•patience", i.e. 
accumulating luminosity, dives not pay very much: rather, we should move to 
higher , / s . 

On the contrary, compos! teness can induce rare modes of the 2 or boost 
their branching raiio to observable values. For instance, the 7, —* '-if mode (see 
Kef. [51]), from a 100 million Z cquivale/n exposure, would then be reveaJed down 
to a branching ratio of -* 2 x 10~* If there is some truth in the guessed-at 
branching ratio presented in Section 4, then this gain of an order of magnitude 
could be crucial for revealing the phenomenon. 

5.4.3 S U S Y 

In Section 4 we reviewed the ways »f producing and observing SL'SY Higgs. 
For large v a / y , , the rate of associated production er —• hA Uhe two being mass-
degenerate) falls relatively smoothly [like (velocity) 3]. For Ig 11 = 5, m\p — "*A.° 
= 40 G e V / c 2 , the branching raLiu is it)"'' for one of them into TT , 7 *• 10" 6 for 
both of them into TT. LEP 1 should get close to the kinematic limit. For larger 
masses (> mz /2 ) an increase in energy is necessary., as well as high luminosity 
(see Section 6). 

For tg Q not far from 1, the lightest scalar is produced in the standard way, 
albeit at a reduced rate. For tg 0 <£ 1. the r r mode of h and A is no longer avail
able as a signature: the search must be performed in quadri-jets. High luminosity 
on the 7. (as well as above it) will be very useful. 

The same is true for the nculraJinos search (Figs 31. 'i'2], although, as we have 
said, the SSM suggests exploring rathrr Un- rhargino domain al LEP 1 and 20D. 

5.4.4 F l a v o u r - c h a n g i n g n e u t r a l c u r r e n t s 

The existence of a fourth generation and of further new physics (such as two 
Higgs doublets) predicts flavour-changing neutral currents (FCNC). leading to 
unconventional final states |60] (Fig. -11) if they are kineinatically accessible: 

Z — bs . Z -» h'l> , Z — t'< . etc. 

There may be doubts about the occ urr«*iicr of tin- last two. 
The same can happen for leptonic decays [511-

Z _ c r , '/.-> pr . etc. 

The predicted branching ratios vary widely but may reach accessible values. 



For the leplomc modes, the most obvious background is 7 — TT, with OIM- ~ 
decaying into f:>i'% '.he leptnn carrying most of l)ir> momentum. The moment mi i 
spectrum is nearly UIVM in thai region, and uudor the width of th* p«ak at vdr-
beam energy (given by the- momentum resolution t) the background is roughly < a. 
Putting in numbers [< =s '2%, Bll(r — / i w ) =s 2u"%], one can expect that, with 
large statistics (~ 108 7,)- branching ratios of a few 10"° should hp accessible 
Before and during this \V;;;-!::.hop, Monte Carlos have been run on these processes. 
The results are shown in Fig- 47 [62. 57]. 

From the hadronic FCI\'t\ only the Z —• bs has t>«-*rn carefully studied at the 
High Luminosity Workshop \Tu]. The s-quark is identified through 0 —* K + K " . 
the b-quark through its secondary vertex. The results or the simulation are given 
in Fig. 45. 

5.4.5 The Z as a bb factory 

The Z is a democratic source of all feriuion pairs. Fur instance, the physics 
that could be extracted from a few million r pairs is to he studied; and whilst 
information on the vr mass is probably the domain of dedicated r factories, we 
should learn much about the Lorentz coupling* of the r on the Z. for example. 

For bb physics, the prospects are the following. Frmii 100 million 7. (visible), 
about 19 million events ol the bb type an* Available, i.e. 38 million 'B ' particle;? 
According to the Lund fragmci lotion model, their distribution by population 
should he as indicated in Tabic 11. 

One can say that a single exposure (lo be compared with the situation at 
threshold bb factories) provides an abundance and a variety td beauty specie* 
Table 11 and Fig. 44 give the main characteristics of bh events (63] according to 
the Lund program. Various properties allow much events to be tagged in a very 
efficient manner (leptons, offsets in a microvertex detector, leading particles, etc.) 
However, the impressive results of Table 1'-' [(i-l] should be viewed with caution 
since we will be looking for rare and peculiar b-decay modes, whilst the tagging 
results are obtained for typical events. One way out would be to lag on one jel 
only, leaving the other jet flee. The effect of this procedure ha* yel lo he evaluated 
in detail, but the efficiency should still be hiph 

A sine qua non condition for performing good b physic* is the implement a tiuji 
of a high-performance vertex detecloT. Table 13 comparer. f°i instance, the chai-
acteristics of the present DKLPHI vertex detect^ with those of an ideal one [li.l]. 
We should go from twp to three layers, the inner radius should be derrrasrd bill 
remember subsection 5.'2 and the Levei aiirt possibly im'Tr-ased. lii order lo liiint 
the Coulomb scattering, the vadium chamber And piirrovc-Nex layers should be 
kept as thin as possible. [IF I his i$ achieved, and if the main vacuum chamber 
represents a large frarlion of the remaining thickness, we should try to push it 
outward (near the third layer). Tim means thai the fir si two layers should be in 
a pre-vacuunt region, just separated from lUc ultravacuunt of rhc machine by <i 
thin window. This is <piite challenging technically (and may tie impossible), since 



cooling, as well as shielding against electromagnetic noise, has to be achieved.) It 
is also likely that the inner layer, at least, would provide bath coordinates with 
good accuracy, although 5 /*m is not mandatory. All these conditions imply a 
major technological step forward, compared with present achievements. But we 
could then safely expect a longitudinal resolution of typically 150 jim on Lhe decay 
vertex of H particles, with minimal confusion and wrong attribution of B tracks 
to the main vertex (Fig. 45)n a source of error in the determination of the charge 
of the decaying beauty particle. Beauty physics can be obtained from an exposure 
on the Z at various levels of integrated luminosity. We give four examples. 

5.J.5.J The measurement of the UJttimm of individual br.auty states. Then-
are two possible ways of doing this. One is to use semileptonic decavs. 

B° - fj/D , (1) 
B 1 - <*D . [2) 

and to identify the I) stales produced. The flight length is obtained from the 
intersection of the lepton ajid the H trajectories, The rate per million Z should 
be 200-300 for processes (I) arid (2), and 20-30 fur process (3). As we shall set-
later, the knowledge of Lhe B momentum can be improved by various constraints 
and should be at the - 10% level. 

Another way is to reconstruct exclusive decays; for instance. 

B ° - V K T , B* - > t f K . 

The rates depend on the branching ratios JC5], which in most cases arc poorly 
known. More information should comc-from CE5R [Cornell) before beauty physic* 
really starts at LEP. 

From the already available information and using guidelines from theory, one 
can draw up Table M, giving for various, channels the numL"r pf events produced, 
and —when details are. to hand • the expected number of reconstructed ones. 
from Monte Carlo si mill At km. One should reasonably foresee thai with 10 million 
Z Lhe lifetimes of individual species will he m«a.\ured to ^ 3% oi so. 

Serious competition is to be exported from fixed-Largei and hadron collider 
data. 

5.4.5.2 Wane modes of Ike It. These 'precious rarities' {66] should give access 
to the V(h —» u) Kobayashi-Maiiknwa (KM) matrix element (H —* :JT, pp. rv. 
etc.). and can open windows on neu- physics fb —* s-f. B —• KCl). 

Figure 4(i recalls that whilst, such branching ratios are small—or even 
inarressihle- within the Standard Model, new phenomena such as SUSY < -uld 
boost them to quite observable values. 

A threshold B factory has wt>]|-known advantages; che main one is its excellent 
mass resolution of recunslnicteii chai. '^ls (of a few McV). obtained with the help 
of beam constraints. At LHP, u;i tin- other ham), whilst the mass resolution 

gni alliance i0 1 * 

Fig, 45 Probability of wrong assignment of B tracks to the main vertex as a 
function of flight distance: a) microverlex 1 of DELPHI, b] microvenex 1 with 
one coordinate; c) ideal micro vertex 2 (from Rff [63] i 
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is somewhat worse (typically er =s 40-50 MeV}, the natural boost ensures the 
visibility of the B decay vertex, which is the only secondary vertex Tor charmless 
decay modes. It also guarantees that the decay products of the two h's &rr in 
opposite hemispheres, with no possible confusion; for a meagre' final 8LaM -'ich 
as B - t Ti/, this is certainly a major advantage, crmparcd with threshold 1111 
physics. 

A few exercises, have been done along \be_sr lines ]r>~) {see Fig. \~). So in: \\ 
has not been demonstrated that B -* TU, for instance, can be specifically explored 
down to the expected rate. 

5.4.5.$ The. mixing of B,. We can admit that the mixing of ordinary B's will 
be well measured al the lime of pretiel I,FJ\ Inspection of the KM matrix lsee 
Table 14 for notation) shows that the measure merit of i„ (x = AM/V), once z^, 
p, and X \ re known, gives access to the phase of the matrix: 

X, ^ 1 

Experimentally (Fig. 48), we know thai i t is larger than ~ ,'i. Therefore, Lir 1IB 

states we can exp°Tt quite fast time-oscillations. 
We can readily state the resolution that is required from a vertex devire in 

order to give access to a niua.sumne.nt of these oscillations. The period is T =-
( 2 T / I ) T , and it corresponds tv a spatial disLance of ['2jr/'i)"jCT. If we say. for 
instance, that we should resolve a third of n period, then the required resolution 
on the flight path (which in fact means the resolution on the secondary vertex, 
see Table 13) is 

Al - 4 . 4 / J (in mm) . 

The formula giving the resolution in proper lime can he written an 

(=)'-(£)'•> (-:¥)'• 
T ie first term is geometric**' the second one conies from the uncertainty on the 
energy of the B, and its contribution increases with proper time. 

Attempts to seeB a oscillations by fully reconstructing B, final stales are too de
manding in statistics. Work has been carried mil along the lines of seini-exclusive 
processes such ac 

B, — <VD. . 

where only the charged t ra i l s of the Dt (containing either zero or two K's) are 
used. In spite of incomplete reconstruction, the intersection of the ( and D lines 
of flight gives a proper measure of I he secondary vertex: Fig. 49 [631 shows that 
according to the estimate made above, *• values a* large as ~ 20 are accessible. 
However, we also need the 7 factor of the decaying B., and incomplete reconstruc 
tion could be a problem. In fact- the peaked fragmentation function of the b-quark 
(Fig. 50) gives, by itself, a good indication of the H moinenturri- The situation cm, 
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Fig. 49 Accuracy on the B, decay vertex using semileptonic decays. 

Fig. 50 Fraction of beam energy taken by the B particle {Luttd MCj 
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be improved by gelling rid of l|«* low-energy tail of this distribution, using the 
measurement of particles accompanying the B. In Rcf. [GS] the best expluitaliun 
of constraint? due to partial measurements (vertex, i-l<--) has bti:n |)t'rf(jrtiird f<jc 
processes such as B, —* C D , . B, -* hadrons -+ D.. with the D, im-asur^ii only 
through > 3 charged and identified prongs- The results shown in Fig, 51 confirm 
that we end up with proper time resolution of the order of 7-109L The uncer
tainty on energy has no effect for short flighi limes, but precludes exploitation of 
the distributions for too long flights. Tagging of the other B proceeds as shown 
in Table 12b [63]. 

Another nice study [69] uses a Fourier transform of the time distribution to 
extrarl the mixing parameter. Through the convolution theorem, the resolution 
curve thus enters as a multiplicative function. 

In Ref. [63] a synthetic and transparent formula in derived, which gives the 
number of B and thus the number of B, needed to measure x, with a. given accuracy 

' \aTJ &F*pA 

where A is the asymmetry, p is the factor by which the oscillation is damped due 
to finite resolution, etc., and F is the purity or the B% sample-

All the three studies conclude that oscillations can be measured up to ~- 10 
with — 5 million Z (provided the microvertices are in operation during the expo
sure) and up to -~ IS-20 with the pretzel exposure (> 25 million Z) (Fig. 6**). 

Compared with B factories, the Z seems to be more efficient at large st va luo 
(> 5) as shown by Fig. 53, which gives the damping factor of the oscillation's: a 
constant for B factories (on the left) since - V / £ v is the only contribution [$y = 
0.4 and 50 ".m resolution were taken); a factor decreasing with tfr for L£F (on 
the right) because of the uncertainty in the B energy*. 

The oscillation pattern Ref. |6S] is shown in Fig. 54. 
As illustrated by Fig. 55, the measurement of J , combined with others such 

as IVhu/V^I will give access to the phase of the KM matrix, a quantity which 
probably governs C P violation: it is therefore a crucial measurement. 

6.4-5.4 CP violation in tht B system. This is the most ambitious goal of beauty 
physics. 

CP violation in the mass matrix, which is tn be searched for using dileplim.s, 
is totally out of reach within the framework of the Standard Model (]Q~ 3 ex
pected); conversely, an exposure of 10* Z tuuld give access to the observation of 
CP violation with a non-standard level of a few p<r cent-
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The most promising way is Lo consider decays to a CP ei genstale thai arc 
accessible from two different paths, such as 

\ / 
B° 

Other finil states could he considered as well (t>K", D ' f / ) " \ . . . ) . Clearly, it 
is imperative that detectors should be able to isolate such channels clearly; for 
instance, they should not mix t/iKg and ^iK°* by missing the extra ir°: this is a 
sine qua nan requirement. 

A naive calculation of the number of bb needed to give an ng efFeet gives 

N fc 2* J _ _L -L J_ 
b t / I 2 2bR f | 4 g e d e l tBB 

For n„ - 3, A = 0.2, BR = 5 xlfT*. t l B g = 0.2. e d e l = 0.3, and *H° = 0.35. we 
obtain 

A r

b t as 10 s events , 

Figures 56a, b show that with a good vertex detector, the time evolution of the 
effect can be exploited. Figure 56a represents the most favourable asymmetry for 
the ilrK°s mode between B° and B°: 

B D - . tfKg K e " r , ( l + sin ©sin i n ) , 

B° -» vKg « e" r ' ( I - sin «sin xH) . 

for the largest possible value of simp :s 0.6- Figure 56b indicates thai on the 
tagging side a cut against long flight times can limit the unwanted mixing. 

A more serious evaluation has been donr al Snowmass [70] t where all types 
of bb factories have been compared. Table 15 shows the following interesting 
features: 

• The next-to-!ast line demonstrates that still within the Standard Model 
the uncertainty in the expected asymmetry is quite large. Only the most 
favourable side of the domain can give rise to observable «fTeris. 

t Even then, the task is difficult, On the Z without polarization, the required 
integrated luminosity is 0.5 x 10 4 0 c m - 2 ; this corresponds to a quantum of 
1,7 x 10 s Z, which is larger than the one we considered. An OPAL study 
indeed shows that the number of tagged and reconstructed B° is unfortu
nately quite limited. [~ one per 10 6 Z Our only hop*1 to have a good chance 
of reaching the SM-level CP violation is through a very luminous asymme
tric BB factory (j3y > 0.4,1 =s 10 3 4 c m " ! s" ' ) , whifh is not easy to build 
and exploit. The : dea of a pretzel should not compromise the efforts lo 

Fig. 56 a) Bj (top) and B d (bottom) decay into i/>Kg (s in* = 0.G), 
b) B 0 — ( f X J (full line) and B° [f+X) (dotted line). 

(Gevj 

Fig. 57 Total cross-section for HZ production as a function of E\,ian> f ° r a range 
of Hjggs masses. The curves corrected for initial-slate brernssi rah lung values of 
m z = 93,8 GeV/c2 and s i n 3 * . = 0.22 were used 
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design such a threshold machine. We should not forget that the world could 
be non-standard and thai the search for C'H violation should in any case 
be performed systematically al LEP. A substantial miinunl of polarization 
[71}. providing an automatic lagging of b (versus b), woutd greatly help. 
We have seen thai such polarization is not a prion incompatible with the 
pretzel scheme, although we enter a domain of wild speculation. 

5.4.6 Conc lus ions on t h e h igh- in tens i ty op t ion 

The exploitation of high intensity at LEP 1. which increases the speed of Z 
physics and offers the possibility of an exposure of 10 8 such particles, is certainly 
a very interesting option. 

• it is not an alternative to LKP 2(10. nor to the use of polarization at the '/,. 

• It can provide very accurate measurements of essential quantities, such as 
the number of neutrinos, obtained bv the radiative method. 

• It will make it possible to substantially improve the accuracy of the tests of 
the SM through the well-known methods (e.g. lepton and quark width and 
asymmetries, T polarization, etc.). High statistics allows us to get badronk 
partial widths suth as r ^ with great accurary. However, for the determina
tion of sin 3 6 through asymmetries, compared with a measurement of ALH 
with polarized beams, the volume of work and the number of problems to 
be solved arc much greater for a result of somewhat lower quality. 

• High luminosity may reveal rare decay modes of the Z thai are of consider
able interest, and many of these channels should be studied carefully. 

9 The preta^J LEP is a factory for ff states- The prospect of identifying qq 
states is good. In particular, for bb. the pretzel represents a very promis 
ing approach with a large amount of physics output, part of which would 
already appear ai the level of JO" '/,. The measurement of \ , through the 
mixing of tagged F3. can be performed under very good conditions (al the 
different hadron colliders), and it is a crucial one since it gives access to the 
KM phase. The success of the most ambitious goal. i.e. CI 1 violation, is 
not guarajiLeed, arid nature will decide. This statement is true for all the 
facilities being considered al present I think thai the implementation of 
the pretzel should not preclude the continuing cffuri to conceive an 'ideal' 
threshold BB programme. 

6 LEP 200 
LEP 200 has been thoroughly studied in Kef. f:lj. >u here J will funis on onJy 

a few particular points. 

6.1 How to get there? 
A sine qua non condition is to have a sufficient number of appropriate super

conducting KF cavities, The present suu - of the art is well described in Ref. |7). 
and results seem quite promising. P'.re Nb cavitius have exceeded the design field 
of 5 MV/rn and reached ^-values between 2 and 3 x I0' J. Niobium-coated copper 
cavities (1 /jm Nb lay*r deposited by magnetron sputtering) have been shown to 
be free of thermal breakdown and insensitive to small external static magnetic 
fields. Accelerating fields up to 9 MV/m have in some cases been reached, as well 
as quality factors of 5-7 x 10 y. The low transverse impedance of the SC cavities 
offers the possibility of storing higher currents, besides increasing the power. 

Table 16 [72] shows the number of cavities needed to reach various energies, 
and the approximate dale when the exploitation could start. In principle, up to 1! 
x 192 cavities could h e arranged around the LEP tunnel, although this would be 
a heavy financial and technical burden. It would br interesting to have a prion 
clear physical guide-lines about the maximum RK power that we would like to see 
ultimately installed. 

To implement the pretzel scheme, room should b*- provided for the separators. 
The same is t rue for the rotators providing longitudinal polarization; it seems 
that technically the coexistence of all these requirements could be achieved [73] 
in a peaceful manner. 

Table 17 describes another aspect of the energy increase, namely a set of scaling 
laws that are valid under given assumptions [9|. They lead to the expectation of 
an men jse in luminosity, at least as •) (constant current), and may even be faster 
if more than .1 mA per beam can be stored, A reasonable guea* is 

i - 5 x 10 3 1 c m " 2 s- ' (peak) , 

which nieani- that we need two to three years in which to accumulate 500 p b " 1 , 
the 'Aachen quantum'. Ji js clear that any further gain in luminosity would be 
welcome, and this implies more RF power. 

6.2 W W Pair Physics 
We will not repeat the physical arguments in detail fsee Ref. |3]) 
With 500 p b - 1 , the W-pair sample is still meagre, as indicated in Table IS. 

The main objective is an accurate measurement of the W mass. Threr method;, 
would allow us to reach ~ ±100 MeVye*. uanul \ 

t) the liireshold dependence of cww. 
ii) the (imJ-pdint of the lepton spectrum W — li>, 
lii) the reconstruction of WW —» 4 \v\* and djjet mass. 
It is important to disentangle the statistical and systemaiir errors so as to know 

what would be the impact of an increase in luminont* It turns out thai only the 
first met hud would benefit from it. with twice as much data, the- uncertainty on 
m\v could pr<ibahly be decreased to ±70 MeV/r' J . If further study were to support 



this concision, ihis n-uj;ld he un argument in faejur of our attirjnpt to ft\ ideas 
about the amount of 1(1- JHUVIT nw(l<*d. Other aspect (if Wpair physics may 
benefit also from the incT*w«'d luminosity I« prjunplr, Jin* HF poner needed to 
run LKP at v ^ = iOO lieV and normal current eould allow the storage of twice 
a i many bunches y r twice a-s much current at ITU CicV. 

6-3 Ferm ion-Ant iferuiion 
The various asymmetries A]-n at l,l',F "200 art- impuitam factors in the hunt, 

for new physics and in disentail filing the origin of possible effects (we speak of 
unpolarized asymmetries, since we arc unlikely lo get. polarization ai high energy). 

The accuracy on these asymmetries in statistically limited and would also 
benefit from an increase in luminosity. 

In particular, w recall tin- typical ravrrlatcti pattern of deviations that could 
be found if the strongly coupled Standard Model is a reality (I :ig. 35). 

6,4 Searches 
In th*" case of the Iliggs it is important, lo gel dear idea* abr>ui the influence 

of the energy r-nd-pniiit on t\w physics reach. The Hig^s production croMJ-serlipjj 
at l .EP 200 is giveu l>y I'ig, 57: « r ran see a smooth Jepeiidtmrif with mas? and 
energy ahove the threshold, I'revious studies have sliowu that the classical Higgi 
can b? discovered up to — JJO (,!cV/(••", If the mass were higher, i.e. in the vicinity 
of m z , then it was fell lh.it t l ieec - . ' / ' / background would preclude observation 
of the iliggii. f-fortcver. if an efficient tagging of the bl> Hnnl state is performed, 
trns may not be the case. 'I tin- rale of t_v - • bbff i* sigiiiliranily modified if 
tin.' Jliggi i» present, and preliminary studies slum- (fiat the presence of a Higg.i. 
even having tin- same rn.vs as the 7 . ran he revealed tlnuugh an e.sct^s of bbfJ 
and bhuq events ivith art integrated Jtirrtinusity of ."ifKJ ph J and v/7 > 190 G e \ \ 
provided b tagging with an idlinency of — ~A\% and a purity of — 'J/'-i is achieved. 

For a classical SM Il'jjg."'. ihu. rn;ws rang** ha^ nothing fiiagirabuut it. However. 
for tin* Higgses of minimal SI'SV. the vicinity of my, is a singular point as already 
stated. At tree level Llie li u is always lighter than Jhe Z, and it.y tu.i$b is mule close 
to m z for a targe region of the parameter space (Fig. :">.S). The other scalar. H u . 
is always heavier than the / . IJIII again. 11L a latur «uniplemrmarv THS'VU ul the 
parameter span \ its m,t«y i- witlnu t l |rw { W\,< ' „\ the 7. IIM.^. 1 lie sum of the 
cross-seelirms of the twv pri^ciM/}-

.v- . h'7 
.-.- • l i ' 7 , 

is a lways , a t ,, jfiven % ' ' , . laru.-i ; h a n t h e r t ^ v -<•, IH-U uf i l i«- . ..^>ic;i; prucesa 
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Fig. 59 The sum of cross-section for «•-* h°Z and ee— r l & 2 fcs & function of 
tan/? (valid At t r w level), 
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M - H ( m H = r* z )Z (Fig. 5 9 ) , 

assuring a fortiori the visibility of the SUSY Higgs [74]. However, the available en
ergy h u t o b e £ igo GeV; at 180 GeV the exclusion region in the plane ( tg/? ,m A ) 
would be incomplete. 

This picture 1B valid at tree level. As we said one expects however that loops 
involving the top will raise the masses: h° may become heavier than the Z. By 
how much depends critically on the top mass, if the jhi/t is not too large one can 
hope that the maximum ^fi can be raised accordingly. 

The exploration of the SUSY Higgs sector, which can lead to the falsification 
of the rrtinimai SUSY model, is a crucial point tbat should be considered when 
one defines the maximum y/a and the integrated luminosity at LEP 200. 

Figure 60 shows that for SUSY Higgses the associated production mechanism 
quoted for the Z [43] is present at LEP 200 with rate* which should allow their 
observation [75] but only up to a certain mass well below mz It has been shown 
[76] that LEP 200 would allow the observation of many other new objects up to 
the kinematkal limit, or close to it, and 1 refer the reader to these studies j3], 

7 POLARIZATION AT LEP 
7.1 The Prospects for Polarization 

These art1 d«v*>loped j» Ref. [4], and I will merely summarize the main features 
and conclusiong. 

At the 5LC [77] the method is to inject polarized e~, cxtracLed from a GaAs 
crystal illuminated by a circularly polarized laser. A rncAn value of ~ 45% is 
expected for the polarization. Clearly, only e" can be polarized this way. 

At LEP, the Sokolov-Ternov [78] effect builds up a transverse polarization 
with the spin of e" artjpajaWel to B. The build-up rate is etfporrentia.; 

P[t) = P^{\ - e - ' y T p ) . 

The natural values for LEP at the Z are P'^"* - 0.924, rP = 5 h. Previously 
designed wigglers would give PK = 0.74, rp = 90 mm. 

Dedicated wigglers have recently been prupowrd \&\\ for decreasing the polar
ization time while keeping the ideal polarisation at a high level; we would then 
obtain 

Poo - 0.88 , TP = :t« inin . 

The overall cost of these wigglers is 2-2.5 MSF. The> dominate the machine as far 
as polarizing and depolarizing effects are concerned. Unfortunately, they strongly 
enhance the beam energy spread. 

••••'•\ \ ^ v 

t - .»L | 

/ 
n \ - J 

et ; QC , n, 

Fig- 60 The cross-section for e + e " — Hjbb in the SUSY model for i>3/i>i t= 10 
and 20, for different values of mn3 

)«.? 104 4 J « * Jrt" 

Fig. 61 The expected level of poUriKatioit akei collections, including j i i rual 
harmonic correction (Ref. [80]). 
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These higglers have been found, by simulation.?* to simplify polarization opti
mization procedures even when higher-order effects are included [79]. An asyinp-
totie polarization degree of ~ 65%, leading to an effective puUn7.aYitm of 50%. 
seems to be obtainable (Fig. 61). These wigglers lead to much synchrotron emis
sion, a cause or depolarization. Thu key to spin matching is thus to decrease, al (he 
locatitm of the wigglers, the aprn-orbil coupling, which governs the spin rolaiion 
due to a change in energy. This has been satisfactorily performed lheorftica.lv 
[S0|. 

Bui what is needed for physics is longitudinaE polarization, which will necessi
tate having spin rotators on both side* of each experiment- Two types of rotators 
(Fig. 62) arc being studied: Montague rotators [81] incorporated in the arcs and 
involving both vertical and horizontal bends, and Jiichter-Schwieiers (RH) rota
tors [82] installed in the straight sections and with vertical beads only. 

It is now admitted that the latter type is the only practical one. It is simpler 
and cheaper. But the main reason is that IIS rotators can be properly spin 
matched [83] and will not lead to depolarization. However, they will force the 
experiments to be tilted longitudinally by — 1° and will be an abundant source 
of extra synchrotron radiation. Various collimators have been proposed in order 
to decrease this background, but they will very likely be insufficient, and each 
experiment will have to foresee further masking so as to protect itself. 

7 . 2 T h e B u n c h C o n f i g u r a t i o n 

Once the rotators are active, the natural configuration of helicities is such 
tha t colliding e + and e" have equal lirlicilie*. (Fig. 63a). For full polarization, Lliis 
corresponds to a null cross-section in the approximation of a vanishing electron 
mass! Therefore, one of the two colliding bundles needs to be depolarized selec 
tively. This is technically feasible with high efficiency, with A negligible inertias-' 
in emittance, and using the existing equipment [84]. 

7.2.1 T h e classical s c h e m e [85] 

In a two-bunch situation we are therefore led to the spin configuration shown 
in Fig. 63K which is obtained by depolarizing every other bunch in each beam. 
This configuration is equivalent to that of the SIX, where successive e~ bunches 
have opposite helicities (Fig. 63c). We gel two types of crossings: 

type [ with ox = c u - Pal . 

type 2 with o2 = tru + Pat . 

The respective cross-sections giv« us the asymmetry 

a) Vertical bend rotator 

b) Montague's combined bend rotator 

i) The movement of the »pin vectoi in Montague*! rotator 

Fig- 62 Two types of rotators: a) Vertical bend rotator, b I Montague's combined 
bead rotator, c) The movement of the spin vector in Montague's rotator. 
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with 
i A 

MM = -p , 
w^ich again shows that an excellent knowledge of the polarization is needed: 
better than \% in absolute value. At thir SIX', measurements of Compton back-
scattering and Mailer scattering |77] will be combined to obt? : n the value of the 
polarization. It is not yet clear whether the figure ot *% is a completely realistic 
goal for such types of measurements. This uncertainty was casting a serious doubt 
on the potentiality of polarization until the four-bunch scheme* specific to LEP, 
was proposed by Blonde! (86]. 

7.2.2 T h e four-bunch s c h e m e 

With four circulating bundles in nach beam, and with the possibility of se
lectively depolarizing any of them, the configuration of Fig. 63d can be realised. 
There are now four types of (Tossing, with the corresponding cross-sections; 

Q\ = 0"u ~ P£ O> < 
<Ti = ou + P£t?t . 
0a = au . 
<?, = (1 - PtKW* + (fL* ' PC)"' • 

In an ideal machine, where all Pi are equal and depolarization ;s complete, it 
can be seen thai the measurements of r*t am 1 a2 give Au\* as before, whilst <73 

and aA give n^r the absolute value of the polarization, which is now obtained from 
the da ta themselves. The desired statistical accuracy on "L requires, in principle, 
of the order of only 10 s 2 events. 

7.3 T h e E x p e r i m e n t a l R e q u i r e m e n t s 

In spite of the help afforiied by this schema, an accurate measurement of A^ 
poses two serious problems. In practice, the following integrated luminosities will 
be registered: i\ with P«+ = / J + and Pr- = 0, giving JVi events; L2 with PK* = 
0 and PK- — P~, giving Nj events. We will have 

p- - p - = p, L, - / , 2 = ;. 

Defining 

A - K< - A ' 
A"» - A,', + .V, ' 

we obtain 

A* = j [A, (I + *~ A",/-) + j^£] . 
which shows that 

a ) N a r u r a l b ) Tvo-bunch schema n t LEP 

—% » . ^ « J H ^ - • - • ^ 
~"*" ~*~ I Z 2 « 

- • • * i ^ _ _ ^ - * - » * 
c) SLC scheme d) Foux-bunth scheme a t LEP 

Fig. 63 The helicity configurations. 

Fig. 64 Compton back-scattering {schematic}. The recoiling «' and -j <n th< 
laboratory fallow the direction of the incoming e~ within a few microradiiu^ 

10 

4 

I / "̂"*" °' 
- 11 

.2 i 1 h il T ( * -

Fig. 65 L :p/down asymmetry in transverse polarization measurement (from Ref. j^sj) 



i) the uncertainty due to lock or knowledge of the polarization in 

A A A A P 

thus a 1% relative error on P gives 1.6%o on AVR; 
ii) the Uncertainty due lo lack of knowledge of I IK- relative furninosft> is 

and a 2%o error on the relative Luminosity A{L\/Li) = &L/L gives 2%a on Aw 
for P = 0-5. 

These are the typical performances that must be achieved if the systematic 
error on A^ is to match the statistical error corresponding to 10fi Z. 

7.4 P o l a r i m e t r y 

7.4,1 R e m a i n i n g r e q u i r e m e n t s on p o l a r i m e t r y 

Tu reality, the nituation regarding polarization is more complex thaji in the 
ideal case. Depolarization may not be complete. Polarization of bunches and 4 
for e~ t and 2 and 4 for e 4 , may be unequal. Polarization in the e" beam can be 
different from that in the e 4 beam. This last effect can also be measured directly 
from the cross-sect tons 

A.P± = g l + °* ~ 2 g 3 

To cope with th r former possibilities, we still need polarimrtrv fo* monitoring 
the polarisation in bol*1 e* and e" beams. Polarimeters are therefore needed in 
both beams. Their answers must be fast and precise; specifications are discussed 
in detail in the pape r on Polarimetry in Ref. |87], Because of the possibility of 
measuring AP*, the 'jolarimeters fortunately do not have to be calibrated against 
one another. 

Even if the absolute value of polarization is obtained from the detector itself, 
the requirements on polarimetry are still quite severe, particularly with respect 
to the bunch-to aunch systematic effects. To achieve an accuracy of ALH = 0 025 
with about 10fl Z events, the polarization measurements should reach the following 
precision: 

i) 6Pt ^ (1-2) x 2Q- 1 obtained in several minutes, Tu average cross-seciions 
taken with different polarizations; 

ii) ${ A/ 3 , ) ~ 3x 1Q~3, where Af t is the difference in level between two polarized 
like-sign bunches; 

iii) i f t = : 5 x 10" 3 for 'unpolarized" bunche* It seems that these requirements 
arc likely to be met: Ref. /£"] concludes that, including systematic effects, the 

electron polarization can be measured to »~ 0.3% in less thah 20 minutes of LEP 
operation, 

7.4.2 T h e t w o s c h e m e s for p o l a r i m e t r y 

For such critical measurements, redundancy is certainly welcome, and besides 
the transverse polarimelry foreseen by the LEP group (88). there is the neces
sity to provide also measurements obtained al locations where the polarization is 
longitudinal (87]. 

Both types of measurements should be equivalent if the spin rotation is well 
controlled. However, the sources of systematic errors are quite different in the two 
cases. 

The two schemes use a common method: namely, Complon bach-scattering of 
a laser hcam (Fig. 64), shot at a small angJc ontff the *=* beam, and the detec
tion of recoiling photons. But the observables arc difT rent: Sipping the circular 
polarization of the laser leads 

- in the case of transverse polarization of e*. to the inversion of an up-down 
asymmetry in the distribution of back-scattered -j (or e) (Fig. 65); 

- in the case of longitudinal polarization of e*, to a change in the shape of the 
energy spectrum of the recoiling 7 (OF e) (Fig. t}6}. 

In both methods, considerations of background lead to a preference for a mul-
tiphoton mode of operation in which, a t each shot of the laser, a large number of 
photons are back-scattered *nd detected. 

In the first method the ratio of the signals is measured in the up and down 
parts of a calorimeter (Fig. 65). The luminosity of the laser-beam interaction 
does not mat ter : on the contrary, the quality of the geometrical alignment of the 
set-up is crucial and has lo be achieved by exploiting symmetry properties. Beam 
divergence also has to be accurately controlled. 

In the second method, if gammas are delected as such, the knowledge of the 
luminosity of the hser-beam interaction is crucial. This is. a very unatti active 
feature, and a conversion method (Fig. 67) has to be used: gammas are converted 
intoc^t?' pairs, which are analysed by A magnet, and *^* ot*$crrables are rati - ; of 
energy deposits in a ret of calorimeters, located symmetrically downstream I»om 
the magnet. The loss in rate, compared with thai in the direct method, is severe 
(~ 30) but is compensated by the increase in sensitivity, and the dependence on 
the properties of the laser-beam interaction disappears 

In the case of straight-sect ion rotators, polarinietry is also being considered: 
it could involve the detection of recoiling c and -j. 

7.,c Normalization 
7.5.1 R e q u i r e m e n t s 

We recall that in the measurement of A&, without polarization, the norma! 



Fig. 66 Tile modification of the energy spectrum of back-scattered photons from 
longitudinally polarized electrons when the circular laser polarization is reversed 

Fig. 67 The conversion method for detecting Lhe back-scattered photons 

izalion of the exposure is not important. 
For ALR. on the contrary, we saw thai the relative normalization between the 

exposures taken wjtb each type of helicity configuration must be known with an 
accuracy of at most 2%o: ' his seems to be a severe requirement, but w : emphasize 
that il involves only a refahi. comparison between two types of crossing" following 
each other at an interval of 23 ps. 

For A^ the requirements on normalization are less severe; if the conditions 
are acceptable for AIR, the error on A^ will be negligible. 

7.5.2 M e t h o d 

To reach the accuracy of 2%o. only on? process cart be exploited: Bhabha scat 
tering at small angles. The rate increases very quickly in the very forward region 
(oc I/(? 2}. The weak effect on the cross-section is very small in this angular domain 
and can be corrected for. There is no dependence of the rates on polarisation. 

In Section 3 « T have said that all four LEP experiments have a SAT, generally 
spann... & the domain between •*- 50 and 150 tnrad (except for L3, which reaches 
smaller angles, 8Ku„ =; 25 mrad). The Bhabha cross-section in that region is 

<****- * ffi te 25-30 nb (~ 100 nb in the case of L3) 

In a typical run the statistical accuracy is 1% [\% in L3) Approximately one year 
(ID 7 s) at nominal luminosity (1-3 * IP^1 peak. 0.70 x 10 3 1 average) is needed 
in order to reach the desired figure |^- 1.6%o statistical, which leaves room for 
l%o systematic error to reach "* 2%o overall). This; is already longer than the 
time needed to register the required amount of data in the optimized four-bunch 
scheme, and we can see that because of the normalization, the statistical error is 
increased by — y/2. Furthermore, owing to the low counting rate in the SAT, the 
systematica of the luminosity measurement catmoi be controlled on a short-term 
baa'r 

Smafl-angle taggers are quite elaborate detectors, having both tracking and 
calorimelric functions and good energy resolution and segmentation: this sophis
tication is needed for reaching the excellent absolute accuracy (2% or better) re
quired for cross-sectio. measurements. As the SATs arr located ai relatively large 
angles (compared with the beam divergence, for instance) thpy are not affected— 
if used carefully [see below)—by systematic effect* related to the geomeLry of the 
interaction region. A satisfactory solution to our pro1.!, HI would he to decrease 
the lower limit of thf angular acceptance of such del TIOTS. SO a> to be able to 
register about three to four times more Bhabhi. events 

In fact, all four experiments have already decided to reduce the radius, of 
their beam pipe. The motivation ii generally to improve the performance of 
the microvertex coverage. Bui the .SAT ariangrment will benefit from such A 
modification if the use of masks f against synchrotron background) close to the 
crossing point -which is a likely condition - does not jeopardize the possibility of 
accepting e* in the angular region of interest 120-50 wradi . 



Besides the SAT, experiments arc also exploiting a Y S ^ ' r with typically fr*r- ~-
10-20 x <?%, The problem of statistics disappears. But these detectors, beinfi lo
cated at angles between 5 and 10 "irad, are more sensitive lo a set of systemai if 
effects, which have to be identified and controlled with great care. 

7.5.3 Control of s y s t e m a t i c e r r o r s 

After the first year of experimentation, all the experiments consider that an 
tbsolult* value below 1% is a reasonable expectation from the SAT but. as al
ready mentioned, this depends on the quality and elaboration of these devices 
(see Ref. (£9j). Reaching this figure afso requires a very accurate treatment of 
radiative corrections to small-angle Bhabha scattering [90]. 

In fact, we are interested here in the relative aspect of normalization. Because 
of the fast allernan.ee of crossings of both helicity configurations, most of the 
effects (iddiative. corrections, detector position, efficiency, etc.) just cancel, ant] it 
is difficult to nee wh- l can contribute to a relative shift except 

i) the background, and 
ii) the shape and the position of the luminous region, 
all of which can be different from one crossing lo the other since the intensities 

and em Stance* of bunches can vary. If such variations occur, they will have 
different effects depending on whether they happen randomly or are systematically 
different from one bunch type to another. 

The possible strategics foreseen arc the following: 
1) To measure the background, which can be due to ofT-momcnUim e" , heam-

gas interactions, etc. It has been shown (Kef. [S9]) that by designing a complete 
set of Measurements of various random coincidence rates on a bunch -to-bunch 
basis, the problem of background subtraction can be treated correctly, 

2) To decrease the sensitivity «f the detectors to the features of the lurniiioii^ 
region [91j. The SAT and the VSAT are symmetric detectors, with both arms? 
identical. However, w!ienevcr there exists in them a mask or a position-measuring 
device, it is possible to gel an asymmetric acceptance de facto or off line [Fig. f.S) 
Intuition and simulations show thai the sensitivity of ihe normalisation proccdim-
to parameters such as the cenuoid displacement or the divergence of the IKMJUS m 
the collision region is much decrrased, without appreciable Joss in rate Since In
dependence of the rales on these parameter? cannot be conipleteh sunpr ^sed, .i 
correction must still be performed 

3] To be informed of such variations so that thev can he corrected for. 
One source of information will be the measurements of the machine-surveying 

instruments. Each interaction point will be equipped with a luminosity moni
tor [92J, which is located at ±)5 m from the interaction paint; it is similar r» 
conception lo the proposed YSAT and is operated by the LEP team. It* ex 
peeled performances can be deduced from Fig. 69 and will afford an iiiinrtfuig 
cross-check, 
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Fig- 68 The principle of an asymmetric acceptance for a luminosity detector 
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Fip.. 69 The LEP luminosity monitor and its performance (from Rcf. J92]). 
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Moreover, a whole act of measurements wiEl br performed for each crossing 
and will be made available to the experiments: the biitirh intensities (which an-
supposed U stay equal between e* and e" bunches lo better than 19!) and ih-n 
emittance, angular divergence, lateral displacement, c u . These measurements an-
shown in Table 19, which contains the nominal values, possible di^plac emenis, and 
uncertainties in the relevant quantities. 

To substantiate and improve the numbers in Table l!>. much information will 
have to be obtained From the experiments themselves. This cannot be on a bum li 
to-buncb basis; but in short periods--of the order of a filling and with the re
quired accuracy, measurements of the mean paranicU-r* "f ore- bum II type relai iw 
to another will be obtained. 

One class of such measurements is linked lo the vertex reconstruction, and 
is quite accurate when a microvertex is available (C1 pically — 25 /iiii transverse 
accuracy). 

Another source of information dbuiii the behaviour of the beams coino from 
the SAT —or rather from iLs I racking pari. if it exists and from the \ SAT iwih 
its position detector. This is quantitatively discussed in lief. [i>7j. 

The result is thai—contrary Lo what one could fear in view of the limited rale 
of c*c~ in the SAT—an experiment can be qujckJy in funned of possible rebitjve 
systematic effects at the Woo to 2% 0 level: it is not necessary to wail until the 
SAT has reached the equivalent statistical accuracy. 

Another interesting device, as far as the measurement of I he beam divergence 
is concerned, is the divergence monitor proposed in Ref. |9'l], 

For the Polarization Workshop [4], a group carefully studied the sysLf-matu 
effects in the relative normalization procedure for the two-monitor scheme (SAT 
and VSAT, to which one can add the LEV monitor) With the asymmetric a a v p 
tance technique and with the accuracy of the information on the luminous reg'un. 
wc are certainly not far from achieving the required accuracy. Hut it is ditlu-uli 
to foresee exactly what the systematic* of YSAT-lypc dete, to™ will br, and we 
need to have some experience of their use. 

However, it is likely that by the lime polarization is achieved.a new generation 
of .SATs at smaller angles will be in operation, so that the statistical and the 
sysle—..-'*.- problem will be solved bv a single device. J'his h already the rase for 
1,3. We can also note that the SATs are already nor far fnun achieving in absolute 
value the level of relative accuracy needed 

7.6 The scenario and the factor of meri t 
of the measurement of ,4 L R 

The expression giving the statistical error on Au\, 

•i'lm 'J— ] 

L H V/'M.v. + .Vji 

shows that the figure of merit of the measurement is 

y=fl*J. tit . 

Figure TO gives the time dependence expected for polarization in a run. 
Figure 71, drawn under a set of likely assumptions, indicate* that the optimization 
uf this quantity does not correspond exactly lo an optinii/.aliim of the integrated 
luminosity: it reflects the fact that for polarisation measurements, longer runs are 
preferred. However, the effect is small: of the order of 7Vi. with the dedicated 
wigglcrs. It is fair to define a pnort which factor of merit should be our aim. It 
seems to us that a figure of / P'L dt ~ 1(1 pb~' make* sense, because, as indi
cated in Table 4, it brings about the dramatic improvement of a factor of 4 in 
the accuracy, compared with the improvement thai could be obtained in a much 
longer exposure (a factor of 4 for P — 0.5) without polarization. If at some time 
it is demonstrated that this r;oal cannot be reached in a reasonable period, say c f 

the order of one year, this probably means thai the whole polarization programme 
would have lo be reconsidered. 

However, following in the discussion of the preceding section, wc must realize 
that the above figure of merit, corresponding to 4(1 p i " ' with /* = 0.5. will be 
siiflicient only if some improvement in norm?.lizat:^" nas be-.'ii made with respect 
to the present situation, so that the statis'ical error linked lo the SA'l" is no 
longer a limiting factor: as we have said, this rould be achieved by bringing its 
coverage down to 25 mrad. If the SAT accertami ' were lo stlfy at its present 
value, then 65 p b " ' would have to be registered instead. Table 20 summarize* 
these numbers. The impossibility of reaching a Level of polarization of 3Q'# wuuld 
also indicate that the programme should no\ be pursued, since *ysU-riiatic errurs 
behave as \/P. 

7.7 Systematic Errors in the Detector 
7.7.1 T h e case of ALH 

To measure ^ L R , in principle one simply flips the helicity of the beam and 
nothing is changed in the experimental procedure. 

One has to distinguish Z event* from two-photon and background events. 1 his* 
has been shown not to be a serious problem. What really na t t e r s is- only the 
stability of the selection from one bunch type to another Since .4 M is independent 
of the final state in first approximation, the elliciency of the selection of the various. 
feniiioti anlife:mion pairs in the 2 decay i.s irrelevant as lung as it stays conslHiil. 

The "iily possibility of error could come from a large variation in the back 
gr .n t related to the luminosity) from one bunch type to another, if a small 
fraction of this background creeps in at the selection h'vt-} ,Such a change in the 
background level is unlikely lo happen, and it can be mo.itored fhe probability 
that a machine background event can be registered AS a 7. decay is found to be 



Fig. 70 The time dependence expected for polarization in a run. 

Fig. 7J The figure of merit (a)- thr comparison hetween its optimization and the 
•Umization of the integrated luminosity (b) Assumptions dedicated wigglers 

luminosity lifetime: n, = 3 h; I>/TD. = 0.4. Pmmi = 0.G5. filling lime uf the 
>S r>- = ' ^; 100 days of continuous operation with 1(0) = 10 3 1 cm" ' s" 1 

negligible with any reasonable set of acceptance criteria. The rate uf 7-) events 
accepted within these rrili-ria (and not affected by the hel icily llipl ran In- kept 
so smajj that one- can also fnrget AIXJMI ihh praiAem. 

Fur .4%' the situation is much more critical and it h?s already been discussed 
in Section 3 

7.7.2 F lavour t agg ing 

ll has been shown that ,4j£ has several interesting properties and requires the 
identification of the final state. In the ease of qq. this implies flavour t a k i n g as 
well as the disLriicLron between q a«d q, This proMem is discussed i t Ref. [32]. 
has been reviewed in [57], and here we recall its main points. 

We can now forget about the it final state on the 'L: we are thus left with 
thrcr down Type (d. s, b) and two up-type In, i ) quark flavours It is generally 
considered thai the heavy quarks (e. and especially l>) are relatively easy to isolate 
with useful efficiency and puntv. whilst this is not tin- c*>r Un light unes However, 
given the present situation »>f l> phys io . f»»j which mixing; will rumphcaie thr 
asymmetry measurement, it would be prefeiahte to miM-Mm- also ibis asyrnmctix 
For another down-quark, foi instance the s. 

Flavour Ingoing relies on the following: 
\) Thr knowledge of quark /rcjmrrtifli»»il for tarli individual flavtrur. 
For the lime bring, paradoxically 1 )»i=« is mcAMin-d more accurately for heavy 

quarks. In particular, not much is known ahoiil the strange quark: this is un 
derstaudablc since, at c + e" rings, the sqtiark, because of its charge, plays onl> a 
rnitior role, whilst in deep-inelastic scattering, Mr tin genesis e*n he f«ncd tmlx in 
the sea. The situation will change completely i>n the '/.. when- d . > . and h> quirk* 
will be the most abundantly produced {,— IV'I branching calioi- &u exposure on 
the '. bhould. in principle, tiring us inucli new information on s fragmentation, 
and we will discuss this later-

11/ .4 stt of technique* allowing tdtuttfiratwu of s\\utfu profit rtif* of thi final 
state. 

Prompt Icplons, with appropriate j> and j*[ cuts t<> improve their purity, are 
well-known and efficient candidates for tlaumr lagging From their identification 
and mea-sun-iiK-nt, we can go a lone way (ouards the iwktUuit of beaniv 

These leplon measurements fun \»- • t-niplerueiiled U htidiuti idemifical ion. 
obtained either from dfV/dx le< hmqu<> in g.iMini- tracking devices or by the 
Cherenkuv effect- Figure 7"J sinnmai !/<'•. tde nieiit iticat mil pirwei of" the King 
Imaging C'lu-reiikov (RICH) counter technique and gives, preliininan result^ 
Kaon/proton identification seems indispensable f<»r imi!.l i>f the spectroscopic stud
ies. In b physics, it is also a "must' ttr identify the various sources of mixing and 
have access to some raie modes of th*' H partH Irs, For tbiv\mr tafy»ing, the purity 
of isolated samples ca.ii be substantial^ in* n-ased if hadron identilical ion is added 
to the measurement of leplons. 
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Fig 72 Hadron identification by the KITH counters of DELPHI, a) Barrel RICK 
The curves labelird w, K. p g i . r the probability thai ih.> eoireipondiug hadru 1 JS 
co: tMly identified The rate of error is very small bf Forward RfC'H 
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Finally. the use of microvertex detectors to identify secondary venires, and to 
unambiguously atfribute to them subsets of the hanks of reconstructed tracks, is 
the laiesl well known method of flavour identification ll improves the accuracy of 
the measurement, decreases the combinatorial problems, enormously, and provide*, 
information on the lifetimes. This ha* hern well illustrated for LKP microvurtex 
detectors (94 ]. However, tlie present limitations of such devices are well known, 
too; because of the large radius of the present beam pipe, the accuracy of extra 
polation is not as good as it could be. and it is impossible to cover angles below 
— 40°. All experiments are interested in improving this situation- This requires 
a reduction in the size of the vacuum pipe, and therefore a careful evaluation and 
rejection of background due to synchrotron radiation and lost particles, as we 
discussed previously. 

Another limitation, and one that is difficult to overcome, is due to the fact 
that part of the uncertainty in flavour tagging comes from confusing q and q of 
the same flavour: in such a case it would seem and can be demonstrated—that 
the microvertex information dors mil help much. 

7.7.3 M e t h o d o l o g y of flavour t agg ing 

This is. described in Ref. |32j. The successive step* ai< 
i) to define a signature for a given flavour, for insiAmr 
- as candidates must have leading K on both side*. 
- bb must have a (Icpton kaon) pair of like signs with adequate kinematics! 

properties, 
• uu candidates must contain a leading proton, e u . . 
ii) to estimate the efficiency of the procedure and the uncertainty in the 

knowledge of this efficiency; 
iii) to est imate the purity obtained and the uncertainly in tin1 knowledge of 

this purity. 
Formally, weights can be defined, such a* 
(?* (the probability of bring right). 
j * 1 {the probability of confuting <| and ql 
gRJl (the probability of selecting another .our by nusiake). 

the sum of all weights being unity. 
The g factors are obtained from a Monte Carlo program; the erroi on them. 

\gjg. reflects the uncertainty in ilit* knowledge of the fragmentation of Lite quarks. 
Globally, the t rue asymmetry can be expressed in terms uf the measured one by 

M |>f>|,l) ' ljl,< *[l 

' ^ = \ ~ • 

where C is a linear function of the weight* VVr havr ah'-ady ,<aid lhal for b- and 
C'quarks the present information about fragmentation i> sat is-factory, whilst it is 
poor for the light quarks especially the s 



A crucial point of the planned strategy of flavour tagging is that during the 
first phase of LEP physics, yielding several million Z, the various available Menu* 
Carlo models—such as the different versions of the Lund Monte Carlo, the Webber 
partem showet model, etc,—can be accurately tuned so that they reproduce the 
results obtained for inclusive distributions of identified particles (or any other 
observable) in the Z final slate. Indeed, with such Monte Carlos, there may Il
legitimate doubts about their predictive power when they are extrapol&ted from 
PEP/PETRA energies upward, and it is therefore important to feed them with 
experimental data from TRISTAN at present, and on the Z later. 

Nevertheless, Figure 73 shows that in their present state the deferent models 
already agree very well; the uncertainty on fragmentation can, for the time being. 
be defined as the remaining divergence {Ag/g <0.2). Figure 73 also exhibits the 
dominance of s (s) as the source of leading K in the final state, illustrating the 
remark made above about the role of the strange flavour at the Z. 

We have already mentioned that when the integrated luminosity is sufficient. 
the double-tag procedures—more demanding in statistics, but less prone to syste
matica—are very promising. We should not, however, underestimate the residual 
systematic error due to the uncertainty in the knowledge of the background. Ii 
seems that we will be able to devise procedures for measuring his background 
with the level of accuracy needed and, we are then allowed to expect that th< 
errors will scale as — l / v / v \ 

Tables 3 and 9, which are explaintd in detail in Ref. J32], summarize the ex
pected achievements in flavour tagging. According to these tables, the residual 
uncertainty associated with flavour tagging will not prevent some LEP experi
ments from reaching the accuracy on A^ that is, needed to get interesting physical 
information from this quantity. 

7.8 Conclusion on Polarization 
All studies made up to now lead to the conclusion Lhat polarization on the Z. 

together with rn-i and % , can be exploited to provide the rnosl accurate test uf 
the Standard Model through /4 L R and A^ measuremenls. 

Such accurate measurements will allow us to obtain a hint of the value of thr 
Higgs mrss (mostly from A^R once m^ is given) and also of the t-quark mass 
(mostly from % ) , if they are still unknown ai that time 

New physics inside and outside the algebraic frame of the SM will be sought; 
the possibility of identifying its nature among alt models, using the combination 
of various accurate measurements, is now firmly established. The physics oulcomr 
will not be obscured by complications ir the theoretical description. 

On the experimental side, the normalization problem should be overcome, 
and the best way of achieving this is by extending the SAT coverage to reach 
the angular acceptance already met by LS. The (out-bunch scheme, which is 
unique to LEP, provides the absolu.e value of the polarimetry: the monitoring 
of tLe polarization will be done, with the required accuracy, by the transve-rst-

Fig- 73 The fragmentation of various quarks in different models available The 
qua-ti ty plotted is the relative contribution of a given parent quark to a given 
inclusive particle as a function of fractional momentum 



polarimctry, probably cross-check^ by another method Involving cjuiU' diuV-r^nt 
systematic errors. 

Obtaining a useful leve] of longitudinal polarization at LEP is still1 consider^ 
difficult. However, several new facts concerning, fur insiance, optimized wiggle-rs 
and the properties of straight-sect ion rotators, as well as the way to correct ma 
chine imperfections, make the overall picture quite realistic and promising. 

8 GENERAL CONCLUSION 
The three options reviewed for the future of LEP have large and specific physics 

potentials. 
Technically, the rise in energy and the multihunch option are strongly coupled 

and rely on the installation of RF SC cavities, in a sufficient number and with a 
high level of performance. 

Polarization is not guaranteed from the machine point of view, since LEP 
characteristics arc far from being optimal for that issue. What is important now 
:S to keep the possibility open, by building the dedicated wigglers and pursuing 
Work along the various sectors involved. One should also keep in mind that LEP 
offers two unique features a high luminosity and the possibility of the four-bunch 
scheme, which solves the problem of the absolute measurement of polarization. 

A very high luminosity at the Z is a priori quia- promising. The on-going 
workshop on thin subject should Allow us to understand more deeply the experi
mental implications as well as the exact possibilities in thr various physics sectors, 
for instance rare decays and B physics. 

Various searches and measurements call for a higher energy. Mult'i hunching 
can also increase the luminosity in this low irons-section domain, by a factor which 
depends on the installed RF power and decreases with >/s. The strategy of energy 
rise should incorporate such a possibility. 
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Tabic 1 Table 2 

•=• IT.-,-! : A , 

r, (MeV) - universal i ty 

B-(.2±1.0 

83.74 1.4 

64.0±1.1 

83.6±0,S 
DP* . 

8J.9±0.Z> 
AVERAGE 

xVdol = 0.08 

B3.SiO. ' 
AvC w COu b i s : ERR 

(83.3.85,01 
SIANOAH0 WL53EL 

8 0 90 100 



Table 3 

a.) Eff iciencies and backgrounds o f b, c, s. and u quark lagg ing , p r c d i c l c d value 
of AFB.m*** fo i sm ! U» = U.23, and sta t is t ica l er ror , to ta l error i>f / ^KB .SM inc lud ing 
the systemat ic error , accuracy oi s i n ' t f , . In tin.- Horn apprux in i f t i i tm / 1 F B = O.OSU 
for u , r and > I F B = 0,112 for d , s, b quarks A i , .fitc£ru.te<J l um inos i t y of 2U0 p b " J 

is assumed. 

b c s u 
Efficiency % 
Background % 

11 
11 

4 

34 
6 
45 

1 4 
311? 

Statistical error 
0.065 
0.0020 

0.073 
0.005 

0.072 
0.004 

0 .070 
O.UDK 

Tolal error of Apb.sM 0 0055 
0.0010 

0.007 
0 0015 

O.007 
0 0012 

0.01-1 
0.003 

b) I l esuks obta ined ss> far <wi A[\t 

Abl, = [10.9 ± 4.4 ( s u t ) | x l O " 1 L3 

A b = [18.1 ± 7-3 (stat) ± 5.9 (syst)] x l O " 3 ALE1M1 

Ku' = I' ±») xl0- ! omi. 

c) P, incasuruineiii liuiii -VLKI'rl 

Channel Polarization 

ei*. •0.24 ± 0.16 ± 11.07 
IJI'I' -U.I4 i 0.15 i 0.1)5 
Try -0.11 ± 0.09 ± (JOG 

/> 0.17 ± o.or. ± o.nri 
" i -U.02 ± U/22 ± U.Uo 

Combine 1 result l\ = 0.157 ± 0.055 

T a l i l e 4 

The menl of various measurements 
w i t h and without polarization 

Coirespontfing 
precision in 

Measure men i 

*N scattering 0 . 0 4 8 0 .006 
re scattering (CHARM 11) 
m , ILEP 1] 

0 . 0 4 0 
0 . 0 0 2 

0 .005 
0 .0003 

A S i ' O.014 O.0017 

Ai» 0 . 0 1 0 0 .0012 

A , i - } 2 0 0 p t > " ' a t Z A l l ! 1 0 . 0 1 3 0 0 0 1 6 

An, 0 0 0 7 0 0 0 0 9 

p' O . O l l 0 .00 14 
m * |pp collider) 
m» (500 0b ' a t L E P 2 l 

0 . 0 1 7 
O.OOS 

0 .0021 
0 0 0 0 6 

A m l S L C H I O ' Z l 0 .025 0 .003 

A m l L E P ) ] 4 0 p b " ' w i t n 
Pi = 0.5 

A' ' II F D 1] 

0 .003 

0 0 0 5 

0 .0003 

0 .0006 

ma - 1 0 " ' G B V / C ! ± 0 .009 ± 0 . 0 0 ) 1 
m, = 110 ± 2 0 Gev /c " z 0 .005 • O O 0 O 6 

Table 5 

The partial w id th V(2 — q c U ' f " ) in MeV For ihe light 
quark masses one chooses m u = m j = m» -
0.3 GeV 'c 1 , wh ich represents the TypiCBl hndronic 
mas* scale, whilst for the heavy quarks, we lake m, = 
1 5 a n d m b <= A.bGaV'c2. (FmmfteJ | 4 U > 

d d l s s i CC bb 

0.23 0 .57 0,14 

0.042 0 .10 0.024 

0 .013 0.0 ?0 0 003 



Table 6 

Scaling laws for comp'--.teness tests 

I Contact terms- J 
Magnitude c c* %iaA3 , 
Scale A a \ | L d i \s I 

, Search for e" from anomalous behaviour of ee -• >•>; t 

| (Ma*s e V « a »w v | L dt •' ; 

a) The usual parameter X in the Lagrangian is taken to 
De equal to 1, 

Table 7 

Accuracy on sin*0w from ^ (ior 1000 pb~') 

Error AA (%) A s i n 3 « „ . 

Statistical 0.1 

Systematic: 

Amz = ±20 M c V / c 2 0.1G 

Detection efficiency 0.1 

QED radiative correction 0.12 

Total 0.25 0.0012 

Table B 

Accuracy on sin!ff,» from P, (r - t JTI/ channel only) 
(for 1000 j»b _ l ) 

Error & P ( % ) A sin' 6„, 

Statistical 0.4 0.0005 

Systematic: 0.05 O.OOOS 

pv channel 

4- radiative corrections 

+ ... 
Total O.S 0.00095 

Table 9 

a) Arrurary on sin !0,, from quark asymmetries A£ (25 xlO" Z) 

Ty i . r " f i|U»rl 

ID 
Klhcicii^-y <jf t i d i n g 

<i lal . error on Ari, 

Sysl error on ,-l ch 

[_A Sill' <J„. b> 

i l S i 8 n J / b . r l B , „ „ » , l = 1/3 

til Without ITl|(| n R 

1.11 
n.ooi.i 
0.002H 

0. ODORS 

o.oi 
0.0026 

0.0031 

0.0011 

o.is " 
0,0030 

> 0.0021 

> 0.00080 

uo.', 
0.002 

0.004 

0.000B 

0.02 

(K«i:ifi 

0.001 

O.OOtl 

b) Estimated error contribution to b and r charge asymmetr 

Source of error bb cc 

Flavour tagging 0.0020 0.0030 

Beam se t t ing 0.0004 0.0005 

Detector (Delphi) 0.0002 0.0005 

Q E D 0.0002 0.0002 

Q C D Q.C'.'iB 0.0013 

Tota l syst . 0.0026 0.0031 

SLat. error 0.0035 0.0070 

r ) E r ro rs on t h ^ bb a s y m m e t r y A^ w i t h m i x i n g for two luminos i t ies 

L ( p b - ] ) 200 2000 

Genuine systematic error 0.0028 0.0028 *' 

Statistical error 

{including the effect 

of mixing) 

0.0045 0.0014 

Total 0.0053 0.0031 

t ) Should b* amtllcr in p'.r.ciple, «nce harder culi I K 

possible with high L. 



T a b l e 1 0 

Typical conditions lor obtaining A s i n z 0 = ± 0 . 0 0 0 3 
(experimental error) from A L P measurement. 

L, are luminosities rerjisiered with different spin configurations. 

Integrated luminosity: J L dt = 50 pb~1 

Polarization: (P £ 50% 

Uncertainty on d»:A(P/<P = 1% 

Rate of Btiabha events: 4 x rate of Z events 

Relative error on luminosity: A<L,/L,)«y»i. = 1 5*. 

T a b l e 11 

Some characteristics of Z -* bblRef. (631) 

Cross-ftegtipn: ab^ = 6-5 nb. 

Percentage, relative to the hadronic Z modes: 
««/<*.«. = 0 2 2 -

Pereentage, relative to the visible 2 modes: 
flfio^w,, = 0 .19. 

Papulation of various species, from 100million Z: 
15.S x 1 0 f i B ° 15.5 x 106B* 

4 .5 * 10* B° 1.7 x 10* "A'* 

0 .35 x 1 0 f i ' Z ' b 

Mean number of charged patticles per B: - 5. 

Mean number oi charged particles at the primary vertex: 

Mean flight path of B: - 2.2 mm. 

'1 

T a b l e 12 

The percentage ol well-class'tieo events ts SO.3 i 0 .9%. Example 
ol a classification ol 2000 Z — qfj events between four classes: 
L la - u. d, s): C Iq " e >; B (q = b); T lq - i) . Events Ore classified 
according to 9 'class likelihood' derived from 15 variables, seven of 
which use the measurement ol impact parameters given in the barrel 
region by the microverlex detector, iRef. 1641.) 

Cl?frsgenci3tcd 

T Cli-ssilici; • Punly L C B T 

j L | 90.8% 1012 

173 

87 14 2 

1 C i 47.0% 

1012 

173 1B7 38 0 

B | 87.4% 9 41 348 ° 
T : 6b.?% 14 4 12 59 

, Loss 1G.2% | 41.4% 15.5% 3.3% 

Tagging of beauty on one arm 
< is the efficiency. A the percentage of the 

asymmetry effectively observable; G 1 • A w l is the 
figure of rtiant IRef. I63|) 

Process 

Semileptomc decays 

ExcJusiva 0 signals 

, Charged iheU 

Bean? polarization 
l(? = 45%) 

« (%l 'A|%)< G(%) 

7 67 18 i 

35 84 16 

11 BO . 25 ' 

30 6d 3S 

63 45 36 



Table 13 

Vertex detector: present and future 

Microvertex 1 (present one of DELPHI) 

I 

R n (cm) 
R 2 (crr.l 
a {am) (1 coordinate) 
Si thickness Ijim) 
Al thickness o\ vacuum chamber (mm) 

I 

9 , 
11 i 
5 :' 

4 0 0 ! 
1 1 
42 , 

p IGeV/c) 
Transverse accuracy tptn} 

without nicrovertex 
i 3 

! 136 

4.7 

9 0 i 41 \ 
with miqrovertex 

erelong flight path {pml 
(secondary vertex) 

54 

i 
41 

25C 

i 2 7 i 
i 

Micro vertex 2 {ideal) 

41 

25C 

R, (cm) 
R 2 (cm) 
R 3 (cm) 
a (fjmk (2coo.dinate$) 
Si thickness (pm) 
Be thickness of vacuum chambe (mm) 

41 

25C 

5 : 
8 
11 
5 
aoo ; 
i 
20 

p (GeV/c) 
Trangverse accuracy 1pm) 
o along flight path (jim I 

(secondary te l l e * ) 

. 3 
27 

4.7 
19 

I5C 

1 1 4 

11.6 

- 9 3 -

Table 14 

The expected number of B mesons p T 10 7 Z's is calculated with the theoreti
cal values of the B branching fractions. No accept an ci1 or vflkienry factors are 
included. For D-meson and light.-mesou branching fractions, the Particle Data 
Group values are assumed, excppl for r)K(l), —» $T) where 4% is used. (Branch
ing fractions in %.) 

U « # y Ctunnr l AKCUS c i r .o T i l E O l l Y N » ay w 1 2 

Ba — D * " » + 0 34 ± 9 IS ± 0 11 0 15 x 0 | J l o | 0 0 15 100 
D— _.D»+»+ 
D ° - K * n -

uS - D*»- 0 3 1 ± D 13 ± 0 10 »i«i.ai.i; U Ml r.iu 

D " — K * * - * -

B* -,'5Sx'> 0 19 ± D 10 i DOG ».i!!:t!» 0 17 ITU 

U° — D , " i > * Q i au 

D * _ # i -

b— K + l < -

B 3 _ J / V + K - D 33 ± 0 }& 0 UG ± 0 D3 0 1(1 « 0 

J/IJ. - e*r 
K - - K * » -

B:-.J/V+K- ( 
0.07 ± 0.01 O.flS ± U 02 0.09 i&o 

ii*-t*t-
B; - J/d- + i 0.3 70 

J / t ( . ~ f « -
* - K * K -



Table 15 

Comparison ot B factory techniques (fromRef, |70]) 

factor 

C t w 

factor Aiymmarr.c 
TI4SI TI4S1+ 

* -
I6G»V 

2 i Z 

P - 0 1 P = 0.1 
IP - 0 45! 

bbcrost-wctionlnbl 1.2 0 3 0.11 6 3 ! 6 3 

Fraction ot BD 0 4 3 0.34 0.35 0.36 | 0.36 

tMĈ  "rcortftnjction arhcptncy 0.61 0.61 0.61 0.46 0 46 

Tagging efftciencv 
{and method) 

0.4B 0.43 
If. Kl 

0.30 0.18 
tf.D) 

0.61 

Wrong ttg tiaclior- O.OB 0 08 O.OB 0.08 0.126 
10.271 

Aiymmitrv dilution 0.71 0.63 0.52 0.52 0.71 

{ I <M naedad lot 3a effect 
( 1 0 " c m - ' l " 0.3-13 2.2-78 14-490 "-•• !iiU 
Ralal've 11- dt naaded 1.0 6 4 40 1.5 1 0.3 

10.81 

•) The peak luimnotity naedad in unit* ol I 0 3 3 c m " 2 $- i fw 10 7 seconds cMullyeflicwni running 
•t pa ik luffiiwiitv-

Tfcble 16 

D«i» msiftllrt 

Ace. grpijiftit IMV/rn) 
Total KCDlwaling vpftftge 
B i v n *nsi0y [3 mA CUftont) 

SC caviiiet Alone 
SC ind Cu u v i i M i 

IFromE P ) C « I O , K f A m e e i m g , Dec 1&89! 

Numbct Of civiiksa for diHar«ait collision anergics 

•I 32 1 M T 

36,3 
56.75 

1992 
t 

51,3 
64 .3 

55 B 
66.8 

1993 

69. B 
77.2 

T6 
82 2 

82 6 
B7.6 

192 

1 9 9 * 

1635 

84 t 91-4 
957 

Table 17 

Scaling laws in the caift 
where the beam-beam tune ihift fr is 

made cans rent 

Stored beam 
current 

Luminosrty Beam tiza Q"J. 

Constant 
* > 

ay «i/W 
ConatanI " T 1 

Table IS 

The sample of W pairs at LEP 2 

JLdl = SOOpb"' 

v s = 190GtV 

m» • B0.3G«V 

sin Je= 0.229 

produced —» W -« tv —-» selection 
it = e, JL) e.ii 

7150WW 2000 1600 



Table IB 

Systematic uncertainties in relative luminosity measurement in L3 

Parameter 
at IP 

Typical 
value 

Known 
to 

Absolute change 
in fetor 

typical value 

Systematic 
uncertainty 

l«t> 

01 

(V) 

«> 
w 

<*1 
0.' 

<v> 

100|im 
300 (im 

100 (im 
12^m 

1 mm 
33 mm 

0 
175 /irad 

0 
17B jirad 

15 |im 
10>im 

5 jim 
1 jim 

0 .7 mm 
0.5 mm 

2)i red 
5prad 

lOjirad 
5prad 

0.1 
1.5 

0.1 
0 . 0 6 

0 1 
1.6 

0 
0 .05 

0 
0 . 0 5 

0 . 1 0 
0 . 0 5 

0 . 0 3 
0 .01 

0 .11 
o.oa 
0 .01 
0 .01 

0 .04 
0 .01 

Total (errors added linearly! 0.4 

Table 20 

Integrated luminosities needed under vaugyi assumptions. (Estimated 
number oi 10* 2 events needed to measure A n with AA L « = 3%*.l 
A.i,i.A>)»7>> i s t n * sv^ematic error on the relative luminosity measu
rement of bunch i to bunch j ; y is the ratio of Phebha event* to Z avents: 

10* Z events are obtained with - 4 0 pb" '. 

p AIL,/].,),,,, y 1 y • 4 - , - 1S 

5 0 

0.5 
1.0 
1.5 
2.0 

1.5 
1.6 
1.S 
2.7 

0.9 
1.0 
1.2 
1.7 

0.8 
0.8 
1.0 
1.5 

3 0 
0.5 
1.0 
1.5 

6.2 
9 .3 

4 8 . 0 

3.9 
S.B 

30 .0 

3.3 
4 . 9 

25.5 

-95-
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Stud ie s of the I n t e r a c t i o n s of 

E lcc t rowenk Gauge B o s o n s 

Exploration of tin* <-!••.luiwe.ik interactions of quarks and leptuns has ascended 

along tlio energy Irani icr fi>r ihr post two decades, and lias recently ruliniiialed in 

the elegant nsul is obtained with the SIX' and LKP electron-positron colliders 

operating at the 2". Tin- Mt'("i) inospui symmetry af the [trillion sector is nearly 

completely known. It rnuiiius to uncover Liu; top -.-,11 ark. mid determine the precise 

relationship between the elerlroweafc eige lis tales and those of Lhe mass operator 

embodied in the Oal>il)bi)-Koliayashi-Maskawa formalism. 

While our parameterization of tlie form ion sector of nature is becoming in* 

trt isingly clear, we have no empirical knowledge of the interactions and possible 

structures of gauge bosons (with the exception, of course, a\ the masslcss photon). 

In this series of lectures we will review the origins of the interactions between gauge 

bosons that exist within ihe Stamford Model, ami explore signatures of new physics 

that might appear in ihe (•auge-hnsou sector. Special attention will be given to 

pair-production of gauge husme. in e + e ~ annihilation at ccnter-of-mass energies 

above those availahie at M\P If. and to scattering processes that could possibly be 

studied at very hi^li energy c 4 e ~ mid hadron colliders in the next century. 

Origin of G a u g e Boson I n t e r a c t i o n s in t h e St.nnd.ird Model ' " 1 

To formulate a lag-annum that is invariant under |ora] phas** (gauge) transfor

mations, 

r , - l . r ) « ^ { . r ) - , l [ , ' r > t . l x ) 1 ( I , 

we must be able to const rud. a suitable phase-eovarianl derivative wit!, iiu- property, 

AK an example, vvv iii>l mnxiiln ihr F;nnili;i]- const ruft ion uf t-!(-ctr()ni;igiu-l.iMtL 

an ALeiimi l.li«iry. In I In- .-.is.-, I'.,1.(ll <li-rril»-s llic Iraiisff.rmaliui. uf fields willi * 

11(11 Kynmu'tiy. Tlw<ili»rrv,-|li«m Hist. 

M< fl-O) - - " , | ' , (A, i ' ( j - ) + iV ' ( j ' )^ ( i | j» , 

Icatls to tin' illLrullinliuii uf tin- vcrUjr gauge field, 

.•1„ = (1'./!*). 

required l<> have the Irausfoi in.d ion property. 

.'!„ - -I,, - -*„(x)«(.r). 

The needed cuvariaul derivative ami l.agrangiau thai successfully describe electro

magnetic interact ions of fi'rmiuii.s ait- u{ the form, 

t)r, - r „ + u.4„ 

and 

' (a) 

The kinetic energy of the feimiun lirld is described by the first »enn in Eq-(3), white 

ila electromagnetic current is MII I to be just 0"i>lti'. 

To account for the energy *iiid muiia-iilum carried by the gauge field itself, we 

nnte the rovariant f<»rm nf the IH-M^I length tensor. 

~- -V-l,. - e J 1 , U + n [ , l , . . - l l i ] . 

The la-sl term in Kq.(-l) vanishes fur this Abelian case, so the gauge-invariant La-

tfrarifriftfl. 

' v<*"-;» - ('if1 

contains kim-lic ' -unties, t-nt no rruri- trilinear in the photon fii'ld that would result 

in a photon pliuiiti i '.H1'* level niirr.^'i HHI. 

http://St.nnd.ird


It will be useful Inlet lo exhibit F " " , 

/ 0 El E2 

= - £ , 0 B3 

\-K B, - B , 

and to note the form of Maxwell's conations, 

V " " = ~{fJ) 
iuF»" = 0, 

where the dual fiejd-slrenglb tensor, 

can be obtained from /''''*' by the interchange, 

E - U 

B--E: 

An exact SU(2) symmetry leads lo a more complex set of interactions among 

gauge bosons. Each of the generator* of the symmetry, 

f - ( T , . T J , T 3 ) , 

(e.g. Pauli matrices in a particular representation) must be properly gauged. We 

demand invariant 'of the [.aiigraugian under phase transformations in isospin space, 

l'i(j-) -^ c''°i')ili(Ll) 

and construct tlie eovariattl derivative, 

S, 
n 

!>,, = •i„Jrigliu, 

where D p , / . and 

if *, ki.-"i\ 
- ' I ' J <•'•;, -';, ) 

are operators [e.g. '1 x 1 iiuiiriir-,). 

The Liigriinjii.iii for lli«' f'TmiKii matter fields becomes. 

and a Lagrangian for (In- gauge fields ran again lie constructed from field-strength 

tensors {c.f. E<\.(•!)), 

''in' — ^''iif T 

The last term is not zero mi l l ions in ihree dimensions do not commute. Explicitly 

the field-strength tensor .-issoriaird with generator / is uf the form, 

The Lagrangian, 

-•-e/utii;* « J (if1 

contains terms tiiliin-ar atxl (jii.tdiilinear in the fields iluil generate interactions at 

tn-e-level. 

The broken S T f J ) / x C ( l l v *ymnietry realized in nature requires the intro

duction of gauge tiehU ih;u «ae mixed hy the Higgs mediauisui to yictd the usual 



physical stales, 

II •* - In T i i . 

/." = -A sinOw +h aaO\r 

A" ^ A CasOw + h sinOw. 

The Lagrangian can bo writi.<n willi IIK'SC as, 

LyywvlWHV = . ( l ^ l l - ' V " - H' I |»',H""') + w J l V „ V " . (7) 

where, 

I ' " - /1° or Z" 

IT'- =-• I | /* 

i|P,„. = V - - ^ i i ; . 
and gwwv is an orcr.ill ittiritutliKition. Tlivse i w ( i « s it]] preserve C, J*. arid CP. 

Notice E;rst thai 111," |iii-c<- of l-'jlv thai is hiliwar ill llif gauge field is anLisyni-

mcttic in the generator indues (i.r. (,n), and guarantees that ) =fi k ^ i. The 

vertices, 

Z V 2 0 

are all absent. 

It is also instructive to consider a particular example, Take V to be a photon, 

so that. Vpy = F^ as Rivrn in Y.*\ (5). Then, for example, the la.-t term in the above 

Lagrangian cunlmiis « piece, 

U^W.i--'"' - H i ' ^ i r ^ i j j i ? * . 

We can identify this ;is ;t magnetic <li[)n[i* interaction Willi magnetic m<ttru.iru fk r-

Wj. The SUmliird Model [.ii^rrtii^ijui, in f;icL. ctmlaius only the lawm-urder 

even-parity mullipulc internrtiuuti. 

1 

• Electrowcak inononulr , 

• "Magnetic" (iipofc , 

• "Electric/1 qiiarirupoh-. 

The inuUipolc nuiiiiculs of tIn- charged licisim slates can In- defined with respect to 

botli neutral s tales i.i. yt1 ,uul ft' can separately be defined and measured. Wc 

also note tli.il, in iliis ]»i«inl. we have IH,I considered interactions generated by the 

Ili££s sector of ilie 1 henry. Wr lake this up in a later section of these lectures. 

W + W~ W+ W" W + W XJti 

150 200 250 300 350 400 

Figure | . l-'orin i>f I lie iliirnviili.il . ! . . « sii-liun (at r.>s0 = 0) Tor r + r" — W *W 
as predicted by 111,- Standard Mmlel. 
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W-Pair P r o d u c t i o n in c ' e ~ A n n i h i l a t i o n 

The production of pairs of £<mge bosons near threshold brut bcrn wejj rlrambed 

in the litera'.ure in preparation Tor physics studies at LHP 11 in the mid l990 1 s . 

Our discussion here will fm-ns im tlie importance of obtaining detailed knowledge 

of the behaviour «f this pimrss at <vi iter-of-mass energies well above threshold. 

The Feyimmu diagrams of interest .in1 shown rrr r ig. 1. The s-chanrrej diagrams 

contribute only to the J — J part i.tl wave, while all partial waves (except J — 0) an* 

populated by the t-chamu'l neutrino exchange. The lliggs propagator will produce 

ar< 8-wa.ve amplitude that IK significant aL very high energies, but the coupling to 

the electron is too weak to be of importance at faresceabfe machines. 

The A = 2 channel produced by neutrino exchange euii.siHts entirely of trans

versely polarised ht»«His, is wcll-ljchavecU and uninteresting. The A = I channel can 

produce WLWT an<l H'/.H'/. combinations, and is more exciting. The amplitudes 

for the throe diagrams tan be written 

JWfi = A 
1 

'» ^ " ST w "W S , i -

M A A = / 1 X A lo . , - , , . ^ . . , **.-• 

where A = A,- - Af« in I he change in lielirity or the lermbii current, ami / l ^ 

and I1X^ are hmrlions of (he cenler-of-mass energy. .*. The lielirily structure is 

particularly simple at s > > rtiy. 

(|Ai.|A|) / i 1 « , i * = r , r u 

( I J ) I 7"'-

<<M) '27 V J 

(1.0) *-> y < 

(0.0) ^ 7 " 4 

where 7 = ;MV/»UV-

U is important that /V t Az,a]uM" become equal at high energies, since those 

parts of the cross Motion that correspond to the production of longitudinal bosons 

are not individually wcll-hrliaved. Unitarity is restored only through a delicate 

halanceof the individual amplitudes that can be seen by setting the three coefficients 

equal in Eq.(S). This is graphically depicted in Kig. I, A cross section calculated 

from any subset of the diagrams diverges rapidly - as js/ni^-. 

I I 

/ 
15 ~ / " 

~<v / , 
c CD 

(/) 
$ 10 / — 
ro 
Q) s — rr 

5 

n i I i i 1 

200 300 

E, 
400 

cm (GeV) 
500 

Figure 2. Clrowth ol 
center-of-mass eniTgy 
sjmfr. 

ionialu in tin- eruss section For r + r —• H'"+1V as the 
•d l.cynnd threshold. The curve is given by 0- • 

- 1 0 1 -



The source of these divergences is readily uncovered. Consider the Form of the 

amplitude Tor piodneing a pair of longitudinally polarized states, 

M U . - « , ' ; < * • ) < ' • " ( ' • ) 

J- A- t A- <»1 
- (—.11.(1, —) - (—.0 .0 . ). 

m m til ni 

wlierr t£(A') are polnri/jiliuti vcvlujv The- lvsulling rross station, 

- n - • s r i <?, 
tUtl.-itl »Jf,,. 

clearly exhibits the -j1 hi'h:ii'inur indiraied in llir above table. Any anomaly in 

th« couplings between gauge Imsoiis will lead lo everts in the latigitudinal-pair cross 

section that can be exported to grow nip idly as the center-of-mass energy is increased 

above threshold. There is an additional enhancement due to the growth of phase 

space available for the production of longitudinally polarized states. Fig. 2 shows 

that the combined elfcct i* r|<ute <h amatic — an inrre*?Ls** in beam energy or a factor 

of two over LKP II energies lr;nls lo an order of magnitude increase in sensitivity to 

deviati ons from the Slandard Model. 

Production of I F * pairs above threshold occurs with a cross section that is larger 

than i'.ny other single process. Al J =S .100 Gc-V this cross section, shown in Fig- 3 . 

is twia the total QC'D cross section, and grows asymptotically (in units of R) by 

another factor of two. Near (lirrshnM essenliMly all pair* are transversely polarized. 

and the cross section grows like J. 

The helicity structure of ih' 1 production and decay of IV-pairs is extremely rich. 

Examples are shown in Fig. I. Tin- dominant Forward peak is generated by the 

(-channel neutrino exchange, while in the backward direction, the .s-ehatiuel pro

duction of longitudinal stales heroines appreciable. This changing polarization of 

(he bamn stair ran be observed be an.dy.fi.t of ifs h'ptoii'lC dccav. The decay angl'\ 

denoted bv \ atid defined a> the angle be(»vet'ii the charged lepton and the initial 

boson flight direction housed to the IV resi frame, i:; yhown Fig. 4 for three different 

40 

3C 

<o 

10 

0 
0 500 1000 1500 2000 

E c m (GeV) 

Figure 3. Cross sections (in units of JtJ for IK-pair and QCD final states. The step 
in the QCD rate indicated for H production is approximately one unit, 

boson production angles. Notice that the thrcc-momentum of the neutrino that is 

undetected can be completely reconstructed from constraints or energy-momentum 

conservation and the known \Y mass. This will be true even for events with signif

icant initial-state radiation or beamstrahlung, since the system i» ovcrconstraitied 

and even the missing radiation can be roconstructed-

S i g n a t u r e s of N e w Phys i c s in U" +U*~ Final S t a t e s 

Experimental studies of the traction e + e'—» IV"Mv'~ carried nut at cen er-of-

mass energies ->- 100-500 CJeV will be optimally situated to look for substructure 

in the boson states or new physics in their interactions. The most general OP-

conserving Lagrangian for this process can be written \ 

•+ IHvU'HWrV*" + i-^-W^W'V* (10) 

1 1 1 1 1 I ^ 

- w +w~ -

-

•] 
/ -- QCD 

i 1 

-

•] 
1 tt(?) 

1 1 1 1 

-- QCD 

i 1 

-
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Figure-J. Augulm- dfs(riim'ion>. U>t the production and decay uf ff'-pairc; in t+r" 
annihilation. The d«-c<iy distributions are given for three different production angles. 
The production angle is defined as rhe polar .uigleof tl«* I t ' " measured w'Ub respect 
to the fi~ beam direction. 

where > U B = .-1(e7') - ( M ) / / . Tin- Standard Model r*-su|i |F,<|.[7)) is recovered 

with, 

H 

We note that the yg term violates bolh C aijj J* and wj]l ignore it, Ii is most 

commun to pani'iu'ieri'/e the sensitivities of various experimental opportunities LII 

terms of nv and Ar-

A.n example is> again useful, For 1 -" "/ we saw earlier that gj and « ? arcuunt, for 

the electric rharge, m;i^in-lif dipol-\ and electric quadrupole moments of llie li 1 '*. 

Consider a piece of f Jie A^ term: 

The second line follow* ;ifler one in l e c t i o n by parts. The A s O terms are of the 

form, 

which is just an He< liic <]iiiidiiipolr inier action. The- general parity-conserving rlec-

troweak magnetic f!i|iole ami electric quadrnpole moments of the W are given by, 

n\[ *• r^—(» + «!' + V ) 

willi convrn'ipTiftl [•/ i)it - in 1 i t V Di-vialioii of * from unity or A from zero 

would indicate new plrwes f.,-\t.iid tin- Standard Model. 

Limits on the value> of K iiml \ have been set froru analyse* of existing data. 

The calioof itf-ttirxlf'Htfitt .m<l <Jj,«r^xl-nifrem neutrino interaction cross-section* 

dep.c J upon boson loop correction*-' io the /channel weak propagators. These cor-

recl ,. are M-HMUV'' to Uic -((en^t U or tin* thivi-.bovoit vi-rli1*. Iml llieir evaluation 

requires the introduction of ,i < ill oir for the loop integrals. The rurrelaled limits 

on Kg and K-, are j;iveri in I ii;. ~> for ,i nil off p.iramen-r of I TeV. A correspond 

ing s«l of Ynwts ior \g MtA \ y ]*.-n-e been wf by analysts <,f the e|ecJ roneaJv scale 
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Figure 5, Limits on i; parairielrr.s dirductid from existing data. St*c texl for descrip
tion. 

I 1 :' 1 l J* 
0.5 - A = 1 TeV : 

\ / ~ 
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0 T*^ 
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-0.5 k * \ 

I 1 1 
-0.5 0 0.5 

Xy 
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Figure 6. Limits on ,\ i«.iramrii-i> deduced from existing data. See teNt for descrip
tion, 
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parametep*, Gf„ o . sin 0\y, ami tin- mass of the Z°. The ^-channel w«ak propa

gators also depend upon luup tornvtioiis that require knowledge of Llie three-bosun 

vertex. Th'i limit* shown in l-'ijj. (j arc evaluated with a cut-off of J TeV in the loop 

inLegrals. Additional -oiistramls un K and A can he inferred from the requirement 

that electroweak cross sections remain unitary at high energies. These are typically 

of order unity. Taken together, these limits are' 

rVI < D.O \fi-i- \\ < 1.0 

l-M i 0.0 - 0 . 3 < K Z - \ < 0. 

AA- W 

Figure 7. Loop vorrertioict to Imson prapagatu s that generate anomalous mo
ments. 

There are looj> corrections lo the W and Z propagators that are expected in 

the Standard Model. T h w lot<ps. shown in Fig. 7, generate apparent anomalous 

moments. The compli'ie Standard Mode) correction depends (at the factor of two 

level) on the mass of lite lop ipi.irk and the Higgs sector . hut at q J ar f}t and 

M| 3> m\v and inn 3> mil - , 

ly -2hv ft 1.8 - ^ U-01-

This is -"Irarlv well hrhiiv tin- -*-e-ji-.iri*.,1 y of prc-seni «'\pi-ri:i.- riirtl data. 

Expcrmenls in tin* near Fiiinrr ai IVnnilah and LEI* wijl provide additional 
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Figure 8. Diffcrrnlial cross socticw for production of IV-j events a t the TEVA-
THON. The solid curws give *he Standard Model expectation, the dots correspond 
to A 7 = 0.5, and LIJC dashed <nrvt*s art' for *., — 1 = 1.0. 

tests of boson couplings. Tin* processes, 

„ -. ii-*-, 

-» ir + a r ". 

will he studied at the TF.VATKON collider. (See lec ture by S. Erre-le at this 

school.) The I V ± 7 final stiile c m hi: delected when the W decays leplonically. Tin-
Is! 

cross section , shown in Fig. {>, depends upon K 7 and A v It is estimated that after 

-10 

the CDF experiment accumulates a data sample of 100 fib ' , t he cross section can 

be measured well enough to be sensitive to, 

|A,| > 0.4 

|K , - 1| > 1.0. 
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Figure 9 The expected accuracy of measurements to be made at LEPII with a 
da ta exposure of 500 pb~' compared lo signals generated hy anomalous moments of 
the W. The solid curve corresponds to K% - I = 0.5; the dashed curve to Sh = ° - 5 ' 
and the dol-daslied curve to A^ •=• 0.5. 

Although limited because of its restricted energy range, LEP II will provide the 

greatest sensitivity lo Ihe structure of gauge boson interactions that will be available 

ill the inid-1990's. Approximately 1000 U ' p a i r events will be produced, with at least 

one of the bosons tagged by its decay to an electron or muon. if experiments are able 

to acquire integrated luminosities of 500 ph~'. The statistical accuracy with which 

the differential crons sec lion can lie measured is compared' 5! to several theoretical 

curves in Fig. 9. II n1 or A, differ from llieir Standard Model values hy more than 

~ 0.2, then it should become apparent in these experiments. 



F u t u r e c + e Col l iders 

Efforts are in progress at laboratories aruimd the world to understand and de-

velop the accelerator physics and technology necessary for the construction and 

operation of future elrctiuu-posiiron colliders These nine!)itics will almost certainly 

he linear colliders. (See leclmes li> K. H Lit 11 ivl this school.) One feature of a linear 

machine is thai its ceutei-of mass energy can he increased over tha t of its original 

operating point by making improvements in the power sources so to generate higher 

accelerating field?;, or by increasing (lie length of the accelerator, or both. Studies 

have shown thai it is reasonable to expert a machine built with a given technology 

(e.g. rf frequency ano alignment precision) to be expandable by about a Factor of 

three in energy. It is dilhrnli to optimize the luminosity of a particular machine over 

a much larger range of energy, Design efforts have concentrated on machines with 

center-of-mass energies that Marl fit *•> ().'» Te\ ' , and expand into the TeV region 

with luminosities of ] ( ) " - I O l 1 n i r V . Fur lack of a better name, we call this the 

NLC - - the A'ext /.incar < ollider. 
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§ 0 . 4 
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Figure 10. Heamstnihluug in a iiiiillM.iin'N linear collider at -3U0 GeV cenler-of-

uiass energy. The parameter e ~ 1 - >-„ itoJ'-i'~u-

1 

Coherent phenomena that occur during the beam-beam interaction will become 

important at future high-energy high-intensity colliiler*. One such process that 

is important to understand i*. "beamstrahluiig" the radiation emitted by beam 

particles as they pass through the coherent electromagnetic field of the opposing 
ttfi 

hunch . Energy loss dm- in heaiusirahlung i& relatively small in iLi-bunch ma

chines operating at t-jwrgiis |-!m i ~- 500 GeV (.see Fig. 10), so energy-momentum con

straints remain powerful tools for the analysis of data, just as they urea l present-day 

facilities. Machines can be designed with stronger beam-beam interactions. These 

generally achieve higher total luminosity, hut much of tlie gain is from collisions 

at lower cciiter-of-mHss energies. Since the annihilation cross section is larger aL 

lower energies, the distribution of annihilation events in center-of-mass energy can 

he nearly Hat. as shown in Fig. I I . Kii.ematir nuMraints are less useful in Lids 

situation, although it is still jiossible to impose lriins\.i r-ie momentum conservation 

in the analysis of a niiinher of linal stales to improve mass resolutions and reject 
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Figure t l . Spectrum of liinhniiii e\ui[.s produced h> * Tt aiinihilaiion at a ma' 
chine with tioiuiiial irnler-of n ,a^ i-ni-igy I TeV. but \\\\\i a large beiunstralilurig 
parameter (T — l.o"). A jieal-. due to radiation to I lie Z' J is evident, and a hy
pothetical new /.' resonnnce hiii been included {iff/- =•• UK) GeY) For illustrative 
purposes. 



backgrounds. 

The Physics Environment n.t the NLC 

From 3 GcV to tin* Xv mass, e + e ~ collisions have been observed to give event* 

with a simple and transparent structure. Annihilation events, that carry the full 

beam energy, dominate w c r peripheral reaction^ Final stales an* usually two-jet 

like and almost always highly planar. This feature makes searches for new, heavy 

particles straightforward, and minimizes biases and backgrounds lo precision studies 

of strong and elcctroweak interactions. Recently, the power of the e + e~envinnmieni 

was emphasised in the performance uf the Mark II experiment at the SLC '. With 

an event sample of RJ GOO Z°'s , and using an upgrade of a detector originally built to 

study physics at SPEAH energies, the Mark II group reported limits on new heavy 

quarks and neutral (eptons to within 90% of the kinematic limit for pair production, 

and measured the peak 5iu *TOSS section precisely enough to rule out (at Jl.Vfl. CL) 

the existence of a fourth generation of quarks and leptons with a mosslcss neutrino. 

This remarkable cleanliness will also occur ni TeV energies. 

The Standard Model process's l hat will be predominant at the NI.C (K r i l l = 

500 GeV) are; 

Final Stale Ores* Section (!t) Events / ( iOfb ' 1 ) 

QCD (udscb) <) :JJ.00Q 

W + W - 20 70.000 

Z°Z° i.-J -1,200 

« (mi = ISDCeYJ 1 3.500 

It is common to use 10' seconds as the tuial running time for an accelerator in 

a calendar year a so-called "Suowiu,^ Vcir" ID this lime, * machine Mlh 

luminosity 10 3 3 m f - see" 1 will deliver |0 f b - 1 . 

Existing technology U sufficient to build detectors capable of fully exploiting 

the physics opportunities offered by high-energy p + e~linear colliders. Oalorimetery 

becomes an increasingly iniponani tool for accurate reconstruction of the part on 

four-vectors in each evoit a:* t-lu' ceiiier-of-i:i:iss energy is increased. Studies done to 

dati k liavc u.-w-d s'u 

and LKP deleriou.: 

date 1 have UM-CJ sinutlnii<Jiia <»f de la to r s iviili capabilities similar to those of Sf-C 

Hadronic CHlorimciei-y W%l«fE >!?'£% 

Electromagnetic ['al»rinictery 8%/ *M *) 2% 

Eiectron/Pion l-jingy Itatio 1.0 ± u . l 

Calorimeter Segmentation .]° lowers 

Charged Particle Tracking affp - '.i x 10~ 4p 

Precise re~oiistiuctiou of tin- veii<„v uf each event, and the impact parameters of 

each track, is importaul in older to fully explore the physics. Vertex detectors with 

impact parameter re*oluii*-n> ftivt-n by, 

°Z = ^f'1"'' + ( ) 

exist today, and are sullieiriil ' o do l>ie physics at the \ U \ 

The solid-angle coveraiir- ui M.C di-teituis will likely be compromised by the 

need lo install machine components near the interaction region, and by the presence 

of low-angle machine-induced barkj>rounds. Studies have assumed that the detector 

is hermetic, except at regions v.ilhin 10° of the heainliue. It is generally assumed 

that no particles except lo^-amde hli.ihha scatters will be del"' ted at smaller polar 

angles, 

Simple jet-liiidinj; al»wi ilium i|iiickly *nd accurately repr< duce the underlying 

partoti structure of en li ev<n' wi!d lillle lij;is from nri< rrUi[ili(-> in fragmentation 

processes and link- anibiguiu IHMIJ llie overlap id decay products from differing 

parton showers. A typical event is shown in Fig, \2 as it would be observed in the 

tracking chamber of auVii-rtur with a I Tosln solenoidal field. We shew in Fig, 13 the 

masses in opposite thriM hemisphere* ef standard model e + e"ainiihi lat ion events 

as they would be reeonxt niited by a detector with I he above parameters. Only 



r'tguru 12, Annihilation event or the typee+e - —• hbtj as observed at E r t H =; I TeV. 

simple cuts OH total energy and thrust direction were made lo select events for this 

figure. The peak at (he \Y mass stands oul tlcarly above the background from 

qq production, as do tin- single-prong leptordc decays. Gauge bosons art- easily 

ideiitih^l, and ruth event can he accurately reconstructed. 

S t u d i e s of Gauge l toson In t e r ac t i ons at t h e N L C 

W-Ppfr Production. As i | i sn i^n | rarlitf. we ran expect sij-niTiriisii gains in sensi

tivity to new physics in run-fid -.indies uf tin* reaction. 

*s the center-of-tnass em-r^y is. in* /eased abuve production threshold. Whai can 

he achieved with a full hr | in l \ analysis of tliis process is presently under invest Iga-

-108-

4000 -

5: 2000 

Figure 13. Reconstructed iiivjLii.ini masses m the forward and backward thrust 
hemispheres c;f standard model processes. 

I12I l ion 1 \ but initial ri-suits dcni. 

dependencies on the paramein-s 

forward-backward Aavntineirv, 

isiraie ih.- point clearly. Shown in Fig. 14 are the 

.'., anil A-, of the tola] W-pair cross section and the 

A' 1 

.Y^ + .Y- ' 

The number A' + is delined ,is 1 he- number of events will) the M ~ bosun in (he 

forward hemisphere (e«.*0 > [). with 0 measured u-iih ripped to the incident i~ 

direction). A data exposure of 10 HV' will yield a: 10'' W-pair events tagged with 

one electron or ninon lepttjiiir ilrrav. so measurement i>r the total cross section with 

•\% total error, and of the furw.itd backward asymmetry with error =a 0.01 can be 

achieved. Such results would he smsilivr to values of 1^ or A, thai differ from (heir 

Standard Model value* by im*ie III.LII a few times 0.0| an order of magnitude 

better than expected at *J«1J U-V. 

http://furw.it
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Figure 14. Dependence of IT-pair cross sections on the values *iT K ami A di'scribed 
in the text. The dashed lines indicate the estimated experimental accuracy wild 
which the cross section arid asymmetry fan be mea» ^ ], 

Pbolon-W Scattering, 'J In- >•<haime) W-pair process proceeds by b«i b p)m!&;» awd 

weak neutral propagaiors, and so will be modified by iiuieSiatidarri values of any of 

the parameters ft-,. A 7. /:#. nr ,\^. it i* possible to i.solalr tin- photon couplings 

r r " w 

e ^ e o 2 e 

Figure IT). ieyimiaii graphs that contribute to the r f l l ' final state. 

in a different combination in the process, 

r + r" —+ <i/IV 

that receives contributions bom ihe graphs shown in Tig. 15. The signature or tins 

process is the presence- of JI single e'ertron or rnuon from the decay of the boson 

in the final .state. 'Hie scat tried beam eled run [or prwilron) typically remains al 

very small polar angles, mid goes undetected. The measured rross section can be 

normalized by dele* run of ihr' ('miiploii |»rucess. 

n • 

in which case, uru'citaimifs in ilie equivalent p Union itux are eliminated, 

The variation or the cross section with non-Standard values of nn and X^ is 

shown in Fig. Wi. A '.il/i measurement of the rate? yields good sensitivity to differing 

values of « 7 , A summary of tin- limit*1 from this prorrss and the W-pair forward-

backward asymmetry if given in I'ig. IT, Tlie estimated sensitivity of experiments 

At the iJSO is ab.o shown in the figure. The Standard Model predicts values thai 

depend on the unknown masM> of the top quark and Iliggs boson, but arc within 

the shaded area shown on I lie plot. 

Further Studio of the --piii i-.tllieline nf gauge-how in production at electron-

positron colliders are |i''fc-»atv Ui delrrriiiiiv if il "ill lie possible to probe Ui I he 

level n{ the expected .STiilidaid .Model correction* , i>m it i* apparent lliat a -rm 

ilr\' i + f " collider provide- niraiei' •>' ,'Mlinty to new physics I ban will be attainable 

at much higher energy liadron collider*. 
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Figure 16. Dependence of 11 u• ITUS** sedion for the fMT final slnle on values of K 
and A. The dashed lines indicate the a m i racy willi which ihrcro-W section ran be 
measured. 

A Composite Model 

Composite models generally predict large deviations from the Standard Modi] 

expectatfons far (lie inlrrvu I rtjiis «f gauge hosofts. As ati example, we consider a 

mode] 1 that successfully lepruduces the spectra and phenomenology of tin; Stan

dard Model at mass scales below ii few hundred ileV. 1'n-tms an- confined in a 

manner pattern**} after Ql '!> u-ith a fonfininp waJe, 

A - C-7.1 =- :«]() (UV. 

An underlying unbroken Sl'CJJ symmetry guarantees I lie m m i t elecLroweak boson 

mass relations, and weak foiees appear as "Van der Waals" n • manls of the preori 

binding potential. Thi* [Model is structured so that ii violates nu presently observed 
I î 'i 

quantity, including liglil quark and lepU>n aimiiioloiis moments . This is not tin-
case for Lhe heaviei (isml llieirluir t e^ liftlit k ln»iiiid ) I up quark, and W and Z boson 

1.1a 

1.05 
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0.95 
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0.1 0 

• P'' A . y *• 7 •_**-* 

Figure 17. Limits on s l i m l i n e in gauge boson interactions attainable in c"l"e~ an
nihilation and al the SSC. Tin? values predicted by llie Standard Model depend on 
the in pusses of the tup quark ami I he 1I>!X* bosun, but lie somewhere in I be shaded 
area. 

states. Shown in Fig. IS are (lie predicted values of K and A lh.it are generated in 

this mode] by preun> of various mass. The values are well within the seiisiLiviiy of 

the experiments thai we have been discussing. 

C P - V i o l a t i o n in Gaugv Boson In t e r ac t i ons 

We have so far cuiiittrurted the M'UT' Lagrangian From (M'-rut (serving intfrac

tions. In addition to the four icreis in Kq.10. there arc lliree *>assihle ('['-violating 

forms that satisfy l-ineniz and gauge invnriaiice. 

U l ) 
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Figure IS. Values of/,- and A genruied hi * composite model by [intmx of various 
mass. 

where V'"" * ^ ' " ' " ' X d i» il.e «| 1 W| of l ^ . Notice that, combined with the 

CP-conserving Lagranginu. this saturates ."ill possible* structure in the «' fc_cross 

section. Then- are nine possible U'+U' helicity states, hut two with J - ±'J are 

not accessible through the annihili'ition dunine!. 

Consider, as wc haw before, the particular ca.se V-' - •>. The dual P ' " is 

obtained from F"** by ititriclittnge of ihe electric and magnetic Jields. Apparently,* 

non-zero value of either ;c r or \\ inirodure electric dipole ami magnet ir quadrupole 

moments, 

±iu\y 

QXv = - ~ - ( S r - A,). 

These parity-violating inirrneiions are idcntilird in ;»lon))c physic* as Ki ami M i 

transitions. 

1-91 G797AU 

Figure I!/. T\vp-loop coiTrdioiis lo il:e vector gauge boson propagator generated 
by lliggs particle*. 

Model-dependent con^tiaiuts on k and A can be inferred from experimental 

limits on t l ict ' lwlr ic •Jipole moment of the neulron , 

*/., < 1.2 x 10 "\ -mi. 

Generation of an electric clipuh- moment for the W-boson wilt occur through two-

loop corrections to the propagator (Tig. 19). If there is but a single neutral Higgs 

particle, then these correct ions will errate little effect, but in models with more than 

t»nc [Iiggs doublet, considerably larger moments can occur. A similar correction will 

occur to the gluott propagators that make up part of the neutron wave-function 

It h necessary to assume some model fur the neutron wave function in order Lo relate 

the experimental limit on its dipole moment to the strength of the Higgs correction. 

To pr< v'idc a framework. Sl'ffi) lias been us<*l 

or<Ier 1 0 - 4 or less. 

[i'>] to esLiniale t ha t )i\y will be nf 

CP V io la t ion in High Energy p T e~intpract ions 

T h e ( 'C 'V io la l i l iK l .agi ' i ingi;m (Krj . I I ) w i l l generate imag inary pierce Lo the he-

t i c i l y ampliL"dv.s in the W-p ; i i l dual >I-rt(e. '['In* n-sui t i i ig inter ference IH-LWIVI I the 

various amplitudes will lead to directly observable correlations between the produc

tion and decay proper! irs of the W-bosons. Leptouic decays of the produced bosons 

http://ca.se


can be analysrd to yield the dilFeinHial cross section 

d t T i iK>[/»i(r + a )<l -cu . iO)+ /rn(roj)( l + caa6)\sin0fyfi 
dcouQdcaf*0<lcasfj> 

+ Mjj'Ja'n. r_+)*i>r0/2 + coj2^/ff|r_+)diH3tf/2. 

where 0 is the production JUIRII- of the Wboson . and 0 and 6 are the- augU-s of the 

lepton momentum in tin* rest.-frame or the U \ Tin? helicjty amplitudes, H O ) , arc: 

determinrrd by the values of y i . Ky, and ky. 

Theoretical calculation* an 1 needed to clarify the range of k and A that are of 

interest for various extrapolations of the Standard Model, and Monte Carlo studies 

are needed to determine the sensitivities of experiments to these effects. 

v? •X1 

Figure 20, rc-yniiian diagrams for die production of neutral gang** bosons in <*c 
annihilation • 

N e u t r a l G a u g e Boson P a i r s 

The tree-level Standard Model diagrams that lead to pairs of neutral gang*' 

bosons in c+c~ annihilation an- .shmvji in Fig. 20. The cross sections (Fig. 21) arc 

peaked symmetrically in the foiu-anJ iimJ backward hemispheres " . The possible 

form* in the Lafiraiigian for il»e r>roduclii»4! of Vjn = \'Jl - •> ur Z f t arty constrained 

by Bose symmetry, and there is no .s. channel rate at the lowest order- These cases 

are not especially of interest, .since the W-pair final s tate occurs with a considerably 

higher cross section, and it is not likely that new physics would occur in the oe.utral 

channels that docs not also occur in Lhe- charged channel. 

0 -1 
d 18 C O S 6 8003*9 

Figure 21 . Differential cross, sections for neutral gauge boson pairs produced by 
e^e"* annihilation . 

> 
- fv „ l /WAA 

Figure 22. QED and weal; m o d a l m i rem loop rur reel ions to th<* production of 
neutral gauge bosons in e"*e" ;unii)iihi! ion . 

There LF. however, a jwriicuhr experimental reason 1" for looking more closely 

at the process. 



6797A1 7 

Figure 23. Charged current loop corrections lo the production of neutral gauge 
bosons in e ^ e " annihilation , 

The cross section is written, 

57 = (S)xw,-«» + " " + ^ 
with the weak correction further broken into contributions from the neutral and 

charged currents, b u c a k = b s c + l c c . The QED and ueuLral current corrections 

that are generated by one loop diagrams are shown in Fig. 22. Thf-w are not 

very interesting. They contain only known vertices, are comparably small, and are 

symmetric under interchange of nay o{ the particles or helicities. Tin- eharged-

current corrections, shown in Fig. 23, are more interesting. Diagrams that contain 

r.oupling between the Z° and l i ' propagators produ-e the strcng energy dependents 

to 6 displayed in Fig. 24. The effect of the three-gauge boson coupling is easily 

isolated by measurements of the energy depend en re of the cross section for this 

-0.1 -

-0.2 -

400 600 800 1000 

Figure 24, Loop correction to the production of neutral gauge boson pairs by QED. 
weak neutral currents (NO), and weak charged currents (CC). 

process. Perhaps even better, the jjresi'iice of the left-handed neutrino propagator 

in the most interesting subset of tht diagrams in Fig. 23 projects out these pieces 

when the initial electron is polarized. A measurement of the left-right asymmetry, 

AL R[ C + " • •>2*| = - f ( e - ] - # ' 

will allow a direct probe of the couplings between gauge bosons. Notice that a 

proper cva.hia.tfcm of lh<- corm-Lion, $~C will require knowledge of the strength of 

these Couplings at all momenta! These are not small cJTects, and can easily be 

Pleasured with good accuracy. 

S t r o n g l y I n t e r a c t i n g G u n g e Bosons 

Theories of electroweak symmetry breaking can be divided into those that con-

tain light self-interacting scalar particles, and models which postulate a new level 

of composileness of one form or another. These latter theories, technicolor is an 

example, inevitably lead to. .lining interactions between gauge bosons. The origins 

http://cva.hia.tfcm


of these forces. And the parlicul.ir ijtlcmcifoij channels t/i nhkh they iviJJ appear, 

depend mi the details of the (mtdfl U<* *l<»rt by examining gauge boson interaction* 

ttr the Standard Mode) llige& wxlor. 

The simpiest version «F llie Standard Model contains an SX"(2) doublet of com

plex Higgs fields'" 

1 / ° l + i > 
0 - —=. . 

that are self-interacting. The interaction potential can he wrilten, 

and the vacuum expectation value chosen to be, 

- A C ) -
The ground state of the Higgs field is then determined by the potential. 

With these choices, the GoJdstonc bwsons become 

and the potential run be irrii 'r/j , 

The mass of the lliggs ran bo tend fiwn this fnnii Id be nrf! ~ 2Xtr, ami fr>r our 

purposes here, it i.-f be>t lo eliminate A in favor of m; / . 

v:.c = ^ C - - J + " ' ' • • - - " = < , + » V + 2 « L > ! - . (12) 

IVe can determine the value of tfie vacuum expectation value v from the known 

masses of the W and Z y . which arc generated by the kinetie energy (Dpfi) (Z>*V), 

I 
m\v = -utf. 

This gives the value. 

v^r,-/ ('i!6 GcVf. 

From this re-sull ami Kq. (12), it is appaiviit that we can expect the coupling of 

(JoldsLonc biMoiiM to Iliggs sitalars In l>e or order unity when, 

tut, ~ v ^ CMP Cr.V) a -QBCr-V-

Let us explore wliat happens in the region oHarge in//, (t is useful to first exhibit a 

c.«uru.'ntion between tfie interactions of (.Joldslone bosons an<l tiiose of the physically 

n-afaeil U' anil '/C :si Mrs. 

g 
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<0 T . z° 
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Figure 2a. fi'KK* <fi-tii>^ To faf J.onRitfr(tiii?tl gauge hus-cin*. arid fb) (-oklsJojie 
bosons. 



Consider the decay of the llig.g.s to massive longitudinal W^ slates- shown in 

Fig. 25(a). The matrix element is (c.f. Eq. 9) v 

M = gmw <£(*) • i j ( i ) 

= ff'iiv («o + k 1 2 ) / m w 

s \2mw/ 
We have take i the mass of the lliggs Lo be large compared to the mass of the W* 

boson in the lasl line. Now consider Llic decay of thn Hlggs to Goldstonc bosons 

shown in Fig. 25(b). We i:an read the matrix clement directly from our expression 

for the scalar potential, 

A W W ~ = %MUM = ^ 
v 

J \2mw' 

This is an example of the ""'Equivalence Theorem" — to accuracy rriwfs, the in

teractions of longitudinal gauge; boson states are given by the interactions of the 

Goldstone bosons that create them. 

G a u g e B o s o n S c a t t e r i n g 

As aii example of lln- phenomenology of a strongly-inleracting Higgs sector, 

consider W.e reaction, 

The Feynman diagrams that t-ouiriliule lo this reaction arc shown in Fig. 26. The 

Higgs contribution Lo llie amplitude is not small since ihe W mass is large. The 

leading dependencies on renter-of-mass energy scale- as $2fm*v and s /mf r , buL rail

e d in the sum of thr t lmv diagrams, What is left art; terms proportional to s, that 

aie well-behaved for large 11i^^^ masses, mid Diners proporlio- ,A tu (my /n*w )* that 

are not. 
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Figure 2G- Feynman diagrams that contribute lo tV + IV + scattering. 
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Figure '11. S-mur ampliiuili- for H ' + H ' 4 scalti-ring calculated with uir Equiva
lence Theorem for v.iUies of tin- Standard Model Higg.x mass-
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As expected, the problems arise in the scattering of longitudinally polarized 

bosons by Higgs exchange. Wr can use the Equivalence Theorem to writ*- the 

amplitude for Iliggs exchange' in Lin- limit ft and m'jj » m ^ , 

v \i - M)^ u - m ^ / 

Individual partial wavis ID the Km tiering amplitude will violate unitarity if inn 

becomes loo large. To see where tins occurs, expand the amplitude, 

iM = -l t t ir ^ [2J + \)aj[s)Pj{cosO). 
J 

The s-wave dominates, and we can calculate , 

- -^r [ ' -=*M. + ^) ] . 
The resulting partial wave amplitude is shown in Fig. 27 as a function of center 

of-mass energy feir several values of the mass of the Higgs. Partial wave unitarity 

requires, 

|tfo|- < | / m ( a n ) | , 

or, | f o ( a n ) | < i . Apparently, for Higgs masses greater than about 1.2 TeV, 

perturbaLioii theory fails al large miier-of-mass energies! The gauge boson sector 

becomes strongly interacting ~ something else must begin to occur if tlitre is no 

"light" Higgs particle. 

The manifestation of new physits in gauge boson interactions may be draiuau<\ 

as the appearance of new resonances Would be, or may be substantially more subtle. 

Fig- 2S shows tin- noss sections piedicLed by the Standard Model pt-rturbative 

1 2 3 

Figure 28. Cross section for 11'My + scatieringin the Standard Mode] for a number 
of Higgs masses. The dashed curves are cross sections calculated with the constraint 
that the partial wave amplitude never exceeds the limit imposed by unitarity 

amplitude for a variety of Higgs masses. The maximum cross section allowed by 

partial wave iinitariiy is also shown for very massive Iliggs particles. The cross 

section at large renter-of-ma** energy is small it| th«- fin'snirc «f light Higgs particles 

since the gauge cancellations arc then ioniplrt<-, but in ihr absence of these .f-ajars, 

the. cross section is ill-defined in the Standard Model. Fig *2!) compares a number 

of models and ad hoc calculations of the l l / + l V , r + scattering cross section at TcV 

ccnttr-of-mass scales. Tin- differences between the various possibilities are typically 

factors of two to four. 

It is, of course, possible In consider (lie proo-ss, 

i r + u - -, u * + » - . 

shown in Fig. 30. This is the well*recogninert Iliggs discovery reaction that will 
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Figure 29. Various models for the I ^ + I V ' + cross section. The solid curve is the uni-
tarized Standard Model with infinite Higgs mass, the dashed cuive is the Standard 
Mode] with mjf = 1 'le.V. The dotted curve is chiral model of Einhorn , and the 
dot-dashed curve is a result obtained by rcscaling low energy ff+7r"f scattering. 

Figure 30. Production of l l ' + ll'" 
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proceed through -s-chaninjl - j , , '/*", and Ihggs propagators. There are still the 1 

and u-c.ha.nnel graphs and four-boson contact terms that will heliave as in the like-

sign W-boson case. If a light iliggs exist, then it will appear as a resonance in this 

channel-, and gauge iuvariance will guarantee tha t the cross section is well-behaved-

But in its absence, tliLs process is plagued by all of the difficulties Lhat we have 

discussed in this section. 

E x p e r i m e n t a l S t u d i e s of WW Sca t t e r i ng 

To exhaust the possible avenues to new physics, and fully explore any that is 

found, it is essential to study gauge boson scattering in several channels. 

l = j = n (c = +} 

/ ^ . / = i (C = -> . 

Thr C-odii p-wave is strongly excited in e + e ~ annihilation , and new physics will 

appear as a violation of the Standard Model prediction for the production of longi

tudinal Wi pairs. A particular example is shown in Fig, 31. Final s ta te rescattering 

of the boson pair occurs through the exchange of a techni-rho meson. 

Figure 31. Final state interaction of lL'-p.iirs produced in e + e annihilate 

In technicolor theories " , matter fields arc leclmiquark& and technileptons, 

which are bound by strong interact'ons geneiated by an underlying non-Abdian 

technicolor gauge group. Tcrhnisralars (the "pii-ns* of technicolor) play the roles of 

the Higgs and the Longitudinal boson states. There are additionally, verior stales. 

for example the ted mi rliu p / c - Tiie mass of the techni-rho is unspecified by the 

http://u-c.ha.nnel
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Figure 32. I'roduclirm of a Lwlinirho resonance in the longitudinal U'-pair channel 
o i e + e " Annihilation . 

theory, but a guess is often niade v,y analogy wilh lower energy liP'jron spectroscopy. 

| < vf.y > i h s 

where the pion decay constant / T % 90 MeV. Thin yields a value of mPTI_. ~ 1.8 

TeV. The width of the techni-rho can similarly be scaled from that or the ordinary 

rlio-mesoti to ftn I a value of order 0.3 TeV. The (csultitig cross section, SIKIWII in 

Fig. 32, is dramatically different from llm Standard Model prediction even at fairly 

low centcr-of-mass energies. Efforts are u.iderway' tr> parameterize in more detail 

the phenomology of the tl'-pair final stale produced by e + e ~ annihilation in a range 

of models such as those &u<Wn in Fig.2!). 

WW Fusion 

While there is no way to ex penmen Laity produce beams of vT-bosotis, it is 

possible to realize WW scattering in the f!'-emi channel through the peripheral 

process shown in Fig- 33. The reaction rate h characterized by a. splitting function. 

/»'//,, = fv/i.<l(Q~Trh 

which gives the effective boson flux for haunts of Icplans or quarks. T h e W ^ a c k w r -

WjJIiam» photon fins often associated with a beam ai high-energy electrons is a 

particular example "f this. In fact, calculations have Inert made using an Mttio-

govs "Ivipjivah'iJt VV Appro-YwjaiioiT. At •* » *»fy. and tu ^'20% hcrnrt*r\\ 

I\YT 

«»• [1 + tl - *?] 

.,„• (1 -s) 
U x ' 

\mi.,f 

Th:-equivalent IIus of massive bosons h-as essentially the same form as tlie^iuivali-nl 

photon flux, and as shown in Fig. 34(a). the flux of longitudinal bosons is about 

two orders of magnitude smaller. The elbviivr boson-boson luminosity is shown in 

Fig. 3'J(h) for a very high energy electron-positron collider, and in Fig. 35 for the 

5SC. It is Hear I hat studies of longitudinal boson scattering must be done against 

a considerably larger background of W-fWj and WTWL events. 

! 91 5F5;A25 

Figure 33. Peripheral scattering of gauge bosons in e +c"rcillJsions. 
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Figure 34. (a) The effective flux of gauge bosons created by a high energy electron 
beam, (b) The brightness of WW collisions at a 2 TeV e + e"coll idcr . 
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Figure 35. The luminosity of U ' r l l ' r mil WLWL collisions at Uic SSC. 

As a specilir case, we consider the production of rT~MV pairs at the SSC. 

These oppositely-charged pairs will be produced hotli by bosoii-ftision and by yt/ 

-]] 

200 500 1000 1500 
M w w (GeV) 

2000 

r'igure Mi. Tin: WW differential cross section .it the SSC. The curves include pro
duction through qq annihilation as well as the IV-fusion process with Hjggs of 0.5 
lev, 1.0 TeV, and 1.5 TeV mass. 

annihilation. The expected'" ' differential cross section (including the resonant piece 

Tor r -vcral Higgs masses) is shown in Fig. 36. The IV-pair is detected only when 

one of the bosons dec - s to an electron or a muon. There are large backgrounds to 

this process from associated production of IV's and quark jets by quark and gluon 

interactions, and from the production and decay of heavy top quarks. A Monte 

Carlo study ha* liern done' "' at ttir "four-vector" level. Events were generated 

without inclusion of the imperfections inherent in any detector (the detector was 

also assumed to perfectly lirrmelir), an J events were selected will] the following 

cri'.^iiv 

(i) The topology of the evenl was correct. 



{ii) Two jets were found with invariant mass within 5 GcV of the known W mass. 

(Hi) The total unrulier of charged particles in the pair of jets taken as the W 

candidate was less than 20. 

The number of signal and background events that survive these cuts (normalized 

to one year of running at the SSC luminosity of 1 0 M c m - 2 s _ I ) is tabulated: 

Mvrw W H'g£s I.OW 0(2N) H'jj 
(Gc-V) (»'// = ITcV) ( nil = oc) 

850-950 39 57 5 9 13G 
950-1050 33 66 G 8 91 
1050-1150 27 54 6 fi 58 
1150-1250 20 34 5 5 58 
1250-1350 16 19 5 4 32 

Boson pairs produced by qq annihilation, and misidentified Wjj events are back

grounds to the possible signal from the boson-boson scattering process. The "Low" 

and uO(2N)* 1 models arc those shown in Fig. 29 as representative of possible altertia 

lives to the Standard Model. It is clear that it will be extremely difficult to extract 

any signal if the channel is not resonant, and even more difficult to discriminate 

between the various models of the underlying theory. 

The boson-fusion process is more easily isolated in electron-positron collisions, 

but the machine luminosity required to reach large WW cent er-of-mass energies is 

quite large. The reaction, shown in Fig. 37 4 results in two neutrinos that carry away 

significant energy in the final stale. The observed WW system is produced with 

momentum transverse to the c + e ~ beamline, 

p,(WW) ~ m»/ . 

which appears as missing pi in the event. 

( .gi G797A33 

Figure 37. The IV-fusion reaction in e"*'e -collisions. 

0.5 1 1.5 2 

'WW (TeV) 

, at (a) ^/s = 0.5 TeV with Figure 38. Cross sections for ll'-fusion in e 4 e c« 
a 300 GeV lliggs, (b) ^ = 1.0 TeV with a 500 GeV Higgs. and (c) J> = 2.0 TrV 
with a 1.0 TcV Higgs. The dashed curves are the predictions of the Standard Model 
with mn taken to infinity. 

The expected cross sections are shown in Fig. 3.S at three machine energits. The 

presence of a lliggs resonanre can he detected, and it decay properties studied 131] 

10-



if its mass is less than *= 75% oT the e+c^ccntcr-of-masH energy, but to generate a 

sufficient numbers of nan-resonant WW scattering events at masses abow- 1 ToV to 

fully resolve the physics in these reactions, will require machines with e+c , -*-«ril(T-

of-mans energies of 2 TeV or greater, and luminositirs nearing 1 0 3 * e m - 2 s - 1 . For 

example, a t 2 TeV the differential cross section, shown in Fig. 38, corresponds tc 10 

produced events per 100 GeV Kin at m;yH/-= 1 TeV in a data exposure of 10 f b - 1 . 

It is clear that in Lhe absence of striking features in gauge boson interactions, 

such as the presence of Higgs scalnrs or technicolor particles* it is going to require 

some t ime and considerable, effort a t future colliders to dig out Lhe contents of what 

has b**come called "Physics at the TeV Scale". 
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INTRODUCTION 

Lectures like these always begin (appropriately) by praising the Standard 
Model (SM), and then go on to say how it is hoped that new physics will 
appear. We will not bury the SM but P end it- To complete our knowledge 
of the SM the most basic need is to understand the physics of the Higgs 
sector. We need to know whether Higgs bosons exist, and at what masses. 
We also need to know -whether neutrino masses are zero, and their values 
if they are not zero. CP violation can be described by the SM, but we are 
not very sure that is the main mechanism. And finally, we need to know the 
value of A/ £ , the top quark mass. 

The current experimental limit is Mt > 89 GeV , if the t-quark be
haves like a 5M particle. Once the limit is this high, whatever the value 
of Mi is, i t may be very interesting. Mi has been predicted long ago to be 
in the 120-150 GeV region by several interesting ideas (fixed point behavior 
or renormalL itioa group equations, driving the Higgs mechanism in a su-
persymrnetric world, etc., as described below). {Indeed, contrary to what a 
number of people have remarked, it was not surprising to most interested 
theorists tha t A/j > Mw; we will examine some of these arguments below.] 
At even larger Mt it has been speculated that non-perturbative effects cause 
non-zero expectation values for it and cause spontaneous symmetry break
ing. And in another sense, the large phase space available in the decay of a 
heavy t may allow a non-SM mode to appear. Alternatively, it could happen 
that in fact 50 GeV < Mt < 90 GeV, but i has not been observed because it 
decays by some mode(s) to which experiments were so far not sensitive. 

There is no consensus concerning how to think about Mt. In a naive SM 
approach probably all masses ought to be within a factor of two or so of Mw, 
and the question should be why are the other fermion masses so small, and 
so different. From the point of view of composite and dynamical approaches, 
however, it is difficult to give fennions mass at all, so the problem is why 
is Mt so large. The quark masses or mass ratios for each family show no 
instructive pattern. Undoubtedly the quark masses are telling us something 
profound, but unfortunately no one knows what. 

It is amusing, and perhaps important, to note that the top width F, ~ M} 
(for large A/ ( ) , so as Mt increases the lifetime gets very short and f-quarks 
decay before mesons form so t ha t they behave as free quarks. One can write 
approximately for the lifetime 

and once r t < 1 Fermi there is not time for binding to occur. Jn particular. 

we will see that this may make it possible to test some interesting QCD 
polarization predictions. 

We will cover the following topics below: 

— T h e top quark exists 

— Upper limit on Mt 

— Constraints on Mt 

— SM top decays, signatures 

— Production of i 

m e+e~ Collider 

• Hadron Colliders 

— Detecting SM tops — signatures 

— Model-independent lower limit on Mt 

— Determining the charge of a new heavy quark 

—* Top decays as a window to new physics 

• Super-symmetric decays 

• Decay to charged Higgs bosons 

• Decays to heavy quarks 

• Flavor-changing neutral current decays 

• Other possibilities 

— New information once top is observed 

— Studying the top decay couplings 

— Top quark at (NLC) 

— Testing QCD polarization predictions 

— Correlation of top spin direction with final b,(+ directions 

— Measuring Mt from loops 

— Prediction for Mt 

— Is t — Wb a background for studying TeV WW interactions? 

— Final comments 

THE T O P QUARK EXISTS 

Nothing can be proved without assumptions, of course. So the theorem 
here is tha^ [ 1 ; given the validity of the 5(7(2) structure of the SM, and 
(2) assuming the SU(2) symmetry of the SM is not broken by the explicit 
absence of s tates, then the top quark exists. The general validity of the 



SM is not in question-, i t baa been too broadly tested by now, Rather , we 
hope someday to discover extensions of the SM that clarify its foundations, 
much as the SM is an extension of QED. Such extensions will leave intact 
the SU(2) structure of the SM, 

Assumption (2) is naively more ad hoc, and is based on the total absence 
so far of any hint of m in ing SU{2) states. However, I suspect tha t using a 
fairly sophisticated analysis would allow the removal of assumption (2), be
cause most likely the absence of any S # t 2 ) s ta te in. any mult iple! would cause 
effects that are ineo&r^tent with some other measurement. Th is is basically 
the result discussed b_iow that sets an upper on A/|, though the analysis has 
not t o my knowledge been approached in detail from the direction of asking 
what the consequences of a missing f-quark are. 

With this discussion it is easy to state the basic result: 

E X P E R I M E N T — l J L = - i — . 

In other words, da ta ( t o be quoted) shows that the left-handed &~quark has 
weak isoapin eigenvalue 2 ^ = —J. Therefore it must be in a multiple! with 
one or more other states, one of them having T%L = + ^ . That is by definition 
the top quark. 

One could imagine tha t some other set of particles could accompany &£. 
No at tempt to construct such a set has succeeded. We will not spend time on 
the failed at tempts; literature can be traced from ref. 2. Probably a general 
proof that all other modeLa for particle content will fail is very difficult, so 
perhaps an exhaustive treatment of classes of models is the best that can be 
done. 

The bottom line ( top line?) is that given our assumptions the top quark 
must exist. The arguments for its existence could be tightened by further 
analysis. Similar arguments demonstrate that the T neutrino must exist, BO 
anyone who believes in the T neutrino must believe in the top quark In the 
case of i/ r , since m„. < mr fcnd r decays into vT, da ta provides even stronger 
constraints and models to evade vr existing are easier to destroy. However, I 
think this is a practical difference; the logical status of t and uT is the same. 

There are also some thecretical arguments that independently suggest i 
must exist. 

(a) Without f the minimal SM would have anomalies. However, while t 
is the simplest way to eliminate anomalies it may nolbc the only way. 
Further, it is not clear that there would be any measurablr rxperi-

9-

mental impact of having anomalies, e.g., if the SM were an effective 
theory at the TeV srajr. Thus, this argument is not compelling. 

(b) t is needed in loops to generate the observed B* — B mixing, which 
goes as | V|rf I 2 M? in the minimal SM. However, other contributions 
can mimic t he top contribution, so this is not unique in general. It is 
a constraint on model building rather than on experiment. If top is 
light or very heavy, some other states must (quantitatively) explun 
the B° — B mixing. 

Finally, we summarize thi- status of the measurements of 7fL. For this 
discussion we allow general Tj eigenvalues for bi and for 6^, both to be 
determined by measurement. Because of the interference of the t and Z 
contribution in e + e ~ —* 66, there is a forward-back ward symmetry. 

A F - B - (tii - T 3> s) ( i f i + T$„ + | H . , 1 9 l v ) . 

Also, from Z decay, 

r ( Z - 6 f c ) = 6 C 4 M e v H j t l + | s i n 2 ^ ) + ( t f * + | s in 2 9w \ \ 

From these two equations T\L and T* f i can be measured. (Note that the sign 
of Afff distinguishes Tn from T 3 p.) I am not aware of any analysis doing 
that yet. In the past only the c+c~ -* bb da ta was available. It was used at 
P E T R A . assuming T%R = 0. to giv<: | J | 

27?,. = - (1 ,15 ±0 .41 ) . CELLO 
= -(0 .70 ±0 .22 ) , JADE 
= - (1 .2 ± 0 . 5 ) . TASSO 
= ~ U . 4 4 ± 0 . 5 G ± D.13). AMY 

These are the most recent measurements of which I am aware. Except for 
AMY, they have been corrected for B9 - I T mixing, which itself causes a 
significant asymmetry. They are presently tin-most accurate measurements 
of Tj£ = —1/2, and have been done assuming T* f l = 0. 

While t he abrwe is the best measurement today of T j ^ , historically a 
different argument was first uHt'd to imply the top quark exists. If b were 
an SC'(2) singlet then top would not have to exist, so assume 6 is an Sl'(2) 
singlet. Then b has no charged ciirr'-nt intfractions so it cannot decay by 
W emission. But it does decay, so it must do so by some kind of mixing 



with lighter quarks J , J at in fig 2 (the result will not depend on the mixing 
mechanism). 

-* ™ A ^ < 

But if that happens then BO must the process 

In the ratio or rates for these, the unknown mixing cancels. One can 
make this quantitative and show that 

BR{b^e+rx)> 0.013, 

Experimentally this BR is less than 0.0012 according to the CLEO group. 1" 
This establishes that hi is not an SU(2) singlet, so other particles must 
accompany h. As remarked above, no alternative except a simple ( f ) , doublet 
hag been found tiiat is not exrluded by other data. 

Finally, since an SU{2) rotation from b ~> t must commute with space 
time properties, and we believe the 5U(2) breaking only affects the masses, 
all space-time properties such as V — A couplings measured for the h should 
apply to the t. 

THE UPPER LIMIT ON AT, 

Having found that the top quark exists, the next problem is to determine 
its mass. Until it is directly detected (which cannot happen before a year 
from now — see below) only indirect arguments can be help. Using an argu
ment basically due to Veltmon,'*1 applied recentJy by a number of people, 
one can show that 

IN ANY THEORY ONE CAN SET AN UPPER LIMIT ON Mt. 

The upper limit always exists and we will denote it with ~Mi. The value 
of ~Kft depends on the theory, and particularly on whether other particles 

beyond those of the minimal SM occur. Basically the argument comes from 
the observation that the W mass gets a contribution from the diagram 

and the value of the contribution depends on Mt and JW*. Similarly, the Z 
mass gets contributions from 

It is customary to show the results for the quantity p = Mw JMz cos Bw 
and to neglect Mf/Mf, in which case for the minima] SM, 

If one chooses a prescription for radiative corrections where p s 1, then a 
similar effect shows up for some other observable. The basic physics is the 
same, namely as SU(2) is broken by separating the masses of the particles in 
the nrultiplet, observable effects of the symmetry breaking arise and became 
large enough to be detected. ' Since p is measured to better than a per 
cent to be 1, JWi cannot get too large. 

Unfortunately, as was emphasized above, the limit holds in any theory 
— but since we do pot yet know the full theory of everything we cannot draw 
any firm conclusions about the actual value of M«. Loop diagrams such as 
those above could have contributions from supersymmetrtc partners or other 



new particles, of either sign relative to these diagrams; the value of Mt 
could be larger or smaller than far the minimal SM. Presumably such cnVrts 
are likely since most of us believe some physics beyond the minimal SM will 
occur. 

Further, tree level cfferts can also occur. For example, if a Higgs boson 
triplet r?p-eseni ation were part of the complete theory, with a triplet vacuum 
expectation value v? for the neutral triplet s ta te with T& — - 1 . and a doublet 
VEV vD, then it turns out 1 ' 0 ' that 

1 + 2 4 / , ^ f 3 G f , ] 

and since the first factor is necessarily less than unity it is easy for the effects 
of a larger Mt to be hidden. We are not recommending such a n alteroftl ive, 
only emphasizing that the value of Mt is not uniijue. 1" 1 

Having said that , we note that some very recent calculations based on 
the precise L £ P deta have given the result 5 " 1 

Mt = 1 3 5 + 2 7 - 3 1 GeV 

in the minimal SM. In another calculation, these authors ] J ' have looked «t 
the effect of including supersymmetric partners in the loops. With some 
assumptions, they conclude that 

Mt = 131 + 2 4 - 2 6 GeV. 

These ana^scs give a range rather than only an upper limit since the data 
is now so precise that it is somewhat sensitive to the actual value of A/, 
once Mi > Ai'iv, T h e errors are "one-standard deviation," defined in a 
complicated way. so presumably they should not be interpreted too rigidly. 
Complexities in the da t a analysis giving the input numbers can affect the 
final results too For example. Pumplin has argued 1 " 1 that "higher twist" 
effects in v scatvering could shift the value of s in 2 Q\v deduced there by as 
much as 0.01. 

If Mt does lie in those ranges it implies either that there is little other 
physics at the weak scale that affects such questions, or that the new physics 
comes in pairs whose effects cancel. It puts a strong constraint on any 
ideas. If Mt lies outside those ranges it is more interesting, since then new 
physics must exist at the weak scale. Of course, these analyses rely heaviU-
on experimental measurements, so the conclusions only are valid if the data 
does not change. 

CONSTRAIN! S ON Af, 
In any given theory other constraints can exist on Aft in order to have the 

theory be consistent, or perturbatively unifiable, or have an appropriate min
imum for the Higgs potential. None of these constraints applies independent 
of the assumptions of the particular theory in question. If the constraints 
were violated in some theory when Mt is known, it would exclude that the
ory. One of the earliest of these is Cabibbo et at., ref. 15. A useful review 
is that of Sher^ ref. 16; r e t 17 is a recent paper on cwmological constraints, 
from which the li terature can be traced. Since these approaches are more 
relevant to constructing theories than to Mt itself, we will not pursue tbem 
further here. 
SM T O P DECAYS, SIGNATURES 

Now we turn to top quark decays and signatures. First, we examine 
t h e SM behavior of top , " and then we can. consider some possible non-SM 
behaviors. If top decays are (or are dominantly) SM, then the experimental 
lower limit of 89 GeV is valid so we assume here thfet the dominant decay is 
the two-body process t — W+b. 

The SM top decays ^re 

(a) r, ~i v„ |»~ 1 

s 
(b) r , ~ | V'„ | 2 ~ | Vu | 2 - 0.0025 

t -c 
(<0 Tj ~ | Vu | z ~ 10" 

^ C - . 
The approximate sizes are given for comparison purposes. T, has too 

small A branching ratio for a measurement at FNAl* (either in top decays 
or by production from an .s-quark) but may be measurable a t future high 
luminosity hadron colliders or at Nl -C Tj ts probably too small and has 
too difficult a signature to ever directly measure it, but once Mt is known 



and other parameters are bet ter fixed it is fairly well determined by B° - B° 
mixing; the 10~* estimate r o p e s from the B°-B° mixing approximate result 
M, | V,i | ~ 1 GeV with Aft set at 100 GeV (see below). 

Consider the W decay. In the W rest frame longitudinally polarized Ws, 
WL, have decay distribution 

WL - sin 2tf, 

and transversely polarized IV's, W^, have decay distribution 

W± ~ ( 1 = F C O S 0 ) 2 , 

where 9 is the angle from one of the fermions from W decay to the direction 
the W was traveling. 

Suppose we set Mi = 0 so the fr-quark must be left-handed for a SM 
t dtc&y. Consider the decay in the i lest frame, and quantize along the 
direction of b — W motion. 

w ;— i 

If the t helicity initially pointed in the diiection of W motion, and the 
6 helicity does the same because it is left-handed, then the W must have 
helicity zero, j . c . , be longitudinally polarized, W t . If the t heliclly initially 
pointed in the direction of b motion, then the W must have its helicity in 
the same direction since the b helicity is still left-handed. Then the W is 
left-handed, which we denote W_. There is a unique IV polarization for 
each t polarization- Neither t helicity gives W+, so that is a SM prediction. 
There are only two independent helicity amplitudes, one for Wi and one for 
tv_. 

Define in general 

Pi, = decay width to tVj, 
T+ -= decay width to W+ 
T_ =* decay width to W_ 

so 

1"Y = decay width to transverse W's = T+ + T_ 
T = total decay width = T j + T^. 

Then the angular distribution of W decay for the case Mj = 0 will be 
the longitudinal width times the longitudinal angular distribution plus the 
transverse width times the transverse distribution, 

-~= ~ r £ s in 2 B + r , [1 + «wf l ) 2 

ignoring an overall numerical factor. In the general case where either Mt / 
0 or non-SM interaction terms are allowed, in the second terms make the 
replacement T_ —> T- - T+ , and in the third term F_ — • T_ + T+. 

The full SM width for t —. bW is 

[Ml-Myf) <1 - , , , ™ + , } 

*v-S V Mr) \ + M; ) 
GjMl 
8 

M, > Mw ——r=-

~ 170 Me" 
\MW) 

The last two forms are not a gocd numerical approximation for A/* a Huh? 
larger than Mw, but do indicat*/ the general s t ructure . 

Finally, the r-quark could be produced polarized transverse to the pro
duction (x—Z) plane,"*™' with polarization P'T in the +y direction, in which 
case the par t ia l widths Wcojne, still for Mi = 0, 

4 T d r t Mr/Ml, , . 

TdJr = 2 + M , V M l i . { 1 + P r S , D S 6 S m w ) ' 
d T + = 0. 

Here Cfc, v'i 2ue the angles of the 6-quark direction in the t rest frame. Pj is 

the polarization of tin the direction of beam xfwhere? is produced by a beam 



— antibeam interaction (e.g., g + J — • ;-* t , or c + e" —*i+t)- Note the ratio 
TLJTT grows with Aft as A/ (

5/2A/^. 1 :?• above formulas are calculated by 
writing the matrix element for each t and W helicity piid adding the squares 
of appropriate ones. QCD and electroweak corrections to top decays have 
been studied. , l j a The corrections to the total width including soft gluons 
are about -8%, a small effect, but the corrections to the tree level decay rate 
are large* as much as 80% for Mt -* 200 GeV; they are sensitive to the cutoff 
on extra jet energy and to Mt/Mb- Thus, ret 22 argues that the fraction of 
top decays that have only W + b and no gluon jets should be small. 
PRODUCTION OF i 

£±e~ Colliders 

(a) At LEP200 a SM top quark is at best of marginal interest. If Ms > 95 
GeV its cross section will be quite small there, and it will already have been 
discovered at FNAL in 1991 before LEP can increase its energy. However, if 
f is hidden because of non-SM decays then LEP could still be a top factory. 
The region 60 GeV < Mt < 85 GeV will remain a possibility for some time, 
until either (i) top is found at FNAL, or (ii) this region is explored at LEP. 

(b) The NLC, by which we mean an e+e~ collider with 

400GeV<V^<500 GeV 
and 

£ > 3 x l Q ^ c m ^ s e c - 1 

is a very powerful device for top quark physics. First, if top is not found at 
FNAL! NLC is guaranteed to detect it however it decays, or to have shown 
that the limit of about 200 GeV discussed above is exceeded and therefore 
new physics exists. Second, whether top is first found at FNAL or not. 
NLC can be a real top factory, studying f in depth, including some kinds of 
analyses that probably cannot be done at hadion colliders (see below). 

As an indication of the rate the cross section for if production when 
\ff > A/§ is a(tE) - 2.1 <7 p o i n t - 2.1 X W / 3 a =r 180fb/a(TcV2). 

Hadron Collider* 

The cross section for gg —* it including some higher order effects has 
been calculated by Dawson, Ellis, and Nason;1"1 it is now rather well known 
theoretically, and may be the most accurate way to determine XI,. At FNAL 
it is about 100 pb for Af, = 100 GeV, and falls almost as Mfb. 

At FNAL an integrated luminosity of about 30 pb" 1 should1*" allow 
detecting t if Af, is less than about 145 GeV and decays as a SM particle; 
the next run, starting about August 1991, should accumulate that murh 

data. A search to 200 GeV will take about 130 p b ' 1 . A SM top quark can 
be detected at FNAL in the next few years up to about 220 GeV in mass if 
sufficient funds are input to upgrade the intensity (and energy to 2 TeV). As 
discussed above, if none is found in that range we know new physics exists 
on the weak scale. But it is by no means settled that the necessary funds 
will be available to carry out the needed luminosity upgrades. 

By 2000 we should have collisions at both LHC at CERN, and SSC. 
Both will produce over ID8 (-quarks in a year of ID7 sec at L = 104* c m ' 1 

sec - 1 if Afi < 200 GeV, with SSC producing about three times more than 
LHC. Detecting a SM top will not be difficult, and because of the large 
event rate some non-SM top decays could be detected; careful simulations 
will be needed because the EW/QCD backgrounds to non-SM decays are 
never negligible. In general the non-SM modes will be studied by tagging 
one top with 1 -* Wb, W -> £u, and examining the decay of the associated 
I 
DETECTING SM TOPS — SIGNATURES 

If SM decays dominate, almost all tops will decay as shown. 

Man* OS£FUL 

The best signature comes from eemileplonic decays, so 

t + F —P f*"+e*"4-6 + 4 + missing momentum. 

When t+t* = pi+c~ or u "< + , there is essentially no background if leptons 
are isolated, so even two events could indicate a signal. Unfortunately, the 
branching fraction suppression is about a factor of 40, so large cross sections 
are needed. To keep enthusiasm up, the CDF group has reported one such 
event, with only a fraction of an event expected from background. 

If a, signal is claimed in these modes, it must be accompanied by e +e~ 
and /x+p~ events, as well as by the signatures discussed below* so it will not 
be easy to fake. 



Another signature that is useful and has a larger rate triggers by having 
t or f decay to f* + ^ + jet(s) , and the other to jets. This is Z1% of all 
decays. There is more background, but the background is calculable and 
independently measurable. When a cut is made insisting that three or more 
of the jets are hard, the background is not expected to be a problem. 

Both methods will work bet ter with vertex detection to tag b's, since 
most background has a, d. <s. g je ts . The CDF detector will have such vertex 
detection in the next run at FNAL. On the basis of searches for a top quark 
using the above techniques, the CDF group hits published ' the result tha t 
for a SM top quark. 

Mi > 89 GeV 

at 90% CL. This result can be marginally improved over the next year as 
further decay modes are incorporated. 

The signatures discussed so far are rather straightforward- Other inter
esting distributions can be used as well, both for searching and as confir
mation of a signal. For example, as Barger & Phillips have emphasized. 
the main background source of hard leptons is bb events, but at FNAL the 
leptons from bb tend to be back-to-hack with each other, while the leptons 
from ft are essentially isotropic because the tops are heavy and their decays 
are essentially uncorrected. If A/ ( cz M\y special effects could occur; see for 
example ref 20, 

MODEL-INDEPENDENT LOWER LIMIT ON Mt 

Many people have noted that XV decays ran be used to observe t or to 
put a lower limit on Mt- If 1 is lighter than Mw - Mb, then W -* £ + 6. Since 

a measurement of BR[W -* ev) combined with the use of SM values for the 
other partial widths, allows a limit to be set on T{W -* 1 + &), which in turn 
sets a lower limit on A/,. Numerically, I > decreases by 20% as Mt increases 
from 45 GeV to Mw - J\/j. The theory value can be calculated to better than 
a percent accuracy. 

In practice what is measured is o(W) • BR[W -* ev) so the ability lo 
calculate a{W) enters. '" 1 So far UA2 and CDF have proceeded by taking 
ratios of v{W)BR{W ~» ev) and o\Z)3R{Z -» ee), which eliminates many 
systematic and calculations! errors. The best result is presently Mt > 4i 
GeV (90% CL) from CDF, based solely on the electron channels. It turns 
out that the size of the errors is determined by the limited number of Z° ' s . 

As the \xv and /J+|U~ channels get included the limit will rise to nearly 50 GeV 
if a positive signal is not seen. With the integrated luminosity of the 1991 
data the limit could get to 60 GeV. In ref. 28 it is argued that combining 
all relevant data from different experiments pushes the CDF 41 GeV limit 
up to 52 GeV already. 

These limits do not depend at all on how t decays, so they could sec an 
effect t ha t was very difficult to detect directly if t had dominant non-SM 
decays, as we discuss shortly, Pursuing such limits (or seeing an effect) will 
be very important until a top quark is found. 

DETERMINING THE CHARGE OF A NEW HEAVY QUARK1"1 

Suppose a new heavy quark is discovered. Can we decide if it has q = 2/3 
or q = 1/3 (or )? In principle, they have diffvrent &R values, bu t the 
situation is not so simple as at low energies, because (i) AR/R «£ 1, and (ii) 
i i / ? 2 /3 — A ^ - i / 3 - ft turns out that a good way to decide is available, the 
analysis of the forward /backward asymmetry in the aemileptonic decay. The 
differential cross section is of the form 

- 7 ^ - 5 ( / / r ? QQ) = A + Bcos79 + Ccos6 a cos a V ^'A J 

where cosS = pf • PQ. The coefficient C determines the asymmetry and it is 
(V", .4 are the vector and axial vector couplings of / . Q) 

C - 2VfAfVQAQ | X \2 +eQefAQAfRtX 

X = s/{s-M2

z + iMzrz). 

If we interchange a f and a V quark, for example, all of VQ, AQ, eq change sign 
so C does not change sign, and t and b' have the same forward/backward 
asymmetry. The size of the asymmetry changes a little, but it is hard to 
measure accurately. However, when they decay 

i — ' t + v X 
b' — * T v X . 

So the lepton for ward /backward symmetry is opposite and allows us to easily 
distinguish the two cases, at hadron or electron colliders. 

T O P DECAYS — A WINDOW TO NEW PHYSICS? 

Since the top quark is heavy, it could have decays to new objects thai 
have not been detected other ways, or major non-SM decays to conventional 
particles. If these new decays dominate they could have signatures w r y 



different From the SM ones discussed above, so that the reported limit Mt > 
B9 GeV would not apply. The 41 GeV limit still applies. Or the new decays 
could be rare ones that would not affect the limits, but would be exciting 
new physics if detected. 

If in fact Mt < Mw + Mb sod t is decaying in a non-SM way, then the 
non-SM decay could dominate if it were a two-body decay with large phase 
space compared to the SM decay via a virtual W. But if Mt > M\v + Mi, 
then the decay ( -» W + 6 is also two-body and is full strength electroweak, 
so it will never be negligible, and the signature frum t —* W •+ b can always 
be used to put strong lower limits on Afj. Thus at present the region 

41 GeV < Mi < 87 GeV 

is NOT excluded. After the full analysis of the next FNAL run, if no top 
quark is found the approximate model independent allowed values for A/i 
will be 

SO GeV < Mt < 8? GeV 
and 

Mt > 140 GeV; 

the first of these will be excluded for a SM top but not for a general top. 
Let us examine some possible non-SM top decays. Our approach is not 

that these will or should occur, but that they do occur in interesting, reason
able extensions of the SM and therefore they might occur in reality. Th*y 
should be taken seriously. These possibilities are not new; most of them have 
been discussed for some number of years. 

Supersymmetric decays 

If nature is supersymmeLric the left-handed and right-handed top quarks 
have supersymmetric partners t t and IR. These electroweak eigenstates give 
rise to mass eigenstates ti and t% after a rotation. Models exist in which one 
of the mass eigenstates is 'ighter than the f either because of typical mixing 
level repulsion effects, or in some cases because the masses of the partners 
arc determined for all fermions by a result such as 

M? = \i*-M}* 

where M is a generaJ mass parameter. Then since M, is large, if M, *~ \f it 
can happen that .U, < Mt while all other M^ ~ M are iarge. 

In that case the decay 

t —. U + LSP 

is allowed, where LSP ia the lightest supersymmetric partner. The LSP could 
be a photino, but it can more generally be a combination of gauginos. These 
decays have been discussed as a possibility since 1983. See ref. 31 for more 
recent analysis and references 

For example, if M, = T5 GeV and Mls = 60 GeV and M L S p = 10 
GeV this decay is not excluded by any data. Limits on aquarlt masses have 
been published that are larger than 60 GeV, but they assume1"1 all twelve 
mass eigenstates are degenerate. Up-type squarks with M < 42 GeV and 
down-type squarks with M < 43 GeV have been excluded. " The limits 
would be significantly smaller for stops of one chirality. Eventually LEP200 
could detect or exclude stops up to the needed &2 GeV, and possibly it could 
be done at FNAL. The expected branching ratio is very model dependent. 
Since it is effectively a neutral current decay most calculations give T(( —* 
i + LSP}yr(( -• Wb) proportional to sin2tftv times a mass dependent factor 
that can be of order unity once A/, > M# + Mj. 

If t —» t+ LSP occurs the next question is how t decays. That is model 
dependent. "'"' If if and »** are light, then 

could dominate; £ -+ t + 7. The final state in both cases is 6+ ft+ missing 
momentum. The final state from ( + f is then 6 + 6 + £* + C~+ several 
escaping LSP's and v's. While this can be analyzed, and is a possibility, it 
IE not favored in some models. 

If v and t are both heavier than t. this becomes a 4-hody decay and it is 
severely suppressed by 4-body phase space Then it is likely that the 2-body 
decay 

f—.c + LSP 



dominates, by one loop. 

L S P 

Then t + t gives e + c+ two LSP's, also a signature that can be examined. 
See ref. 34 for study of t -+ c+ LSP. 

The C D F and D 0 detector groups could search for t -» t + L5P in the 
range 41 GeV < Af( < 87 GeV and detect it or exclude it over much of the 
parameter range. If t is not discovered as a SM particle in the 1991 data , 
this will be an important analysis. 

A decay which is perhaps not so likely but should be kept in iaind once 
top is detected is t -* W + b. If W,b are light enough this wouldl*- a copious 
source. 

Decay to charged Higgs bosons 

Another possible non-SM top decay that has been considered seriously 
a i least since 1979 1" 1 is t — • b+H+ where H+ is a charged Higgs boson tha t 
occurs when more than one (non-singlet) Higgs representation is included in 
the theory. H+ must exist in a supersymmetric world, and in many others. 

Again there are two regions. Z* decays **' tell us that m ^ * > 35.4-4 o 
GeV depending on decay modes, and we assume that if My < 45 GeV it 
will b e detected at LEP, "o if ( —* b + H+ is dominant then 

50 GeV < Mt < 87 GeV 

and t was not observed so far because the signature of this decay is unlike 
the SM signatures. In this region the H+ decays of significance are 

ff+ —* cs, TUT, c&. 

Because of the Higgs origin of H+ it will have a fermion mass factor, and a 
factor of 3 for color for quark channels. A factor V^ from the KM matrix is 
expected to suppress the ch decay. Al 1 of these factors are model dependent. 
There will also be a factor of the ratio of the two vacuum expectation values if 

H + arises in a two doublet world. If t - . H+b is the only two-body top decay 
it will dominate reg-jdl^ss of details, giving almost all of the decays. Then 
how H+ decays is relevant for its signature, and one finds approximately in 
the SUSY-like models," 7 1 

BR{H+ - * T " + > ) 

BR(H+ -+ c3) * 
P^ A / ? t a n ^ ( A f ? / + - J t ^ ) 
3 P e [M] tan* 0 + M] co t 2 0) (A/J, + - M£\ - 4Af?A/J tantfcot 0* 

where tan 0 is the ratio of vacuum expectation values, and Pr and Pe are the 
T and c momenta. If Alt/Mi 3> 1 is associated with the vacuum expectation 
values t'ien tan/7 > L Searches for 

r —r H+b, fi+ -» cs or TV 

can detect or exclude this as the dominant t decay. 

If Mt > Mw 4 Mt, then t —* W + b is also two-body and never negligible. 
In SUSY-like models, ( 3 T i 

BR(t ^ H+b) 
BR(t-+\V+b)** 
PH+ {Ml + Aff - M2

H) {Ml t a n 1 0 + Mf cot 2 3) + MlfM? tanB cot 3 
pw+ M& (All + Ml - 2M?V) + {Ml - Ml)2 

—= = ? cot 2 0 
M?>Mt¥,Ml 

which is of order 0.1 if MJJ is not too different from A/jy. unless t a n # is very 
different from unity; for small tan tf this ratio gets large compared to unity. 
Thus once Mi > Aiiv + A/*, top will be detected by its SM mode, and the 
new physics mode can be seen by n careful study of events when sufficient 
statistics are in hand. 

Once Mff* > Mw additional possible decays arise. In any model the 
mode 

H4 —> W+ + h° 

will be large if allowed. J M where h° is the lightest of the neutral Higgs 
bosons. This is a typical situation in supersymmetric worlds, where A///* > 
A/iv is required in minimal theories and is generally true, and where "° is 



usually not heavy. T h e n this is the <*• Tiinant H+ decay. Normally h? —• 66. 
H+ can also have large decays to SUSY partners or other new particles. 
Once top is found, if Af( > M\y + Aft it will be very important t o search for 
new top decays such as these signatures, a t the few per cent level. 

Decays to heavy quarks 

If additional heavy quarks exist, it can happen that (say) a new quark 
with electric charge - 1 / 3 , 6', exists. Then 

t _ b'Pv 

could occur, or be important . The heavy quark 6f could be from a fourth 
family, or the SVf^.) s ingbt from *a £ e family, or something else. Ef this 
occurs the £ + and v an- softer, **nd the published limits on t are not right. 
The decays of b1 are model dependent, but most likely 6* —• c£v, cq'q. 

Flavor-changing neutral current decays 

A possible set of decays of great importance are 

t — > c + gt 

— > c + 7 , 
—<-c + Z, 
—>c + k°. 

In theories with additional particles that are not in SU[2) doublets and that 
can mix with ft these can arise at tree level and in principle could be large 
or even dominant. Except for c + g good signatures exist, so these could 
be detected. The decay of h° is donunantly 66, so enhanced capability of 6 
detection would probably be necessary for finding this mode. 

More likely, perhaps, is f iding these decays as rare branching ratios. 
None of them occur a t detectable levels in the SM, so detecting them at all 
would be a breakthrough into the new physics world. They can occur from 
mixing of i with a heavier object, or from loop effects.3* As above, if t is 
not too heavy their two-body phase space can enhance them relative to the 
SM decays, while once t —• W + 6 is fully open the flavor changing neutral 
decays are likely to be small. * 

Other possibilities 

The decays discussed above are the most likely non-S'Sl top decays from 
the point of view of today ' s ideas, but by no means the only possibilities. 
Decays to other objects from unified models can be written, for pxample. 
If the top quark is not found the possibility should be taken very seriously 

tha t it is decaying in a non-SM way. If it is found donunantly decaying to 
W + b, the second top in each event should be carefully studied as a window 
for small non-SM modes. 

NEW INFORMATION ONCE T O P IS OBSERVED 

If top is seen with only SM decays one can immediately conclude that 
MJI+ > Mt — JW&, M\ + A/LSP > Aff, etc. Every model will be constrained by 
several such relations. 
STUDYING T H E T O P DECAY COUPLINGS 1 " 1 

Suppose we produce a new quark. How can we tell if its decay is a normal 
V — A one or if new interactions are present? For example, many theories 
require the presence of "mirror fermions" that decay to lighter fermions via 
aV + A interaction. 

Note that this question is applicable to the i-quark, even though the argu
ments given above that 6-quark decays and interactions require the existence 
of a r-quark imply that the b and t have the same space-time properties, and 
there is already evidence that the b has V — A decays, because there could 
be a small V + A (or other) interaction whose effect grows with mass scale, 
e-g,asAfJ/A2. 

The answer is tha t one good way to tell is from the semi-leptonic decay 
distributions looked at on a Dalitz plot. A similar argument would hold 
for the 6-quark- Consider an e 7 = 2 /3 quark, decaying in its rest frame, 
Q —* qtv, and assume all final state masses can be neglected. Then we can 
make a table. 

V-A V+A 
| M | 2 - (PQ • Pt) (Pq - P„) (Pg • P„) (P , • Pt) 
dT/dEjdE/ ~ Et ( m Q / 2 - Ei) E„ (mQ/2 - Ev) 

Ev = TUQ — Ej — Ef 

where j stands for the quark jet . Then the Dalitz plots look very different. 
For V - A lines are dense near the center, while for V + A they are dense 
in a band that does not go through the center. Distinguishing in practice 
would not be difficult. 

For an e g = —1/3 quark, V — A «-* V + A relative t o a top quark. These 
arguments could be applied to 6 decay too. For a new quark the charge may 
have to be determined by the forward/backward asyrnnw- 'v of the lepton in 
the semileptonic decay, as discussed a few sections ahovp, 

T O P QUARK AT NLC 
The top quark physics that could be done at NLC is a major justi Seal ion 

for constructing such a facility (only one of several such justifications). 



If top is not found at FNAL, then NLC would either find it or prove it is 
heavier than about 250 GeV, in which case new physics must be present on 
the electroweak scale as discussed above. The advantage NLC would have 
over FKAL in this situation is the simplicity of e + e ~ collisions. If top is not 
found at FNAL it could either be tha t it is too heavy or tha t i t is decaying in 
a way not examined by the C D F and D 0 detectors, white at NLC all decaya 
could be seen. Thus NLC would be guaranteed a major result either way. 

If top is found at FNAL it can still be studied in unique ways at NLC. 

1. Peskin and Strassler " have recently shown that ^f^ can be measured 
t o bet ter than one GeV from the threshold behavior of ti production. 
and tha t the top width can be measured to 25% or better accuracy 
One should ask how well we need to know Afj. It will be measured to 
± 10 GeV at hadron colliders (some analyses claim ± 7 GeV).But a 
simple argument suggests ± 1 GeV will eventually be needed. Tha t 
comes from looking at a graph of the left-right polarization asymmetry 
at t+e~ colliders vs. Mt (e.g., fig, 32 of ref. 42). Over the range of 
interest in Mt, AIR changes by about 0.04 as Mt changes by about 150 
GeV, and the change is approximately linear, so AAm/AMt c= 0.0003 
G e V " 1 . SLD experimenters have argued that ultimately they hope to 
measure Am to 1% of i ts value, about ±0.0013. If this measurement 
is to be a new constraint on the theory, t he uncertainty in Am due 
t o our (lack of) knowledge of Mt must be significantly smaller t han 
0.0013, so AMt should be less than about 2 GeV, i.e., ± 1 GeV. Thus 
a measurement of Mt to considerably greater accuracy than is possible 
at hadron colliders will eventually be needed. To put it differently, if 
AMt — 20 GeV, then one cannot interpret a measurement of AIR to 
bet ter than about 5% accuracy as a constraint on the theory, though 
it could be used to extract a better value for Mt. 

2. At NLC, depending on details of Mt, energy, and luminosity, rare de
cays of top can be searched for down to a branching ratio of about 
10" 4 - For some modes it should be possible to do better at SSC/LHC, 
but a systematic and general search will only be possible at an electron 
collider. 

TESTING QCD POLARIZATION PREDICTIONS 

As noted in the introduction, heavy tops decay so quickly that they do 
not form hadrons before decaying. They effectively decay as free quarks. 
That gives us the possibility of testing .tdm« interesting QCD predictions. 

Consider the polarization transverse to the production plane, of a 
quark. For example, in 

e + e " -* q q 

the dominant , tree level process is 

If t he amplitude is AfvAt with A', A = ± representing the quark spins, 
the transverse polarization is 

P( = 2 / m ( A / + + M ; _ ) f (| A/++ | 2 + | A/+- J 2) . 

At tree level this is zero because the amplitudes are relatively real. In addi
tion the spin flip amplitude is proportional to quark mass. Thus at tree level 
QCD predicts that quarks are produced with zero transverse polarization. 

By adding the one-loop gluon contribution 

an imagiaar} part is introduced into the amplitude. Then the polarization 
IS predicted to be 

j 4 M v sin B cos 0 
P« " 3 ° ' " ^ TTcos^? + " * 

where the first term is the 7 contribution, ' 1" and 6 is the production angle 
of q. 

This is obviously numerically negligible for all quarks but top ; even for 
top it is a t most about a , / 2 a 0.06, which is very hard to see. Testing this 
prediction tests the loop corrections and helicity structure of QCD in new 
ways. 



Before discussing the experimental tents, we note the calculation is in
teresting. The loop-amplitude can be wri t ten 1 " 3 

M L O0P = Bl+R 

where B is the tree diagram, and / is a spin-independent integral that is 
infrared divergent from the diagram shovn, and becomes finite by cancella
tions from other diagrams. R is inf ixed finite and spin dependent. Since 
the polarization arises by interfering the loop contribution with the Born 
term B, no polarization can arise from the term B J , which therefore need 
not be calculated. The procedure is considerably simplified by only needing 
Lo determine K++, i t+_ . 

The form of the result for Pj i.s dear . The a , arises from the gluon and 
the M9fyfi from the helicity flip. They must be multiplied by a number of 
order unity and by an angular distribution. 

In general it is not clear how to measure a quark polarization. There are 
probably two unambiguous possibilities. First, since QCD says a quark has 
at most a very small polarization, the only direction that can be associated 
witn a quark jet is its momentum. If any non-zero vaiut can be found for a 
transverse direction, or an observable such as 

hadions h 
in jet 

for some weighting function /{Eh), then the QCD prediction is violated. For 
/(£"(,) = 1 conservation of momentum guarantees no effect, but choices such 
as f{Eh) = Ei, cnuld be considered. So far no one has tried this analysis. 

T h e second possibility for testing the prediction, which is why it is in 
these notes, is lh.*«t the top quark decays as a free quark if it is heavy enough. 
and once it in heavy ?nough to deejay to W + b it easily analyzes its own 
polarization in the decay. In a paper 1 " ' to be published w« will explain 
in detail how to measure Pj and test the QCD prediction at NLC and at 
hadron colliders. 

The top polarization measurement is of even more general interest. First, 
although we have presented the result for e + e ~ as is suitable for lectures at 
SLAC, of course the same tests can be made at hadron rolliders such as SSC. 
LHC. Too few tops will be produced at FNAL for a precise test, though the 
symmetry tests mentioned below should be carried nut there. At a hadr<in 
collider the dominant production process are gg - - /( and qq —*• it. The 

former dominates for lighter Mt or at the SSC, while the latter dominates 
for A/i > 100 GeV at FNAL. The quark polarization for gg — it has been 
calculated in ref. 43. The predictions for FNAL, LHC, and SSC are presented 
in ref. 20. The top quark still analyzes its polarization by its decay toW + b. 

Second, there are no tests of symmetries in high energy collisions. If 
pari ty or C P were violated, even maximally, in collisions at FNAL, how 
would we know? In general it is very hard to find observablcs that cleanly 
allow such tests and the top polarization analyzed by t —< W 4- b will be a 
very good one-

CORRELATION O F T O P SPIN DIRECTION WITH FINAL b.l+ 

D I R £ C T I O N S " " 
Consider t(p) —* 6{p') + f•*•(?)-(- v[k) where momenta arc shown m paren

theses. The matrix element is 

so the width is proportional to 

dT ~ Tr [ T p S l P t (1 • P + me) U + 7s? • J ) l . P l ] Tr [l • kX^Pn • ly'PL\ 
-p k(p e-m,., • * ) . 

where s is the top spin four-vector. In the t rest frame, 5 = (0 , s),p = (mt ,0) , 
and £Q = \t\ so 

tlT -» m,E, (l + i" () rt \ + COS 9sl 

where f is a unit vector 'u the direction of i so 9,t is the angle between 
the lepton momentum and the t spin directions. This result assumes 100% 
polarization of the present quark, but is otherwise general. It is different 
from the result for muon decay, when the 3 • £ correlation depends on the 
lepton energy (.vanishing when Ef sr A/^,/4). This result can have important 
implications, since it implies a strong correlation, with more leptons emitted 
in the direction of the ( spin, the rate going to zero when the lepton is 
anliparallel to the t spin. 

For a t the impropriate projection operator is 

( - y - p - m ) (1 + 7 s i -a) 

so effectively the sign of m changes, and the correlation '"» 

I-it. 
In any particular application it is necessary to check whether both t and t 



are present and whether the effects can cancel if charges are not measured 
or (, i cannot be distinguished. 

MEASURING M t F R O M LOOPS 

As we discussed above, some of the most precisely measured observables 
depend on Mt, and requiring a consistent set of results fixes Mt t o be be
tween about 100 GeV and ISO GeV. As increasingly precise measurements of 
M\v* Mz% T{Z —* 64), and other quantities are made, Mt will be determined 
wi th increasing accuracy, following the original idea of Veltmac. 

But if Mt is only determined indirectly in this w$y how sure can we 
be that some new physics is not sneaking m and biasing the result? With 
only one measurement it is indeed not difficult to affect the result , as we 
mentioned above. 

However, on the same time scale of a few years a number of independent 
measurements that depend sensitively on Mt will be made. Although no 
one has done a systematic analysis to my knowledge^ it seems clear that 
the new physics that enters in one place will enter differently in others, 
so once several independent observables are available, Mt will effectively be 
uniquely determined, perhaps as accurately as ±15 GeV. Some of the relevant 
observables are: 

(1) As observed by Flynn and Randall . '" 1 n'/f S p e n d s sensitively on M ( 

once Mt is large. Their result has been par^metcrizpd in ref. 46 as 

where N is a calculable number. Since this has a zero for A/ ( ^ 210 
GeV, while the bracket Is of order unity for Mt ~ A/fc clearly a gaud 
measurement will help. The present error in the coefficient will decrease 
as other parameters are better measured. 

(2) B° — B mixing, bath for B° and J3J, give results approximately 
proportional to A/ | 2 in th*- SM. 
For example, in t he minimal SM, the mixing parameter JJ, which has 
an experimental value of 0.7 ± 0.2, is given by 

where n is the b lifetime, j B the B wavefunction at the origin, and 
F(yt) a slowly varying function of masses which is F(y,) ~ 1 if yt = 
Mf/Mi, 4£ 1, F{yt) - 1/4 if y, > 1. 

{3} The rare decay B —• Kt+t only arises at one loop end is dominated 
by the top loop, 

It should be detectable at CESR in 2-3 years; the expected BR is above 
H T 5 . 

(4) The rare decay K+ —• ir+vv is being looked forin dedicated experiment 
at Brookhaven. It also arises from a loop diagram, 

The top contribution is similar for methods (3) and (4), but other 
new physics effecti such as a fourth generation would not be. The 
SM prediction for this is 10~ 1 0 - 1Q~ 1 1 depending on A-fj; it may be 
detectable in about three years at BNL 

(5) Also at BNL, Ki — J J + J I ~ has been measured to be very nearly given 
by just the imaginary contribution of the diagram 

*i 

which is calculable by unitarity. The real part must also contribute, 
and s"»the loops that have i are very tightly constrained. 

PREDICTION FOR Mt 

Next we summarize; briefly a series of analyses and predictions of the 
value of Aft. Many speculations exist, or course, and some may be right. 
Whether any are right for the right reasons is not so clear. Two related ones 



seem more likely tome to b* correct, one corresponding to Mt being a fixed 
point solution of the renormaiization group equations, and the second where 
Mt must be large enough so that supersyminetry gives us an explanation 
of the Higgs mechanism. However, at the present time such arguments are 
mainly a matter of taste, and no one has given compelling arguments as to 
why any of the following ideas (or any others) should be correct. We present 
them as a guide for the reader who wishes to study the question further. 

One of the important points to note from the following examples is that 
many theorist* have long expected Mt to be rather large* typically Af, £ 
|A*V- Certanly that is the case since the uud-1980's. On the other hand, 
our fundamental understanding of fermion masses is BQ weak that no one *v&5 
sure Mt would be large-

(1) One of the earliest dear arguments for a large Mt came from Pendelton 
and Ross1"1 in 1981, and waff studied in more depth by Hill'"1 Jeter, The 
basic idea is that taking into account higher order effects gives for the top 
ouark-Higgs coupling (and therefore for Ms) a result which is graphically 

This gives an equation for gt = Af(/(t«/\/5)t 

Here git git 33 a« the U(l),SU{2), and Stf(3) couplings, v is the Higgs 
vacuum expectations value, and Q the momentum transfer. An equation 
such as this ariseB whenever higher order effects are taken into account, and 
gives the "running" couplings, i.e., couplings that change with momentum 
transfer, because the relative size of the loop contributions changes with 
moment-urn transfer. The first term on tbe right comes from the diagram 
with a top quark loop, which has three Higgs-top couplings and therefore a 
9,; the next term has one Higgs-top coupling so a factor gt, and two gluon-top 
couplings $3. The last term comes from the electroweak ft, W, Z) loops. 

The gluon coupling satisfies a similar equation, 

±JU S J 1 + t£+ + A Jk 

which becomes 

K-'aSy-- 1"* 
where bo = 11 - §•«/- This can be used to eliminate the g\ term above, and 
since the elecCroweak contributions arc numerically small one can see the 
general behavior without them and then correct for them. This gives the 
basic equation 

to solve. By inspection, if the right hand side vanishes then gt and 33 will 
simply stay in a fixed ratio as In 9 changes. Thus whatever value Mt starts 
with, its value at our scale is basically fixed (fixed-;,01 nt solution of the first 
order differential equation) to be given by 

!< 

where oJ/4ir = a, = the observed QCD coupling. Putting in electroweak 
corrections and errors gives 

Mt = 120 - 150 GeV, 

just in the range favored by the data. Hill and others have argued that 
subtleties of the analysis will increase this number, and that it is not quite 
so independent of the GUT one begins with as one would hope. However, 
a value in this range would encourage a belief that the SM will be tied to 
grand unification physics. w 



(2) In 1963-1D84 it was observed*" " " " ' that under certain conditions su-
persymmetry grand unified theories could explain physically the Higgs mech
anism! The essential physics is simple. One writes the renormalization group 
equations for the change of A/?i:„_ with scale, and observes that it has con
tributions of both signs. Qualitatively, 

WAf£. 

where A~ and B2 are positive, gt = v2Mtfv as above, and A/ [s a mass 
parameter related to the electroweak masses. Since :pontaneous symmetry 
breaking occurs when ^w: - - . „ < 0, it will occur if g- behaves in a certain 
way, and that will happen if Mt is sufficiently large, l.u-ger than about 125 
GeV. The coefficients are determined by the particle content of the th.*nry. 
and the effect is absent far non-supersymmetric theories. Thus an A/f in the 
favored region encourages the idea that a real physical explanation for the 
Higgs mechanism would exist. 

Recent studies " indicate that considerable care is needed before rlaim-
ing this works in practice. The one-loop corrections to the Higgs potential 
can be significant, and there can be major scale dependence. 

Of course, this view requires that supersynvtnetric partners and Higgs 
bosons be detected as well. But such on interpretation of the Higgs mecliEi-
nism would not have been possible for a lighter top quark. 

(3) A very interesting approach to Mt is that of Barbieri and Hall1""8' (B&H). 
They suppose that Mt is large because of mixing with a Fermipn from a sector 
of particle physics at the TeV scale. The Yukawa couplings of the quarks and 
leptnns could than be less different than the masses themselves, and perhaps 
easier to understand. 

However, it is not so simple to find natural-seeming models with fernuons 
having same quantum numbers as the t-quark except for SL'(2), so that when 
SL'{2) is broken they will mix. and the mass eigensiate we call top will be 
heavy. B&H do so by adding a gauge boson (hat is a color triplet, S£"(2l 
singlet. Then its supersymmetric partner is the same as a top quark except 
for 5U(2). The resulting model turns out to have some problems, but is 
interesting to study. Simpler models can be written to mix (^quarks with 
heavier particles and reinterpret A/j, and ihe CKM angles, particularly since 
E& representations have an SV{2) singlet fr-type fennion. but that does not 
help to understand A/,. It would be good if a new kind of model could be 
found here. 

The B&H model should be viewed, &$ they say, as an existence proof of 
a theory where the top quark is heavy even though it does not have a large 
Yukawa coupling. The model does have some problems, but it is clever and 
provoeativ.-. It mily makes sense if new physics does exist at the TeV scale, 
i.e., there is not a desert between the electroweak scale and the GUT scale. 

One characteristic prediction of such approaches is flavor-changing neu
tral currents, since the GENE mechanism is not operating. Decays such aa 
t -* c + X, X •= l,g,Zb.H° all occur at "tree level" (it is not really tree 
level sir:ce there is a mixing present). These provide an example of the 
new physics decays discussed in our section above. If t -* cH*, Ha —+ bi 
were the dominant decay, then there would be about 300 six-jet event' of 
it — cc.HoH0 -+ rci i fc&intheexis t ingCDFdatafor Mt = 70GeV. Mu* =• 50 
GeV; the fact two 66 pairs have the same mass would be helpful in the sig
nature. 

(4) In the early 1980's, Vel tman 1 " 1 suggested that perhaps gauge theories 
should be constructed to be fret- of quadratic divergences at the one loop 
level (which was all that could be examined then for technical reasons). In 
the SM that leads to the condition 

Mr = T A / £ + -AMW + \MI' tan a t f iv. 4 4 4 

For AJ/f = A/JJ, this gives A/( = 87 GeV, and obviously for larger A///. 
A/| increases. One cannot of course judge the correctness of a value for \ft 

here unless A*# is known. If this were consistent with experiment it would 
be an interesting point of view. 

Recently, Jack and Jones have examined this view more closely. There 
is also a two-loop condition. Is i( the same as the one-loop one? They exam
ined the situation for rlasscs of theories. For supersymmetry the conditions 
are different from the SM, being satisnY'd at each order by cancellations 
among particles and their superpartners. They could not find ary other 
interesting theory for which the one and two-loop conditions were both sat
isfied- In particular, for the minimal SNf the nne-loop and the two-loop 
equations give two equations for the two masses A/,. A///; unfortunately the 
two equations have no solution (and such different trajectories in the A/,. 
Mff plane that one is clearly not missing a solution in a slightly extended 
theory). 

Apparently this pom* of view is not turning out to be fruitful. It is being 
pursued further by the authors uf rcf. 5B. 59 to see if interesting theories can 
be found thnt automatically satisfy higher loop conditions once they satisfy 
the one-loop condition. 



(5) Recently several a u t h o r s ' " " ' " ' " ' have speculated that the l a r S e value of 
Aii may cause, or be a manifestation of, a dynamical breaking of the elec-
troweai symmetry. The mechanism involved would be some as-yet-unknown 
dynamic* that would lead to a nonzero vacuum expectation value for It. 
These speculations are motivated by having M, be large, no the top Yukawa 
coupling U larger than the gauge coupling y j , and of order unity. 

One attractive feature of these approaches is that M, is calculable. No 
fundamental Higgs boson occurs in these approaches, but a composite scalar 
arises that behaves like a Higgs boson. Its mass is also calculable. However, 
the calculated values of Mu A / H depend significantly on an assumed scale 
for new physics. In order to get values of M, small enough lo be (barely) 
ronsistent with radiative corrections these approaches probably require a 
desert between the weak scale and the G U T scale, though if there is new 
physics at an intermediate scale it could conspire to raise St, and cancel its 
effecti in the radiative corrections. If there is a desert, then studying the top 
and Higgs prope-ties would be the only source of new physics information 
accessible at high energy colliders. 

In the desert scenarios the value of Mt comes out to be 

M, -~ 225 GcV. 

This is essentially the minimum value that can emerge IroEi these approaches 
in their minimal form, but other new physics on the weak sci-'e such as a 
fourth family could allow smaller values. 

The scalar boson mass that emerges is SI a = 2M, in the simplest version 
of the theory, but the renormalization group constraints reduce S1H so that a 
value o!MH ~ 2 5 0 CeV corresponds to a value of St, ~ 225 GeV. Basically, 
the numbers emerge from the infrared fixed points of the ^normalizat ion 
group equations, interpreted form the point or view of ref. 49 rather than 
ref. 48. These models give a prediction for SI,. StH because the assumptions 
force them into the region of the cusp in the SI,. Sin plane of reference If. In 
principle the 'Higgs'-fcrmion couplings would be different in tlii- composite 
rase when integrated up to the unification scale from these of a fundamental 
Higgs boson. 

To make progress these approaches probably have to gain some insight 
into the origins of the hypothetical dynamical mechanisms, and into how 
other fermions might get mass. If .Vf, is in the 120-150 GcV region peop!-
may lose interest in these approaches, while if M, > 20Q GeV there will 
surely be more serious thinking about these approaches. 

IS t -~ Wb k BACKGROUND FOR STUDYING TEV WW INTERAC
TIONS? 

Longitudinal IV' boKans arise from the Higgs mechanism or some equiva
lent physics. It may be essential to study their interactions in the TeV region 
in order to untangle the physics involved in the Higgs mechanism, and even 
if other discoveries (such as a Higgs boson) help, we will never Vie sure we 
understand the underlying processes until the TeV interactions have been 
studied. [Since one ran Lorentz-transform any single W to rest and rotate 
longitudinal .-» transverse, the symmetries of the theory guarantee that one 
cannot k a r n abuut the Kiggs mechanism by studying single K"s. Further 
threshold symmetries force any effects large enough to be observable into the 
TeV region, y/s > SIW.\ 

Since production of ft gives WW + soft fr's once A/i > St\v -f Sf^, peo
ple have been concerned that this background can obscure a signal from 
real longitudinal H"s. The W\ from t decay are increasingly longitudinally 
polarized, as discussed earlier in these notes, so it is a serious possibility. 

Fortunately, the result of analyses is tha t tf is not a problem so long as 
one is in the TeV WW region. Yuan and collaborators " ** have shown that 
both for ti —* iV'H'&o and for Wtb —• WWbb it is possible t o isolate a real 
WW interaction from those backgrounds. 

Physically their results are understandable once one thinks about the 
characteristics of the events- There are basically three large effects, plus a 
number of smaller ones. The large effects are 

(1) For the signal the H"s will have a large transverse momentum. Pj' >350 
GeV. in oTder for \lww £ 1 TeV. But the background ff typically hBve 
Pj - A/i, so Plf - ±A/i <C 350 GeV. Thus if one insists that all W 
candidates have P» > 350 GeV if W — jj. and ff* > 100 GeV if 
W —* Cu. then very few of them will be I V s from ti. 

(2) To get Stww ^ 1 TeV for K"s from top decay, the tops must be very 
energetic, so the b and the IV" are nearby. The \ the / * from the trigger 
W is not very isolated from the b jet , so it is easy to remove such events 
with an isolation rut on the trigger leptotl. 

(3) The background gg —* fr has a large hadronic multiplicity, while the 
signal litis a smell hadronic multiplicity. " A simple analysis suggrMn 
the average multiplicities for TeV region events should differ by about 
a factor of three. Even though there is a large multiplicity spread, this 
should be a poivcrful way to reject hnckgroiuid. 

It is imporlan: to emphasize that the above procedure ran be done in 
such a way'" 1 that is does not bias the W polarization analysis, which is very 



important since ultimately it is the rate and characteristics of longitudinal 
WW events that we need da ta about, 

FINAL COMMENTS 

If the (-quark is a SM particle in tts properties, then A/i ~* 140 GeV ( ± 
about 30 GeV) and it should be found at FNAL in the next few years. IF 
not, either because it is too heavy or because it decays very differently, it 
may not be found for over a decade. 

If top is found at FNAL and has the expected decays, one of aur best 
opportunities for experimental hints of where t o search for the physics tha t 
provides the foundations of the SM will have been thwarted. On the other 
hand, once Mt is known, and rare decays are not observed, many predictions 
for other experiments, will become much more precise, and many new physics 
ideas will be constrained. Further SM tests will be possible, 

If A/ t is above about 120 GeV t opportunities exist to relate it to the 
origins of the electrowcak symmetry breaking and/or grand unified theories. 
These will be very active areas of theoretical research. 
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THE NEXT LINEAR COLLIDER' 
Ituiiatil L>. Knili 

Stanford Litn-.ir AccHeralnr Center 

1. Iiilriidurtjoit 

There is Hurt' broad agreeimol in tin* high energy physics community that 
to continue exploring the energy frontier in v+r~ interaction*, we will have to 
abandon cirmlar colliders and adopt linear tx^llulcrs. This realization has led 
to flriivr research 1 )in»if>1ii>iiL the world towards the next Reiteration of linear 
colliders. The past few years have seen great strides in our undenitjuiriiiig of both 
the accelerator physics ami ihi- technology of linear colliders. We are now At 
the point where we '"an <lis<ns.s in fair detail the design of such a "Next Linear 
Collider." or NLC.'"'' 

The two key design pnrniiielers of 1 lie NLC are Ms energy anil luminosity. A 
broad roi>sen>u* lias emerged over the nasi ruiiple ofvears that Lhe energy should 
he Q.h TeV (total e|ertr«m plus positron energy). upgradable1 to at least 1.0 TeV. 
One rcLsou for this choice of energy range is I lie great potential of such ii collider 
for si{!,[iilifiiiil liiffli-c'iierjty phv>li.s rr>eaidi in t|je era uf the SSC Another i!* that 
this energy range is a natural next step; it is a factor of a to II) beyond that of the 
present Stanford Linear Collide! (Sl.Cj. In order loohtain a Millieim! event rale 
to perforin detailed measurement:', the liiiniiio^i'y of the ruliider should increase 
with Lhe square of il*-1 energy. l :oi an NI.C in the i'eY energy range, a hmihiosi y 
of JO33 - 10 1 1 c u r - s " 1 is r<i|uired. 

A factor of n U) energy increase <an 'je obtained ill lw« ways: by increas
ing lhe collider length in 111 Jl) time* ihai o f lhe SI.C ['l km). ">i by raising its 
i trnVratir ig held In •"> 10 >ime> rlir SI.C i;i.Hi)t-iil (•_'!> MV/m}. The preseiil con 
sensus is ili.H we >liould tir-l imrea-e ilie ru crieral in^ held Ity ahoiil a factor of 
Ifiree to f i r e up tt> aboiff Oil li/ltil) MY/in. 'Yt> tilitfl thr JfT poiver required. I hf> 

field should he pimided by structure'- similar to those IIMHI in I he SLC hut at a 
higher RV dequeney of ll) :ii> ( i l l / . At SI.AC. tin* fietpn-tirv choice for the NLC 
is I I . I (U\/„ or four linn-, the pie-enl SI.C fietpirucv Of course, the ultimate 

- Work ..IIIM'UIU'.I :•!- ili<- IV I f.,riiiiniii .*f KiierRj. *-,«itr,*--i OK ACiEl TnSVUQl* 

© R. Huih 1991 



tradeoff between length and accelerating field is governed by the overall cost and 
the upgradeability, A broad optimum occurs at the point where the linear costs 
(accelerating structure, magnets, tunnel, etc.) equal the c-osi of the R.F power 
source. 

The choire of luminosity range also greatly influences the design of the* lin
ear collider. IJI principle, one roulil increase the luminosity simply by raisjng 
the repetition rate of the accelerator, but the wall-plug power increases in direct 
proportion. In a reasonable design, the wall-plug power should fall in the range 
100-200 MW. Given this constraint, the best way to increase the luminosity is to 
shrink the beam size at the interaction point (IP). In addition, the beam cross 
section nmsl bo kepi flat af. the IP in order to minimize the amount of Abcam-
strahlung" radiation en.itted as energetic electrons or positrons interact with the 
electromagnetic: field of the opposing bunch. 

The luminosity can be further enhanced by accelt?rating several bunches on 
each machine cycle. A single bunch of particles can, in practice, extract only a 
few percent of the energy available in the accelerating structure. With additional 
bunches, we get both greater luminosity and higher efficiency of energy transfer 
to the beam. The numher of particles in each bunch, another factor that directly 
affects the luminosity, is limited by the RF energy that can be stored in the 
accelerating structure and by the amount, of beamstralilung radiation that < an be 
tolerated. The obvious solution is to generatr Lrains of successive bunches, each 
with a fairly moderate numher of particles. 

Given these goals and constraints, we can now sketch a rough design of a 
linear collider able to achieve both the desired energy and lumimiMty. A possible 
Jayout is shown in Fig. J. There are two complete linear accelerators, one for 
electrons and the other for positrons. Each linac is supplied with particle beams 
by a damping ring followed by a prcacccleration section consisting of two bunch 
compressors and. a 16 GeV linac. After passing through the main iinac.s and lirial 
focus system, the beams collide at a small crossing angle inside a large particle 
detector like the SLD. 

To illustrate the basic features of the NI.C operation, let's follow some electron 
bunches through the collider. A sequence of 10 bunches or so is created at thr 
source and accelerated up to about 1.8 GeV in a preaccelerator. This "batch" of 
bunches is then injected into a damping ring that st-rves to rwlnci- the transverse 

Compressor 
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Pre-Acc&leratof 

Compressor 

Damping Ring J ' 
Electron Source • 

Main Linac 

Beam Dump 

Oeiecior 

Beam Dump 

Main Linac 

Electron Source 

Positron Source 

Damping Hing 

Compressor 

Pre-Acceleralor 

Compressor 

Fig. 1. Schema! ic iliiigriiin *>l ilii- NL( \ 
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and longitudinal phase space occupied by the electrons in each bunch, At the 

proper moment, these hunches are extracted from the ring anil then compressed 

along their direction of motion by a bunch compressor, after which they an: accel

erated up to about 1G GeV and compressed a second time just prior lo injection 

into the main, high-gradient, Hnac. The entire hatch is carefully steered and fo

cused as the electrons are accelerated up to full energy in the linac. Precision 

magnets in the final focus system squeeze the hunches down by about a facLur of 

300 just before they collide at the IP with similar bunches of poaitruuH. Except 

for the fact that they were created differently, from the shower of particles that 

occurs when a bunch or electrons hits a nieial target, these high-energy positron 

bunches have followed a similar evolution. After the beams collide, their debris is 

channeled out of the detector area and into shielu.J dumps. 

l . l N L C P A R A M E T E R O P T I O N S 

The parameters for an NLC are not definite yet; however, over the past few 

years we have narrowed down the rajtge or possibilities considerably. Al SLAC, 

we have recently reviewed several -iptions for an NLC v'hich has an initial energy 

of 0.5 TeV in the CM and an upgraded energy of 1 .0-t .o TeV. Table 1 lists three 

parameter options: the first two columns are for 0.5 TeV in the CM, while the 

final column is for 1,0 TeV- In Option 1. a short linear collider is constructed with 

the full acceleration gradient of 100 MV/m. This can be upgraded Ln Option 3 

by doubling the length oT the linac while keeping ihe injection system fixed. In 

Option 2, a long linear collider is constructed with a reduced acceleration gradient 

of 50 MV/m. This can be upgraded to Option t by the addition of power sources 

to the linac. ln both upgrade paths, the final focus must hi- modified somewhat. 

Option 1 is quite short and may be less expensive than Option 2. hut we are 

required to face all the problems of the high acreltration gradient and the required 

high peak power RF sources. In Option '2, we relax the requirements for HP power 

by a factor of four and begin with n reduced acceleration gradient. The price is 

an initially longer accelerator with the increased conventional construction. 

We have found in ihe design process thai it is very important to realize thai 

the intensity and emitlance at the final focus an- quilt* different than i!n>wc in the 

damping ring. To model this, the intensity lias lnvn allowed to decrease as shown 

in Table 1. In addition. th<- eniittance at the final focus is assumed U> !«• diluted 

Table 1 NLC Parameter Options. 

O p t i o n 1 2 3 

Energy J + \ TeV J + JT-V i + J T W 
Luminosity 2 x 1 0 " 2 x 1 0 " 1 x 1 0 " 

Liij'c Length 7 km 1-1 km 14 km 

Accel. Gradient • U0 MV/m 50 MV/m 100 MV/m 

RF Frequency 11.4 GHz 11.4 GHz 11.4 GHz 

# Part ides/bunch:i)R 2 x 10'" l x l ' ' ° 2 x 1 0 1 0 

Linac I S x 10 1 0 9 x 10 J 1.8 x 1 0 1 0 

FK 1-5 x 10 l° 7 x 10 s 1.5 x 10 1 0 

# Bunches, n A K) 10 10 

Repetition Frc<|. 120 Hi ISO Hz 180 Hz 

Wall Plug Power lifi MW 50 MW 200 MW 

IP Beam Size: <rtf 4 mil 4 nm 2.5 nm 

" t 320 nm 200 nm 220 iim 

at 1(1(1 ,im 100 /.in 100 p m 

by about 65%. 

To discuss the NLC in mure, detail, we divide the problem into the two primary 

parameters: the energy and the luminosity. In I!H- mrxi section »•*• discuss how to 

obtain the energy in an NLC. 

2, T h e E n e r g y 

As discussed in the Introduction, the energy of the linear collider is obtained 

through a combination of lenglh and acceleration gradient. 

E~£SL. ( i ) 

where £r is the acceleration gradient and /. is the length of the linac. This re

lation is over-simplified, for reasons which we discuss* lalirr. in th^t LII*- average 



acceleration gradient may differ from the peak and the length may include space 
for focusing magnets, etc. 

The acceleration in obtained Willi the use of radio frequency (RF) structure?. 
as shown in Fig. 2. The s l rwit i r r shown is a travelling wave s tructure ll is 
basically a long copper cylinder periodically interrupted by disk^ with holes along 
the center line. Every j=v often (every l.~i m or so), the structure is interrupted bv 
a feed for fresh RF power and a load to remove the depleted upstream power 

RF Power 
Source 

Waveguide 

Accelerator Structure 
Beam Axis r n i i i i i i i i i i i i 

i i i i i i i ,i i i i i 
^ 

Fig. 2. Diagram of a travelling wave Ul' structure. 

The RF power is provided by iht- RF source and is transported to the act el-
erating structure in a copper waveguide. The structure is designed as a travelling 
wave structure and. as such, has a chaiacierisi ic phase velocity and group velocity. 
The phase velocity is designed iu he the speed i,f light. In this way, if a relativ^tir 
electroii enters the structure at the correct pha»«- for acceleration, then it will he 
continually accelerated as it traverses tin? entire structure. The group velocity vg 

is the rate at which (he structure is filled with energy: it \a tin- velocity of the 
envelope of the RF pulse as it traverses the travelling wave structure. If /.., it. the 
length of the structure, then the time to fill the Mruclure if is given hy 

For cases of interest, tin- group velocity is somewhat jes^ than one tenth of tin 

velocity of light. 

2,1 TICK E X T R A C T I O N o r EHKHCY 

The energy gain of a lest particle nl I he head of a hunch traversing a structure 
of length I.t is 

±i-: = £:La<oiv > (3) 

where ^ is the phase on the ltK wave, ("he trailing particles see not only the field 
supplied by external sources, hut also the field induced by the bunch itself, the lon
gitudinal wakefield. The bum h charge induce* lielcls in all the synchronous modes 
of oscillation of the accelerating structure. The field induced in the fundamental 
accelerating mode is 

f.,-,.1, <- - • 2 « - . / r l « ( J ; / r ) . - A l . (4) 

where A- is called the loss parameter, tj is tin* charge in a bunch which is short 
compared to the wavelength of the ilF. «.• is the HV frequency, z is the distance 
behind the point-liki hunch, a rd A i* the decay constant due to losses in the 
structure walls. The wakelield ahead of a speed of-light bunch vanishes due to 
causality. The toiaE uakelield ind iced toiisjsts of a ^uiu over all the synchronous 
modes of the s t r u c t f e ; ilie dominant term is given in Y,% (4). 

This field induced by the part irjc bunch omvrs jnvblam which mast be dealt 
with. The particles al the head of the hunch feel the full acceleration, while those 
at the tail feel an anHeral iug Held reduced by *h{. If the particles are being 
accelerated on the crest of the HI", ibis causes a reduction of the average energy 
gained by the bunch, and it also caubi-. an energy spread: 

±K,» ~ If. -*</) / . , 

( A r j . ; ,, - t k H L n . 

These effects are due to the extraction of energy from the ItF wave. The field 
induced hy the bunch reduo> th«* eleclric field in the structure an amount which 



corresponds to the energy extracted by the bunch of particles. The fraction of 
energy extracted from a full structure by a bunch at the crest of the RF is 

i)0 = 1 jg 

i k ' («) 
2f - ^ 2 for small fa -

The reduction: of the average value of the energy gain can be compensated 
either by increasing the accelerating field £, or by adding more accelerator sections 
to make up the Inst energy. The spread of energy in a bunch can be compensated 
fur by shifting the phase of the bunch on the RF wave. In this way, with very 
little loss of acceleration, it is possible to obtain a slope sufficient to cancel the 
variation induced by the bunch wakeficld. For a uniform particle distribution with 
a full width A^>, the phase offset is 

Provided that the phase ofFsct. is small, this compensation technique works 
well. In order to achieve a small phase offset, Lhc bunch can be lengthened or the 
intensity reduced. With very long bunches, the curvature of the RF must betaken 
into account and can, in fact, be used to provide compensation of the nonlinear 
variation of energy along the bunch. With short bunches, only the linear variation 
can be cancelled t which leaves a rrtidual nonlinear energy variation. This residual 
must be kept smaller than the owrgy acceptance of the final focus system. 

2.2 M U L T I - B U N C H E N E R G Y C O M P E N S A T I O N ' 

In the Introduction, we discussed the acceleration of a short train of bunches in 
order to improve the luminosity by extracting more energy from the RF structure. 
From the analysis of the previous section, the second bunch must have an energy 
which is lower by 

ArYj * -2k-qL, . {&) 

Once again, this is simply due lu I he extraction of energy from the RF wave. 

This problem can be solved by changing the effective structure length for 
the two bunches. If the structure is partially filled when the first bunch passes 
through, and if the additional energy entering the structure prior to the passage 
of the second bunch matches the energy extracted by the first bunch, then the 
second bunch will have the same energy as the first. This is illustrated in Fig. 3; 
the cross-hatched areas of the external field and wakefield must match in order 
to compensate the energy difference. This technique is used at t he SLC to adjust 
the relative energy of t he positrons and electrons. 

(a) Ls 

Swake vMj»»M/s//ssssffi?/077r, 

(t» 
Fig. U. The electric field profile in the structure (a) just before 
passage of bunch one and (b) just before passage of bunch two. 

2.3 MULTIBUNCH B E A M B R E A K U P 

Let us assume Lhat we can match the energy of a short trsiti of bunches as 
described in the previous section- There are still other problems caused by the 
wakefield induced by a bunch of particles. If the bunch is offset in the structure, 
then it induces a deflecting force behind H which is proportional to the offset of 
the bunch, This transverse wakefield is similar in form to the longitudinal and 
consists of the sum of many modes which cause deflection. 

WL{z) = ^ Wn»in(u;nff/c)f " (9) 

where W„ is the strength of a particular mode, z is the distance behind a shur 



bunch, u>n is the is the mode frequency and A„ is (he decay constant, for mode 
n. The transverse wakeReld differs from Lhe longitudinal in that the transverse is 
sine-like while the longitudinal is cosine-like. 

The transverse Wakefield can cause an instability known as beam breakup/ 
It is caused by the combination of the coupling from bunch to bunch and also by 
a resonance effect. To see this, consider just two bunches. If Lhese two are offset 
coming into the structure, the magnet focusing causes them to oscillate with a 
wavelength 2ir^. The first bunch oscillates freely down the linac according to 

^ + ^ = 0 . (10) 
as- u-

The second bunch is also focused but. m addition, is deflected by the leading 
bunch's wakefield 

rf»r3 r, __ .Willi/) 

where N is the number of particles, in bunch out: and E is the energy of the bunches. 
The deflecting force is proportional to Ihe position of bunch one. Because bunch 
one oscillates in the focusing system, the force on the right hand side of Eq. (1I) 
oscillates and bunch two is driven a*, resonance. Therefore, the amplitude of the 
second bunch grows linearly down the accelerator. 

The effect is similar for many bunches: Imnrh three i& driven on resonance by 
bunch one and bunch two and so on. The result is that the bunches at the end of 
the train can reach large amplitudes unless something i* Jone to ameliorate the 
problem. The solution is to eliminate. io the extent possible, the force coupling 
the bunches together. This ran be done by a special design «f the RF structure 
and is the subject of the next section. 

2.4 ArCELEBATWC S T I U ' C T U H K S 

As discussed earlier, the job of the JtF structure is to accelerate the beam. 
As such, it is usually optimized to provide the greatest acceleration for the lowest 
ItF power. In addition, the design can haw a large impact on the stability of a 
single bunch (to be discussed in Section 3.6.2) and on the stability of a train of 
bunches. To assure the stability of a train of bunches we would like to reduce the 
deflecting field induced by a bunch as much ax possible before the passage of the 
next bunch. 

This can be accomplished in two ways (si*:- Fig, A). In the first method, shown 
in Fig. 4(A), the cavity design is altered so that the deflecting fields are strongly 
coupled to external waveguides- After a bunch passage, the fields in the cavity 
die out nuirkly as they are propagated out the waveguide into a matched load. 
TIIK design shown in Fig. 4(a) .shows radial waveguides a™pled via slots cut in 
the irises of the accelerator, 

The serond technique, shown in Fig. 1(b) relies on the cancellation of the 
deflections from cell to cell. If tin* cells in a single short structure are designed 
so that the (jirlhtLing modes oscillate at iliHercnl frequencies, then the average 
deflection over the structure effectively damps due to the (Incoherence of the var
ious cell wakefields. The initial decoliererice time is just the inverse of the. spread 
in frequency. This tcchiiHiue is illustrated in Fig. 4(b), whirr*- the change in fre
quency is accomplished with three radial slut* of varying depth cut into the irises 
of the structure. 

Damped structures similar Ut that shown in fig, -|{a| have hem constructed 
at SLAC and have achieved a quality factor <j - S for the dominant higher-order 
mode. This damping is completely .sufficient to eliminate the beam breakup 
discussed in the previous section. 

The second technique of di-tuning is an alternative, and possibly simpler, 
technique which is presently under investigation at SI. AC. 
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Fig. 4. Two methods of wakefield damping: (a) radial waveguides 
transmit the energy out of the structure: [!>) variation of tell con
struction causes drcohrrenrc and effective damping. 

2.5 R F P O W E R SOURCES 

To achieve the desired avceLi-ratwtn ĵ rstclu-cit for <tie NvU Linear Collider. RF 
power sources must he provided which give tin- required peak power and pulse 
length at the desired frequency. In tin- designs in Table I we find acceleration 
gradients of 50-100 MV/ni at. an \il: frequency of I l.-l GHz. To achieve the larger 
gradient, il is necessary to piovide abunl :j.r)0 MU" of peak RF power in a pulse 
of about 100 ns in length to In- fed into a structure about 1.5 m in length. 

In the SLC\ the arrcleratiun is accomplished with 'AS GHz accelerating struc
tures 3 m in length. K«<-h of these is fed hy a -10 MW pulse about 1 ;*s long 
which yields an acceleration gmdient of about "J(J MY/m. In order to increase tin-
acceleration gradient in such a sirnrhm- h> H)0 MV/in. it would be necessary to 
increase the RF petk power find I In- Kinred energy by a factor of 2b 

At the higher frequency of 11.4 ( J H Z , the energy density must once again 
incriNuie. by a factor of 25; however, the. cross-sectional area, drops by a. factor of 
1/16. Thus, the energy per unit length in the RF structure only changes by a 
factor of two, provided the higher frequency is utilized- Although the energy is 
changed very little, the structure of the RF pulse is very different from tha t at the 
SLC, The necessary RF pulses are higher in peak power, but shorter in duration 
and feed a shorter accelerator structure. The primary challenge for the RF power 
system is lo provide a source with the characteristics described above. 

There are basically two approaches to this problem as outlined in Fig. 5. 
The first approach, shown in Fig. 5(a), uses RF pulse compression. With this 
technique, a modulated power pulse of *̂ 1 /is is provided by a conventional 
pulsed power transformer, a modulator. This pulse is converted to an R F pulse 
of the same duration by some device such as a klystron. After the RF is created, 
it can be compressed by RF pulse compression to the desired pulse length with a 
correspondingly higher peak power. 

(a) RF Pulse Compression 

Klystron 

Modulator 
Pulse 

RF 

Compress 

<b] Magnetic Compression r 

Magnetic 
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Modulator 
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Relativists 
Klystron 

RF 
•reui 

Fig. S. Two method), of producing short high peak power RF pulses. 

The second technique, magnetic compression, begins with the same modulated 
power pulse and tliei rompresses this pulse using a technique called magnetic 
pulse compression; the time structure is achieved before the creation of RF. After 
this stage. RF can be rreeled by a device such as a relalivislic klystron or by an 
array of multiple power sources driven in parallel, This second technique has been 



under experimental investigation by a collaboration of SLAC, LLNL. and LBL. 
The relativistic klystron achieved a power output of 330 M W with a 20 ns pulse. 
This technique, however, is presently not considered a candidate for the power 
source due to inefficiency and cost. The remainder of this section is devoted .o 
the first alternative. 

2,5. i The Klystron 

A block diagram of the RF power system with R.F pulse compression is shown 
in. Fig. 6. The modulator power supply is conventional and is similar in most 
respects to those used at SLAC for the SLC. Therefore, we will begin the discussion 
with the klystron. 

Modulator 
{power supply) 

Klystron 

RF 
Compression 

Fig. 6. Block diagram of RF power system with RF pulse compression. 

A schematic diagram of a klystron is shown in Fig. V. Put very simply, a 
klystron is a narrow-band, high-gain radio frequency amplifier. To achieve this 
amplification, an electron beam is created by the voltage induced by the modulator 
across the cathode and anode. The electrons are accelerated to an energy of about 
400 KV with a current of about 500 A; they are transported down a narrow lube 
with a solenoid magnet providing the focusing. A small amount of RF power 
applied to the input cavity (& 1 kWj modulates tlu- beam <rin?rgv at the RF 
frequency. Due t - he induced velocity difference, the faster electrons catch up to 
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Fig. 7. Schematic diagram of a klystron. 

those that were decelerated. This creates a small density modulation of the beam 
as it enters the first gain cavity. 

This cavity is resonantly excited by the RF electric field of the modulated 
beam to a field of approximately 10 times that in the input cavity. This field 
acting back on the beam provides much deeper bunching by the time the beam 
reaches th- second gain cavily. This process continues until the final gain cavity, 
where the energy of the beam is modulated by as much as 'M)% uf its value. This 
modulated beam bunches strongly in the final drift region, is further compressed 
by the penultimate cavity and then enters the output s lnir turr . This may be out-
or more standing wave cavities, or it may be a tr.v-'clling wave structure. The 
beam induces a field in the output structure: however, this structure is designed 
so that the phase of the KF field is such as to decelerate the sequence of bunches 
entering it. This deceleration extracts the RF energy in the hunting and transfers. 
it to the cavity fields which are coupled to an external waveguide The RF power 
(lows out tin* waveguide and ran he transported for further use. The beam is 
deposited in a water-cooled collector with approximately one half of its energy 
removed by this process. With tin* parameter* givt-ri above, the klystron produces 
about 100 MW of RF power. 

Klystrons similar in all rrsprrt.s to thr one just described have been built at 
SLAO and have achieved 75 MW in short pukes and 50 MW in long pulses as 
of this writ ing" The design goal is to achirvc- a 100 MW klystron al 11.4 GHz 



with a pulse length of about ] yts. This pulse length is much too long to be used 
directly in the acceleration process; we need RF pulse compression. 

2.5.2 RF Pulsr Compreffiwii 

The object of RF pulse compression is to convert a long RF pulse of moderate 
power into a short KF pulse with high power. Id pally, a factor of live decrease in 
pulse length could yield a factor of five increase in peak [tower. Due to ineliieJcn-
cies, the factor is always somewhat less. The RF pulse compression system SLED 
(SLAC Energy Douhler) is presently used at SLAC to boost tin* klystron power 
by about a factor of three before powering the SLAC linac- This system use* 
storage cavities lo allow the RF to build up, A phase switch from the klystruu 
effectively releases llio energy. Unfortunately, this system gives a pulse shape 
which is sharply spiticd due to the exponential decay of ilie fields in the storage 
cavities. For an NLC U is useful to have a flat-top pulse lo control multibunch 
energy spread. 

This flat-lop pulse can he obtained by two different niei.bnds. The first 
method, called binary pulse compression ( B I T ) , uses delay lines to delay the 
leading portion of an RF pulse so ihai ii is coincident in lime with the trail 
ing portion. This yields an UF pulse which is one half a* long, but with nearly 
twice the power, This process can be repeated in a sequence lo achieve more and 
more multiplication. Due to losses in components and waveguides, the method is 
Utnit-d lc> about three compressions. 

Figure 8 shows H schematic diagram of a two stage HFC .system which was 
constructed at SLAC. *"'* The 3db hybrid shown in Fig. 8 is * four-port device 
which combines two power inputs into oitr ui another output port depending upon 
relative phase. In this way phase shifts can be u<ed a> high pctwer 1(1' Mvitcliej.. 
A three-stage system of iinalogoiis design lia^ been const r in led at SI.AC and ha> 
achieved a multiplication factor nf .ri.*> while reducing tin* pul-te length b\ n factor 
of eight 1 ' This system. ii>gethiT with two 100-MW kly>iroiis- would prmluee RF 
power 5ullicient for a o m long accelerator with an acceleration gradient of about 
100 MV/m. High-power lei';. of this three-stage system are coiiuum'tig. 

One disadvantage of (lie H I T method uf pulse {omprevotm is that it uses 
rather long delay lines. The waveguides wliirli are used have a gr.mp Velocity very 
clos<! to the speed of liftlil. and they are only used i-n:-e as. uaiiMii»ssi\e delai l ino . 

2 STAGE BEC SCHEMATIC 
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Fig. S. Schematic diagram of a UPC system. 

This problem hits led lo the development of a new pulse compression scheme called 
SLED I I . " The system as shown irt Fig. 9 fa similar lo the SLED system at SLAC 
except that the cavities fur storing the UF are rcplared bv resonant delay lines. 
Each of these delay lines has a round-trip delay time equal to the output pulse 
length. A resonant buildup of energy stored in the lines lakes place during an 
input pulse length which is an integral number of delay periods, typically in i.he 
range of four to eight. A phase reversal of the input pulse effectively releases the 
stored energy lo produce a f iaiL.p output pulse during the filial delay period. An 
example of a. SLED II pulse compression by a farlor of fruit i* •diown in Fig. 10. 
Measurements irom a low-power SLED 11 system with a power gain of four have 
shown excelVnl agreement with theory. 

Resonant Delay Lines 3db Hybrid 
K - Klystron 

Accelerator 

Fig. •». A block diagram of SI.El) II 

Comparing SLED II with H I T . the ammmt <>f wavegmd- lay line tu aehieve 
a similar compression is redmed by more lhau a factor of In • I bis LS due to the 
reflective nature of the scheme: the delay lines are u>ed repe.it.-.; ,y a> the 1th wave 
builds up. hi addition, Ibfa met bod ran iM'stag"! by pl.uiug the SLED 11 sy-lems 
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Fig- 10- SLED H r'dse compression, 

in series to provide even larger compressions if necessary. A high-power SLED I] 
pulse compression system will be constructed at SLAC in 1991 to investigate this 
promising technique further. 

3, The Luminosity 

In the first two sections, we discussed the basic layout and how to obLaiu the 
energy in a linear collider; in this section, we discuss how to obtain the luminosity. 
Although the luminosity depends upon beam properties al (he interaction point. 
those properties depend upon bt-am dynamics throughout t lie entire linear collider; 
therefore, we must trace this influence throughout the collider- Before doing thai , 
however, \v.t\ examine the luminosity formula. Luminosity for a linear collider 
is the same as for a circular roliider except that then' is an additional term, an 
enhancement factor due to the mutual pinching of the beams. The luminosity is 
given by 

0-2] 

where jV± is the nuirik'r of positrons/electrons per bunch. fTtp is the repetition 
frequency, JJJ is th*'numb* r of bunches accelerated on each t y« leaf the accelerator. 
ho in the pinch enhancement factor, and finally. ax and ff^ are the rtns beam size 

of the gaussian spot at the interaction point. Each bunch is assumed to collide 
with only o»e other bunch in the opposing; bunch train. 

The object is to increase the luminosity co 1Q 3 3 -10 3 4 c m " 2 s " ' , fur the energy 
range | to 1 TeV. To do that we must increase the numerator of Eq- (12) and 
decrease the denominator as much as possible. For the numerator, we have At our 
disposal the number of pantries per bunch, the repetition rate, and the number 
of bunches on each cycle, but we must satisfy the constraint that the wall-plug 
power is in the range of 100 2(10 MW, For the denominator, we eaii decrease the 
cross-sectional area by decreasing ax and &v, but to do this we must keep the 
beam flat to control beamstrahlung. 

In the next few sections we discuss each term in the luminosity formula. The 
discussion of beam size is subdivided into several sections. In the next section we 
begin with the numerator of Eu. (12). 

3.1 INTENSITY AND R E P E T I T I O N R A T E 

First let's discuss the single hunch intensity N± and the repetition rate frtp. 
From conservation of energy, we must have 

* . V £ r m / „ p = i7r/7fc/'«M . (13) 

where n ry is the efficiency for converting wail-plug power to HF power. ^ is the 
fraction of the energy extracted by a single bunch, and Pwau is the total wall-plug 
power supplied to the linacs. The wall-plug-tu-RF efficiency, n ry. is about 20% 
for the projected RF system. This is .-- fairfy realistic estimate including all of the 
factors in the power system which were discussed in the first sectiun. There are 
new ideas which could raise tin's to perhaps IJ0 40%, however, with the system 
shown in Section '2.5. i\Tf is about 20'# 

For some-whir! different reasons, the single-bunch estradiol! ellirirury i* Jim-
ited to about 2%, hi Section '2.1. we discussed the single-bunch energy spread 
which is iticlucfd by longitudinal waheficld* Although tl» j li.iear part can be 
compensated by shifting the HF phase to obtain a linear slope, the higher order 
effects are difficult to compensate. This limit:, stinglr bunch riicrgy e.\lracl ion hi-
a few percent. 



for the purpose of trii^ discussion, let's select a wall-plug power of 160 MM' 
for an ECJtl = 1 TeV. 

Bwatise the required bunches have a very small transverse ({intension, it is 
necessary tu control their ofTset pulse-to*pulse with a feedback system, In order 
for this Feedback system to work efficiently, the s<m:ple rate must be at least six 
times the rate at which the beam c^ntroid is changing. Because ground motion Is 
an important source, of bunch motion, and because the spectrum drops <J(F rapidly 
above 10 EIz, the repetition rate of the accelerator must be greater than (iU Mz. 
In order to have it sufficiently greater1, we set the repetition frequency to ISO 
Hz. It could be dropped as low as 120 Hz; however, 60 Hz is probably too low. 
Substituting the previous parameter values in Eq. (13), we find thai the maximum 
number of particles per bunch is Ar± ^ 2 x 10 1 0 . 

3.2 T H E N U M B E R UF BTNCMBS 

As discussed in the Introduction, the designs for the NLC include the accel 
eratjon of many bunches on each cycle of the collider. The purpose of this is. 
of course, to increase the luminosity linearly with increasing number of" Lunches. 
If the.re were no constr&iiits, the largest luminosity would be obtained by pl.ic 
ing all the charge in the bunch train into one bunch because in this case there 
is quadratic gain with increasing intensity. As discussed in the previous section. 
the single bunch intensity is limited by the ;uticiunt of energy it can extract while 
retaining a small relative energy spread. It turns out that this intensity is also 
consistent with transverse stability (Sirtutji 3.6.2) and with beam-beam e(Feeis 
(Section 3.7.1). Thus, the quadratic gain is stopped by these bounds: however, 
since there is about $$% of the energy left in the structure, ii is possible to continue 
to gain linearly by iuaviLsiug. the number of bunches. 

A large number or bunches brings along a host of other complication*. Some 
of these were discussed earlier. The bunche* muit be stable transversely which 
melius that the st run ii re must be eloigned in a ^pecinl way (Seel ions 1M and ">.•!). 
The energy spread hunc)<(o.bunch must be cnntioJied. Although id*- solution 
presented in Section 2/2 doe:, keep the energy spread ?mali. only about 20lX of 
the energy can be extracted without introducing more cuinpueaied compensation 
techniques. This limits ibe number of hunches to about HI: idtln.ugli the single 
buncii inlensity can be ti.idcd olf Mimewhat with the number of hunches. 

The Rf' pulse must be of rather high quality. Systematic phase and amplitude 
variations over the bunch train must be less than about 2% (such tolerances are 
not unrealistic with the power sources discussed). Because a significant fraction of 
the fields felt by the trailing bunches are due to the leading bunches, the intensity 
of the bunch train must be controlled with a precision less than 2%. The damping 
rings which produce these trains of hunches must be able to accelerate them 
without instability, If tmall position or energy changes nccut, a compensation 
system must be developed to assure that the bunches enter the final focus system 
on the same trajectory and with the sarrt-' energy. The final focus system must 
be designed so that the distant crossings of bunches do not disrupt the primary 
collisions at the interaction point. 

Although the addition of many bunches appears to be "free" in that we simply 
use energy that would normally be wasted, it introduces complexity into every 
subsystem of tin: entire collider. The benefit is an order of magnitude increase in 
the luminosity 

3.3 T H K BI:AM SIZE 

The transverse size of a beam in an accelerator is determined by two basic 
parameters: the emiuauce t and the beta function '3. 

o-^yrj. mi 

The cmiitauce is a parameter that is proportional to the area, occupied by the 
beam distribution in transverse phase space fx .p , ) . It is defined by 

tj - —1< T- >< p ; > - < xpx >-'l? . (15) 
/'i i 

where i is the transverse position. }tt i> the »orrespoiidiiig ua i t svew momentum, 
and ^o i 5 the central momentum of (he bunch of particles. The angle brackets in 
Eq. (15) indicate an average over the distribution of particles in a bunch, because 
the quantity in the square brackets is an adiabatic invariant (in the absence of 
synchrotron radiation), the emittatice decrease* inversely with the momentum of 
the bunch in a linear accelerator. 



The longitudinal emittance is defined in a similar way. 

tt = — [< z' >< A / r > - <; ;Ap>- ' i* . (16) 
Po 

where i is the longitudinal deviation from a central position within the bunrh. 
and Ap is the deviation of the part irk* momentum from a central momentum 
Once again, the quantity in the square brackets is an adiabatic invariant, which 
cause* <.t to decrease inversely with the beam momentum in a linear accelerating 
In the special case of a high-energy electron linac, ihr longitudinal distribution 
and the bunch length are fixed because the particles all travel at essentially the 
speed of light. In this case, the fractional momentum spread varies inversely with 
the b*am momentum. 

The beta function 0 was firsi introduced by CouranL and Snyder in their 
description of the alternating gradient focusing of particle beams. The parameter 
not only determines the particle beaiti size ihrough Kq. (1-1 J. it also determines the 
instantaneous wavelength of the oscillations of particles within the beam envelope 
as they traverse the focusing magneta (wavelength = 'lz,i). 

The beta function also plays an iinporliiul rule ul the interaction point. In a 
magnet-free region, it has the particularly simple form 

*t)=-r + l-^>£. in , 

where /?* is the minimum value of .*(,-) ami .%u is tin- location of thai minimum, 
the IP in this case. According ic Kq (M). the be.*m size near tin- interaction 
point is therefore 

r r ' l H - '•*" + -^[.- • >••>•' 1 1 M 

From this form, it is obvious ih=ii *' i* flu- depth uf focus because the beam size 
increases by -J2 when 3 - SQ = •'"• I Imv the beta function plays two important 
roles at the IP—it determines kith th.- >|ui< *!/<• ami depth uf focus 

3.4 T H E DAMI-IVG RiNt;™" 

The damping ring serves to reduce the emiUauce of the bunches of particles 
in all three degrees of freedom, It is an electron storage ring similar in all essential 
features to the storage rings used for colliding beams or synchrotron light produc
tion. The particles in an electron storage ring radiate a substantial fraction of 
their energy on each turn energy that is restored by FIF accelerating cavities. In 
the process of radiation-, the particles lose energy from all three degrees of free 
doin, but it is restored only along one, the direction of mot-ion; the proper amount 
is supplied at a single ItF phase Tor a particle with the design energy, which leads 
to damping in all thice dimensions. The Tact that radiation is emitted as dis
crete quanta, however, introduces stochastic noise that causes diffusion of particle 
trajectories. 

The compt itiuti between these damping and diffusion effects leads to an equi
librium value for the emittance of an electron storage ring. Damping rings are 
designed to enhance the damping effects using strong magnetic fields (such as 
those in wigglcr magnets), while limiting the diffusion by the special design of the 
transverse focusing in the ring. In addition, there is a unique feature of electron 
storage rings that can be used to advantage. Due to the lark of vertical bending. 
tin* vertical emittancc of the beam is much smaller than the horizontal typically 
two orders of magnitude smaller. Such naturally Hat beam* are a key feature of 
many N I C designs. 

One possible design for a future (lamping ring is about a factor of five larger 
and operates at an energy 50 percent higher than that of the SLC damping rings 
(see Fig. 11). The final emittance of the beam i> more than an order of magnitude 
xma]Ji*r than that of the SLC beams, which leads to mmli smaller sizes. In fact, 
the vertical extent of a beam emerging from this damping riin» would be a few 
microns, or about eipJiii \v llir final -.put size at the Sl.C interaction pimit. 

Another kev difference is t he sh mi! I-Minn J> damping uf many baiclies. of bunches. 
In the SLC. a\ musr two hunches an- damped simultaneously, ^heieas this NLC 
ring will damp LU batches of [U b u m b o ,i|[ at once. This feature allows a lunger 
damping time for any given bunch, because we can extract the "oldest" batch and 
inject a new "young"" batch while leaving those in their "itdtdescence" tu continue 
damping undisturbed. 
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Fig- 11. A design of mi N[,C damping ring. 

Because the bunches forget their origin* in (he damping ring, their conditions 
upon emerging are entirely determined by their behavior in the damping ring, 
This places special emphasis on the stability of the magnets in the damping ring 
and extraction system-

3.5 B U N C H C O W P U E S S I O N / P K E - A C T C E L E B A T I O K " ' " 

Although the longitudinal emittance obtained in the- damping ring is small 
enough, the bunch is still much too long, fur acceleration in a linac. in the SLC 
and NLC, this problem is solved by a technique called bunch compression, which 
shortens the bunch while increasing ils energy spread. Each bunch passes through 
an RF accelerating structure phased so that the trailing particles emerge with 
lower energy than the leading particles. Then the bunch passes through a sequence 
of magnets that disperses llic beam so that particles of different momenta travel 
on different paths. Particles with higher momentum [at the bead of the bunch) 
travel a longer path than those of lower momentum [at the tail). The lail of the 
bunch can therefore catch up with the head, producing a shorter biuirli but al 
the cosL of a greater energy spread. 

This type of bunch coniprey-.ioii \a:* been used routinely in the SLC, where 
bunches 5 mm lung are compressed to 0..") nun fur acceleration in the linac. Much 
shorter bunches will he required in the NLC. Short bunches wilt suffer leys from 
transverse wakelields in the liuac. and they penult a smaller deptj of focus at the 

IF [about IDU microns fur the NLC). In principle, another order of magnitude 
in compression could be obtained in a single stage; in practice, however, this 
approach would lead to other deleterious effects due to the large energy spread 
that would be induced in the beam. For this reason, the extra compression is 
provided by a second bunch compressor operating at a higher energy. 

In the NLC, the bunch is first compressed as in the 3LC to O.fi mm in length. 
after which '.he beam is accelerated »o about Ifi <JeV. The longitudinal spread 
of the beam is unaffected by this acceleration, hut the relative energy spread 
decreases linearly with energy. The compression is then repealed, resulting in a 
bunch length as low as 5U microns, liy separating the compression process into 
two discrete steps, we can keep tl :• relative energy spread small throughout. 

3.G L I N A C E M I T T A N C L P U E S O V A T I O N " 

The linac is the heart of the linear collider. As the beam is almost continuously 
accelerated, it is also focused transversely. During this process various effects 
conspire to dilute the emitlance unless special care is taken. Because the linac 
is so vital and the potential for emitiancc dilution and beam size increase is so 
great, we will discuss various contributing factors in the next few subsections. 

3.6.1 Injection Errors 

After the bunch is compressed in length and as it enters the high-gradient 
linac, the bunch is about 2 fim high. *J(J /im wide and 100 /irn long. To obtain the 
necessary luminosity, the beam must be demagjiified to the size shown in Table 
I, <r, x a , = 1 nm x 3'2Q nni. All oT the tiffceis or angular kicks of the beam 
which occur upstream of the final focus system, however, gel dciuaguificd right 
along with the heani siie. This means that the local beam size sets the scale for 
any offset and the local beam divergence sets the scale for any angular kick. If 
we examine the beam at some location along the accelerator, and if the beam 
motion from pulse to pulse is large compared \w tin 1 beam size, (hen the beams 
will miss at the interaction point. In order to avoid this problem, these pulse-
to-pulse offsets must be small compared to the local beam size. Equivalently. if 
a particular magnetic component has a varviog Amplitude, the variation of the 
angular kick must he small compared to the beam divergence at that point. 



The emittaticr can also be destroyed by initial errors in beam size al the 
entrance to the linac. The beam size in AII accelerator wis discussed in Section 3.3-
If there is bending or if the beam i.; offset in quadripoles, the beam is dispersed 
with different momenta occupying different positions. In this more general ease, 
the beam size is 

ff-=ttf+/>V, (19) 

where D is called the dispersion function and b is the momentum variation in 
the Warn prior to the bending field. For tixampie, at the end of the rompiesaion 
section, 6 a 0.01. Al the entrance to the linac D should vanish. If not. this error 
in beam size results in emittance dilution in the acceleration process. For typical 
flat beam parameters the tolerance on dispersion 0 given by 

D„ < 0.2 mm 

Dz < "i mm 

The dilution caused by residual dispeision is additive. Then? are also multi
plicative effects due to the mismatch of the beta function of the magnetic focusing 
lattice- If the beam were mono-ejiergetk, these mismatches would not filament 
and could be compensated at any point along the linac. Since there is a signifi
cant energy spread, this mismatch must be avoided. For a small error in /J at the 
intranet to the linac, and provided the filamentation is complete, the emittance 
dilution is given by 

For incomplete filament atiou. the emiuatice dilution will be somewhat K-ss. 

3.6.2 Wakefieltis and BNS Damp trig 

Wakefields are a key problem not only for linear colliders, but for all accelera
tor:! and storage rings, The standard solution (o this problem is to first reduce the 
Wakefield forces until they are small compared to the applied external fields. Then 
compensation can be used, either feedback or modification of beam parameters 
or we can simply live within the limits by lumping tin* number of particles in the 
bunch sufficiently small. 

In Sections 2.2 and 2.11 we discussed the effects of the long range wakefield. 
The multibuuch be,am breakup can be controlled by damping the undesirable 
modes in the RF structure; this reduces the long range wake at the second bunch 
but has little effect within the first bunch. NW we examine the effect of the short 
range wakefichl on the stability »f a single bunch. 

The short range wakcfield can be expressed again as a sum of modes; however. 
in this case it is necessary to include modes at very high frequency. A typical 
short range wake is shown in Fig, 12. ft rises from zero, has a large peak and 
then oscillates with a frequency determined lav the dominant mode. The bunches 
which will be in an NLC are so short that they fall on the initial rise of the 
wahelield. This is MJinelimes approximated a* » linear rise (shown as the doited 
line in Fiji,, 12). 

The transverse wakdield increases rapidly with increasing frequency. If all 
dimensions are scaled, then 

»'!'-->= ( T ) " ' I ' -V'*)- (221 

where A is the scaled wavelength and \„ it- a r< .erence wavelength- The initial slope 
varies inversely with the fount) power uf tin- wavelength. Most of this variatign 
romes only from the proximity *>f iJic- iris liwU- iu the beam. (By causality the 
short range wakefield must he independent u{ ilie distance U» the guler wall of 
a structure.) It is, ilierefure, possible io mluiv the short range wakelield by 
increasing the iris hole size relative to the wnvrlmgtb. This reduces the short 
range transverse wakes, hut it afs«j drmwse-. tli«* effectiveness of (h<- accelerating 
structure. Therefore, our must balance the traiisu'rsr benefit ut iucrvasing the iris 
size with the increased HK pu^'pr necessary tu achieve a ^jvfii ac">; t'ralion field 
with tin- larger iri* size. 
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Fig. 12. The short range iransvcrse wakr-lidd at theSLC. The upper 
graph shows a detail of the behavior -5 mm behind a point bunch. 

Even with the reduced wakefield within the bunch, there is still an instability 
induced within a bunch dye to lhv coupling of the head and tail by the wakefield. 
The situation is completely analagous to that fur mulLibunch ins-Lability dismissed 
in Section 2.3; the same two-particle model suffices. In tins cane the head of the 
bunch, particle one, drives the tail of the bunch, particle two. on resonance. The 
growth is initially linear with distance hut becomes exponential as the simple 
model breaks down. 

Fortunately, there is a technique, called UN-S damping, which can be used to 
compensate the instability. The problem and solution are illustrated in Fig. l'\ 
where a two partiWe rnodej is shown, ff (he two particles arc offset to one side uf 
the structure, the wikefield force deflects the tail particle away from Llie axis. VVe 
add to this the external fields due to the focusing iiwignet*; on I he average there i*, a 

focusing force in the oppo&Ue direction, ]f we reduce the energy of tail of the bunch 
by inducing an energy correlation along the bunch (this occurs naturally and is 
controJJed by the phase offset discussed earlier}, thru the tail particle experiences 
a stronger force than the head particle. Finally, if the additional force can be 
adju**^ to cancel the wakefield force, then the two particles, the head and tajl, 
move coherently together, and the growth is completely eliminated- The BNS 
correlated energy spread is given by 

\ £" /BN! 
- ^DNS = \E9 

(23] 

where N is the number of particles in a bunch. Wi(trt) is the transverse wakefield 

evaluated at <7t- and JJ<, is the J-fuiiclimi at energy £ 0 . 
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Fig. 13. Illustration of BN^ damping. The additional for lining force 
on the lower energy trailing particle (dotted line J exactly cancels the 
Wakefield force of opposite sign. 

If the wakefield is large, then onecan still satisfy Kq. ['2'i) by using R F focusing 
rather than energy variation to vary the focusing strength, lu this rase, however. 



trajectories can filament rapidly, To avoid ermttancc dilution wi(h :,tiot>g wakes, 
the alignment and trajectory tolerances are less than tin* beam size. This leads 
to 1 /iin alignment tolerances. ' As we shall see in the next sections, these tiny 
tolerances can be avoided by keeping the wakcfields weak. Willi weak wakefields. 
tolerance? are dominated by chromatic effects. 

In the weak wakefield regime. BNS damping has been tested at the SLC 
liriac. In this case the tail growth dm* to a coherent oscillation was reduced by an 
order of magnitude. BNS damping has sinw been adopted as the normal running 
configuration Tor SLC. 

.1.6.3 Chromatic Effects 

Upon injection into the linac. the compressed bunch has about a \% un cor
related energy spread. As the beam is accelerated, this relative spread decreases 
inversely with energy. At the same time a correlation between energy and bunch 
position is introduced due to the longitudinal wake and the curvature of the UK 
Th.ua, the distribution in phase apace becomes a wavy line which, when projected 
on the energy axis, yields an. effective energy spread. At any location along the 
accelerator, the overall energy spread is a combination of the damping injected 
energy spread and the variation of energy along the bunch. After the bunch emit-
tance is sufficiently damped, the relative energy spread remains constant unless 
deliberately increased by phase changes. For this reason it is useful to consider two 
models; one with constant energy spread and our with damping energy spri-iuL 
In all cases considered below, we give not only (he formula but also the value for 
the first design from T a b ^ l with energy 0.5 TeV in the ccnLer of mass. 

The first chromatic effect to consider is that of a coherent betatron vacillation, 
If the variation of the phase advance with momentum (chromatic phase advance) 
is much greater than unity, the oscillation filaments. In this case tin- uscillatLun 
amplitude must be less than the beam size to avoid rmit tancr dilution. If the 
chromatic phase advance is small lH* l o ) < I), then the tolerance \n\ a tube rem 
oscillation of size i 0 is 

"DVIOI <S>".VI-II A, [ • > • } ) 

where tr0 = 2x 1 Q - 3 is the constant relative momentum, tfJ

ceir and ^ t a l »rc the phase 
advance per cell and total phase advance respectively, and A', is the number of 
quad™poIns. For the case of a damping energy spread with initial value fi, = 0,01, 
the tolerance is 

*jtt'(rti *\ V W (25) 

For the case of a corrected trajectory let us consider the model of a sequence 
of random trajectory bumps, In this case the tolerance on the trajectory or 
alignment is 

J / 2 

m) 
(^•Otms < 30/mi 

for a constant energy spread ha. For an initial damped energy spread b,% we have 

(Aar)iim, < 30/iin 

'1.6.4 Mis&iigtwd Accelerator Sections 

DNS damping only cures the growth and filamentation of coherent oscillations 
in the linac; it is an average compensation rather than a local one. In an actual 
linac, the wakefield kicks are not cancelled locally by adjacent quadrupoles. This 
leads to an incoherent growth or wakefield tails due to the random sequence of 
misalignments between the trajectory and the accelerator structure. If we pa
rameterize the strength of the wakefield kick by ^UNS as defined in Eq. (23), the 
tolerance on random accelerator misalignments is given by 

[Sr, strut, i Sl'cdl \ \ / (28) 

(-iisir.,,1,1,,-),,,,.. < 2.r>;iin , 

for ^JI.SS - 2.b x l O - 1 . From K<|S. f^tj) iiiitl I 'JS) above, we spt> iliai l>»«' strut-lure 
toJ<T«nc«!s Anrl qufldrupo)*1 Aliftiiim'itl I<>IIT*M<C>. arc i oinjiarAoIr |in>vi<li'<l thai 
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^BNS ~" A)i that is, provided that the energy correlation needed for BNS clamping 
i- equal to the minimum energy spread in tin* linac. 

3.6.5 Compensation of Chromalir/Ws-kcficId Effects 

The alignment tolerances shown above assume that the trajectory is a random 
sequence of bumps. There in no particular reason that it has t« be random. l e t us 
far the moment ncgU-ct wakeficlds. Then it is possible to measure the trajectories 
for particles of different energy and choose a trajectory which yields a small dif
ference. Such a difference trajectory can he generated by scaling all the magnetic 
fields in the tinac by a small amount so that the entire beam has an effective 
energy which is changed. By choosing the corrector sequence to mimmizr this 
difference trajectory (as well as the actual trajectory), the dispersion generated 
by misalignments is cancelled locally. 

This technique is called dispersion-free correction. Provided that tin* beam 
position monitors have a precision the order of I pm, it is possible to essentially de
couple the qnadrupole misalignments from the dispersive elfects, Tlus itir-reascs 
the tolerances given in Eqfi. {2G) and (27) by an order of magnitude. 

When we include wakefields. the coherent motion is BNS damped and the 
incoherent motion gives rise to a random tail growth winch can be controlled by 
tight tolerances. All that really matters for this effect is the value of the oifset 
of the bunch within the structure. The offsets can be caused by two effects: 
misalignments of structures and trajectory offsets in structures. Tin: trajectory 
is under our control- therefor, it is possible to use a trajectory which cancels 
the wakefield ^fleets locally. Recently, it has been shown that by modifying the 
dispersion-free trajection technique, wc can obtain a trajectory which cancels hotli 
ihe wakefield effects and the energy variation of the trajectory. 

Finally, we arc- left wiili the misalignment:* of acrcderatiug junctures . The 
mosL straightforward technkur is to simply align the structure to ihe beam by 
using a Bf'M which is geometrically linked to ih<> ^truciure center. Such a 0PM 
could consist of simply measuring the transversa wakefields induced by the beam. 
One can use this information to either move the s t rudure or move the trajectory 
to minimize the wakchcM effects. Alternatively, for weak wakes, it i:- pimihh' to 
deliberately move th<* beam or the si r u n UP* to add a wake lie) J vvliirli canrrl* the 
eject of the rest of the accelerator 

3.6.6 fleam Tilt 

If there are P.F kicfc due to i-instruction errors in the accelerator sections, the 
tail of the beam receives a different kick than Lhe head. This can give a tilt to the 
beam. If we assume a random unrorrelated sequence of RF kicks, and compensate 
the center of \M bunv.h with dipole correctors, the tilt tolerance is given by 

(0im.)|A < «nfc > t m , ^ *M (jf) } < ^ • <2D) 

where 0 I t n i is the rms RF kick angle for a beam with energy ->tf. Na is Lhe number 
of accelerator sections, d>u is the phase angle of the transverse kick relative to the 
bunch, and o- is the bunch length. For the parameters for collider number one in 
Tabic 1, we have 

0 , m 6 < 2urad . (30) 

If such a kick is caused entirely by the systematic tilting of irises in an accelerating 
section (the bookshelf effect), then the tolerance on the systematic tilt angle of 
all the irises is given by 

O i m < 0 . 3 m r a d , (31) 

ii.dJ J i t ter and VibrAlhn: Motion Polsv u> Pulse 

Feedback is essential to handle the "slow" drift of x,j:\y,y\E. In practical 
cases it is possible to feedback at / £ ^ . This seta the scale for what we consider 
alow. Time variation has many sources in linear colliders, tor example: damping 
ring kicker j i t ter, power supply variations and ground motion. The jitLer of the 
kicker in the damping ring must be kept small compared to the natural divergence 
of the beam at the kicker. Tolerances in power supply variations are also set in 
many cases by tin* beam divergence, Th*1 effects of ground motion depend upon 
the design and assumptions for the motion. If the wakes are weak and chromatic 
effects are kept small, there is no fiUincruiatian. and the beam moves coherently 
from puis*- to pulse, If wakes are si rung, and there is a large spread of betatron 
wave number, there is li lamentation so that the beam size varies from pulse to 
pulstf with a smaller cenlroid motion. 



If we assume coherent motion, tlim for random magnet-to-magitet jitter the 
tolerance is 

opF ( 3 \"2 

larjLL.,,),,,,, < — \jfj • { 3 2 j 

< (0.04 )ff£ , 

where .F is the focaJ length of a lens. If, on the other hand, there is magnet
ic-magnet correlated motion of amplitude A T A , then the dominant, effect occurs 
when the wavelength A is equal to the betatron wavelength. However, since in the 
planned designs the betatron wavelength changes cc V ' 2 , the resonance is only 
temporary. If 2T/9, < X < 2«V?/-, then the tolerance? is given by 

^ I A < (0.1 toO.'»)<Tfl , 

where 7 is the energy at which 2JT£? = A. 

3.7 T H E F I N A L F O C U S 1 ' * 3 7 

At the end of each linear accelerator is a final focus system whose purpose is 
to compress the tiny bunches to sub-micron dimensions. To obtain the luminosity 
desired, the cross-sectional area of each bunch must be only a few hundred square 
nanometers. In addition, wc must focus it to the shape of aflat ribbon (rather than 
a string) in order to minimize the radiation emitted as the particles in the bunch 
encounter the intense electromagnetic field of the opposing bunch. These goals 
are accomplished by the use of a complex magnetic focusing system analogous (in 
reverse) to an optical telescope used to magnify distant objects. This system uses 
q u a d r u p l e magnets as focusing elements in a unique combination that provides 
a very large demagnification. 

A major problem is the so-called "chromatic" effect of the final quadmpole 
nagnets . Two parallel electron beams with different momenta entering a perfect 
quadrupeds magnet are brought to a focus at slightly different longitudinal posi
tions because the lower energy beam is bent slightly more than the higher energy 
beam by the magnetic field (see Fig. 1-1). For it not to affect the spot size, this 
shift of focal point must be smaller than 0', the depth of focus of the beam. Due 

High Energy 

Magnetic Lens 

Fig. 14. The "chromatic" effect of the final quadrupole focusing 
magnet. Particles of differing energy are focused to different loca
tions. 

to the requirement of flat or ribbon-shaped beams, this depth of focus is about 
100 microtis in the vertical dimension. 

Such a small depth o[ focus makes.- the chromatic effects particularly serious. 
The chromatic correction of the final quadruples is in fad the key to the final 
focus. Upstream of these quadrupoles. a combination of bending magnets that 
disperse the beam combined with nonlinear sejetupole magnets ensures that higher 
energy particles get a bit more focusing than lower energy particles. When a bunch 
arrives a t the last quadrupole, the chromatic effect of the magnetic field upon it 
is exactly canceled. 

The basic principles of the chromatic correction for particle beams have been 
known for about 30 years. Their first application in b. linear collider was in the 
SLC, where the beams are demagnificd by about a factor of HO, yielding spot 
sizes of about three microns. Because the de-magnification necessary in the NLC 
is about a factor of 300. however, the design of its final focus system will be 
substantially different from that of the SLC. 

In order to test such a next-gene ration final focus experimentally, an inter
national collaboration including SLAC. INI1. KEK, Orsay and DFSY has been 
formed to design and construct a Final Focus Test Ijcairi (FFTH) ai SLAC. 
This facility will use the SLC beam emerging straight ahead from the linai* as its 

source of electron bunches. 



Figure 15 shows i schematic of the location and layout of tin: FFTH, It is 
a scaled version of an NLC final focus, and as such, is t'ualiliLlivcly similar to 
NLC designs, A special feature of tlir design is that the rhromaticity-correclmg 
seKtupoles are grouped itt separate pairs, one for the horizontal dimension and erne 
for the vertical, '['his pair of magnets is arranged so that the nonlinear aberrations 
introduced arc cancelled, while the chromatic effc Is add. The bends shown in 
Fig. 15 horizontally disperse the different momenta in the beam so thai the sex-
lupoid give somewhat more focusing to the higher-energy particles. This addi
tional focusing is arranged s*i as to cancel the lack of focusing of the higher-energy 
particles in the final quad m poles. 
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Fig. J5. Tin- liM-aiHnt and seLnuaiir layout of the Final Funis Test ifc-aiu. 

The goal uf the FFTIJ i> to piinliier hunches. ..ilh Iran^versr djfiLeiitiiuus of 
00 nanonn-Lrrs |tij>h by 1 Hiifftui wide, Figure l(i >tiu\\> I In- vertical hfain M » -
plotted vf-rsus l ho vortical .1* at tin* IF, In iin ideal linear svstoiii. <IN discussed 

in Section 3.3, the beam size is just proportional to the square root of $*. This 
is shown as the dotted line in Fig. 16. If the bunch ha* Unite energy spread and 
with no correction, this linear decrease ia modified by chromatic aberrations no 
that the beam size reaches a minimum of about 1 /im (the solid line in Fig, 16). 
Finally, if the clmmiatir-correction sextupolcs arc powered and if the system is 
properly tuned and adjusted, the vertical beam size Follows the linear optics down 
to a size of about 60 nm before other high-order effects spoil the compensation 
(the dashed line in Fig, 16). 
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Fig. ]fi. Ueam size versus optical tuning fur uncorrected optics 
(Kolid). corrected optics (dashed) and linear optics {dotled). 

T • | j I' I will mil achieve the beam size necessary fur Sl.C due tit the lack 
of a. si ,..( -c hiiv-4'tnittan'e Mjurre, In fad, Ui achieve such low eiiiiUanre, we 
need the NI.C damping ring and i'mac 'Hie I'FTLJ iriH. hmvoirr. test the optical 
deriiagnitiration nocesMciry fur an N U \ hi fad, llir design J* for FFT 13 is identical 
to that for Xi.V. In addition to this primary goal, the rolUbi»ralion will use this 
facility In lest the alignment, stability and instruiurntatiuii requirements needed 
to achieve such small spots. 'I lie Final Fucus Test lieaui is a key lurnpounit of 
the worldwide research effort towards ihr N H ' . 
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3.7./ lit-Hm-Ufunt Mi-ft*" " 

When two oppositely-charged hunches collide al lite IP, the* intense electm 
magnetic field generated by llie hunches tends to mutually focus them. This 
leads to disruption of the bunch and in a pinch e'lbancement of the luminosity, 
the enhancement factor it/j was given ill F,q. {VI) (CIT the luminosity. Fur -"tjujui 
bunches, this enhancement can be quite* large (£ .ri); for Hal hunches, however. 
it is considerably reduced ( £ 1) because the pinch only occurs in one dimension. 
If, in addition, the bunches are misaligned relative in each other, the ceutxoids 
are attracted during the bunch passage. This leads to a two-).tream instability 
which for moderate disruption actually helps the collision process; if the hunches 
are misaligned, they bend lowaid each utlier And collide partially anyway. 

The combination of very high electromagnetic fields and high particle energy 
yields substantial amounts of synchrotron radiation known as beamstrahlung. The 
average energy luss due to bcamstrHhlnng ranges from I to .'JO percent in vaiious 
NLC designs. In extreme cases, many u\ these photons can subsequently generate 
electron-positron pairs in the iiilcn.M-eu-ciioiuagriclic fields present. The radiated 
photons or charged particles can strike detector components, causing undesirable 
backgrounds. 

The train of bunches on each cycle HIM> presenls a problem at the final focus. 
In order to have a separate channel for the outgoing disrupted hunch, collisions 
take place at a small angle. A* the hunches approach 1 he collision point, t hey feel 
the field from those bunches which are exiling and have already collided. This 
sequence of hunches can induce a uiuluhuuch kink instability which can f,\w 
trailing bunches to miss th interaction point. This ejfivl can be eoiitrolled by 
the charge per bunch ur hy the crossing angle. 

In practice, these beam-beam elfecls are wl,al impose the ultmiate limit* on 
the possible charge per hunch and lhu> on the luminosity. In the design described 
above, the luminosity limit is bypassed by using a shoit train of hunches, each 
with moderate total charge. 'Ibis approach allows LI„ to maintain the desired 
luminosity while keeping beam b'-.nii H i n t s under cnnirirl. 

A. Summary and Concluding Remarks 

In ihe previous sections *--.• have onllined the basic issues important in the 
design of a Next Linear Collider. "I , e energy can be obtained by esHentially 
con vent ion al means, with I he use of ItF accelerating s t ruc ture combined with 
high peak power KL source* klystron?, which are similar to those used presently 
in the SI.C. The key difference is the change of frequency by ii factor of 1. For 
the structures this change ot frequency presents no problem. Structures at 11.4 
CJHX have been constructed; i! imped and detuned slrud ures have been built or 
are being designed. The pown source is very close ir> realiza'ion. The klystron 
discussed in Section 'i.-J.l could easily provide enough power for the lower gradient 
option (option *J) in Table I. The KF pulse compression necessary to achieve the 
proper pulse length has been tested and has behaved as theory would indicate. 

The luminosity of the Next Linear Collider is perhaps the more difficult proU 
lem. To reach I In* desired levels of 1 0 " - 10 M cm -sec" ' , it is necessarv to 
compress the beam spot to a few hundred square lumomeier.. This situation 
is forced upoji us by ennscrval ion of energy: the wall-plug power must be kt-pl 
within reasonable bounds. In spite of ;lir small si lie required, many of the toler
ances can be brought to conventional Value* when compensation techniques are 
applied. Many of the issues of producing small spots will be addresser] hy the 
Final Focus Test Brain. 

The secorif) major component lo the hmmio*i1y increase is tin- arceh-ralion 
of many bunches on each machine cyde. This increases the elli'i«*ncy of the 
collider but also introduces niaii\ complications throughout all the >iib>ystems. 
F.xperience has been gained at the SI.C which accelerates tlm-e bunches on each 
cycle, and also at all long ]in]>e iinacs which accelerale i-umelurics thousands of 
bunches on each ryc|e. Thus far. no fundaitienta] problems have been discovered 
which would preclude the acceleration of trails of hunches 

To conclude, the outlook fur obtaining both llie energy and luminosity of a 
Next Geneiatiun Linear Collider is btighi. Fiovided that the cnginemiig effort 
on the power source is successful, an NLC design could hnoiue a iealii\ by tin-
mid l!WUs. 
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1. Introduction: the CKM Triangle 

The bottom quark should need no introduction. Other than the undiscovered 

top quark, it is by Tar the most fashionable1 of the six. There is good reason for 

this. It is bottom-quark behavior which holds out tin* most, hope of measuring 

and understanding some- of the most fundamental and delicate parameter* of the 

standard model those having to do with the origin of clcctrowcak mixing and 

thereby in all probability also the origin of quark mass. Also interwoven into this is 

the subject of CI* violation, and its proposed interpretation in terms ofelectrowrak 

mixing. 

Iti (his section we shall review the baairs of clcctroweak mixing and how it 

is impacted by the study of fr-quark properties. There arc by now many lecture 

series and workshop proceedings devoted to tins topic,lex .reFs ' so 1 will not try 

to be comprehensive, buL only hit sonic highlights. 

The parameters of eleclroweak mixing are defined by the amplitudes for W 

decay into quark-antiquark final states." TJirrr h no select ion rule operative other 

thati charge conservation and Un* V-A structure of the weak interaction llaniillo-

nian. Therefon\ we essentially have 

v i- i-
\,4 \„ U 
lid Vt3 \'u 

The nine quantities \'(jq form a 3 * 3 matrix with complex entries, and it is a 

principal task of experimejj] lo determine them. HowewT fmm the paint of view 

of standard model theory, there is an additional restriction required for consist cue v 

of the dertroweak gauge theory, namely that the main* \' be unitary. The reason 

U.O 

For I>ii=« will be elaborated upon later, but here we only note that the unitaritv 

restriction reduces the eighteen real parameters in V down lo nine. There arc five 

further reductions having (o do with the fact that the rhoice of phase given to Lhe 

quark fields or wave functions are arbitrary. Thl* looks like elimination of six more 

parameters, but the number is only five, because a common phase rotation of all 

sis quark fields leaves l" unaffected. 

riic bottom line is that in the standard model there are four independent real 

parameters in the matrix I to tfriermine, ft is natural to use as those parameters 

objects already accurately measured or with potential to be accurately measured 

in the future. A very natural phase rhoice for the elements oF V is to choose 

the diagonal elements as real positive. This is because each is close in magnitude 

to unity (at least if we assume the uniiariiy constraint!), and in the limit of nn 

mixing il is almost obligatory to let V Approach the unit matrix. Tins leaves 

two other phase rhoires to make. The next to diagonal elements in the upper 

right are important ones experimentally, and we choose them to be real positive as 

well. VU3 is ihe sine of the t 'abbibo angle; well-measured and quite overdetermined 

through the many studies of strange particle weak decays, l^, governs the dominant 

semileplonic decays of the D into rhann final slates. The lifetime and branching 

ratio measurements already determine its magnitude to about 20% and prospects 

for future improvements are good, as we will elaborate upon later in these lectures. 

With the phase choices out of the way. we see thai l ' u j , in general com

plex, together with the magnitudes of l u 1 and Vri,, provide a convenient set of 

four independent parameter.* lo describe the* purportedly unitary matrix 1" (called 

the Kohayoshi Ma^kawa KM matrix, or better the ("KM matrix in recognition 

oF ('abihhn's earlier contributions to the development of the ideas o r eleetroweak 



mixing). Then the determination of the remaining parameters of the matrix using 

umtarity is straightforward. First get V»j (which is real) by demanding the norm 

of the first row of the matrix be unity. Then gel Vcj (which is complex) by de

manding orthogonality of the first and second rows. (This ia two real equations.) 

This must be done together with determination of l ' M via the norm condition on 

the second raw. While in general this could entail ugly algebra, in practice things 

are completely straightforward because of the smallness of the off diagonal ele

ments and the fact they decrease rapidly as onr departs further from the diagonal. 

The same situation holds for the elements of the third row. Orthogonality with 

the second row determines Vt§ to rather good accuracy. The norm condition on 

the third row essentially determines Vtf, to be very near unity, and the remaining 

conditions, orthogonality of first and third rows, provide the mast delicate and 

interesting relation: 

KdVu + K.K + V,iV£ = 0. (1.2) 

To good approximation this is 

l ^ + V w - ^ ' r t (1-3) 

where we use 

U J ^ Vft a* 1 

This is conveniently depicted as a triangle relation in the complex plane (Fig. 1). 

It appears ever more frequently in the literature, and perhaps in a decade or two 

Figure 1. The unitarily iriangle. 

it may penetrate the hallowed pages of th« Particle Data Group compilations. In 

any case for practical purposes we can regard the matrix (assuming its unitaritylt) 

to be reasonably well determined with the exception of the Vui element—especially 

its phase—and hence also the Vfd element as well. Thus a good representation for 

the matrix is 

/ 0.97 0.22 Vn \ 

i-'S? I -0 .22 ^ 0.044 VJ6 0.97 0.044 (l.. ri) 

\ Vtd -D.043 - 0 , 2 2 1 ' J i 1 . 00 / 

where we have availed ourselves of some recent experimental numbers. The status 

of the uniiarity triangle will be discussed later. 

However, before getting into the details of that phenomenology, it is appro

priate to recall whore this matrix is supposed to originate. It is in the depths of 

the Hi*gs sector of the electroweak theory, in particular the piece of the action re-



sponsible for quark mass- This is supposed to occur via Yukawa coupling of the 

quarks to a complex Higg* li<"ld *- VVc write tliis as follows: 

W Y i k - f f L + G ' l i + k-e- (I-61 

Here 0 is a matrix of Higgs fields which is nonirivial only in weak isospiu space-; 

it is diagonal in the 3-dimensional "generation space." That is. we may write 

«t> = / / -+ (T - tit ( ! . " ) 

with four independent real components. / / is the physical JMggs degree of free

dom and the three IT'S are "eat^n" l>y the gauge degrees of freedom accenting to 

the Higgs mechanism. The tc's become tne gauge-hoson longitudinal degrees of 

Freedom. The electroweak SU(2) rotations act on this matrix from the left 

* - * T * (1.8) 

ao that $ transforms as a doublet a>s it should, while 

is an 5L r (2)i invariant coinhiuation. Tin- coupling matrix C," is noiitrivial in flavor 

space hut does not set- tin- Sl'{'2)i_; it is an invariant. Hut it is mi ugly invariant: 

iL is as general as it could possibly he. Il is Lest lu write oul the matrices * and 

G' in 6 x G form to really SIT what they look like. 

The JWd * is suppose to undergo ttptwlaneou? symmetry breakdown, r e . , 

develop a classical vacuum expectation value due to its self-interactions. The 

expectation value is diagonal in our notation: 

{ * ) - (//) s i - = 2.|fiGcV fl.10) 

and turns the original quark lliggs Yukawa coupling into a mass term. 

wit h 

M' = (*)(•; ' . (1.12) 

The message here is that the origin of mass in the standard model is to be traced 

to the presence of Yukawa couplings of t|jo quarks to the Iliggs degrees of freedom, 

Tin' pfriiliar values of the quark masses are a consequence of the peculiar values 

of the corresponding Yukawa miiplings to which they are proportional. 

Mul where does the mixing come from? It is that the matrix 0" need not he 

diagonal nor hertiiilian nor symmetric under interchange of up and down degrees 

of freedom. A lot of diagonal iziug: <-'an l»e ,i;id i* done on <7'. One writes 

cl-\,<;v]t (1.13) 



with G diagonal- But one must cherk whether the rest of the electroweak La-

grangian commutes with this diagonal iza Lion procedure. One place where it does 

not is in the quark IV coupling, which dfpendn on weak, isoapin: 

(1.14) 

We see that the matrix Vj;, which depends upon r 3 , will not commute with T+ or 

T~, which are the couplings or the charged W to the quarks- It is advised to write 

the coupling of the quarks to the W+ explicitly in 6 x 6 matrix form to see how 

this works. The relevant matrix lunm out to be 

V ° Vi„n/ 

c 

t 
d 

where Vm and V j , 
W , 

, lire 3 x 3 unitary 3ubmatrires. Then 

( 
"•J/2 

(1.15) 

\» VLJ \rf«- -«*ft) \ o W 
(1.16) 

: 1 ' l V i (1.17) 

[tl contemplating the origin of Vt it is clear from this point of view one must 

contemplate the origin of C, or e^uivalently the mass matrix 

M' = (+)G' = G'v. (1.18) 

This is not so easy, because the mass matrix (which need not be hertnitian) is 

diagonalized not only by V*/, but also Vp. a matrix about whtJi we have no exper

imental information. And only the CKM combination VupV^ma of Vi appears in 

the data as well. Nevertheless things can be done; most of this will however be 

left for the reader to work out. Some extra assumptions are typically needed to 

do this. A popular ansaLz is that the mass matrix have "Fritzsch texture," i.e., i' 

takes the form3 

/ 0 m > c 0 \ / 0 mj , 0 \ 
M„' p= m « 0 ™ci Wd'™„= I " r i 0 m ) 8 . (1.19) 

\ 0 mlc m, / \ 0 mi, mi / 

My own preferred attack is a little different. Because the off diagonal elements of V 

arc small, one is tempted to assume the same for M'. Then low order perturbation 

theory can be used to determine the elements of A/' from those of V. One writes 

to first order 

V'i = 1 + iA'i 

»'H = 1 + I'A'J[ (1.20) 

M ' = .!/ + m 



with m having only off diagonal elements. Then. because V^ diagonalizes the 

hcrmitian matrix M'M'*. 

i [ f f i . - V ] a A / T n ' + m A / 11-21 > 

From this one gets three useful relations: 

v -;tk-L ••!• > - ( m J . A , » + mUMi) (m. cAf. -+ m;„A/ a ) 
f..-'(Ai,-AJ- M}-M} AJ= - A/3 

a /'"'•fa _ 5^A 
~ I, M, Mc j 

(1.23) 

To go further requires more assumptions. My oven favorite guess is that all impor

tant off-diagonal terms of M1 reside in the down quark matrix. This leaves their 

numerical values all in the 10s to 100s of MeV. (If this is truer fur the up-quark 

off-diagonal mass-matrix elements, they m d w l are not very important contribu

tions to the CKM mixing) Provided the mass matrix is anywhere tn-ar hermit i an, 

ono gets to good approximation 

n :\r, 25 \ /-i o u \ 
|A/d 0w n | =« ? 151) lioO I MeV | . l /„pl= 0 1500 0 MeV . 

\ ? ? 5000 / \ 0 0 140,000/ 

0-24) 

Notice that in any case the only information on ih«* mas* matrix is on the elements 

above the diagonal; the remaining elements are sensitive to \'a. 

There is an amusing corollary which follows from this pin* a coupU* more 

assumptions. Suppose that the mass matrix is hermitian and that all off diagonal 

elements are pure imaginary. (This is an old suggestion of Studi. 4 ) Then it turns 

dijl (the demonstration is left to the reader) that the unita.-ity triangle is to very 

good approximation a right triangle, with 7 = 90°. (To get this nsul t , one must 

go beyond first-order perturbation theory in the size of the off diagonal elements.) 

This result does not deserve to he taken very seriously. Hut what is vital is to 

gel a better handle on the origin of the peculiar properties o. the mass matrix. It 

tfosczves everyone"*s html cffarls. 

Also, one must not forget that tli^ assumed uniiarity of tht 1 CKM matrix 

is just that—an assumption. It is easy to find models where that is not true. 

IVrh&ps (.he most iL&Lura.L way of doing Uutt is to introduce extra down quarks 

which are electroweak singlets [this happens naturally in G I T theories such as 

K(6)] but which mix with the usual quarks. 5 N'f and Silverman 6 have given a very 

nice analysis of the simplest situation, when- only UIH" rxlra down quark mixes 

significantly with the other three. Evidently there will be a l x l mixing matrix 



which is unitary, although the 3 x l l suhmatrix will not be. The unitarity condition 

becomes 

V.,,V.l + V..K + V.bV,\ + VuDV,-D = 0 11-M) 

which leads to A unitarity quadrangle (Fig. 2) 

The extra segment is constrained in a variety of ways. And one might a priori not 

expect it to be especially large. But the effects on CP violation measurements in 

the B system can nevertheless be big. It is a little premature to discuss them here, 

but this point must be kept in mind as we go along. 

Figure 2. A unilarity <|Wi<J"ingle-

The sides and angles of Lhe unitarity triangle have a direct experimental mean

ing- H is best to normalize the base to V'UJ by dividing all sides by Vc±. Then the 

other two sides are more closely related to experimental observations. Evidently 

VubfVcb ' s measured by the ratio of charmless to charmed semileptonic decays. 7 

t w i t W s 
— > r w w * — > • •.—-^AAAAf—*•-

+-^hwL . ^ i t yv j , 
3 * i ? 7 y 

Figure 3. Mt'chanium of ii - ~B mixing. 

The other side ideally is measured via comparison of Bd — i ? j mixing with that of 

the Bs. This is clear from the diagrams shown in Fig. 3, assuming they are the 

dominant contri bit tors to the mixing. The formula for the mixing probability goes 

like 

(AAf}g, = I Vgl" [QCD matrix element^ _ I V ^ l 2 

[&M)B, I Vt, [ IQCD matrix element], * J V(9 \ [ £ 1 ) 

and so the ratio of the mixing probabilities leads to a lot of cancellation of theo

retically uncertain factors. At present, one relies on best estimates of the separate 

factors to get at the value. The result is shown in Fig. 4 for an assumed top quark 

mass of 160 G R V . There is much adt> about the best fits which 1 do not choose here 

^o discuss. 8 My own view is that there is plenty of uncertainty in how the triangle 

will loot, most of il theoretical. 

Direct observation of the angles of the triangle requires CP-violation experi

ments to be performed. 5 The angle beta, for example, is what is measured in the 

premier CP violation experiment Bd -* \l>+ AV One compares the time-dependent 

decay of a tagged Wj with that of a tagged Bd- Standard mixing theory {ignoring 

quite justifiably 1 0 lifetime mixing) gives for the state which at initial time is pure 



Fijule 4. Allowed region for wicJl of unitaj-jtj' triangle hi mt= 160 GcV, F>om 

Rtf. 8. 

|ft(e)> - [lft>«• T 2 " >•* P . ) * » ^ ] « " n / 2 (i-28) 

where \ is of modulus unity, with its phase being the phase of the mass mixing 

term, 

> | |ft> = - y Ift) + fa | ~ | ft) |ft> • (1-29) 

Note that with our phase convention this has the phase of the square of V,j. The 

i?d decay amplitude into the &~K3 CP eigenstate is then 

M(Bd - ^A'.; = Aio [ K * C W ^ 2 £ ± a K c ; s i n ^ ] <T r ' / 2 (1.30) 

where we have taken out the CKM element from the decay amplitude. Thus doing 

the same thing for the antipartide gives 

= ATQ |. isih^sinAmf] e ' 

(1.31) 

= Wo[l ±sinisinAmi) e~ r ' . 

Only VIJ has significant phase content in our convention, so that the effect depends 

upon 

<* = 2ArgV1J = 2o\ (1.32) 

In a very similar way it can be seen that the angle a at the top of the unitarity 

triangle is measured hy the decay B{ — jr + 1 . Here the factor Vti in the decay 

amplitude is replaced by Vui, and its additional phase changes the observable phase 

to twice a, 

sin 6 = sin(2Arg Vu - 2Arg Y„b) = sin(23 + 2 7 ) = -»m2r> . fj.33) 

The phase 7 is the hardest to get at. The decay B, - • pK, is a candidate; here 

the only relevant phase is contained in the factor l ' s S in the decay amplitude. 



In alt these examples, we have used U ~ li mixing, together with decay into a 

CP cigenslate, as the technique for seeing the CP violation. There are other possi

ble attacks as well, in particular parliclr-anii|>artic]e branching ratio differences. 

r(/.f- F)±x(n -*T) . (].:») 

These typically utilize the existence of uPe.nguin r diagrams. Unfortunately there 

will be no time in these lectures to d i s cus Penguin processes. 

2. Somileptonic Decays 

As we indicated in the previous section, the quest for observation of CP vi

olation in 6-decay processes la the rentral reason for the great experimental and 

lh&_retieal-interest in the subject nowadays. Bui there is a long way to go be

fore getting there, and much should be measured and understood 0:1 the way. C P 

violation studies in the fr-system. if possible a:, all. should turn out to be an ex

perimental program and not just an isolated discovery experiment. There are a 

variety of modes competitive m sensitivity which probe afferent features of the 

unitarity triangle (or quadrilateral). It therefore is especially important to have as 

good a grip on the overall phenomenology of & decays as possible. A large, well 

understood data base is e*t :.*nt,ial in optinuKing. the vield of information pinntiblp 

to obtain on CP-vinlating processes. And already we see important parameters of 

the CKM matrix limited by theoretical systematic errors. So I here will be some 

emphasis in these lectures on the underlying phenomenology. Tin- natural starling 

point is semileptonic decays. 

Scmilrptonic i-decay pn: cesses are expected to he especial'y clean theoreti

cally. The reason )s the same as for kaon decays or charm particle decays, although 

there is some basis for hope that the heavy 6-quark mass may allow certain non-

leplouic decays to be comparable in cleanliness to semileptonic decays. The theorv 

of semileptonic- decay plieiunin-Tia i» especially active nowadays, thanks to th" on 

tributions of Isgur and Wise (Wisgur) ." They have shown that in the formal limit 

of infinite b- and r-quark mass, the phenomenology is greatly simplified. To me 

this holds out the promise of a relatively model-independent approach to t .se 

processes. While the predictions of the limiting case may not be highly iccurii.. v 

there is most likely a well defined set of first-order corrections; the n,odeI depen

dence is then hopefully relegated to these corrections. 

So I will h*sc the discussion her* on the Wjsgur limiting case; it at least has 

the advantage ff clarity arid simplicity. The basic ideas are very simple: what is 

surprising is tha i they lead to such strong consequences. They are 

1. As the i -quark mass becomes very largf\ a Z?-meson becomes a cannonbal). 

It is very hard lo change its velocity; a very large momentum transfer is 

needed and only perturbalive mechanisms (hard gluons or electro weak tran

sitions) can do that, 

2. QCD exists in the limit: noshing terribk* seems LP occur. It is like setting 

the mass of a nucleus to infinity in QKD atomic physics. 1" 

3. The spin degree of freedom of the b quark decouples from the dynamics in 

the limit because the color hyperfim* interaction scales inversely with the 

heavy quark mass. 

-1. Therefore there are new symmetries m the spectrum of stairs of the hadrons 

containing a f> quark; all members of a hyperfinr multiple! have the same 

mass in the limit. In particular the psi-udosralar li becomes degenerate with 

the vector li* in I he limit (actually they are believed to be split by 50 McV). 



5- In the limit, Llie flavor label of the heavy quark, e.g., b va. c becomes 

irrelevant; hence a new flavor symmetry emerges as well. 

The simplifications to the phenomenology occur for two reasonB. The fir*l is 

that in the limit the semileptonic matrix elements can depend only on the velocities 

of B and D (or X)'), not separately on momenta and mass. The second simplifica

tion comes from the Wisgur liyperfine symmetry. Spin rotation of the fr-quark is a 

symmetry operation; usinr it one can relate matrix elements of B to D* to those 

of B to D. 

Let us begin with the B -* D + e + v decay. It is just like /<ej decay as far as 

kinematics is concerned. Normal contentions put the matrix element o1' the weak 

current (pure vector; no axial contribution) in the following general farm: 

{D\VP\B)= ^ D B B ^ V X ^ s + ̂  + ^ f ? 2 ) ? , , ] • (2.1) 

There are two form factors as shown, but only F+ contributes because 

l-J'^'i^-Pp^J^^O. (2.2) 

We now compare this with the expression resulting from the in finite-mass limit 

requirement: 

(2.3) 

There are two changes. One is rather superficial; Lhe traditional \f\j2E normal

ization factors for the wa-T functions arc replaced by y/M/'2E. This form depends 

only on the Lorentz y of the heavy meson, as appropriate for the limit. A more vi

tal change is the appearance of only o.ie form factor- This occurs for a combination 

of two reasons. The first is that only the combination P^/M - vpy the invariant 

velocity, can appear in the matrix element. The other is that matrix element of 

the vector current between B and D at a given velocity transfer has to equal the 

matrix element of the vector current 

(2.4) 

between B' and B for the same velocity transfer. This happens because the spec

tator system of light valence quark and itn accompanying cloud of gluons and qq 

pairs cannot distinguish between a b- and c-quark source; the flavor label carries no 

dynamical information in the infinite mass limit. But the elastic B matrix element 

is characterized by only one form factor. 

Notice the remarkable feature that a form factor for a process involving a 

timclike momentum transfer is related to one with spacelike momentum transfer. 

Che synthesis occurs because what matters is velocity transfer. The i^.arian'. 

velocity transfer is 

•-}"'->•-;(£-£)' 
Am! for the weak transition of interest this is related to q- im follows: 

r ^ - ( A ' * - ' " < (2.6) 

4MaMv 

When t vanishes, ihe (timelike) momentum transfer to the dilcpton is maximized: 

the mass of the dilepton is just the H I) mass dilfrrrncr. In lliis limit, thn /> or D* 

file:///f/j2E


remains at rest (in the B rest frame) and there is no recoil motion of the spectator 

system. 

This procedure does not reduce the number of independent vector and axial 

B —* D* matrix elements, of which there are four. However these all get related 

to the above form factor using the Wisgur symmetry. The direct way of getting 

this result is to relate B-tv-D* matrix elements to fi-to-0 matrix elements by 

applying a spin rotation to the D* in its rest frame. The easy way is to use 

S, = fd*xc\x)otc[x) (2.7) 

which is a symmetry operator, i.e., commutes with the Hamilton!an, in the infinite 

mass limit. One easily finds (up to Annoying phase conventions) 

SAD) = \\D*)^ Ss | D - ) l o n g - 5 W - 12-8) 

Thus 

* ( A W W #> = 2 (D \SMJ#\ B) = 2{D \[S^JA\ B) = (D | j ; | B) {'!<)) 

and Llie commutator can be evaluated explicitly for any choice of current, yielding 

a matrix element of some other current operator between B and D. Upon doing 

this repeatedly, one finds that all the form factors indeed can be determined in 

terms of the single (normalized) form factor introduced above. 

We shall not go through that line of argument in any detail, bui instead write 

down the answer in a compact form which pillows further generalization. 1 : : 

( D o r f l - W / J ) = ^ ^ g T r r j , B / , . (2.10) 

In this formula, each of the factors is a. 4 x 4 Dirac matrix. The matrix 3 is the 

wave function of the initial ii. 

Were the initial s ta te a P*t is would be replaced by 7 * e, with epsilon the polar

ization vector of the B'. The matrix D \t defined similarly 

T> = 7 € ^ S 12.12) 

The matrix for the current it Ty for vector, etc. The remaining matrix p represents 

the physics of t he spectator system, namely the amplitude that the Light-quark 

spectator system for the B is carried away by the D or D* without additional 

hadron emission, h is dependent upon the B and D, D* four-velocities (and 7 ma

trices), and some routine Dirac algebra shows that it can be reduced to a multiple 

of the unit matrix and factored out of the trace. It is just the form factor, depen

dent won the invariant velocity transfer, introduced above. The reader is urged to 

work out the results for the B -» I), D* matrix elements from the trace formuL to 

see how easy it is—and to verify the B —* D example we already derived in detail. 

More general matrix elements can likewise be written down immediately using 

the trace formalism: 

(D or I T ; * , . . . *„ [ J , I B) = J ^ ^ . T r V JtBplv, v * ; * , . . . * . ] . (2,131 

Only the obji'ct p changes; it in general depends on all the v ' i a b l r s defining the 

extra particles in the final state; it in the spectator system w lich iH responsible Tor 

their emission, because: tlw heavy <[uark dynamics—in the infinite mass limit we 



use here—is trivial. In the general case p will be a nontrivial 4 x 4 matrix, and 

carries with it the nature of the correlation of the D, D* final state variables with 

the remaining ones. 

The formalism for charmless final states is similar. For the general process, 

one simply writes 

(ki...kn\Jil\B)=Jj^TrJltB^v-kl...ktl). (2 .14) 

An important application, noted by Wise , 1 4 is that the same formula applies for 

the processes 

B-* { t | . - -*„} + £ + " (2.15) 

and 

D - t {*• - . - M + <" + " - ['2.16) 

Therefore the measurement of seinhYptonic (Cabibbo forbidden- D dV-ays into 

charmless, nonstrange final states gives one information, in this limit, on semilep-

tonrc B decays into the same (inal state. The information is only partial, because 

the invariant mass of the final liadron system must in the former rase be small (in 

practice not much more than a GeV) while in the latter case it can be quite a bit 

largr-. 

A simple example of a charmless final state is nothing at all, nanuly the pure 

leptonic decays. Here one writes 

(2.17) 

V EB MB 

where <s is again proportional to the unit Dirac matrix, in fact just a number. The 

usual way of writing these decay amplitudes is in terms of the decay constant 

{W\B)~-j^FBP%. (2.18) 

The relation between them is 

F, = - £ - (2.19) 

so ;hat the sraling-law is ( m a s s ) " 1 ' - . This is a well known piece of folklore for the 

lattice Q d ) community, amongst o thers . 1 5 There is some skepticism on whether 

this asymptotic behavior is "precocious"1; laltice calculations (iiol lo mention ex-

ppnments) are the best hope for an answer. 

Another important application mav eventually be lo the b —* s flavor changing 

neutral current ("Peniinin") processes, where the matrix elements can be related 

to the dominant semileptonk D dr-c^v amplitudes." 1 Yet another application is for 

harynnir semilepionir decays. 1 ' For the principal A& —> A, mairix elements, the 



formalism it* very simple, because these states have no hyperfine partners to mix 

with. Therefore the matrix dements are simply 

{kl..,kntAc\Jr\\i)~^!~WP'hr(\-iMnnv'-v-<h..kn)> (2.20) 

The spectator system has the quantum numbers of a apinlesa diquark, so there is 

no correlation between it and the heavy quark system other than the dependence 

on initial and final velocities. The spin correlation properties of the A* And A c 

should be just like the structureless heavy quarks within them, independent of the 

remaining light-h&dron final state accompanying it! 

For tlic elastic transition when no additional particles arc emit Led, the form 

factor depends again only on the invariant velocity transfer introduced before, and 

at t = 0 the form factor must be normalized to unity, because the spectator diquark 

is unaffected by the transition. 

In all these cases\ the consequences of the Wisgur limit can be written down 

for the most general matrix elements. Therefore it is also possible to consider the 

<xm sequences for inclusivr quantities, i.e., squared matrix elements summed over 

a set of final states. As an example here we consider the baryonic semileptonic 

decays, because they &rr simplest, and also because to my knowledge the results for 

this case have no | yet been written down elsewhere. We saw ahove that the matr ix 

elements factojizc into *. kinrmatic piece involving spinor products, multiplied by 

a form farlur depending upon llie spin less spn uitor* ^ti i the emiiird pions. *»ir. 

The decay widlli then has the structure 

i « , ( A j ^ A f + ^ . . . i - B ) = d r « ' | ^ M . * ' ^ f r | . . . f r . . ) | I n 5 ^ ^ (2.21) 

where 

Wo = (jf\Vo\2 - ~ WYttV- - isMp)h»{ i - iM2 

(2.22) 

Now sum over all hadronic final states of given final mass W and over all diteptan 

states of fixed, mass <j 

W = p' + Efci 

g = t + v (2.23) 

W2 = (M' + <)2. 

In the infinite mass limit, the fc, within the momentum conserving delta-function 

can be safely neglected, and a straightforward calculation then gives the differential 

width as 

where dVtj is the expression for u..- differential width in the free quark limit (it 

eventually goes as Af/), and where the structure function w(T, t) is defined as 

*•<«..•.';<) 3 £ {^lS^lFivy'•k, •k")i,s(fyv'~<) •(22s) 

lor a fixed velocity transfer f we must expect that the important values of IV will 

involve only a finite amount of excitation, i.e., a finite value of «. The physics 



is that the spectator diquark, originally at rest, must respond to its heavy-quark 

""nucleus," suddenly mowng sway at a finite (possibly retativiatic, but still finite} 

velocity ot 7- The response will include emission of hadrons, but few if any with 

gamma larger than that of the receding heavy quark. A qualitative estimate of the 

energy of the extra emitted h&drans in the Aj rest frame (or for that matter in the 

A e rest frame) is 

e~{™<l iq U M k) -7 = ( / n d i v i l l k ) w V e {rn diqU«k) (1 - 2 ^ ) • (2,26) 

Notice that the physics of this structure funcl:-»n i* different from the usual deep-

inelastic structure-function physics. It is the response of the entire spectator to 

the acceleration of its heavy-quark source, not its response to the acceleration of 

one of its constituents. 

The formula above has the structure of the spectator model of heavy flavor 

decays. And the spectator model would be recovered were there a sum rule for the 

structure function u>, 

/ rfew((,0 = 1 . (2.27) 

Then the decay width, differential in ?, i.e., differential in the final-state dilepton 

mass q, would be identicrU to that calculated in the free quark model. This has 

VAVS been regained as an inevitable consequcriee of the heavy-quark limit. If no 

constraints are put on the final state, the physics of the decay is controlled solely 

by wuat happens at •' . 

The sum rule can be shown to be true. This will not be done in detail here. 

A way of getting it is to start with an equaj-time current commutation relation 

known to be true 

[ ^ ( r .O) , J 6(0)J = M0)63{?) (2.23) 

with 

J„{x) = c(x)ltlb{i) Jll=hf.b-clllc (2.201 

and putting it between At states. Contributions of so-called r-graphp need to 

be included, but when the dunt settled the sum rule written down above iudped 

emerges. Extraction of the elastic contribution gives the result 

1 = I H ' ) ! 3 + / dtv(<J). (2,30) 
o 

inelutic chtnneb 

At zero velocity transfer this reduces to I = 1, because we already know (or should 

know) that the elastic Aj to A c form factor is normalized to unity there. The first 

derivative of the sum rule evidently relates the slope of the form factor to the sum 

of inelastic contributions to the width. This is analogous to the Cabibbo-Raditat i 

sum rule for ordinary current algebra sum rules." 

Similar results exist for the mesonic transitions. 1 3 The factorization structure 

only emerges after summation over D and D* in the final states (but no average 

over B and B* in the initial s tate is necessary). The contribution of the elastic 

channels to the sum is a little different and reads 

l = ( l - / ) | f ( T ) | * + / dtwict). (2.31) 
•nelutic 



Again there i» a Cabibbo-Radicati ram rule: 

'•'flk.-j i + I*.*: (2.32) 

It evidently demands tha t the radius of the form factor exceed 1/2. (From the 

analyticity of F, we expect a radius of order unity.) 

It is perhaps useful here to record the separate contributions to the differential 

width from the D* longitudinal D*-, and transverse D*, since experiments can 

eventually sort these out via angular correlation measurements. Use of the trace 

formula yields the M&\L\L« 

B^D'L; WL 
M+iL^rrf \F(T)\'S{i) 

B~D>T: ^ . ( ^ I j i l + i l l f , ^ , , , , 

fl-A'oW- WL+2Wr 

(2.33) 

Hrre we have used the Lorentz boost -[ instead of t in the formulae. Tin? rvtovdt 

f ' us are 

1 = I - 2( 

. Ml + Ml 
lm~~ 2MBMD 

(2.34) 

— value of 7 at end point of spectrum 

[q1 = 0; 2cro dilepton mass). 

Most of theae contributions have endpoint zeroes; the exception ia that For the 

longitudinal D*. Normalising the others to it and plotting t b * results g iv« » simple-

pattern. Comparison with model calculations (Fig. 5) yields good agreement, with 

the most important discrepancy occurring in the ratio of D to longitudinal D* at 

the maximum velocity transfer, J . C , when g a = 0. 

As yet there is not enough data on this kind of thing in the B system to provide 

constraints on the theory. But there are analyses for D —• K,K*lv transitions, 

sortie quite r**cent. 1 9 f 2° ft is of interest to »"« whether these ideas apply at all, 

despite having to assume that the strange quark is heavy. {Maybe heavier is good 

enough.) Here there seems to be trouble in the comparison with Lhose model 

calculations which go along lines parallel to the infinite-mass limit approach. 

The Fermilab photoproduclion experiment E691 has recently completed an 

analysis of the angular correlation structure in, this process. 2 1 They express the 

weak matrix clement as follows 



is y 

Figure 5. Predicted rsijo* of temileptanic partis) widths. The solid line i* from 

Wisgur; CSW sod GISW a n Rcfe 21 and 22, respectively 

fyEE-{K'ip1,l\J,\ D(p)) = (A/ + m ' ) / 4 1 ( , 2 ) « „ 

(2.35) 
2-4jfoJ) a,K(^> 

and find for the three form factors th*- values 

.4,(0) = 0.46 ±0.06 ±0-03 

.4..(0) ^ 0 . 0 ± 0 . 2 ±0-1 (2.36) 

l-'(0) - 0 . 9 ± 0 . 3 ± 0 . 1 . 

The infinite-mass limit results are easily worked out and give for these the expres

sions 

A,--=L- ("D"i'tP°.-fK-)»l-» (2-37) 

In iddition, the 12 —• D scmilcptonic transition form factor F+ also has been 

measured by Lin* same group, with the result 1 9 

F+(Q) = 0.8 ±0 .05 ± 0 . 0 6 . (23$) 

Tins is not loo f r from the expectation in ihe infinite mass limit: 

M O = £ * + =£U l.? . ,,.39, 

In any casr we sec trouble. The ratio of ,4 2 to V. expected to he unity in the 

Wisgur limit, is apparently considrrably smaller. This also seems to be the case 
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for the other axial form factor .-1*. whose ratio to r + also seems lo be considerahly 

too small. In Tahle I, as presented by the K691 collaboration, one set's that (he 

explicit model calculations also suffer from the same ('isfa.se as the iiifinitcMiia&i 

limit approach. 

Table 1 E691 

Models 

IS flW OS KS 

M'.0) - . 4 | ( W 

MO) - / M C i 

V(0) - »•'((»«) 

0.46 — O.M 

0.0 

0 . 9 - 1.2 

0.6 - 1.0 

0.8 - 1.0 

1.1 - 1.4 

Isgur" 
Srora 

0.9 — 1.1 

1.2 - 1.4 

1.3 - 1.7 

Bauer" 
VVirM 

O.S — 0.9 

O.li - 0.7 

1 5 - 1.9 

Oilman 2* 
Singli'ton 

1.0 — 1.2 

1.0 - 1.2 

1.0 - 1.3 

K<)ern(T-f' 
SchuU-r 

IL is a litllr hard to assess iho robustness of the Kfi-!>1 result, since it depends 

upon a difficult likelihood analysis involving a function of several variables. flu I 

Ihcie does appear to be a seriou*. problem here, and I cannot set* an easy fix. 

Will ihe infinite-mass. Wisgur limit turn out ' o be of use? I find it a very 

promising development. If the corrections can be systematized, then the model 

dependence of the predict ions is relegated to that of the correct ioti terms. The value 

of the method will end uji being dopendf-.it on the size of those rorreriiuns and 

Sow well they can be kepi in theoretical control. There is probably a considerable 

amount of work to be done before the value of the Wisgiir method ran really be 

assessed. 

What an- the nature of the corrections? One class is basically kineiiialir; 

reduced mas*- corrections and kinematic l /M corrections, r.g.. coming from small 

components of Dirac wave functions. 2 7 Oilier ]/M corrections arc associated with 

the chromomagnelic interactions. Another class of corrections arc associated with 

hard gluon emission, real or virtual, from the heavy quark system. These must be 

velocity-changing, so the running coupling associated with these processes will be 

evaluated at a heavy quark mass scale; hence be small. Some of these corrections 

have been worked out. in particular ratios of renormah'zation factors of B and D 

states, which differ because of the different masses, 2 8 This gives rise to I he endemic 

factors 

[2-i4»r (2.40) 

where the exponent is of order 1/4. 

Finally there may be important effects associated with anomalous thresholds. 2 9 

The elastic form factor of a X>\ in the Wisgur limit, should be identical to the elas

tic form factor of a X). Bui the £>" can be viewed as a loosely bound system of 

pion and D with a very large radius, proportional to the square root of the binding 

energy. !n the infinite-mass limit the mass difference must be small compared to 

a pion mass, which isi:*t at all the case. While the correction may be big, one may 

hope that it can be accurately taken into account, because the anomalous thresh

old contribution can be precisely defined and calculated. But the work has to be 

done. A good place to start may be for the D —• A'* problem. 
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3. Nonleptonic Decays 

The tbeory of nonfcptonic decays of kaons and even charmed mesons has been 

frkughl with uncertainty This does not create much cause for encouragement that 

things will be manageable for bottom decays. However I am guardedly optimistic 

that under certain circumstances some nonleptonic B decays may be comparable in 

cleanliness to lemileptonic decays. This statement is subject to plenty of criticism. 

But in this lecture I will try to explain what I mean. 

The starting point for describing nonleptonic 5-decays is the naive, unadorned 

current-current Lagrangian 

(3-1) 

In the following we concentrate on only the first, dominant term. There are two 

immediate issues to address. One is how to take matrix elements of this interaction 

between hadron final states. The other is how the virtual hard gluons of QCD 

influence the form of this interaction. With respect to the first issue, one hypothesis 

is that of "fac'-oritation," namely the most important contribution comes from final 

state configurations such that the system on one side of the exchanged W does not 

talk to that on the other (Fig. 6). This hypothesis in general looks quite arbitrary. 

But there may be circumstances where it is justified. For examplr in the decay 

B . - 0 . + J , (3.2) 

there may be enough relative momentum of the subsystems and small enough 

interquark interactions to make the final-state effects small 

X », 

Figure 6, FacLotized. 4«iy unplitude. 

Figure 7, Factoiited decay amplitude for low mus emitted meson. 

Another class of processes I especially like is shown in Fig. 7. The u<7 sys

tem emitted from the virtual W is presumed to be of low mass, which eventually 

materializes into a piou or rbo. It begins its life as a pointlike color singlet; fur

thermore it moves off with a quite large Lorentz i, of order 5 or so. Therefore its 

evolution from a small, perturbative color dipole is time-dilated. By the time il 

grows into a large, strongly interacting hadron-like entity, it is probably several 

fermis away from its point of origin—and from the spectator system pf the parent 

6 quark. Therefore it is too late for the final state interaction to occur. I am told 



Figure 8 F&eLorixed decay amplitude foi "neutral current" contribution. 

by experts that this is a well-known piece of folklore. But I don't know anywhere 

where the argument is laid out in detail and made respectable, 3 0 

If the argument is right, it seems that it also should work for low mass neu

tral pairs. For example. ; c,armless decays (Fig. 8) one could pair up the uu 

sys'em. This requires re* riting the original weak Lagrangian in charge-retention 

form by making a f ierz transformation. For '-he record the rules for Ihese Firrz 

rearrangements are as follow*: 

e»n*jCtKu/.->''d£) 

(3.3) 
B 

£(W^H«/,7vt<fi) 

(Elere the tA are one-half the Gell-Mann 3 x 3 color matrices XA.) One would be 

templed, therefore, to drop the color octet piece (at least with regard to calculating 

the decay of interest). The strength of the remainder piece is diluted in amplitude 

by a factor three because of this color-singlet projection. 

If factorization works, the problem of nonleptonie decays is '•reduced" to that 

of the semileptonic decays. I would not necessarily expect it to work for general, 

generic, multibody final states. But many of the most interesting channels are 

the low multiplicity states for which the above argument applies. I think it is 

extremely important that a careful experimental program be devoted to a critical 

study of how well factorization works. We will return to this question later, after 

the complications of hard-gluon radintive corrections are included. 

The discussions of penurba l iv f -Qt 'D corrections to nonleptonic decays go 

back to the pioneering work of Caillard and (Ben) Le*\ 3 1 and of Altarelh and 

Maiani 3 2 more than fifteen years ago. The context ^as nonleptonic K decays, and 



the calcuEAliot; was a leading logarithm. ronormalizAlion-group analysis. This lias 

servrd a* ilie basic framework for the discussion of the 6-decay corrections as well. 

Hni Itcrausi- the b mass scale is fairly large, not much is lost by looking at only 

llit- lowest order lorrections. This is what will be done here, with a guide at the 

eml as tu how the first order analysis relates to what one finds in the books. 

(b) 

Fujurr 9 QCl> Katftative Corrwiions Lo nonlcptonic B decay. 

One starts from tin- a.vM*r(i<ni that the effective interaction at (he scale of the 

W mass suffers no large ullraviolrt redormalizaiion effects. To see how reasonable 

tSis is, consider the Feymnan diagrams in Fig. !). If lliis U to be regarded as a 

pai*on model process, say resonant quark antiquark scattering at the W mass, the 

assertion is not at all true. (This \> nul what tlaillard and Lee assume; they pat the 

external quark* all highly virtual, with spacelike mass of order the \Y mass.) But 

n<j matter ivlifil. there is no ultraviolet divergence in I he "factarizabh?" diagrams 

of Fig. *Hii). liitaiiM' self energy and vertex iliverdures cancel just as in QKIX 

The remaining diagrams of Fig. <J(b) converge and have no large logarithms. But 

logarithms will be generated as the energy scale for the process goes down, because 

the 11' propagator effectively contracts to a point and the remaining amplitude is 

a vertex, part rut oil" nl Uie H' mass. 

What about the f&dorizable pieces in Fig. 9(a)? If the external lines are 

treated as partons. i.e., more or less on mass-shell, their QCD radiative corrections 

"ill be much like those in electron -positron annihilation. The total decay width 

into hadron states with ud quantum numbers will suffer only a minor radiative 

correction 

I'(U' + -+ ud4- gluons, etc.) 2 / Q j -v 
r f r + ^ „ e ) -iv-l 0 + 7 + - ) • (3-4) 

Hul if the linal slate is restricted to only collinear u and d jets and no extra 

gluon jets there will be a big form factor effect. Thus, experience with e*c~ 

nulialive effects, along with the fact that the presence of factorizable radiative 

corrections does not affect the factorisation hypothesis, encourages us to omit 

from farther consideration the f a c t o r a b l e pieces and only look at the remainder. 

It is clear that in the remaining terms of Fig. 9(b) the exchange must include a 

unit of charge and an octet of color. Since fermion masses are neglected, helicity 

is conserved. Up lo an overall coe',.-ient thi .ermines the basic form of the 

correction to be 

M = -^Vrt.f.2±t„?!!f. |fr,„(i _ -,,),-•<<.] [sy^i _ T 5 ) ( \ , | ( 3 5 ) 

where ,, is the low mass scale of interest. The Fcynman diagram calculation gives 

the -.anie of the coefficient to be 

/ = - - • (:i.r.) 



(There is still a question, not to be considered further here, of how this piece 

beh*ves for "part^n-model" ex te rnJ lines, Mid whetner infrared effects oorur, surh 

aa for the factorizable piece.) 

W- -onclude that for the original IV-exchange channel, there is no f ^ - o r d e r 

correctioii to the factorization approximation to consider. But of course, Fierz 

rearrangement of this correction will give a color-singlet neutral-^xchango contri

bution to add to what one gets from the Fierz rearrangement of the leading term. 

"Mjvc-= ^ ^ [ ^ . ( 1 - • > » ) < / ] ^ " ( I - I J W I J - 5 / - ^ < n ^ l } . (3.7) 

Note that the radiative correction leads to a significant suppression of the leading 

order contribution [cf. Eq. (3.3)). 

It is now time to make contact with the formalism found in the l i terature, 3 3 In 

order to sum the leading logarithm?, a different combination of interaction terms 

ia introduced. Before radiative corrections one writes for the leading term alone 

£ = £ f v i l \h*(X - * ) * - ^ * 0 - i s W + H - O - - » > < * ' ^ l -7s)c] 
= y/2 dUjK(l-1s)C'^ ,- 1 s)rf-57,(l-^-«7"(l- l 8)c] . 

(3.8) 

This is done because these i re the combinations that get mulliplicatively renor-

majized when the higher order effects (which for the fc-physics applications arc not 

very big) are included. As aln;.^-' mentioned, the solution of rcnormaUzation-

group equations under these circumstances always gives a factor 

c± = - 7 V T f 3 " ) 

Therefore the first line of the equation abcive ^els multiplied by c + . while the 

second line gets multiplied by c . 

Writing for the running roupling constant 

1 b m 11/ 
+ - f « — T - (J . 10) o , i m ; ( ) " i ( j i 2 ) IT n 

, 33 - 2nt 

and expanding the renormalizatiort factors out to first order gives 

2 T ""̂ ± 

(3.11) 

<*= 11 + i a ^ X n ^ f l ' ^ l - t M i ) - / - ^ . (3.12) 
fi J IT / l -

ln our case the fact that the first order correction is pure color and charge exchange, 

along with the Fierz identities above, allows the radiative correction to be written 

solely in terms of color-ainglct exchange operators; 

C = ̂ | V c 6 { f r , „ ( l - - , S ) c - 5 7 7 ' , ( l - 1 s ) d 

+ f , ^ 1 , „ ^ k YTr,„t*{ 1 - 7 s ) c • »->",''( 1 - 7 s ) r f } 

= 2%V+{h,ll-a\c-Th'V -75)rf(l - L ± t » ^ 

+ Z . £ i f „ ! l t . fr, (I - 0,)d-7T 7„(] - u l r } 

(a. 13) 



and hence 

i ( i n fi-

VU\) 

'-' » ;J-

Uw of tin- definition* of the aii -tnalous dimensions in Ki|. {:).<)) allows the 

determinations 

hd+-- -L^ +1 w_ = + y = - t • (3.1S) 

Tlte choire of miormalizaiion wale /i i* naturally taken at tin- mass of ;lie h quark. 

Thus one gets for the i inierical value of the expansion parameter 

2 i f „ ^ * = a . : i . (3.16! 

The pITcclivr l.jigrnrjjifln ' s ronvenlioilfllly quoin! as follows 

(3.17) 

+ c i 5 > | 1 ( l - - t s ) r f - F l ' , ( l - i s ) " } . 

By our estimates 

., 5= |.(IT c, ^ -o.a:s. (:j.isj 

Thr more official numbers nr-

<-, - l . i : i r., = - r j . - j « j . [:}.]!>) 

Once tin- effective lagraugiaii ha* lieen writini down, either in 'irsi order or 

wilh the higher orders included, there si ill is a question of double counting a> 

whether (he Fierz rearranged pieces should he taken into atcount phciiuuiruulog-

ieally. Hauer, Stech and Wirhel , 1 4 in perhaps llie most comprehensive study of 

tionleptoijic decays done so far, include a parameter t," in thoir ai.alyses 

«l - *', + (,'<'„• ffj ''2 + C<"l (3.20) 

A vanishing ( corresponds to omitting [he Fierz rearrangement ami a £ of 1/5 

corresponds to keeping :. a'l. In their analyses of charm decays a vanishing c" seems 

In he preferred, although it « v p to HIP the value 1/,'J has more logical consistency. 

Hul the ease For factorization made above î  very weak for tlie charm decays. 

A ciwiiiwiirfhiin of IJSW predict ions and data is given in the accompanying 

tallies. The data has been provided by the Argus 1 ' ' and C[.KO l f l collaborations 

this year, tn general Ihrii calculations (which do depend upon their model or 

scnuleptuiiic decays!} work quite well. In particular I lie Argus gruup fits their 

brandling ratios to the model predict inns and obtains as best values (assuming a 2 

is negative) 

«\ ~ i.cw ±IUH> */.. = -o.-jo ±u,u:i tv' - n -V ' " ) . ( T i n 

While again a small C seems In he preferred, the Miccess id thi-- fit i* grounds for 

encouragement that factorization works. I Jut this is no I a sul^H'ute for the direct. 

n 'MJi'l independent e:\prrinienKd t o t s of fhclori/aiion.' Within tin- present data 

sri . there an- alr-ady some fnii |v direr! ti>sK, We Ciin classify I fie dnla as belonging 

to three categories. The lirsl i> /•> or />* phi;- pi<>n«. 1 li<- sennid i* r plus A" phis 

possible pious, and ilte third \> i) or D' phis /J.. 
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H~ l)(Vt»V Muttr* 

// I W I I Signal l"ii'lit>. llrnlirlniiK Ratio 

n - i>"* 

1(1 + (i 

(U.'.'[l±0.OKf UJIKI'X 

ir - />"/» 1(1 + (i 11.:n n.l i 11.11'/ 

a - i r V » i :i II). Ill i 1) 11 ±0.12)';! 

n - />•",,- T i 1 11 H i 0(i± OA)'X 

ir ~ « " » - T- II ± ( i f(l.2rl±0.l 1 1 O.UTl'X 

ir - /J '- 'J, .- l i i i l XT (OMI 

; r - n"r-T-," 2(1 ± 1(1 ( I .N + o.7 -t r».s ivf 

II — / ) ' - '%- '. + :l St'11 U'Xt 

/j _ / J * + » - » - I - I * < <l < LOW al SOI? C.L. 

/ r - J / I - A - li (0.07 ± 0.0.1 ± 0.(1) )'X 

» ' - r'A " •', (0.|H±0.OK±O.W)« 

/ r - .//iA— •1 {0.10 ±0.11 ±0.0:1)';! 

fi" - i 'A" :. 3.9 < 0.-I9W at W7, C.I.. 

B~ — J / i -A * "a - + i _ < N < 0.1051 «: 10'/ f'.r.. 

fl" - i'A- » + »- .) (0.1!) ±0.11 ±0J)-I|5f 

73" Drcny Modi's 

U Dccav Signal KveiiU Branrli'itig Haliu 

7j" - IT i r - 22 i. r, (0.18 ±0.11 ±0.1l| ' /( 

77° - D-P- l>± b (0.9 ±0. .1± 0.3)5! 

7J°-B---- 12 i 1 (0.2S1 0.09 ±0.0(1)';! 
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7?" — U ' + r - T - n + n 1 1 2 » ± 10 (1.1 t l.->i l.li)« 

(0Ji.i±o.o:(±«.on« T^-J/.-A-.!:. 2 

(1.1 t l.->i l.li)« 

(0Ji.i±o.o:(±«.on« 
75" - t.'A".; <: 2 :i < 0.1 \'!f al flOSS C.I.. 

7?" - J/fTT" (i ( ( I l l - 11.0.'. ±(l .02l ' .{ 

<<12:i'/{ al 9(l'/f C.I . . 77" - .•T-' 1 •; .l.il 

( ( I l l - 11.0.'. ±(l .02l ' .{ 

<<12:i'/{ al 9(l'/f C.I . . 

75" - v 'A' _ i r* -• 2.:i < 11.KM «l !I(1'X ( (. 

AlKiCS 1 ' ilala 

B UraiicllitiR Rat ios {%) 

Mml.- ("LEO 
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(LEO 
IfMST 

AHCl'S Daucr el al. 
Model1 

II- _ f ) U T -

II - I)'-1*- T-

»- - r a 

il- - i'A— 

/ ) - - I ' l i ' j ' ; -

5(" - c'A'-

lr - i-'A"-

ir _ (J°(J-

1). Ili().07±0.07 

< 0.1 

ll.(>xill,l)2±U.02 
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< u.:i.i 

\.K±l).X±0.S 
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l).2.')±0.1,'i±0.07 

().I0±().07±0.2 
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< 0.1B 

O.IK±O.OS±0.0-I 

< 0.19 

I). IK x 
|I>I + n.7Srt..)3 

1.01 n; 

4..11 n1, 

0.-2N i\i 

1.91 a\ 

0.73 ft; 

75" - / ; + ^ -

75" - . / ) - . -

75" - H ' V 

77" - ; r + »r 

75" - I)",," 

17 — rA 

75" - i-TT" 

Tl" - ST? 

75" - VTT" 

it' - o+I); 

It' - /;•+1>; 

0.2!i±0.0(i±0.0l 

(l.3fi±0.09±0.07 

l.9±0.9±l.:! 

2.fi±0..i±0.fi 

<0 .1 

o.oo±o.o:i±o.o2 

o.n±o.05±(i.o:i 

o.io±o,04±ni:j 

< 0.15 

0.14±0.08±O.OJ 

l>.7i±0.21±0..12 

1.5±0.9±0-7 

0.5l±0.27±0.ll 

0.27±0.1.1±0.0» 

0.35±0.l6±0.03 

0.-lR±0.11±0.11 

0.2f*±0.09±O.OC 

0.7±0.:i±0.3 

0.08±0.0(i±0.02 

n.ll±0.05±0.02 

< 0.10 

< 0.28 

< 0.23 
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' riir» previous CLP^O rpsultK have bevti renonnfllized for equal charged 
and nriilr*! 1? production on the T(1S). 

J'able 3: CLIIO d a t a 3 6 oa B decays. 



Decay Mode Theory Decay Mode T luwy 

Tf — £>+ir" 0.48 fif 

" B ° - D + / i - 1.25 of 

Tf -» D*-- 0.37 of 

Tf-,D+p~ 1.18 of 

fl- - . D° i - 0.48(ui+0.75a2) 3 

fl" -» D V 1.25 (ai + 0.34 02)2 

B" - t fl*r- 0.37 (o! + 1.04 n 2 ) 2 

B" - . D"V 1.18 (a, + 0.70 a..)-' 

Tf -t 0+DJ 0.6T a 3 

3° - . Z7+H.5 0.73 nf 

fl° - 0+BJ 0.30 of 

B° - fl+«J 2.03 <,? 

Br — D°DJ 0.B7 of 

B- -4 « Q f l 7 0.73 of 

B~ - . E^Ds 0.30 af 

B- - D*DJ- 2.02 af 

Tf -> r + T " 0.17 o?|V,»/l',il-

B0 _,»+/,- o.««fnwv r t | a 

Tf^p+T- on o|HWK.f 
Tf~p+p- 0.37 ofIWKiP 

B~ -* *°x- 0.08 (a, + 1.00 o 2 ) 3 H', i / \ ' d r J 

fl- _ ,7°,,- 0.23 (a, +0.50 fl})3HW V'ril3 

B- - A"" 0.06 (ai +2.01 n 2) 3 |V.i/V' r i | ! 

B- - A " 0.19 (a, + 1.00 o 2) 2 |lWV',4| 2 

fl°-T+0j 0 .28o? | lW^I 2 

5"-.»+»; o.iOofuwKil2 

B ° - . p + D s 0.13 of |V,j/V d | 2 

5° - p*c; o.8a ofi^rt/v;,!2 

B--,TaD- O.I3of|K l l l/K rip 

fl--.x°DJ- 0.19«;iK*/K*|2 

B-^p"D- 0.07 a?|V.l/K(l3 

B-^p'UTf 0.41 af | lWVdl ? 

fl° - rf°D° 0.13 a 3 

fl°-.rr0O» 0.19 o? 

D°~p'D<> 0.07 ol 

Tf^p'D" 0.3fio3 

B°->T?J/<I- 1.02 «.!j 

Tf-*T?J/+ 4.36 a 3 

T f - O + O - 4.10"'' of 

fl°-./J+D- 4.10-'af 

B° - r>n77° 2.10-J „5 

7f - , / ) - f 0 7^ 2.io- J

 0 ? 

5 " - * A - J / 0 1.01 a3, 

B - - . A""-J/u. 4.33 a2. 

Tabic -1" Branching ratios (,iiveri in %) for two-particle decay modes 01 W. 
IK*! = .05 has been used fur the theoretical predictions- From Wirbel . 3 8 

FiRuir 10. F ,*rLnru«d amplitude* in B and r Decay. 

Observation of the t ah Ira invites several checks. The /j/ir/ni ratios are without 

uncertainty because the coupling of charged weak current to those states are de

termined in tau -lepton decays (cf. Fig. 10). The Argus group quotes, for example 

n g - f l y ) = 3.2 ± 1 . 2 (3.22) 
r ( B — D+if-) 

lo be compared with the HSVV estimate of Eq. (2.6). Also 

in fine agreement with the E3SW expectation of 3 0. The Cornell measurement 

- = 5.3 ± 2 . 6 ± 2 . 9 (3.24) 

also is in reasonable agreement with the prediction 

The above predict inns evidently depend upor the models ofsemiltptuni*; form 

fart on* used. Howrvr-r. if one puts together the infinite-mass limit Wisgur pre

dict inns together with tla*- raitorizaiion hypothesis, theie are no free parameters. 



In addition the final states obtained by replacement of D by 0*. or \\cC versa, ar*> 

related. For example, 

r(fl-*JV) = £ . | T r / y 0 -+ A/p)rf(l - -aWn + A/u)l5|- = { ^ 
r(B - *>*+> |Tr 7 5(f „ + jWj,)fll - •»)(? B + A/*b»7~ 

This agrees well both with the BSW estimate of 0.8 and the data. 

Figure 11. Mechanisms For the decay B -> £>°* . 

An interesting channel is Z)°-f JT~, because the neutral current pi eve interferes 

with the charged current piece (Fig. 11). The ratio (which has considerable model 

dependence in tlj 

- ^ l - ( 1 + o . n = j ) ' M M , r ( B - - D"n-) (3.26) 

tests its presence, but as yet the data is inconclusive. 

Note that upon assuming factorization and the Wisgur limit, tin- process 

is related U» 

.,-1 B j - D , »* + :* + M , , 

B— P,D' +X + 1 

(.•1.27) 

(3.2S) 

This is the endpoint region of the seinih'pioriir decays when- t is k ry i* l . f\t\ form 

factors matter I he rnoM. The ela-slic f) a U d D* channels will he sujiprevierl hy 

ill least a factor two by form far I or effects. But the total yield, ari-^rdirip ui (tie 

sun* rule. does not decrease. Therefore higher stair* such as D* 4 IT and/or P" 

should be considerably morr [»romiiiriit Ihan they appear in the over &iHe:iuU>)>ii>itir 

branching ratios. This is rlearly evidenced by 'he data . ' 1 5 where the branching ratio 

For D'+7t "IT" is just as large as others. Argus in par l i ruW liias seen fairly good 

evidence for D" resonance* in these higher n.2-ss final slates as well. 

Figurr \2 Mrr-)iAimm fur /* ihray t<j v fin*' Mali*. 

A xrfond class oF decays involve psi final -states. Fur this Ha>s of processus 

neutral current factorization seems to rue !o be eminently reasonable, nanielv thai 

the e — 7 oniutu sy.sleiu does not have significant final Male interactions with tli'1 

remainder of the system (fig, 12). Because these proeej.se'. senv "iily «... tlu-y are 

an excellent testing ground for the rorrecine^s of fart ori/ai ion and tf.r priM-nre of 

the big. destructively interfering QCI) radiative rorrertiou 
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A good test is in i"' Ln f ratios: I he expectation is 

' • < * - - ' A " U t t 7 ^ - ^ = 0 , 2 8 tf.-Wj 
r ( H - n - / t " * ) Y[B->vI<) 

although \ don't see the reason for BSW getting such a big difference in the ratios 

for A' and I\' respectively. In any rase, the data is only barely emergent: 

Finally the .-hanmrls AJ/D" plus 0 3 again provide a combined check of factorization 

and Wisgiir- 1 have not worked this one out. There are new theoretical contribu

tions on the subject . 3 9 I would be surprised if the aiv-ver differs a Lot front BSW, 

who give 

r tg- p , 0 - -»«q.4s . <*•«> 
Y{B ^ D+f)-) 

The data are 

] ' { B - £ + £ > ; ) 

I conclude from rill this that the BSW approach looks pretty good, but thai 

the really quantitative, model-independent tests are still in ihc future. This is a 

very important, issue, because the predidi f is for the very ran* deray a m p l i t u d e 

proportional to \'aj, Are done the same way, as are those for "Penguin" processes. 

Both classy of decays are viul in a large variety of OP violation measurement*. 

So far there are many calculations and a large number of experimental limits, some 

of tvhir.Ii are rlose to the predictions. Bui these will not be discussed here. 

•4. Example of a CP Violating Pruress: B^ —» JT+7T r° 

We <oni'lmlr vnlh a prototype of I In- kind of .studies of CI* violating effects in 

the H MVMU-IM which î  being pursued so actively nowadays by both experimentalists 

and theorists. The process 1 have chostm has some of the richness of complicated 

eases under study and the simplicity of the by now classic channels dim-uNsrd in 

the first lecture. 

The derav 

tu-*< (-11) 

c'an be d«;<:rilw<l (jy specifying Lkir aiM(jliliiili';i for |>rocluriug llie pinns al a jnVpn 

poini of tin- n«Hii i>u»t (Vi g. m . w 

rifiuf.-1:1 D.'Ju/ |.l.ii fi.r Hi -:i» 
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being the isolated one. The interior of t h i Dal iu triangle is very likely lo be quite 

sparsely populated, although it is not at all out of the question that events will 

in fact be found there. Tito angular momentum of tin; low mass djpion, if formed 

from a 9 — 9 pair created hi the weak transition, must be unity; hence a p. If this is 

not the case, and the dipion includes the absorption of the spectator system, then 

its angular momentum can be anything.. Spins 0 , 1, and 2 , for both charged and 

neutral pion pairs, are all interesting. 

According to ihe diagrams in Fig. 14 we see that the horizontal and vertical 

edges of the Dalitz plot will be fed by both B and ~B via charged-currx-nt factoriza

tion amplitudes. The diagonal edge is neutral-cur rent, again fed by B and Bi but 

no doubt relatively small. And on the horizontal and vertical edges of the triangle, 

the "background" of non- p wave dipions comes only from 13 or B, not both. But 

a background can in general be expected. 

Let us now generalize the analysis of the lime-dependent interference effects 

expected when a Bj is produced in association with a It whose identity is known 

with certainty. [There arc complications when the process occurs at the T ( 4 £ ) and 

the associated particle is a neutral B itself (undergoing mixing). The quantum 

mechanics is beautiful hut does not change the esscrit*" of the CV violation physics 

we are discussing here.} 4 1 We need four different decay amplitudes, namely 



M(Bd-+F) = M<th+*) 

£4.2) 

MCBj — F)= Me'<-7+*> 

Here the labels i"' and F di-note the locations in the Dalit/ plot of thtr final states. 

F is related to F by reHectian about the diagonal, i.*., interchange of B- + with 

ir". The amplitudes \F and Xf arc defined as real, and their phases arc explicitly 

exhibited. The CKM phase, namely the phase of Vnt, is denoted by y Now we 

can ,iut theft* t'Xpretffuiis info the t 
impede pendent ainplittidpff wr Imd in the firs! 

lecture 

1-1.3) 

|Wj(()} = [|77j)cUS ^ - ,V |fl d) si„ ^ | , - " / • ' 

and ohtam 

\M[H, - / ') |- -= L ^ + 'LUCOH ^ -,-A<-l^'A7«i 1 , ^ 1 ' , - r ' . . . . (.1.4) 

Tims, in obvious notation, 

cos Ami 

/ 2AfA« \ 1 r , 
—3 I sin(2o - A) sin Ami e 

V A / 2 + J M V 

n rfi '"U'+TffV 
cos Ami 

n <H 

/ 2MB" \ . ,„ _ . A 

+ I --— 1 sin(2o + A) sin Am* 
V.lf+MV 

— ••—' — „ I cos Ami 

/ 2A/U7 \ 
l ~-* ) 3in(2a - A) sin Ami 
\ A / 2 +Af* / 

n dl 1 + = f < 

VW + A/V 

- ( ^ j - ] sin(2& + AJsin Ami 

\np-nrJ 
where a is the vertex angle of the unitarity triangle and 

(4-5) 
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A = b - I (!-6) 

is the strong-interaction phase difference of the two amplitudes into /•' and F. 

Right away, we see that averaging aver the identity wf the initial D/li removes all 

oscillatory contributions to the decay into the final stale F (or F). Thus the basic 

asymrnetry t o consider is 

„ W 0 ~ n - n ( 5 l ( i ) - . F ) 
A r { t ) ' n(Bd{l) - F) + n(/M<) - F) 

(4.7) 

= 7 cos Ami + ( —y ( sin(2o - A ) s m A n 

This asymmetry &~ raged over F and F gives 

l < A r + A T ) = - f - ^ E - ^ \ ( c o s 2 Q ) ( S m A ) s m A T O l (4.8) 
2 V.WS + A / / 

and vanishes in the absence of relative final-state phases &. On the other hand, 

the double tusymmetry survives «ven in the absence of final-state effects associated 

•with 5: 

i , „ A , (M'i-M2\ 
-(Af - AT) = I = = r to* i m l 
1 \m + \rj 

(sin 2ol(cosi i ]s in A m / . 

We set: tha t , not surprisingly, a. n«c«sa.ry condition to see Ct* violation, via inter

ference of mixing and decay is tha i the amplitudes M and M he not too different 

in magnitude, although even a, ratio of a factor three in amplitudes only gives a 

factor O.fi dilution in possible interference effects. 

Only if backgrounds are present underneath the expected dominant px chan

nel* will b be no n vanishing. If this is the rase, the analysis "w clearly more ibmpli 

cated. But there are also more interference effects and therefore more handles on 

determining the CKM phas<- of interest (which clearly is twice « , the same as hi 

th" simpler 7r — JT channel), For example, were o = T / 2 , and were enough informa

tion on the strong amplitudes known, the C P violation might still be observable. 

How well one does depends upon how well all the contributions are understood. 

This in turn must come from understanding the overall Dalitz distribution. In

formation on this in turn comes from three pion final states in charged B decays. 

If factorization is trusted (and the measurement is feasible) «-wn the semileptonic 

decay into pion-pair plus dilepton contributes information. 

But the main message 1 want to leave here is that angular correlation mea

surements in CP violating processes promise lo be powerful handles—and perhaps 

interference between different well-understood strong amplitudes will provide even 

more handles. 4* What turns out to be useful will be greatly $liaped by the nature 

of the data itself. 

5 . C o n c l u d i n g R e m a r k s 

What comes next? Of course the next round of data will as always be very 

welcome. Hut meanwhile there are a lot of theoretical isi*«i*s lo deal with: 

1. Corrections to the Wisgur limit need classification and estimation. Ksperially 

important to understand is the apparent large suppression of axial tiirreni 

matrix elements in /) decays and whether anything like that is seen in the H 

svstem. 



2. There i» jtiore to do on the Wisgur limit itself, Important to me is tin* 

question o( sum rales for B -decays into charmless final states. Work on that 

is underway. 4 3 And *^CD radiative corrections to all of the -sum rules need to 

he understood. There probably is more to be done with Penguin processes 

and matrix elements of the neutral current operators. 

3- Critical studies of factorization, both for neutral and charged channels, arc 

needed. They should be as model-independent as possible. 

4. On the experimental side it will be nice to see more on the nature of the cts 

final states. The Wisgur developments impact on them in ari interesting way-

5. In the Wisgur limit, we saw that in some cases the decay properties of heavy 

baryons are simpler than those of the heavy mesons. This rimy stimulate 

more attention on this important sector, both experimental and theoretical. 

In these lectures much has been left out. But 1 hope that at the least the 

reader shares this author's view that B-physks is of vital importance and will 

be around Tor a long lime. But to do it justice wil] require the building up of a 

large data base. Already a principal limitation to the extraction of useful rt*sult3 

lies in the inadequacies of the theory. But there is a loL of progress, along with 

possible obstacle- It is clear tha t there is great opportunity Tor fruitful inli-rplay 

between theory and experiment, and that there may be emerging relatively model 

independent way* of dealing with semileptonic processes. And if factorization can 

be trusted- at least in a set of limited but well-defined cases—the progress in the 

semihjptonic-decay theory will spill over to nonleptonic decays as well. The iwam-

ple of the preceding section shows full well Uow inteTConTrcrAed all these questions 

are. There may be a lot of apparently tedious work ahead between now and that 

hopeful, wonderful world of CP-violation measurements. Hut having done it may 

ultimately pay olf in a big way. 

- 1 % -
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EXPERIMENTAL ASPECTS OF B PHYSICS " 

Persts S. Drell 
Laboratory of Nuclear Studtts 

Cornell University 
llkaca, NY 14853 

1. Introduction 

T h e first experimental evidence for the existence of the b quark came in 1977 
from an experiment at FNAL * in which high energy pFotons were scattered ofT 
of hadronic targets. A broad resonance, shown in Fig. 1, was observed in the plot 
of the invariant mass of muon pairs seen in a double armed spectrometer. The 
width of the resonance was greater than the energy resolution of t he apparatus 
and the da t a were interpreted as the three lowest lying quark anti-quark bound 
states of a new quark flavor: o flavor, which stands for either beauty or bottom. 
These 66 bound states were called the T , T \ and T". 

When the cc bound s ta te , the J/x>, was discovered, it was found simulta
neously in proton-nucleus collisions at Braokhaven J ? t and at S P E A R 3 in e + r " 
collisions. However, it took a year for the e + e ~ storage ring, DORIS, to confirm 
the T discovery!*' and it was still 2 years later that the then new e ^ e " storag** 
ring at Cornell, CESR, also observed the T(15) , T ' (2S) . T'(3S) stales and dis
covered a fourth state, T'"(4S)f 1 ' Both storage rings were easily able to resolve 
the states of the Upsilon system. Figure 2 shows the observed cross section at 
CESU versus energy in the Upsilon region, and although the apparent width of 
the 3 lower lying resonances is due to the machine energy spread, the true width 
and the leptonic width of the T could be inferred from the peak cross section 
and the leptonic branching ratio. The leptonic width is proportional to the 
square of the quark charges inside the UpsiJon and the 6 quark was inferred to 
have charge 1/3. 

The T(15) , Tf(25) and T(3S) and the ather bound states of the 66 system 
are interesting objects. By studying the energy splitting and decay modes (rmirh 
like an atomic physicist studies the spectrum of an atom) one It., re* a great deal 
about the QCD potential that binds the quark*. However, our interest will be in 
center of mass energies of the T(45) and beyond, where there is sufficient energy 
to make B mesons: mesons made from a b quark and a light quark, and which 
carry the b quantum number. 

The width of the T(4S) as shown in Fig. 2, is aboui 24 MeV. which i-. 
greater than the 2 MeV energy spread of CESR. The T{ l5 ) is broad berause 

*\Vork supported by the National Science Foundation. 
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it caa decay directly into a pair of B meson*- A B meson produced at the 
T(45) is the lowest mass particle containing a b quark and no in order for it 
to decay, the flavor of the b quark must change. It can turn into a c quark for 
example, and that means the B meson must decay weakly since both the strong 
and electromagnetic interactions conserve flavor; only the weak interactions cai. 
change flavor. 

We can use the decays of the B mesons to probe the structure of the weak 
interactions of quarks What we will find is that in large measure, we will be 
probing the Cabibbo-Kotayashi-Mashawa (CKM)m matrix. As is discussed in 
detail elsewhere,1' the eigenstates of the weak interactions are not the same as th -
flavor agenstatea of the strong interactions. In quantum mechanical terms, flavor 
is a symmetry of the strong interactions, so the stroag interaction is diagonal on 
the quark flavor basis. The weak interactions are diagonal on a different basis 
and there is sc.ne unknown and undetermined transformation matrix, the CKM 
matrix, that relates the two bases. 

This is not conceptually different from tt» problem faced when solving the 
Zeeman effect or the Stark effect for the hydi jgen atom. The twp perturbations 
have different symmetries, they have different conserved quantum numbers, and 
therefore they are diagonal on differed: basis s?ts. The perturbed wave functions 
exhibit the symmetry of the Harnjltoalan. The different bases can be related by 
a linear transformation from first principles. In the case of quark mixing, unfor
tunately, we cannot construct the transformation matrix from fir*t principles. A 
large part of our task* therefore, in studying the weak interactions of quarks, is 
to determine the 3 x 3 matrix that relates the e»jtz>statcs of the weak interaction 
to the flavor eigenstates of the strong interactions. 

The organization of tb«e qotes will be as follows: first [ will discuss the baric 
properties of the B rontons: how they are produced and where; basic features of 
B decay; and basic properties of the mesons such as mass, lifetime, and spin. In 
the next section, I will concentrate on the semi-leptonic decays of the B mesons, 
which is a very rich field from which a great deal of information has been gleaned, 
and 2 will discuss the measurements of the CKM matrix elements that can be 
made with B mesons. The final chapter will try to look into the future. With new 
experiments at LEP and SLC, we are starting to learn how the b quark couples 
to the Z°. Furthermore with the turn on of CLEO II at. CESR, we hope to have 
much greater power to ^robe B decays. I will end with a brief discussion of some 
of the proposed experiments that hope to find the holy grail of B meson physics: 
CP violation. Let me make a disclaimer. Since the emphasis of these notes is 
meant to be pedagogical, 1 am not attempting to give an exhaustive review. 1 
will not mentioa every resu/t on a particular topic, but tend to concentrate on 

one or two particular examples. 

2, Basic Propert ies of B Mesons 

A. Production of R Mrenng 

The mass of the bottom quark is approximately 5.0 GeV, and technically, 
there are four B mesons: Bu - bu, Bj - W, B, = bi+ Bc = be. The first two 
of these, referred to as B~ and fi°, ar* the only established B mesons. There 
is indirect evidence for the BB although it is not overwhelming. I will discuss, 
almost exclusively, properties of the low mass mesons: B~ and fiP. 

B mesons are produced at all e +e~ machine* with a center of mass (CM) 
energy greater than twice the mass of the B meson or y/s ft 10.56 GeV. The most 
copious producers of B meson physics have been the CLEO detector operating 
at the storage ring CESR at Cornell and the ARGUS detector operating at 
DORIS at DESY in Germany. These experiment? take the bulk of their data 
on the T(45) {Js = 10.58 GeV) which is just above threshold for B meson 
production. The T{4£) decays almost exclusively to pairs of B mesons. ARGUS 
and CLEO haveittcnnmlated roughly 250,000 T(45) decays or 500,000 B mesons 
each. The mass of the meson is about 5280 MeV and the Q of the reaction is 
only 10,580 - 2 * 5.280 - 20 MeV, so there is not any room Tor an extra pion. 
Both these experiments produce a pair of B mesons nearly at rest (0 = .06) and 
nothing else. The advantage of this will become evident when we talk about 
reconstruction of 3 mesons. The peak cross section at the T(iS) is about 1.2 
nb sitting on approximately 3 / nb r,f what we call the continuum background, 
which is made of events where e"*"e~ annihilate and make a light quark pair. 
The advantages of the T(45) are that a 8 and a B are produced, with no other 
particles, and the signal cross section and the signal to background ratio are high. 
The biggest disadvaotage of the T(45) is 'hat the B's are produced essentially 
at rest. The average B travel ?0 pm from its production point before decaying, 
and it decays isotropically. (The B has spin 0.) The decay products of the two B 
mesons that are produced overlap, and the combinatoric background to sorting 
out which particle belongs to which B i* substantial. 

The other e +e~ machines that make or have uiade B n*.esc>&s are PEP, PE-
TRA, TRISTAN, SLC and LEP. At PEP and TRISTAN easrgi« one has the 
disadvantage that both the cross- section to produce B's and the ratio oi signal 
to background are much lower than at CESR and DORIS. The cross section to 
produce b quarks is approximately ,03 ob at V* = 29 GeV t and bb events make 
up about \0% of all hadronic events. The big advantage of these machines is 
that the B's are produced with a substantia,1 Loost. At PEP ano1 PETPA, the 



average B meson travels almost a millimeter before it decays. Tha t is a long 
distance go the ocate or vertex detector accuracies, and both PEP and PETRA 
have done nice B physics by identifying B events using separated vertices. Most 
importantly, they have be-m able to use the measured flight path of th? B to 
derive its lifetime; a measurement which the T(45) machines cannot do. 

SLC and LEP have the advantage that P E P and PETRA do of producing 
BNt with substantial booit The cro a5 sec Lion to produce a pair of b quarks 
is a substantial 6 nb; larper, in fact, than the production cross section at the 
T(4£) . Signal to background is more of a problem since many other particles are 
produced at the Z resonance, but 1 expect that the LEP and SLC experiments 
will contribute alot to & physics in the next few years. 

Of course, proton machines can produce B's also. In fact, proton machines 
such as the SppS arid the Tevatron have produced more h quarks and B mesons 
than all the other machines put together. The cross section to produce a bl pair, 
which is dominated by gluon fusion, is approximately 10p6 (that is 4 orders 
of magnitude greater than the cross section at the J[4S)) at y/s =s 630 GeV 
and goes up to an high as 50>6 at 2 TeV." 1 With this enormous cross section 
why haven't we seen more b physics from pp colliders? There are two problems. 
The most basic and fundamental is that while the cross section to produce a 
pair of b quarks is large, the total inelastic cross section is enormous so that 
°a,l{Ttot ~ 1/1000 at the Tevatron. Extracting bottom physics from everything 
else going on is a tremendous challenge. The second obstacle to B physics at pp 
colliders is that experiments such as CDF and UAl are designed to do physics 
with high pt leptons; leptons with a minimum of several GeV of momentum 
transverse to the beamb'ne where Z's and W s are. To have good acceptance 
for leptons from b decays, one must be able to accept tracks with quite low 
(-v 1 GeV)pt. J mention leptons specifically since in order to separate 6 physics 
from the enormous background, one invariably needs to use leptons in the final 
slate. Furthermore, CDF. for example, has no particle identification for IT - A' 
separation, and no vertexing capability which the fixed target charm experiments 
have taught us can be very useful. Thi? will be dramatically improved in the 
next collider run wjih the addition of a silicon vertex detector-

Table I 
Summary of experimental techniques for B physics 

Ecu ATb/Experimcat to date "«, *ll/<ruj + / - * 
10.58 GeV 

e+e" 

500,000 1.2 nb 1.2/3.5 +a(A),S/B 
+T(45) - BB 

+ / - B's at rest 

29 GeV 

c+e-

15,000 .03 Eb 1/10 

- 5 / B , o(66) 

- 6 6 * 

92 GeV 

e+e-

15,000 6 lib 1/5 

+S/i?,o(66) 

-66Jf 

630 GeV 

PP 

1 1-8 TeV 

| PP 

108 

5 . 1 0 8 

10pf> 

50p6 

1/5000 

1/1000 

+ff(*6) 

-SIB 

-bbX 

- Trigger 

This is not to say that B physics is impossible at proton machines. In fact t 

as shown in Fig. J. f C D F can reconstruct B mcsocs in the highly supressed (but 
very clean) channel B -* &K~!toi They have 16 ±6 such events (compared to 
17 from CLEO and ARGUS and combined). They do have more background, 
but it is an impressive achievement. 

Table 1 gives a summary (not mfe,»nt to be exhaustive) of t he various exper
imental techniques for B physics and some of tb* advantages and disadvantages 
of each. 

Before proceeding to discuss how B mesons decay, now tha t we know how 
to produce them, 1 want to discuss the pioduction of B mesons at the T(4S) in 
a littfe more detail. 

We know that the T ( 4 5 ) decay* into both charged and neutral B mesons 
(B~, B°). What is the fraction of charged mesons produced relative to neutral? 



Are equal numbers of charged and neutral produced? Most of our results will 
depend on the quantities / + and /(,: the fractions of T(45) decays to charged 
and neutral B mesons. 

The reason for t he dependence is simple- Suppose, for example, we recon
struct N charged B events in a particular decay mode with efficiency c. The 
measured branching ratio to. that mode is N/tN+ where JV+ is the total number 
of charged B's produced. a o t N+ = f+N-r{*S) = / + / W f f T ( 4 5 ) where / Ldt 
is the integrated luminosity and 0^14$) is the T(45) cross section. Clearly, our 
measured branching ratio depends on / + ! We will assume / + / / o is 1, and I will 
give you some justification for that when we discuss the masses of the charged 
and neutral mesons. 

Another problem we will constantly be struggling with is t ha t for all our 
measurements, whether from inclusive or exclusive processes, we must worry 
about contributions from the continuum: the background under the T(45) reso
nance of qq — uu, <tfTcc, J J events. Both ARGUS and CLEO take a substantial 
amount of data (30% of the integrated luminosity in the case of CLEO) on the 
continuum 60-100 MeV below the T(45) resonance. This is below BB threshold 
aod this continuum da ta sample, properly scaled for the difference in luminosity 
add energy, caz be used t o subtract off continuum contributions to B meson 
signals at T(4S} energies. 

Implicit ip what I have just &aid is we are assuming that T ( 4 5 ) -* BB 100% 
of the lime. This is almost certainly not the case. We know that t£" decays to 
aon-DD final s tales^ ' 1 and <p ~* non-A'A' final states. The relevant question i» 
what is the fraction of UQH.BB decays of ibe T(4S)? We don't know the answer, 
but we can put a limit on it. 

Consider the momentum spectrum of tracks from T(45) —* BB -»• X. The 
maximum momentum of any track is just half the mass of the B meson. However, 
io a direct decay, T ( 4 5 ) -* -V, one can in principle get out tracks with half the 
CM energy. We can look at the inclusive momentum spectrum of all tracks 
from data taken at the T(-15) eneigy. shown in Fig. 4. and once we scale the 
continuum spectrum for the difference in luminosity aud subtract it using our 
below resonance da ta , we &*• that T(4S) decays do not produce tracks with 
momentum higher than Mffc/2. half the B mass. Of course, to get a limit on 
non-£ i? decays out of this require some assumptions about how the T(45) 
decays to noa-BB final states. !f nou-BB decays are like continuum events 
below BB threshold then 9 = a (T (45 ) - nanBB)j<r{t(AS) — BB) < 3.8%. 
On the other hand if the non BB decays are like three-gluon decays of the 
70S), q < \Z%, both at 90% confidence level!'" 

The fraction of non-tf B decays of the T(4S) is small but we think we know it 
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Figure 4. The inclusive charged particle momentum distribution from CLEO at the 
T(45), on the continuum and the T(4 5) distribution after subtracting the 
continuum contribution scaled for the difference in luminosity and energy. 
The horizontal scale, x, is Ibe particle momentum divided by the beam 
energy. 

is not zero. Both CLEO " and ARGUS report seeing ip mesons produced f-om 
T(4S) decoys which are too energetic to originate from B dei^y. The spectrum 
of IA'S from the T(45) at CLEO is shown in Fig. 5. The kinematic limit for a 
0 coming from the decay of a B meson is indicated and clearly tVere are events 
past that limit. Because we don't know what else to dc, we will assume that 
T(45) -f BB 100% of the time and that A / / 0 = 1. But keep in mind there is 
uncertainty in those numbers, 

B. Decays of B Mesons 

We are now ready to discuss how B mesons decay. In order tc decay, the 
b quark in the B meson must change its flavor, and this can only happen in a 
weak decay. According to the GIM mechanism1"' the neutral weak currents (Za 

emission) conserve flavor, and it is only by W* emission that quarks can change 
their flavor. The most simple minded picture of B° decay is shown in Fig. 6m If 
we ignore the light quark (this is the "spectator model**) then the decay of a R 
meson !-oks like muon decay. There are, of course, a few additional subtleties; 
we need to include a factor of VA &* the W vertex since mesons are made of 
quarks of definite flavor, but the weak eigenstates are not Savor cigenstates so 
we need the appropriate CKM matrix element to convert between them. There 
will be form factors that describe how to turn free quarks into hadrons, and the 
decay rate will also depend on the available phase space. 

There are two .spectator diagrams for both charged and neutral B's shown 
in Fig 6a., one where the 6 quark turns into a c quark and the other where a 
b quark turns into a u quark. As we shall see later, VMi « Vc±, and b decays 
to charm dominate. We will discuss the measurements of K» and Vth at length 
when we discuss semi-Ieptonic decays of thj B. We should just note that V# j* 
the dominant CKM matrix dement involving b quarks, and given a chance, a b 
quark would preferentially rfccay to top. Of course, it is not given that choice. 
A i - . f decay is kinematicaJly forbidden which helps keep the B lifetime lo&gf 

We can make a very simple prediction for the semMeptonic branching frac
tion of the B meson based on this quark level diagram- If we assume thai b -* c 
transitions dominate, then the totaj decay rate is just lhe sum of the partial rales 
for the W to decay to ad, cj, «'i>c, M"*>I and r^v,. For the quark decay î ndes 
we must allow for the 3 possible color states, and we must take into account tho 
smaller phase space for the charm and tau decay modes. We find 
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Decay Mode Color Factor Phase space Relative Rate 

W ->urf 3 .46 1.5 

W~ — Si 3 .15 .45 

W- - . e - f , 1 .48 .5 

W~ - t IL'tfy 1 .48 .5 

W~ - i r - j , 1 .15 .15 

Total 3.1 

From this we can calculate that Br{B -* ei> ei c) ~ Br(B —» ftv^xf) - $ — 16% 
which is large! Naively we predict almost 30% of 5 decays to electrons and 
muons in the final state. If we include QCD corrections to hadroiiic final states 
(gluon radiation) this decreases the leptonic branching ratio to about 13%. The 
measured semJ-leptonic branching ratio for B's is 10.4% for each electron and 
muoo. The difference between the measured value of 10.4% and the theoretical 
expectation of 13% is not understood, although there in speculation that non-BB 
decays of the T(4S) could account for i t ." 

In the simple spectator model of B decays presented so Tar, we treat charged 
and neutral B's identically, since they differ only in the flavor of the light quark, 
and we are ignoring the possible influence of the light quark- We would predict, 
based on this model, that the lifetime of the charged and neutral B are identical. 
If we allow ourselves to be a bit more sophisticated, wc quickly see that this is 
not necessarily the case. 

If we look at all the possible first order diagrams describing B decay in Fig. 
bVd, wc sec that the spectator diagram is the dominant way for the B~ to decay, 
but that the /f° can decay both via a spectator process, and a W exchange. 
(There is an annihilation contribution to the B~ decay, but thaL is supressed by 
the vertex factor KMj.) What is the importance of the exchange contribution Lo 
the 5 ° lifetime? If we look at the D mesons, for which one can draw an entirely 
analogous set of decay diagrams, we might be templed to conclude that as go 
the D's, BO go the 3*s. Since we know there is a large difference in the charged 
and neutral D lifetime ( I > / T 0 -~ 2.4) 1" 1 due in part to the contribution from 
the exchange diagram and possibly also due to interference with color mixed 
diagrams, we should perhaps expect that the B~ lifetime will be larger than 
a • In fact, because the b quark is so much heavier than the light quarks, it is 
thought that the non-sptuaLor diagrams will be less important in B decay than 
D decay and the charged to neutral lifetime ratio will be closer to one. At the 

moment, it is an open experimental question. 

We can summarize some useful general features of B meson decay, which will 
serve as a guide on how to do experiments with B mesons. 

(1) The branching ratio t o leptons is large. Our naive calculation gave 30% 
of B decays are to electrons and muons. In fact the measured branching 
ratio :s: BT{B - Xe») -.- BT{B -* Yp&) - 10.4%. 

(2) The branching ratio to any exclusive mode is smallP The largest mea
sured branching ratios are for modes like B~ -* D* +H , _Tr~jr t l or fl° —» 
£) ' + i r " i r~ j r + ) r 1 1 with branching ratios oT 2-4%. Typical branching ratios 
to a given exclusive mode are less than 1%, Given the large Q of the 
B decay ol almost 3.5 GeV, the large multiplicity of decay modes is not 
surprising. 

(3) The average T(45) decay into a pair of B mesons has 11 charged particles 
and 10 photons in the final state. The combinatoric backgrounds to 
reconstruction are substantial since the decay products of the 2 B's overlap, 
and good neutral and charged particle information is crucial to do physics. 

(4) By looking at the inclusive momentum spectrum for decays such as 6 —> 
Z)" +:r, DQx, D+x, we can see how often the charmed mesons are produced 
in a two-bady decay. In a two-body decay B —* Da\ the D will come off 
roughly monochroma.Lica.lly Figure 7 shows the inclusive D spectrum vs x 
where i = po/pmqj. and in fact the spectrum is rather broad, indicating 
a predominance of multi-body decays-

C The Spin of the B Meson 

We would expect that B mesons produced at the T(45) are spin 0 rather 
than spin 1 since the obvrved pseudoscalar states are lighter than vector states 
{i.e., D* — D, K' ~ K etc.). The way the spin of the B can be determined is 
by looking at the production angle of the B's relative to the beam line. This is 
done using B^s which are fully reconstructed (so p& is known) using techniques 
1*11 describe in a minute. 

The T(4S) has the quantum numbers of the virtual photon and is in a J — 1, 
]% = ± 1 state. If the Y(4S) decays to a pair of spin 0 particles, then angular 
momentum must go somewhere so the 2 B mesons come off in a relative P state 
with a sin2B angular d is t r ibut ion i w l (0 is the angle to the beam axis). Figure 
8 shows the polar angular distribution of reconstructed B"s indicating a sin 8 
distribution. 

http://monochroma.Lica.lly
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P. The Masses of the B Mesons 

The muses of the light B mesons u e measured by CLEO and ARGUS using 
the same techniques: exclusive reconstruction. The bask idea js to fully recon
struct a B meson from its decay products. AH the decay modes thai ARGUS and 
CLEO fully reconstruct have either a charmed particle (£>°, £>+, D*+. D*°) or 
a particle with hidden charm (J/l/0 in the Anal stale* thereby tak.ng advantage 
of the dominant decay chain o -» c. 

Figure 9 shows the mass distribution for K"«' + combinatioafi for hadronic 
events from the T(AS) and from the continuum!'* Since the Da coming from a B 
can have act energy ol at most half the B energy, the energy of the D candidates 
has been restricted to he less than half the beam energy which is the kinematic 
limit for a. 2 body B decay. We see a signal on top of a substantial combinatorie 
background from continuum. (The histogram is obtained from data taken below 
the T(45) resonance.) To form a B, the heavy meson candidate (such as the 
X>°) will be required to be within 1<J of ita known mass. It will then be combined 
with other tracks in the event to form a B candidate1i.e. J.D0*+. 

We can take advantage of the topology of events to reduce background in 
the reconstruction process. Because the B has spin 0, the angle between the 
B direction and the beam axis is proporLional to Jin20« The continuum events 
are isotropic so we can reject 20% of the continuum background with a cut 
]c&50g| > 0.8, and only lose 5% of the signal. The event shape can also be 
used to supress continuum. Continuum background events are supressed by 
exploiting the fact that the spatial distribution of the decay products of the 2 
B's are uncorrelated, while continuum events are jet-like. Finally, the energy 
difference between the measured energy of the B candidate and the beam energy 
(the true B energy) must be within 2a of 0. This is to exclude genuine B decay 
candidates where an additional particle has bees missed in the analysis, and it 
is also sensitive enough to reject candidates with tracks that have been given the 
wrong mass assignments. 

For particle combinations that pass all of these cuts, we can now compute a 
mass for the B meson candidate. The obvious thing to do is to compute 

where the subscript i refers to the tracks making up the candidate B meson. We 
can rewrite the above expression as 

15000 0I40BS0-DI3 

5 
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J0000 -
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Kn Mass (GeV/c1) 
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Figure 9. K~*+ mus distribution from CLEO for data taken at the T(4S) (dots) 
and coaLimiuro (histogram) showing D signal. 
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where, again, the sum over t is the sum over the tracks making up a can did ale B 
meson* This expression gives & mass resolution of about 20 MeV. The uncertainty 
in Mg dominated by the uncertainty in the measurement of pi from the first 
term. The uncertainty in the 2nd term in this expression is much smaller because 
E w l * " * B m a " number. It is just the momentum of the B meson which we 
know it> *,iny (317 MeV). But | £ Ei]* is just the energy or the B meson and we 
know what that is: it is just the beam energy. So we can write 

where Egtmm is the energy of the electron and positron beam. The beam energy 
resolution is dominated by synchrotron radiation and is approximately 2 MeV 
at CESR and 4 MeV at DORIS. The net resolution on the B mass is 2-6 MeV, 
& factor of 10 better! This technique is called "beam constrained mass" and of 
course, it only works since T(45) —• BB and nothing else. 

Figure ID shows the B mass distributions for charged and neutral B mesons 
from CLEO I M t and ARGUS.'"'Only clean modes, with no neutrals are used in 
the mass determination since they have low background. CLEO fits their signal 
with a Gaussian signal and flat background. ARGUS uses a rather different 
background shape. The results of the fit are 

Table II 
Measured B Meson Masses 

•••.B.GUS CLEO 

M& (MeV) 5,279.6 ±0.7 ±2.0 5,278.0 ±0,4 ±2.0 

MB* (MeV) 5,280.5 ±1.0 ±2.0 5,278.3 ±0.4 ±2.0 

AM = M f l . - Ma. (MeV) -0.9 ±1.2 ±0.5 -0.4 ± 0.6 ± 0.5 

The mass difference is a particularly interesting number since it is related 
to /o//+i the ratio of neutral to charged mesons produced at the T(45). An 
interesting observation is that if you bad been asked what you expected the mass 
difference to be, you might have gone to the particle data book and noticed 
tbe following: 

OHOMD-KH 
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Figure 10- Mass distributions of charged and neutral B meson candidates from (a)(b) 
CLEO and k)(d) ARGUS that are used in the determination of the B 
meson masses. 
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\ I t . - M , . = 4.59 McV 
MK- - WA-» = -4.02 A/eV 
MD* - Afpo = 4.74 MrV. 

C J early there should be a mass difference between the charged and neutral B 
mesons of a few MeV, with the neutral meson being slightly heavier due to the 
splitting of the up and down quark masses. Neither ARGUS nor CLEO confirms 
this and it is a puzzle. 

I said curlier that a mass difference between the neutral and charged mesons 
would affect the production ratio, / o / / + . If the two mesons have equal masses, 
then the phase apace for T(4S) - t B+B~ or T(4S) — B°B° is identical so you 
might conclude that the charged and neutral mesons are produced in equal abun
dance. That assumption is a bit naive because it neglects coulomb interactions 
between the final state mesons. The charged mesons attract each other, enhanc
ing the value of the meson wav«> functions at the origin, «nd that can enhance 
production by AS much as 18% if the B mesons were point lik?- particles. Peter 
Lepage has recently done a calculation pointing out that this too is naive," The 
structure of the mesons cannot be ignc.ed and he finds somewhere between a Z% 
supressiop and a 4% enhancement of charged B production near threshold. For 
the moment, we will use /+//<> = 1 based on AA/ being very close to zero and 
Peter's calculation which says the coulomb corrections don vt give big surprises. 
In the future., a sample of double tagged events: events where we can reconstruct 
both B's in the event, will allow us to actually measure / + / / o . 
E. B Meson lifetime 

The measurement of the B meson lifetime is important for two reasons, 
It is a fundamental parameter of the meson, and it can be combined with a 
measurement of the semi-leptonic branching ratio to determine V c & 1 the CKM 
matrix element. 

The B lifetime is measured «t PEP and PETRA energies where the meson 
is produced with a sufficient boost to travel a measurable distance before it 
decays. Tin* difficulty laced in this experiment is that bb events are only — W% 
of the total hadronir event sample. The b sample must be enhanced before the 
lifetime can he measured. There is a very nice review by Rene Ong whir1-
summarizes the techniques commonly used in making a B lifetime measurement. 
I will concentrate on a single niethud. 

The B meson decays to a lepton roughly !>(]% of the time. Leptons from 
B dec«.y have higher transverse momentum relative to the parent B direction 

than leptons from charm or light quark decays due to the high mass of the b 
quark. By requiring events with leptons that have a p , of greater than 1 GeV/e 
with respect \o the thrust axis of the event, which is taken as the estimator of 
the parent B direction, the Mark 11 at PEP was able to obtain a B fraction of 
(65 ± 5 ) % in their event sample.""Once a B enriched data sample is obtained, the 
lifetime of the B meson is measured by determining either the displacement of 
the average vertex of the event from the beam centroid, or the impact parameter 
of the high pf lepton with respect to the estimated production point of the B, 
which is either the beam cejtroid, or determined by other tracks in the event. 

The lifetime measured with these techniques is the "average" lifetime of a 
combination of charged and neutral B's, as well as B„ and Aj. The world average 
"average" B lifetime is now determined to be 

U 8 ±0 .14 pace."" 

It will turn out to be very important for the determination of the CKM 
matrix element Vct to have the exclusive B+ or B° lifetime. There are two ways 
to get at the exclusive charged and neutral B lifetimes: one uses the semi-leptonic 
decay ra te and I will discuss it in detail i Q subsequent chapters. The other is to 
directly measure the B° lifetime as has recently been done by the Mark [I using 
P E P data. 

The technique the Mark II uses is a bold one!**1 They partially reconstruct 
B° _ . D*+t~v with i > # + — D°*+, but they do m a reconstruct the D° since the 
loss of efficiency would be prohibitive. They form D° candidates by adding all 
charged tracks in the leptons thrust hemisphere with pj| > 0.5 GeV/c except the 
lepton and a candidate bachelor pion (from D'+ —• Da*+) and all photons with 
P|| > 1.0 GeV/c where pjj refers to the momentum parallel to the thrust axis. 
Quite impressively rfhen combining the Da candidates with the bachelor n they 
see a peak in the W - D° mass difference when the pion and lepton have the 
opposite sign (signal) but no peak when they have the same sign (background), 
as shown in Fig. 11. After track quality cuts they end up with a sample of 15 
D*~l+ pairs from which they can determine the lifetime of the parent particle 
by calculating the vertex of all tracks and measuring its displacement from beam 
center. They measure a Ba lifetime of 

TBO = 1.20±D.36±0,14 psic 

which indicates, when compared with the average B lifetime of 1.18 psec, that 
the charged and neutral B's have similar lifetimes, although errors are still large. 
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3- Semi-Leptonic B Decays 

I now want to concentrate on semi-leptonic decays of the B meson. They 
are of particular importance in the study of B decay, and U is straight forward 
to understand why. In a semi-leplonic decay of the B meson, the 6 quArk in the 
meson decays to a charm or up quark with the emission of a W'~ boson, which 
then decays inV • a lepton and an antincutrino, as shown in Fig. 12. There can be 
DO question of the light quark participating in the decay, atid so the diagram IH 
pure spectator The leptoaic decay of the W is weJJ understood. The coupling at 
the W vertex is V-A with a coupling constant given by the standard model- Thin 
is separated from the hadronic vertex which one assumes is V-A and contain? 
a CKM matrix element Vcb or l ^ to describe the coupling of different quark 
flavors. The effects of the sliong interactions are contained in the form factors 
which describe the formation of the final s tate meson. Relatively speaking, the 
semi-leptonic decay gives us a "clean" probe oj the quark decay. 

As wc noted last lecture, the branching ratio to leptons is large in B decay: 
Br(B —* X(v) = 10.4%. Furthermore, leptons are relatively easy to detect. 
especially at higher momenta. Muons are most often detected by their ability 
to penetrate magnet iron to an outer detector, aud electrons can he uniqurly 
identified in electromagnetic calorimeters. Thp usefulness of leptons as a probe of 
B decays is the result of a combination, then, of their experimental accesiubiUty 
and their theoretical simplicity. 

Many expefirrents have laken advantage of teptoits to identify b quark events 
in their data. This is because a lepton in a hadronic event is a signature of a 
weak decay and the heavy b quark must undergo a weak decay to changp its 
flavor. Of course there are other sources of leptons in hadronic events besides 
B'B. For example, the semileptonic branching ratio for a charged 0 meson is 
almost 20%, but from bottom and lighter charm or strange quark decays can 
he separated by total lepton momentum or the component of the momentum 
transverse to the event axis. 

P E P and PETRA experiments typically require a leptoti with high transverse 
momentum (pt > lGeV/c) with respect to the thrust axis of a hadronic even! to 
enrich their B sample. The lepton signals a weak decay and the pt requirement 
enhances b over *: and s due to the much largf r mais of the b quark. SitniUrh 
CDF and UA1 use leptons to identify B events. Then* th<? problem is somewhat 
reversed. Those experiments are not designed to trigger on low p, leptons (after 
aJJ, their primary concern was the high pt physics of W, Z and top production) 
so thf trigger alone biases them very heavily towards ft events rather than charm. 
In fact, the challenge CDF now lias is to IOW<T their minimum pt cut tin rnuons 



to accept more B events and still have an acceptably low trigger rate. Despite 
these difficulties, CDF is demonstrating they can do B physics even with SfB = 
1/1000. In addition to the reconstruction of tf>A'~, they have seen Z? f l ,s in jets 
with leptons that are consistent with coming from B decay. 

Figure 13 shows K*w~ combinations in jets with e+ (or charge conjugate 
combination). This is the correct combination of signs to come from B decay 
and we see a nice D° peak. How do we know these D's are from B's? When CDF 
looks at A +ff~ combinations io jets with e~ (a sign combination incompatible 
with coming from a B), they don't see a Zj° signal. 

At the T(4S) , requiring a lepton supresses the continuum background under 
the T(4.9). This is even more powerful if a minimum momentum cut of around 
1 GeV is applied to the lepton. Figure 14(a) shows the inclusive spectrum of 
leptons from the continuum at CLEO which is clearly peaked at low momentum. 
The inclusive lepton spectrum from the T(4$) is shown in Fig, 14(b) (where 
the background from the continuum under the 4S has already been subtracted). 
Above i GeV, leptons from B decays dominate the spectrum. Below that mo
mentum there is considerable contamination from cascade decays where b —* c 
and then the charm quark decays semileptonieally. It is clear the requirement 
of a > IGeV/c Lepton in T ( 4 S ) events will greatly enhance the "b-ness" of our 
sample. 

1 am going to concentrate on the extraction of the elements ;>f the qua-k mix
ing matrix: \Vti\> (V^l* |V«| , using semileploiiic B -decays. 1 want to cir.pha.MZ? 
that the methods J will describe are crude, and tha t this procedure of extracting 
CKM matrix elements will become much more rigorous and exact in the coming 
years. I will try to give you some indications on how we will be improving this. 1 
will sLarl with a discussion of measurements of the semi'leptonic decay rate, and 
its relation to the B lifetime and the extraction of V'rj. 1 v.'A] also discuss progress 
towards the determination of the exclusive lifetimes of B~ and B°. Then I will 
discuss the 'imits on V,j from the lepton end point apecLrum, and 1 will end with 
a discussion of B°Bti mixing. 
A. Inclusive Semi-Leplonic D«-^v-- and Vci 

We have two basic probes of the sen : leptonic decay raie: we can measure 
the inclusive momentum spectrum of the emitted lepton. or w- <ait measure the 
der»y rate inLo a few exclusive channels such as fi —* Dtt' or B —• D*(v, We will 
start with the inclusive spectrum. The CLEO inclusive electron spectrum from 
T(45) decays is shown in Figure 14(b). Recall this spectrum is generated by 
taking the inclusive lepton spectrum at the T(-i£) energy for leptons in hadronit 
events^ subtracting fakes and correcting for detector efficiency, and then doing a 
bin by bin subtraction of the continuum lepton spectrum (similarly corrected) 

http://cir.pha.MZ
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from data taken below the Y(4&). In this way, contributions to the spectrum 
from leptons that do not originate from T(4S) decays are removed. If we assume 
that T(4S) -* BB 100% of the time, then this spectrum is the inclusive Jepton 
spectrum from B-decays. There are *wo dominant components to the lepton 
spectrum. (I should note that contributions from E —» ifrX, i/> --* l+t and 
B —* rx, T —» vrtirt have been subtracted.) The spectrum coDlaias leptons 
from direct semi-leptonic decays of the ft quark: 6 —* ctit and b -+ utv. These 
are called primary leptons. The spectrum also contains leptons from cascade 
decays b —» c -* aCv where the B meson decays to a D, and the 0 decays semi-
leptonicaUy. These secondary leptons have a softer spectrum and dominate at 
low momentum. 

In order to extract an average semi-leptonic decay rate (average since it is 
averaged over both charged and neutral B's). we need to fit the spectrum, and 
ID order to do that, wc have to use a theoretical model. 

Until nowT wc have had to rely on a variety of phenomenological models 
which faJI into 1 basic categories. The simplest Tiodels of semi-Ieptonie B decay 
are the free quark models." The heavy quark is treated as free and is Allowed 
to decay in analogy with muon decay. These models essentially start at the 
quark level and predict the full inclusive lep ton momentum spectrum. They say 
nothing about branching ratios to exclusive states such as D'£& or Dtv, The 
second class of model* is called exclusive or bound state models. They calculate 
a set of exclusive channels which is postulated to saturate the total rate. There 
are several of these models! ' " J The significant differences between them are 
all in how the hadronic form factors are calculated. At the risk of insulting 
the theorists,, it appears tit at the form factor models to date all involve various 
degrees of educated guesses. What is quite amazing is that for decays B —• Xctu 
with a charmed quark in the final state, the models agree quite well. These 
models clearly do give branching, ratios to exclusive final states. 

There are two new models on the market. One is a hybrid formed from the 
models just described.'3 It uses the hound state models at lew hadronic recoil 
energy where bound stales should dominate and matches on to the quark model 
calculations at high recoil where they are most accurate. The basic idea is to 
give the full Dalitz plot equal weight. 

The second new melhod is, apparency, (he wave of the future. Here QCD 
can be used to derive a rigorous relation between the form factors in D decay 
and B decay as opposed lo previous models which simply guessed at the form 
Factors.1"1 The form factors in D decay are being measured by E691 m decays 
such as D+ -* fc*°e+vt. Tl*e goal is to use these form factors in B decay and 
thereby reduce *!.? uncertainty in the extraction of V^ and Vfj. 



After this digression, let's get back to the experimental problem at hand 
which is the extraction of the semi-lcptonic branching ratio and VA from the in
clusive leplon spectrum. Both CLEO and ARGUS determine th • semi-leptonic 
branching ratio by filling the observed inchiBive spectrum to theoretical models-
ARGUS fits the experimental spectrum above 1.4 GeVfc where the contribution 
from cascade decays is small and uses models to extrapolate to the full spect- um. 
CLEO fits the full spectrum to a sum of the primary and secondary spectra. The 
secondary spectrum is obtained by folding the measured lepton spectrum from 
semi-leptooic D decays with the measured momentum spectrum for D mesons 
produced in B decay. The results for the average semi-leptonic branching ra
tio from CLEO and ARGUS are given in Table 3 where the free quark model 
of Attarelli et al. (ACCMM), " 'and the form factor model of Grinstein et al 
(1SGW),1" have been used to extrapolate the spiTctrum. 

Table 3. 
Inclusive B meson semi-leptonic branching ratios and values for V&. 

Model ACCMM 

Branching ratio 

% 

ISGW 

Branching Ratio 
ACCMM 1SC.W 

IK*! 

CLEO 10.4 ±0.2 ±0.4 10.0 ±0.1 ±0.3 0.OJ6 ± .001 ± .006 0.045 ± .001 ± .007 
ARGUS 10.2 ±0.4 ±0.2 9.8 ±0.4 J.046 ± .002 ± .006 0.045 ± .001 ± .007 

How do we now erf-act V e t ? If we look at the decay b - , ctK it looks 
remarkably like the decay of a muon, and we can write down an expression for 
the rate 

where we have taken the familiar formula Tor muon decay and substituted in the 
mass c j the b quark for the muon mass. The factor Vej comes from the CKM 
matrix and fd>(Mt, Me) describe* the phase space for the final state relative to 
the phase space for muon decay and is approximately .49- I am ignoring l«i in 
this expression and that will be justified later when you see how small Vub is. 

Experirhcntally, we measure the semi Anionic branching ratio 

flr(fl-Xft.)=r<*ir,J"''>. 
I TOT 

TTOT is related to the B lifetime so we have , / T ^ = YJQJ 01 

n IB?!*'-!*-4 9-
This formula is naive since it totally ignores the difference between a free quark 
and a meson. The models mentioned above give corrections due to the interaction 
with the spectator quark, and gluons in the final state. We can now plug in the 
measured B meson Lifetime, the measured leptonic branching ratio. A/*, Gp and 
extract the values for IV^I given in Table 3. The first crrur quoted in Table 
3 gives the experimental statistical and systematic error added in quadrative. 
The second error includes the model uncertainties, the slat is tic*! and systematic 
uncertainty in the measured B lifetime, and an additional error of 20% in the 
lifetime that has oeen added to account for our uncertainly in the B+ and B° 
lifvtime relative to the B lifetime averaged over all B species. The constraints 
placed on Vc|. using tbi* method have some notable weaknesses. (1) There is 
uncertainty in what to use for A/j. (2) The phase space factor depends m. 
both Mfc, and on Mtr which is equally uncertain. (3) To date, the best lifetime 
measurements are average B lifetime measurements, meaning they are averaged 
over an unknown mixture of charged and neutral B's, B„ A* and so on. while the 
branching ratio is averaged over a mixture of B~ and B°. It is the uncertainly 
in these quantities that dominates the error on \V(i\. 

Given the weaknesses of this inclusive method, it is in*tTucUve to ask if we 
can improve our knowledge of Ve± by looking in exclusive seini-leptonic B drrays. 
The answer is that we can't yet, but with more data , this is the right way to do 
it. 
B* Exclusive Semi-lepUmic Decays and !.-», 

We want to uhe the relation BT{B° -» D*+t-v)fT(tiP) - oUCi] 2- There 
are several things we need to do: (1) Measure the brandling ratio; for example 
Br{Bc —• Dm*i~v). This is not the only, but certainly the easiesl exclusive 
channel to use. (2) We need the lifetime of the B** (nr?i an average lifetime) to 
extract V{B° - t D"*t~v). (3) We need to know the integrated form factor a 
that describes the hadronic current in the decay amplitude that creates the D*+. 
This comes from theory but needs to be checked experimentally using method* I 
will describe: (1) wc can do, (2) is crude at this point, and (3) ".ill require more 
data. 



The branching ratio B' - . D'*lv is measured using a very clever tech
nique, first implemented by ARGUS. H is again a technique unique to the 
T(4S) which exploits the fact that the B's are produced nearly at rest. We 
are going to partially reconstruct the decay; "partially" since the neutrino will 
alwayB escape unobserved- First a D* candidate is found in an hadronic event 
with a lepton, 1.4 < p, < 2.4 GeV/c, using the decay modes D" — K--H+ or 
D° -* K-*+*~T+. The candidate D*'t are combined with other pions in the 
event to form a D , + . The reconstruction of the D'+ is extremely dean- The 
phase space available for the pion in the decay D'* -t D ° T + is very small since 
the mass difference between the D'+ and the D" is oniy 145.45 MeV and the 
resolution on the mass difference is 0.8 MeV (to be compared with a resolution 
of 12 MeV for the £>° mass). Figure 15 shows a D" signal from CLEO with an 
identified lepton in the event before the D'+ - D° mass difference cut. D"s 
from continuum events are supressed by requiring that the momentum of the D' 
be less than Ms/2. 

We now have an event with a lepton and a D'+, and we want to try to 
reconstruct a B. 

If the B mesons were exactly at rest, then true D'i combinations from B 
decay would give a narrow peak at zero when the missing mass recoiling against 
the O't candidate was plotted. In effect we reconstruct the B by reconstructing 
the missing neutrino. The miffsing mass squared is just: 

MM2 - (EB - (ED. + E,), 3 - (ft, - {fiD. + ft))2. 

The energy of the B meson is Bum which we can substitute for EB. We don't 
know pa hut we know that in magnitude it is small. We ignore it and the effect 
is to broaden the missing mass distribution. Figure 1€ shows the missing mass 
distribution from CLEO for right sign D"+f (and charge conjugate) combina
tions and for wrong sign D'TP combinations and there is clear evidence ft>r a 
B signal. There are backgrounds to this procedure. The dominant background 
appears to be either the decay B — Z>'(2420)r-i> wnere B'(2420) -f Dm*r and 
the pbn is not detected or B - . (£»V) .„_ r „„„, f - j ; . This gives a peak in 
the missing mass distribution at a slightly high value of MM*, giving the dis
tribution a high MM' shoulder. Other backgrounds include continuum events, 
cascade decays when the D'+ is from one B in the event and the lepton is from 
the charm decay of the other B, mixed events to where the lepton is from » B 
that mixed and the D'+ is from the other B, and fakes. 

Once the background has been subtracted, the remaining events can be used 
to extract the brandling ratios 
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Figure 15. The invariant mass distribution for DQ candidates in events with an iden
tified lepton from CLEO. 
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wrong sign events. 

Bf(B° - . D*+e-v) = (4.6 ± 0 . 5 ±0.7)% CLEO"" 

= (5.4 ± 0.9 ± 1.3)% ARGUS"* . 

An interesting fact to note is that the average inclusive B semj-leptonic branching 
is 10.4%, so if the inclusive B° semi-leptonic branching ratio is close to the same 
as B+, then D'*t~0 is the dominant semi-leptonic decay mode. In fact. D'tv 
and D£f account for 2 / 3 of the inclusive semi-leptonic branching ratios. 

Our goal, recall, was to extract Vci. Various form factor models predict 

T(B° - D'+Tv) = /f |V r f p - 10" V 

BT(B° -> D'+l-v) 

r(B") 

where K varies be -"en 22 and 26. 

What do we use f-.>r T(B°y! We could use the average B lifetime determined 
by PEP and PETRA, or we could use the Mark II result mentioned last time 
which has rather large errors. There is a third option, which also has large errors, 
although smaller than errors on the Mark II method. Both CLEO and ARGUS 
have used the missing mass technique just described for B" —t D'*l~v to deter
mine other exclusive semi-leptonic branching ratios, such as B+ —• D c + i / and 
B° —i D~t+u. To extract the lifetime ratio from the semi-leptonic branching 
ratio relies on the assumption that T[B+ — D"t*v) = r (B° -> D't^v) due to 
the absence of final state interactions. Since 

. _ 0 r f v r(B+ - tfic*v) 

= T0. r ( f l + ~D u t -+ i / ) 

we easily get 

fir(g+ -.D°C+v) Br(B" ->D-t+v) 

or 



= 1.00 ± 0.23 ± 0.14 ARGUS™ 

= .89 ± 0.19±0.13 Cl£0]"\ 

We can then use this to extract tbe B° lifetime from the average lifetime deter
mined at P E P and PETRA. We can now extract IV^J from tbe D'lu exclusive 
branching ratio and get 

|Kb| = .039 ;fc .004 ± .005 CLEO 

- .043 ± .006 ± .005 ARGUS, 

Again, the first error quoted is the statistical plus systematic err ir from the 
branching ratio measurement and the second error includes model uncertainties 
and the uncertainty in TQ«. 

To extract this result, we had to rely on the theoretical predictions of tbe 
farm Factors for the decay iJ° —t i>* + /~v which were bidden in tbe factor K, 
Why should we trust Lhe theorists? ID fact, we have every reason not to trust 
them because, if we are to believe recent results from E691, 1" 1 the theoretical 
form factors predicted for tbe analogous decay: D+ —» A'*°e + i / e i are wrong! 
I am being unfair. In tbe case of the B° -*• D'+f~i> decay, >t is thought the 
theoretical form factors are rather good; better than the charm case since we 
have a heavy quark in the final Btate. However, the question of form factors will 
come up again when we try to intrepret our b ~* u data, so 1 want t o discuss 
them now. 

A very nice introduction to Form factors can be found in the review of Giiman 
and Singleton and I will borrow from that. Consider the semi-leptonic decay 
of a pseudoscalar meson: M —* mei> as shown in Fig. 17. The decay rate i*-
given by 

dT{M - me^t = —\A(M - me*)| a«r> 3 

wrwre dVj contains the final slate ph*i.s«- spare factors and 

2 7 7 0 9 9 0 - 0 2 2 

Figure 17. Feynmao diagram for the weak decay M —* mcD. 
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Vqq is just the CKM matrix element for the Q —• q transition, and L** and Ht, 
AM the leptocic and ha.dean.ic final scare currents respectively. L" we know: 

The matrix element for tbe badranic current is not so simple, particularly Tor a 
vector meson in the final state. H is usually expressed in tern is or 3 amplitudes 
corresponding to the 3 helieity states of the virtual W,. (H± and ///>,) for a vector 
final state, and is described by a single amplitude for a. pseudoscalar final stale 
(when ffl* is small). 

The full decay amplitude is given by a very complicated function of the H's 
and the variables of the final state phase space, and I refer the interested reader 
who wants to see the details to the Oilman and Singleton paper. The heficity 
amplitudes themselves, the ETs, are linear combinatiorw or the form factors which 
one calculates from theory. There are 3 form factors for the vector decay and 1 
for the psendoscaJar decay giving 4 in all and the decay rate is a very complicated 
function of those form factors. These form factors describe our lack of ability to 
calculate QCD. 

To date, we have been testing the J-heorelicaJ predictions for the farm factors 
in B decay by integrating the transition probability over all variables (fxccpl 
possibly the lepton energy spectrum). That is fhe procedure 1 described for 
determining VcV There has been a slight improvement on that in the decay 
B —*• V*£f. The ratio of transverse to longitudinal1 poJarizatiorj of the D* lias 
been measured, which is a measure of the ratio of the integrated longitudinal to 
transverse helicily amplitudes. What one really wants to do, however, is measure 
the form factors directly, without integrating over all the final slate variable's. 

In order to do this one mutt fit the differential decay rain 

dY{M _ , met) =. =77M(A/ — wi>)\-4jrj 

priori the differential decay rate is a function of 9 variables in ds^. 

but energy and momentum conservation as expressed in the ( function take care 
of 4 o! the variables leaving 5 to fit to. E6SI has done a nice analysis where 
they fit to the differential decay distribution for £>+ - . A"°e+i/, and extracted 
the form factors using the full information of the angular distribution. We need 
about twice the current data sample to be able to do a similar analysis for the 
decay B —• D'+l~v. Once one is in a position to compare the individual 
form factors with the theoretical models, one can be much more confident about 
extracting CKM matrix elements from exclusive semi-leptonic decays. 
C. Charmless Semi-feptonit B Decays 

1 now wanl to Bwitch from determinations of Vj, to the determination of V, t 

by CLEO and ARGUS. V^ is a crucial piece of the puzzle tha t explains C P 
violation, [f any one of the elements of the 3 x 3 CKM quark mixing matrix is 
zero, then it cannot describe the observed CP violation in K decays. Neither 
CLEOnor ARGUS has a. good measurement of V . t yet, mostly because of large 
thijorelical uncertainties, but both agree that V„a ^ 0. 

The most satisfying way to search l o r l - t j transitions is to exclusively 
reconstruct a sample of t - t a decays. The theoretical .iterpretation might be 
difficult, depending on the mode, but it would be exnetimentally unambiguous. 
The most sensitive way to look for evidence that the coupling of the b quark 
to the u quark is different from zero, however, is to look in the inclusive single 
lepton spectrum for leptons (electrons or muons) from the B semi-leptontc decay 
which are kinematically incompatible with coming from the charm decay of the 
B meson. Recall that tbe t quark will preferentially turn into a c quark when 
it weakly decays, but charmed quarks are heavy. The lightest mass particle 
containing a charmed quark is a D meson which has a mass of 1.8 GeV. The 
technique I will describe relies on the fact that the minimal hadronic mass in a 
charm decay of the B meson is the mass of the D meson, while in a charmless 
decay of the B meson, the final state hadronir mass tan be as light as the mass of 
apion (139 MeV) This difference in final s tate mass is reflected in the momentum 
of the lepton from (be decaying B. Leptons from the decay B —* D(v must have 
a momentum of less than 2.46 GeY/c iu the lab. while in the decay B —. -ntv, the 
lepton momentum can extend up to 2.1 GeV. This is schematically illustrated 
iu fig. 19- Conceptually, this experiment is no different from examining the 
'^hdpoinl spectrum of tritium beta decay for evidencr of neutrino mass. 

http://ha.dean.ic
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Figure 18. Predicted lepton spectrum for semi-leptonic B decays. The solid curve i 
the spectrum for b —* r decays, the dotted curve- is for b —* u decays. 

Most leplons in the inclusive lepton spectrum at T(45) energies that have 
momentum above 2.4 GeV will he from continuum eve-nts where ^ + e~ —• qq 
with q = t i , J , c , i , In order to supress contributions from the rontinuum, both 
ARGUS and CLEO cut an the event shape. This supressiun lakes advantage 
of the fact thai the 13 decays nearly at, rest so its decay products are isotropic. 
Continuum events produce particles 'raveling with a substantia! boost and the 
decay products tend to be to) limited along the flight path. Figure 19 shows an 
expanded view of the CLEO lepton spectrum at the T(4£) after a cut on the 
event shape. You can see there are teuton* in the region Above 2.46 GeV - the 
endpoint for b -* c decays, and there a te Eeptons above 2,7 GeV, the kinematic 
limit Tor leptons from B decay. This is because there are still real leptons (and 
fake leptons - misidcotificd hadrons) from continuum events. The continuum 
ha* bc tc supressed. but there are still plenty of events. 

At this point CLF-O and ARGUS branch in the way they do the analysis. 
CLEO remove* the continuum contribution by taking the continuum data sample 
from the running below the T(4S}. scaling it by the difference in luminosity and 
energy, fitting it, and subtracting it from the lepton sample. Figure 20 shows 
the lepton spectrum from L'LEO with the continuum contribution (and fakes] 
subtracted, and you see there are still events in the endpoint region* but above 
2.7 GeV there are no events, which is a cross check the continuum was subtracted 
correctly. 

The ARGUS analysis differs from CLEO's in that they continue to supress 
the contribution from the. continuum using additional cuts, so that the eventual 
continuum subtraction is smaiJer in magnitude. They use a more severe shape 
cut. and they require missing momentum in the event of 1.0 < Pmui < 3.5 
GeV/c to correspond t o the escaping, undetected neutrino. Figure 21 shows 
their lepton spectrum above 2 GeV"" and also indicates the small continuum 
contribution. 

Both experiments extend their search for excess lepions down inLo the region 
where 6 —* c transitions an* allowed but very phase space supressed. and use 
models of b -* <* decays to esijmai,e how much b — c(f contaminates their 
sample. ARGl'S quotes a lepton excess of 7i ± 13.4 out of * total of 132 events 
in the 2.3 < pi < 2-6 GeV momentum region.'*'3 They also have a separate 
sample of dilepton evert * where they see an excess of 14 ± 5 events out of a total 
of 2 l ! l ' 1 CLK0 divides the endpoint region into 2 bins i.i momentum. 2-2 - 2 4 
GeV/cand 1 .4-2 .6 GeV/c. and quotes an excess of 61.6 ± 29.S ±29.1 events in 
the lower bin and 70.4 ± 20.3 ± 10.4 in the upper bin oui of S13 and 349 events 
in each bin befon- continuum subtraction!" 1 The subtractions are large, but it 
seems beyond doubt that there is a source of lepions at the 1{4S) thai h»ve 
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a momentum too large to be accounted for by 6 —* c decays. H it fr —• u? If 
we assume th&L T(45) —* 5 5 100% of the time, then the leplons must come 
from B decays. However. noxx-BB decays of the T[4£) cculd produce leptoDS in 
this momentum racge. Without knowing more about the noo-BB decays of the 
T(45) , we can'l put any meaningful limits on contributions it might make to 
the inclusive lepton spectrum. It is worth noting that the absence of an excess 
of leptons above 2.7 ~ieV rules out large contributions from direct T (45) decays. 
The other thing worth noting is that ARGUS was able Lo fully reconstruct an 
event from their sample with pt > 2.3 GeV and they reconstruct a 6 —• u decay." 

The excess of lepLons cannot he accounted for by any known source and it 
is assumed it results from fr —» u transitions. Now, to extract a value of VMj 
from the event excess requires a theoretical model. This turns out to be quite 
problematic. Table 4 lists the value of | l ^ | V c 4 | 2 derived by CLEO and ARGUS 
from their data , and while the experiments agree quite well, the theories do not. 

Table 4. 

Model IVa./H.f'.lO1 

CLEO ARGUS 

ACCMM"" 

ISGW'"1 

WSB1"' 

KS1"1 

.8 ± 0.2 

2.2 ±0.6 

1.3 ±0.4 

0.9 ±0.2 

1.0 ±0.2 

3.2 ± 0.7 

1.4 ±0.4 

0.8 ± 0.2 

Note that all these theories agree on the value of V tt extracted from data. 

It in nol really surprising that the free quark model (ACCMM) does not 
work. We are examining the endpoint of the spectrum, jusl where we expect 
resonances to be imj-ortant However, the form factor models also disagree, 
leaving a large uncertainty in the actual determination of V.4. Ho* can this 
situation be improved? 

The key to improving the determination of Vui lies in more experimental 
data and. a better understanding of the theoretical models. Figure 22 shows 
the Dalits plot for semi-leptonic B decays and the experiments currently arc 
sensitive to only a very restricted regions! the Dalitz plot. The values of V»( that 
are extracted from the da ta depend critically on the details of how a particular 
theory chooses to populate the hadronic states such as B —» T(V. B —> plv, 
B - t urtv, that contribute most significantly in the endpoint region. The hone 
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is tha t Mr,'* Isgur and Wise are telling us that if we measure the form factor* 
in the Cabibbo supressed D —> ntv and D -* piv decays, w? can in a model 
independent way extract the form factors {over some range of the Daiitz plot ai 
least) for B —* stu and B —• ̂ . " ' I ' h i s would hr A greal step forward since it 
is unlikely that any experiment in the forseeable future will be ablv to do tin-
kind of form factor analysis on the charmless B decays that Was discussed for 
B - D*tu. 
D. ,8° - B° Mixing 

1 want lo conclude this section on semi-leptomc 3 decays with a discussion 
of the phenomenon of mixing in the neutral B meson system. According to our 
standard model picture of the weak interactions of quarks, tin; neutral 8 mesons 
should mix, and they do. Mixing means that a £ ° meson can turn into a Bn 

meson via the second order weak process as show in Fig. 23. Since bpth tin* b 
and d quarks can couple to u, c, and ( quark* via the weak interaction, the B 
meson "decays" into a pair or virtual W V jsons which then reappears as a B . 
The mixing of the neutral B mesons is observable if the rate For a B° to mix into 
a 5 ° is comparable t o the rate at which the B decays. 

The cleanest measure of mixing would be a sample of fully reconstructed 
BQBa or BQBQ events since they could t x k l only if mixing had cx ru rml . Full 
event reconstruction is extremely difficult, and to date there exist only a Few 
fully reconstructed mixed events from ARGl 'S. The best measurement of mixin? 
comes from using inclusive methods where the flavor of the b quark thai decays 
is tagged using a lepton. When 1 say Lag the flavor, 1 mean that the sign of the 
lepton emitted tells whether it was a 6 or an anti-fc quark that decayed. Lepions 
are particularly useful since, as vtre have learned, 209E of the B decays are to a 
lepton, leptor 4! are easy to detect, and at high momentum (or high transverse 
momentum if mixing is being measured at KCM above the T(4-?)j, there is low 
background. 

To measure mixing one wants to measure the ratio of the probability that 
a particle born as a BQ will decay as a 6 ° , to the probability it will demy as a 
i?°. In the absence of background, this can be expressed as a ratio of same sign 
to opposite sign dilepton events. We define a mixing ratio; 

r K{(+f- from BnBf> decay\' 

Whereas counting the number of same sign and opposite sign dilepion events, 
from B® and Ba decays is ainiplr in prarlire, their are some serious experimental 
difficulties. 
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Figure 23. Lowest order Feynman diagrams describing mixing in the neutral B meson 
systems. 

(1) Fakes: are the leptona in our 'I lep'ou event really leptons. or aTe they 
misidi-ntjfied hadrons? 

'2) Did both leptons in the event come from B decay? Qne B can decay to 
a lepton and the other B can decay to a D meson which then decays to 
a lepton. These cascade decays contribute like sign dileptons even in the 
absence of mixing so this background is particularly insidious. 

(3) A severe problem Tor mixing measurements at hadron machines is leptons 
from r and K decays in flight. 

(4) The T ( l 5 ) decays into either a neutral (B°B°) or charged {B+B~) pair 
of mesons. Charged B mesons ran decay t o leptons and contribute to the 
denominator of the mixing ratio r. 

(5) Above the T{4S) al higher energy r + r ~ or pp machine , one is measuring 
mixing or an unknown mixture of Bj and B, mesons and the denominator 
of r contains contributions from all bottom hadrons, including charged 
mesons and baryons. 

In 19S7 VA1 was the first experiment to claim an observation of BB mix
ing ** b*sed on an excess of like sign dileptoo events in pp collisions. Since then 
both CLEO and ARGUS have measured mixing. CLEO and ARGUS measure 
F J £ J mixing, all other experiments measure a combination of B& and Bj mixing. 

At ARGL'S and CLl-X) the basic analys t for mixing is the same- Kadronic 
events arc selected that have 2 Icptouis where both leptons are required to have 
a momentum between 1.4 and 2.4 (jeV/c. The lower cut supresses cascade 
decays where one lepton is from a B, the other from a D, and the upper cut 
3U pi esses continuum background since it is dose to the kinematic upper limit 
for leptoDF from B's. There is also an opening angle cut between the two leptons 
to supiess photon conversions and fakes frum continuum jets. After these cuts 
each experiment has approximately 70 like sign events and 400 unlike sign events. 
OF the roughly 70 like sign events that each experiment has. cascade decays and 
fakes account for roughly half of ih«m. and must be subtracted. Table 5 gives 
the numbers of like sign and opposite sign dileptons from ARGVS-



Table 5. 

N^P) H(l±t*) 

1HS) 
Fakes + Continuum 

+ Cascades •+ $ 

413 

31 

64 ±10 

29 

Signal 382 ± 22 35±11 

To calculate r, the contribution of the opposite sign dilepton sample from 
charged B decays must be subtracted. Thiu is difficult since the fraction of the 
total Dumber of dileptons coming from charged B decays depends on quantities 
we don't know very well. The number of dileptons from charged B's depends on 

(1) The ratio of the number of charged to neutral B's produced al the T(45) f 

f+/fa, and which we take to he 1. 
(2) The ratio of the semi-leptpnic branching ratios, f>+fb0, which is equal to 

the ratio of lifetime of the charged and neutral B's. 

Using /+6 i / / o^ = 1-2 we get 

r = 0,39 ± 0.06 ± 0,06 CLBOW 

= 0.22 ± 0,07 ± 0,06 ARGUS1"1 . 

ARGUS has also measured mixing using D*tt events which are events where 
the D*i have been partially reconstructed to give a Ba as described earlier, and 
another lepton is required in the event. This method eleminates any contami
nation from charged B's so that while it is statistically weaker, the systematic 
errors are smaller, giving 

r = 0.24 ±0.12 ±0.02 ARGUS™ 

We conclude that the mixing of neutral B mesons is large, A particle born 
&& a B has a 20% chance of turning into a B° before it decays. We can now 
play the game of extracting V'ti from this measurement. To do this wc need to 
relate the obseived ratio of same sign to opposite sign dilepton events from Ba 

decays, to the theoretical estimate of the box diagrams responsible for mixing. 
The inost convenient quantity to define is 

BT(B0 -»B°->*/•*• *) 
~ [Br(B° ^» B*> — Xi+vJ + Br{B* — Xt-v)] 

which is just the probability that an isolated B° meson will decay as a B°. Thia 
can be calculated from the box diagrams as 

(AM/IT 
2 + 2(AAf/r)2 

where 

r 3 |V tli2 Mt ' « . ' 

AM/T contains many terms that are not well known, among them tbe B 
meson structure constant B B / | , and Mf. We still need to relate Z to the 
observed ratio of same to opposite sign dileptons. On the T(4S), the B^B" 
state is P-wave and Bose statistics inhibit mixing. The B's must mix coherently 
(always remain a BaB® pair) and it is only when one B decays that tbe other 
is free to mix independently. As a result, the like sign dilepton rate is actually 
supressed on the T(4S). We find on r(4S): r = Z/(l - Z\IS the b quarks are 
not produced in a coherent state, 

_ IZ(l-Z) 
1' ~ 22 + ( l_ .Z)2 ' 

We now have a relation between r (the measured quantity) and Vtd- We can 
only really put a limit on the product MfMjV^]2, If we cheat a little and 
use the unitarity oi a 3 generation CKM matrix to put an upper limit on V,d 

and use the upper limit on the top quark mass of Mt £ 200 GeV from EW 
radiative corrections, we get .004 < Vu < .02."'1 Two last points 1 would like to 
mention. (I) Experiments at PEP"" and UAl""have seen evidence for mixing 
in datr. tbat contains both Bd and (we assume) B, mesons. These experiments 
universally agree that they see more mixing (more like sign dilepton pairs when 
backgrounds from cascades, fakes, and decays in flight are removed) thin can be 
accomodated by Bj mixing alone. The B, should be produced at these energies 
and it should mix even more strongly than Bj (because VJ, is expected lo be 
larger than Vti since it is only one generation off diagonal in the CKM matrix 



instead of two), (2) When B, mixing has been well measured (which is a very 
difficult proposition since as &fL gels large, Z -* 1/2, and r _* 1 independent 
of Z!), one can extract H'tdf flj \Vt,\2 fa, independently of Mf, BB and A/,2, if 
it is still un aown. 

4. B Physics in the Future 

In these final sections, I want to concentrate on the future, and I will do 
this in two parts. First, I want to talk about what to expect in the very near 
future: this year, next year and the year after from LEP/SLC, the Tevatron and 
CLEO U and ARGUS. LEP and SLC are opening a window on how the b quark 
couples to the Z 0 , and if you recall from Chapter 2, a large (6nb) cross section 
and high energy will allow them to do physics that lower energy experiments 
have not done. CDF is just beginning to learn how to do B physics, and f think 
they will contribute a lot, and CLEO II has just turned on with a new state of 
the art detector and a machine that plans to scale new heights in luminosity, 
and is advertising B physics at the T(45) with an order of magnitude with more 
precision, than, ever before. 1 want to discuss a few of whit. 1 consider t o be the 
most important experiments these groups will do ifl the next few years. Let me 
give my usual disclaimer that [ make no pretenses at being comprehensive in 
this review. It is rather a selection of topics that I personally find interesting. 

The final chapter will be on the far future, and that is how one might measure 
CP violation in the B meson system. That is a subject that could take volumes 
to discuss, I will .'imply present a collection of what I think are interesting and 
relevant facts about CP violation in the B meson system, haw it might manifest 
itself, and how one might measure it. 
A, The N ^ r TfriiiiTP 

Once the standard electro-weak model is denned by precision measurements 
of o , Gf and Mi, alt of the coupling strengths between the matter field* of 
quarks and leptons, and the gauge bosons are predicted. These predictions need 
to be tested, and while measuring the vector and axial vector coupling between 
the & quark and the Z° is not the easiest or most direct way to test the standard 
model, it needs to be done. One must verify that the b quark couples to the Z° 
like the lower member of a weak isodoublel. which is where it is supposed Lo sit. 
The standard model predicts 

CM = h 

for the vector and axial vector couplings of fermions to the /JD , where Jj is the 
third component of weak isospin, and Q is the charge of the fermion. The fr 
quark is supposed to sit in the lower half of a weak isodoublet which it shares 
with the as yet undiscovered top quark, which gives 1$ = - | , Q = —£. so the 
SM predicts 

GA(b) = - i 
Gv{b) = - . 3 5 for 6tn*0 w = .23, 

Experiments at PEP, PETRA and TRISTAN have been able to measure GA by 
looking at a forward-backward asymmetry in e+e~ —* bh that originates from the 
interference between the photon and Z° exchange contributions to that process. 
The size of the asymmetry is proportional to GA. 

One method used to measure the forward-backward asymmetry is to tag b 
events with high pt leptons and use the sign of the lepton to determine whether 
it came from a b or 5. One must correct for the neutral B's ability to mix. The 
asymmetry is then how many b (t) quarks are produced forward vs backwards 
with respect to the e~{e + ) beam. Data from Tassa in Figure 24 clearly show 
the effect of the forward-backward asymmetry, and from that one can extract 
GA(b)=-6±.2b. 

At the Z° resonance, the partial width for the Z° to decay into bb pairs is 

Here, one can use the measured partial width and the SM v^Jue for GA to extract 
Gv- It is not a good way to measure sinPd, but it does verify the form of the 
vector coupling of the b quark to the Z°. The method used to measure T# is 
straight forward, bb events are lagged with high p ( tepions, with the tagging 
efficiency determined from Monte Carlo. The ratio V{2 -* bb)f\"(Z ~ had) is 
jiiut the ratio of the number of tagged events to the total number of hadronic 
events (both corrected for efficiency). This ratio times the measured hadronic 
width of the Z gives the partial widih into bb. The measured value of 

rbh = 353 ± 'J5 ±25MeV <fnwn L3) 

can then be used to extrnri 



0\ = 0!I5 ± .024 ± .02-1 

for the 6 quark. This is still somewhat crude, and it will get bett-r, but I consider 
it real bread and butter electro-weak physics to measure those couplings. Already 
these measurements tell us unambiguously that the 6 quark Lives in an isodoublet 
(as opposed Lo an isosinglet) and mUBl have a partner! 

One result we might hope Tor from SLC and LEP is the observation of the 
£?,: a be meson. Unfortunately its production is highly suppressed relative to 
normal B production and it probably won't be seen soon. 

A topic I hope we hear a lot about ia the near future from both the ZQ 

machines and the Tevatron is B,. This is » particle for which there is only very 
indirect evidence to date. Experiments that measure mixing at high (> 10.58 
GeV) energies want Bt because for rcasoaable assumptions about the amounts 
of Bj and BB in their dilepton samples, the data favors more mixing than can be 
accomodated by the CLEO and ARGUS Bt mixing results, as wc discussed at 
the end of the last chapter. Other indirect evidence for B. comes from CUSB. 
CLEO and CUSB accumulated approximately lOOpi"1 of data each at the T(5S) 
in 1988, which is thought to be above B,B, threshold. CUSB observes 47.5 MeV 
photons from the decay B' — B-,. For decays T(55) - B"B' — BiB-,, the 0 
of the B' is .21, resulting in substantial Doppler broadening of the monochro
matic photon line. The observed line in the T(5S) data sample (shown in Fig. 
25) is narrower than what one would expect from such rapidly moving B"s lead
ing CUSB to infer they are seeing substantial BJ production where the B\ - B, 
mass difference is very close to the B\ — BA mass difference so the two photon 
lines are overlapping, with one line less Doppler broadened than the other. The 
net result is a narrower line. 

I think it is about time to see the B, directly! 
1 suspect B, will be "discovered" at CDF or LEP. At CDF, perhaps they can 

fully reconstruct B, using the highly supressed but very clean channel B, -»t!>*. 
CDF has shown they can do a beautiful job on reconstructing tl>'s, and they 
probably have enough events to have some of these decays in their data sample. 
1 don't know if the background will be sufficiently worse than in the case of 
B~ ~< tpk~ because of the addition of the extra kauri, that they will be unable 
to extract a signal. I would bet good money they are looking, and perhaps we 
will hear soon that they have seen it. In the next collider run where they are 
promising 10 times the luminosity and will have a silicon vertex detertor to do 
vertex tagging, 1 think they should be able to exclusively reconstruct B3 for 
sure. 
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Figure 25. The evidence from CUSB for the Bt and B\ The histogram and solid 
line are the Monte Carlo spectrum fof < B >= .2]. The dashed line is the 
result fr ,m the fit to the data. 

Both CDF and LEP can look for Ba using Ds lepton signals (just as CDF 
uses D°t signals as evidence for B production). LEP will not have the data 
sample to do highly supressed ( B r - 1 0 - 3 - 1 0 - 1 ) modes for a while, but the 
environment \& enough cleaner they will probably be able to use modes such as 
B, —* Dttv more efficiently than CDF. 

I think (hope) Ba wilt be observed, and its mass, lifetime, and mixing rate 
measured. With a silicon vertex detector and the projected 30p& - 1 in the next 
collider run, CDF may have the first shot at the B, lifetime (in addition to 
measuring the very important exclusive B+ and B° lifetimes). LEP should be 
able to measure B* mixing. Reliable and meaningful measurements will require 
a lot of work studying the B„ and Bj fractions produced from 66 at 92 GeV so 
that fij and Ba mixing can be reliably separated. 

What about CLEO and ARGUS? What will they contribute to B physics 
in the next few years? ARGUS just installed an elegant new vertex detector 
on a 1.9 cm radius heampipe. ' This vertex detector in many ways represents 
wire chamber technology carried to the ultimate limit. They cl?im that with 
this chamber they will be able to reconstruct D vertices. The median separation 
between two D mesons coming from B mesons is 120 fim at the Y(4S) energy. If 
ARGUS succeeds in reconstructing a substantial number of D's with low back
ground because they can use vertex information to separate the decay products 
from two D's in the event, they will substantially improve their ability to recon
struct B mesons. However. ARGUS was only given 2 months to run with the 
new chamber this year. They are now off for the rest of the year and I believe 
they do not know how much running time they will get next year as HERA turn 
on claims much of DESY's attention. 

I will talk mostly about what CLEO will be doing for the next few years. 
CLEO II turned on in the fall of 1989 after an 18 mouth shutdown during which 
the entire detector, with the exception of the tracking chambers, was replaced. 
The centra) feature of the new CLEO II detector is a Csl calorimeter covering 
§&% of 4fr with j n energy resolution of t7£JE =• 1.5% at the 5 GeV and 4.4% 
at 100 MeV. After a shakedown run of 150p6 _ 1 on the T(3£) . CLEO started 
taking data on the T(4£) in May. The goal of this run is to accumulate ifb~i of 
Y(4S) da ta with an additional 500pfc - 1 on theront inuum below t h e T ( 4 S ) . This 
data sample will have 5 timet the statistics of the data sample I discussed in the 
first three chapters. If onr uses the number ol fully reconstructed B mesons as 
a measure of the physics capability of the detectur. CLEO II should be able to 
full y reconstruct on thr order of 6000 B s from the new data sample compared 
to roughly 100 reconstructed in the previous sample. Part of the improvement 
is ihe larger data sample (which is yet to come), and part of a is t h r beautiful 



new calorimeter which allows CLEO 11 to have a resolution on neutrals similar 
to the resolution on charged particles. Figure 26 illustrates the capability of the 
calorimeter to see ff°'s and V s -

Clearly, CLEO 11 will do everything CLEO 1 has done only with higher 
statistics. However, there are many qualitatively new analyses that we will be 
able to do. 

(1) With the improved i a w e will be able to do a ""proper" analysis 
of semi-leptonic B decays an., extract the form factors by looking at the differ
ential decay rate . The extraction of the form factors is very important to the 
measurements or CKM angles as was discussed in the previous chapter. 

(2) We should be able to reconstruct exclusive b —r u decays in hadronic 
channels such an B —* ir + ir~ or B —* TIV, neV The current limits on B —* T + T ~ 
are about a factor of 3-4 above the theoretical expectation, This analysis will be 
aided by the crystal calorimeter since cuts on the event shape which are used to 
distinguish B decays from continuum will be more effective with the addition of 
neutral information. Observation of exclusive b —* u decays may not aid in the 
determination of Vk& because of the model uncertainties discussed last time, but 
they will help lo convince us that b —• u is really there! 

(3) Penguin decays of the B meson give effective flavor changing neutral 
currents which probe the electro weak interaction a t the one-loop level. To 
lowest order, the GIM mechanism forbids flavor changing neutral currents, so 
that couplings like b -+ $Z° cannot occur. However, higher order processes. 
as illustrated in Fig. 27, give an effective neutral current interaction. These 
diagrams result in decays like B~ - * tf'0*", K~e+e~ or BQ — tf-*+, K9fP. 
These decays have not yet been seen although the limit on the BR for B° —*• 
K~ir+ is very close to the theoretical expectation!**' 

Why are penguin decays HO interesting? Clearly they are sensitive to the 
value of the CKM matrix element Vta, although extracting the value of the 
matrix element is quite difficult given the theoretical uncertainties in predicting 
the exclusive branching ratio. Another reason that the penguins «re interesting 
is that for certain final states like B° -* A ' ~ J T + , there are two diagrams that 
can contribute as shown in Fig. 27. The second diagram (Fig. 27b) isSUpprcssed 
because cf the one loop and the gluon, but it wins by a product of V^V,* which 
involves 0 ,~ind 1 generation CKM factors as opposed to the spectator diagram 
(Fig. 27a) which is proportional to Vufcl^,, and has 1 and 2 generation CKM 
factors. It is not dear which of the two diagrams will be dominant. The two 
diagrams can interfere and that interference is one way of getting C P violation 
in the B system. 
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Figvrt 26. The invariant ma3» of photon pairs from hadronic events using the new 
CLEO II Csl calorimeter. A clear x° peak is evident, and also an i| peak. 
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(4) With a sample of 6000 or GO exclusively reconstructed B'a, and a sample 
possibly twice that size o[ low background partially reconstructed events (such 
a« B —• D'lv) CLEO I] will have on the order of several hundred double tagged 
events where both B's are either partially or fully reconstructed. This will allow 
us to measure, for the first time, /4 . / /0; the ratio of the production cross section 
for charged aod neutral B's at the T(4S). This worto as fulIo7.s. Suppose we 
reconstruct Nt9 events where B* —* i , B~ —» u. Clearly 

JV«» = / + * / L4tBr(B* - . T.)BT{B- - if) 

where j Ldt is the integrated luminosity and cr is the T(4S) cross section. But, 

Nt = f+<7 I LdtBr{B* - t x) 

N, = f+<T lldtBr{B- ~.y) 

so we have 

<r and J Ldt, the total cross section and the integrated luminosity, are known, 
an-H we have a measure of / + , Tbe reconstruction efficiency is not high enough to 
use double tagging to measure branching ratios to highly supressed modes, but 
we will be able to use double tagging to measure large branching ratios to "dirty" 
high background modes. Tbe classic example of this technique was the Mark III 
measurement of the branching ratio Br(D° -* / t - * + x ° * ° ) = M .9 ±3-7 ±3.0%!"' 
This is an enormous branching ratio but with two TT0,S in the final state, it had 
eluded measurement due to large backgrounds, until it was found in double 
tagged D's from the »,/>"-

(5) An experiment that is very important for measurements of CP violation 
in the B system is being done right now at CLEO and we hope to have a result 
MOD. This is tbe measurement of the B' production cross section above the 
T(4S). I will explain its relevance to CP violation in a few minutes. Let me fii i • 
tell you what the experiment is. 

The B* is to the B meson what the D* is to the D meson: it is thr spin tripfft 
version of the 8 (which has the quarks arranged in a spin singlet). The B* has 



quantum numbers of 1" (the B is 0~) and the mass difference m(B") - m(fl) 
is approximately 47.5 MeV. The B* decays 100% of the time to a B with tin: 
emission of a 47.5 MeV monochromatic photon. CUSB first observed the B' in 
a scan looking for structure in the total cross section1"' (resonances above the 
T(4S)) in 1985. It is easy to do the experiment to search for B' production. 
The simplest way is to look in the inclusive photon spectrum for a bump around 
50 MeV. Figure 28 sb ows the B* signal in CLEO II at a ceoler of mass energy 
of 10.650 GeV. 

However, we don't want to just find the B', we want to measure the BB' 
production cross section. At about 50 MeV above 2 * MB one can make a BB* 
pair. At 100 MeV above 2 * MB one makes B'B* pair and BB* production 
starts to fall off. CLEO is currently scanning the region above the T(4S) in 10 
MeV steps, measuring the BB' cross section at each point by counting 50 MeV 
photons, and will soon have a measure of the absolute cross section as a function 
of energy. 

Who cares what the BB' production cross sectiou is? That brings me to 
the final chapter: CP violation. 

B. CP Violation in the B System 
We have known for 2G years that CP violation exists in the neutral kaon 

system. It has never been observed anywhere else. The CKM matrix offers a 
"natural" explanation of CP violation. It does not explain it at a fundamental 
level any more than the Standard Model can explain parity violation, but the 
theory allows for a CP violating phase in the CKM matrix in a very natural 
way. We want to test Ibis standard model explanation of CP violation, and one 
way to do it is to observe CP violation in the B meson system. If the CKM 
picture is right, CP should be violated in B meson decays and although the 
exact magnitude is difficult to predict due to uncertainties in the values of the 
matrix elements, the magnitude of the effect is thought to be observable with a 
next generation experiment. 

In Table [, I listed where B's are produced and how copiously, and from 
that table it is dear where one should look for CP violation: a hadron machine 
(Tevation ol SSC), a Z" (ar'ory, or an T(4S) machine. The latter two have high 
cross section and good signal-to-background, the former has an enormous cross 
section and terrible signal to-background. Comparisons between these three op
tions have been carried out in detail!"1 I will concentrate on the options at the 
T(45). 

The basic signal for CP violation in the B meson system will be the obser
vation that the decay rate for a B to a gk ;n final state does not equal the decay 



rate for a B to the CP conjugate state 

The CP violation asymetry is then just 

,cj>_(r-f) 
(r + n 

and will be non-zero if the standard model is correct. Large CP violation asym
metries are possible in the B meson system- Asymmetries of 10% are possible in 
rare modes with small branching ratios (~ 10"*). Unfortunately in modes with 
large (~ 1 0 - 2 ) branching ratios, the predicted asymmetries are small (*- 10~ 3 ) . 
Either way, one is going to need lots of events! 

There are 3 (really 2) basic categories of experiments one can do to see CP 
violation in the B meson system. (A very nice description is in Karl Berkelman's 
SLAC lectures of 2 summers ago) ," However, before talking about C P violation 
in the B's, it is useful to remember how CP violation works in the K system 
where it was first discovered. 

In the K system there are the A' 0 and A' 0 which are the strong interaction 
eigenstates of definite flavor, and A'i and Ks which are the weak interaction 
eigenstates of definite mass and lifetime [and they were originally thought to 
be eigenstates of CP). However, in 1964, the decay ,Ki —*• ffff, was observed 
(KL —t TTTT i[ CP is conserved) with a BR of 1 0 ~ \ indicating that the A'i is 
not a C P eigenstale. 

If one calls A'i and Ki the u u e eigenstates of CP, then the weak interaction 
eigenstate A'i can be written as 

A'i - T(|A'a > +c|A'i > ) . 
V l + f-

where t describes the amount of the "wrong" CP eigenstate in the weak eigen
state A'i . t parameterizes what is called CP violation in the mass matrix. 

So far, this is straight forward; however life may be more complicated. When 
Kl — TTTT or Kg —i TTTT the 2 pions can be in an / = 0 ox I = 2 final s tate, where 
/ refers to isospin. If there is a phase difference between the two amplitudes 
(vhich the SM predicts due to the complexity of Lhe CKM matrix} then one 
can get CP violation in the decay amplitudes. This is parameterized by the 

famous parameter c* where one expects t'ft ~ 10 3 and several very elegant 
experiments, NA31 at CERN and E731 at FNAL, are trying to measure this. 

The B meson system, according to the SM. should also have manifestations 
of C P violation in the mass matrix (ts) and the decay amplitudes (e^) . But as 
we go to look for CP violation in the B's, there are several crucial differences-
(1) CP violation is no longer much easier to see in the mass matrix (*#) than the 
decay amplitudes [c'B). In fact, all the plausible searches look for CP violation in 
the decay amplitudes, (2) Because of the extremely short lifetime of the B meson 
("- 1 ps) and low production cross section, it is impractical to make beams of B 
mesons and the Bi — Bs lifetime difference is too small to distinguish the two 
states by producing B mesons and allowing the B$ component to decay away. 
Experimentally, that is impossible. We are going to have to use other techniques. 
Furthermore, we will always be dealing with states of definite flavor: B * , B°, 
Efi, 

We are now going lo consider 3 ways of looking for C P violation in the B 
meson system. 

CASE 1 ; C P violation in the mass matrix. 

If there is CP violation, then the eigenstates of definite mass and lifetime will 
not be eigenstates of CP. This will result in an asymmetry in the B°fP mixing 
rate where T{B° -» 5 ° ) ^ T(B° — B°) and the rate asymmetry between these 
two processes will be a measure of CP violation. You will recall that mixing 
resulted in like sign dilepton events in our sample. C P violation will mean that 
there will be a difference in the number of £ + / , + and f~(~ pairs in our data. 

ProbjB -*B)~ ProbjB -* B) 
" Prcb(B -B) + Prob{B - B) 
__ A r ( f - f + ) - A f ( f ~ f - ) 
" A'(/+*+) + A - ( * - f - ) 

< l t T 3 for the SM with 3 generations.1^ 

This has the great advantage of being an experiment we know how to do. Un
fortunately, the small size of the asymmetry makes it prohibitive. To measure 
an asymmetry of 10~ 3 to 3 standard deviations requires 10 1 events. At the 
moment we have about 40 like sign dileptons for 250.000 BB pairs. Even with 
dramatic improvements in detection efficiency we will need close to 10 , C I BB 
pairs to establish CP violation which is unthinkable at an F ^ C - machine. 
CASE II: CP violation in decay amplitude. 



Here C P violation can be the result of the interference of two >_ digrams that 
both have tbe Game initial and final state but different intermediate amplitudes, 
analogous to CP violation due to i' f 0 in the K system. For example, consider 
the decay B~ —» A~TT° . There are two diagrams that can contribute to this 
decay: spectator b —• u and a penguin, (This is illustrated in Fig. 27.) The 
interference between these two diagrams will cause 

V{B~ ~* A ' " * 0 ) ^ T ( £ + - / Y + T ° ) , 

Here, tbe final state uniquely identifies the flavor of the B meson that decayed. 
Clearly the asymmetry will be largest if the two interfering amplitudes ace com
parable in magnitude. 

I have choosen an example of a charged B decays however this manifestation 
of CP violation can also occur in neutral B decays such as B9 -* K~r+ where 
the strangeness of the final state tags the flavor of the parent B meson. Thif is a 
straight forward way to see C P violation experimentally. It is a simple counting 
experiment. Predictions of the asymmetry are not very reliable but it may be 
as high as i0% in either B~ -* K~ir° or a similar mode!" 1 " 1 Branching ratios 
times efficiency might be in the 1 0 - 5 range. The experimental upper limits are 
a few times that.* 0 One needs, on the order of 10 4 T(45) decays to see CP 
violation this way which is not an impossible goal. 

Because of the simplicity of this measurement, and the likelihood that some 
mode will have both an appreciable asymmetry and a reasonable branching ratio, 
I suspect tha t CP violation in the B meson system will first be observed in 
one of these self-tagging channels. The problem is that if, for example, we 
accumulate 10B T(4S) events and don't see CP violation in B~ -* A*~T° or a 
comparable mode, we'won't know if the standard model is wrong, or whether 
we just don't know enough about strong dynamics and final state interactions 
to calculate the e.vpcetcd rates correctly. 1 do not in any way wish to down 
play the importance of simply seeing CP violation in B decay. It wmild be 
a tremendous achievement. But because CP violation in the decay amplitude 
does not provide an unambiguous test of the standard niudel, and CP violation in 
the mass matrix looks reasonably hopeless, most experimentalists and theorists 
alike have concentrated on a third option for measuring CP violation which h 
experimentally less straight forward, but theoretically unambiguous. 
CASE 111: C P violation through mixing. 

In principle. Case III is h'kc Case H where CP violation is the result of the 
interference of two different amplitudes with the same initial and final state. 

However, in this case we let the rather large observed B^BP mixing provide the 
alternate decay route needed for interference. Here, the fact that T{B —• f) ^ 
r<fl — / ) is because the interference £ ° — / ° and Ba — B° — f can be of the 
opposite sign as th«* CP conjugate process. Clearly, this only works for neutral 
B mesons (charged B mesons don't mix) and the final states / and / must be 
accessible to both B° and £ ° mesons- In the special case where the final state 
/ i» a C P eigenstate so that / = / , (e.g., tfffj, * - • > - , K+K~* D + - D % ) then 
the C P violating asymmetry depends only on th- mixing rate and CKM matrix 
elements, and is independent of any strong interaction dynamics. 4" Again, CP 
violating asymmetries can be as large as 10% and tBr ~ 1Q~5 so that one can 
make measurements with ~ 10 s BB pairs (again, not an unreachable number). 
However, there are two hitches that make life complicated ex peri men tally. 
HITCH 1: Because the final state / is common to both fJ° and B° decays, we 
can't tell from reconstructing the final state what the flavor of the B was that 
decayed; a quantity we need to know in order to form an asymmetry. We must 
rely on the fact that b quarks are produced in pairs of opposite flavor and if we 
reconstruct one b decaying t o a flavor non-specific s tate, we must tag t he second 
b decaying to a flavor specific state. An example is to require Lhat the second b 
decay semi-leptonAcaUy and use the sign of the lepton to tag its fl&voi. This is 
the cleanest tag, although charged kaons can also be used. 
HITCH 2: Both B's, the B decaying to a C ? eigenstate and the B we are using 
to tag flavor are neutral B's and can mix. If we are doing tbe experiment at tbe 
T(45) , we have to consider the joint decay rate of the 3QB9 pair which depends 
on the charge conjugation state, C, the pair IB produced in. It is the same 
problem we had with mixing on the T(4S): the 2 B's have to mix coherently 
until one of them decays. As a result, the CP violating asymmetry is a function 
of the times at which the Ba and B t t decay [t and t') and the charge conjugation 
slate they are produced in (C — —1 for T[4S)] . We get 

^ C = ± l ( M ' ) = t~Tli*t')2sm&M{t±t,)sin26 

where &M}T is measured via B9B° mixing at the T(4£) and <£ is a product of 
CKM matrix elements and is, in fact, jusl the angle in the Bjorken triangle. This 
time dependence of the asymmetry has profound consequences for a C P violation 
measurement at or near the T(4S) resonance. 

Let us consider tbe effect of the lime dependence of the asymmetry in a bit 
more detail. If we run on the T(45) . which is a natural place to do B physics 
since the cross section is high and the signal to background good, we produce a 
BB pair in a C = - 1 state, [f we try to measure the CP asymmetry by doing 



* simple counting experiment by counting the number of B° —* $K9 and th* 
number of -6° -* t/>A'«, wc will measure identically zero. This is because, a? luck 
would have it, 

/ / dtdt'c~r<*+fhin AM(f - (') = 0' 
l*=D t'=0 

For the fi£ pair produced io a C ^ — 1 state, we must have some information 
on which B, the B° or the 5° , decayed first! Only if we can observe the times 
of decay, t and i' t can we mcaiure a noa-2£ro asymmetry- If we eta measure 
decay times and sum over all decays with a sign reversal depending on which B 
decayed first, it is equivalent to replacing sin AM(t — t') by sin AM|< - t'\ and 
we get what I will call a time rectified asymmetry which is non-zero. 

How can we resolve which B decayed first? At a conventional e +e~ storage 
ring where the beams have equal energy (like CESR or DORIS) the B's pro
duced at the T(AS) travel an average of about 20/im before decaying. Current 
vertex detector technology is not sufficient to measure such small distances, and 
remember, it is the difference between the decay times (or lengths) of the two B's 
that we need so one needs to know the production point as well. If, however, the 
electron and positron beams have unequal energies, £] and E2, th* energy in the 
center of mass energy can still be the T(45) resonance, M(T(4.V)) — y/4E\Els 
but the resonance will be produced with a boost relative to the lab frame. The 
B's will also be boosted, and on the average will decay with a separation of 
< AZ >= 0fcr where Py refers to the motion of the CM. TLJB is schematically 
shown in Fig. 29. For rather reasonable values of energy asymmetry one can get 
separations of the 2 B's by 160fjm [8 on 3.5 GeV) to 220pm (9 on 3.1 GeV). Such 
distances are quite accessible to modern silicon vertex detector technology!' 

Asymmetric operation of a storage ring turns out to have a host of exper
imental advantages. The ability to separate the decay products of the two B 
mesons enhances one's reconstruction ability since combinatoryc backgrounds 
will be much reduced. Is asymmetric the only way to measure CF violation 
through mixing in the vicinity of the T(4S)? 

The answer is no. But one pays a price far staying with a conventional 
symmetric energy storage ring, [n order to measure CP violation in, for example. 
i£>/l'« aL a conventional symmetric energy machine, one cannot run on the T(4S) 
resonance. One must run above the T(4S) resonance where one mazes a BB* 
pair. When the B* decays by emitting a photon, the 3B pair is left in ?. 
C = +1 state, and now the asymmetry no longer integrates to zero. In fact. 
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Figure 29. Diagram of asymmetric collider production of B mesons. 



the integration works out so that the asymmetry is a Utile larger in this case. 
Buj;, one has paid a price. We no longer have the advantage of the 1.2 nb of 
1{4S) cross section! The cross section to produce BB* pairs above the T(4S) 
is not known (that is why CLEO » currently measuring it!). From energy scans 
above the T(4S) we know that there is an excess of ,3nb above continuum in the 
region where BB* should be produced. CLEO is measuring the cross section 
for BB* production as a function of energy to try aad determine its maximum 
value. Even under optimistic Assumptions, one loses at least a factor of four in 
cross section relative to running on the T(4S) and pessimistic assumptions may 
be that one looses twice that. 

What Bhould one do? Build an asymmetric storage ring to measure CP vio
lation or a symmetric one? 3s either one feasible? There have been many studies 
that have compared luminosity requirements to measure CP violation at a sym
metric machine nuroirg above the T(45) and an asymmetric machine running 
on the T(45). Perhaps the most often quoted one was done in SNOWMASS 
two years ago: The conclusion - of that and subsequent studies was that if one 
assumes the cross section to produce BDfJ°* is .I4nb (mildly optimistic) then 
to be able to conclusively confirm or reject the standard model picture of CP 
violation, one has to bu;ld an asymmetric e^e~ storage ring with a luminosity of 
L =* 3*10 a 3cm~ 23~ 1 or asymmetric c+e~ storage ring with L = iQucm^i8~i. 
If the fl°J3°* cross section is half of what I have assumed, the symmetric option 
will take twice the symmetric machine luminosity. The experiments done at a 
symmetric or asymmetric collider are very different, and the ability to separate 
the B'd in an a^inmetric machine ia a great advantage. However, the greatest 
advantage of the asymmetric machine is that it can utih'2c the full T(4S} cross 
section, and so one needs a lower luminosity machine, Can iL be built? The 
machine physicists can answer that question far more competently than t can. 
CESR holds the world's record for peak luminosity of an c +e~ storage ring, hav
ing achieved L ^ * of 10 3 2cm~ 2s" 1 . We are talking now of machines of 30-100 
times more luminosity. Can they be built? I don't know. 

Will they be built and where? 1, of course, don't know that either. SLAC 
ia committed to pursuing an asymmetric B factory. Cornell, the other US con* 
tender, wants to build a machine that can operate both symmetrically and asy-
rnetrically. No one wants to give up the advantages of asymmetry, but it is a 
newer and more ambitious machine design. 

1 think a B-faetory, a machine capable of luminosities of greater than 10 s a cm - 3 s 
and center of mass energies around 10 GeV will produce a wealth of information 
on weak decays, not just CP violation. I suspect CP violation in the B system, 
if it is there, will first be seen in one of the direct decays such as B~ —• K'p 

or K'lt®. CP violation through mixing can be observed at either a symmetric 
or asymmetric machine, and it is up to the machine builders to tell us which 
they can build. Asymmetric machines haven't been built before although there 
is nothing to say they can't. KEK, CERN, Cornell, SLAC and DESV are all 
talking about B factories and it is my fervent hope that one will be built some
where. 
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] . T h e C h a l l e n g e s of a 0 - F a c t o r y 

in the past few year*, a guud deal of enthusiasm lias Arisen in tin* I'H, Europe 

and j\sia Tor /^-Factories. In these machines electrons and positrons are collided 

with ccnter-of-mass energies al or near the T(4.sJ reyonance, with utiprrcedenl.-

etlly high luminosities, lo produce copious fluxes of /?• mesons. Tin 1 object is 

to make high-precision studies of the CP non-conserving ti decays. Various 

colliding-beam configurations have been suggested including both linear collide 

ers and storage rings, but one scheme has emerged as generally preferable to the 

others. It is the asymmetric storage ring system- asymmetric in the sense that 

the two beam energies are markedly different and the center of mass is moving 

in tin- direction of llir higher energy beam. With lliir arrangement the decaying 

B-mesons fly off from the interaction region in the same direction, and the time-

order of their decays am be deduced from the locations or their decay vertices. 

These /?-Factories present the acceleratoi builder with two main challenges: 

to achieve luminosity far beyond that attained m existing storage rings and to 

do it in the unexplored arena of unequal beam energies. The highest luminos

ity reached up to now in electron-positron storage rings has been a little over 

10 5 2 c m - 2 s _ 1 attained in Cornell's CESR. Although several machines have been 

designed to deliver luminosities of 103-' c m - ' s ~ l . that goal has proven very dif

ficult to reach in practire. A I?-Factory requires luminosities thirty to one him. 

dred times higher than that ligure to support the C1/5-violation experiments. And 

on top of that, difficulty, we must deal with colliding beams of unequal energies. 

That may turn out to introduce no punitive limitations, hul it surely represents 

an uncertainly thai aggravates the problems of attaining high luminosity. On 

the whole, we can fairly conclude that all of our knowledge and ingenuity will 

have to be brought i<» hear in designing these machines and building them. 

Fortunately (he mratts of meeting these challenges appear to he in hand on 

the basis of our present understanding of the accelerator physics of colliding-

beam storage rings. The problems bnvc been studied in several laboratories in 

Knrope. Japan, the UK and the I'SSU, and the solutions devised in theme studies 

have converged in their general features, A fl Factory will consist of two separate 

storage rings with a common collision region; each ring wilt carry what is. by 

today's standards, high circulating beam currents, and a:; a consequence, the 

vacuum chambers will be very well-cooled arid strongly vacuum pumped: and 

each beam will be comprised of tunny bunches- It appears that the optical and 

mechanical designs of the interaction regions w\\\ be quite complicated, but also 

quite feasible. 

2, A n Ex i s t ing B - F a c t o r y : C E S R 

There are in fact two storage rings running now as Z?-Factories: CESR at 

Cornell and DORIS at DESY- While they are not capable of the fluxes of D-

mesons necessary Tor precision studies or CP violation, they are the sources for a 

I<>1 of the B physics done to date. As I have mentioned before. CESR holds the 

luminosity record For electron-positron storage rings, and a description of the 

rnitchine will he useful to illuminate the difficulties in reaching high luminosities. 

CESR is a single storage ring with a circumference of 768 m. Some of its 

primary parameters are given in Table I. The beams of course have equal ener

gies which are tuned to half the energy of the T( \» ) resonance. The luminosity 

has been referred to before. The maximum tune shift is a figure of merit that 

we shall discuss in some detail later. I he 77 mA stored in each beam radiate 

SO kW as synchrotron radiation, but since the source is distributed around an 

appreciable fraction of the circumference (radiation is emitted in the bending 

magnets), the power density is not prohibitive. 



Figure 1: A schematic depiction of the "ptvizet orbits" in the CESR storage 
ring. The circle represents the centra! orbit? the other solid line is the positron 
orbit; and the dashed line is the electron orbit. The electron and positron hunches 
avoid each other, hecaust they art deftcclt-d onfo different arbitx by the electric 
fields situated on either side of the interaction rzyimi. 

Each beam has seven bunches and, therein li_*s the secret of CESR's high 

luminosity. Originally built as an 8-GoV machine with one bunch in each be<im 

and a small litmm aperture, its performance was stringently- curtailed by the tune-

aliift limit. More on this later. The Cornell accelerator physicists overcame this 

obstacle by creating "pietzcl orbits" that prevent the counter rotating bunches 

from colliding with one another except at the interaction regions. High-voltage 

electric plates make strong electric fields in the vacuum chamber transverse lo 

the beam axis and deflect the electron and positron beams oppositely onto their 

separate pretzel orbits. The technique is shown schematically in Figure 1. 

Returning to Table 1, we should note for later reference that the bunch 

frequency, the frequency at which the bunches of either beam pass the interaction 

point (or any other fixed point on the circumference, for that matter) is '2..T M Hz. 

The vertical bet a-function a l the interaction region is 1.5 cm. We shall discuss 

I he significance of the beta-function later; suffice it to say that the smaller it is, 

the better. CESR is a flat-beam storage ring, so the transverse aspect ratio of 

the beam at the \\i (ifilcTarLiuu region) is small The* longitudinal impedance is 

a parameter we shall discuss at some length later; again the smaller, the better. 

To push CESR to still higher luminosity more bunches would have to he 

added with a corresponding increase in circulating currents and radiated power 

and, possibly, a reduction in longitudinal impedance. A reduction in the IK beta-

function would help too. but there is not much to he hoped for there. These 

measures are very difficult in a single ring. 

3 . Constraints Imposed by B e a m Dynamics 

Why can't we get all the luminosity we want? We know that there are what 

we might think of as engineering problems, e.g., handling high heat flu*(*i and 

pumping large gas loads. Nevertheless, if we Are wtfling to .spend the necessary 

effort and money, shouldn't we be able to overcome the problems? In fact, 

the answer is, "Not necessarily." Some of the problems an 1 beyond the power 

of engineering solutions. Those problems are the subject of this chapter. The 

physics of particle Ueanw imposes strict limitations on what we ca/i accomplish. 

The phenomena that harass us at every turn in our pursuit of high luminosity 

are beam instabilities. L 'Iter the individual particles go into unstable motion 

or whole bunches do. In either case the beams become useless for producing 

luminosity. These instabilities can be classified in several ways; for our purposes 

wo shall classify [fiem into two categories: bnwi-btum instabilities and singfe-

beam instabilities. 



We NIIAII MI ' thai single-beam instabilities will prevent us from increasing 

bunch populations much beyond present practice, while the demand for high 

luminosity will force us to higher total beam currents. As a result we shall be 

forced Co choose a double-ring system with many bundles in each ring. Thru 

we shall find that the cirrtimFrrenc-cs of the two rings must stand in the ratio of 

small integers, optimally 1/L to avoid coherent beam-beam instabilities. 

Happily in the end. we shall find a set of design choices that can deliver the 

luminosity wo need for a fi-Kaclory, 

3 .1 . I i eam>Beam Ins tab i l i t i es 

Storage, rings are designed so that the motion of a typical stored particle is 

comfortably stable. A particle in orbit by itself would stay in the ring forever if 

it experienced no other forces than the magnetic guide forces. In actuality any 

particle emits quanta of synchrotron radiation and interacts with the occasional 

residual gas molecule, so after a lime, typically hours, its life in the storage ring 

comes to an end, [Jut those influences do not vitiate its usefulness to us. We 

can use particles that stay in the ring for hours. 

The forces that cause tin- main trouble when we try to increase the beam 

current (which we must do to raise the luminosity) are the electromagnetic forces 

between the stored particles. The particles of a bunch together create a collective 

field that moves along with the bunch. The metallic vacuum chamber establishes 

boundary rondilions and thereby shapes the lield of the bunch, an cfTert we can 

describe in terms of image charges that also move along with the bunch. This 

k the collective field, and it a.cU on each individual particle in the bunch that 

creates it. It also acts (impulsively) on each particle of each bunch that collides 

with the bunch that creates it. For these particles, the forces of the collective 

field add to the guide-field loncs and can change the particle's motion from 

! • ! I l l l l l I III IIIII H H I • • > 

l i K Bunch 

Figure 2: A particle entering a eaunter-movi^g bunch at Irmtsvcrsp. coordinates 
j and y. The bunch is idealized as « cylinder of charge. 

stable to unstable In this section we shall discuss the particular effects of these 

collective fields between colliding bunches. 

Consider a particle of one beam as it passes though a counter-moving bunch. 

It is acted on by both the electric and magnetic collective fields of that bunch; the 

two forces are almost equal, they add and their dependencies on the transverse 

coordinates of the particle are identical. More importantly, that dependence is 

aery non-linear in both coordinates. If the particle penetrates the center of the 

bunch, there is no force. As the line of penetration moves out from the center, 

the force firsL increases and then decreases. Those are the properties of the 

electromagnetic field of a thin lube of spate charge current. 

As the particle passes through the opposing bunch, it accumulates a trans

verse impulse that creates a corresponding transverse deflection. The beam 

particle coordinates are measured transverse to the central closed orbit of the 

storage ring and are customarily railed J- (horizontal) and y (vertical). See Fig

ure L\ The slopes are therefore j - ' and .y'- where prime.* denote differentiation 



BEAMBBAM IMPULSE 
(Rounded Beam} 

Figure 3: The transverse deflection, Ax1, of a particle due to the collective 
field of the oncoming bunch, "f*>tted against the coordinates at wkich the particle 
piM.irji through the bunch, in this example the bunch is distributed as a round 
Gaussian, and the units of x and y art the radial standard deviation. 

with respect to the longitudinal (along-the-orbit) coordinate s- The effect of a 

transverse impulse- is to change x' and y'. Figure 3 is a three-dimensional plot 

showing a typical relationship between the horizontal impuhe Ax' , plotted along 

the vertical axis, and the particle's coordinates, plotted along the other two. The 

warping of the surface implies a high degree of non-linearity, This particular ex

ample is of a round beam, but the non-linearity i« typical of all beams. The 

round beam of Figure 3 has a Gaussian radial density distribution. The units of 

* and y, are the radial standard deviation of the distribution, the characteristic 

transvcr.se scale length (size). The feature thai the impulse peaks and reverses 

slop«- at a distance of trie order of the transverse sizt. is also typical of all beams. 

3,1.1. The Incoherent Beam-Beam limit 

Why is this non-linearity such a bad thing? To answer that question, we 

need to delve a bit into beam dynamics, In particular, we need to discuss 

betatron resonances—heucelottb, just resonances. 

Betatron Oscillation 
(v -5.3) 

Figure j . ' A betatron Oscillation. 

As a first step in the design of a storage ring, the gun.e field in laid out 

with linear magnetic-optical elements (<|uadrupo!es. bending magnets and drift 

spares J only- At the next stage of design, nonlinear elements such as sex tu poles 

are introduced, but these elements are weak in the sense that the motions of 

particles in the guide field are delernmmJ almost wjlirrJy by the linear elements 

http://transvcr.se


TYPICAL RESONANCE DIAGRAM 

I meg 915 

mvx « nv = p w«™ 

Figure 5: A typical resonance diagram showing some strong resonance lines. 
The lines are of the form mvx + nvv = p. The small island in the lower left-hand 
corner represent.-! a beam distribution. It must fit between the lines! 

and almost negligibly by the non-linear ones. Thus the beam dynamics of Lhe 

storage ring are almost the beam dynamics of the linear lattice (the sequence 

of optical elements). Providentially the beam dynamics of the linear lattice are 

remarkably benign. If the ring were linear and perfectly constructed, all particle 

motions in it would be stable. That is a properly of well-designed linear lattices. 

In general, the particles oscillate about the central orbit, executing the same 

number of oscillations each time they make a complete circuit. Sec Figure 4. The 

number of oscillations is called the betatron frequency or tune and is customarily 

denoted u (in the US). There is one betatron frequency f«r i-motion {vx) and 

another, generally different, for the y-motion [vp). The motion is stable for any 

values of the 1/5. 

Real storage rings are not perfectly constructed; they have field inhomoge-

nietics (non-linearities), misalignments, stray fields, etc. Indeed, in terms of 

linear beam dynamics, the sextupolcs mentioned above constitute a deliberate 

introduction of such imperfections. The general effect of introducing these im

perfections is to impose narrow bands in the i^i^-planc in which the particle 

motions are no longer stable. We call these regions resonances, because the un

stable motion is caused by a resonant process. At values of the tunes lying in 

these bands, the phase shift of the (unperturbed) oscillation is such that the 

deleterious effects of the non-linear fields keep reinforcing each other from turn 

to turn. Figure 5 shows a portion of the trttry-plane criss-crossed by a typical 

set of strong resonance lines. In a real storage ring the tunes must be kept away 

from these forbidden lines, or the beam particles will literally be lost; in other 

words, the tunes mu.it lie securely in between the resonance lines. 

Now we turn to the effect of the beam-beam interaction. We may think of 

it as equivalent to a highly non-linear lens acting on the particles. It shifts the 

frequencies of the oscillations, but more importantly it shifts them by amounts 

that depend strongly on their amplitudes. Thus different particles with different 

amplitudes acquire different frequencies, and a scatter plot of the frequencies 

of the particles in a bunch would show them to be smeared cut on an island 

in the vxvv-plane. An example is shown in the lower left portion of Figure 5. 

Obviously the stronger the bea-n-beam interaction, the bgger the island, and if 

the island is big enough to lap CAer any of the resonance lines, particles will be 

!c.,i. Therefore the size of the island is limited. The size of the island is measured 

by the two tuiw» spreads, that in vt and that in vt. According to the resonance 

pirture, they are both stringently bounded. 

On the other hand, in all storage rings built to dale, the beams at the IR's 

have been flat (as in CESR. for example), and in the case of a flat beam, we 
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are concerned primarily with the vertical tune spread. While the horizontal tune 

shift is presumably limited, it proves comparatively easy to avoid any deleterious 

consequences of that fact by adjusting the details of the optical design. All ol the 

cuiteirt B-Factory designs call tor Hat beams loo, so we shall n i l be far wrong 

to deal only with the vertical tune-shift limit, and that is what we shall do. 

How do we estimate the tune spread? Let us consider first a particle un

dergoing a very large amplitude y oscillation^ large that is, compared to the 

vertical size scale of the counter-moving beam. On the average (and speaking 

anthrooomorphically), the particle scarcely feels the non-Linear force due to the 

counter-moving t^eam, so its vertical tunc is almost unshifted. In other words, 

it oscillates at its normal frequency. Now let us consider a small-amplitude os

cillation, one in which the y-coordinate stays well within the size of the counter-

moving beam. In that region of y, the beam-beam force is very nearly linear; it 

causes a, tune shift that is independent of amplitude and one that is the largest 

of tune shifts for any amplitude. All other amplitudes give rise to tune shifts 

that lie between these two extremes, so the small-amplitude tunc shift, which 

we shall call £ v , is a good estimate of the tune spread: 

C * 2 * 7 ^ , ( 1 + r) l ' J 

where 

&f = tR beta functions (vertical) 

A ' + s: positron bunch population 

!\'~ *= electron bunch population 

r = heam aspect ration ai lit 

r r != classical ratlins of electron 

(Tr.y = transverse r.m.s. bunch dimensions. 

This, then, is the parameter Lhat is limited by the beam-beam limit, and 

w« shall refer to it as a tune-shift limit, although it is res"y a tune-spread limit, 

FVom the picture we have drawn of the limiting process, we would expect that 

the value £v can reach in a particular storage ring should he extremely sensitive 

Lo the Location of the working point in the 1/j.j/y-plane, and indeed it is. We would 

further expect that if measures were taken to weaken or eliminate resonance lines 

in the vicinity of the working point, the allowed Lune shift would increase, and 

indeed it does. In all existing and past storage rings—and they all have had flat 

beams—the maximum allowable Lune shift, after all ameliorating measures* had 

been taken, has been 

0.01 < £„ < 0.06 . 

The maximum allowable tune-shift is called the incoherent beam-beam limit. Cer

tain machines arc characterized by the lower values of this limit, while others are 

characterized by the higher values. In other words, the limit is, to a large extent, 

characteristic of a ring. On the other hand, we cannot claim to understand very 

well the reasons for these variations from machine to machine. Therefore, to 

base a new storage-ring design on a value of £v as high as 0.06 would appear to 

!JC optimistic, while to base it on a value of 0.03 might be regarded as prudent. 

The physical interpretation of Equation [I) is clear. The combination, 

I\'f<jji7y, measures the peak current density of the bunch- The deflection will 

be proportional lo thai and inversely proportional lo tin- particle's 7. The opti

cal function, /?„, appears in the numerator, telling us that the bigger 0V is, the 

I igger. i.e., the worse, is the tune shift. In other words, ffv is a sensitivity param

eter. The reason for that lies in ihr- role uT ih«* beta-function in describing tin* 

hetatron oscillations: its square root is the "envelope function" thai describes 

the variations of the size of the beam along the rcntral orbit. Where 3V is large. 



tin? beam iH Urge vertically, and where rfy is small, the beam i« small. Sine*.1 the 

ex ton t of the brain m pKa.sc space is preserved (Liotiville's Theorem), where the 

beat11 i>< small its ang'ilar divergence is large and vice versa. Where the angular 

divergence is large, an unwanted deflection such as the beam-beam inlerartion 

is less troublesome than it is where the divergence is small, so a small ttv al the 

lit is goad. 

Now let us proceed to (he question, how does the beam-beam limit affert 

tin" achievable luminosity? The luminosity is given by the expression. 

where fn is the bunch frequency defined earlier in tlie section on CKSR, In 

writing this expression for the luminosity, we have restricted ourselves to the 

ca.se in which the dimensions of the two colliding beams at the IK are matched: 

vtv = "** • 

It is not. hard to see that this is the optimal case, and there is nothing to be 

gaiin-J by departing from it. If we solve Equation (I) (at the bunch populations. 

rtPy 

we ran Hiibntitiite them into Equation (2) and express the luminosity direrlly in 

terms of the tune shift. 

A storage ring system can have only one luminosity, so we are assuming 

that we have done the right thing: that we have somehow contrived to make the 

INTERACTION REGION 

\ Burtcrt 
Sdisintrntion 

0 1 L-^J 1 1 1 J ^ ^ J 1 
- 2 - 1 0 1 2 

Figurt 0: Thr longitudinal bunch distribution arc clayed <m a graph ofIhc beta-
function in tht vicinity of thf lit. in tht rn.sr depicted, many particlta liv in thf 
wings of the beam traist. 

two expressions on the right-hand side of this equation (represented by the two 

choices of the superscript sign) equal. In single-ring systems, this is accomplished 

more or less automatically. 

Our task is to find ways of getting the highest luminosity we can. Aside 

from the constant if, the first factor in the numerator of Equation (4) involves the 

tune shifts and the energies; the tune shifts are bounded and the Vs are fixed by 

experimental requirements. The next factor is the combination (/fl<Jxff„), and 

we shah" return to that later. The final factor in the numerator is (1 + r ) 2 which 

suggests that making the beam round at the JR (r = 1) could gain us something 

in luminosity. Unfortunately, the correctness of Equation (1). and therefore of 

Equation (4). in the rase of r — I. has not been tested, and there is plenty of 

room for doubt. More importantly, ilir problems of suppressing background in 

the detector have forced the designers away from a round beam and toward a 

flat heam. We therefore take r < I. 

The denominator of liquation (-1) urges us to make Jy as small as possible. 

That is. anyway, common storage ring design practice for single rings as well 

http://pKa.sc
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as double rings. How small is possible? We cannot make $9 smaller than the 

bunchlengtli; indeed for safety, it should be several times the hunchlenglh, The 

reason lies \n t he tune-shift formula. Equation (1). The interaction region is a 

place where the beam is tightly focused to a waist. That means (ha( the 6-

function is parabolic there, and the functional form is simply 

AM-A [' + ( £ ) ] ' 
where s is measured from the center of Lhe IR. The longitudinal distribution of a 

bunch is Gaussian, and what I have called the hunchlength is just the standard 

deviation, o>. Consider a particle riding one standard deviation behind the 

center of its bunch. See Figure 6. Tha t particle passes I he center of the rounter-

moving bunch a distance, i?o/2 beyond the center of the IU, At that point. &v is 

substantially higher than it is at the center of the IR. The question is this: what 

value of fly should we use in the tune-shift formula- for that particle, or rather 

Tor the average particle? Obviously it ij a. bigger value than &t> unless we restrict 

So as follows, 

19>** - (5) 

and so we do. The effect of this restriction, taken together with the realities o( 

radio frequency system design, is to limit the usable value? of /J y at the interaction 

region to a minimum of about 1 cm. In practice, given the optical complexities 

of the interaction region for a double-ring system, even that small a value may 

prove hard to achieve. 

Let us return to the multiplicative factor. {ffftrjtr9)t in the luminosity for

mula, Equation (4). That factor i.s the product of tin- beam cross sectional area 

at the IR and the bunch frequency, a son of area per unit time. Suppose we 

choose to increase the cross sertional ar<!» greatly. In that ca-ie. Equation (.1) 

tells us that we would also have to increase the bunch populations proportion* 

ally In (he next chapter, we Jtha'l learn thM increasing the hunch population is 

a had thing. That leaves us with fy as our last remaining handle for increasing 

(lie luminosity. 

Since the hum-lies move at the speed wf light, increasing flf is exartly equiv

alent to decreasing tin* distance between bunches in each beam. We saw in the 

example iA VYJS\\ that the possibilities for doing that in a single ring are woe

fully limited. The fact is that if we waul in use n lot of bunches, we must use two 

separate rings fur the two beams. Kvrn with two rings there are practical diffi

culties llial prevent us front putting the bunches too close together, difficulties 

associated with separating the beams as they leave the interaction region after 

colliding. So in the end. the J4-Far lory designer is forced to put the bunches 

as close together AS he can, given the IR desig", and thus raise the bunch fre

quency as high as lie practically can: arid he is still hard pressed >o achieve the 

luminosity required of a //-Factory. 

We shall conclude our discussion t,\[ incoherent beam-beam constraints on 

the performance of fl-Faclories with a comment on their implications for the 

radiofrcquency arcelerating system. KepUcing only one of the A"s m Equa

tion (2) with Equation (3). and noting that t h e d c heain current of one heam is 

I = t-.SJB. we get 

where the current, the tune shift, the energy. ' i f refer consistently to one beam 

or the oilier. Once wp have chosen the luminosity, there is very little latitude 

in ilie beam current, none in fact after vcr have minimized .1V. This formula 

applies to the high-energy beam in particular, and thai is the beam that suffers 



I IK* larger radiation loss, call it Co- We sec immediately that the radiated power 

from the high-energy beam, 

will lie proportional to 1 lie luminosity. We shall also ni"e when we lake a look al 

some B-Factory designs thai t*T„j i* measured in megawatts. 

3,1.2. Bvatn-Bmrtt Coherent Instabilities 

In the last section We dwelt on the effects of different particles moving 

differently—with different frequencies, for example—but how about the effects 

of different particles moving similarly",' If we consider a cluster of particles close 

together in phase space as lliey approach the onrorning field or the opposing 

bunch, we. shall see that despite the non-linearity or the fields they will respond 

more or less together; they will exhibit coherent motion. 

We can think profitably about this kind of motion by simplifying our pi r lurr 

of the transverse inter-bunch force to a linear approximation. Wc can get away 

with that stratagem, because most of the particles in the bunch are concentrated 

near its axis, and we. are concerned only with the motions of the center of mass 

(charge). In tha t approximation we have a lot of coupled oscillatots, each hunch 

oscillating transversely in ihe guide-field restoring force and interacting with 

one or more opposing hunches at the interaction region. Such a system has the 

following properties: 

1. There are as many modes as* there are bunches. 

2. The coupling is proportional to the bunch populations, and almost any 

mode will go unstable at sufficiently high coupling. 

3. The most benign arrangement is to have equal numbers of bunrlie.s in 

the two ring*, and in that case, these instabilities can he avoided ai the 

required bunch populations by judicious choices of the tunes. 

We ran see how these instabilities arise by considering the simple cast* of 

equal-size rings. Harti bunch oF one ring interact!) with only one bunch of the 

"iher ring. The normal modes of the bunch pair are the so-called []• and 0 -

rnodes. Jn the latter (here is no inter-bunch restoring force, but in the H-mode 

there is. so in the IT mode we ran think of the interaction as a gradient error, 

like a quadrupole magnet stuck into the lattice where it, does not belong. If it 

is strong enough, a gradient error will drive a lattice into a nearby •'stopband,'" 

which is beam-dynamical urgot for instability. 

We cart make a more homely, but also more perspicuous, analogy to a pair 

or simple classical oscillators — masses on springs--coupled toge her by a third 

spring which has a negative spring constant. Negative springs are rare, but there 

is no difficulty in dealing with them mathematically, and the reader is invited to 

set up the equations of motion for the system. That system has the same two 

modes, tl and O. The coupling spring play s no role in the C J-mode, because the 

separation of the masses remains constant, but it shifts UM* fl-mode frequency 

downward. If the coupling spring is strengthened more and more, eventually the 

restoring force supplied by the supporting springs is overcome, and there is no 

longer a restoring force. The response of the system to A ll-mnde disturbance is 

an exponential flight from equilibrium. 

The forces at play in these instabilities are very large, and feedback systems 

are of little avail against them. Therefore it is fortunate that we can avoid these 

instabilities by wise choices of tunes. 

Returning to point :\ above, if we delved i r o the details of the coherent 

heam-beam instabilities, we would (earn ihai rings of unequal circumference 

ran be used without narrowing the allowable choices of limes calastrophically 

provided their circumferences stand in i,hi- ratio of small integers (1/2 or 1/3. 

for example). Equ«l rircnmfe-enceft for the two rings is nol a hard rule, just a 



conservative choice. So it comes down to a cost-benefit trade-off, and at this 

point we enter the treacherous area of tunnel economics. Despite some bitter 

experience in this field, 1 shall not titter any generalities on the subject, except 

to &i ...-* every c&se is different, depending on the economic he*lth of the 

building industry, the weather and other u np red k tables. Suffice it to say that a 

laboratory tha t already owns a suitable tunnel ought to lake a different view of 

the matter than one that does not. 

3.2. S i n g t e - B e a m Ins t ab i l i t i e s 

We turn now to beam instabilities of a different sort: instabilities which 

arise from the effects of the collective field of a bunch on the particles af the same 

bunch or of the same beam. The fields arc the same ones we dealt with in t he 

last section, but we must be more careful about the exact values of the electric 

and magnetic fields. The reason is that while the electric and magnetic forces on 

a counter-moving particle add, those on a co-moving particle nearly cancel, and 

the difference between them is very sensitive to the exact values of the fields. 

As an example of this near cancellation, consider a highly relativistic bunch 

of particles travelling through space. The magnitudes of the magnetic and elec

tric fields stand in the ratio, u/c, where v is the speed of the particles. The cor

responding forces on a co-moving particle stand in the ral.o, ( u / c ) 2

t and since 

they oppose one another, the net force is proportional to [1 - (v /c) 2 ] = 7 ~ 2 . In 

a storage ring, the presence of the metal vacuum chamber, and particularly of 

steps and pillboxes in its contours, up.seU the dclicaU- cancellation. A» a result, 

the force on a co-moving particle is stronger than in the free-space example, and 

it is not proportional to 7 - 2 -

The dominant process for establishing these fields in storage rings is the 

excitation of local electromagnetic fields in the vicinity of abrupt changes in 

the vacuum envelope. A good example is a pillbox such as that formed by a 

railiofrequency accelerating cavity. It is a resonator, and the passage of a bunch 

along its axis naturally excites many of its normal modes. The fields are like the 

wake of a ship: Lhey carry a disturbance long after the Hunch has passed. Indeed 

we often call them wakefields. Each c r (he modes extracts some energy from the 

btineli and stores it as oscillating electromagnetic field energy. As the modal 

field rings, it dissipates its energy in the resonator walls, but it also ar t s on any 

particle tha t happens to pass. The lowest-frequency modes have periods that 

are long compared to the temporal bunchlength and decay times that are many 

periods long; they affect not only the particles in the exciting hunch but those 

in the following bunches- At the opposite extreme, t he highest-frequency modes 

that are significantly excited have periods that are shorter than the temporal 

bunchlength and decay times that are comparable to it, so they affect only 

particles of the exciting bunch. If we are concerned with multibunch motions, 

we shall be interested in the lower frequencies, and if we are concerned with intra-

bunch motions, we shall be interested in the higher frequencies. Impedance was 

invented to deal with cases like these. 

In electrical circuits the impedance relates the voltage between a pair of 

terminals to the current flowing through tt. It is a function of frequency and it 

applies to steady-state sinusoidal excitations. The appar; rus of Fourier trans

formation enables us to combine these excitations to deal with complicated and 

even non-periodic currents. We shall take the same approach in our beam dy

namical problems, although we shall not be hidebound about the dimensions 

of our impedances, and we shall make definitions that are appropriate to the 

pro h terns. 

Hefore tackling the siugle-hi-am instabilities, we had better get an idea of 

what range of frequencies we -*all be deUiug with: W h a t does a typical bunch 
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FiguTr 7: Th? spectrum of a Gaussian, pulse. The ordinate is the argular fre
quency in units of the standard deviation (in time) of the putee. 

current spectrum louk like? The bunch is a needle-like object. Typically its 

transverse dimensions, although they vary as the bunch moves along its orbit, are 

measured in iractions of a millimeter. Its length, which does not vary, is about 

1 cm- The shape and size of the bunch then are much like that of a particularly 

long printer's dash, in fact just like this one: . Well, not the shape really, 

because the distribution of charge in each dimension is very nearly Gaussian, 

but the ratio of length to width is well represented. Since its spatial length is 

about 1 cm, its temporal length is about 30 ps. Viewed at a fixed loo Lion on 

the circumference of the ring, it is a Gaussian pulse of current. Aa Figure 7 

reminds us, the spectrum of a Gaussian pulse contains no significant frequency 

components above the reciprocal of the r.m.s. pulsdength, so the spectrum of 

the bunch reaches up to abouL 30 GHz. The lowest frequency present is j& if all 

the bunches have the same populations, but that frequency is usually far below 

the lowest modal frequency of any vacuum-chamber discontinuity. 

Now we know the spectrum a( the driving current, but at what frequencies 

do we expect to find the resonances in the vacuum chamber? A good rule 

of thumb is that for Lite lowest-frequency ivncmance+ the free-space wavelength 

(ctf) corresponding to tin* nsunant frequency is approximately equal to a typical 

dimension of the cavity. For example, a rectangular box 30 cm on a side has its 

lowest resonance at L4 Gila which corresponds to a wavelength of 21 cm; a.id 

a pillbox with a diameter of 30 cm has its lowest resonance at 0.77 GHz which 

corresponds to a wavelength of 39 cm In addition to these lowest modes there are 

many higher modes, infinite numbers of them in fact. Fortunately they are not 

all pernicious. Some do not couple to Lhe beam; they don't have a longitudinal 

electric Held on the orbit, for example. Others are damped by some mechanism 

that quickly dissipates or conducts away the stored energy. Nonetheless, many 

modes remain, and their effects add together to make the impedance function. 

3.2.1. Longitudinal Microwave hint ability 

As our first example of single-beam instabilities, we treat the 'ongitudi-

nal microwave instability, a process driven by the highest frequencies present in 

the wakefields, frequencies that correspond to free-space wavelengths that are 

shorter than the bunch, i.e.. millimeter waves. TIM- bunch spectrum is weak in 

that region of frequencies, as we have seen; nevertheless these components can* 

not be ignored. The electromagm-tir modes in question have longitudinal elec

tric fields on the central orbit through which the bunch excite the modes and 

through which the Hinders act back on th<- particles of the bunch. Different por

tions of the bunch are accelerated and decelerated. The subsequent longitudinal 

motion of the parLicles within tin- bunch redistributes the current in the bunch 

and therefore its high-frequency spec-trum which, in turn, changes the amplitude 

of the mode--feedback. There are also influences present, surh as non-linearities 

in the motion, thai damp the modes, so there is a threshold current for the lon

gitudinal microwave instability. If ihr ptqk current exceeds the threshold, many 



modes typically go unstable, and the resulting longitudinal motion is turbulent, 

lengthening the bunch and increasing the energy spreai among the particles in 

the bunch. 

We cannot tolerate bunch lengthening in fl-Faetories for reasons we have 

discussed in Chapter 3. According to Equation (5), we cannot make fiv a t 

the 1R smaller than the bunchlength, but according to Equation (4), we must 

make it as small as **e can. Therefore, we adjust j3 v carefully just larger than 

the bunchlength. If then the bunch lengthens, our efforts are vitiated and the 

luminosity drops. We cannot accept extra energy spread either, because the 

T resoaance is narrow. The conclusion is that we must avoid the longitudinal 

microwave instability. 

The impedance we use to describe this kind of beam-chamber interaction 

is called the longitudinal impedance, Z^(w). It is the ratio of the longitudinal 

electric field OJQ the axis (multiplied by the circumference of the orbit to create 

a voltage) to the current driving it (assumed sinusoidal). It is just the sum of 

all the local impedances around the orbit. If S is the sum of the electric fields, 

7 1 \ £ L 

The threshold current for the longitudinal microwave instability, Iut is 

11 l-Z| f(nu>0)/"| ' 

where a is the momentum compaction factor of the ring, tr$ is the fractional 

energy spread in the beam and wo is the angular orbital frequency. The number, 

7i, is called the mode number; it counts the number of wavelengths of the field 

contained on the circumference, L, and according to what we have said it is a 

very high number indeed for the m> rowave instability. The bunch is unstable if 

the peak bunch -i .rent exceeds /|[, i.e., if 

> /ii unstable 

v>here a9 is the r.m.s. bunchlength. The left-hand member is just an est imate of 

the peak bunch CUTTCIU, 

An interesting and i-nportant fact is that the quantity, Zii(nu;a)/n, is nearly 

independent of n for the n's of interest in the vacuum chambers of storage rings 

like CESR. It is a constant, although one that differs somewhat from machine to 

machine, depending on the care with which the vacuum chamber was designed. 

How can we combat this instability? After we have lowered the impedance as 

far as it is feasible to do in a practical vacuum chamber, can we do anything else— 

feedback for instance? Unfortunately the very high Frequencies of the modes are 

beyond the reach of current broad-band feedback practice. 

Fortunately, we have a way to build B- Factories without confronting this 

instability, we can increase the number of bunches without increasing the bunch 

current. We have been building storage rings for a couple of decades, and we 

have learned how low we can keep the impedance in a practical vacuum chamber 

and therefore how high a peak current we can hope to store. If we do not ask 

for higher bunch currents than, those in today's rings, we shall be on sound 

ground, and that is the reason referred to in the preceding chapter for choosing 

to increase the total beam current by adding many bunches rather than trying 

to increase the populations of the individual bunches. 

3*2.2. Transverse Made-Coupling Instability 

The transverse mode-coupling instability iŝ  as its name suggests, a trans

verse instability. The unstable motion it. betatron motion as opposed to the 



longitudinal motion oi the microwave instability, but the cause of instability is 

the same. The bunch, c.ice set into motion by noise, excites wakefields which 

in turn act back on the particles in the bunch and Amplify the motion—another 

feedback mechanism. This instability is sometimes called the ufast head-tail" 

instability, because the Wakefield of the head of the bunch drives the tail of the 

bunch and the resulting growth is very fast as instability growth rates go. Longi

tudinal motion, even though it is not driven unstable, plays a crucial role in Hie 

transverse mode-coupling instability. Since wakes can only follow their sources, 

not lead them, the head always drives the tail and the tail never drives the head. 

Therefore if the particles in the head at a particular time remained there forever, 

and if the same were true of the particles in the tail, there would be no feedback, 

but they don't. The particles of the bunch constantly circulate longitudinally 

from head to tail and back. Thus head particles influence the motion of tail par

ticles which then become head particles and influence the original head particles 

which have become tail particles. What? 

The characteristic wavelengths of the electromagnetic field modes that dnv** 

the transverse mode-coupling instability range from a few bunchlengths, i.e., a 

few centimeters, to the longest modal wavelengths that exist in the chamber. 

The modes have transverse magnetic fields that arc roughly constant over the 

transverse dimensions of the bunch and longitudinal electric fields that arc zero 

on the axis and vary linearly with transverse position. Such a mode is shown 

in Figure 8. The mode is excited i„ proportion lo the deviation of the center of 

charge of the head, and the tail particles arc deviate,) by the magnetic field. 

The most useful impedance-like function for such modes is a spatial deriva

tive of an impedance. For the mode shown in Figure 8, the appropriate defini

tion is 

*'"» Transverse Impedance derivative 
Figure 8: Fields of a mode that drives the transverse mode-coupling instability-
Near the axis, the magnetic field is transverse and neurit) constant and the electric 
field is longitudinal and lintarly dependent on a transverse coordinate. 

We define a tineskold current for the transverse mode-coupling instability. 

where v, is the longitudinal oscillation frequency in units of the orbital frequency 

and (/?) denotes the average value of the appropriate beta-function, horizontal 

or vertical, around the whole ring. The "radius." fl, is just the circumference 

of the ring divided by two pi. The impedance in the denominator, Z'^ r J , , is an 

average over the impedance function from the lowest mode up lo those whose 

wavelengths correspond to the bunclilength. To avoid this instability the bunch 

current should not exceed IL. Again the condition for stability is 

rA'r 
< l± slable 

( 7 , 



Like the microwave instability, the mode-coupling instability admonishes us 

to avoid increasing the bunch population. It is also beyond the reach of today's 

feedback technology. 

3.S.S. CeupUd-Bunch Instabilities 

The microwave instability is mediated by millimeter-wavelength fields. The 

transverse mode-coupling instability is driven by the whole spectrum of fields 

from long wavelengths to centimeter wavelengths. Because they can propagate in 

the vacuum chamber, millimeter- and centimeter-wavelength modes die out very 

rapidly. They are dead before the next buncb arrives. But what of the longer-

wavelength, lower-frequency modes? Such modes will exist in the rf cavities, 

for example, and since they cannot propagate in the vacuum chamber, they 

are trapped. Consequently they can have high Q-values and ring for a long 

time. We know that they act within the bunch., contributing to the mode-

coupting instabili'y, but they must also act from one bunch to the next and 

couple thu coherent motions of the different bunches. The strengths of these 

modes determine the low-frequency valuer of the impedance functions, and if 

those values are too high, coupled-bunch instabilities will destroy the beam. 

These modes have not troubled today's single rings, because the bunches in 

those machines are so far apart in time that even the these high-Q modes decay 

away between bunches, but they are extremely dangerous to S-Factories, 

Just as the intra hunch instabilities occur in two varieties, longitudinal and 

transverse, so do the inter-bunch instabilities. Furthermore they are driven by 

electromagnetic modes that have the same characters as those that drive Lin* 

intra-bunch instabilities in every respect save frequency. The difference in fre

quency, however, is of paramount importance, ll opens the door to Feedbark 

systems to control these instabilities. 

BtetnC'tieW 
pattern ai 352 HMMl 

Becine-field 
oat:erna[?2633MHi 

Efednc-Mrf 
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Figure 9: One quadrant of an rf cavity with only two trapped modes. The mode 
at 35£ MHz is the accelerating mode, The mode at 963 MHz propagates down the 
pipe. Only the mode at 726 MHz remains to create unwanted parasitic impedance. 

Another feature of these modes is that they can exist only in fairly large 

boxes—remember the relationship between dimensions and low-lying modes— 

and the mode spectrum is not very dense. In other words, we know where to 

look for the offending part* of the chamber (mainly the rf cavities) and we know 

that only a few modes wilt plague us. Consequently, we can hope to "'swamp1' 

these modes, to damp them selectively. Research and development on highly 

damped cavities that display «nly one beam-interactive mode is in progress in 

several centers. 

How do we do this? ItF cavities, after all, are designed to present a high 

impedance to the rf generator, e.g.. the klystron, so that a limited amount of 

rl" power can produce the highest possible voltage. A cavity's fundamental (ac

celerating) mode must be a low-loss mode, Hut its higher modes are obnoxious; 



they drive beam instabilities. Thus we nc-d iu learn to build cavities tha t , prac

tically speaking, have only one high-Q mode. That seems a tall order., but we are 

learning to do it by devising cavity shapes in which only the accelerating mode 

is ' 1trapped.' , , The higher modes can propagate out through the he-ain pipes and 

consequently do not store field energy locally. Figure 9 shows one quadrant of a 

spheroid cavity with only a single parasitic energy-t rap ping mode. 

In spite of all the impedance-suppressing measures we can take, multibunch 

instabilities will still arise, and we must combat them with wide-band beam feed

back systems. These systems work by sensing beam motion and deflecting the 

individual bunches to damp the motion. Such feedback systems are in common 

use in accelerators and storage rings, but B-Faclories will requite particularly 

powerful ones. The bandwidth called for is half the bunch frequency, /j?/2, and 

the powci is measured in kilowatts. In the SLAC/LBL design, the figures are 

90 MHz and 2.6 kW. 

Between the two countermei-sures., feedback and mode damping, it appears 

quite feasible to keep coupled-bunch instabilities under control in fl-Factories. 

3.2,4. Ion-Beam Instability 

While a positron beam does not collect ions, an electron beam does, and iT 

the ions produced by beam-gas collisions are allowed to collect in the beam, their 

fields will drive the beam unstable. We can see how Ihir phenomenon works in 

a qualitative way by observing that a swarm of nearly stationary ions sitting in 

the volume of the electron beam acts like a continuous focusing lens—focusing 

because the ions at tract the electrons. As the ions collect and their density builds 

up, the betatron tune of the beam shifts higher arid higher until it approaches 

a strong resonance. As it approaches IJJP resonance, the electron beam develops 

scallops that grow laiger and larger, and it becomes useless for colliding beams. 

LEBExrt 

Figure 10: Horizontal S-bend interaction region design. Thv two beams enter 
and exit along separate lines; they follow a common tine through Iht collision 
point at the center white they collide head-on. 

Mercifully a bunched beam can be made to drive out ions rather than col

lect them, a t least in linear-approximation theory. We have some experience 

with this process in storage rings devoted to producing synchrotron radiation, 

but we cannot claim at this time to underutnnd everything we have observed. 

Understanding these phenomena is one of our challenges. 

4. T h e I n t e r a c t i o n R e g i o n 

In single-ring colliding-beam storage rings, head-on collisions are automatic 

if no transverse electric fields are introduced in the vacuum chamber. Further

more the optics for the two beams are the same. These things are not true for 

beams in two separate rings. When the beams are stored in different rings, a 

special transport system must be devised to carry the two beaniH from their re

spective rings to the collision point and Lo deliver them back into their respective 

rings and to trim their optics so that the beams are properly matched at the col

lision point. In cases where the two beam energies are the same, we have to use 

electric fields to combine and separate the beams, but in a B-Faclory the beams 

have different energies an J ' l is t circumstance actually helps us. Since particles 



of different energies follow different orbits in magnets, the combination and sep

aration can, in principle, be accomplished with magnets alone. Several schemes 

have been developed, and one of Lhem is shown in Figure 10 in which horizontal 

bending exclusively is used to bring the beams together and separate them. 

All schemes in which the paths of the two beams w e colinear at tht inter

action point share a common disadvantage. The paths cannot begin to diverge 

until they enter the first bending magnet, a feature that acts to the detriment of 

using lots of bunches. The point is related to the "distant collisions" of counter-

moving bunches at other points than the interaction point, encounters in which 

the centers of charge ate well separated laterally so tha t each bunch feels the 

" l / r* field of the other, Even a " l / r " field is non-linear, so while we want 

them to collide at the IP, wc da not want the bunches to feel each other's fields 

anywhere else, because any other encounters, would be disruptive and would 

probably lower the attainable luminosity. 

To understand this matter more clearly, let us follow a bunch out from 

tbe IP after the main, luminosity-producing collision. The bunches in both 

rings are separated by some common bunch separation, let's call it 5/j, equal to 

the circumference divided by the bunch number. After our sample bunch has 

progressed by 5 ^ / 2 , it passes the next incoming bunch; when it reaches 5fl, it 

passes the following incoming bunch; and so on. Idnally we would like to shield 

the bunches from each other in these encounters by having them in separaLe 

metal pipes, but we cannot do it until the two orbits have separated enough to 

insert a metal wall between them. In this way si hemes in which the paths of the 

two beams are colinear at the interaction point are disadvantageous. 

From this point of view, a scheme in which the two orbits cross at an angle 

would be preferable. In that case, the orbits begin separating immediately as 

they leave the ]R Unfortunately, there is a catch. Since the needle-like bunches 

WHAVS WRONG WITH A CROSSING ANGLE' 

II (TgU » Ely 

Luminosity/unit current is raducad 

Figure 11; Collisions v/ith a crossing angle. Think of one bunch as the target 
for the other one. The projected area of the target bunch is increased by the 
crossing angle, so the target density is reduced. 

Figure IS; A diagram of crab crossing which shows how, by tilting the bunches 
(by half the crossing angle), crossing is made to appear "head-on." To the parti
cles of one bunch, the other bunch seems to have the same target density it would 
have in a head-on collision, and no luminosity is sacrificed. After being tilted on 
onr side of the IR, the bunches need to be un-lilted on the other side. Powerful 
rf cavities are needed to JQ that. 

are aligned along the orbits, and the orbits cross each other at an angle, the 

bunches plough through each other at an angle, and the luminosity is degraded. 

Figure H shows how it happens. 



A remedy for this defect has been proposed: it is called crab crossing. In 

the crab-crossing scheme, illustrated schematically in Figure 12. h« orbits cross 

at an angle, but the bunches are tilted rclalivr to t h r llii'ir orbit* on one side of 

the 1R and un-tiltod on Lhe oLhcr side, so that , in effect, they collide head-on,, 

and no luminosity is lost. If one observes the collision from & frame of reference 

moving upward through the IP, Lhe collision w head-on. 

The crab-crossing scheme has the merit that it eases the problems of sepa

rating the bunches of the opposing beams, but it carries with it some drawbacks 

too. The chief drawback is that powerful rf cavities must be installed on either 

side of the interaction region to accomplish the bunch-tilting; these cavities bring 

with them addition*' impedances to aggravate instabilities. 

5 . Selected, B -Fac to ry D e s i g n s 

As an epilogue, we offer a sampler of current //-Factory designs. The art 

of designing B-Factories is comparatively young—less than five years old—and 

naturally it is developing and becoming more (sophisticated. Therefore, we can 

expect that the B-Factory designs of the future will differ in some ways from 

those of today. Still the B-Factory designs we have in hand today are remarkably 

alike in many respects, which connotes a certain degree of maturity. Table 2, 

Table 3, and Table 4 present some salient characteristics of three current designs: 

the SLAC/LBL design, the Cornell design for a future asymmetric system and 

a design carried out cooperatively by CKItN and PSI, Darmstadt. 

T a b l e 1. 

Beam energy, E (GeV) 5.3 

Max. luminosity, C ( c m - 2 s^ 1 ) 1 x 1 0 3 2 

Max, tune shift, $y 0.017 

Radiated power/beam (MW) 0.08 

Beam current, I (A) 0.077 

Number of bunches, kg 7 

Bunch frequency, Js (MHz) 2.7 

I.R. beta-function, f$s (cm) 1.5 

Beam aspect ratio, r <£ 1 

Circumference (rnj 768 

Long, impedance, |Z| |(nwo)/n| (Ohms) 1 

Table 1: Parameters of Cornell's CESR storage ring in service as a B-Factory. 

Tab le 2 . 

Beam energy, E (GeV) 9.0/3.1 

Max. luminosity, C ( c m - 2 a - 1 ) 3 x 1 0 3 3 

Max. tune shift, £j. 0.03 

Radiated power/beam (MW) 5.5/2.7 

Beam current, / (A) 1.48/2.14 

Number erf bunches, kg 1746/1746 

Bunch frequency, Jg (MHz) 238 

I.R. beta-function, 0a (cm) 3.0/1.5 

Beam aspect ratio, r < 1 

Circumference (m) 2200 

Long, impedance, |Z | | (nuo)/n | (Ohms) 1.5 

Table 2: The SLAC/l.BL (PEP-based) fi-Factory design. 



Table a. 

Beam energy, E (GeV) 8.0/3.5 

Max. luminosity, C (cm-'* s*1) 3 x 10" 

Max. tune shift, £ r 0.03 

Radiated power/beam (MW) 3.2/0.3 

Beam current, / (A) 0.6/1.4 

Number or bunches, ks 210/210 

Bunch frequency, /B (MHZ) 82 

I.R. beta-function, Py (cm) 1.0/1.0 

Beam aspect ratio, T <! 
Circumference (m) 768 

l*rag. impedance, )Z||[ruJo)/n| (Ohms) 1.8/0.14 

Table 3: The Cornell Asymmetric ^-Factory design of May 1990. 

Table 4. 

Beam energy, E (GeV) 8.U/3.5 

Max. luminosity, £ (cm" 2 s - 1 ) 1 x 10" 

Max. tune shift, {9 0.03 

Radiated power/beam (MW) 3.1/0.4 

Beam current, / (A) 0.6/1.3 

Number of bundles, ha 80/80 

Bunch frequency, fjj (MHz) 25 

I.R. bela-function, fiv (cm) 3.0/3.0 

Beam aspect ratio, r < 1 

Circurcifereticc (ru) 963 

Long, impedance, |-2||(rnJo)/«l (Ohms) 0.3 

Table 4; The CERN/PSI B-Factoiy of Maieh 1990. 
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HARE KAON DECAYS 

Jack L. Ritchie 
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Abstract 

Recent experiments on rare kaon decays are described, with emphasis 
on the program at the Brookhaven National Laboratory Alternating Gradi
ent Synchrotron. New limits on the modes Kt -* fit and K\, —• ee and 
a preliminary new measurement of the Ki —* nft branching ratio are pre
sented from AGS Experiment 791. Other modes, including K* — i r V + e " , 
K* —t r* + nothing, and Kt, -> ir°e*e", which have been the focua of 
other AGS experiments, are also discussed. 
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1 Introduction 
The study of kaon decays has contributed much to our present understanding 
of particle physics. In the early 1970s, however, there was something of a 
hiatus in these studies, which lasted for roughly a. decade. Recently, renewed 
interest led to a aeries of very ambitious experiments, utilizing state-of-the-art 
detector technology, to achieve previously unattainable sensitivities- Work on 
these new experiments began about five years ago and the first round of these 
experiments is coming to an end. Even more ambitious experiments are being 
planned for the future. 

The historically "raTe" decays KL -* TJT and KL -* ftp will be discussed 
first, both to illustrate the importance of such studies in the evolution of our 
present day thinking and also to set the stage for considering recent work. 

The decay Kj„ -* JT+JT" was first observed[l] in 1964 and with it the first 
violation of the hypothesis that the combined operation of parity and charge 
conjugation [CP) was a conserved quantity. The branching ratio for tf/. —* 
jr+ir~ is 2 x 10~3. Once considered to be a rare decay, this is copious by the 
standards which apply today. In some of the modern experiments discussed 
below, this decay serves primarily as a calibration. 

The common decay K* —*• fiAv occurs via a strangeness changing charged 
current interaction through the exchange of the W* boson. In a gauge theory 
based on SU(2), a strangeness changing neutral current interaction should also 
exist. Experimentally, however, it has long been known that the decay Kt -+ 
ftfi is extremely rare. Since the early 1970 s it has been clear that the decay 
rate for Ki -* ftp is approximately saturated by the process KL —> 77 —* pp, 
shown in Figure 1(a), and that the branching ratio was at the level of IIP 8 or 
somewhat irr.allcr[2, 3, 4, 5]. The solution to this dilemma was proposed by 
Glashow, Dliopoulos, and Maiani[6j. By introducing a fourth quark (charm) 
in a weak isospin doublet with the strange quark, they showed that there was 
a cancellation between tree level flavor changing terms. Second order weak 
contributions tp KL —* pfi were 5tiU possible from the box diagrams shown 
in Figure 1(b) and (c)H but enter with opposite sign, so that as long as the 
charm quark mass was below about 3 GeV, this contribution was within the 
experimentally allowed ra:ige. 

1 f 

r^—t 
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J J u i ' ' A 
* w r w / 

(b) (c) 

Figure 1: Contributions to KL -> lip: (»] the 2-photon process, (b) and (c) the 
box diagrams involving the up and chum quuki, respectively. These litter 
two contributions substantially cancel. 

Fipire 2: Diagrams for the decays KL - h' ('«'*) » d # * - M* * (right). 
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Prior to I13S&, the world's sample of K^ -* pp decays was 25 eventBp, 4, 5], 
One experiment, Expt* 791 at the Brookhaven National Laboratory (BNL)+ 

has recently collected a data sample consisting of about 700 such decays. 

2 AGS Expt. 791 
AGS Expt. 791[7] has primarily focused oa the forbidden decay KL —» fie, 
but also ha* sensitivity for the strangeness changing neutral current decays 
KL —*• fift and KL -̂* ee. The conservation of separate lepton number (e.g.v 

muon number) is a feature of the Standard Model, but is not expected to 
hold in mpst of the popular extensions (such as technicolor, supexsymmetry* 
etc)- Observation of the decay Ki —» fie would be a signal of new physics. 
Unfortunately, there is no particular prediction for tin- branching ratio which 
provides a clear experimental target. Nonetheless,, the power of a search for 
a small branching ratio decay to probe for very high mass scale interactions 
makes this an attractive avenue of research- The conventional argument is 
to compare the ratio of decay rates of the processes shown in Figure 2. The 
diagram on the left shows KL -* ^e, mediated by some heavy particle H with 
mass JVf. The diagram on the right show the familiar decay K+ —* n*v. To 
a good approximation, phase space and helicily factors cancel in the ratio, so 
that 

W<i -* V) ^ I ff'Wh I 1" 
T(A'+ ->p+v) ~ \g7sinOJMh\ ' 

where o is the electroweak coupling, 9t the Cabibbo angle, and Af̂  the mass 
of the W boson. Substituting known qiiantfties and rearranging the equation 
leads to 

Assuming couplings similar to the electroweak coupling, a branching ratio of 
10~ n corresponds loa mass around 110 TeV, >To presently forseeable acceJer-
ator can reach such energies. 

The decay rate for KL —* **u is dominated by the 2-photon intermediate 
state, as seen from the fact that the branching ratio is consistent with the 
absorptive (imaginary) amplitude (A'j, —• 77 —* tip) alone* a value usually re
ferred to as the unitarity bound. The standard value of the unitarity boundfSj 

is g. en by 
T(KL - u u U = 1.2 x \0-6T{KL - 77). 

The Particle Data Group[9] lists (5.70 ± 0.23) x 10"* as the branching ratio 
for KL -** 77. Therefore, the unitarity bound is about 6.S x 10"9 [There is 
a theoretical uncertainty at the 10 to 203$ level, on top of the experimental 
uncertainty of Br(Kt, -+ 77), so this ia not a rigid bound,] Recent measure
ments of KL —* pn, which are dominated by E791, are close to this Value, so 
that the dispersive amplitude is evidently small. 

Interpretation of the KL —• pi* branching ratio is made difficult by the 
long-distance nature of the dotnioant 2-photon contribution- Short-distance 
contributions to KL —*• up have been evahiated[l0] and the general conse
quence of a small dispersive amplitude for KL -» n/i ia to limit the magnitude 
of the real part of the CKM product V't V,j as a function of the top quark mass. 
Some recent theoretical analysesjl 1] use the recent results from CERN[12] and 
Br?.'..[13] on the KL —* « 7 form factor in estimating the long distance part of 
the KL —* Pft dispersive amplitude. They then derive constraints on the short 
distance part, using the KL —* pp branching ratio, which in turn constrains 
CKM parameters. One conclusion of this analysis is that the branching ratio 
for K+ —»ir+vv is probably smaller than previously expected. 

The decay KL -* ee also receives a contribution from the 2-photon process 
that dominates KL —* ftp. However, this contribution is hclicity suppressed, 
so that the expected branching ratio is much smaller than KL ~* pp. The 
suppression, however v 15 not simply a factor of m1{m\, which would teduce it 
to the 2 x 10" 1 3 level. Instead, there is a logarithmic singularity as mt —• 0 in 
the total electrodynamic cross section for 77 —• t*t~ which modifies the naive 
factor by more than an order of magnitude- Consequently, it is expected[&] 
that KL —• « occurs at a branching ratio of about 3 x 10~13. The range 
between this value and the KL —* t*f* level is a window for observing a new 
flavor-changing neutral current interaction. 

Before discussing the experiment, it is useful to discuss the sources of back
ground. The most important potential background to KL —• p* comes from 
the decay KL —* Ttv, followed by IT —» ptu in flight (or alternatively, simple 
misidentification of the T as a ft)- If the energy of lh^ v in the A,.3 decay is 
close to zero, the event can be confused with KL —• pe. Rejection of this bad*-



ground depends on the invariant mass distribution of the background proce** 
having an end-point 8.4 MeV below the mass of the /*£. Therefore, precise 
event reconstruction is essential. The next rnpsl important potential back
ground is the decay Kj, —• ntv in which the v h rnisidentified as an e and the 
e is misidentified asa/ i . If this occurs, then in the t&se where the mis identified 
x has large momentum compared to the electron, the event can reconstruct 
-with invariant mass equal to (or above) the KL mass. Good particle identifica
tion is required to reject this background. An additional potential background 
is the overlap of two Hi decays (Kr. —» ir«y and Ki —* */ii/}, with the pions 
being missed. Calculations indicate this background should not be & problem 
above the 1 0 - I Z level, which is not approached by the present generation of 
experiments. 

E791 was performed in the B5 neutral beam at the AGS. Figure 3 shows 
the £791 detector layout. About 4-5 x ! 0 n protons per spill with 24 GeV 
in energy were incident on a one interaction length copper target. A neutral 
bearn was defined by a series of collimators centered at a 2.75 degree angle from 
the incident proton beam direction, Two dipole sweeping magnets removed 
charged particles from the bearn. The "decay volume" was a region extending 
from roughly 10 meters from the target to the most upstream drift chamber 
at 18 meters from the target. Most of the collimation channel and the entire 
decay volume were under vacuum. The beam volume within the spectrometer 
was filled with helium. 

Tracking was performed by five drift chamber modules (each modu.V makes 
two x and two y measurement*)- The regions between drift chambers were 
filled with helium to reduce multiple scattering and particle interactions. Each 
of the two dipole magnets provided Ap^ £= 300 MeV, but with opposite sign. 
Downstream of the final drift chamber, a. finely segmented scintillator ho-
doscope, a gas threshold Cerenkov counter, another hodoscope and a large 
lead glass array followed in aequence. The scintillation counter hodoscopes 
provided the signals used in the lowest level (fast logic) trigger. The Cerenkov 
counter also provided a fast signal, corresponding to the presence of an elec
tron, which was used ic the low Jewel trigger, The lead glass gave an electro
magnet energy measurement which was used for offline ft : e discrimination. 
A meter of steel followed the lead glass to stop all particles except muons-
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Figure 3: Plan view of the E791 detector. 



Behind the steel, ft segmeuted scintillation hodoscope provided a fast mucin 
signal for the low level trigger. Finally, muons were stopped in A segmented 
absorber stack with large proportional wire chambers spaced throughout the 
stack. This urangefindern[14] provided a muon range measurement which cor
responds to a 10% measurement of momentum and was important in the offline 
nnion identification. 

High rate capability was achieved with a system of fully-custom high speed 
front-end electronics[15,16], a massively parallel readout architecture[17], and 
a multi-level trigger system. Trigger decisions were made in two stages. A 
low level fast logic trigger was based on the scintillation counter hodoscopes, 
the Cerenkov counter, the muon hodoscopesv and meantimer signals from the 
upstream drift chambers. A high level trigger was based on rudimentary event 
reconstruction using drift chamber hits. This was carried out in a farm of 
eight SLAC 3081/Eprocessors,[18] 

The event analysis consisted of basically four steps: (1) pattern recognition 
using drift chamber hits to identify tracks in the spectrometer; (2) fitting the 
event to obtain the best tracking and momentum information; (3) imposition 
of particle identification criteria from the Cerenkov counter, lead glass, muon 
hodoscope and muon rangefinder to classify the event; and (4) imposition of 
final fiducial-type cuts to insure events were fully contained within the detector 
volume and that the kinematic measurements were of high quality. 

The decay KL —* w"*"*-- has the same topology as KL ~* fte* is copious 
by modern standards, and its branching ratio is well known. It is useful as 
an indicator of detector performance and a heavily prescaled sample is used 
as the branching ratio normalization. A useful quantity, denoted by 9*, and 
referred to as the collinearity angle, is the angle the reconstructed KL makes 
with respect to the line from the target to the decay vertex. This quantity will 
be IMO (within measurement resolution) for decays with no missing particles, 
but will usually be much larger in cases where there is missing transverse mo
mentum due to missed neutrinos. Figure 4(a) shows 0^ versus JTTT invariant 
mass for a sample of KL ~* v+ie~ events. A gaussian fit to the *nass distribu
tion after a cut requiring 0 * < 1 mrad, shown in Figure 4(b), yields a mass 
resolution of 1,4 MeV. 

E791 has completed three data taking tuns, in 1988, 1989, and 1990. The 
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Figure 4: (a) Scatter plot of the square of the angle, BK> between the parent 
KL direction and the direction of the reconstructed KL versus invariant mass 
for (a) KL — T + T " events and (b) the projection onto the mass axis after 
requiring @K < * rnrad. 
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best published timite(l9l on KL -* &* md Ki. —» ee and the highest statistics 
KL -* MM branching ratio meaaureir>ent[20] we from the 1988 run of E791. The 
analysis of data taken riming 1989 is now almost completed. No KL -* pe 
or A'L -» ee candidates have been found. The /ft -» /if* signal is 284 ± 19 
events. Candidate events for the modes KL —* ftp and KL —*• fit are shown in 
Figure 5. The preliminary new results are: 

Br(Ki -» H < 8.4 x 10~ n (90% confidence level) 

Br(Ki -* ee) < J-l x 30" 1 0 (90S confidence few.) 

Br(tfL i pp) = (7,6±0,5(stat.) ±0.4(syjt.)) x 10 ' 9 . 

The 1990 data will be combined with the 1988 and 1989 samples in the 
future. Figure 6 shows the combined KL- —* ftp sample in a single histogram. 
More than 700 events are in the peak. 

Two other experiments, £780 at BNL and £137 at KEX, have produced 
results on the modes KL — fc, KL -» ee t and KL —* p/i recently. Tables 1, 
2, and. 3 Summarize the history of experimental results on these modes. 

3 AGS Expt. 777 
A related process to Kt -* M« *a K+ -» T+/ie, which also would violate 
separate lepton number conservation. A comparison of K* -+ ff+/ie to KL —*• 
Ta/it/, following along the lines of the earlier argument for Ki —* fie, can be 
used to show that 

Therefore, /f+ —* ir+/ie is somewhat less sensitive to high mass scales than 
KL —* fie fof a V — A ioteraction. However, this process probes the scaler or 
vector part of a new interaction, while Kt, —* /ic is sensitive to the pseudoscaler 
or axia! vector part. It fs important therefore to do both experiments. 

E777[24] is shown in Figure 7. The beam contained about 2 x 10" positively 
charged 6 GeV particles per spill, of which about 5% were _V+V The detector 
consisted of two spectrometer magnets, multiwire proportional chambers for 
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Source 90% C.L. Limit 
1986 Particle Data Book 6 x 10" s 

BNL E780[21j I.9xlfl-» 
KEK EI37[22) 4.3 x 10-'° 
BNL E791[19) (1988 data only) 2.2 x 10-™ 
KEK E137[23] (unpublished) 2.1 x 1 0 ' , 0 

BNL E791 (new — 1989 data only — preliminary) 8.4 x 10"" 

Table 1: Results from recent A'L -» pi searches. 

Source 90% C.L. Limit 
1986 Particle Data Book 2 x ID"7 

BNL E780|21] 1.2 x 10-" 
KEK E137|22] 5.6 x 10-"" 
BNL E791[19] (1988 data only) 3.2 x lfl- 1 0 

KEK E137[23] (unpublished) L 2.7 x 10-'° 
BNL E791 (new — 1989 data only — preliminary) 1.1 x 10- 1 0 

Table 2; Results from recent A't —* cc searches. 

Source Year Events BR (xlO" 9) 
Clark et al.[2] 1971 0 <1.8 
Carithers el al.[3] 1973 S uv? 
Fukushimaet a).[4] 1976 3 8.8iS' 
Shochet et al.[S] 1977 IS s-iiH 
KEK El 37(22) 1989 54 8.4 ±1.1 
BNL E791|19| (198S data only) 1989 S7 5.8 ±0.6 ±0.4 
BNL E791 (1989 data only — prelim.) 1990 284 7.6 ±0.5 ±0.4 
Unitarity bound - - = 6.8 

Tihlc 3: Summary of KL ~* PP branching ratio measurements. 
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tracking, sequential Cercnkov counters to obtain high quality particle identi
fication, & lead-scintillator shower counter, and a muon detector consisting of 
steel plates alternating with planes of proportional tubes. The decay mode 
K+ —* T + T + r~ was used as a normalization in this experiment. Figure 8(a) 
shews K* —* T^T+T^ events on a scatter plot of rms distance erf closest ap
proach of three track combinations to a common vertex (5) versus invariant 
mass. Figure 8(b) shows K* -* r+ft+e~ candidates on a similar plot. No 
candidates {AU within the box. From these data, E777 h&s publ;.ahed{25] a 90% 
confidence level upper limit on K* -* 7r+ji+e" of 2.1 x 10" t 0 . The best limit 
on the other sign process, A'+ —* r+fi~e+, is 6.9 x 10"8 from an experiment 
performed several years ago at the CERN PS,[2tfJ 

E777 was also sensitive to K* -» x +e' +e~ and has collected a sample of 
roughly 2000 such decays. This has already lead lo b"mits[27] on the process 
K+ -+ *-M*\ followed by A9 -*• e + e", where Ac is an axion-lifct particle or 
possibly a light Higgs. Ultimately, the analysis of K+ -» r + e + c ~ events should 
result in improved measurements on the branching ratio «md structure of this 
decay and a new measurement of the branching ratio for ** —» e*e~. 

4 AGS Expt . 7S7 
In the decay A*+ -* TT+ + nothing, the nothing refers to one or more neu
tral very weakly interacting particles, which are not observed in the detector. 
Several candidates have been proposed which could p~wide the nothing; ex
amples include the familon, two light photinos, and a host of others. But the 
process can also occur in the Standard Mode] through the second order weak 
diagrams shown in Figure 9, in whiJi case the decay is ft'* —* ir+vV, These 
diagrams have been calculated by a number of autbors|28) and until recent li
lt WAS expected the branching ratio was in the range J-SxlO^1 0. It should 
be particularly sensitive to the Vu element of the Kobayashi-Maskawa matrix. 
and given a knowledge of the top quark mass, a measurement of Lbjs branching 
ratio will probably provide the best measure of tt<f. However, as noted earlier, 
the recent measurements of the A'j. -* pp branching ratio provide additional 
information on Standard Model parameters which tends to rule outfit] the 
upper half of the allowed range. 
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Figure S: Scatter plots of the quantity S versus invariant mass, for (a) K* 
x**+r- and (h) K* - jr+ji+e' from E777. 



Figure 9: Diagrams responsible for K* —» n+uT? in the Standard Model. 
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Expt. 787[29] al BNL is searching for this decay and has ihe goal of 
reaching the Standard Model level. The experiment stops A' + ' s in an active 
scintillating fiber target. The A ' + decay products are then observed in a large, 
virtually hermetic. 4?r detector which is shown in Figure 10. The scintillating 
fiber target is surrounded by a cylindricaJ drift chamber. A plastic scintillator 
range stack surrounds the central drift chamber. Finally, a lead-scintillator 
photon veto system surrounds the range stack, A field of ] Tesla is applied by 
a solenoidal magnet. 

The major backgrounds for A' + -» z+vV are the familiar decays K* —• 
T*X* and A ' + —• M*V- Both of these decays create a it+ with a specific 
momentum, while the A' + —» T+VV creates a JT+ with a momentum distributed 
from 0 to 227 MeV, So thai some rejection comes from simply avoiding these 
peaks. Additional rejection of the A ' + —+ JT+JT° comes from vetoing the photons 
from the ff°, which is done so efficiently that only about 2 in ]0° JT 0 ,S are 
missed. Additional rejection against A' + —*• p*v is obtained by observing the 
full TT+ decay chain {it —* p —* e)- This is accomplished by digitizing the 
photomultiplier signals from the range stack with 500 MHz 3-bit transcient 
digitizers over a period of 10 psec for each event. 

E7S7 took data during 1988, 1989, and 1930 at the AGS- Results from the 
1988 data include: 

• an upper limit[30] (90% confidence level) of 1.5 x 10~ 7 on the branching 
ratio of the decay tC* —• r + t f , followed by H —* fi+p's for a Higgs 
boson in the mass interval 220 <mH < 320 MeV/c 2 ; 

• upper limits[30] on the branching ratios of the decays A ' + —* -n+p.+fi~ 

and K* — tt+vfi+p~ of 2.3 x 10" 7 and 4.1 x lO" 7 , respectively, 

• an upper limit[31] of 3.4 x 10~ 8 for A ' + —• x+fV; and 

• an upper Iimil[3l) of 6.4 x 10" 9 for decays of the form A' + -— r + . K ' , 
where X" is any massiess, weakly interacting particle. 

Figure 11 shows a scatter plot of rang.* versus kinetic energy for pions in 
E7S7, A ' + —* x+vv decays wuuld appear inside the box. The events which are 
seen are consistent with the interpretation of A ' + —* ?r +jr 0 decays where both 
pnototis escape detection. 
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Figure II: Range versus kinetic energy of pjonsin events satisfying aJI selection 
criteria for K+ -+ w*vV from E787. The dotted curves on the projection axes 
show the expected Standard Model K+ -* it+vV spectrum folded with the 
detector resolution. 
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Results are not yet available from the 1989 and 1990 data samples of E787. 
It is expected that the combined sen&itivity of these new data will approach 
ot perhaps go below the I x 10-9 level for A'+ -• it+vV. Future upgrades to 
the beam and the detector are planned which wfff ultimately result in E7ST 
reaching the Standard Model prediction for A' + —<• TT+VP. The hope, of course, 
is to see A"4 -» K+ + nothing above thit level, since it-would signal new physics. 

5 AGS Expt . 845 
The decay A'L — f °e +f ~ is expected|32/ to occur within the Standard Model 
with a branching, ratio in the neighborhood of 10" 1 1, Its observation at a 
significantly higher level would signal a new flavor changing neutral current 
interaction. However, most of tike recent interest in this process has been 
motivated by its sensitivity to direct CP violation in the Standard Model, 
which refers to the "direct" decay of the CP-odd ejgeustate Ki to a state of 
even CP, rather than to the decay of the small admixture (characterized by the 
familiar parameter i) of the C-P-even state A\ in the KL- Three amplitudes 
are expected to contribute to the rate for this decay; a direct CP violating 
part, a CP violating pan due to mass mixing, and a CP conserving part due 
to the 2-photon exchange process Ki —* n°~f*'ym —* ir°e+e~. The presence 
of the three contributions complicates, both the theoretical discussion of this 
decay and the experimental program necessary to explore it. The hope has 
been that the direct CP violation in this decay will be the dominant part, so 
that a measurement of the branching ratio trill provide a good constraint on 
the CP violating KM product $2.53*4. subject to knowledge of the top quark 
mass. 

Three experiments have published limits on KL —• 7r°e+e~. These are listed 
in Table 4. The lowest it, from B.VL E&!5[33]. The B845 detector is shown in 
Figure 12. Il is a compact deirrtor, to obtain '*.*ge 4-body acceptance, with 
a dipole spectrometer magnet, drift chambers, a '.ydrogen Ceretikov counter, 
and a lead glass array. Figure 13 shows A'L —> r & e + e~ candidates. While 
no events appear inside the sign*! box, it is clear that there are background 
events nearby. 

The E845 collaboration haw explained this background as coming from the 
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Figure 12: Plan view of the E845 detector. 
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Figure 13: Scatter plots of the square of the collinearity angle versus invariant 
mass KL — ir°e+e~ from E845. 
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Sourer 90% C.L. Limit 
CERN NA31|34] 4 x 10- 8 

FNALE731[35] 7.5 x ID"9 

BSt E843[36] 5.3 x 10-B 

Table 4: Results from recent KL —* fl-0e+e" searches-

direct Kt, —» e+e~77 decay. It occurs through internal bremsstrahlung or 
a photon from one of the e's in the decay A't —» e+e~7. A calculation by 
Gr*enlee|37] (a member of the £845 collaboration) has shown that the direct 
KL —* e+ e~ft decay constitutes a serious, jwooabjy fatal background to the 
experimental study of the KL —» *'e>e+e~ decay mode. The calculated branch
ing ratio for KL —• e+e~77 is 2.8 x 10~*. While considerable suppression of 
the background process can be obtained through kinematic cuts, ultimately 
the suppression is inadequate provided the KL —» ir°e+«~ branching ratio is 
at or below about L x 10"1D. This can be seen from Figure 14- The figure 
shows the branching ratio at which the background appears as a function of 
the efficiency of cuts on the signal process, A/, -+ xQe*c~. This calculation 
assumes the requirement \rrt-r, — mw»] < 5 MeV. 

An independent calculation by Dicus[38] reproduces the Greenlee result 
(within a factor of two). The results of this calculation are shown in Fig
ure 13. Here, the effective branching ratio of the background process (after 
cuts requiring m« > "»x» and Im^ — mw»\ < 5 MeV) is plotted along with 
that for the signal, as a function of a cut on 0^. The angle #„ is defined as the 
smallest angfe between any electron and any photon in the decay, calculated 
in the center of mass frame. This angle is a natural variable to cut on siDce the 
radiated photon in the KL -• e*e~T) decay will tend to be along the direction 
of the radiating electron. In the figure, the branching ratio for KL —* Tr°e+c" 
has been taken as 1 x 10~ u. 

E845 also observed 919 events of the type KL —*• e +e~7, leading to a new 
measuremenl[13)of the branching ratio and form factor for thai decay. These 
results AIC in excellent agreement with an earlier measurement by NA3I[I2] 
at CERN. 

Figure 14: Predicted effective branching ratio at which the background process 
KL —» e +e"77 appears as a function of the efficiency of kinematic cuts on 
KL — K°c*e~% from reference 37. 

Figure 15: Predicted effective branching ratio of KL -» e +e"77 (solid line) 
and KL -* T°e+e~ (dashed line) versui the mianrnnm center of mass angle 
between any 67 pair. 
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6 Conclusion 
Three of the four AGS experiments which have been discussed, E79!, E777 
u d £845, have completed data taking. Final results from E791 on the modes 
KL -• pe, Ki -+ ee, and KL —• PP c a & be expected within the next six to nine 
months. Additional lesults from E777 on K+ —* ff+e+e~ should be available 
soon. New proposals have been submitted lo BNL for experiments lo push 
both KL -* pc and K* —• T*p*e~ to the 10" 1 J level. No future work at 
BNL IS contemplated on the Ki —* *°e+ e~ mode. The approved experiments 
at KEK (E162) and FNAL (E799) will probably be background limited. E787 
will have new results from 1989 and 1990 data sets soon. E787 has a plan for 
a series of beairdine and detector upgrades which will ultimately result in a 
sensitivity for K* - . T + I / F at the Standard Model level. 
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C P - Violation in K° - decays at CERN 
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ABSTRACT 

Two experiment! wiU be diicussed, NA31 and CP-LEAR- The main re
sults of NA31 on CP- and CPT- violation will be reviewed . A recent 
measurement of the decay Ki, -» *°ii , which hat some releranee for CP-
vjoJatiou in lb* decay KL -* r°t+e~ ,will be pretented in tome detail, and 
a new proposal for a mox* pieciie measurement of e'/t will be outlined-
For CP-LEAR the aims of the experiment and a brief status report witf 
be given. 

1. C P - and C P T - violation parameters 

There are two distinct possibilities of CP' violation in ff° decays by state 
mixing and in the decay matrix. Mixing between K° and K° occuri became A'0 

and K* couple t r the tame intermediate states via the weak interaction- The 
eigenstatee Ki and Kg with definite masse* and lifetime* are not neceiiarily 
identical with the. eigens-A.es K\ and Kj of the CP- operator. In genera! one 
baa 

\/2(l + \ts\l) 

and ii = ts — t, if CPT is conserved. If the time evolution of the K° and K° 
states is parametrized by the mass matrix M and the decay matrix I", viz. 

. - (S) . iat/dt = (M - ir)* .* = ( £ « , ) , (3) 

the parameter e is related to the matrix elements by 

t _ '' + "• = ] V l ""i+'tMn-Afo) 
2 7s - 7/ - 2*(mi - ms) ' 

Io the traditional phase convention (An~ real, lee below) Tu is practically real 
and the phase of < is determined by the phase of the denominator of (4), with 
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the numerical value & • (437±0.2)°. With this admixture of tK\ in iti wave function, 
the tfi-itale can now decay to jr+jr" or r°T°, which are even under CP becauae of 
Bosc- statistics. Since < fr\Ki >= e < 2r\ Ks >, the ratio of decay rattl into charged 
and neutral pions it the tune for Ki and K$, if state mixing it the only source of 
CP- violation, as for example in the superweak model1, With quark tiiagramt the 
muting i« described by the famous box graph (Fig.la), The real part of the amplitude 
is related to Am= mj, - mj, the imaginary part to e. As ftr*t noticed by Kobayashi 
and Maskawa1, with three generations of quarks it ii possible to hr,ve a unitary quark 
mixing matrix with complex phase factors that cannot be absorbed m the definition of 
quark states. The sraallness of CP- violation is then due to the smallness of the product 
of the three generation- mixing angles. If these angles were large, CF-violation would 
be a prominent, effect. 

A second possibility is that CF is violated in the transition itself (dtrecl CP^ viola
tion)- This happens if the matrix elements Ao and At between A'0 and the two possible 
1=0 and 1—2 eigcuitatei uf two piona do not have the same phase. Denoting the strong 
interaction phase shifts with 6[ , the transition amplitudes are given by 

< 2n|||riA'° >= Aitzpittj) (&> 
<2»| , ir | jf«>=X i «gcp(W / ) . (6) 

One phase is. free; in the usual convention , Aa is taken to be real. Direct CP- violation 
is then linked to a nonrero value of 

<•=£*£'-*"•-«>»• ( 7 » 
Note that the phase of c1 a given by the strong interaction phaie lhifts s 

*V = ~ 4 *s - *o * 1*5 ± 15)° . (8) 

IP tbf standard model, r' can be calculated, in principle, from Penguin- ui^eranu 
(Fig.lb). These involve exchange of gluon* More recently, exchanges of photon and 
Za were also computed V with the effect of decreasing *'/* for higher masses of the top 
quark-

Quite independent of (he details of these calculations it is worthwhile to find out 
experiment ally whether thvre it CP- violation in a A 5 = 1 transition. If there is, it 
seem* indeed plausible that CP- violation is related to quark mixing. Even though «' 

is a small number, in fact suppressed by a factor AojA% as 2D»the highest chance to 
establish direct CP- violation anywhere is still in K -*2T decay . 

Assuming CPT -conservation, the measurable CP-violation amplitudes 

_ < g+tr-irurt > 
, + " - <w+w-\T\Ks> W 

1)00 ~ <»°T°|r | iY*> 

are related to the parameters t and «' by 

(10) 

V*- = €+«* (11) 
nw = <-2*'. (12) 

The experimental values as of two years agoaregraphicallyrepresentediiii'ig.2. Within 
the given framework, and with the phages of f and e' as quoted, it is however impossible 
to have 4OQ *&& 4>+- different by more than a degree, as suggested by these data. If 
the data are right, CPT cannot be conserved. 

Allowing for CPT- violation, there are again two effects: CPT- violation in the 
state mixing, and CPT- violation in the transition. If in the state mi«i"fi *s 7̂  t£ . 
then 

t m

 fs~11 - ( r n - r » ) + s(Mii- M-a) , 1 3 . 

is a measure of CPT- violation. 
If in the transition amplitudes Aj j* A) for 1=0 or 1=2, there is CPT-violation. 

Defining for convenience the CPT- violating amplitudes as 

the measurable amplitudes n + - and ifto become 

H+- = t + e'~S + a9 + a3 (IB) 
Tfoo = f - 2t' -5 + a 0 - 2 a 3 (16) 

i too- i i + - = J(e' + oj). (17) 

A nonzero phase difference 4w - *+- requires then a nonsero value ofoj. In the case 
cri = oo - 0 the mass difference M\\ - Mft, that is MK* - JW^S, can be measured by 
looking at the projection ix ° ' "* perpendicular to c, 

2 1 
* = ' - ( 3 ^ + - + 3 ,»o) U») 

61 * W(|^+- + J*oo-e%) i\9) 



2.5 
O, = tan- 1 f 2(ni| -m«;)l =43.7*0,2° 

Fig.t. Statue of CP-violation, pataxntters as of 1988, 

2. Measurements of t*/c by NA31 
The NA31 experiment h " been presented at many occasion** since the publication 

of the first. result. More data were taken in 198& and 1989 ; they will triple the original 
statistics and inaprave on the systematic error. Yet, there is no result so far.In the 
following discussion I will lumrnariRe the male point* and indicate why and how a new 
experiment may be done. 

Direct CP-violation it mojt conveniently measured as a deviation of the double 
ratio . „ 

V[KL -* T M ) 

T(KS - * + r - ) 
from unity. Experimentally, it is necessary to measure at least two of the four rates 
K s _> T^.KS - *+r-tKi - T°*a,KL - X + JT- at the same tuns. Tfa* M « l 
group has chosen to detect charged and neutral decays concurrently, and to switch in 
regular intervals from a Ki to a Ks beam. Neutral beams were derived at (3.5 ± 0.5) 
mrad from targets hit by 460 GeV protons. In Ks running the target station was dose 
to the decay fidticinl volume, &hd moveable along the beam to cover a 50m decay length 
almost uniformly with Ks decays (seeFig.3). Geometrical acceptances cancel therefore 
in the double ratio (20) of A's and KL decays. The beams ate contained in vacuum 
throughout the apparatus to avoid background from neutron and photon interactions 

The detector* includes two wire chambers and an iron scintillator calorimeter for 
the measurement of decays into charged pions, and m fine grain liquid argon calorimeter 
segmented laterally in 1 cm widt strips and longitudinally in two groups of 40 cells, for 
the measureoiem of photons- Four rings of veto counters surrounding the decay volume 
detect large angle photons from 3*° decays.. K^ decays are suppressed by two planes 
of muon counters behind 1.6m and 2.3m of iron equivalent„ K,z decays, are suppressed 
in the trigger and alio ofBi&e by the longitudinal pattern of energy deposition in the 
liquid argon counter K — **ir~ir0- decay* are identified, tf *t least one photon is 
visible. 

The main problem for all CP- violation experiments in A -» 2r decays is the 
suppression of K^ -• 3irr decays. For events in which two r^oton* escape the detector 
and the veto system, the kinematics] constraints of i K n° and K° masses and the 
direction of the reconstructed Kn momentum vector are the only tools to separate 
•ignal and background. To maintain a high rate the decay point is not measured — 
one would have to convert at least tvro photons — but is reconstructed using the K° 
mas* as constraint. The reconstruction is therefore sensitive to the photon energy scale 
This in turn provides a method to calibrate the photon detector : the upstream end of 
the decay region in the Ks mode is defined by an amicounter proceeded by Smm cif Pb. 
The reconstructed position of this counter is used to determine the scales of neutral and 
charged energies with an accuracy of 0-1 %• Bickwound from 3x° decays in which two 
photons miss the detector is uniformly distributed in the space of two-photon invariant 
masses (FigMaJb)- It culmin*-iM at large distaac* from th* collimatoi(Fi£.4c), since 
the kinematic constraint shifts the decay point downstream, compensating the energy 
lost in the missing photons by an increase of the opening angle for the visible photons. 
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In K9 -* * + * ~ candidates the background from three-body decay* can b« sup-
pressed by measuring tht distance dt between target and decay plane. The resolution 
in 4 it measured with K$ decay*; the remaining background, risible at large dt, consists 
mainly of A".j events and can be safely extrapolated into the signal region using Monte 
Cailo or data (Fig. '•) . The published result* of N A31, baaed on 109 000 Kj. -* w'x 0 

events, is 
Re{Jft)m (3.3 ±1.1)10-* 

with about equal contribution! from statistical (Q67 • 10"3) and systematic (0.83 - 10~') 
errors. A breakdown of tha systematic errors if given In lmb.1. Among the larger Item* 
are th* difference of charged and neutral energy scales and the background subtraction 
is Ki -* wJ *" decayi. Both of these errors should be reduced in the data taking of 
1988 and 1989; the former, because the Ks and KL spectra were more equalised by 
choosing a larger target angle and a lower proton energy (360 GeV) for Ks running ; 
the latter, became a transition radiation detector1 was inserted to identify electrons in 
JV*i decays the most important background-

In the mttiiKim* a null result* from the FWAL experiment E731, 

Rttfft) * (-0.4 ± l.*(itet.) ± 0.6(iyst.)) • 10"* 

made it likely, that the true value oJV/< n rather on the lower than on the higher tide 
oftheNASl value — the average of the two results is (2.1±1.0)10"'— and therefore a 
sew attempt may be necessary to establiih CP-vjoIation with sufficient {*ay 6 standard 
deviation*) confidence. 

The theoretical value or «*/* hat been decreasing over the years. Figure 6 showi 
tome older calculations with indication of theoretical uncertainties, and a mar* recent 
evaluation of a most likely value, as a Ruction of the unknown mass of the top quark. 
The theoretical uncertainties are a subject of sometimes controversial statements — so 
they *re still large. A discussion it given, for example , in Haf.lO. 

A proposal to measure «*/* with systematic and statistical errors of 2 • 10"* « u 
recently submitted " by a collaboration involving members of the NASI team. The 
proposed experiment differs from NA31 in many respects; apart from running e-t about 
ten times higher Ki intensity there are various conceptional changes: 

» Ks end KL beams run at the same time- A small fraction of the primary proton 
beam is deflected by a bent crystal and transported to the Ks target. 

» The decay volume is kept short and proportional to the Lorents factor of Kaon*. 
The Ks target is in a fixed position. 

• The affiliation of an event to the Ks or Ki beam ii done by timing. The primary 
protons in the K$ beam can be recorded individually at an intensity f lDT /spill 
by a thin counter in the beam. If an event ii a Ks decay, it must be correlated 
in time with a primary proton. 

Further change* in the design are a magnetic fpectrometer for the measurement of 
charged decays and the suggestion to use a Liquid Xenon calorimeter for the detection 
of neutrals. The proposed layout of the experiment is shown in Fig.7 . 
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Fig.5. Aeoplanarity in charged decays . 
The composition of the background is indicated. 
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Tab.l Systematic uncertainties an the double ratio (in %) 
background subtraction far KL — 2s* IL2^ 
background subtraction for Kj, -* w + »" 0.2 
2 » * / * + r " difference in energy scale 0.3 
fegvncrttion in the JiTt beam < 0.1 
•tittering in the Kg beam 0.1 
Ks mticoanter ineffidencj < 0.1 
difference in KsjKi beam divergence 0.1 
calorimeter instability < 0.1 
Xante Curio acceptance 0.1 
gains end loste* by accidentals 0-2 
pretrigger end trigger inefficiency OJ^ 
total systematic uncertainty ± 0.5% 

3. Measurement of <pw **"* +̂-*>y NASI 

An initial i f 4 particle decays to two pious with a rate proportional to 

« x p ( - r 5 0 + 2 | i ? | « r p ( - r 5 / 2 0 c o i ( A ™ - * ) + | n | a e x p ( - r t ( ) , (21) 

became of the different time evolution of fCs «ad KL *-"* the initial **ve function. The 
•jgn of the interference term changes foe a K° initial state. The phaie 
^eo ( or ^+-) can be extracted front the obiervcd interference pattern behind a pro
ton target, in whieb K° and K" «re produced incoh*r«atly with different ratei. The 
NA3I group measured1 3 the individual phut*, ^ and £+_, and the pbase difference 
4m - e ) + , , nam the interference behind a tergeV. To be independent o! Monte Carlo 
detection efficiency calculation*, data were taken with two different target positions ( 
I*=48m end E=33m in front of the collimator J corresponding to an average phase differ
ence of T / 2 . Frequent changes* about once per day, between Near and Far nuu assure 
approximately the tune running conditions. For each decay point there aie two pets 
of data. For a given K° momentum the ratio of Near and Far data cut b« calculated 
directly from ( ) , independent of acceptance. Figure fi show* this ratio, u a function 
of the decay point position , for three different momenta. The ratio approaches the 
value ejp(-A-&/70T*) at early life times, and unit; at late tiroes. The data show & 
clear interference pattern, from which the cos term can be isolated (Fig.9 ).The remits 
are summarised, together with • recent measurement14 of the ET31 group, in Tab,2. 
The phase difference ii compatible with *ero; there is no evidence for CPT- violation 
in the decay amplitude At-

There is , however, in the NA3I experiment, a 1.5 standard deviation discrepancy be
tween 4+_ and 4<, which relates to « ponibte CPT- violation in the, atate, Since *+^ 
and Am are strongly correlated in this experiment, the correlation is explicitely shewn 
in Fig. 10. A similar discrepancy wax observed in the most precise previous experiment 
1 1 on 4>+_. It is desirable to clarify this point by more precise determination* of ^ + _ 
and Am. 

Meanwhile, the NA3l result on <f>+_ and fa can be used l S to give on upper limii 
eeiyyAm.j, 
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Tab.2 Phut? meuumxHntt 
NA31 E7J1 

•V-
**> 

(46.8 i 1.4 ±0.7)"* 
(47.1 i 2.1 ±1.0)' 
(O.J±2.6±1.0)4 

(47.7 4 2.0 i - )» 
(47.4 i 1.4 ± - ) ° 
(-0.34 2.4*1.2)° 

The anon are U K statistical (1" ) and the lyttamatic (2"*) error 

for CPT- violation in the state. Tht value 

«j. = (r . .3±0.S)10-* (34) 
f i < J.« 1 0 - * » t M K C.L. (23) 

implies I^*^**'! < *•»-". (2*) 

4. The decays *T£ - 5r°e+e~ tjid JCr, - • ir'rt 

As « poeaible way to observe CP- violation, both direct and 'adirect, in another 
dunnd, tht decay K j -> v'l+e' hat been much disctmed ". IT the intermediate 
state to which t* and e~ couple, it a on* phtrtoa state, tht decay i» forbidden by CP 
conservation ( the decay Ks -* x °e + e~ it allowed). With a twt. > toton intermediate 
state, however, the data? ie allowed by CP. If the two phot" i * in a state with 
total angular nvueenttun J»D, the coupling to e + e" vaniahei in - , tt of « r o lepton 
man, and it negliglable (BB.« 10"") for electron!. There ii hov - he possibility" 
that a two-photon intermediate state with nouero angular momentum can be formed 
hr " vector-dominance"- diagram*, in which ease the CP- conserving contribution to 
KL -» w'e + e~ could be substantial. 

A first measurement1' of Kt — T°II bj the HA31 group excludes that possibility, 
by Siting *n tipper limit to the vector - dominance type coupling. 

To isolate the decay from a large background of ffj, — 3»°, is which one of the 
photon* mwes the detector and the other overltpt in rpmee nitk soother photon, the 
Sducjal decay region wai limited to the fint 20m behind the collimator. Deeayi with the 
corrett signature are moitly compatible with estimated background from KL — 3»° 
decays upstream of the collimator with a photon loit in the collimator. This back
ground , which peaki at the downstream end of the decay region, can be removed by 
requiring that no two photons in the observed event are kinematicaUy compatible with 
a i " fan a decay in the interval between 7m upstream of the reconstructed vertex and 
18m upstream of the end of the collimator. To include the cases in which two photons 
from two different «*'» overlap, the overlap is undone, sharing the energy such that 
two * D , s from a common vertex cut be formed. All 12 possibilities of tuck a ccaRg 
ration are tested. Only a third of the geometrically accepted KL - • i ° - p decays are 
expected to survive this cut, but the background ii Almost completely removed (Fig.11). 
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Evidttra for * signal comes *ram the i\ti invariant m u i distribution(Fig.l2). The 
invariant m u m of the other two photons, *» u d 74, peak at the highest allowed values, 
in a v H w a t with expectation bom chirai natutbatioo theory l f l . Tht eipuiaifental 
hrtnchiiigTiJioforA"!,^ » e 7 i intofinfclit»l« with fTUrr >280 MWii ((2.1±0.6)10 _ s , 
not incompatible with th* theoretical prediction" 0-67 • lO^-ln contrast to a model, 
which mdndea also a witoe-domineac* term, DO signal n obwrwd ni low 7 ^ cusses, 
timi'tof. th« vector coupling 6onitu.t to -Q.S < »v < 0-&. Since toe branching i*lio for 
th* Ki -» * ° e + e - decay i* given by BR ~i.A • 10~l7\av\7> this remit corresponds to a 
BR< l - l • IQ~ ] 1, K& gedec of magnitude below th« expected contributions from direct 
or indirect CP-violation. 

The beat experimental upper limit w it BR{KL -» * B e + f - ) < 5,5 • 10"". A serious 
background to the decay » from radiative Dalits decays ( KL - . e +e~ 77 with BR 
*t 6 -10"1), at diicuMed recently in Ref-21- This background makes an experiment on 
KL -* w»t*«- indeed wry difficult. 
&. CP - LEAR 

A new method of production of neutral Kaon* with known strangeness was pro
posed " by the CP-LEAB collaboration. The method is to atop antiprotons in a thin 
hydrogen gas target and measure the reaction! 

pp - A'°A"-ir+ , 

wnith have a branching ratio of =s i0" s . Thii ii sufficiently large for CP- violation 
•todies, if 2 - 10* stopping p/wc from LEAK are Available. The atruigene** of the 
initial K° h tagged by the itrangeness of the charged K. The asymmetry between K° 
and K° , proportional to the interference term in (21), can be used to measure the CP 
- violation parameters. The asymmetry 

A - « ( * * - * * « ' > - m * ° - * * ' - > ( 2 5 > 
Jq,,.|«p(-T5/20<oi|Arot-«+. 

" 2 «p(- 7g«) + | , t . | > « p ( ^ i l ) - R t < l M ) 

shown in Fig.U .can be used to ueuure n«^ ,#+_ and Am. The corresponding asym
metry Aw » measured with somewhat larger error? \0 5 T S } on the vertex- A di* r̂t 
comparison of the fitted values of 7+. and ifa may therefore be limited by systematic 
errors. These can be avoided if one compare! instc id the time integrated rate*. With 

«=» / &[t)dt, r s * : - (27) 
Jo 

one obtain* for the time integrated asymmetries: 
/oo = 4Re I>OQ - 2fo c (2?J 

7 +_ = *Aefj*_ -2f le< (29) 

• p 1 = i -6 t f«{c7«) - (30) 
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T»b.3 Eipect«d errori i» CP- LEAR 
error present value 

1t- 3.5-10-" (2.27 ±0.02)-10"* 
1t» 5•10"* (5.26 ± 0.02) • 10" s 

<7f 1.6-JO-' (2.1 ± 10) -10-» 

*+- 0.1° (46.0 ±1.3)° 

*» 0.17° («'.5±2.2)° 
Am 0.001 • 10 1 0 A/JI (o.brs ± o.oo"; lo 1 0 * /* 

ft; < 0.6 • W3 < 0 12 

In a cylindrical detector (tee Fig«-14 and 15} •round the gas target charged particles 
«/e measured h) tracking with drift ehamhtts and identified by m t u i of time of flight 
and liquid Cerenkov counters; photons are detected in a calorimeter made of lead 
plates interleaved with streamer, tubes. The apparatus will be complete in the f*U of 
1990. A first look at the charged decays reveals o nice K° signal ( Fig. 16 ), with seme 
background, which undoubtedly wiii he better understood as the anal J lis progresses. 

The experiment should be ideally suited to look for the CFT- violating effect men
tioned earlier, which implies a measurement of 0+_ and Am. It will alio bt sensitive 
enough to observe CP- violation in the A> system, by looking at K$ -~ W 4 T " T ° . The 
expected statistical accuracies for a total exposure of 2 - 1 0 1 3 P are compared with the 
present values of the puuuetezs in Tab-3. 
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Recent K° Decay Remits 
from Fermilab E-731 

A.R. Barker 
Enrico Fermi Irutiiuit 

Ifauierjity of Chicago, CMcajo, IL 606S1 

ABSTRACT 

The status of the E-731 experiment is reviewed. In addition, preliminary 
results arc reported from searches for three rare decays of the K°, using data 
collected by the E-731 Collaboration during the 1987-88 fixed-target run at 
Fermilab. Branching ratio results are presented for the decays K% s —* ff+ir~7, 
ns well as for the decay K% -> »**'«'v(v). An upper Unlit is derived for the 
decay 7rQ -» e +e~, using the processes rY°-» H ' T 0 * * and K\ - H J + J T " * 0 to tag 
JT° mesons. 

INTRODUCTION 

Fermilab experiment E-731 was designed to measure the CP-violaling param
eter e'/c by studying the four decays Ki£ -* Jr+:r~ and Kirs -+ w°ir°. The 
signature of direct CP violation, i.e., a non-zero value for Re(c //t), is that the 
ratio of the neutral to charged decay rates of the Ki would differ from the 
corresponding ratio for decays of the Ks. In particular, if the double-ratio R is 
defined by 

T(KL -* irM)/r(tfj -~ Tr+ir-)' 

then Fie(f'/e) t & n H c ' derived from the relation 

O = „<*-»• 
The challenge, then, is to measure very precisely the double-ratio R, in order 
ID determine whether it differs slightly from unity. In order to do this, an 
experiment musi lie carefully designed to minimize systematic biases in the 
iiiei-suri-iripnt of 7?. The technique chosen by the E-731 group employs two 
[laraJiel h\ beams. A B 4C regerator is placed in one of the beams, providing, 
a Hux of coherently regenerated Ks mesons. Downstream of the regenerator. 

© A, Barker 1991 



most of the decays in one beam are K$ decays, and almost all of the decays in 
the other (vacuum) beam are Ki decays. The double ratio R is then measured 
by comparing the decay rates in the two beams. 

This method of measuring R has the great advantage that A't and Ks de
cays are detected at the Sfcme time, and by the same detector Time-dependent 
changes in beam intensity or detector response thus affect A'j, and A'$ decays to 
the same final state at the some point in the decay volume in exactly the same 
way. In order to minimize differences that might arise as a result of differences 
between the two beams, the regenerator alternated from one beam to the other 
about once a minute. 

Because the lifetimes of the h'i and Ks are so different> the distribution 
of values of z, the distance travelled by a kaon prior to its decay, its quite 
different in the vacuum beam from that observed in the regenerated beam, It 
is therefore necessary <o simulate accurately the acceptance ef the detector, 
which also depends on z, in order to ensure that the effects of this non-uniform 
acceptance on R are correctly taken into account. 

In order to detect a difference between R and unity on the order of 1%. a 
sample of several hundred thousand examples of each of the four Kit$ decay 
modes must be collected. Because the branching ratio for A't —• T°7r° is leas 
than 10~ 3 , and because the acceptance for this mode is roughly 20% in the z 
region used in the analysis* the experiment must be exposed to an integrated 
flux of several billion KL.S decays in this region alone in order to achieve the 
desired accuracy. 

The combination of good four-body acceptance, hermeticity, and a very 
large integrated flux of A*p decays which is required for the measurement of 
Re(*' / e ) is also ideal for the study of a variety of rare decays. In the case of 
the decay Ki -* Tr'V+e", which has attracted considerable recent interest, the 
single event sensitivity of the E-7J1 data set corresponded to a branching ratio 
of approximately 3.3 x. 10~ 9 , almost as good as the 2.4 x ] { r B achieved" by 
a recent Brookhaven experiment (E-841) dedicated to the study of this mode. 
Our upper limit or B(Ki -» i r °e + c~) was reported in Ref. 3, 

In the remainder of this paper, I will describe the E-731 apparatus, then 
briefly review the status of the ('/< analysis effort. After this. 1 u-il] proceed 
to a didcussion of preliminary results on three rare decay modes. In the lirst 
of these, K^s -* 7r"*'7r~7l we have for the first time observed the proper-lime 
interference between Ks and Ki hi a mode other than rr+x~ or irQjr°, Our 
observation of some 800 examples of the second rare-decay mode discussed 
here, neutral Ktt, represents a dramatic increase in statistical power compared 
to the best published measurement of the branching ratio for that mode, which 
was based on a sample of 16 events. The third rare dc",._, i lode dicusscd is 

TT° —* e ^ e ' t in which the common decays Ki ~* i r 'ar 0 * 0 and Ki —* Tr+7r~ir° 
provide a method of tagging ir°*s. Although the branching ratio limit we obtain 
is a factor of two higher <han the best published limit for TT° —» e + f ~t we are 
optimistic that the use of this technique with the same detector will soon result 
in an unambiguous observation of this interesting electromagnetic decay. 

The work described here is a collaborative effort of the E-731 group, which 
consists a t present of R A. Brierc, L.K. Gibbons, K. McFarland, G. Makoff, 
V. Papadimitriou. J.R. Pat terson, B. Schwingenheuer, S. Somalwar, Y. Wan, 
B. Winstcin 4 M. Woods, H. Yamaraoto, and myself, from the University of 
Chicago; G. Bock, R. Coleman, J. Enagonio, B. H&iung, E. Ramberg. K- Stan-
field, R. Stefanski, R. Tsehirhart , a n d T . Yamanakafrom Fermilab; M. Kailsson 
from Princeton University; G. Collin from the University of Illinois (Cham-
piiigri/L'rbana); E. Swallow from Elmhurst College; and P. Debu, B. Peyaud. 
R. Turlay, and B. Vallage of the Centre d 'Etudes Nucleases de Saclay. 

T H E A P P A R A T U S 

I he E-731 detector is shown schematically in Fig. 1. Downstream of the regen
erator is a vacuum decay volume some 30 meters long, divided into two halves 
by a thin scintillator hodoscope used for triggering. Photon counters around 
the edges of the decay volume are used to identify events in which photons es
cape the apparatus. Charged particles from A' 0 decays are detected in a scries 
of four drift chambers downstream of the decay volume. An analysis magnet 
between the second and third chambers imparls a transverse momentum kick 
of 200 M e \ / c to a charged particle, so that the bend in the track it leases can 
be used to measure its momentum. The drift chambers measure hit locations 
with a typical precision of 90 to 100 microns. 

Beyond the last chamber, particles intercept a pair of trigger hodoscopes, 
then enter a lead-glass caJorimctri. The calorimeter consists of 804 lead glass 
blocks, 5,82 cm square by 19 radiation lengths long. The calorimeter mea
sures the energy of incident electrons with a resolution 6E/E of 1.5% 4- 5%fvE 
(where E is the energy in GeV), The constant term is a consequence of the 
absorbtion of Cerenkov light by the glass, so that the amount of light detected 
varies depending on the longitudinal profile of the electromagnetic shower. Be
cause the depth of the initial conversion of photons in the glass varies, this 
effect is somewhat larger for photons, resulting in a photon -energy resolution 
of approximately 2-5% + 5 ft j\fE-

Electrons arc identified by using the measured value of E/p. where E is 
the energy measured in the calorimeter, and p is the momentum derived from 
the drift chambers. A cut requiring that Efp be between 08S ami 1-12, for 
example, accepts about 96% of al) clt-cimus while rejecting over 98% oi charged 
pious. 



A muon filter consisting of about three nietero of steel is behind the lead 
glass calorimeter. Hoduscopes in front of and behind this filter allow the detec
tion of pions and muons that penetrate the lead glass, &s well as muons that 
penetrate both the calorimeter and the steel. 

During the 1987-88 run at Fermilab, E-731 used two basic triggers. One, 
the neutral trigger, required the deposition of at least 27 GeV in the lead glass-
Events were vetoed if a signal was observed in any of the various photon coun
ters, or in scintillator banks behind the lead glass, or in the trigger hodoscope 
14 meters downstream of the regenerator. A second-level trigger processor 
was activated for events satisfying these basic requirements. It identified and 
counted clusters of energy deposition in the calorimeter. Events with exactly 
four clusters (as well as a prescalcd sample of six-cluster events) were selected 
by the processor. This trigger wan designed to collect events from the decay 
Ktts —*• TT 0"" 0- Most of (he events recorded, however, were from the much more 
common decay A"r. -* ir°7r07r°, when overlapping or missing photons resulted in 
there being only four clusters. 

The other basir trigger was the charged trigger, designed to select events 
involving the decays KL s —. i r + x~ . This trigger required that there be hi ts in 
both the lop and bottom halves of the vertically segmented hodoscope in front 
of the calorimeter, and that there be hits in both the left and right halves of the 
horizontally segmented hodoscope in the same location. In addition, hi ts were 
required in the trigger hodu&coptr \A meters downstream of the regenerator. 
Consequently, only decays occurring upstream of tha t point were selected. A 
final requirement was that hits be detected in both the left and right halves of 
the second drift chamber. T h e principal backgrounds to TT"*"??- decays for this 
trigger wei'e from the processes A'/, ~» ff+x"ir° and Ki —> -n^t^vip). 

Both the charged and neutral triggers were designed with KL.S —* 7 r 7 r decays 
in mind. They gave us good acceptance for most rare decay modes, including 
those discussed in this pape ; . However the tciggets were stroKgly biased against 
a few* modes, notably Ki Dalits decays {Ki —* t*t~i). ln this mode, there are 
three energy clusters in the calorimeter, which would not satisfy the four- or six-
cluster requirement of the neutra l trigger, and the eleciiun and positron tracks 
arc typically very close together, so that the up-down and left-right requirements 
of the charged trigger quite cffi< ;;mcly rejected the events. Similar factors caused 
some modes involving r c Daliiz decays to fail the trigger requirements. 

In all. some eight million examples of the decay Ki — T r + r ' r 0 , 20 million 
of the decay A ' I - • T:°T7Dir0, and ]?Q million A' rj decays, were written to tape 
during the run. The enormous number of events observed in each of th^se modes 
has allowed us to perform extremely detailed studies c( acceptance, bciim shape, 
calorimeter response, and drift chanjber alignment, all of which have been cru
cial to our understanding of the itv data, Tin- Monte Carlo simulation of the 



detector relies on only a small number of tunable parameters, including the 
momentum spectra of JVC and K ro«t»ns produced at the target, the relative 
intensity pf the upper and lower beams, and the shapes and positions of the 
beams. Nevertheless, it is able to reproduce a wide variety of distributions for 
the -various high-statistics modes we have studied with impressive accuracy. For 
example, Fig. 2 shows the observed distribution of z, the distance between the 
target and the decay vertex in A"ej evente. The distribution predicted by the 
Monte Carlo distribution is also shown; the ratio of data to Monte Carlo is 
shown in the second part of the figure. 

We have also studied the effects of accidental backgrounds on our acceptance 
by overJaying real events from accidental triggers on top of simulated events 
representing K'j, or K$ decays t o various modes, including various rare decays 
as well as TTTT final states. In the case of the Tin decays, we find that accidental 
backgrounds affect the Ki and Ks rates by exactly the same amount, to within 
a statistical error of less than 0 .1%. To extract rare decay branching ratios, we 
need to know the relative eifects of accidentals on the acceptance for the mode 
being studied and on that for the mode being used for normalization. This we 
have also done by using accidental overlays in the Monte Carlo. 

S T A T U S O F e'/e A N A L Y S I S 

During most of the 1987-88 run, charged-trigger and neutral-trigger data were 
taken separately, either one trigger or the other being disabled. Towards the 
end of the run, however, bath triggers were enabled simultaneously. About 20% 
of out total exposure was obtained while running in this way, and it is this part 
of the data that was analysed first. The result of that analysis, 

R e ( - ) = ( - 4 i l * ± f ) x 1 0 " \ 

was'reported in Ref. 4. This value is consistent with supcrweak models, which 
predict that t vanishes, as well as with recent theoretical predictions within 
the Standard Model, which include the effects of so-called "Z penguin" diagrams 
and a large top-quark mass. It does not, however, confirm the >*A31 report ' of 
a value for Re(e' /c) significantly different from zero. 

The uncertainty Jn the partial E-731 result is dominated by the statistical 
error, which should be reduced to about 5 x 10" 4 once the analysis of the full 
data set i& complete. Figure 3 shows the mass spectra for the four A'^.s —• TTIT 
modes; all the 1987-88 data are included. Further work on understanding 
possible systematic errors is in progress; at present we believe that the final 
systematic error will be no greater than 4 * 10~ 4 . In addition to the t'/t result, 

F i g u r e 2; A typical comparison between data ar.d Monte Carlo for 
one of the high-statistics modes used for calibration. The 
top part of the figure shows the distribution of decay vertex 
locations for Kei events in the da ta (the histogram) and as 
predicted by the Monte Carlo (the solid dots with errors). 
The bot tom part shows the ratio Data/Monte Carlo, which 
should be consistent with one for all values of r . The best 
linear fit is shown; the slope is about one standard 
away from zero. 
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. F i g u r e 3 : The invariant mass spectra for the four inr 
decay modes of the Kc. All E-731 data are included. 
Upper left: Ks -* *•"•>"; Upper right, KL -» * + i r ~ ; 
Lower left: Ks ~* T°7r°; Lower right: Ki -> I T 0 * 0 . 

we have Also published a result for the difference in the phases of the CP 
violating amplitudes fj0o and n + _ : 

* » - < * + - * - 0 , 3 i 2.4 ±1 .2° . 

A difference between ^OQ and 4+- of more than about 0.15° would be a sign 
of C P T violation- Our groups with the addit ion of new collaborators from 
Rutgers , plans to perform a more precise measurement of the phase difference 
during experiment E-773, which will take place during the 1991 fixed-target run 
at FermiUb. 

S T U D Y O F Ki,s - * + * - 7 

Careful inspection of the n+ir~ invariant mass plots in Fig. 3 . reveals the 
presence of a non-Gaussian low-mass tail, which is due t o radiative decays, 
Kl.s —* **Ti~~t. These decays are interesting in their own right: we have anal
ysed a sample of ff+ir~7 decays in whtch the photon was suffiriently energetic 
and well-scparattfd from the pions to be unambiguously identified. In this sec
tion, I describe sonie preliminary results from an analysis of these events. 

T h e reactions K$ -+ TT + JT"7 and A"j -» w"*ir~7 are in fact quite different. 
The former decay is dominated by the "internal bremsstrahlung" process, iti 
which a photon ia radiated by one of the charged pions produced at the Ks JT + Jf"~ 
vertex T h e rate for this decay, compared to tha t for Ks —* T + " ' - . has been 
ca lcu la ted 1 0 from QED 

dT _ go _ \ f 2 E N J W * 

where 

and BQ = J3(E* = 0). In these formulae, E* ifi the energy of the radiated photon 
in the kaon rest frame, MK is the kaon muss, m, the charged pion mass, and 
9 is the angle between the photon and the it+ three-momenta ui the lcaon rest 
frame. The predicted ratio between tht- radiative decay (with E^ > 50 MeY) 
and the non radiative dec^y is 2.55 x IQ~ J . 

In the Ki decay to ff+jr~'>, the contribution from inner bremsstralilung 
should j ' c u r a' th* same rate relative to the n + r~ mode, but both modes 
are C/'-violating, and are suppressed by a factor of ff|*. However, the decay 



KL —* T 4 J T •> cim also conserve CP if it occurs by means of an " M l direct 
emission" transition, for which the effective Lagrangian is 

where e is the photon polarization vector, and p+> p - t and k are the four-
momenta of the TT + , ir~, and photon, respectively. CJ*-violating " E l " direct 
emission is also possible, as are higher multipole radiative transitions. The 
direct emission contribution to the Ki ~* jr+jt~f decay rate can be extracted 
relatively easily because the photon energy spectrum resulting from direct emis
sion, which rises as F** for SIUBII values of £*, is dramatically different from 
the l/S^ behaviour characteristic of inner bremsstrahlung. 

Examples of the decays A't.s -* T + JT"7 were selected from the charged-
trigger data by requiring that events satisfy the following criteria! 

• They had to contain two good tracks, each with a measured momentum 
greater than 7 GeV/c, and with opposite charges. 

• Each track bad to be matched to an energy cluster of at least 500 MeV in 
the lead glass calorimeter, and the value of Ejp had to be less than 0.8. 
This cut removed backgrounds from K^ decays with accidental photons. 

• There had to be exactly one additional energy cluster in the lead glass. 
not matched to either track, and the energy of this cluster had to exceed 
1.5 GeV. The relatively high energy requirement helps to reduce accidental 
backgrounds, since accidental photons tend to have smaller energies than 
those from Kv decays. 

• The decay vertex, determined from the extrapolated point of closest ap
proach of the two tracks, had to be no more than 137.5 meters downstream 
of the target, which is just upstream of the trigger hodoscope. 

• The total energy of the two pions and the photon had LO be less than 
1G0 GeV. This cut removed background from A -* pn~ decays with ac
cidental photons, since A's with momenta below this cut virtually never 
survive long enough to reach the decav region. 

• The vector sum of the components of the pion and photon momenta trans
verse to the A' 0 line af-flight had to have a squared magnitude of less than 
250 M c V 2 / c 3 . This reduced non-exclusive backgrounds, like ff4w~ir0 with 
a missing photon, and selected only coherently regenerated Ks mesons. 

After these cuts, the remaining events already are a reasonably pure sample 
of ff+jr~7 decays. The principal residual background is from KL —» ir+w~7r° 
decays in which one of the two photons from the z° decay was not detected. To 
reduce this background even further, we use a kinematic quantity called [P^i)". 

defined by 

H O T Pj+T- is the sum of the transverse momenta of the charged pions, and 
Afr+,- is their invariant mass. Aside from resolution effects, this quantity 
must be positive if the event was a 7r+jr~7r° decay with a missing photon, 
since it would then equal the square of the ff° longitudinal momentum. Here, 
"transverse" and "longitudinal" are defined relative to the K° line of flight. 
The solid histogram in Fig. 4 shows the distribution of this quantity for the 
data satisfying the cuts listed above. The large peak at positive values is due 
to 7r+TT-7r° decays. The dashed histogram shows the distribution for events in 
which the ir*ir~y invariant mass is within 14 M e V / c 2 of the A"0 mass. It is clear 
that after this cut any contribution from »r+7r~7r0 decays is already very small. 
Nevertheless* we further reduce background from that source by requiring 

( j £ ) 2 < - 0 . 0 5 G e V / c 2 . 

Figure 5 shows the J I + J T ~ ' J invariant mass distribution in the rV° mass re
gion after all cuts- A clear peak containing over eight thousand events is seen, 
with negligible background. Of these, slightly more than haif arc decays in the 
regenerator beam. For subsequent analysis, we selected events whose invari
ant masses were within 14 M e V / c 2 of the nominal K° mass. Figure C shows 
the A' 0 center-of-mass energy spectrum of the photons in these decays in both 
the regenerator and the vacuum beam. In the regenerator beam, where the 
vast majority of decays arc Ks — * + T ~ 7 , the steeply falling energy spectrum 
characteristic of inner bremsstrahlung is observed. In the vacuum beam, the 
spectrum below 40 MeV is similar to the Ks spectrum, indicating the presence 
of the CF-violat ing inner brcmsst rah lung contribution to A'r, -* ir4sr~-y. How
ever, above 40 MeV the spectrum is radically different, showing the prominent 
peak at higher energies which is the signature of the direct emission KL decay. 

In the case of the K$. we estimate that 4563 of the 4745 TT+TT~7 events 
in the regenerator beam with with E* > 20 MeV are due to A*j decays. In 
1590 of these events, the photon energy was greater than 50 MeV in the K$ 
rest frame. The total number of Ks —* JT +JT~ decays occuring in the fiducial 
volume during this run was estimated to be about 2.75 million. Given our 
average experimental acceptance of about 25^1 (calculated from a Monte Carlo 
simulation of the detector and analysis procedure), this yields a branching ratio 
measurement: 

B(Ks — * r + * - r £ ; > 50 MeV) 
— ^-r. i-r: = (2.38 ± 0.06 ± 0.04) * 1 0 " 3 , 

B(hs —• JT + 7T ) 
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Figure 4: The distribution of (P^) 2 values for events 
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Figure 5: The spectrum of TT+JT~7 invariant masses for event* 
satisfying the 5T + T~7 selection criteria, including the 
cut on {P}*)* described ID the text. Events within 
14 MtV/e 2 of the K° mass were selected for further 
analysis. 
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Figure 6; The spectra of center-of-mass photon energies for photon3 

produced in the radiative decays KS,L ~* * + 7r"T The top 
part of the figure shows the spectrum for JC«r decays, 
which ate dominated by inner bremsstrahlung. The bottom 
part shows the spectrum for Ki decays, which also include 
a relatively large direct emission component. 

which is in reasonable agreement with the theoretical prediction of 2.55 x 10~3, 
and with the value of (2.68 ± 0-15} x KT 3 for this ratio reported in Rcf. 10. We 
pre able to identify fl+jr~T decays of the Ks with good efficiency even when the 
radiated photon is as soft as 20 MeV in the Ks rest frame, BO we also report a 
second branching ratio result: 

B(KS — 7T+JT-7- El > 20 MeV) 
57P i—; = {6.36 ± 0.09 ± 0.05) x 1 0 - 3 . 

This preliminary result is about 10% below the theoretical prediction of 7.00 x 
1Q"3. 

For the Ki decay, we want to measure separately the inner biemsstrahlung 
and direct emission contributions to the branching fraction. In order to do this, 
we have fit the KL —* ir~*Tr~-y photon energy spectrum to a linear combina
tion or the Ks spectrum (which is assumed to be the same as the Kl inner 
bremsstrahlung spectrum) and a Monte Carlo prediction for the photon energy 
spectrum resulting from the direct emission Ki decay. The result of this fit 
is that the total number of inner bremsstralilung events with E* > 20MeV in 
the Ki —+ 7T"l"Tr~7 data is 1453 ± 3S. The average acceptance for these inner 
uTemsstrahlung events is calculated from Monte Carlo simulations to be 12.3%. 
During the same run, the total number of A'/, —• ic*-tt~ decays was estimated 
to be 1.49 million- This yields a branching ratio of 

BIKL -* j r + T ~ r Inner Bremss., E* > 20 MeV) 
^TT: T : — z = 16.49 ± 0.17 ± 0-20) x 10" 3, 
B ( A t — TT+7T-) V ' 

very close to the ratio observed in K$ decays. This represents n significant 
improvement in statistical precision compared to the previous measurement of 
(7.5 ± 0.8) x 1 0 _ 1 reported by Carroll e* al. in Ref. 11. 

After subtracting the inner bremsstrahlung component from the Ki -» 
j r + 5 r ~ 7 photon energy spectrum, we are left with the spectrum shown in Fig, 7, 
There, the observed spectrum is compared to the spectra predicted by two dif
ferent models for direct emission. The second model, which predicts a shape 
more similar to that observed in the data, is based on a Vector-Meson Domi
nance model; the first model is the prediction of a Born approximation without 
VMD form factors. 

The best fit corresponded to a total of 23G3 direct emission Ki —* jr"*n-~7 
decays, which implies 

B(A"i -* 7r+Tr"-r; Direct Emission) = (295 ± 0.0G±0.09) x ID - 5 , 

given the average acceptance of 19.9% predicted by the Monte Carlo simulation. 
The systematic error includes a 2% contribution from the uncertainty in the 
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F i g u r e 7 : The photon energy spectrum for the direct emission 
component of K± — K+TT~TI decays, compared to 
Monte Carlo predictions using two different models. 
The da ta are represented by the points with error bars; 
the Monte Carlo predictions are the dashed histograms. 
The top par t of the figure shows the prediction of a 
Born Approximation; the bottom part shows instead a 
prediction including the effects of Vector Meson 
Dominance form factors, as suggested in R e t 13. 

branching ra t io for Ki -+ J T + T " 
ei o l " was (2.89 ±0 .28) X 1CT 5. 

Finally* we have plotted the proper time distribution of Tt+it~ 7 decays in the 
regenerator beam. Figure 8 shows the observed distribution, together with the 
distributions expected with and without Ki~Ks interference. It is clear that 
the observed distribution cannot be explained without KL-K$ interference. We 
have fit t he observed distribution for the value of »;+-•>, and our preliminary 
result is 

| r ? + - 7 | = ( 2 . 0 ± 0 . 5 ) x l 0 ~ 3 . 

In the absence of direct CP-violation effects in the ir+ir~y decay, and of contri
butions from direct emission, this parameter would be equal to |e|. We expect 
the error on this measurement to decrease, and we will also extract t he phase 
of n+^T from the fit. This represents the first observation of the Ki~Ks inter
ference in any decay mode other than TT+TT~ and T0Tr°. 

S T U D Y O F KL - »*sr°e T i / (P) 

Another rare decay mode we have studied is Kj, —» ir±x°t:fv(i>), called Ktt-
This mode has beep, extensively studied in A** decays , but the largest sam
ple of neutral A'e4 decays previously obtained consisted of only 16 events 
Theoretical interest in this mode has focussed on the "singularly rich kinematic 
s t ructure" of the four-body final state, which is described by no fewer than 
nine form factors. The five kinematic variables describing the final s ta te can be 
taken to be J , , the squared i r** 0 invariant mass, «(, the squared e T i / invariant 
mass, $1, the angle between the electron momentum and the v*r° momentum 
in the €*v rest frame, 0 X , the angle between the i r ± momentum and the £*v 
momentum in the * JT° center of mass, and ^ , the angle between the normal 
to the plane Containing the lepton momenta and the normal to the plane con
taining the pion momenta. The short-distance electroweak par t of t he matrix 
element can be evaluated, after which the cross section can be expressed (sue, 
for example, Ref. 16) as a s u m of nine contributions. Each has a different 
dependence 011 the v&riab*^ Hi and <&: 

dsK rfsj dcos BT a cos #, dtp 
+ U sin 20j cos 0 -f h sm 0i cos d + h costfj 
+ h sin 9\ sin 4> + U sin 20[ sin <$> -f19 s in 2 0t sin 2t>. 

Each of the form factors J, is a function of the other three kinematic variables, 
j ; , sr, and tfr. Considerable theoretical interest has focusscd on 1$, which is 
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F i g u r e 8: The proper-time interference in Ka -* Tt^ir'y decays. 
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show the observed proper time distribution of decays 
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expected to be very small in the absence of non-Standard-Model CP viola
tion. In Ref. 17, Castokli, Frere, and Kane remark that measurements of 1$ 
arc complimentary to those of e'/e and the neutron electric dipole moment, 
since only non-Standard-Model C/*-vioIating effective Lagrangians with vector 
or axial vector interactions will contribute to J9, while scalar or pseudoscalar 
interactions will contribute to the other measurements. 

Fn addition, measurements of the l} in charged t a o n decays have been used 
to evaluate JTTT phase shifts * ' 1 4 and to test the A / = 1/2 Rule. Because the 
wn system in neutral Kt4 decays is mostly in an / = 0 , / = 0 state, in contrast 
to the charged case, in which the nit state is predominantly 7 = 1 , / = 1, the 
/j measured in A't decays are expected to be quite different from those already 
measured in A'* decays. Thus the study of neutral Kt\ decays should, with 
adequate statistics, provide information which is complimentary to what has 
already been learned from charged A"e4 decays. 

The Kt4 event selection procedure included the following requirements; 

* The event had to have two tracks, each with a measured momentum 
greater than 2.5 GeV/c {which is approximately the smallest detectable 
momentum, anyway), and with opposite charges. 

« Doth tracks had to be matched to energy clusters of at least 500 MeV, 
One track then had to have an E/p value less than 0-8; this track was the 
charged pion candidate. The other track had to have 0.9 < E/p < 1.1; 
this was the electron candidate. The cluster matched to the electron-
candidate track had to satisfy cuts on shower-shape parameters designed 
to reject hadronk showers. 

v In addition to the two matched clusters, there had to he two additional, 
unmatched clusters, each with an energy greater than 2.1 GeV. As in 
the case of the •n'rit~*i analysis, this minimum energy requirement helped 
to reduce accidental backgrounds. These two clusters were the photon 
candidates. 

* Finally, the invariant mass of the two photon candidates had to be within 
l O M e V / c of the nominal #Q mass. Events in sidebands outside this 
region were used later in the analysis to estimate the amount of residual 
background under the TTU mass peal;. 

After ihesc cuts, there were three main sources of background. First. 
A'j, ~* T T ^ T ' J T 0 , with one or the charged pioris misidentified as an electron. The 
probability of such a misidentification can be estimated from A*£ —* sr+ir - ?! 0 

-•vents by looking at the distribution of the larger of the two Efp values for 
events in which the shown- with the larger E/p value passes the shower-shape 
cut mentioned above; it has been found 10 be about 3%. Since the w"*n~n° 
branching fraction is 12.79c. this still contributes a background at a level of 



approximately 4 x ItH, which is much larger than the expected level for Kt, 
decays. To further reduce this background, we attempt to reconstruct the 
event as a Kj, — ir+ir"ir° decay, then reject events which have jr+jr"*0 invari
ant masses and total transverse momenta witbin the region which, according 
to a Monte Carle simulation, should be populated by ir+5r~ir0 decays. This 
procedure allov.- us to reduce the ultimate level of *+ir~ir 0 background to » 
level of about 10"J per Ki decay (i.e., the same number of signal events would 
imply a K,t branrhing fraction of 1CTS). The remaining background from this 
source is subtracted by a procedure which iB described in detail below. 

The second source of background is radiative Ke} decays in coincidence with 
an accidental photon, such that the two photons combine to form a fake ir°. We 
reduce this background by requiring that p, • pT be greater than 50 MeV2/c*. 
Since the matrix clement for radiative Jfe3 decays is inversely proportional to 
this quantity, most such decays are rejected by this cut. 

The final background source is Kts decays with two accidental photons 
which combine to form a fake IT". This background source, together with ra
diative iCgi background events which survive the p e - Pi cut, is supresscd by 
a requirement that Afr*c, the invariant mass of the observed particles, be not 
more than 5 MeV/c s greater than the nominal K° mass. All real Ket events 
should satisfy this cut, but some events with accidental photons do not. In 
addition, we require th&t 

Foi a real Kc\ decay, this quantity K the square of the neutrino's longitudinal 
momentum (i.e., the component parallel to the Ka line-of-flight) and must 
therefore be non-negative. The slightly negative cut allows for the effects of 
finite energy and momentum resolution. 

The 77 invariant mass spectrum for all events surviving these cuts is shown 
in Fig. 9. There is a clear peak at the *° mass containing roughly S00 events, as 
well as a slowly falling background. The shape of the peak is in good agreement 
with the prediction of the Monte Carlo, also shown in Fig. 9, The slowly failing 
background id due to the presence of the K€$ and radiative K& backgrounds, 
in which the 77 mass spectrum should not show at peak at the ir mass. We 
take advantage of this fact to estimate the background under the peak due to 
these sources from the sidebands in M 7 7 , This yields an estimate of 121 ± 30 
background events from Kt3 and radiative K& decays with accidental photons. 
The uncertainty is systematic, and reflects our uncertainty as to the exact shape 
of the Mff mass spectrum for these accidental backgrounds. 

The other background source, it+7r~*Q events which survive all the cuts 
described above, does certain a TT°, and therefore contributes to the peak in 
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Figure 9: The 77 invariant mass distribution for events satisfying 
the K,t selection criteria. The top part of the figure 
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the Af n spectrum, and not to the sidebands. Figure 10 shows the distribution 
of the maximum E/p values for the remaining events, after the subtraction 
based on the yj m u s spectruu. The peak centered at an E/p value of unity 
demonstrates that the data consist primarily of Kt\ events, rather than Tr+n~n 
events which somehow survive to this stags of the analysis. 

The amount of residual ir4*-~ir° background is estimated from the data by 
using instead an E/p sideband in which the larger E/p value for two tracks was 
between 0.7 and 0.9. Very few electrons have measured £J/p values belov/ 0.9, 
so we assume that this sideband is populated exclusively by K& —» •7t+ic~ir° 
-vents. Using a sample of good 7r+T~7r° events in the data, we found that the 
tatio of the number of events with the Wger E/p value between 0-9 and 1.1 
to the number m which this value was between 0.7 and 0-9 war 0-42. There
fore, we estimated the r+r~irQ background remaining after all ci ts by scaling 
the number of sideband events in each M ^ bin by 0.42, then su jtracting this 
number from the ovserved My-, spectrum. This method leads to a total sub
traction of 28 events. Pending further study of this eub..=*ctio^ procedure. *e 
conservatively estimate the uncertainty in this background at ±10 events. 

The total number of events in the M 1 7 spectrum with j M^ — M*° \ < 
10 MeV/c^ is 929- After subtracting the background by the methods just de
scribed, we find that the number of Ke* events in this region is 780 ± 40- Fturn 
the Monte Carlo simulation, we End that our average acceptance fur this mode 
was about 1.2%, assuming that the decays arc distributed simply according to 
phase space. We have tried One other matrix element, and found essentially 
the same acceptance, but we cannot <xtluJe the possibility of a significant cor
relation between the Ke\ forrn factors and the acceptance. Nevertheless, if we 
combine the phase-space acceptance with our total exposure of 1.07 x 109 A'j, 
decays while running with the charged trigger enabled, we find a branching 
fraction for the Kt* mode of (5.8 ± 0-2) x 10 - 5 , where tbe error is statistical 
only. Our estimate for the systematic error due to background subtrac. ,-:• 
±40 events, as has been noted above. The following table lists our prelim. ~y 
estimates for this and other sources of systematic error: 

• Background Subtraction Technique 5% 
m Effects of ir* Showers 2% 
• Accidental Effects Z% 
• Normalization 2% 
• Acceptance 2%. 

Combining these estimates in quadrature, we get a total systematic error 
of 6.8% t which yields our preliminary result: 

B[KL -• TrVe*v(i>)) = (5.C ± 0.2 ± 0.4) x HT 5 . 

Wc hope that further strdy will enable us to reduce the total systematic error to 
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perhaps half the level we quote here. I emphasize once more that this result is 
valid valy for a phase-space mtr ix elrrnent, and that the systematic error docs 
not reflect variations in the result which may occur as \ result of change* in the 
form of the matrix element. Wc have begun to investigate angular correlations 
in the Ke\ sample, mid We intend ultimately to fit the data for the various, form 
factor, Arid to study '.he dependence of the acceptance on the matrix element. 

SEARCH FOR r ° - t e + < r 

The ord-:r a* elrtromagnetk dewy nQ -* e 4e~ has been the subject of consid
erable interest, since the smallncss of the Standard Model brar ;hing fraction 
may permit new interactions to reveal themselves. The best current upper 
limit on the branching fraction for this mode comes from the recent SINDRUM 
experiment , from which a 90% confidence level upper limit of 1.3 x l (p T was 
reported. The amplitude for this process has two parts, the real, absorbtive 
part, which can be confidently predicted from QED, and the imaginary, dis
persive part, which depends on the electromagnetic form factor of the if0. The 
branchingfraction cannot be leas than the value calculated by assuming that the 
dispersive part of the amplitude vanishes; this level, thcso-caJJed unitarity limit 
for ir° -+ e+t~, would correspond to a branching fraction of 4.8 x 10~9. Recent 
calculations of the dispersive amplitude lead to a more rc&listic prediction for 
the branching fraction in the range 6-7xlQ~ 8. 

The main experimental challenge in the measurement of this mode is how 
to "tBg" the decaying 7t°; that is, how to measure accurately its momentum in 
order to see that the e 4 e " pair observed in the detector really resulted from the 
decay of a ir° to those two particles and no others. The SINDRUM experiment 
did this by detecting the beutron produced in the reaction ir~p —i nir°(ir0 -* 
e +e~), where the negative pion was incident on a stationary proton. They 
nevertheless had to deal with a sizable background from the process w~p —» 
ne + e~, where the e + e~ pair accidentally combined togive a TT0 mass. They did 
this by fitting the observed e +«~ mass spectrum and looking for a peak at the 
TT° mass. 

In the 1978 experiment of Fischer ct t , neutral pions were produced in 
the decay A'* —•> TT**0. The fffl could therefore easily be tagged by measuring 
the momentum of the decaying kaon and the charged pion in the final state. 
In cons tragi to the ff~p interaction technique, the rate for A"* -» ir^e+e" ifi 
extremely small, and contributes a background far below the unitarity limit 
to ?r0 —• e + e" . The problem with this method however, ifr that the available 
flux of kaon decays was simply too small to be sensitive to irD —* e +e~ decays 
at the level predicted by QED. The 1978 CERN experiment did observe six 
events, with a background estimated at about one event, on the basis of which 

they reported a branching ratio of (2.2 ± Q.7) x 10"7- A value of 2.2 x 10~7 is 
much larger than the predictions and would be difficult to explain theoretically; 
however, the statistical error on the result is large. 

We have used the large number of Ki decays to jr°ir°ir0 and .T+IT -*-0 in the 
E-731 data to tag neutral pions, and thereby search for the irc -» e +e~ mode. 
The former mode is particularly attractive, since every Ki decay produces 
three x 0 , s , any one of which can then decay to e+e~. Iw this case the oecay 
vertex must be determined solely from the electron and positron track*. The 
four photons arc then assumed to have originated at the same point, and this 
assumption is used to calculate the overall invariant mass pf the event. The 
7r+3r~7r mode has the advantage that the Ki decay vertex is known accurately 
from the charged pion tracks as well. Since all four tracks must originate at 
the same vertex, accidental backgrounds are negligible. Furthermore, Dalitz 
decay events, A ' I —• x+it'n0^ -t c+c~*i) are available which can be used to 
check the Monte Carlo calculation of the acceptance. Since the it°it0x° decays 
were collected using the E-731 neutral trigger, which required either four or six 
clusters in the lead glass calorimeter, Dalitz decay events in that mode (which 
would have had seven clusters) were rejected. 

The main background to n° —* e +e~ in A'i —• 7r+7r -ir0 decays in fact comes 
from IT0 Dalits decays in which the photon is soft (less than 500 MeV), and Is not 
detected or else overlaps with a shower produced by one of the other particles 
in the final state. Of couse, the e +e~ invariant mass in a Dalitz decay must 
always be less than the ff mass; moieovcr, the matrix element for w" —• e+e~> 
falls rapidly with increasing A/ c c, so the tail near the JT° mass is very small. We 
estimate our current background level in this mode at about 2 x 10~8. 

Another potential background is the result of double Dalits decays, TT° —• 
e + e~e + c~, in which one e +e~ pair is soft, so that both particles are swept 
out of the detector by the analysis magnet. As in the single-IJalit2 case, the 
n +e~ invariant mass must be less than the r° mass, however when all e +e~ 
combinations are considered, (he A/„ spectrum does not fall as quickly near the 
tndpoint as it docs in the single-Dalitz case. On tbe other hand, thp double-
Dalitz branching ratio is some 400 times smaller than that for single-Dftlttz 
decays; in addition, we have found that we can efficiently reject these events by 
looking for the truncated upstream track segments left by the soft leptons. 

One final background can contribute only to the KL —* *°n°jr0 data. In 
this background process, two of the three T 0 , S undergo Dalitz decay. The two 
Dalitz photons accidentally combine to form a fake ff°, and an electron from 
one Dalitz decay and a positron from the other are lost at the magnet. This 
background is suppressed due to the requirement that two unrelated photons 
combine to form a f&ke JT°. However, it i# dangerous in that the invariant mass 
of the observed c*c~ pair need net be less than tbe ir° mass; in fact, a roughly 



flat Mr, distribution is expected from this background. As in the double-DuJ it/ 
case, cuts which reject events having evidence for extra upstream track segment? 
are useful in reducing this background. 

In addition the the Dalitz e + « ~ pairs, one must in the double-Dalit2 and 
double-single-Daljtz cases include the effect of the approximately 0.6% of a 
radiation length of material in the trigger hodoscope and the first drift chamber. 
There is a probability of about 0.45% that a * decay photon will convert 
in this material, leading to the production of another e+e~ pair. This pair 
cannot by itself be mistaken for a TT0 -» e + e ~ decay, since the measured e + e " 
invariant mass lur such decays will always be less than about 20 M e V / c 2 . It can, 
however, combine with a Dalitz pair (or with another pair from a second photon 
conversion) to generate backgrounds similar to those arising from double-Dalitz 
and double-single-Daiilz decays. 

Combining all these backgrounds, we estimate the current background level 
to T ° - • €**' from the A'/. —• T T W mode to be about 10~* per A'j, decay. 
The background is expected to come primarily from single Dalitz decays with 
photons overlapping other showers in the calorimeter. The background level is 
smaller than in the A ' I -+ ir+x~w° case because it is possible to cut more tightly 
on the presence of extra energy in the calorimeter which may come from a soft 
photon- In the charged-mode case, such cuts must be looser, because when 
the charged pions shower in the lead glass, they often produce large, splotchy 
showers. 

In the neutral-trigger data, we selected v°fr°c+c~ candidate events by re
quiring: 

• Two charged tracks with p > 2.5 GeV/c. oppositely charged, from a com
mon vertex at least 138 meters, but no more than 158 meters, downstream 
of the target. 

• Clusters in the lead glass calorimeter matched to both tracks, such thai 
each track had 0.88 < E/p < 1.12. 

• Four pddUioiial, unmatched energy clusters in the lead glass. Defining A i 
as the distance from the decay vertex determined from the charged tracks 
and the calorimeter, the squared invariant mass for the pair consisting of 
photons i and j is. to a very good approximation given by 

where r,} is the separation between clusLcr i and cluster j on ihc face of the 
calorimeter. We defined a \ 2 for the hypothesis that the four unmatched 

clusters were produced by the decay of two 7r°*B at the decay vertex as 

**"" ,£!?,.( tu> + "lift--/' 
where the minimum is over the three possible pairings (ij)(kl) of the four 
clusters and SMij is the estimated uncertainty in MtJ, primarily due to 
t h e lead glass energy resolution. 

• The magnitude of the total transverse momentum of the six observed 
particles relative to the line of flight from the target to t he decay vertex 
had to satisfy 

(Y, PL? < 300 M e V 2 / e 2 , 

in order to reduce backgrounds in which other decay particles were mused 
(for ex ample t a photon from a *° Dalitz decay). 

In the charged-trigger data, we wanted to identify ir + ir~"e + e~ events. The 
requirements were: 

• Four charged tracks, two positively and two negatively charged, originat
ing at a common vertex at least 100 meters, but no more that 137 meters, 
downstream of the target, all with p > 2.5 GeV/c. 

m Four clustevH in the calorimeter, all with an energy greater than 500 MeV, 
each matched to one of the charged tracks; no clusters with energies 
greater than 1 GeV except for these four. 

• E/p values less than 0.88 for one oppositely charged pair of tracks (the 
pion candidates) arid between 0.88 and 1.12 for the other oppositely 
charged pair ( the electron candidates). 

• A. total transverse momentum satisfying 

(J^PlfOOOMcVV*:2. 

again to reject A' 0 decays with missing particles. 
To reduce the number of background events from the single- and double-

Dalitz decays processes (and from double photon conversions or photon con
versions together with Dalitz decays), wc imposed two additional cuts. First, 
in both the charged and neutral data , we looked for evidence of soft tracks 
which were bent out of the detector by the analysis magnet- We did this by 
considering all "extra" hits in the two drift chambers upstream of the magnet. 
We considered every pair consisting of one such hit in tht first chamber and an
other in the second chamber. If the Une connecting, these two hits extrapolated 
to within JO cm of the decay vertex determined from the fully reconstructed 



tracksj then we threw out the event on the grounds that those hits might have 
been left by an additional^ undetected track of the sort that might be present 
in Dailtz-decay or photon-conversion backgrounds. Monte Carlo simulations 
showed this cut to be quite effective at rejecting those bad grounds. 

As an interesting check on the accuracy of the Monte Carlo simulation, 
we have looked in the charged-mode data for events representing the process 
Kj, -» jr+3r~7r° with a subsequent ir° Dalitz decay, JT0 —» e + e~7* We were able 
to reconstruct full some 6105 events consistent with being examples sf that 
decay. Figure II shows the distribution of e + e ~ invariant masses fir those 
events; also shown is the absolutely normalized prediction of the Monte Carlo. 
The distributions match very well above an e + e ~ mass of about 20 McV/c 2 . 
We attribute the excess in the data at low e + e " masses to irQ —* 7 7 decays in 
which one of the photons converts in the approximately 0,000 radiation lengths 
of material between the decay volume and the first drift chamber. 

In the neutral-mode dhta, we applied another cut designed to reduce the 
Dalitz decay background in which only a single soft photon is missed. This cut 
rejected any event in which an energy deposit of 120 MeV or more was observed 
in a single lead glass block which was not part of one of the identified clusters 
in the event. Because hadron showers are not necessarily well-contained in the 
three by three array of blocks forming a cluster, this cut could not be applied in 
the charged-mode analysis. In the neutral mode analysis, it effectively rejected 
the Dalitt decay background. To estimate the effect of this cut on the neutral-
mode acceptance, wc applied it to real Ki —•> TrD7r°7r° events in the data, whose 
kinematic characteristics are identical to those of Ki —* Tt°n&7r°(?r,> —* e 4 e ~ ) 
events, and determined what fraction of those events that would be have been 
rejected by the 120 MeV cut. As a result, wc estimate that t . e acceptance for 
ir° -* e + c ~ in neutral mode is reduced by approximately 23% as a result of this 
cut. 

In both samples, ir° —* e + e ~ decays will manifest themselves as events in 
which the e + e ~ invariant muss is dose to the x° mass, and the total invariant 
mass is close to the K° mass. Based on Monte Carlo simulations, we defined a 
signal "box" in both final states, within which we look for TT0 -*• c+e~ candidate-
events. In the neutral-mode analysis, the box extends 15 McV/c 2 above and 
below the A' 0 mass; in the charged-mode case, the resolution is better, no the 
box need extend only 10 MeV/c 2 to either side of the nominal A*/, mass In 
both cases, the c + e ~ mass had to be within 5 MeV/c 2 of the n° mass. This cut 
was fairly tight, in order to exclude as much as possible of the high-mass toil 
from 'he single-Dalitz decay backgrounds. 

The scatter plots of Mce versus Mrwee are shown in Figure 12, No events 
are observed in the box in either the charged- 01 the neutral-mode data. 
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To convert this non-observation into an upper limit on the branching ra
tio, we calculated our experimental acceptance for both trigger-modes using a 
Monte Carlo simulation. In the neutral-trigger mode, the average acceptance 
was 1.2%; in charged-trigger mode, the "wceptance was double that. However, 
the total wD exposure from Ki -* «°IT05T0 was approximately 5.3 x 10B decays, 
compared to only 1-4 x 10B from Ki —* Tr+-jr_ir°. This difference was caused by 
three factors: most important is the fact that each >r0Tr°T0 decay gires three 
5T° decays; also the branching ratio for Ki — ff°ar°ir0 ia nearly double that 
for Ki —* x" ,ir"ir°. Finally, the intensity and running time for charged-triggcr 
mode and neutral-trigger mod* running were different. 

Combining the acceptances and exposure*, we have a single-event sensitivity 
for "a ~» e+e" of 1.57 x 1 0 ' 7 in the ir 0*rV mode, and 2.97 x 10"' in the 
ir + ic~ir° mode. The combined single-event sensitivity is therefore 1.02 x 10~7. 
Since we see no events, we report u preliminary upper limit for the branching 
ratio £(TT 0 -* e+e"") of 2.3 x NT 7 at the 90% confidence level. 

This result is consistent with the existing measurements and limits; however, 
it is only about half as stringent ..<s the most recent upper limit of 1.3 xlO" 7 from 
the S1NDRUM experiment. Unlike the ir~p scattering experiments, however, 
the technique described, here js fso-(tj-) background fi«. We estimate that the 
ultimate background le^el from the various processes discussed above is about 
l-2xlD" f i , with optimised cuts. Thus even at the unitarity limit of 4.S x 10~8, 
we expect a signal to noise ratio of two or better. To improve the current limit, 
or to see a signal, we basically need much, greater exposure. This we expect to 
obtain in the summer of 1991, when a dedicated rare decay experiment, FNAL 
E-799, will run at Fermilab using the R-731 apparatus, with the addition of 
transition radiation detectors to improve Tt-e separation, a lead/scintillating 
fiber photon pre-converter to improve the resolution of nearby photons, and & 
new Level 2 charged trigger system. In that experiment, we anticipate observing 
a w0 —* t *"£" signal of perhaps 20 events over a background of 10 or fewer. 
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1, introduction 

The study of hadronic decays of the Z at the LEP e*e' collider offers new 
opportunities for Heavy Quark Physics. For the first time the coupling of c,b quarks to 
the Z can be precisely measured providing an important test of the Standard Model. In 
addition fundamental properties of b hadrons, such as B°-B° mixing and lifetimes, can 
be measured with large samples of high purity 2 -#> b h decays. In this review we 

will present results from LEP experiments after one year of LEP operation. Most of the 
results are preliminary and based on integrated luminosities of a few inverse picobams 
Nevertheless they represent an excellent start for Heavy Quaik Physics at LEP. 

2, Production of c,b quarks at the Z pole 

In the Standard Model the coupling of the Z to individual quark flavours 
depends on the weal: isospin of the quark. In particular the expected fractions of cc and 
bb events in hadronic Z decays are 

r a / r h M l = 0.171 
and 

Tto / r h m d = o.217 . 
The problem of separating the cc and bb contributions and « disentangle them from 
the u.d.s background has been rackled by LEP experiments using different 
techniques. Thfc traditional heavy flavour tagging by detecting the lepton produced in 
semileptonic decays has been used by ALEPH to measure the cc and bb decay 
fractions and by L3 to measure the bb decay fraction. DELPHI and ALEPH have both 
measured the ce fraction by looking for events conraining a D*. Finally the larger 
sphericity of bb events has been used by DELPHI to measure the bb decay fraction. 
We will describe here these results and we will compare the systematic* involved ui the 
different analyses. 

2.1 Lepton tagging 

Because of the hard fragmentation of the c and b quarks and the targe masses 
oft? andfe hadrons. semileptonic decays of heavy quarks yield leptons of high average 
momentum p and transverse momentum pt with respect to jet axis. Algorithms based 

on lepton lagging rely on good particle identification and good jet reconstruction; the 
ip,ps) lepton spectrum is the basic tool to disentangle bb from cc and from the 
background. The use of the lepton p\ makes the definition ol the jet axis mandatory, as 
we shall see this is not the same for all the experiments. 

2.1.1 ALEPH 

The ALEPH lepton tagging analysis has been recently published [ I ]: here we 
will describe only its most relevant features. Results are based on a sample of about 
25000 hadronic events, inclusive electrons and inclusive muons are both used-
Electron identification b, performed in two independent ways; by measuring the energy 
deposition in the electromagnetic calorimeter (BCAL) and the energy loss (dEyttx) in the 
TPC As far as the energy deposition in the calorimeter is concerned, first the 
measured track momentum is compared to the energy deposited in the four IOWCTS 
closest lo the extrapolated track (four towers only are U5ed in order to reflect the 
compactness of the electromagnetic shower), then the longitudinal shower profile is 
measured and compared to that expected for an electron. The dE/dx measurement is 
complementary IO the calorimetric method since it is most effective ai low momentum 
(below 5 GeV/c) where hadronic showers fake more easily electromagnetic showers. 
This can be seen in Fig. 1 where the value of two estimators based on (he two criteria is 
plotted for a sample of tracks as a function of the track momentum, [n the case of 
electrons both estimators have a gaus:ian distribution with zero mean and unit 
variance. The first (R-r. Fig.la) is related to the energy deposited in the calorimeter 
towers, while the second <Ri, Fig. J b) is computed from the dE/dx. A further source of 
contamination of the prompt electron signal is mainly caused by electrons from photon 
conversions and it0 decays. A pair rejection algorithm, based on the distance of the 
crack to the interaction point and on the in van ant mass calculated pairing the electron 
candidate with oppositely charged tracks, greatly reduces this kind of background. The 
efficiency for electron identification and the hadron mis identification probability are 
entirely determined from data and are given in Ref. [1) as a function of p and;?/. The 
hadron rnisidentification probability is extremely low (less than 0-1%) at low 
momentum, where the u,dj quark contamination is more important. 
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Muons are identified as sacks penetrating through ail 23 layers of iron of the ALEPH 
hadron calorimeter (HCAL). They can be effectively separated from punch-through 
hadrons thanks to the tracking capabilities of the HCAL. The muon identification 
efficiency is greater than 80% and the contamination from charged pion and kaon 
decays and punch-through hadrons is less than 1 % (see Ref.[ 1 ] for more details). 

Jet identification is performed using charged tracks and the scaled-invariant 
mass clustering algorithm. The rransverse momentum of the lepton, pt, is determined 
by removing the lepton from its jeu rc-cvaluaung the jet momentum and then calculating 
the pt of the lepton with respect to the axis of the new jet momentum. This has been 
proved to be more effective in separating b quarks from background when charged 
tracks only are used in the jet definition. 

Several sources contribute to the measured lepton sample : prompt leptons from 
decay of b hadrons (including cascade processes like b —* cA -* IX' ), prompt 

leptons from decays of charm hadrons, leptons from decays of light hadrons. electrons 
from photon conversions and misidentificd hadrons. Decays of bottom hadrons 
dominate the high ft region defined by ALEPH by the conditions p, > 2 OeV/c and 
p > 3 GeV/c . Most of the contribution from direct charm decay is in the region 
p, < 2 GeVfc. While the high pi region is relatively background free, most of the 
background leptons arc in the low pi range. For this reason, measuring the cf fraction 
requires a good knowledge of the background, something that in ALEPH is achieved 
tor the election sample by using the two independent identification methods described 
above. Fig. 2 shows the momentum spectrum for electrons (Fig. 2a) and rmtons (Fig, 
2b) in the range pi > 2 GeV/c. Fig. 3 shows the p; spectrum for electron, in the 
range p ? 2 GeV/c . The Monte Carlo prediciion, normalized to the same number of 
hadronic events, is superimposed and separated into the different sources. 

The enaaction of the cr and A* decay fractions requires knowledge of the 
semileptonic branching ratios of the c and ft quarks. The value used by ALEPH for the 
semileptonic c decays is an average of measurements made at PEP and FETRA (the 
mixture of D mesons and charm baryons is expected to match that at LEP energies). 
For semilepiontc b decays an average of CLEO and ARGUS results is used. In this 
case the systematic error is increased to account for the uncertainty in the mixture of b 
hadrons at different centre of mass energies. The actual values of the used branching 
ratios as well as the references to the papers can be found in [11, 

The fit to the lepton spectra yield the following values for the decay fractions: 

r « / r h , j = 0.1«8*0.044(stai.)^g|(5yst.) 

and 
r t * / r h « i = 0.220±0.016(s(at.)±0024(sysi.) 

in good agreement with the Standard Model predictions. 
In the fit of the <p.pi) spectrum the average x 's of c and b hadrons U is the fraction 

or beam momentum carried out by the hadron) arc free parameters. The fit gives 

<xc > - 0.52^;,'| and <xb > = 0.6lfSt • 
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2.12 U 
The 1 3 collaboration has measurwi the decay width of Z -» b h and the 

forward backward asymmetry of the produced b quarks using their inclusive muon 
sample. The analysis we present here follows the lines of Ref. [2), with an increased 
statistics of 38.000 hadron events. Muons are detected with a muon detector consisting 
of 3 layers of very precise drift chambers. An average of 6.S absorption lengths before 
the chambers makes the punch-through background very low. The contamination from 
x and K decay in flight is particularly low in the L3 detector because of the short decay 
path from the interaction point to the front face of the electromagnetic calorimeter. 
Inclusive muons (re selected by requiring at least one track in the rauon detector with 
momentum greater than 4 GeV/c that is consistent with coming from die interaction 
point. Jets are found using a clustering algorithm which groups die energy deposited in 
the electromagnetic and hadron calorimeter In order to have events well contained the 
Thrust axis of the evem has to satisfy die condition I cos ( 6 T ) I < 0.7 where 6 T is the 
angle between the Thrust axis and the beam line. These criteria select 1850 hadron 
events containing a muon. 

A maximum likelihood fit is performed to the muon-momtnium (p ) and 
transverse momentum to the nearest jet (p r ) distributions in order to extract the Z -* 
bb component- Fig.4 shows die pi distribution for the final sample superimposed to 
the Monte Carlo expectation, the o and b -+ |i components are indicated. The p, 

scale is different from dial of Fig.3 since here the lepton momentum is used to compute 

the jet axis. The free parameters of the (it are tfieZ-» bb decay widtfi (multiplied by 

die branching ratio b -Hi) and the average x of b hadrons. After insetting the semi 

leptonic branching ratio (L3 takes an average of PEP and P E T R A results) die following 

preliminary results are obtained: 

r b b = 378 *}l (siat.) ± 36 (sysi.) MeV 

or, using I'M -1733±44 MeV from L3 

r < * / r w _o.218±0.O!O($iai.)±0.02l(sysi.) 

and 
<xb> = 0.69±0.02 . 
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Using this inclusive muon sample L3 measures the forward backward 
asymmetry in Z - » b b at the Z pole. The charge of the detected muon is assumed 
to have the same sign of the original b quark, the two charges are indeed correlated in 
scmMeptonic decays of b qjarks. The Thrust axis is used to define the direction of the 
quark and the measurement (performed with the condition I cos ( 8 T ) I < 0.7) is 
extrapolated to the full angular range. The preliminary result is 

**£ = 0.145 ± 0.052 (staL) . 

The result has been collected for the contamination from background and the cascade 

process b -» cX -* Of' , but it is not corrected for B'-B" oscillations. The 

Standard Model prediction assuming mmjHSO GeV, mHiggs-1000 GeV and applying 

QED radiative corrections is 0.086 [3]. Since the quark Charge is determined by 

measuring Ihe prompt muon charge B°-B° milting has the effect of reducing ihe 

magnitude of the asymmetry to about 75% of the original value (the reduction factor is 

1-2X where X is the average mixing parameter). 

2.13 Systematic errors in ihe lepton lagging analyses 

There are basically 3 sources of systemaiics in ihe ALEPH and 1-3 
determinations of the partial decay width of Z -* b h : uncertainties on the 
semilept'" lie branching ratios, uncertainties on the amount of background and lepton 
idenbfic:don efficiencies. The fact that oj> > has been allowed to vary independently 
in the fit leaves just a weak dependence on the fragmentation hypotheses. Since by far 
the aiost important systematic error for this measurement comes from the knowledge of 
Br(b -»I vX ) . the average bottom hadron semilepionic branching ratio, both 

experiments give a measurement of the b B fraction times the branching ratio: 

Br(6 -* / vX ) x Tbh / 1"^ =O.O224±0.O016(stat.tt0.O01O(syst.) (ALEPH) 

and 

Brffc -* 1 vX ) x Tbf / r w =o,0257±0.001 Z(stat.)±0.0011 (syst.) (L3). 

The residual systematic errors come from the extra sources mentioned at the start of this 
paragraph- Ii should be pointed out thai the value of Brfft - » / vJt > used by the two 

experiments, being obtained from averages of different measurements, it is no. the 
same: 

Mb - > i v X ) = 0 . 1 0 2 ± 0 . 0 1 0 (ALEPH [ID 

and 

Brib -f 1 vX} x OJ 18±0.011 (L3 [2]). 

The average of the two determinations of the b h fraction times the branching ratio 
with the errors added in quadrature is 

Biib ->I vX)xrtto/Ttoa = 0.0243±0.0012 . 

It is interesting to note that if we assume the Standard Model prediction of 0.217 for the 
b b~ decay fraction we find BMb -> / vX }=0.112±0.005. with an error thai i« belter 

tlun ihe present world averages of direct measurements. 

2.2 D* tagging 

The identification of a D* tags an heavy flavour even The D* can either be 
produced from primary cc or as a secondary product from 6 decay. Typically Ihe 
search for D* is done through the charaiel D** -» D° i t + which, being a decay with 

a Q value of only 5.9 McV, gives a pion of low momentum and with a transverse 

momentum that is small with respect to ihe D* line of flight. A very effective tagging 

can be performed by searching for exclusive decay chains like D * + -» D ° n + w i thD 0 

-> K'n* , taking advantsge of Ihe small Q value that yields a sharp peak in the 

distribution of the mass difference iSM»M(K'n+ir+J - MtK'rt+j. The mass difference 

obtained by ALEPH from 80.000 hadronic Z decays can be seen in Fig 5. However, 

this method has the disadvantage that branching ratios for exclusive decay chains are 

low and tx rvents have to be disenlagled from secondary charm. An alternative 

procedure to tag or events using D * 1 -* D ° n + has been developed by the HRS 



and TASSO collaborations [4.5] and very recently applied to Z -» a by DELPHI and 

ALEPH. The metbod relies on the properties of die n* produced in the D * + decay thai. 

u we have just mentioned, is low momentum and low />; with respect to die D* 
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The direction of the D is estimated from a jet analysis and it is approximated widi the 

jet direction. Pions '-om D* produced in Z -> cc reveal themselves as an 

accumulation above the continuum background at very low pf while pions from 

secondary charm are more smeared out since the jet direction does nol approximate so 

well Ihe direction of die D * . The peak at very low P 2 can be clearly seen in Fig.6a, 

which was produced with a Monte Carlo simulation of the DELPHI detector for 
Z -+ cc .The hatched area represents the D * + -» D°ir + contribution. The peak is 

not present in Fig. 6b, which shows the simulation for udsb quarks only. 
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22.1 DELPHI 

DELPHI has used the Pi distribution for soft pions to measure the partial 
decay fraction of Z -» cc . In order to select hadronic Z decays with a negligible 
background, events with S or more charged tracks and invariant mass of all charged 
tracks greater of 12 GeV/c 2 are selected. This has the effect of selecting about 36900 
hadronic Z decays with an efficiency of 92%. Then soft pions are retained if their 
momentum is in die range 1.5 to 2.5 GeV/c. The lower momentum cut has the effect of 
reducing the bb background, since D* 's from bottom hadrons have on average a 
lower momentum. Jets are reconstructed from charged tracks using the LUCLUS 
algorithm of the LUND package [6]. Quality checks are performed on the jet containing 
the soft pion, in particular the sum of the energies of die charged tracks in the jet has to 
be at least 90% of that of all tracks in the same sphericity hemisphere. For the selected 
sample of real data Fig. 7a shows the Pi distribution of charged tracks in the 
momentum interval 1.5 to 2.5 GeV/c : a clear peak is seen. Fig. 7b, made with pions in 
a different momentum range (3 to 5 GeV/c ), shows no peak. The signal in Fig. 7a is 
fitted with an exponential function, 

N,e*p(-pf/B2> 

the slope of the exponential is determined from the Monte Carlo simulation of Z -» 

cc events yielding a decay D * + —v D ° n + . For the background two diffcient 

functions are used: 
_ _ a 
1+bpf+cp? 

or 
a'+b'xcxp(-p,2/c'J) . 

the final result is rather insensitive to the exact choice of thii function. The fitted signal 
and background arc superimposed to the experimental data points in Ftg.7a, die 
measured D* signal is N,-381±76. 

In order to measure the Z —* cf partial divay width it is necessary to 

determine the efficiency of this lagging procedure in selecting tx cvenis. The efficiency 

can be expressed as 
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where Pj is the probability to produce a decay D * + -> D°rt + in Z -» a , Pj is 

the probability to re- onstruct a charged pion taking into account the fact that the 
momentum range is limited from 1.5 to 2.5 GeV/c, P 3 is the efficiency of the fitting 
procedure. P* and P 3 are reliably estimated from the Monte Carlo simulation, their 
value is respectively .27±.02 and .78±.05 . P, is the more uncertain factor, the 
DELPHI collaboration uses P, =.31 ±.05 obtained by combining measurements of 
CLEO [7] and MARK TO (8). In extrapolating the measurements at low energy storage 
rings to LEP it is assumed that the fragmentation rate of charm into D* does not 
change from 10.55 GeV to 91 GcV centre of mass energy. The preliminary value of the 
measured partial decay width is 

TcE/Th,! = 0.162±O.032(staL)±O.03)(sysi.) 

in good agreement with the Standard model and the ALEPH lepton tagging 
measurement. The largest contribution to the systematic error is the uncertainty <?n P, . 

222 ALEPH 

The ALEPH analysis is based on about 91200 hadronic Z decays. The D* 
direction is estimated from a jet analysis using the scaled-invariant mass clustering 
algorithm. Soft pions are selected in the range 1 to 3 GeV/c; this range is divided into 
four bins of OS Ge'/ft each and a P/ spectrum is obtained for each bin of soft pion 
momentum. The four Ps spectra are simultancusly fitted with a c quark component, a 
b quark component and a term for the conjnuum. The actual shape used for the D* 
signal is 

N,exp(-ip2.bp<) , 

the P, term helps in fitting the tail of the signal when the D* axis is not well 

estimated. The fit gives the preliminary result 

T£l r^., x Br(c - t DOitsof, ) = O.029±O.O035(staU±O.0O23(sysi.) 

and 

<xc>. 0.475±0.030 . 

The systematic error on the charm partial decay width results from varing over a 
reasonable range li;c jet clustering parameter and the lower momentum cut for tracks to 
be included in die jet clustering itself. The error on <xc > is purely statistical. The 
branching ratio Br(c -» Tfixxfl i is equivalent to the probability P, defined in the 

analysis of DELPHI, divided by a factor 2 . Taking for the branching ratio die value 
0.174 (obtained from the LUND Monte Carlo) yields 

r « / r , i » i = O.I67±0.021(staL) 

in agreement with me lepton tagging measurement of ALEPH and the measurement of 
DELPHI using tile same technique. Since Br(c -» D° i t w f i ) is the most uncertain 

factor it is interesting to see that assuming the Standard Model prediction of 0.171 for 
the Z -t tr partial decay width gives 

Br(r -» D^Jtsofi > = 0.176±0.021 . 

13 Boosted sphericity product 

The use o f shape variables to disentagle different quark flavours heavily relies 
on predictions from Monte Carlo simulations, but has the advantage of using all die 
available events, not a particular channel only. A typical separation variable dial has 
been used by die TASSO collaboration at PETRA is die boosted sphericiry product (9|. 
Li a two-jet event each of the two jets is independently boosted along the sphericity axis 
toward die hypotetiucal rest frame of the b hadron and die sphericities for each jet in 
the new frames. S i and Si. are calculated. Since die mass of b hadrons is large, bb 
events appear to have a larger value for St and %z- A separation variable. Si * S2. is 
defined as the product of die two boosted sphericities. The DELPHI collaboration has 
used dtis variable to measure die partial decay width of Z -» b b 110]. In Fig.8 me 
distribution of die ."juration variable S | * S i is plotted for bb and non b i events in 
a Monte Carlo simulation of the DELPHI detector. A boost pV96 has been used. The 
b b component is enhanced in die region of high boosted sphericity product 
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Fig.8 

The analysis of real data is performed on a sample of 17700 two-jet events selected 
from more thfn 24500 hadronic events with the scaled invariant mass algorithm. For 
this sample the differential distribution dN/d(Si x S 2 ) is calculated. In Fig.9 

e»c<rimentaldau are shown and the Monte Carlo curves for a pure fc5 sample, for 
the Standard Model prediction, and for a mixture of udsc quarks only are 
superimposed. Data clearly agree with the Standard Model hypothesis. A fit of the data 
yields 

rbS /r h * i . 0.2lliO.020<siat.j±0,031(syst.). 

Tlie systematic error includes the model dependence of the m. unrertaimies on the 
frjFmentarion parameters and on the or branching fraction. 
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3. B°.B 0 mixing 

In semiiepionic decays of 6 hadrons the charge of the lepton is correlated in 
sign to the charge of the initial quark, therefore B°-B° mixing can be measured from a 
sample of hidronic Z decays having two high p.pi leplons in the opposite 
hemispheres. Since at LEP centre of mass energies both B§ and h\ are produced 
what is measured is the average mixing parameter 

Z=fdXd+lsXs 

where fd (f s) is the fraction of B§ (B^) in the 6 sample and the X parameters are defined 

as 

x„,- P r < - - < l ) _ 
P K B ^ B S ^ + P r t B i , ^ , ) 

[n the ideal case of a pure sample in which both leptons come from a direct scmileptonic 
decay of a 6 hadron (primary b s) X can be easily measured bycuuntingthe number of 
likewise sign dileptons over the total; this ratio can be written as 2XOX) • However 
there are competitive processes as semileptonic decays of charm, both from primary 
charm production or from the cascade; and background processes as hadron 
misidentification, electrons from photon conversion or it 0 decays, and muons from 
pion and kaon decays in flight. In particular, background dilepton events, which 
usually have one true lepton from an heavy flavour decay and one track wrongly 
identified as a lepton . are not half like and half unlike charge as one might naively 
assume, because of hadron-pareni quark correlations. This can precisely be measured 
with real events by analysing single lepton events, and pairing the lepton with any 
opposite hemisphere track that satisfies all analysis requirements but the lepton 
identification In the B mixing analysis of Ihe ALEPH collaboration, which will be 
described in this chapter, the ratio like charge events to the total is measured for the 
background to be 0.554±0.009 . The ALEPH analysis is based on a sample of 80000 
hadronic Z decays. Dileptons are selected with the same lepton identification criteria 
used in the Jepton tagging section and requiring that each lepton be of momentum 
greater than 5 GeV/c and of transversa momentum with respect to the jet direction 
greater than 1 GeV/c. The two leptons should be well separated, an angle of at least 90 

degrees between the two is required. A total of 202 events arc selected, distributed as 
follows: 

ee 32unlike 11 like 
eu 69 unlike 31 like 
HH 34 unlike 25 like 

Total 135 unlike 67 like . 

If X were zero (i.e,if [here were no mixing) 160 unlike sign events and 42 like sign 
events would be expected. The prediction on the composition of the sample, based on 
the results of the fit of Pfit described in the lepion tagging section, is that 66% of the 
dilepton events are pairs of direct semileptonte decays of b hadrons (primary b -
primary b), 15% art made of a direct semileptonic decay of a b and of a cascade charm 
decay (primary b -secondary c ), 2 * are from primary c - primary c and \6% are from 
background. The events that do not depend on m i x h ; (primary c - primary c and 
background) are subtracted taking into account the I ~: that, as we mentioned, the 
background it is not neutral in sign. Then X is determined by solving the equation 

Number of like sign events - 2 X U - X )x(Numberof prim, ft- prim, ft ) + 
+ 0 - 2 ? O X )MNumber of prim, b - second, c) 

and assuming no CP violation and D° mixing. The preliminary result is 

X = 0.129 $ $ ( s t a i . ] £ S | » ( s y s i . ) 

where the systematic error comes from the uncertainties on the components of the 
dilcpton sample (prim, ft - prim, ft , etc.) , from the error on the background average 
charge and from the error on the fragmentation parameters. Since this result constrains 
X at die 90% confidence level to 0.073 < X < 0.190 we can conclude that a significant 
mixing is observed at LEP. 



4. Measurement 0 f i ( , c inclusive B lifetime 

The measurement of the average lifetime for the mixture of b hadrons produced 
in Z decays, which we will call inclusive B lifetime or x b in this chapter, is interesting 

for a number of reasons. Since the spectator quark model is expected to be a good 
approximation for b hadron decays it can be shown that V C D , t h e c £ element of the 

CKM matrix, can be evaluated by combining the measurement of t b with the mean 

sejft'taptonir branching ratio for bottom hadrons f i l l - In addition, from a purely 

experimental point of view, the measurement of the inclusive B lifetime is a testing 

ground for the measurement of the individual lifetimes of b hadrons. 

We will present here a preliminary measurement of % based on the analysis by 
the ALEPH collaboration of a sample of S5000 hadronic Z decays. The aim is to select 
semilcptonic b decays by means of the lepion lagging technique described in section 
2.1.1 and then measure the leptnn impact parameter with respect to the primary vertex. 
The impact parameters of the Iepton tracks are presently measured in ALEPH using the 
ITC (a cylindrical mulawire drift chamber with a precision on the measurement of Ru> 
coordinates of 100 p.m ) and theTPC. In the future the use of theMIMVERTEX (a 
microstrip silicon detector) to improve the impact parameter measurement is foreseen. 
Since the best track resolution is obtained in the plane transverse to the beam (Rp) the 
impact parameter projected onto mis plane is used. The average position of the centre of 
(lie beam spot provides an estimate of the production vertex. This is determined for 
each LEP fill with a precision of 30 Mm. The size of the beam spot is 11 urn in the 
vertical and 240 urn in the horizontal direction. In order to define a variable sensitive to 
the lifetime a signet) impact parameter is used, as sketched in Fig. 10. The direction of 
die b hadron is assumed to be equal to the jet direction. If the distance from the primary 
vertex to the point at which the lepton track crosses the jet axis is positive (D^0), then 
the impact parameter & is signed positive. The finite track resolution and errors in the b 
hadron direction can yield negative value:, of S. Bottom hadron candidates are selected 
searching for leprous having a momentum of at least 5 Ge V/t and pt greater than a 
certain cue. Results for pi cuts of 1 and 2 CeV/c will be given, The pi definition and 
jetreconstrution algorithm are die same as in section 2.1.1. 

lepton 

beam 
spot 

Fig. 10 

The number of selected events, as a function of die pi cut and the leptc-.i nature is 

muons electrons 

pt > 1 0 e V / c 1162 1139 
Pi >2GeV/c 4S9 505 . 

The distribution of the impact parameter is skewed to positive values, with a 
mean of 175 mn (140 lira )for ajyj cut of 1 GeV/c (2 GeV/c). In order to extract 
the inclusive E lifetime, the impact parameter for the selected events is fined with a 
method close to that used by the MARK 11 collaboration at PEP. This technique is 
described in detail in Ref. [12]. In the fining procedure five possible kinds of events are 
considered : primary b decay, secondary J> decay (cascade), primary c decay, 
misidentification background (for instance fake muons from punch-through hadrons) 
and decay background (for example,decays in (Tight of x,K or photon conversions!. 

^ 
* * & . 

jet 



Hie probability that a lepton is from each of these sources has been determined as a 
function of pfi . Then a fitting function P is defined for event i as 

i-i 

r.herc P: is the probability density function for each of the five sources (it depends on 

the impact parameter, the error on the impact parameter and, for non-background 
sources, on die lifetimes) and fi is the probability for event i to be from source j 
(calculated, as we have said, as a function oSp,pt ). The method to determine the 
probability density functions is described in detail in rtf. 112], A likelihood function is 
constructed as the product of the fitting functions P for all the events. A maximum 
likelihood fit is performed, leaving one single free parameter, i b . The average charm 
lifetime, 0.6810.10 ps, is taken for TQ . The impact parameter distribution is shown in 
Kg. 11 for a pt cut of 2 GeV/e, the result of the fit for each of the five sources is 
superimposed. The b hadron purity is predicted to be about 68% for the 1 GeV/c cm 
and 75% for the 2 GeV/c cut. The contributions to the systematic error on T b are 
summarised here for the two pi cuts (the units are [ps]): 

pt > ICeV/c pi >2GeV/c 

Lepton source fractions 0.060 0.0J5 
Mtsidcnrificadon background 0.005 0.005 
Decay background 0.120 0.070 
Prob. density functions 0.015 0.090 
Average charm lifetime 0.010 0.010 
Fragmentation hypothesis 0.005 0.005 
TPC field distortions 0.020 0.020 

Total (in quadrature) 0.150 0.119 . 

Since the systematic* are iowjr for p , > 2 GeV/c this cut is used to give the 

preliminary value of the ALEPH measurement of the inclusive B lifetime 

1 b = 1.29 ± 0.11 (siau) ± 0 . 1 2 (syst.) ps . 

The result for p, >\ GeV/c is t b = 1.26 ± 0.07 (stat.) ± 0.15 (syst.) ps . This 

measurement of t b is in agreement with die previous world average 113] of 1.13+0.15 

ps and it has the lowest error when compared to other single experiments. 

1) b-»u, 
2) b -» c -» y. 
3) c-» \x 
4) misidentification bkg 
5) decay bkg 

- 0 4 - 0 3 -0 .2 -0 . 0.2 0.3 

6 lemj 

Fig. 11 
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Abstract 

Recent experimental results on photo- and hadroproducnon of heavy flavor particles are 
reviewed. After a shon introduction on the recent advances in the theoretical ideas 
describing the production of heavy flavors, current experimental techniques used in 
heavy flavor search in fixed target experiments are briefly discussed. New results on 
die production characteristics, production cross section and on the A-dependence of the 
open and hidden charm cross section are presented 
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1. Introduction 

After more than a decade of experimental studies on heavy flavor particles 
at various high energy laboratories, the subject of production of heavy flavor panicles 
has entered into a new era as high statistics samples are no* available. Production is 
interesting since it provides a meaningful test of penurbative QCD, provided that the 
mass of the heavy quark is sufficiently high. Understanding of heavy quark production 
is also necessary to predict i :e production rate for new particles and evaluate the 
background in many rare processes. 

In QCD the lowest order processes are photon-giuon fusion Cor 
photoprodtiction \0(ai Ct c m )J . and gluon-gluon fusion and quark-antiquark 
annihilation for hadroproduction [O(ot|)]. In the last couple of years, there is a major 
breakthrough in the theoretical front in that the next-to-leading order calculations (Ofou; 
Oem) and 0(0^32 respectively for photo- and hadroproduction have been completed, 
[fj The results of these calculations indicate that the calculated cross sections are 
larger, by about 30$> for photoproduction of charm and by about a factor of three for 
hadroproducdon. Lowest-order calculations required a low value for the charm quark 
mass (around 1.2 GeV) to account for the magnitude of the cross section. Calculations 
including the higher order terms can accommodate the data with the more reasonable 
mass for the charm quark of 1.5 GeV. | 2 | 

The distributions in i f and p t are not significantly affected by the 

inclusion of higher order terms. There is no large enhancement of the cross section at 
large xf and the xf behavior is consistent with (1 - x / ) n for n between 6 and 7.5 for pp 
collisions at Vs from 27.4 to 62 GeV. [3] There is, however, a difference between 
heavy quark and amiquark production which is not present in the lowest order 
calculations. [3,4] 

2. Experimental Techniques 

Production studies are obviously an exclusive domain of hadron machines 
and both the CERN SPS and FNAL Tevatron have an extensive programme devoted to 

these studies. While hadron machines have supcior luminosity compared to e +e~ 
colliders and hence heavy flavor particles are produced abundantly, the production rate 
of heavy flavor particles is small. In fined target experiments, the ratio of charm 
production cross section to the total inel&snc cross section is 1/200 in photoproduction 
and 1/1000 in hadroproduction. Beauty cross sections are estimated to be more than 
nvo orders of magnitudes smaller. The Ijftrinjcj of heavy panicles are short (from 
about 0.2ps for A c to about 1 ps for D + and beauty panicles) and hence the typical 
decay length is of the order of a few mm. Furthermore, any particular decay mode Of 
these panicles has only a very small branching fraction and this makes collection of 
high statistics very difficult. 

Earlier experiments in the late 70 s to the early SO s searched for the 
heavy flavor particles by looking for bumps in the combinatorial mass spectra. Over 
the years, more sophisticated methods have since been developed. The essential 
ingredients for fixed target heavy flavor experiments are high resolution vertex 
detectors to measure the finite decay paths of these particles, combined with a large 
acceptance spectrometer with good momentum resolution and particle identification and 
a selective and efficient trigger scheme and/or fast offline filters to speed up the data 
processing. 

For vertex, detection, one can use optical devices (emulsion and bubble 
chambers) or solid state detectors such as silicon microsnip detectors (SMD) or charge-
coupled devices (CCD). The advantages of optical devices are their superb spatial 
resolution (about 1mm) and that they provide a strong topological evidence for a decay. 
Tracks are measured with high efficiency and can be accurately associated with die 
production or decay vertex. Their limitation lies mainly in their limited data rate 
capability and cumbersome scanning procedures. Solid state detectors, on the other 
hand, can be used in fully electronics experiments and thus high statistics is possible. 
SMD were first pioneered by the ACCMOR collaboration at CERN (experiment NA11) 
in 1982. They have good spatial resolution and are usable in online trigger (WA82) 
and/or offline filter. They can also be used as an active target in which evolution of the 
charged multiplicity in the target (e.g., due to charm decays) can be measured and the 
prinury interaction point can be determined precisely. Using SMD, a photoproduction 
at FNAL. ES91 has collected about 10K charm candidates, proving that S*sd target 



experiments can be very competitive with e +e" colliders even in decay studies of 
charm particles. Hadroproduction experiments, however, ire more difficult because of 
the smaller production ratio and the higher multiplicity in each event Since single-
tided SMDi are one-dimemlonal devices, they can lead to ambiguities in track 
reconstruction. To help with the pattern recognition, one can use a pixel device such 
U a CCD which hit the striking advantage of providing two-dimensional information 
with goad predJlofl through one output channel. The disadvantage of Che CJD is the 
rather long readout time and the impossibility of gating. Using solid-state devices, 
some of the present feneration of experiments as listed in Table 1 have acquired 
more than IK fully reconstructed charm candidates. 

Since the heavy flavor production cross section is relatively small 
compared to the total cross section, the experiment trigger is important to enrich the 
heavy quark content of a data set. For cross section studies, the trigger should be as 
bias free as possible which unfortunately, is in conflict with the desire to collect a large 
statistics sample. Table 2 summarizes different trigger approaches that have been used 
by experiments. 

A final issue is on particle identification. While particle identification is 
not necessary in extracting charm signal in decay modes like D + -> K"ir,+it+, using 
particle identification information, the signal to noise ratio improved by about a factor 
of three. For rare decay modes and for decays like A/. -> p i d t + , particle 
identification is important to resolve ambiguities. 

Since there is hardly any new data on beauty production, only the results 
on photo- and hadroproduction of charm arc reviewed in the following sections. 

3. Photoproduction 

With photoproduction of charm, there arc four experimentally 
measurable quantities that can be made: the total production cross section, the energy 
dependence of the cross section,and the *f and p t dependence of the cross section. 
These quantities are dependent upon 1% and n„, mo physics parameters of general 

Table 1: 
Recent Heavy Flavor Production Experiments 

PttotoproducDcm of Open Charm 

£691 FOTnilab-Tagged Photon Liboraxofy(TPL) 

E687 Fermilab - Bind Band Beam 

NA14' CERN 

Hadroproduction of Open Charm 

£653 Fermilab - Hybrid Emulsion with it and p 

£769 Ferrnilab-HadronsaiTPL 

MA32 CERN-ACCMOR 

WA81 CERN-Omega 

7, Hadro- and Muo- Production of J/y and Y 

ES37 Fermilab - High Intensity Lab 
E772 Fermilab - Mass Focusing Spectrometer 
NMC CERN - New Muon Collaboration 
E687 Fermilab- Broad Band Beam 

Open Beauty 

WA78 CERN - tr Uranium interactions 



Table 2: Triggering schemes used by present experiments 

Eiperimeiu 

E69I/E769 

NA32 

WA82 

Trigger Charm Enrichment Comments 

Transverse energy modest x2-3 rejection factor 
Ei > a few GeV about 3, less biased 

ApairofK/p x7 for Ac and D s biased for D decays 
of opposite systematic error- 10% 
charge 

Impact Parameter xl5forD+ biased against short 
of at least 1 track lifetimes and charmed 
b"ween0.1 to 1mm baryons 
at primary vertex 

interests. Here m^ is the charm quark mass and tig is the exponent in the 
parametrizadon of the gluon structure function. 

Results on photoproduction of charm from E6°l have been published.[5l 
The new broad band photoproduction experiment ai FNAL, E687 , will extend the 
energy range of charm photoproductiro). The average photon energy has moved ftom 
] 00 GeV from NA14' at CERN to 145 GeV for E691 arid now. to 250 GeV in E6&7. 

E691 has recently deduced from their production cross section 
measurements a value for me and ng- [6| The input to this is the four quantities 
mentioned above and the ratio c(ex)/o(cx) which is found to be bigger than one. This 
is consistent with a string fragmentation type hadronization (string con nee lion of the c 
quark toa target diquark). Given thisand using nesl-i'Heading order calculations of 
the total cross section and leading order differential crass section shapes, they then 
performed a maximum likelihood fit to obtain a value of 1.74±G.15 for mc and 
7.I±2.2forn g 

4. Hadroproduction 

Hadroproductiun h more difficuli bolh theoretically and cxperimentaliy 
compared with photoproduction. Because of the large contribution from higher order 
terms, the magnitude of the cross section goes up by factor of 3 compared to the 
lowest order calculations, Moreover, the charm quark mass may be too light for the 
reliable application of perturtative QCD and the theoretical errors are las ge and hard to 
estimate. Experimentally, besides the smaller production ratio and the higher 
multiplicity, there are a few open issues making comparison of different results very 
confusing. In the past, experiments had only limited statistics, typically in a limited 
number of decay modes. The problem is further compounded by the fact that different 
incoming beam particles and different target materials have been used. Thus, to get a 
clear picture, one needs to understand the foJJowiftg: 

1} dependence on the atomic number of the target, 
2) dependence on the incident particle type, 
3) leading particle effects, 
4) stitmg forward component. 



By leading particle effect, we mean forward production of charm panicles 
which have one or more valence quarks in common with those of the incoming 
projectile. This in xN collisions, the leading mesons, the leading mesons are D" and 
D", Experimentally, based on small statistics, one experiment claimed that there are 
two components in charm meson production: a central one and a forward one with the 
forward component associated with the leading particles.[7] Table 3 is a summary of 
earlier result on charm hadroproducrion. Quite a few experiments have claimed the 
existence of a strong forward component (xf >0.5) and Table 4 summarizes the results. 
It is wonh noting dial none of these experiments possessed a precision vertex detector. 
Theoretically, both the leading particle effect and the strong forward component are not 
predicted by QCD calculations including Ihe higher order corrections. 

During the last year, results from a few high statistics charm 
hadraproduetion experiments have become available. The differential cross section is 
usually parametrized as (d^o/dxfdpf) • (l-xf)» e(-bpt) and the value of n and b are 

measured to determine the differential cross section. Tables5 and 6 summarize tile 
2 

results on xf and p, dependence of recent experiments. One can see that with high 

statistics, no large leading particle effect has been observed. In fact both NA32[8] and 
WA82[$] found that the leading particles art slightly more forward than the non-leading 
one but the difference is small. The three experiments using an incoming p beam at 
similar energies got a value of ft of about 3.5. However, E6S3 which used an 
incoming proton beam Df 800 GeV measured a value of 11±2 for n.[10) Comparing 
with earlier measurements at lower energy, one can see that the proton production 
seems increasingly central as the beam energy is increased. This suggests that the 
gluon structure function evolution will or important in interpreting the proton 
production data. New proton data is anticipated from £769 at 250 GeV. Higher 
energy n~ data will be available from the 650 GeV run of E653 and from the new 
FNAL experiment E791 which is the follow on to E769. The proton data from E653 
also shows that the Xf distribution is symmetrical around xf=0. 

The pt dependence seems fairly uniform across the range of incoming 
beam energies and incident particle type. However, NA32 observed a difference in 

Table 3: Earlier Measurements of 
Total Charm Cross Section 

Expt Interaction o(|ib) Comments 
NA27 360 GeV r p 31.6±5,4 DS.iUxf 

400Gevpp 30.2±3.3 DX>, all xf 

800Gevpp 51±15 D,D,allx f 

NA32 20DGeVit-Si 3.1±°j±0.3 D.D, xpO. 

K-Si 8.0±J|±0.5 D,5, xpO. 

pSi 1.5±0.7±0.1 D.D, xpO. 

BEAUTY Cross section 

WA7S 320GeV]rU o^ij = 3.1±0.4±1.0nb/nucleon 

NA10 2B6Gevit-W o^g = 14±Jnhmucleon 

23-



Table 4: Summary of Results on Forward Charm Production 

Experiment Enenjy(GeV) Sipu) Cross section Comment 

BIS-2 <E>-3S nN->AjCA"3») 
nN->D° 
nN->D-

a.B 2.3±1.1 ub *f>0.5 
28±14ub per carbon 
26±13ub nucleus 

n=I±0.5 

E400 <E>-600 nN->£. 

R«M Vs-62 PP->Ac 

R422 ^5*62 PP->J^c 

7 . 5 ± ^ i l . 9 n=1.5±1.3 

0otf<0.6 

15Ma7±37»»b n=l,7±0.3 
xf>0.5 

B5±50u.b D = 2 . 3 ± 0 3 

xp0.5 

WA62 <E>-135 2"N->=, 0.63±0.3jib *f»0.6 

Table S: Recent Xf Dependence Results 

Expt 
NA27 

NA32 

Beam 
360GeVir 

230GeVn-

WA82 340GeVn-

E769 250GeVit-

NA32 230GevK-

NA27 400CeVp 

E743 800GeVp 

E653 SOOGeVp 

Particle n 
A11D 3.S±0.6 

LEADING D ln-tS-6 
, 8 ± 0 . 5 

NONLEAD. 7 « ± 1 6 
7 * M . 4 

AUD 3.74±0.Z3 
LEADING D «»8$ 
NONLEAD. «<]? 

Ac , „ . 0 . 5 1 
3 " 5 2 ± 0 .4? 

D s 

* OJ4.0-93 

AUD 3.4010.45 

D+ 3.8±0.4 
DO 4.1 ±0.6 

AUD 1.08 i .56±Q 9 9 

D ^ 

4.9±0.i 

8.6±2.0 

U.0±2.0 
7.5i' 1.7 
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T*We 6: Recent pt Dependence Results 

Expt Beam 
NA27 360 GeV ir 

NA32 230 GeV it-

WA82 340 GeV ir 

E769 250 GeV jr 

NA32 230GevK-

NA27 400 GeV p 

E743 800 GeV p 

E653 800 GeV p 

Particle b (GeV-2) 
A11D 1.18±0.17 

AID 0.83±0.03 
Ac 0.84±0.09 
D s 0.59*0.10 

A11D 1.27±0.18 

D + 0.98±0.07 
DO 0.95±0.09 

0 32 
A11D l-J^M 

c,c~ 1.0*0.1 

c,cT 0,8±0.2 

z*T 1.1±0.2 
DJT 0.8010.15 

the value of b between leading and non-leading D mesons. Leading D mesons seem to 
be produced with a larger mean transverse momentum than the non-leading ones. 
Also, the D s mesons arc produced with larger mean transverse momentum than the D 
mesons. In fact, a few experiments (WA82, E653 and also NA32) noticed that there is 
a steep dependence for p, <5 GeV2 and a flarjer one for larger values. 

The only new data on charmed baryon production comes from 
NA32.I11,12,13) The production characteristics of Ac are : n=3.52± 0.50 and b = 
0.84±O.O9 GeV"2 similar to the ones of D mesons. No significant difference is 
observed between the production of panicle and the annparticle. 

New results on correlation are available from E653 and NA32.[14] E653 
has observed 44 charm pairs. The pairs are produced with Xf and p̂  dependences 
similar to those of the single particles. The correlation is seen more clearly in the 
azimuihal angle between the two charm particles in a plane transverse to the beam. A 
dear peak is seen at 180° which is what one would expect from the gluon-gluon fusion 
model. In fact, correlation is enhanced for particles where the pair has a large p̂  or 
high effective mass. The same correlation is enhanced for larger differences in xf of 
the two charmed particles 

NA32 has all together a total of 642 double charm events, 584 of which 
are consistent with charm-anticharm production. Aamuihal angle correlations have 
been studied for the D and D s mesons and Â . There is a clear peaking at 180° for DT3 
pairs, less pronounced for AeD combinarions and even weaker for DSD events. This 
peaking is only marginally stronger for leading D-mesons. Compared with die fusion 
model, the data from NA32 showed that the peaking at 180° is not as strong as 
predicted. However, die higher order processes are expected to reduce this peak. [ 151 

Table 7 summarizes the recent results on the production cross section. 
For some final slates, since the branching fraction is not known accurately, only the 
cross section times branching fraction is quoted. A few noteworthy features of these 
results are the near equality of Ag and anti-Ac production in a it' beam and the K' and 
irD production cross section. Another feature is that the total charm cross section for 
800 GeV protons is similar to what one might expect from lower energy V data when 



Table 7: Recent Open Charm Cross Section Results 

(linear A dependence assu 

Expl B e a m Particle 

NA32 230 OeV D<> 
ii- D + 

A11D 
D'+ 

Particle & mode 

D s --> KKn 

Ac-o-pIU 

5°~>pKK*° 

S + - - > S - r r + n + 
c 

z*-> r + K - i t + 

c 

Beam Panicle 

230 GeV AUD 
K" D s 

E653 800 OeV c,c" 

#Evenu> o (jib/nucleon) 
( j t f > 0 . 0 ) 

543 6.3±0.3±1.2 

249 3.2±0.2±0.7 

792 9,5±0.4±1.9 

147 3.4±0.3±0.8 

oB (ub/nuc)eon) 
60 .067±.011±.010 

147 O.18±.02±.O3 
.066 

3 . 0 1 9 ± . 0 1 1 ± 0 0 9 

3 0 .13±0.0S±^ 

2 0.012 

# Events o or GB 

31 8,5±1.6±1.2 
4 0.11±O.O6±0.02 

288±44 32±4±12 (ill x f ) 

it is extended to all charm final stales and all i f This is consistent with a harder gluon 

distribution in the IE and K 

Although all the hadroproduction experiments have assumed linear A 
dependence In presenting their cross section measurements, previous experiments have 
indirectly measured that the charm cross section to vary as A 0 * with a value of a equal 
to 0 7 6 for xf>0.2. On the other hand, QCD favors a value of one for a and linear A 
dependence seems to provide reasonable agreement among experiments with different 
target materials. Recently, two experiments, E769 (16] and WAS2 provide the first 
direct measurement of A dependence of open charm. These results, together with the 
high statistics JAf. Y and Y results from E772 [17] are presented in Table 8. The 
results indicate that for xpO, an A a parametrisition is quite adequate in describing the 
data with a in the range of 0.9 to 1.0. However, the data is now sufficiently big such 
thai the A dependence as a function of xf and p, can be studied. This information is 
useful' incc earliermeasurcments weredone at high xf values and also they can be used 
to check if higher twist effect is important in charm production. [ 18] 

The very precise new data from E772 on the A dependence of J/u/ 
production indicate that indeed, a is strongly dependent on xf and Pt* They also 
found that i / has the same A dependence as the ground state and the value of a for Y 
is larger and the suppression of Y production in heavy nuclear target is significantly 
less than for the lighter charm bound states. This cannot be explained within the 
framework of pcrturbslive QCD and one theoretical explanation which can 
accommodate these observations is the intrinsic charm mode). J19] 

5. Outlook 

The current situation for charm is that there is a great deal of new data 
being fully reconstructed and made available for analysis. In phoioproduction, there 
will be new results from NA14' and E687 which extend the range of photon energies. 
This will help to tie down the QCD parameters. In hadroproduction, die final data 
sample from WA82 will be about five times larger than what they have presented so 
far. These will provide a sample of few thousand fully reconstructed D mesons. The 
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Table 8: Recent A-Depertdence Results 

Photoproducrion 
E691 yA -> JA(f a »0.93 

HadropnxJucaon 

WA82 pA --> D'S 0.B9±.O5±.05 
E769 pA ->D + 0.97±.O7 

pA->D0 0.92±.08 
E772 pA->J/V. V" 0.92 

pA->Y(ls) 0.97 

0.<Xfe0.7 
0.«f<0.5 

0.<xf<0.6 

- 3 

full data set from E769 will provide measurements of the charm production 
characteristics of different beam particles and different target material. This wilt 
provide detailed informadon on the A dependence and beam panicle dependence. 
Results bom E653 will provide die first results on 7t of high beam energy. They will 
also provide a result for the beauty cress section which up till now has been limited to 
a few indirect measurements (hence model dependent) at CERN with lower energies. 

There are quite a number of heavy flavor experiments which are at the 
stage of data-taking born at CERN and FNAL. Two experiments at FNAL (E687 and 
E79I) will aim for very high statistics (>10K fully reconstructed charm decays). These 
very high statistics samples will finally allow adetailed study or the charm production 
and one can envisage to extract from the details of die measurement the more 
funJamenial physics interpretation of the results. At CERN, WA89 aims to study , 
among many other things, charmed baryon production using a hyperon beam. 

There are two experiments (£771 and E789) which specifically aim to do 
b-physics at FNAL. Both E791 and E687 will also study b-physics via the cascade 
decays of B to D's. There is a follow-on experiment to WA82 at CERN a*. J they will 
upgrade the trigger with a fast vertex trigger processor to do b-physics. Since the 
situation is tike the search for charm in the early 80s, it is premature to speculate 
precisely on how well these experiments will be able to do and what their limitations 
are. Suffice to say that each has die potential to find a couple hundred fully 
reconstructed beauty decays in a reasonable run. Besides providing a measurement for 
b production, lifetimes and branching ratios, they will also be useful as a R&D effort 
to determine the tm,.<t appropriate approach to do b-physics in a hadranic machine. 
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WEAK MATRIX ELEMENTS AND THE DETERMINATION OF THK 
WEAK MIXING ANGLES* 

Mark B. WISE 
Charles C. Laurilsen Laboratory of High Energy Physics, California Institute of 
Technology, Pasadena, CA 91125 

In the limit of QCD where hea^y quark masses go to infinity new symmetries 
appear which enable one to predict the hadronic form factors that occur in this 
semileptonic decays B -* DeveyB -* D*ti>< and AB — A<ei>f. These results may 
eventually improve our ability to extract the weak mixing angles from experimen
tal data on B and ^^t decay. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The main goal of this talk is to review a new method' for predicting, from 
QCD, the weak matrix elements that are needed to describe the »emileptonic 
decays; B —» Dtve,B —* D*e.ve and Aj —• Acei>e. The method also relates 
B —* pe&e semfJeptonic decay to D —* peut semileptonic decay. Since these 
are exclusive decays involving hadronic states nonperturbative strong interaction 
physics plays a role. The basic idea is to examine QCD in the limit where the 
heavy charm and bottom quark masses to go infinity. In this limit, QCD has new 
symmetries that allow us to get a handle on the nonperturbative strong interaction 
physics that occurs in the semileptonic decays of hadron* containing a single heavy 
quark. 

I will discuss briefly how the results on semileplonic decay matrix elements 
impact the determination of the weak Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskaw^ mixing an
gles. These angles parametrize the coupling of the IV-bosons to the quarks. In 
the stand' .rd six-quark model 

£ = - ^ ( u , c . ( > > „ ( l - - » 5 ) V ' a » " + h.c. (1) 

In eq. (1) W? is the H"-boson field and g? is th? weak 5U(2) gauge coupling. The 
quantity V is a 3 x 3 unitary matrix thai arises from diagonalizing the charge 2/3 

* This work supported by tlie L'.S Depi of Energy under contract No. DE-AHWAI-
ER40050 
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and charge —1/3 quark mass matrices. It can be written in terms of four angles 
01,62*03 and t. A standard paramctri2ation for V is2 

* K 2 CK2C3 - aiSit'* ClC23 3 + S2C3f,S j (2) 

J l JJ C1J2C3 + tf2Jj£,ft C1S2S3 - C2C3C** / 

where c» = cos0t and s, = »in0, for i = 1,2,3. Without loss of generality the 
angles 01,0^ and Jj can be chosen to lie on the first quadrant where their sines 
and cosines are positive. Then the quadrant of 5 has physical significance and 
cannot be fixed by convention. In the minimal standard model it is the angle 
6 which occurs in the phase that is responsible for the CP violation observed in 
ka*>n decays. Experimental information on tf-meson decays, hyperon and kaori 
decays and nuclear ? decay imply that the angles 0i,0j and 03 are small. From 
eqs. (1) and (2) it is evident that 0j is essentially the Cabibbo angle., the linear 
combination ($3 -f ste ) determines the strength of the 4 —* c coupling and the 
product sisj determines the strength of the b—* u weak coupling. 

In the minimal standard model the quarks get mass through Yukawa couplings 
to a Higgs doublet. The Yukawa coupling constants and hence the values of the 
quark masses ana mixing angles are fundamental qua: "ties whose values must 
be determined by experiment. While there is a feeling in the particle physics 
community that one should be able to predict the quark mixing angles and masses, 
this lies beyond the scope of the minimal standard model, 

2. EFFECTIVE THEORY FOR HEAVY QUARKS 
We are interested in the interaction of a heavy quark Q M'ith lrghl degrees 

of freedom (quarks and gluons) when the light degrees of freedom carry a four-
momentum much less than rrtQ- For such a situation it is appropriate to take 
the limit of QCD where mg —» oo with the four-velocity of the heavy quark 
v1* = pJj/"iQ fixed. The four-momeirturn ol the Vighl degrees of freedom are ne
glected compared with rriQ. In this limit creation of heavy quark-antiquark pairs 
is suppressed. The heavy quark simply travels in a straight worldline uodefiected 
by its interactions with gluons. 

li is easy to derive the Feynman rules for this effective theory by taking the 
limit of the usual Feynman rules for QCD. In QCD the propagator for the heavy 
quark is 

WQ + 'no> ... 
~3—ZT~ 3 ) 

For the heavy quark four-rrigmentum we write 

PQ = mQt) + k (4) 

where k is a residual four-momentum that we shall neglect compared with mq. 
Putting eq. (41 into eq. (31 and using u s = I the ptopagitot hecomes 

where terms of order [kfrnq) have been neglected. Eventually the f will stand 
next to the heavy quark field Q. Since $Q = Q the propagator (5) finallv becomes 

In QCD the vertex for a gluon with four momentum k interacting, with a heavy-
quark is 

isT'l, (7) 

with y is the strong coupling constant and Ta a color SU(3) generator. Since 
the heavy quark remains approximately on-she!] as it propagates the -^ in cq. 
(7) is essentially sandwiched between on-sbell spinors. Applying the Gordon 
decomposition and neglecting terms of order kfrnq the gluon vertex becomes 

igl+v*. (8) 

These Feynman rules are a consequence of the Lagiangian density5-* 

C = iQi*DMQ (9) 

where D? is a covariant derivative and Q is the field for a heavy quark with four-
velocity t\ In eq. (9) the heavy quark field has been rescaled by the factor ttm*-* 



so that the derivative produces a factor of the residual momentum. In the effect! ve 
theory, the coupling of the heavy quark to gluons is independent of its mass and 
spin. It does, however, depend on the heavy quark's four-velocity. Note that the 
effective theory is not a nonrelativistic description of the interactions of the heavy 
quark. The four-velocity v can have spatial components of order unity. 

This effective theory has symmetries not manifest in Q C D 1 . Since the in
teractions of heavy quarks are independent of then masses if there are A' heavy 
Savors Qj j ~ l,...N then the theory has a SU(N) flavor symmetry (actually 
SU(N)xU( l ) ) . At this point it is worth reviewing the flavor symmetries that 
occur in nature. The six-quarks u,c/, $ , c , M naturally break into two groups of 
three. The light u , d and s quarks have masses that are less than the QCD scale 
( m , =s 0.005 GeV, md =r 0.01 GeV, m , =r 0.15 GeV). This gives rise to an approx
imate SU(3) flavor symmetry of QCD. The flavor symmetry arises not because 
the light quark masses are almost equal, but rather because the quark masses 
are small compared with the QCD scale, AQCD- It is important to understand 
the origin of this symmetry. For example, even though the pion and kaon are 
in the same multiplet of this symmetry group tt is a mistake to use it to deduce 
that the pion and kaon masses are almost equal (recall mw ~ 0.14 GeV, m/,- ĉ  
0.49 GeV}. The pion and kaon are pseudoGoIdsMne bosons; their masses go to 
zero as the light quark masses go to zero. One should apply the SU(3) (light 
quark) flavor symmetry to quantities which go to a constant as the light quark 
masses go to zero. For example, a legitimate application would be to deduce 
that the proton and cascade are almost degenerate. The remaining three quarks 
c,b,i have masses large compared with the QCD scale (mt ^ 1-8 GeV, rrt(, S: 5.2 
GeV, mt > 90 GeV). We have just seep that this implies a second SU(3) flavor 
ftymrnetry of nature. The heavy quark flavor symmetry arises not because the 
heavy quarks are almost degenerate but rather because their masses are all Urge 
compared with the QCD scale. Again t it is important to understand the physical 
origin of the symmetry. For example, it would be a mistake to use the heavy 
flavor SU(3) symmetry to deduce that the B and D mesons should have the same 
mass (experimentally m$ Cz 5.3 GeV, m p =r 1.9 GeV). These arc quantities which 
go to infinity as the heavy quark masses go to infinity. The heavy quark flavor 
symmetry should be applied to relate quantities which go to a constant as the 

heavy quark masses go to infinity. 

Since the strange quark mass is not very small compared with A Q C D there 
are sizable corrections (typically ~ 30 96) to the predictions of light quark flavor 
symmetry. Similarly, the charm quark mass is not extremely large compared with 
the QCD scale so we can expect sizable corrections to the predictions of heavy 
quark flavor symmetry. 

The effective theory for the interaction of a heavy quark Q with light quarks 
and gluc-ns has an SU(2) symmetry generated by the spin SQ of the heavy quark « l 

This spin symmetry has important experimental consequences. Consider the low-
lying mesons with Qtq flavor quantum numbers (Qj is a heavy quark of flavor j . ) 
Both the spin of the heavy quark SQi and the spin of the light degrees of freedom 
$t = $ — Sqt aw good quantum number*. States of total spin S are made from 
combining SQ{ = 1/2 with Sr. Since the dynamics are completely independent of 
SQJ the spectrum will consist of degenerate multiplets related by the spin of the 
heavy quark. The lowest lying mesons with Q,q flavor quantum numbers have 
St - 1/2 (this is a dynamical assumption about QCD that is consistent with the 
observed spectrum) and so we get degenerate 5 = 0 and S = 1 states denoted by 
Py and PJ. The P} and PJ stales (at rest with 5 1 = 0) are 

I^) = ^{IU)- | IT)} 00a) 

W = ^<IU>+ 111)1 (106) 

in a notation where ihe first arrow refers lo SQ and the second arrow refers to 
Sf. The spin of the heavy quark relates these mesons 

sV>) = ^\p;)' (ID 

Experimentally mrj . — mj> ir 0.14 GeV. The fact that this mass splitting (which 
arises from a 1/m, correction to the Lagrangian density in eq. (9) ) is small 
compared with the QCD scale lends support to the point of view that the charm 
quark mass is large enough to apply the heavy quark spin and flavor symmetries 
discussed above. 



The heavy quark spin and flavor symmetries of the effective theory endow us 
with considerable predictive power. Consider, for example, the matrix clement 

(P j l i - ' t lQ^Q. ! W ) } l^r-p.mPi = /+(„ + v \ + /-(«• - v% . (12) 

In eq. (12) we have used the conventional normalization of meson states which 
contains a factor of the mas9 of the state. Because of this normalization it is thr 
matrix element divided by ^mp.mp, (as appears on the l.h.s. of eq (12)) that is 
independent of the heavy quark masses. We have chosen to label the meson states 
by their velocity rather than by their momrjitum. This is convenient because the 
heavy quark flavor aymmei ry relates states of the same velocity but different mass 
and hence different momentum. On the right- hand side of eq. (12) /+ and /_ 
are Lorentz invariant form factors which are functions of v • v'. We have put a 
tilde over them since eq. (12) is not the usual definition for the form factors. 
Conventionally, one writes (p„ = "ip.t'dP'n = n , P i l ' i ) 

(P J<f')IQ J7,Q.|J°.(3) = A ( W ) „ + / - ( P - P ' | 1 1 • ( isl 

Comparing eqs. (12) and (13) gives the following relationship between J± and / ^ 

, J / Imp /mf , \ : 1 / Imp /mp~\ ; , . 
2 v V m P . \mP,/ 2 \ V mP. \mP,J 

, ' ( / m P , IWP,\ -, 1 { lmP, {™pT\ -r 

In a transition where Q, with four-velocity i is changed by the action of ilw 
current into Q, with four- velocity •r' the heavy quark fields satisfy 

' « , = <?. : Q,t' = Q,- (15) 

This implies that 

/ - = 0 . (ISo! 

When v = v' the operator QJ-JOQI is related to a generator of the heavy quark 
flavor symmetry. Since the action of the generators on the states infixed its matrix 

element is known. This yields 

/+U) = 1 • (166) 

Note that eqs. (16a) and (16b) are not the same as what would be obtained from 
an "ordinary" manifest flavor symmetry which predicts6 /_ = 0 and /+(1) = 1 
(eqs. (16) do reduce to this when mp, c= mo ). 

It is appropriate to use the effective theory to calculate the matrix element 
(12). Initially, the light antiquark and gluons carry a four-momentum of order 
AqcDf and finally they carry a. four-momentum of order AqcDf'- So even though 
the total momentum transfer squared 

i = (p' - P)2 = ™\ + nip, - impjnp^ - v' (17) 

is large the momentum transfer squared felt by the light degrees of freedom is 

only of order 

The heavy quark spin symmetry can be used to determine other matrix elements 

which invoke P, —> Pj transitions. Consider 

</>,>-'. OlQj-^-.sQ.LP.in) /^mp^p. = / , ; + 2 + ( t * • i.)(,- + v 1), 

+ «-(£" • r)(t - r')„ , (19) 

{ P ; ( F \ f ) | Q J ^ Q J P , ( f ) ) / v / m f l m ^ = &„„, c ' W . (20) 

The Lorentz invariant form factors / .a+.f i - and g are functions of v • u'. These 
form factors can be related to /+ using the spin symmetry. For example, 

(P,(0)IQ,-»:>Q,!A(vl) , 

= 2 ( 4 / ; ( 0 . 0 ) | Q / T , Q , | P , / F ) ) . 

= 2 { p ; ( 0 . 0 ) | ! ^ . Q j 1 3 Q 1 ] | P , ( , - ) } . 

= -(i';(0.0)IQ J- l l>75Q,|f.(T-)} . 

Other relations of this type, eq. (SI), eqs. (15) and eqs. (16) allow us to express 
all the form factors f±,a±,f.g in terms of a single function £(t • u') normalized 



at threshold {v ~ v') to unity. Explicitly 1 

U = Z{vv') , / - = 0 (22.) 

/ = [ l + t . - r ' K ( r . r ' ) (226) 

(a + + a_) = o . { a + - a ^ = -£>•>- ') . (22rf) 

(See refs. 7 and 8 for a simpler method of deriving these relations.) In the 
case Q, = bQ} = c these are the form factors rehvant for the semileptonic decays 
B —* Dci>e and B —• D*tzut. We have seen that it the effective theory all the form 
factors for these decays are determined at threshold (where in the rest frame of the 
decaying B meson the final D or D* meson is also at rest), Away from threshold 
their shape is determined in terms of a single function {(r • i*'). However, these 
results are true in the effective theory; what precisely is ,he relationship between 
the full theory of QCD and ihe effective theory? 

3. RELATIONSHIP BETWEEK ^ C D AND THE EFFECTIVE THEORY 

Consider the vector current Q3~)nQ\- In QCD Lhis operator doe* not require 
renormalization since ii is a partially conserved current. However, at one loop 
its matrix elements (e.g.. those considered in the previous section) do involve 
logarithms of the heavy quark masses (divided hy a typical momentum of the 
light degrees of freedom). In the effective theory these finite logarithms become 
ultraviolet divergence sinre the heavy quark masses are taken to infinity. In 
the effective theory the vector current Q J " ^ Q I requires renormalization and it 
has dependence on the subtraction point p. The relationship between the vector 
current in QCD and the vector current in the effective theory is (no sum on t and 
J) 

0 / > , Q . = C , I Q / J , Q . + . . . (23) 

where the ellipsis denotes other possible Lorentz structures (e.g,.. QjQii^ and 
QjQii'p) and higher dimension operators. Their effects are suppressed by the 
QCD fine struriure constant evaluated at a heavy quark mass scale or by powers 

of A Q C D / ™ * ? , a n d ^QCX>/7r,Q,- The coefficient Cit has been determined, in the 
leading logarithmic approximation. For mQt > TT\Q! >> / / ' * 

L o , ( m g J J I a,(li) J 

Here 

33 - 2A> 
(25) 

where A'/ is the number of quark flavors which contribute to the beta function in 

the momentum interval between ")g, and mQf, and 

8 [ f r ' r ( r - r ' ) - l l 
<"• = — S T ^ v } — ( 2 5 ) 

with .\", is the number of quark flavors appropriate to Ihe momentum interval 

between m g ; and /j . In eq. (26} 

r[v • ,•') = . ' If, (r .•' + JU--V'F-A • (2f) 
v/[t' r )• - 1 \ / 

At v = i-' the operator Q J - ^ Q I is related to a generator of heavy quark flavor 
symmetry and il should not he renormalized Indeed, we see from eqs. (24). 
(26| and (27) that, since r( 1) = l.Cj,(>i) is independent of ti for f = f'. The 
relationship between the axial current in QCD and in the effective theory IIAS the 
same form [this is ensured by the spin symmetries) 

< 3 J V ! S < ? . = f'j.Qj->-.-»Q' + ' - - ( - s > 

with r- j , the same as occurs in eq. (33). Therefore in QCD the form fpctors 

f±.a-..f and j . are given by inakinp the replacement 

f-<V (291 

in eq S . (22). 



Note that , because the currents require renormalizatton in the effective theory, 
the function t, depend? on the subtraction point p. This dependrnr** cancels that 
of C}, so thai the form factors (which are physical quantities) are subtraction 
point indepeu J ent . For ti of order the QCD scale £ contains no large logarithms 
and it is expected to have a slope at threshold of order unity. On the other hand, 
for very large heavy quark masses the dependence of C,, ort v v' is rapid, h 
follows that for very large heavy quart masses, in the region near threshold, the 
dependence of £ on r - v' can be neglected (i.e., 4 can be set to unity) and it is CJt 

that determines the shape of the form factors. In the physical case Q, — b,Qj = c 
(relevant for serrrileptonic B decay) this is not lively to be a good approximation. 
For B —* Devt decay over the whole available phase space, v*v' = 1 to v- v — 1,6, 
the function CJt decreases by only about \d% (for or(fi) = 1). 

4. WEAK MIXING ANGLES 

There arc several approaches available to determine the magnitude of the 
CabVbbo-Kobayaahi-Maskawa matrix elements Vjt, and Vj f . Since the &-quark 
is heavy compared to the QCD scale inclusive semileptonic B meson decay can 
be approximated by 6-quark decay. Corrections to this picture are presumably 
suppressed by factors of AQCD/"I&- The &-quark decay either proceeds through 
the 6 —• c or b —* M IV-boson couplings. So 

T I B - A ' e r e ) 2 : r ( f r - + t t ! 0 e ) + r ( & - . ucue) (30) 

where 

Tib -» cev,) - — - ^ Ifimrfmi) , (3la) 

In eq. (31) g is a function that takes into account the effects of the charm quark 
mass; it is about equal to one-half. Experimentally Lhe 6 —• c transition do.muates 
th«r rate. From the measured i?-meson lifetime rg =: L 0 _ 1 J sec a n J sernileptpnic 

branching ratio (-* 10%) eq, (31a) implies (for m 6 = 5,2 GeV} 

| V V | 2 ^ 0 . 2 x l O ~ 2

f (32) 

Because eq, (?Ia) is proportional to -m\ it is verv sensitive to the value of the 
6-quark mass. If we had used ntt, = 4.7 GeV then value of | V y 2 would increase 
by &)% over what is given in eq- (32). 

Another approach to determining mixing angles is to use predictions for par-
ticuiar final states, Experimentally, the rate for semileptomc B decay rs dominated 
by two processes; B —*• Deut and B —* D"cvt. The rates for these processes are 
determined by the magnitude of V^ and by ib r matrix elements 

{Div'^npblBit)) , (33a) 

( D V ) | c V l £ ( » ) > , (336) 

{D'(v')}^yi,b\B(v)) . (33e) 

The matrix elements of eqs. (33) involve nonperturbative strong interaction 
physics. Despite this v we have seen in the previous two sections that the form fac' 
tora that characterize these matrix elements are determined at threshold (where 
v = i1') and that they have a shape determined by a single function of v • v'. 
(In principle the shape can be measured.) These predictions are enough to ex
tract the magnitude of V^ from data on the exclusive B semileptonic decays. (At 
present the data is not good enough for this method to be superior to that based 
on the inclusive decay rate.) The weakest feature of this approach is treating the 
charm quark as very heavy. Perturbativg corrections of order & s(m c)/ff have been 
computed 8 - 1 0 and they are not large. Recently the AQCO/^C corrections have 
been characterized. 1 1 These involve the matrix elements of new operators that 
are not computable without relying on numerical lattice Monte Carlo methods. 
However, at threshold there are no hQcf)/mc corrections to the form factor / . 
This should eventually allow a very accurate determination of \Vct\ from experi
mental data on B —* D*evt 

In Z° decays at LEP many A& baryons will he produced. This state has 
St = 0. The form factors for the semileptonk decay A* - • Arcr, car be predicted 



using the heavy quark spin and flavor symmetries. Writing 

< A c ( r \ y ) | c V | A f c ( { \ * ) } - u ( P ' . # ' ) [ f i > + r V „ + F i ( ; ] W ( r . * ) (34) 

and 

the heavy quark spin and flavor symmetries imply ti.at the six Lorentz invarianL 
form factors G i , G i , G3, F\, Fi and F$ can be expressed in terms of a single func
tion i j ( i 'V) normalized to unity at threshold (i.e., ^(1) = 1). Explicitly 3 2 (baryop 
states are normalized to f f l / m s ) 

F i = G : - t e r l i^rJ ^"^ ,36a) 

f 2 = F3 = Gi = Gz = 0 , (36fr) 

The ^QCDI1T^C corrections to these form factors have also been characterized. 1 1 

Amazingly these introduce no new Functions of v • v' but only add pieces to {36) 
proportional to A/m,-, where A = m\b — mb = TT(AJ. — m c . This decay may 
eventually also piay a role in determining |Vi c|. 

Although the i - » 11 coupling is responsible for only a small fraction of the 
semiteptonk B decays, ji is possible to isolate this coilribution [without recon
structing hadronic final states) by examining the electron spectrum 

~(B-.Xci,.). (37) 

Kinematically, the production of final hadronic states A' with mass m\ is forbid
den for electron energies greater than 

( £ ( U = l"'fl - r?i* v)/2fflj - (3S) 

The lowest mass particle containing a charm quark is the D meson with a mas& 
of 1.9 Ge \ , So by examining the endpoint region E, > 2.W GeV one is sure to he 

focussing on the 6 -* u contribution. What is needed is a method for normalizing 
the electron spectrum in this region. Unfortunately, one cannot justify the use 
of the free quark decay picture lor tin* production of low mass hadronic final 
s t a tes" (e.g., p and r ) . The heavy flavor symmetries allow another approach to 
determining | l - j u | . The heavy flavor symmetry plus ordinary isospin symmetry 
implies, for example, t ha t 1 - 1 3 

(Kf.ohh.0 -Tim*-)) = ( ^Y / 2 [=4=41""" 
^ ' \™D/ Ltt»(m<-)J (39) 

y[ktt)\dlfi(l "te)c|/)(iO) -

Eq. (39) is valid (in the rest frame of the £7 and D) for light four-momenta k small 
compared with the heavy quark masses. Since in Cabibbo suppressed semileptonic 
decay D —• peve the weak mixing angles are known the right hand side of eq. (39) 
can be determined experimentally. With this information experimental data on 
B —* ptut will allow a determination of |Vi B | . If one uses light quark SU(3) 
flavor symmetry, instead of isoxpin symmetry, then the decay D —• K*evt can be 
used for the r.h.s of eq. (39). The form factors for this decay have already been 
measured. 1 4 Again, the weakest feat urruf this program is the neglect of AQcr>/m c 

corrections. Considerable theoretical and experimental effort will be required to 
assess the accuracv of this method. 
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Recent Results from CLEO I and A Glance at CLEO II Data 

Yuichi Kubota 
University of Minnesota, Minneapolis. MN 55455 

Abstract 

We present highlights of results based on 428 pb" of e + e ' 
annihilation data taken with the CLEO I detector at CESR (Cornell 
Electron Storage Ring). Measuring the branching frac!ions for 
B~-iD°r vand fib-)D+/~v we estimate that IVb cl~0.040. The 
ratio of semilcptonic widths for final states with vector and 
pseudo-scalar D mesons are determined to be 2.6+1.1, and the 
ratio of B~ and 6 ° lifetimes, z(B~)h( B")=O.S9±0A9±0M. We 
have observed the decay D j ^ ^ ' v . wtn-h leads to a determination 
of absolute D/decay branching fractions. The asymmetry we 
have observed in the decay / + ->Ait 4 demonsi.ttes a violation of 
parity conservation in the weak decay of a charmed particle. The 
CLEO II detector started operation in the fall of I "TO. Wc report 
on the performance of its Csl calorimeter. 

1. Introduction 

The e + e ~ annihilation data used in the analyses wc report 
here were collected with the CLEO I detector in 1987 at Cornell 
Electron Storage Ring (CESR). 212 pb"1 of tlie data were taken on 
the Y(4S) resonance, 102 pb of the data, at an energy below the 
y(4S), and 116 pb"1 of the data, on the V(5S) resonance. In B 
physics analyses, the former two sets of data are used. The 
second set is used to estimate the contribution of continuum c e~ 
annihilations in the first. In the other analyses, all three sets are 
used. 

© Y. Kubota 1991 



The CLEO detector1 went through a major upgrade in its 
tracking system. The main drift chamber consists of 51 layers of 
wires, I1 of which are stereo, and cathode pads on the inner and 
outer walls. It measures the specific ionization of particles lo a 
6.5% accuracy.2 Inside the main chamber is a 10-laycr vertex 
chamber with cathode pads. The innermost chamber provides 
additional three layers of tracking with straw tubes.3 The 
momentum resolution using the whole system is (5p/p)2 = 
<0.23%p)2 + (0.7«JJ, where p is in GeV/c. 

One of the most recent results in B physics is the 
measurements of the branching fractions for the decay 
8~->DDI v and B°->D+t v. We discuss these measurements as 
well as (heir implications in Chapter II. We have observed the 
decay Dp+fyfv, which allows us to calculate the branching 
fractions of Dg decays, as reported in Chapter III. In Chapter IV. 
we describe the observation of a non-zero hclicity polarization of 
the A in the decay Ac -*/lit+ , which demonstrates a violation of 
parity conservation in the weak decay of a charmed particle. 
Finally, in Chapter V, we demonstrate the high performance of 
the Csl-crystal calorimeter. 

II. £-»£)/ v4 

QCD effects in semileptonic B decays can be summarized in 
terms of form factors, and are easier lo understand than hadronic 
decays. Wc calculate the Kobayashi-Alaskawa matrix element 
VC|, in a way similar to the way V uj and V u s were measured 
using pseudo-scalar meson decays,* The differential decay ra(c% 
as functions of momentum transfer, q2, >Dton momentum, p;. 
and the polarization of the charmed meson (if it is a D') would 
provide constraints on the form factors which have been 
estimated by various models,6-7-8 

We present the first measurements of the exclusive 
branching fractions BjB~-*DTv) and BlB~-tD*T v) and a new 
measutement of B( B°->D+l~ v). Using the average of 
B i r - t f l V v ) and B( fJ0-»£>+f v) we calculate IVbcl. Then 
combining B( B°-*Dt+l v)? with the current results, we derive 
the lifetime ratio of the B~ and B°, t~/t'>. and the ratio of vector 
meson (D") and pseudo-scalar meson (D) productions in the 
semileptonic B decay. 

We search foT the decays D"-+KV and D + -*K~x+x* in 
events with at least one lepton candidate. Figure I shows the 
K'n^ and K~n+x+ invariant mass distributions in Y(4S) and 
continuum samples. Existence of the D° and D+ in these events is 
evident. Many processes contribute to these signals. They are: 

(a) B-tDl v~decays. 
(b) B->D'I v decays, where we ignore n 's or -fs from D* 

decays. 
(c) B->D"l v decays orfi-+D'*)Xl V decays, where X=nji's. 

Since we cannot distinguish these two, we consider 
them together. 

(6) y(4S)-»B^S0, B"-fDX a,id B°->mixin$-> B°~*fX; or 
Y(4S)-* BB, B~*DX and B-tDX followed by D-tl'X. The 
latter contributes many fewer events. 

(e) lepton candidates are misiden'ified hadrons (fake 
leptons) 

(f) continuum contribution. 
The continuum contribution (f) is reduced using a difference in 
event shapes between BB and continuum events. We require 
that the ratio of Fox-Wolfram moments R2 be less than 0.4. With 
this cut only 5% of spherical BB events are lost while 55% of the 
continuum events are rejected. The remaining continuum 
contribution is removed statistically by subtracting properly 
scaled continuum data from the V(4S) data. Fake lepton 
contribution (e) is subtracted using hadron misidentification 
probability and the number of events which have D and potential 
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Figure I . Invariant mass distributions for D candidates in events 
containing identified leptons. The histograms show 
scaled continuum data. The solid lines are the fits to 
the spectra. 

/ candidates (tracks which satisfy the same Fiducial volume 
requirement that lepton candidales are subject to). The hadron 
misidentification probability is calculated using a lepton poor 
V( IS) decay sample, as well as a sample of it's and protons from 
A j and A decays which are identified using their separate 
secondary vertices. 

Since B°B°mixing is the major source of (d), k.iowing the 
mixing r a l e 1 0 we can calculate its relative contributions to Dl~ 
and Dl final states [the latter stale results from process (d) if 8 
docs not mix|. By counting the number of D ( + candidates [which 
are mostly from process (d)J. we can, therefore, estimate 1 1 the 
number of Dl due to this process (d). Before we subtract this 
background, we attempt to reduce it using its difference in 
kinematics from signal processes we are interested in, namely, 
processes (a-c). Since while D and /" tend to be in the opposite 
hemisphere in the processes (a-c), there is no direction 
correlation between the two particles in the background process 
(d). Therefore, we require that the angle between the D and C , 
Bin satisfy COSBDI~<0. We remove the remaining contribution 
from process (d) in our sample by subtracting the properly scaled 
PI* sample. 

We use distributions of the missing mass squared ( M M ) of 
the system recoiling against Dl (the mass of X for the decay 
B-tDl X ) , in order to distinguish various contributions. As seen in 
Figure 2, the distributions of those candidates from (a-c) will 
center around M M = 0 , whereas the one from (d) extends to large 
negative values. We obtain the Df yield in a given M M interval 
by plotting K~n+{x+) invariant mass distributions for 
combinations whose M M falls in that interval. Then we fit them 
with a Gaussian representing the D signal and a polynomial 
background. Figure 3 shows M M distributions obtained in (his 
way for C T a n d DT candidates. When we subtract the 
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contribution of process (d), we use the shape of the MM 
distribution from Monte Carlo simulation of mixed events, and 
the normalization determined from the number of DI+ 

combinations in order to improve the bin-tn-bin statistical 
fluctuation of subtraction. The MM distributions after the 
subtraction are shown in Figure 4 for D+l and D°C, 

In order to diuiguish among processes (a-c), wr utilize the 
differences in the D momentum spectra and MM distributions 
expected for them. The predictions by ISGW* are shown in 
Figure 5. The form factors are Su.h .hat process (a) gives hard D 
spectrum (80% of D's have momenta above 1,5 GeV/c), whereas 
that from (b-c) is somewhat softer (only 50% of D's fall in the 
same momentum range). The predictions of other models 7- 8 are 
very similar. The MM distribution from (a) centers almost 
exactly at zero with a width of about 0.3 (GeV/c 2 ) 2 . 1 2 The MM 
distribution from (b) centers at 0.3 (GeV/c 2 ) 2 above (a), and that 
from (c) centers at 1 (GeV/c 2 ) 2 and extends above 2 (GeV/c 2 ) 2 . 
In order to fully utilize these two variables, we make two MM 
distributions for D+l~ (and two for D°f): one witii D momenta 
above 1.5 GeV/c; and the other below 1.5 GeV/c. We fit each MM 
distribution to the sum of the MM distributions predicted fcr the 
processes (a-c): 

F(MM)=AD F/> (MM)+A0*Fo*(MM)+Ao**F0"(MM). 

where A D , AO« and Ao" are the number of the D, D* and £>"-
The functions Frj, Fo* and Fo** are normalized so that their 
integrals are unity. For each of the processes (a-c) we constrain 
the ratio of its contributions to high and low D momentum 
samples to the value ISGW6 model predicts. Furthermore, the 
contribution of B°->D*+l v is constrained using its measured 
branching fraction.9 The results of the fits are shown in Figure 4 
by a solid line along with the contribution from each process. 
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Figure 4. Missing mass squared distributions after subtracting 
the contribution from process where the D comes from 
one B and the lepton comes from the other B. The fits 
to the distributions in solid curve (higher one), as well 
as various components are displayed. B-tDI v (solid 
line), B-iDTv.D-tDX (dashed line), fl-»D"fv, 
D"->DX (dotted line). 
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Since the sample with D momenta below 1.5 GeV/c is 
dominated by already-measured 0* + /"v decays' (0*°f v decay 
does not feed into this mode) and, furthermore, the D* signal in 
(hat sample is statistically very weak due to a large combinatory 
background, we do not use it. 

Fitting the 0° data alone yields the following number of B°'s 
for processes (a)-(c): 

AD°= 42 ± 14, Ac*(D°) = 218 ± 35, and A D "(0°) = 79 ± 29 

in the entire D° momentum range, while fitting the Z) + data alone 
gives 

A D

+ = 54 ± 18, and A D " ( D + ) = 27 ± 17 

in theD + momentum range above 1.5 GeV/c. AD* is fixed using 
the B( B°-tD'*rv)? 

If we impose in the fit an isospin symmetry constraint (the 
ratios of D'l~~v and Dl ~v rales are the same for the B" and B~ 
decays): 

T( fl°-tD*+/""v) r(B~->D*°rv) 
n if-iD+rv) ' rxe~->B°fv)' 

we obtain 
AD°= 39 ± 14, AD"(0°) = 220 ± 25, and A D " < 0 ° ) = 79 ± 28; and 

Arj*= 54 ± 18, and \D"(D*) = 27 ± 16. 
Furthermore, 

rt i zW)* +fv) r(B_-./j*°/"v) 
- ~ — - — - * • = ' = 2.6± 1.1. 
r( B°->D+i v) r(B""-»D°/"v) 

The fit gives a chi-squared per degree of freedom. xVDF, of 0.5. 



The branching fractions B(0°-*D+/"v) and b{B~->D°l v) can 
be calculated by 

B(f?-»D+/"v) = , K l r

S°*——— , and 

B(B-->D°m) = , „ , A p 0 „ — , 
2N4sfunED 0/£jEs 

where 2N4S = N B = 480,000 is the total number of B mesons, f+-
and foo are the fractions of V(4S) decays to B B~ and B° Ba, Cot is 
the efficiency for detecting the D in a semilcptonic B decay, E; is 
the efficiency for finding a leplon with momentum p/> 1.4 GcV/c 
(62"96 for electrons and 41% for muons.) E 5 is the leplon 
momentum acceptance, and E x is the fraction of the 0 * in the 
momentum range above 1.5 GeV/c. Wc obtain 

B(fl°->D+fv) = (1.8 ± 0.6 ± 0.3)r=V<. , and too 

B(B~->D°fv) = (1.6 ± 0.6 ± 0 . 3 ) ~ % . 
< + -

The former result agrees well with ARGUS result of 
(I.6±0.5±0.5)(0.5/f o o )%. The systematic errors arc dominated by 
the uncertainties in the background estimate in the fit and the 
contribution of B°->D*+r~v. 

We obtain the branching fraction B(B"->/>*°/"v) from 
A D " ( £ > ° ) after subtracting Ihe contribution (iutnBa->D"*l v (87 
events). We find 

BOT-tO-ofv) = (4.1 ± 0.8 ± g ' ^ p t f . . 

Note that this result is not statistically independent from the 
previous two due to Ihe isospin symmetry constraint we have 
introduced. 

We calculate the rate for B - * / ) f v using r(fl-»D/"v) = 
B(B-»D/ v)/z{B). Since we do not know ihr lifetime of charged 
and neutral B mesons individually, we use the lifetime measured 
al higher energy e + e " colliders for an unknown mixture of 
various b-flavored particles, and assign 20% error to account for 
Ihe uncertainly in this procedure. For B(fJ-»Df" v ) we use the 
average of B<B°-rf)+/"v) and B(B~-»0 o/~v) assuming U- =f o o =0.5 . 
The final result is only weakly dependent on the values of f„-
and foo since when one branching fraction increases, the olher 
decreases. We obtain 

B(B->Dfv) 
r(B->DI v ) = -=- = (1.5±0.4±0.4)xlO I 0s-'. 

T(fl) 
This result implies th?t IVbcl=0.037±0.005 in the ISGW model and 
IVi,J=0.043±0.006 in the WSB' and KS» models. As our final 
result we average these two values (in the absence of a belter 
way) and obtain IVb cl=0.O4O±0.006±0.006. The systematic error 
reflects the difference among the models. This agrees well with 
the result obtained from BlB'-tD'l'v) of (0.039±0.004). 

As noted above, we obtain the ratio of semilcptonic widths 
for final slates with vector and pseudo-scalar D mesons, 

ft B ° - . 0 * Y v) r(B~-tD"Y"v) 
= 7 ~ = 2.6± I.I. 

r ( B ° - . D + / v ) r(B~-tDa(\) 
This is independent of the values of f 0 0 and f._ and is compatible 
with theoretical predictions, which vary from 2.3 to 3.1, as well 

3 7 
as the value found by the ARGUS collaboration'3 of 3.3±,' , . 



Isospin symmetry implies r(B°-»£>*+rvJ=r(B ->D*"i\) and 
r(tf>-*D+f':v)=r(B~-iDorv). Therefore, the lifetime ratio of charged 
and neutral B mesons can be calculated from the ratio of 
semileptonic branching fractions. 

r(B~) B(B~->D*Tv) B(B"-»B°fv) fDO 
±=~=~z z—^=-^ — - - (0.89±0.19±0.13): n f i 

t(B°) B(B°-»0* +fv) B(B°-*D +fv) u 

The systematic error is dominated by the uncertainties in the 
determination of the background levels under the D peaks, and 
the size of Jr-<D*+fX feeding into our Dl samples. This result is 
consistent with our previously published limits, 1 4 and a recent 
indirect measurement by ARGUS. 1 5 Theoretical predictions for 
this ratio lie in the range between 1.0 and 1.2. Note that this 
result is sensitive to the change in f 0 0 and f+-. 

III. Observation of the Decay Dj-*(il + v 1 6 

Although .he Ds mason has been observed in several decay 
modes, there have been no measurements of an absolute 
branching fraction. We accomplish this by observing the decay 
DUtt+v. 

The branching fraction of the decay Dj'-4$/ tv can be 
calculated since the partial decay width may be inferred from the 
partial width for the decay D + -*K t+v. The difference in the form 
factors and decay phase spaces are such that 

r{Dpt<fl+v) = 0.&r(D+^K'tvV 

From the ratio of the lifetimes of these two particles, 

r , m (D£ = 2.3r, 0,(D +).i« 

Therefore, we obtain 

B(Dj-»»i+v) = 0.35B<D+-tA:*/+v) = <1.3S±0.37)%. 

Due to missing v, the distribution of the invariant mass of 
• / would not form a narrow Gaussian peak but rather extend 
from the threshold of 1 GeV/c 2 up to the O j mass of 1.97GeV/c 2. 
.Since the majority of the ot is produced in the momentum range 
above 2.5 GeV/c, and there are many fewer random background 
combinations in that momentum range than in the lower 
momentum range, we require that the momenta of <>(* candidates 
be greater than 2 GeV/c, which approximately corresponds to the 
Ds momentum of 2.5 GeV/c. We also require that the 
momentum of the 0 be greater than 1 GeV/c. The implication of 
this cut is described later. 

Figure 6 shows K*K~ invariant mass distributions for 
events with either identified electrons or muons. As described 
above, The momentum and invariant mass requirements on the 
$/ candidates as well as the momentum requirement on the $ 
candidates have been imposed. There are 49 $ candidates in the 
electron sample and 26 in the muon sample. 

Of those 75 $ i + candidates. 16.6 are attributed to events 
with a 4 and a hadron which is misidentified as a lepton. A 
sample of K° decays is used to estimate the probability that a x is 
misidentified as a lepton. In addition, in the V(4S) and r"(5S) 
samples, which contain some BB events, we estimate based on the 
number of $'s and lepions per B decay that there are 4 random $• 
/ combinations. 
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Figure 6. Invariant K*K" mass for events with identified lcplons 
after Kinematic cuts described in the text. The curves 
show the fits to the background and signal. 

It is possible that a substantial number of our signal events 
are due to continuum random $- / + combinations. Since the high 
momentum leptons which we use in this analysis come only fiom 
charmed panicle decays, only if a <> is produced with charmed 
particles or from their decays, will a $- i + combination result. 
Since neither the O 0 nor D* is likely to decay into * / + we ignore 
this contribution. The remaining source of background is: 
(1) e * t " - t c c jets; c jet -» D and 4>: D-tl+X. or 

(2) e + e~-»cc" jets: c jet -» D andc" jei-*>; D->t*X. 

In order to investigate how often the 4> is produced with charmed 
particles, we search for D**l* and D° i + combinations using 
D* + - .D°i t + ;Z> 0 -»jr i t + or/r) t - i t + i . + forZ>*+ and t>°->trn+ forD 0 . To 
study (1) and (2) separately, we consider two cases: one where 
the D and the $ are in the same hemisphere, and the other, in the 
opposite hemisphere, as shown in Figure 7. We Teject events if 
the momenta of 0 candidates are less than 1 GeV/c, since it is not 
easy to decide for these events whether the tji and the charmed 
meson come from the same jet or opposite jets in those events. 
There is an evidence for some $'s in the hemisphere opposite 
from the charmed mesons, but none is observed in the same 
hemisphere. 

If a lepton and a it come from the same jet, their invariant 
mass is very likely to fall below 2 GeV/c J, whereas if they are 
from two differem jets, their invariant mass will be higher than 2 
GeV/c J . From these observations, we conclude that there are at 
most 11 events in our signal from this source. Figure 8 displays 
$/* invariant mass distribution along with the sum of the estimate 
of various background contributions shown in solid histogram 
and signal, in dished line. 
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From the number of decays Dp+$l*\, we can obtain Ds 

production cross section by 

NflJ-»«l+v 

°v°*>= 1—: r-

where NOj-.»;"*v is the number of D£-»4>i\ events observed. L is 

the total luminosity, and £o*->ei\ is the efficiency for detecting 

D$-*$l v decays. This gives rise to a Ds production cross section of 
about a quarter nb"1 (or/f-O.J) at the center-of-mass energy of 
10 GeV. Similarly, we obtain the absolute branching fraction for 
the decay D J-»$n+ by 

B(D^irc +)= — = — — — BfDf-iOfv). 
L 0(Ds) E4>*-Wa NDJ-.«,(+V E D ? - * * 

where NNS(,D\O(J*)-.««) is the number of D^.^-nf ir events 

observed, and EDJ-ICSI is the efficiency for detecting DJ->Qn decays. 

We obtain 
+0 9 

B(D^-.»ii+)=(3.1+0.6 0 6 ± 0 . 6 ) % . 

IV. Ac-tAn Decay Asymmetry" 

Since the Ac decays weakly, parity is not necessarily 
conserved in the decay. Bjorken2" predicts that there should be a 
maximal parity violation in most of the A* decays, because the 
decay products in these decays are relativistic due to the Ac 

mass, and therefore, the quark level expectation of g\lg\~-1 is 
preserved at the hadron level, giving a / - 1 . In the decay 
Ac~*An, parity non-conserv::;;on might be observed as an 
asymmetric A distribution with respect to the A* spin direction, 
or an asymmetry in the A hclicity. Since we do not a priori know 
the polarization oi the Ac , we use the latter method to search for 
parity violation. If one observes only the helicity of the A, its 
polarization, ?A = a.A*. The angular distribution of the proton 
coming from the A decay is described by 

^ ^ = 0.50+PAaAcos8) = OJCl+n^cos-e) . (1) 

where 9 is the angle between the directions of the A? and the it 
from the A decay in the A rest frame. 

Figure 9 shows the distribution of An candidate invariant 
masses. The A candidates are required to decay 2 mm away 
from the production vertices. We also require that x = p / p m a i > 0 . 6 
and leas 8|jl<0.8, where p and pma« are the momentum of the Ax* 
candidate and the kinemalically allowed maximum momentum, 
and 9 n is the angle between the directions of the center-of-mass 
system and the A in the A* rest frame. We have combined charge 
conjugate modes (Ac and A^). This is possible since although a's 
have opposite signs for a particle decay and its charge conjugate, 
the product of two o's for cascade decays has the same sign as 
their charge conjugate. There is clear evidence for the Ac . There 
is a second broader peak at the lower side of the first one. This 
may be due to the decay chain Ac ^ J ° n + followed by I°-tyty, 
where the y is ignored. We repeat our analyses with and withoul 
this contribution and we include the difference as a systematic 
error, since we are not sure whether or not this second peak is 
real. In order to obtain the dependence of the rate on cosS. we 
plot Ax invariant mass distributions for four cosB intervals 
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Figure 10 shows invariant mass distributions with the results of 
maximum likelihood fits described below. When cosB is near -1, 
there is a strong A* signal, whereas ther- is almost no signal 
when cosd is near +1. Figure II shows the production rates as a 
function of cos6, which are obtained by fitting the mass 
distributions with a Gaussian representing the A* signal and a 
polynomial background. Fitting the cose dependent rates to the 
equation (1) yields o , * s - l . l ± 0 . 4 . If we carry out the same 

analyses for the Ac »nd Ac separately, we obtain a„J=-l .2*0.7. 

and & ^=+0.9±0.6. which is consistent with aA+ = -a ;-. This 

demonstrates the existence of parity violation in the decay 

/ I ? - M i at the 99% confidence level. 

V. A Glance at CLEO II Data 

The CLEO II detector, shown in Figure 12. started collecting 
data at the YQS) resonance last summer. Its Csl crystal 
calorimeter has been working well and accomplished an energy 
resolution at 5.2 CeV of less than 1.5%. By observing the average 
energies calculated for Bhabha electrons as a function of time, we 
note that there are small systematic shifts in the energy, for 
which we have not found reasons. However, despite these shifts. 
the stability o[ the calorimeter is belter than 0.2% (rms) over a 
period of a month. A preliminary study of photons arising from 
the decays V(3S)-,YXj. where 1=0, 1 and 2, we infer that the 
energy resolution near 100 MeV is about 4%. The energy 
distribution of the photons from Ihe decay B"-*By (from data 
taken above B" production threshold) indicates that the 
resolution in the 50 MeV range is about 8%. which is dominated 
by electronics noise. 
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Figure 13 shows a typical candidate for the sequential 
decays Y(3S)-*fx,i X,-fyYOS}; and Y(lS)->n+v~- The calorimeter v, 
free of noise. 

In this paper we show only very preliminary results on 
one-prong t decays using one-vs-one charged track topology 
events. Figure 14 shows yy invariant mass distribution for one-
vs-one events with only two photon candidates in one 
hemisphere, ID Figure 15, the distribution of the invariant 
masses of IC+JI° shows a prominent peak due to the p + . We 
observe about 2,400 r * - » p + v t in about 80 pb"1 of dara. Notice 
that there are very few events beyond the t mass, indicating that 
the background from qq annihilation events is very low. 

Figure 16 shows a scatter plot of invariant masses of two 
pairs of y's in one-vs-one topology events with 4 photon 
candidates in one hemisphere. Figure 17 shows the mass 
spectrum of the second YY pair when the first pair is consistent 
with n", indicating that most of the background is due to 
matching wrong y pairs. Again, H + TI 0 JI 0 invariant mass 
dis'td'bulion, in Figure [8. suggests that the majority of these 670 
events is due to a production of at-»it+n' :'ft0. There is only a 
handful of events with Jt+n°rc° invariant masses greater than the 
i mass, indicating again that the background from qq annihilation 
events is very low. This is in good contrast with CLEO I three-
vs-onc topology data resulting from %*->n*n*n~ (instead of 
jr+it°s°). These data include about 17% of qq annihilation events 
since CLEO I was not capable of rejecting events with extra 
neutral energy clusters because the photon detection efficiency 
was low and there were too many spurious photon candidates. 

In order to show one of CLEO ll's potential capabilities for 
new physics. Figure 19 shows a scatter plot of invariant masses 
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pair is consistent with TT°. 

of two pairs of 7's in one-vs-one topology events with 6 photon 
candidates in one hemisphere. The third v pair is required 10 
form a i t 0 . There is a clear cluster of events which correspond to 
production of two additional 7t°'s in these events. (When (he 
third y pairs have masses outside the it° mass range, there is no 
enhancement correponding to two i t 0 production in the scatter 
plot.) Most of the background is due to matching wrong y pairs. 
Again, K*K°n°K° invariant mass distribution, in Figure 20, 
suggests that the majority of these 68 events are due 10 T decays, 
since there are no events with i t + n c i t ° r t ° invariant masses greater 
than the 1 mass. In this case the major background to 
t - » r t + n 0 i r 0 i r 0 comes from other 1 decays. We estimate that of 
those 68 events, 14 are random y combinations (we have not 
taken out multiple counting of the same events.) An additional 
18 can be attributed to t"*-* 'V 1 TI ; + I 0 and T"—iv tjt~it0it°. The 
remaining 36 events may be due to 1 decays with more than one 
neutral particle, which would be the first direct evidence for such 
a decay mode. 

VI. Conclusions 

We have measured the branching fractions for / J ° - > £ > + / v 
and B~^D°fv, and derived IVb cl=0.0J()3:0 OD6+0.006. The ratio 
of semilcpionic widths for final states with vecior and pseudo-
scalar D mesons are determined to be 2.6±1.1, and the ratio of fl" 
and .8° lifetimes. z(B~)/z( &°)=O.89±0.19±0A3. We have 
observed the decay DJ~»I>/V, and determined B(DV>(5,+i 
-»4>O=(3.1±0.S g' ,+0.6)%. The maximal asymmetry we have 
observed in the decay / lc ' -»Ait + demonstrates a violation of parity 
conservation in the weak decay of a charmed particle. 
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Figure 20. Invariant 3 t + n ° i r o i t 0 mass distribution for the same 
events as Figure 18. 

The Csl calorimeter of the CLEO II detector has shown that 
our expectation is reasonable, though we are still learning how to 
fully utilize it. 
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Recent Results from ARGUS 

H . K a p i t z a 

Carle t o n U n i v e r s i t y , O t t a w a , C a n a d a 

( represen t ing t h e A R G U S Col laborat ion") 

Some recent retail* v t reported from the 4RGUS experiment, oper 
ated AL th« t*f Korag* ring DORJS U at DESY. In an updated analysi* 
of temileptonk 6 —. M decay* direct evidence for mch transitions was ob
tained through reconstruction of a complete event. A study of the lepton 
«o«rgy spectra in T - —• t~w and T~ —* p'vv decays yielded a value fox 
the Michel parameter which is in good agreement with a standard Y - A 
coupling at the T - ^ - W vertex. A parity violating asymmetry wa* me*, 
snred in T decays into three charged pions which shows that the T neutrino 
has negative helicity. The Micro Vertex Drift Chamber was installed a& a 
n«* hardware component of the ARGUS detector. Initial results concern
ing backgroundi and chamber performance are presented. 

1 Introduction 
The result* reported hexi- were obtained using data collected with the ARGUS 
detector at thee"*" storage ring DORJS II. During the period 1A83 to 1989 an 
integrated luminosity of 455pb"* was accumulated at center-of-mass energies 
between 3.4 and 10.6 GcV. About one half of this data sample (237 pb" 'j was 
taken on the T(45) resonance and contains about 202000 T(4Sf decay*. In 
order to determine the contributions from the continuum underlying the T H S I . 
data corresponding to a luminosity of 9 8 p b _ 1 were recorded at centcr-of-mAM 
energies about 100 MrV below thr T{4S) mass. 

TKf ARC US detector and its particle identification capabilities haw ],r-ru 
deifnljrd m detail cUrwherr 1]. The identification of leptons is of parijruiai 
importance few two of the analyses presented here. At ARGUS this- is. done 
by combining available information from several detector components ioiu a 
global likelihood ratio. For electrons, this likelihood ratio is constructed (TODJ 
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measurements of the energy deposition, the size and lateral spread of the aiso-
ciited clutter in the electromagnetic calorimeter, specific ionization in the main 
drift chamber, and time-of-flight- For muoas, the quality of the match between 
the projected particle track and 'be associated hit i s the anion chambers, lo
cated outside the magnet return yoke, is also used in forming the likelihood 
ratio. A particle is considered to be an electron OT a xnuon if the corresponding 
likelihood ratio exceeds 0.6. This approach leads to a high efficiency of lepton 
identification, combined with a low mi si dent.fi cation rate for hadront ;l(-

2 Analysis of Semileptonic 6 —• v. Decays 

In the Standard Model with three families of guaiks and Jeptons the b quark 
is allowed to decay weald? into a c or a u quark. The decay strengths are 
determined by the Ctbibbo-Kobsyashi-Maskawa 1CKM) matrix elements V r t 

and I j , respectively The copious production of charmed h&drons in B meson 
decays demonstrates that b —* c transitions are strongly dominant \2]. On the 
other hand, a non-aero value of the CKM matrix element V a is essential for th<-
expUnation of CP violation in the Standard Model (3]. 

Among the virion* approaches to measure l -» ti transitions the analysis of 
charmless senyleplonjr B meson decays offers several advantages. Since these 
decays proceed only through the spectator diagram shown, in Figure 1. their 
measurement provides th- most reliable means of determining tub- Experimen
tally there is % simple kinematic separation of semiteptonic 6 —* u from b —• c 
decay* possible. Due to the mass difference of the lightest charmed badrons 
(D±,Dt>\ and the lightest non-charmed had rem* (r~,itQ) the maximum lepton 
momentum is larger for 6 —< u than for h ~• c transitions. Ja ( Q e I C f I system 
of ihe decaying B meson the kinematic limits are p{mmar = 2.31 {2.64)GeV7c 
for 4 — c (b —* u) decays. Hence searching Un semileptonic b -* it decays 

w .. 
*'. 

Figure 1: Spectator diagram for scmilept onic B decavs. 

c 

meant looking for leptons with momenta beyond the kinematic limit for 6 -» t 
transitions. This approach of measuring b —* *. transitions has been successful 
recently |4,5]. la the following an update of the published ARGUS analysis [5] 
is presented. 

2.1 Inclusive Lepton Momentum Spectrum 
The detailed **ent selection criteria can be found in [S.. and only the general 
analysis ideas and new cuts will be described here. The h « j • requirement is to 
have at least oae identified lepton in the event (see Section 1). However, most 
of the leptons in the h -* u signal region are background, namely 

• leptons from the continuum, 
a leptons from fc —« e transitu as, 
• leptons from B —• J/vA". followed by J/i'* -* t'i^. 
a mittdenlified badrons. 

These backgrounds can be substantially reduced by requiring a large missing 
momentum, 1.0 < p^,„ < 3 . sGeV/c , in the events. This cut is motivated by 
the presence of an energetic neutrino in the decay B -+ Xst P ] . It is very 
effective since continuum Jeptons, Jeplous from J/v* decays, and misidentified 
hadrons axe usually not accompanied by neutrinos. 

In order to reduce the background further, two independent data samples 
were defined: 

1, Events with exactly two leptons: Requiring an additional lepton with a 
momentum in the it -* c range 1.2 < Pi j 2 . 3 G e Y r yields an almost 
background free sample of rvrats. Residual lepton pairs from the contin
uum, converted photons, and J r decays are suppressed by opening anglr 
and invariant loafs cuts. 

2. Events with exactly o n f lrpton: Here additional cuts must be applied on 
rvrni topology- and missing momentum. The former exploits the fori that 
particles from T ( 4 £ | decays are isotropically distributed while continuum 
eventb show a two-jet structure. 

In the published analysis f5" the topology cut was implemented by demanding 
a large scalar cum of momentum [ - 2 G e Y d transverse tu tbc leptou in & 
restricted angular region (60 Cn 120' i perp^adjruJjir to thr Intact direction. 
The neutrino and charged Jepion were forced ti> be bark it. bark bv rrquinuiz 
the angle 8 between the leptoL and missing momentum dirTtmri io satisfy 
cos 8 < - 0 . 5 . 

lRefcltti<-« in Ihit paper Vo a specific rhugtd I U W should b? imci-prt-lrd v- also impWing 

http://dent.fi


l a order to enlarge thr available single-lepton sample further, an alterna
tive analysis has bees devised which increases the overall acceptance for A — u 
leptom. TJiii it achieved by fii't replacing the topological col by the require
ment that the cosine of the angle a between the direction of the lepton and 
the thrust arjs of the rest of the event satisfies |COSQ| < 0.76. As shown in 
Figure 2, continuum events are strongly peaked near | cos a \ = 3, reflecting the 
two-jet topology of these events, in contrast to the flat distribution of T(45) 
create. Secondly, the requirement that the lepton and the missing momentum 
be back-to-hack., was replaced hy a restriction that the squared mass of the 
hadxonic system recoiling against the lepton and missing momentum, 

Ml * [&M.I -Ei~ Pm...] 3 - [ft + P™..]' , 

must satisfy \M^ < 1.5 GeV*/**- This essentially is a cut against charmed 
hadronic systems. Monte Carlo studies show that about 55% of the events 
which pass either the original or the modified cuti, should actually satisfy both. 
This is in good agreement with the observed overlap in the data-

in the b —* u signal region of the lepton momentum spectrum, 2.3 < p/ < 
2.6GeV/e, for events which satisfy either the origin (J or the revised selection 
criteria, 109 lepton s are observed in the T(4S} data (see Table 1). In order 
to obtain the number of leptons from direct T(45 | decays the continuum con
tribution has to be subtracted. A scaling factor of 2.42 tikes into account 
the different luminosities and cenier-of-mast energies for continuum and T ( 4 5 ) 
data. Contributions from the tail of the 6 —* c spectrum are small. The same 
is true for the backgrounds from faked leptni.^ iuid from J/V decays. 

An -updated analysis of the dllepton events results in 23 events having a 
lepton with momentum between 2.3 and 2.6GeV/c. Only few of these are 

Single L*PtOQ5 Dilep IODS 
i ! n f f 

T(4S) S2 57 12 11 
Backgrounds: 
Continuum (scaled) 10.7 19.9 0.8 ! 0.8 
b~*t S.5 6.3 1.2 1 1.3 
i i v 1.0 0.7 0.2 0.1 
Fakes 1.3 2.6 0.8 1.5 

! Totbl bhckgt-ouiid 1S.S ; 3.) 20,7 T 4.3 J .Oi 1.0 3.7 i O.B 
Sigtiaj 33.5= 7,8 27,3 - 6,7 9,(1 - 3.6 7.3 i 3.4 

\ Combined sign*! 77,1 - 13.4 

Table 1: Observed numbers of nnglr leptan and dilep ion events in the momen
tum interval 2.3 < pt < 2.6GeV/c and estimated backgrounds 

0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0,8 1.0 

Figure 2: Distribution of cos a for direci T(4S) decays (points with error bars). 
continuum events (shaded histogram, before scaling}, and Monte Carlo gen 
erated T(45J events where one B decays via B —> pa(~t> (open histogram, 
normalized to the direct T(45) data), a is the angle between the direction of 
the leptoo &nd the thrust axis of the rest of the event. 
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background, see Table 1. Figure 3 shows the lepton momentum spectrum of the 
combined single-lepton and dilepton samples. There remains* after subtraction 
of all backgrounds, a combined rignaj of 77.1 A ISA events containing a lepton 
with 2.3 < j>t < 2.6 GeV/e. The shape of the spectrum in this interval is 
compatible with the predictions for semueptonic h —* ut"v decays j6,7,S,9j. 
However, using only this restricted portion of the full momentum spectrum, it 
j» not possible to discriminate between the available models. Events containing 
electrons or zauons contribute about the same number of events to the signal, 
as expected from their similar acceptances. The observed lepton rate in the 
6 -* ti signal region can be compared to the lepton rate from T(4S) decays in 
the momentum range 2.0 < pt < 2.3 GeV/c: 

B R ( . B - . X M > , 2 . 0 < p < < 2 . 3 G e V / c ) K ' 

From this result the ratio 11-^/1^1 can be calculated, using model predictions 
for the semileptonic decay rates and lepton momentum spectra in 6 —* uf~ u 
and b -t ct'V decays. The results are shown in Table 2. The uncertainty due 
to the model dependence is of the same order as the experimental errors. 

J model reference I V * ; 
| ACM l«! 0.11 i 0.01 
| WBS \i\ o.i3so.o2; 

KS W 0.10 ±0.01 ; 
I GISW [9] 0.19 ± 0.03 ' 

Table 2: \V^f\'A\ for different models. 

2.2 Reconstruction of 6 —» u Events 
In order to show that the observed excess of leptous in the momentum rang? 
2.3 < pr < 2.6<5eV/c does indeed originate from b —* u transitions, an attempi 
was made to completely reconstruct the signal events. Monte Carlo studies and 
previous experience with tagging hadronic B decays in the data show that the 
reconstruction rate using all B decay channels involving D mesons* is about 
1,6% ]10 r Therefore approximately one complete event is, anticipated in thr 
combined singlc-lepum sample. 

As a result of the search for a hadronir B tag in the mentioped decay modes, 
one fully reconstructed even" was found in the data, consistent with the expec
tation. The event is shown in Figure 4. and consists of a T(4£) decay into a pair 

*B«e D meson ihonld br i»i**prclrd u D". D*. D*a, V* and ibeir cauge conju^atr 
dates. Tbr fiuaJ stair of thf B d«*> » u leqaiinJ to con**iti no moie tban eight chuged 
pirueles uid rii photons. 
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Figure 3: Combined lepton momentum spectrum for direct Y(4$) decays- The 
histogram is the 6 — c contribution normalized in the region 2.0 2.3GcV/c. 
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Figure 4: Completely reconstructed event containing a decay T(45) -+ B ° I 
B° - . B , where one TT decays into T T 4 ^ U and the other into D'*p~. 

of 2F mesons, indicating thai one -5° metes has ot ciliated into a 5 \ Thus the 
event simultaneously demonstrates the eziiteaee of tS —» u transitions and B°D 
mixi&g. The hadronir lag was reconstructed in the mode 2J° —* D* 4 p" . The 

mcron »a* seen in the channel 2 r —• ir+fj D, representing the first 
direct observation of a 6 -*• u decay. The relevant kinematic quantities for this 
event are listed in Table 3. All measured intermediate masses agree well with 
the expected values [11'. 

T(45) — B°F, B° - 5" 
i }>[GeV/c; M IMfV.-c': eosfl 

B -> ir„/i v 1 

V ill
 

H
i -0.423 

0.205 
-0 .130 

r - n - p - ! 0.330 ± 0.021 S277.7 ± 3.3 -0 .12 
D" - *t,iy 2.278 ± 0.013 2010.0 ± 1.0 -0-62 

B» - *°K° 

A —* *K*k 

0.204 ± 0.006 | 
I 2.074 ± 0.014 I 1767 a 62 
1 0.602 ± 0.04B j 114 ± 1 7 

2.041 i 0.010 494.2 ± 4.1 

-0 .72 
-0 .61 
0.27 

-0 .70 
p- - » ; « ' 
7T~ 

*° -» l i t ) 

, 2-002 ± 0.159 747 ± 33 
j 0.598 ± 0.003 
] 1.518 ± 0.160 ! 127 ± 22 

0.64 
0.43 
0.69 

Table 3: Kinematic quantities of the event in Figure 4, 

Possible background sources to this event have been evaluated. The proba
bility for misinterpretation is substantially reduced by the existence of a V* in 
the event. Also of particular importance is the fact that the missing momentum 
pmi»» = (2,667 ± 0,034) GeV/c coincides within error* with the missing energy 
£ m i l l = (2.711 ± 0.027) GeY. Since the missing momentum vector points into 
the barrel region o! l h - driecior, wherr DO inierartion is observed, the miss 
ing particle ,s most probably a neutrino, Tbf p" is well measured, with hits 
in all three layers af the muou chambers. If the muon were actually faked by 
a hadroni the missing particle could also be a non-interacting A'£. However, 
this hypothesis is rulrd out for mosl £ -- r derays. since such a hypothetical. 
high momentum K% would be beyond thi? kineinatir hnut for all but a sequence 
of two-body decays. Sinrr the invariant mn*» formed by a missing A"£ with 
either the soft pion or the muon lies outside the charmed hadion region, the 
two-body d*cay hypotheses can be safely rejected. The possibility that this 
decay proceeds via a "penguin'* diagram ic the channel Bb —• A'JT" TT" cannot 
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be excluded, but has m probability of less than 10~ 3 due to the imallness of 
the lepton fake rate and the "penguin" decay rate [12]. MisrecoDBtruction of 
a continuum process u also very unlikely, with a probability estimated to be 
less than 10~ s by measuring the fake rate for hadionic B tags in the continuum 
data. 

Therefore the most probable interpretation of tbi& event is that a com
pletely reconstructed T(45) decay was observed, where one 7J meson decays 
into r'u'V. This represents the first direct observation of a b -* u transition. 

3> Determination of the Michel Parameter in r 
Decays 

All experimental studies of the space-time structure of weak charged currents 
are in agreement with the existence of a universal V -A interaction, u assumed 
in the Standard Model. This has been shown with high precision for the decay 
of the muon* ji~ —* e~v r v M , by comparing the shape of the electron energy 
spectrum with theoretical predictions. The electron energy spectrum in the 
muon rest frame is given by the one-parameter Michel formula [I3j 

dN 8 
— « 1*112(1 - r) - - p(3 - 4z) + r<*),, 

where i is the lepton energy divided by its maximum kinematieaUy allowed 
value. Far a V - A coupling at the muon decay vertex a Michel parameter 
p = 0.75 is expected. All other linear combinations of V and A couplings lead 
to values p < 0.75. in particular p = 0 for V + A and p = 0.375 for pure V 
or pure A. A measurement of p > 0.75 would indicate the presence <rf scalar 
and tensor couplings. The radiative correction tenn r(x) is not negligible and 
depends on the assumed combination of V and A couplings. 

Is muon decay the Michel parameter has been measured with high precision. 
and the average result, p = 0.7518 ± 0.0026 [11], is iu excellent agreement with 
the V - A theory. Assuming e-p-r universality, the same is expected to hold 
true for leptonic tau decays [Figure h). This assumption, however, is not well 
tested experimentally. Although the world average for the Michel parameter 
measured in T decays is in reasonable agreement with the V - A theory, there 
is a large spread between individual measurements (see Table 4). Moreover, 
the values of p extracted from electron spectra differ by about two standard 
deviations from those obtained from muon spectra. 

Using the full available data sample of 455 pb~' and exploiting the good 
lepton identification capabilities, a high-precision measurement of the Michel 
parameter in the decays T~ — (~ UP and T" —• n~i>P has been performed at 
ARGUS jlS'. The experimental electron and muon energy spectra are obtained 

* ^~ 

Figure 5: Feynman diagram for leptonic T decays. 

Qii > 90° 

o 0 < W 
(i,j = 2,3.4 

total charge: 

Figure C, Selected ouf-vcrsuh-ihri-e event topology. 
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Experiment T - • t~yv T" —» fl'vP Average J 
DELCO |14] 
CLEO [IS] 
MAC [16j 
CB ]17] 

0.72 ±0.15 
0.60 ±0.13 

0.62 ±0-17 ±0.14 
0.64 ± 0.06 ± 0.07 

0.81 i 0.13 
0,89 ± 0.14 ± 0.06 

0.72 ± 0.15 
0.71 ±0.09 ±0.03 
0.79 4 0.10*0.10 
0.64 ± 0.06 ± 0,07 J 

Average 0.64 ± 0.06 0.84 ±0.11 0-70 2 0.05 | 

Table 4: Previous measurements of the Michel parameter in the decays 
T~ —* e'vv and r~ —* p'vv. 

from a sample of tan-pair events where o n e r d « a y s into three charged particles 
and the other into one identified Jepton: 

e*t~ — I T ^ T ' —* vre~v,t'vrfi~vu 

—* P f t r 4 i r + i r " ( i t ° ) , 

The required one-versus* three event topolog/ is defined in Figure 6. In order 
to u su rp good momentum resolution and trigger conditions, the single track 
must point into the barrel region of the detector, restricting its polar angle to 
the region Icoafl <v 0.75. There should be no more than three photons with 
.£, > SO MeV in the shower counters, thereby allowing for the possibility ol one 
radiative photon in addition to the JT° from the decay T* —*• i;T-jr+3r+7r~3r0. 

Some further ruts were applied i» order to suppress backgrounds trow Ibr 
following sources: 

3. Radiative Bhabha and muon pair events with one photon converting into 
u r ^ f " pair d o s t to the interaction point, arc characterized by small total 
transverse momentum PT = | ^ p r and high visible energy £t<n-

This 
background was suppressed by requiring Pr > 0 .3GeV/c. The energy 
deposited in the electromagnetic calorimeter by ail charged particles on 
ihr three-prong side was required to be less than 3.5 GeV. The angle o a 

between oppositely charged particle* on the three-prong side had to satisfy 
the condition cos a , * 0.992. 

2. Events from two-photon interactions with the initial t~ (c* \ tagged in 
the detector have a missing momentum vector p™,,, which points along 
the direction oi the « * {() which escaped down the beam pipe. This 
bacigrouud ih relevant ouly for r" —. t' in< decays, and was eliuiiiiriied by 
a requirement on the ditrriitm of ibe missing momentum. 7, • cu? (%r,,, 
- 0 .95 , where q, is the charge of the tagged i~ . 

3. Two-photon events without an electron tag may contain a faked lepton. 
These events u c chararteriaed by small Et(l, and P7, since both initial 

electros and positron are not detected. This background is practically 
-eliminated, by the Pj cut. 

4. Contributions from the badrooic one-prong tau decay T " —p"vrt followed 
by p~ —* IT""IT and it9 •—» 77 were removed by allowing no more than one 
photon on the one-prong side, and restricting the eneTgy of that photon 
to a maximum of 300 MeV. 

A sample of £106 events containing electrons and 3041 events containing 
moons satisfied these selection criteria. The remaining background is summa
rized in Table 5. The multihadxan background was estimated from the distri
bution of the invariant mass M{Zir) on the three-prong side- There are only I I 
events observed, with a mass higher than AfT which have been rejected for the 
further analysis. The background from the decay r^ —* v'ur was determined 
using the known pion^lepton misidenti flection rates [1]. The background from 
the decay T" —* u ' vu in the electron channel occurs mainly at momenta below 
1 GeV/c where mu^ns can fake electrons. 

• Background T —. e~jjp T~ —• y' vv 
I mullihadron events \ 
i radiative QED events ; 0.3 0.3 
j two-photon events J 
I T" - t ir~u, Q.3 1 5 
; T' — p pr - 0.2 
; T~ - * P " P „ I / T 0.2 

Total 0.8 P.O" 

Table 5: Remaining backgrounds (in T< ) 10 the T~ —• <" w and T" —* p,~ vv 
.data samples. 

Knowledge of the leptan identification efficiency is of particular importance 
fpj- this analys is since any momentum dependence would distort the shape of 
the energy spectrum. Therefore a detailed study of the lepton identification 
efficiency was performed using experimental data. Radiative Bhabha events 
were used as a clean sample of electrons. A comparison of efficiencies determined 
from experimental data and. by Montr Carlo simulation is shown in Figure 7a. 
in order to determuir (he muou identification efficiency over a wide momentum 
range, cosmic ray events were analyzed. Again, the Monte Carlo results- agree 
well with the data over the whole mnmrmuiu range. a> shown in Figure "b. 
The large values of rVrlroii and union identification effifieucjes and their weak 
momentum dependence allow a measurement of the Michel parameter with a 
small systematic uncertainty 

The electron and muon i-distributions are shown in Figure S together with 
the radiatively corrected theoretical spertra '19!. The data strongly favour the 
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Figure 7: Efficiency of (a) election and (b) muoD identification determined from 
experimental data (points) and Monte Carlo simulation (hirtogt&mj. 
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Figure &: Normalised (a) electron and (h) muon energy spectra from leptonie r 
decays compared with the V - A (solid line) and V-rA {dashed line) predictions. 
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V - A spectrum. The further analysis Wa* restricted to the region of reliable 
leptoo identification, corresponding t o r > 0.06 for electrons and x > 0.28 for 
nraons. The*e boundaries are indicated by the vertical lines in the figure. After 
subtraction of the background the experimental distributions were fitted with 
a theoretical model with *n arbitrary parameter p. The results of the fits are 

( 0.747 ± 0.045 ± 0 . 0 2 8 for deefvans 
0.734 ± 0.055 ± 0.027 for xauonfi 
0.742 ± 0.036 ± 0.020 weighted average. 

The measurements for electrons and muons are dearly in good agreement. The 
different source* of systematic CJTOT have been analyzed in detail. The main 
contribution for electrons comes from the uncertainties in the lepton identifica
tion and trigger efficiencies. For muons^ the dominant uncertainty is due to the 
background from T~ —* ir~t/T decays. 

The ARGUS measurement represents a considerable improvement both in 
terms of statistical and systematic error (see Table 4). The met.sured value of 
the Michel parameter is in good agreement with the V - A theory and excludes 
both V" -r A and pun- V or A couplings at the T-VT-V\' vertejt as long as the 
electron and muon vertices have the standard V - A structure. This result 
provides further confirmation of e-/i-r universality. 

4 Determination of the r Neutrino Helicity 
A completely different and more direct approach of checking the V - A nature 
of weak charged currents in T decays is to measure the helicity of the r neu
trino. For a pure V - A interaction, as implemented in the Standard Model, 
Liasiless neutrinos are strictly left-handed. A definite helicity of the i \ imposes 
restrictions on the possible spin orientations of a vector particle A*" in the decay 
r" —* A""p„ as schematically shown in Figure 9. A unique vT helicitv results 
in a sign asymmetry of Jt{X~ ). However, in most cases such on asymmetry 
remains immeasurable because the sign of J. is lost when squaring the decay 
amplitude. 

,. „ o . JAX' )r - l 

Figure 9: Possible spin orientations in the rest frame of the vector particle X' 
foi the decay r" —i X~v* and negative t/T helkity. 

As pointed out by Kuhn and Wagner [20] the situation is different in the 
decay 

T" - • a f f l 2 6 0 ) c T -+ jr^TT'ir'sv . 

Here the subsequent strong decay of the a | can be used to analyze the vr 

helicity. The a,'(1260) is known to decay predominantly via an 5-wave P°TT~ 
intermediate state into three picas: 

o - * - -
C , —* P 7T —» JT JT, Wj . 

Due to its large width there are two possibilities to form a p° from the observed 
final state particles (ir^irf and T T 4 ^ ) and the corresponding amplitudes must 
be added coherently (Figure 10). Because of the interference term the squared 
decay matrix element still contains information about the sign of JA&i ) tnd 
hence is sensitive to the vr helicity. 

Details about the calculation of the decay matrix element can be found in 
[20,21], and only the relevant features of the final result -will be presented here. 
In the following g^, g7, q, and Q = q\ + q^ + g + denote the four-momenta of 
the pions TTJ , JT3~ , n" and of the three-pion system. From these vectors one can 
construct the two-pion invariant masses *^j = (qitl •+ o+) a . The squared decay 
matrix element in the three-pion rest frame consists of a parity conserving fend 
a parity violating part; 

U = ulpc + titpV • 

For the parity violating pari one finds 

tapv ct ±-rAVpa'nn{si - J>a) , 

where only the factors related to parity violation are shown. The ' i 1 denotes the 
sign of the charge of the decaying r. The vectors fo and n« are the T momentum 
unit vector and 1 he normal unit vector on the three-pion plane respectively, both 
defined in the three-pion rest frame (see Figure 11). The axiftl vec'or 

k i * 4J-

introduces IUI orientation of the three-pion plane. This definition maltes sure 
that +tpv is invariant under the exchange of the two identical particles *•] and 
TTj because llie expression n"o(*i - •';) does noi change sign. A uniquely defined 
orientation of the thiee-pirni plane is given by TID-SIKTIISI — J^I which implies an 
ordering of the particles it^ and n3~ according to their momentum. The axial 
vector rt|>'sigu(si - sj) carries information aboui the spin of the fr while the 
vector pit describes the L\ momentum. If the average value of the pseudoscalar 
po - n 0 • sign( .i] - Aj) is measured to be different from zero, this is a clear indi
cation of a preferred v-, helicity and hence of parity violation in T decays. This 
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Figure 10: Interfering amplitudes for t ie a," decay-

Figure 11. Unit vectors p 0 and n^ it. the decay r — - * r r 

asymmetry is proportional to the normalized product of tbe weak vector and 
axial Ttctor coupling constants 

2CACv 

Here the sign convention CA •= ±C\> — ±1 , i t.,-jAV = ± 1 . for a pure V =F A 
interaction is used. 

The experimental determination of the asymmetry is complicated by the 
fact that the r direction po is not observable. However, for T'S decaying in 
flight one can approximate it by — Q 0 , where QD is the boost direction of the 
three-pion system in the laboratory frame. The r momentum lies on a cone 
around —Qat tee Figure 12. The opening angle is 2i/> where i* can be calculated 
from measurable kinematic quantities [20;: 

n - T f i n * • > • ( ? ' ) - 2C?3 

tain' - - y 0 • p 0 ^ • = = - ^ _ = = . 

Here -^5 is the e"*e" center-of-miLS!i *nergy and x - Ez*tEuam the normalized 
hadronic energy in the laboratory frame, Replacing fa • no by -Go • *o means 
averaging over the unknown azimuthal angle tP: 

-Qn-n0 = ( ^ - n o ^ c p s v -

y'"<? 

-Qo 

Figure 12: Relation between r direction p0 and three-pion boost direction — QQ. 

The quantity tn b<- measured is the averagr ralue of the orientation or the 
three-pion plajje with resperl in —Qo as a function of z and Q': 

tt(r,£??i^ ~Qn - u 0 • "gUl-Si - *ji - = 1JU cobi-_4(<?3l . 

The last part of this equation shows the expectation value of -Qo«D-fiigu(si — *?) 
as calculated in the Kuhn-WRguer model. The sign again indicates the rharge 
of the decaying r. The r dependence is fully contained in cos i \ 
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An experimental determination of the r neutrino helirity and of IAV from 
a measurement of the asymmetry A(QS) h u been performed «t ARGUS (22j. 
The analysed data u m p l t corresponds to an integrated luminosity of 204pb" 1 . 
The erent selection follows an earlier analysis of the swne final state J23], Tau 
pair events from the reactions 

e"*e~ -» r^T" - * Tr*ir"T"vT 

wew selected by requiting a Obe*TcrtfU-three charged particle topology, rimil&r 
to the one defined in Figure 6, In order to efficiently suppress the IT"* IT" T" TT°VT 

decay mode, photons with E-, > 80MeV were only allowed if they combined to 
exactly one ir°, which in combination with the single-prong forms a p + candidate 
with 0.54 < M l * * * 0 ) < l.OGeV/c* and an opening angle satisfying ft,+r° < 
53*. Sixoilar cuts as described in Section 3 were used to suppress radiative QED 
e«<nt&. Background from two-photon and beam-gas events was suppressed by 
requiring a scalar momentum sum 2.7GeV/e < £ j a , |pi| < 0.92^3. Finally a 
cut on the angle \f> (see Figure 12) was applied, eoŝ C > °-2- This cut reduces 
the background from multihadron and two-photon events- Although 35% of 
all Oj candidates are rejected at well, the result of the analysis is not affected 
since around cos^ = 0 the measured quantity a{x,Q2) is not sensitive to the 
asymmetry A(Q7). 

The cut* yidd » sample of 3899 T * T " events. The background contributions 
were determined tram Monte Carlo emulations and are sunun&lized in T&ble $. 
The large systematic error on the background from other r decay modes results 
from the uncertainties of their branching ratios. 

Background fraction (%] asymmetry 1 
other T decay modes, 
in particular T~ —f TT ÎT" ir'v0^ 1S.9 ± 0.6 ± 5.8 0.010 i 0.006 
radiative QED events 1.00 ± 0.16 ( 9 ± 4 ) 1 0 - ! 

jDidtihadron events 0.72 ± 0 . 1 3 -
two-photon events 0.15 ± 0.06 | 

Table 6: Fractions and asymmetries of the remaining backgrounds in the vT 

helicity analysis. 

Figure 13a shows thr three-piofl mass distribution of the selected events 
where 3887 events are T candidates with M(3TT) < MT. The entries above the 
T mass served to normalize the simulated Euultihadron background. The mass 
distribution of unlike-sign pion pair combinations (Figure I3bJ shows a clear p 
peak with a combinatorial background which is approximately described by the 
like-sign combinations. Both the tbree-pion and twopion m&ss spectra are in 
good agreement with an O] dominance in the three-pion &md stBtc. 

0.0 1.0 2.0 
M(7I"JI-7T+) 

3.0 
[G*V/c»] 

3D MaV/c1 
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250 

b) 

• 4 

< «V 

Figure 13: (a) Three-pion mass distribution for the decay r~ ~» tr4jr ff^iv 
(b) Two-pioD mass distributions (points: ir+ir" with two entries per event, 
histogram: ir~ir~). 
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The parity violating asymmetry A(Q') for the selected T candidates was 
determined in two steps. First the average values 

fl"~,(i,Q') = {-Q„-ill,.dgn(<, -*»)>.,o> and {«•*)„,$• 

vterc determined in (x,Q 3) bins or the cite i i* = 0.1 and A(? ! = O.lOSGeV'/cV 
Then the asymmetry A{Q*) was obtained by averaging over x: 

\ (cosV>),,0. / , 

M - ) = | 

The measured asymmetries 4'~*"((J') aie shown in Figures 14a and b for T" 
and r* decays separately. The average asymmetries in the interval 0.7 < Q' < 
2.0GeV'/c*»re 

-0,062 ± 0.020 for T" decays, 
0.060 ± 0.01B fDr T+ decays. 

In both caus the experimentally determined asymmetries differ from zero by 
more than three standard deviations with signs as expected for a standard left-
handed e r-

The measured asymmetries must be corrected for the dilution due to the 
background. The asymmetries of the various background sources are listed 
in Table 6. The asymmetry of the background from T" —» r+u"7i"7i°i', was 
determined from a sample of 1463 reconstructed decays where the TT° was seen 
in the detector. Since the background contributions are found to have small 
asymmetries, the correction tends to increase the measured asymmetry. Figure 
14c shows the combined background corrected asymmetry Anj> for T" and T + 

as a function of Q*. The T" asymmetry enters here with a reversed sign. The 
combined average result is 

{A'") = 0.063 ± 0.016 . 

This measurement establishes parity violation in the decay T" —• )r+ir"ii~t/T 

with a significance of four standard deviations, independently of any model. 
In order to determine -ĵ v quantitatively one writes 

A'"[Q') = l t v A-'-iQ'), 

•where A^iQ2) is the acceptance corrected asymmetry function as Calculated 
ID the Kuhii-Wagner model. This calculation includes a full simulation of the 
detector and of tor selection efficiencies. Al this stage it tras also verified that 
d*tectoi effects cannot fake an asymmetry. A fit of AeaSe{Q2) to the distribution 
ihuwn in Figure 14c yields the result 

0.2 

0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2.0 
Q2 !GeV2/c4] 

Figure 14: Measured asymmetry A[Q'} for (a) T" decays and |b) T* decays. 
(c) Background corrected asymmetry A'^Q') for T" and T* decays combined. 
The solid lines show the asymmetry function A(Q') as predicted by Kuhn and 
WigDer. the dotted hues correspond to the case of no parity violation. 
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The lyitem&tic error it dominated by the theoretical uncertainty arising from 
the not well known i?-wave contribution to the oj" —* p°w~ decay. 

The fesult for -JAV i f i consistent with the value expected for pure V - A 
coupling at the r-v, vertex (fAV - +1)* In the Kuhn-Wagner model with only 
CA and Cv as coupling constants this determines the vT h elicity to be negative. 

5 Micro Vertex Drift Chamber Performance 
In March 1990 the old ARGUS Vertex Drift Cumber (24} was replaced by the 
Micro Vertex Drift Chamber (^VDC) [25j. A data sample or about 15 p b - 1 

was accumulated on the T(45) resonance and in the nearby continuum. First 
results concerning the chamber performance and background studies are pre
sented here. 

5.1 Chamber Design Summary 

The jiVDC is designed to resolve secondary vertices from the decays of short
lived particles like charmed mesons or tau leptons. The main design features 
can be Bummarifed as follows: 

• The chamber contains J0?0 sense wires which are arranged in 16 layers, 
four layers of axial wires and six pairs of layers with wire* at angles of ±45° 
relative- to the chamber axis. Due to these extremely large stereo angles 
the track coordinates in the r-<p and r-i projections can be measured 
with equal precision. On the ot-vei band, the large stereo angles require 
a mechanical support structure for guiding the stereo wires around the 
chamber axis, as schematically shown in Figure 15. 

• The inc-r chamber wall is a beryllium beam pipe with 19mm outer radius 
and Ob mm wall thickness. These small dimensions &ni the low Z material 
help to keep the extrapolated track error at the beam position small. 

• The innermost sense wire layer has a distance of only 26 mm from the 
beam line. It contains $h drift cells which is about the minimum needed 
for a good nmltitrack resolution. These both constraints required '.he 
fiVDC drift cells to be small (see Figure 10), All drif cells in the /*VDC 
have the same size. The cathode design represents an optimum in terms 
of acceptable field strength on the wir* surface and minimal multiple 
scattering. 

• In small drift cells the achievable resolution is limited by ionization (statis
tics. Hence the chamber must be operated at elevated pressure. The outer 

Figure IS: Schematic view of the /iVDC. The stereo wires wrap around the 
chamber axi>. supported by a structure made of five beryllium piafrs extending 
between two aluminium endcones. The wires are fed through jewels being in
serted in the vanes {672 in each). The endcones carry ceramic boards on which 
the wires art- accurately positioned and fixed. 
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chamber will i* * pressure vessel made of 2.2 mm thick carbon-fibre epoxy 
composite. 

• Bated on Monte Carlo simulations and lo t measurements, a scheme for 
synchrotron r*dj Micro shielding was developed, which makes operation of 
the pVDC do*- to the beam line potrible. Additional djpole magnets were 
inserted on each tide of the interaction region, splitting the last bend into 
two parts. As a result only radiation with a very low critical energy enters 
the interaction region. The direct radiation is screened by movable copper 
collimator* on either aide of the pVDC. Their backsides (towards the 
interaction point) are plated with titanium. The baduutterrd radiation 
from the thallium is attenuated by an 8 pm copper Layer q& the inner side 
of the beryllium beam pipe. 

5.2 Chamber Operation 
With an operating voltage of 3550 V two gas mixtures were used is the JIVDC: 

• pure COa with a 0.3 % admixture of water at a pressure of 2.45 bar, and 

• a mixture of 80% C0 3 aud 20% propane with admixtures of methylaJ 
(3%| and water (0.5%) at a. pressure of 3.1 bar. 

In both cafes the gas gain of the chamber was determined to be A ^ 16000. 
The electronics pulse height threshold was set to & current of 0.4 fiA at the 
preamplifier input. 

With the beam currents being lees than 7 x 40 mA. the total /iVDC current 
was less than 170.UA. Prom the mean operating conditions during the 4B days 
of data taking it was estimated thai a charge of 80 m^ 'cm was collected on 
the wires of the innermost layer- K b&s brcD shown that chambers can be 
operated without aging problems up to several C/cm collected, provided that 
contaminants in the gas, in the tubing system, and in the chamber are avoided 
|26j. Hence, from the above estimate one would not expect any substantial 
aging of the pVDC yet. This is supported by the fact that at the end of data 
taking the total dark current of the chamber was still as low as O.& Â. 

5.3 Chamber Resolution 
Except for the region close to the sense wire the isochrones in the/iVDC drift cell 
are strongly noB-drculw: (see Figure 16). Rene* the track angle must be taken 
into account when drift distances are calculated from the measured drift times. 
This angular correction was determined together with the space time relation
ship in an iterative calibration procedure using Bhabha -vents in thr barrel 

1 

^ P 0.25 
Figure 16: Design of the </VDC drift cell. Sense wire (open circle) and cathode 
wires (full cirdes) bath have a diameter of 25 pm. Also shown are the itochrones 
for CO, ol ^ - 2.45 bar and BV - 3550 V for drift times of 20- 520ns in steps 
of 20 as. 
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Figure 17: Spatial resolution obtained for C0 7 propane at 3.1 baj O cell unjt 
= 2.66 mm |. 
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region of the detector. The obtained spatial resolution for the C0 3 /propane 
mixture if ihown in Figure 17. 

Due to the mining field-shaping wire* there are regions of low electric field 
between the tense wires where the drift Telocity is extremely small (see Figure 
16). At a consequence, a reduced efficiency and bad resolution is observed in 
the outermost 6 % of the drift cell. Tbe resolution deteriorates mainly because 
the pararnetritation of the angular correction is not adequate for very large drift 
distances-

5.4 Background Studies 
Since the pVDC is operated very close to the beam line, background inves
tigations are of particular interest. A systematic itudy w u performed using 
random trigger events. These events « « recorded with a frequency of 0.1 Hz, 
irrespective of any signal from the pre trigger components (1), i.e.,they represent 
arbitrary bunch croiengs. The results of this analysis can be summarized as 
follows: 

* Each bunch crossing produces background hits in the /iVDC. The mean 
number of hits is 30 to 60, depending op the beam conditions. The back
ground is not uniformly distributed in the chamber. The mean occupancy 
in the innermost sense wire layer was observed to be as high as 20%, rep
resenting a substantial fraction of "blind - wires. 

* Only a small fraction of random triggers (typically 1/200) is accompa
nied by at least one track in tb? main drift cbambex. From this one can 
conclude that the background from beam-wall events is negligible. The 
major contribution to the ^VDC current is caused by synchrotron radia
tion photons which enter the chamber with every bunch crossing. 

* The observed photon rates are much higher than expected after having 
modified the bending magnet K close to the detector. This indicates that 
a sizable frartioD of the primary radiaiion does not come from the bendb 
but from beam deflections in the quadrupolt». 

* Primary synchrotioD radiation from the quadrupole* is not optimally 
screened by the collimators- Jn particular ii can hil the copper layer 
on the berylhum beam pipe and indure secondary Cu-K-une emission. In 
fact these monoenergetir photons (F , = 6.05 krV) ihow up as a broad 
peak around 1&0 ADC counts, jp the measured pulse height KpcrtTum of 
the background hits (see Figure 16). 

As far as the pVDC background rates and currents are concerned, particles 
from beam-wall interactions can be neglected- Sowevet. many of these events 

15.0-10" 
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Figure 16: ADC spectrum for random triggers. 
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Figure 19: Main vertex positions along the beam hue. 



m accepted by the trigger and fill the data tapes, ha order to find the "hot 
spots" in the beam pipe region, events from raw data tapes were reconstructed 
without may rats applied on the main vertex ->Ofitiau. With the old VDC and 
beam pine {40 run inner radius) about 60 % of the events came from beam wall 
interactions. Ae expected, the situation hat became much wqrce with the new 
narrow beam pipe- For the tame trigger condition*, there are now 93% beam-
wall events on a raw data tape. Figure 19 show* an enh&nced probability for 
such events iD the region of tbr conical synchrotron radiation scraper* (4&cm 
< 1=1 < 70cm). 

Based on the experience just described, a redesigned synchrotron radiation 
protection scheme will be used for future data taking with the pVDC, 

• Cunent members of the A ROUS Collaboration are: H. Albrecht, H. Ehr-
lichmum. G.Harder, A.Kruger, R.Mundt, A.Nau, A.W.Nilsaon, A N'ippe, 
T.Oai, M, Kerdwhacl, M.Sc i i / er H -. Sc!unid<-Ri«etafl, S. Schroder, S.D. 
Scb.uk. F.Sefkow, R. Wurtb (DESY Hamburg): R.D.Appuhn, C.Hast. G. Ber-
rera, B. KoIaDpsfo. A L&ngr. A Lindner. R. Mauled. M.Schieber. C.Schweda, 
B. Spaan. A. Waliher. D. Wegener /University of Dortmund); M. Paujini, K. 
Reim. V.Volland. H.Wegener University of Erlangenl: W.Funk, J.Stiewe, 
S.Werner [University of Heidelberg); S.Bali, J. C. Gabriel. C.Geyer. A. Hoi-
scbrr. W. Hofmairo. B. HoUer. S. Khan, J Speugler (MPI Heidelberg): D. I. Brit-
ton, C. E. K Charlesworth. K. V. Edwards, H. Kapitza, P. Krieger, R. Kutschie, 
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tice. S. C. Seide). G. Tapolilii, K. Tzojaariudalu, R. van de Water. T.-S.Yoon 
(IPP Canada): S.Schael. K.R.Schubert. K Strahl, R.Waldi. S.Weseler (Uni
versity o( KarLnihr/: B.Bostjancic. G. Kernel. P. Krizan. E. Kriitiic, T. Zivko 
(University of Ljubljana). E-1.Cronstrom. L.Jonsson (University of Lund): 
A.Babaev. M Danilov. A Droutskoy. B.Fominykh. A.Golutvin, I.Gorelov, V. 
kubimDV, F. RaittikoT, A. Ruslavteev. A. Semenov. S. Seraenov, V. Shevchelilco. 
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Neutrino Leptou Physics with the CHARM2 Detector 
UBALDO DORE 

CKHN and Diparirmeuio di Ftsica, Universila' L-o Sapicmo, Roma. 

1. Introduction 

The CHARM2 detector has been designed to obtain a precision determination 

of the electro-weak miring parameter sin 1QW via a meaurenr it the ratio of the 

cross section of the purely leptonir neutral current processes 

vP + e —i Vp -f t 

and 

Vu + € — Vp + .» 

Preliminary results of this experiment on Lhe determination of sin 2 0 w have been 

published in [l] . 

The main difficulties For the study of these processes come from the very small 

value of the cross section [a(E -. 1.5 x 10 -42cm 2fGeV) and from the high level 

of background. The single electron events produced in the v,, — r scattering must 

be extracted from lhe deep inclastir neutrino micleon scattering ones that have a 

three ordrr of magnitude higher rule. 

T̂  match these requirements (."HARM2 [2] has been built as a high tiiass.low 

'/•, high granularity, sampling cak.-rimrter f total mass 692 tons), the calorimeter 

is made or -120 modules, each module <ruri>Ming of a .1.7 ni K 3.7 m, 4>S cm 

thick, glass platr anil of « pUnr of Vt'2 jilastir limited streamer lube? with digital 

readout of the wires .uul analog readout of pirbnji strip* orthogonal to the wirm. 

The i-aloriinettT K followd by a union "pen;,.meter (magnetized iron plates and 

drift chambers) fur a nifasiirpnient of the momentum of muons produced in charge 

current ititerai Uoiii-. 

r U. Dorc 1WI 
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Tin- discrimination «f c.ni. Against hadronic showers is essentially based un 

their different lateral prohle. The widths are about $ cm and SO un respectively 

fur IMII. and hadronic showers. 1 he «Vlc*"to[ allows also to rcrunslrnrt willl high 

precision the direction of e.m, showers. We shall see that tins is a very inipurtant 

feature of the apparatus, in fact the vpf events are kinomalirally must rained in a 

vecy small forward cone, whilt* the background has a much wider angular ilistribu-

tion. We have used calibration (IAIA taken in 19S9 to improve the algorithms used 

lo determine the direction so thai the angular resolution is now - r ' jjf^, compared 

with the value *&jg* given in [1\. 

The detector has been exposed to the CEftN WB neutrino beam starting from 

1987. Neutrino and antineutrino runs have been alternated every faw days to 

ensure uniform detector behaviour and a, total of 2 x 10 19 protons on target have 

been collected in 87,88,89.90 runs. The analyses that will be presented here refer 

to 87,88,89 data (75% of the t«lal statistics). 

The low Z of the target material r ^ w s a precise measurement of union direc

tion, while the high granularity of the detector makes possible a deLaiJed study oJ 

vertex activity. These characteristic of the CHARM2 calorimeter together with 

the muon momentum information haw allowed us to study two leptonie processes 

in which the- neutrino electron interaction gives rise to final states containing only 

muons and precisely 

1, Inverse muon decay [Z\ 

i'n •+ e - — ;< - +vt 

2. Muori pair production in ihe elect romngnetir held of a nucleus [ 1] 

v + A -- f + ft + +n - +A 

This process, usually called neutrino trident production, can be seen from 

the point of weak interactions as 1^1 elastic scat .ering-

We shall present in the following sections the result obtained until now from the 

CHARM2 Collaboration in I he study of these purely leptonir neutrino processes, 

2. sin 2tV determination from vti - e scattering 

The determination of the value of .nm 2&\v can be performed with high sensi

tivity, by measuring 

= ;j(l - 4sin 2&w 4 IGAsiii 40w)/[l •- 4sin Z9W + lUsin 40U,J-

High sensitivity can be obtained because, in the region of sin 20 u . — 0.25, A(sin 20w) = 

iftyAItfli). The use of IS reduces the systematic error, in fact the elliciency or 

selections cancel out in the ratio and only the relative neutrino (luxes ace needed. 

What we can measure in a real experiment is .V v, the number of "-*" scattering 

events in Lhe neutrino beam and the equivalent quantity S V for the aniiiieutrmo 

beam, (V v will count events due to scattering of neutrino of any type contained 

in the beam. We can also measure 

i.e.. the energy weighted |]UN ratio or (he main components of thr two beam*. We 

define 

Flvtf will reduce to R in the case of an ideal experiment with purr, monochromatic. 

equal energy neutrino and antinuetrino beams and its dependence on sin '2.0 „ 

is similar to the one of K with «rorru* loss in the sensitivity factor <luf" i« beam 

contaminations, kinomatical cuts. etc. 



The Vfit. scattering events arc characterized by a single electron emitted at a 

small angle with respect to the beam direction. In fact for these everts 

E fff«2 = 2m,( l -y)<2mr = \Mev , y = •£- • 
liii 

We have classified our even^ in terms of B9 2. In fact thfr spread of signat > "ents 

in the EO 2 variable is almost energy independent since the angular resolution 

tha t is the dominant smearing factor, goes as ~4-. 

The single electron showers have been selected asking for 

1. a narrow width high density shower and 

2. no vertex activity, i.e., hit in the first plane of Lhe shower. 

The efficiency for selecting pure electrons events has been measured, using 

calibration data taken with &n electron test beam, to beO.TG (energy iwlepend'" it}. 

Events have been selected in the energy range of 3-24 GeV. The low energy cut has 

been fixed by the trigger efficiency, the high energy one has been choosen laking 

into account the fact that at high energies the signal/background ratio dnteri irates. 

The EB 2 distribution of the selected events is shown in figure 1. The neutrino 

electron peak is clearly visible at small values of EO 2 over a smooth background. 

We have described tin- background in terms of vT quasi elastic interactions ( the 

f« contamination is of the order of 1%) and of single TT 0 production. Both these 

processes produce an electromagnetic shower in the final state but their kinematics 

do not give any peaking at low values of EO 2. 

Wr have succesfully represented our data using these assumptions, a two di

mensional fit tn E and EO 2 has rwen made and we have obtained I he following 

result for th* number of signal events: M S l ± 56 (e f l beam! and IG2l±&"2 (7^1 

beam. 

To get from the number of events the ratio i? ( h M one has to compute the relative 

flux ratio F. KOIIT different methods have been used; 
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1. measurement of the flux of tnuons accompanying the neutrino beam: 

2. measurement of the rate of quasi clastic i'„ and v^ events at low Q "2-

3. measurement of the rate of single T 0; 

4. measurement of the total number of neutrino interaction:* in both beams. 

The cross sections for neutrino and aniineutrino in cases 2) and 3) are equal, 

•and for case 4) is well known. The four methods give well rorisi.iteul resulLs and 

the F results to be 

F= 1.011 ±0.024 

We finally obtain 

sin 2&w = 0.240 ± D.009[sr<aO ± 0.0QS(st/sO , 

There are various contributions to the quoted systematic error but the dominant 

one (0.007) is due to the background subtraction. 

Applying radiative corrections [5] we obtain, using the SirliudehV'ion, .sin 29lu ^ 

I - Mw 2/M* 2, 

sin 29\v = 0,239 x 0.009 ± Q.Q0S . 

This value can be compared directly to the value obtained front the neutrino deep 

inelastic data (6| 

sin ?0W = Q.230 ± 0.004 ± 0.005 

and from the collider data [7] 

sin 20w = 11,220 ± 0.009 . 

A comparison with the mass of the Z r as measured by LKP. allow* a te&i of radiative 

corrections i t a lever] t»f two standard deviations.!]] 1 shall stress thai this is still 

a preliminary result; the data collected in the 1990 run arc not included in the 

analysis, more work on the syBlematics will go on and we hciie to reach a Tina' 

precision cf 0 007. 

3- Inverse muon decay 

The inverse union decay pmress HMD) 

is a purely leplonir charged rurrrnl process. Experimentally these events can be 

extracted from single muon events with small hadronic activity. Figure 2 shows 

the pt 2 distribution for events with Eu > 10.9 GeV and E^d S 1.5GeV for v^ 

(solid line J and for Vp (dots). The antineutrino spectrum has been normalized in 

the range 0 0 5 < pi 2 <0,1 OVT 2. The insertion in tin? ligure shows the small 

p ( 2 region where the peaK due to the inver muon decay in the neutrino case is 

moif clearly visible- The background is given by quasi clastic u M events- Since 

al small pt 2 the dirTerenlj&J cross sections of v^ and V^ are equal, we have used 

the antineutrino spectrum to obtain the background under the IMD peak The 

Standard Model (SM) cross section is predicted to be 

— ^ - £ £ > » • 
(V, =* S ^ *< 17.23 x 10 -42cm 2GeV - 1 is usually called the asymptotic cross 

section. Our experimental result is 

oa3 = (17.62 ± 1.32)10 -42cm 2GtV - 1 . 

Applying radiative corrections we obtain 

*«, = (1S.IG± 1.36)10 -42cm 2GeV - 1 

in good agreement with the SM predictions. Defining S as 

and r u m o r i n g it with Ihf result on ihe muon decay. ^\GLL 5 | 2 + ](ijt I'j !> < I, 

wv can ronsSj-ain thcscaW coupling nf leptons In Ujrjr m'ulrinos lo bo \Cn S\ 2 ^ 

0.-IOal OO'/i ('L. 
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4, Neutrino trident production 

The diagrams for production of muon pairs in the electromagnetic field of a 

nucleus 

i, + A — v + /i + +{i - +.4 

are shown in lig 3. Both W and 7. exchange conLribuLe and the measurement of 

the total cross section of this process will provide a direct test of the interference 

between the two amplitudes n.* predicted by the Standard Model. The total cross 

sections for neutrino and antineutnno are equal and can he exactly computed if 

the nuclear elctromagnetic form factor is known Using a phenomenological form 

factor integrating over the energy distribution of our neutrino and antineutrino 

bifajm we expert 

Ctheor = [1.9±0.4]10 - 4 1 cm 2 per nucleus . 

The theoretical error is mainly due to the uncertainty on form factors and to the 

uncertainty on the contribution or non-coherent production. The kinematics of 

this process predict a small invariant m u x of the dimuon system (< 2.5 GeV). The 

experimental signature of thesr events is a dimuon pair with no hadronic activity. 

Figure 4 shows the distribution of the vertex Activity determined by the number 

of additional hits in the first ten planes following the vertex. The histogram shows 

a peak at low vertex activity for events having a dimuon mass smaller than 2.5 

GeV. We attribute this peak to the effect of trident production. The crosses are 

Lhe dist: ' iution for events with dimuon mass bigger than 2.5 GeV, in this case no 

peak is seen. 

The two distributions have been normalized in the interval 20- ISO hits and 

assuming the same behaviour of the two distributions in the low activity region, 

we obtain an eNress of 63 ± 15 events due to trident production. After a small 

correction for contamination of coherent single pion production in whirh the pion 
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decays before interacting with no visible decay kink. takinft into iwroiint detection 

efficiencies and neutrino Jinxes we obtain th* following result for the cross section; 

o > „ = [30 + -0.9(.«lni) + -0.5(sjiif)j l0 " " i r n 2 P " nucleus . 

We can summarize our result in the fallowing way. neutrino trident production 

baa been experimentally observed for the First time with high statistical significance. 

the cross section is in agreement with the SM predictions; however the reached 

precision is not yet sufficient to demonstrate interference effects. 
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Recent Results from the three TRISTAN experiments 

Ryosuke Iloh 

Physics Division, KEK 

Abst rac t 

Recent results from the three TRISTAN experiments ore presented. 
The measurements of the forward-backward asymmetry are reviewed-
The results of QCD studies are discussed on the test of the existence 
of the triple gluoQ coupling and on the determination of Ajyy using a 
new Monte Carlo. The various studies on the fragmentation are also 
presented. 

1 Introduction 

The TRISTAN electron-positron collider has been running since November 
1986. The collision energy was gradually raised up from 50 GeV up to frJ GeV 
in 1989. The machine is currently running at 58 GeV to gain the luminosity. 

Three gioups, AMY, TOPAZ and VENUS, are taking data at TRISTAN. 
The integrated luminosity taken by now is about 5 0 p b _ 1 /group which corre
spond': to about 7000 hadronic events. The results presented here are based 
on this data. 

In the summer of 1990, the installation of micro-/? magnets will be done in 
the accelerator. The luminosity is expected to be doubled after the installation. 
The experiments will be resumed from the beginning of 1991 and will continue 
for 3-4 years. The goal of the experiment is to obtain da ta with the luminosity 
of about 3 0 0 p b - 1 for detailed studies on the electro-weak theory and the QCD. 

In this paper, I report the recent results from ihc TRISTAN experiments 
on three topics. The measurements of the forward-backward asymmetry are 
presented in section 2. Section 3 describes the studies on the QCD. The 
status of the studies on the fragmentation is given in section 4. The results 
are summarized in the last s f t i on . 
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2 Forward-backward Asymmetry 
3.1 Introduction 

The differential cross section of final state fermion8 produced in the .,*>" 
annihilation can be written by toe fttandaid model in the form of 

— - ^ ( l + c o s ^ + ^icosfl . (1) 

Since the tecond term is related to the contributions from the intermediating 
Z° and the interference between Z° and 7, the strength of Z° contribution can 
be measured by observing the forward-backward asymmetry of the produced 
fennioafl. Toe forward- backyard asymmetry is deiint?d as 

_ J? /a (*,(«)-.toQr-t)) _ 3 A, 
A F B - . _ . ( 2 ) 

The parameters AQ and Ai can be written using the vector and axial-vector 
coupling constants of electrons and fermions (v,tvj and at,aj)'. 

Ao - g} -0 /w» / IU i , ( . ) ) + i («; + aJ)(»J + ^)|p(*)| 2 (3) 

A, = -« J / a . a / ReWj)}+^ / o 1 i i ; l j ( j ) I* (4) 

•here 

9 ( a J = 8Hna0wcos*ew^ - MJ + iMzT^ l 5 ) 

17 s 2Tj - 4<?,sin%- (6) 
a/ = 2ft . (7) 

T3 is the third component of the weak isospin and Qj is the electric charge of 
the fermion. 

Figure J ibowj the font-rd-bacJ-ward asymmetry as a function 01 <Js caJ-
culattd using the formula aSove. Dm" to the difference in the charge of final 
state fermiow, there are three :ypes ot asymmetries. As seen from the figure, 
the Mymmety becomes very large in the energy range of TRISTAN. In par
ticular, the asymmetry of rf-typ< quark J reaches its maximum in the energy 
range and therefore TRISTAN is a nice machine to study the asymmetry of 
6-qiurks. 

j 1 < _ - 1 1 — 1 < 1 

ao -40 60 ao 100 
Bo, (GeV) 

Figure 1: The forward-backward asymmetries of leptons, up and down type 
quarks calculated from the standard model as a function of the collision energy. 

2.2 Leptons 
The forward-backward asymmetry of leptona was measured for e+e~ -* fiji and 
tf. Fig- 2 showi the differential crosa sections of >ip (a) and rf (b) measured 
by TOPAZ. The standard model predictions are aLo shown in solid lines- As 
seen, th« measured data are consistent with the predictions. 

The asymmetry was determined by fitting the measured differential cross 
section to formula 1. Fig. 3 shows the average value of the asymmetry mea
sured by three TRISTAN experiments plotted as a function of •/$, Also shown 
are the measurements by PEP and PETRA experiments^]. AH the measure
ments are well reproduced by the standard model predictions in both of (i{i 
and TT channels. 

2.3 &-quarks 

The forward-backward asymmetry of fr-quarks is interesting at TRISTAN since 
the asymmetry becomes maximum at its energy range. 

The ^-quark events w<re identified by the leptons produced in the semi-
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Figure 2: The differential cross sections of fiji (a) and Tf (b) measured by 
TOPAZ. Solid line shows the prediction by the standard model. 
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Figure 3: The measured forward-backward asymmetries of p£ (a) and rf (b) 
averaged over the three TRISTAN experiments are plotted as a function of 
the collision energy. The measurements by oth : experiments are also plotted. 
The solid line shows the standard model prediction. 
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leptonic decay of (.quarks. AMY and TOPAZ identified oaJy muons while 
VENUS used electrons also in addition to muons- The contamination of lep-
tona from the decay of c-quarks and from the cascade-decay of o-quarks was 
estimated using the Monte Carlo and subtracted from the data. Fig, 4 shows 
the pt distribution for inclusive muons by AMY. As seen, tH distribution is 
well reproduced by the Monte Carlo. 

The thrujt axis of the event was defined as the direction of the primary 
4-quarks. The charge of the quark was determined from the charge of the iden
tified lepUm. The differential cross section of i-quarks measured by TOPAZ 
and AMY is shown in Fijr. 5. A large asymmetry can be observed from the 
figure. The asymmetry was determined in the same manner as for the leptons 
aud obtained as 

ArB= -0.82±0.25±0-14 (AMY.Va = 5T.2GeV) 
-0.54 ± 0.13 (VENUS, V? = 57.9GeVfe), 58.5GeV(^)) 

-0.64 ±0.32 ±0.10 (TOPAZ,Vs = 58.9GeV) 

where the values are not corrected for the B° — 3 " mixing effect. 
Pig. 6 shows the obtained asymmetry plotted as a function of v/s. Mea

surements by the other experiments including the recent L3 rcsult[2] are also 
shown. Although the data are not corrected for the B° - W mixing effect, 
the standard model prediction shown in the solid line well reproduces the 
meaaurements over the energy range from PEP to LEP. 

One interesting point of the asymmetry of o-quarks is tha; the observed 
asymmetry is affected by the B° - B° mixing. Due to the mixing, negative 
(positive) charged prompt leptons an be produced not only from k (I).quark 
decays, but also from 6 (o) quark decays. Therefore, the observed asymmetry 
is reduced as 

Aens = p-2x)Ai (8) 

where A* is the true asymmetry and * is the a probability that a o-quark 
becomes a J-quirk through the B°—W mixing, which is related to the mixing 
parameter as follows 

* = / <7Tr7 + 'TTrT • < 9 > 

40 I—l—I—I—r 

a o 
3 

a 
o 
d 

2 3 
muon Pt (GeV/o) 

Figure 4: the p, distribution of inclusive muons measured by AMY. The Monte 
Carlo predictions are also shown. 
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Figure 5: The differential cross section of bo measured by TOPAZ(a) and 
AMY(b). The solid Use shows the fit to the d»ta while the dotted line is the 
standard model prediction. 
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Figure 6: The measured asymmetry of (̂ quarks as a (unction of the collision 
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Si and / . are l i e fractions of produced flj and B, bosons, respectively (/„ + 
ft -f. / , = 1). The parameter n is defined as 

T(B°-Bf^X') . 
r ' = r(flf-Ar) ( 1 0 ) 

where i is one of d or J. 
If the value of At is assumed to be the standard model value which is 

calculated using eq. 2, the value of the mixing parameter jr. can be extracted 
by fitting the observed asymmetry to formula 8 with a free parameter x-
Tbe measurements of the asymmetry of fc-qvarks by PEP, PETRA[B| and 
TRISTAN were combined and used for the fit. The value of x • » obtained 
from the fit as 0.131 ± 0.054. The v "as akra measured using the di-Iepton 
events by UA1[3|, MAC(4] and Mark-Up). The value of x averaged over ill 
the measurements written above i> 0H2iSmi 

On the other hand, ARGUSpl and CLEO[8I measured the mixing parame
ter of r^S-^(rj) from the decay of T(4s), The average of two measurements 
is 0.169 ±0.038. 

Using eq, 9, the mixing parameter r, was estimated from the measured x 
and rt- The / j and / , in eq. 9 were assumed to be 0.375 and 0.15, respectively. 
Fig. 7 shows the \a range of measured x and r^ plotted in the r» — r̂  plane. 
As seen from the figure, r, is likely to be 1. Fig. S shows the allowed region 
of r-, and rj calculated from the measured x and r*. From this analysis, the 
hypothesis that the rM is zero was excluded at 95% CL. 

2.4 c-quarks 

VENUS measured the forward-backward asymmetry of c-quarks by recon
structing £>". The Z>" first decays to D° and T, and then fl° decays to K~ 
with one or more pions. VENUS reconstructed the decay channels of D° going 
to K~**,K~-i*r° and Jf~!r*>r+ir~. Fig. 9 shows the mass difference between 
possible X?°s and D" candidates. A mass peak of D° decay is dearly seen. 

The direction of tbe primary o-quark was determined from the direction of 
reconstructed D' and the charge from the charge of />'. The angular distri
bution of the reconstructed D'* is shown in Fig. 10. Although the statistics 
is rather small, a large asymmetry can be observed. The value of the forward-

0.3 v = 0 142 + 0 - 0 3 6 

X— U . l » * -0.031 

r d =O.l69±0.O36 
(CLEO. AEGUS) 

Q 0.2 0.4 0.5 O.B 1 

Figure 7: The l o regions of measured v and r d plotted in the r, — rd plane. 

0.1 

o.o 

90J5CL 

f Iff f 
C^~~-

• — ^ ^ _ 

0 0.2 0 4 O.S 0.S 1 

r. 
Figure 8: The allowed region in the r, — rj plane. 
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biickward asymmetry of e-quarks was extracted from the angular distribution 
and obtained as A, = -0.42+g;^. 

2.5 Jets 
The measurements of the forward-backward asymmetry of an individual quark 

flavor are onlypossible for heavy quarks and the statistics is limited due to the 
small efficiency in the identification of the heavy flavor. Alternatively, the 
forward-backward asymmetry of jets in the bsdronic events was measured 
where the asymmetries of all five flavors are combined. 

Irj the measurement of the asymmetry[9], the thrust axis of the event was 
denned as the direction of the primary quark. The charge of the primary quark 
was estimated from the charges of decay products. All the charged particles 
in the events were divided into two hemispheres along the thrust axis and the 
jet charge Qj^ was calculated fo- each hemisphere using 

<?jrf = I > * ? (H) 

where o, is the charge of i'th charged particle with i running over all the 
charged particles in the hemisphere. The x, is the weighting factor. Some 
different parameters were chosen as this factor among three experiments. For 
example. TOPAZ used the rapidity with factor o = 0.8 as the weighting 
factor. The charge of the primary quark was defined so that the jet with a 
larger Qi€t has a positive charge. Fig. 11 shows the differentia! cross section 
of jets measured by TOPAZ and VENUS. 

The forward-backward asymmetry of jets was determined by fitting formula 
I. The values obtained by three experiments were 

^ F S = 0,097±0025±0.019 (AMY.i/s = 57.2GeV> 
0,107 ± 0.017 ± 0.020 (VENUS, V5 = 57,9CeV) 
0.091 ± 0.022 ± 0.016 (TOPAZ, Ji = 58.1 GeV). 
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Figure 11: The differential cross section of jets measured by TOPAZ (a) and 
VENUS (b). The solid line shows the fit to the data while the dashed line is 
the standard model prediction. 
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Figure 12: The diagrams of tbe 4-parton final states. 

3 QCD 
3.1 Triple Gluon Coupling 
Since the QCD id based on the non-abelian gauge theory, tbe effect of the triple 
gluon coupling should be observed. In the e+e~ annihilation, this effect can 
be observed in the 4-jet events. Fig. 12 shows the diagrams of the 4-parton 
final states. The triple gluon coupling is seen in the last diagram- Test of the 
existence of this vertex was difficult in the previous experiments sinct* 4-jet 
events were not well resolved due to the large fragmentation effect. In the 
TRISTAN energy region, the fragmentation effect is relatively small and 4-jet 
events can be clearly distinguished. The existence of the triple gluon coupling 
was tested by the experiments at TRISTAN(lO) for the first time. 

When a quark emits a gluon in the bremsstrahlung process, the spin of the 
quark does not Hip since the coupling between the quark and the gluon is the 
vector-coupiing. Therefore, the spin component of the emitted gluon (s") is 
zero with respect to the direction of the quark. To conserve this spin compo-

nent, the gluons split from this gluon (g' -t gg) go preferably in parallel with 
the direction of the quark while the split quarks {g' — qq) go perpendicular 
to the direction. So the angular distribution of 4-jet events becomes different 
between the cases with and without the triple gluon coupling. 

To study the angular distribution of 4-jet events, two observables were used 
by TRISTAN experiments. The first is the azimuthal angle X£?[H] between 
the planes formed by jets 1 and 2 and by jct s3 and 4 where the jets are ordered 
according to their energies; £i > £j > £ 3 > £„ The jetsl and 2 are likely 
to '* e the primary quarks due t/> the bremsstrahlung character. Because of 
the spin conservation effect, the angle ^ B i is relatively small for the events 
originated by the triple gluon vertex, while the angle becomes large for the 
events with split quarks. 

The second is CDa$'f,R[12\. This observable is denned as 

• » • « * , • - ' " - q - y - . ? 1 (12) 
b>i-j>»l|P3-;««l 

where p, is the momentum vector of i*th jet. This observable does not suffer 
(ram hard cuts which is required in XBZ and was used as a complementary 
observable to XBZ-

To select 4-jet events from the hadronic event sample, AMY and TOPAZ 
used the JADE clustering method(13] while VENUS used the Lund clustering(16j. 
In the JADE clustering, AMY set the cut-off in the scaled invariant mass of 
the jet (y„,) at 0.024 while TOPAZ at 0.02. VENUS set the distance param
eter of the Lund clustering (dj«n) at 2.5 GeV. The numbers of selected 4-jet 
events are 139 by AMY, 157 by TOPAZ and 345 by VENUS. 

In order to test the existence of the triple gluoo vertices, the distribu
tions of tbe observables were compared with the .Tiodel predictions with and 
without triple gluon vertices (called the non-Abelian model and the Abelian 
model, respectively). AMY and VENUS obtained the model predictions using 
tbe Monte Carlo based on the QCD matrix element. AMY used the matrix 
calculated by F. Gutbrot et al. (GKS)[14] while VENUS used the calculation 
by R.K.Ellis el al (ERT)[15]. These QCD matrix elements were combined 
with the Lund string fragmentation modo]|16). The model predictions were 
obtained by turning on and off the triple gluvn coupling term in the QCD ma
trix. On the other hand, TOPAZ compared the distributions of data directly 



1 non-Abelian model (QCD) Abeliar. model 
1 color factor (CF) 

gluon colors (Afc) 
1 
3 
3 

1 
1 

fraction of qqgi 
fraction of q$(g' ->)QQ 
fraction of w(j* -»)jff 

284% 
5.4% 

66.2% 

65.59f 
34.5% 
0% 

Table 1: The difference between the non-Abeljan and Abelian models. Values 
a n from the model used by VENUS. 

with the theoretical calculations by M-Bengtsson(12J. 
The differences between the AbeJian and non-Abelian models are summi-

rized in Table 1. In the Abelian model, the color factor is set to be 1 and 
the number of gluon colore to be 1. The fractions of the contributions of 4-jet 
diagrams ID both models are also shown in the table. 

In the TRISTAN experiments, the fast result was obtained by AMY. 
Fig. 13 shows the distributions of XBZ a °d Q*NR measured by AMY. As seen, 
the data are consistent with the model in which triple ghioa vertices are taken 
into account. From the 0J,H distribution, the Abeli&n model was excluded at 
90% CL. 

Since TOPAZ compared the data with the theoretical calculations directly, 
they checked that the calculation can reproduce the Monte Carlo data to 
justify the comparison. Fig. 14(a) shows the Monte Carlo data generated 
using the QCD matrix calculated by Gottshalk and Shatz[l7], Triple gluon 
vertices are taken into account in the matrix- The theoretical calculations with 
and without triple gluon vertices are also shown as histograms. As seen, the 
theoretical calculation with triple gluon vertices well reproduces the Monte 
Carlo data and the direct comparison is justified. The $^R distribution for the 
data of TOPAZ is shown in Fig. 14(b) plotted with the theoretical predictions. 
The distribution is consistent with the prediction with triple gluon vertices. 
The Abelian model was excluded at 95% CL. 

VENUS also compared the distributions of XBZ asd 0]^H with the model 
predictions as shown in Fig. 1&. From the comparison, the Abelian mode! was 
excluded at 95% CL, They also obtained the model independent limit to the 
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Figure 13: The distributions of XBZ (») and *NR (b) measured by AMY. The 
Monte Carlo predictions with and without triple gluon vertices are shown in 
the solid and dashed lines, respectively. 
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Figure 14: Fig.(a) shows the distribution pf 6f^R for the Monte Carlo events 
while fig.(Vi for the data obtained bj TOPAZ. The theoretical predictions 
with and without triple gluon vertices are shown in the solid and dashed lines, 
respectively. 
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fraction of each 4-jet diagram. In their model, the fractions are expressed as 
functions of the ratios NJCF and TR/Cy where Ne is number of gluon colors, 
CF i » t n c 'OIM factor and TR is the flavor factor. The result is shown in Fig. 16. 

Ta conclusion, the existence of the triple gluon coupling was confirmed and 
the model without triple gluon vertices was excluded at 95% confidence level 
by TRISTAN experiments. 

3.2 Determination of A^y Using NLL MC 

To determine the Ajyj in the e+s" annihilation, the Monte Carlo based on 
the QCD matrix element of order of c*] has been used. The distributions of 
various event shape parameters are compared with the data and the value of 
c , in the Monte Carlo is determined from the fit. The A ^ is derived from 
the determined value of a,. 

However, this method has several problems. Since the 4-jet cross section 
in second order has only contributions at the tree level, the Monte Carlo can
not reproduce the 4-jet cross sections of the data properly. Therefore, some 
corrections for this effect are necessary in the determination of a,. The frag
mentation dependence is another problem. In the Monte Carlo, the partons 
generated using the QCD matrix are converted into hadrons according to a. 
certain fragmentation scheme. Since QCD matrix cannot produce more than 
4 primary partons, the distribution of resulting hadrons has a large depen
dence on the fragmentation schema. The translation from a, into AJTJ also 
has a theoretical difficulty since the energy-scale parameter p in the relation 
between the Ajjy and a, is not well-defined. 

The Monte Cario based an the parton shower can be an answer to these 
problems. In the parton shower model, because of the iterative use of the 
Altarelli-Parisi splitting functions, the parton shower evolves with an unlimited 
Dumber of partons until the Q1 of the parton system becomes less than a cutoff 
value (typically ~ lGeV J) . Therefore the model can well reproduce the 4-jet 
cross sections and is relatively insensitive to the fragmentation scheme. For 
example, the Lund JETSET 6.3[l6] is one of the widely-used Monte Carlo 
based on the parton shower. 

However, the parton shower models currently being used are based on the 
leading-log approximation (LLA-PS)[18). This approximation can be written 
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Figure 16: Experimental bounds on the fractions of 4-jet diagrams The 
shaded area shows the excluded regions at 95% CL by XBZ and fl.vjt-
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in the form of 
Y.^a<l<>9%r . (13) 

As Men, the second order coupling is nol included in this approximation and 
the renormulization scheme cannot be specified. Therefore, Ajyy cannot be 
defined in the LLA-PS. 

Recently, the parton shower model was extended to the next-to-leading-log 
order (NLL-PS) by T.Munehisa and K.Kato[19], The extersion was done in 
the form of 

^(i+i.cXcios^-r ( U ) 
where the second order coupling is included. Since the reaormalization scheme 
can be specified in this approximation, the Â rry can be properly denned in the 
model. The determination of A377 using this NLL parton shower model was 
done by all three experiments at TRISTAN[20). 

The NLL-PS was combined with two fragmentation models to form a Monte 
Carlo (NLL Monte Carlo). One is the Lund string fragmentation[16] done 
by T.Kamae et al.[21] This was used by AMY and TOPAZ. The other is 
the EPOCS string fragmentation[22] done by T. Watanabe which <vas u»ed by 
VENUS. 

Fig. 17 shows the distributions of the momentum fraction and thi> thrust for 
the hadronic events of VENUS plotted with the predictions by the NLL Monte 
Carlo. The data are well reproduced by the Monte Carlo. Fig. 18 shows the 
P? and Pf' distributions of AMY. The predictions by various Monte Carlo 
simulations are also shown. As seen, the distributions are well described by 
the NLL Monte Carlo as well as the Lund JETSET 6.3. 

The determination of A;cr$ was done by comparing the 3-jel fraction (R3). 
The JADE clustering was used to measure the R3 since the R3 becomes rel
atively insensitive to the fragmentation when the method is usedl23). Fig- 19 
shows the fractions of 2, 3, 4 and 5 jet events by VENUS as functions of y„, 
where y^t is the cut-off parameter in the scaled invariant mass of the jet. In 
the figure, solid lines and dashed lines are the predictions with and without the 
fragmentation, respectively. The difference between these two predictions is 
small and the dependence on the fragmentation is confirmed to be negligible. 
Fig. 20 shows the values of Ajrj determined by VENUS as a function ol y t u,. 
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The determined Ajrj » stable for the variation in y n l . 
In the determination of AJJJ, the K'i value at u„,, s= 0.08 was used. The 

measured R3 was compared with Mon.e Carlo predictions with various A ^ 
values. The Ajpy was determined from the value where the measured R3 is 
reproduced. The determined values by three groups are 

Ajj5= 240 ± 70 ± 60McV (AMY, Lund fragmentation) 
254*5? ± MMtV (VENUS, EPOCS frg.) 

232*g(aia(. + sys.)McV (TOPAZ, Ludd frg.). 

4 F r a g m e n t a t i o n . 

4 . 1 H e a v y Q u a r k F r a g m e n t a t i o n 

Since hadrons originated from heavy quarks carry a large fraction of original 
energy of the quarks, the fragmentation function of heavy quarks has a peak 
at large z where e is defined as 

r = ^ ^ • (15) 

The average energy fraction < z > of heavy-flavored hadron* can be given in 
the form of[24] 

« > ~ > - ^ US, 

where *n, is the mass of the heavy quark. From this formula, < z > for the 
b-quark is expected '.o be larger than that for the c-quaik-

AMY group estimated < r > values for c aud b quarks using the prompt 
leptoos produced in the decay of heavy quarks. The Longitudinal momentum 
component of the lepton reflects the momentum of the heavy hadron while 
the transverse component carried the information of the heavy quark flavor 
of the hadron. Therefore, from the simultaneous fit to the longitudinal and 
transverse momentum spectra of the prompt .eptoos, the < z > values for c 
and b quarks can be estimated. 

Although the measurement of the energy of the initial quarks is necessary 
to obtain the energy fraction z, the energy is not directly measurable. So AMY 

used *£ instead of * where XE is defined as 

I £ = i i z r • ( 1 7 ) 

The inclusive muon events were used in this analysis. The two dimensional 
distribution of the momentum and the transverse momentum (p,Pt) of muona 
was obtained for the events. The distribution was fitted by the expectation 
function parametrized as a function of fragmentation function* of c and 6 
quarks. The Peterson function[25) was used as the fragmentation function 
which has the form of 

/ 0 ( I ) = ^TW ' ( I6) 

Fig. 21 shows Some of the results of the fit. From the fit, ce for e quarks 
and £» for b quarks were determined. Obtained values are 

«n = O.DI7«j» . 

Using these values, < i£ > for c and 6 quarks were estimated to be 

< j £ > e = 0-57 ±0 06 

4r7 I nc lus ive C r o s s S e c t i o n s of C h a r g e d P a r t i c l e s 

The inclusive cross sections of JT*. KA and p. f in the e*e" annihilation 
are good measures to study the fragmentation model. VENUS and TOPAZ 
measured these cross sections at TRISTAN. 

In the measurement by VENUS, the particle identification was done by 
measuring the time of Eight (TOF) of the particle. Fig. 22 shows the result 
of VI^NUS. As seen from the figure, the Lund modelflfr] well reproduces the 
data in this region. Since the particle identification by TOF is limited to the 
momentum range less than ~- iGcV/c, thHr study is restricted to very low 
region of the energy fraction. 

On tbe other hand, TOPAZ identifier* the particle species by the simul
taneous measuremenis of the energy loss and the momentum of the particle 
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using the time projection chamber. Fig. 23 is the so-called TPC plot. As seen, 
picas, kaoas add protons are clearly separated in the momentum region below 
] GeV/c. In the relativistic-rise region, statistical fits were done to obtain the 
number of each particle species. The HEfdx distribution in a momentum bin 
was fitted by the sumofgaussians corresponding to electrons, piona, kaons and 
proLoos. Fig. 24 shows an example of the statistical fit. The number of each 
particle species was calculated from the obtained parameters of the gaussian. 

The measured cross sections are shown in Fig. 25 as a function of the 
momentum fraction. The data are consistent with the Lund pre>dktio2-[16l 
in the measured range, However, the error bars are still largf for Icaons and. 
protons with high momentum fractions and more statistics is necessary for 
further studies such as the study of the baryon production. 

4 . 3 B o s e - E i n s t e i n Corre la t ion in P i o n P r o d u c t i o n 

Since pion obeys the Bose-Einstein statistics, the enhancement in the produc
tion of pions which bave the same charge and the similar momentum should 
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be observed in the hadronic final states of e+e" annihilation (Goldhabor-
Galdhabor-Lee-Pais (GGLP) diect)[26]. AMY studied this effect in the hadronic 
event sample. 

Fig. 26 shows the ratio of the same md opposite charged particle pairs 
is the hadroaic final state* as a function of the square of the momentum 
difference ID the particle pair (Q7). The enhancement in the production of the 
Mine-charged particle pairs can be seen in the law Q1 region. 

The correlation effect <vas parametrized in the form of 

R[Q7) <= Ab(i + /„(fl ,)Ae-'*>')(i + iQ') . (18) 

R{Q2) is the ratio of the numbers of the same and opposite charged pion pairs. 
fr(Q3) is the correction function for the contamination of kaons and protons 
estimated using the Monte Carlo. A and fig are the parameters in the Bose-
Einstein correlation function. A stands for the strength of the correlation while 
JZo means the average size of the source. JVo is the normalization factor of the 
ratio and 1 is the correction factor for the long range correlation. 

By fitting the measured distribution to this function, the Bose-Einstein 
correlation parameters were obtained as 

A = 0,60 ±0.13 ±0.08 
•ffb = 1.18 ± 0.17 ±Q.10(/m) . 

5 Summary 
• Charge asymmetries were measured for the final state pji, rf, ce, iJ 

and jets. The obtained results were consistent with the standard model 
predict ions. 

• BJ-~B? mixing parameter was estimated from the measured asymmetry 
of b quarks combined with the other measurements of B" - T? and £7J -
IJJ mixing parameters. The bypothrais that Ef, - S j mixing parameter 
is »ro was excluded at 95% confidence level from this analysis. 

• The existence of the triple gluon coupling was tested using the 4-jet 
events. The angular distribution was consistent with the non-Abeliau 

0.4 O.i 
(J1 CGeV/e)* 

Figure 26: The ratio of the same and opposite charged particle pairs as a 
function of a square of the momentum diffeKuce obtained for the hadroaic 
events sample of AMY. 
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(QCD) model which includes the triple gluon coupling. The Abelian 
model was excluded at 95% confidence level. 

• The value of Ajjy was determined using the Monte Carlo with the parton 
shower model based on the next-to-leading-log approximatic a 

• Various studies on the fragmentation were done. However, more statis. 
tics it necessary for further studies. 

The author is giateful to the physicints of all TRISTAN experiments for 
providing the materials of this talk and for the fruitful discussions. 
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Baryon Number Violation at High Energy 
in the Standard Model: Fact or Fiction?* 
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Abstract 
In the sl&ndttd model, baryon and lepton -number are io t strictly con-

served, due to anomalies. It has long been known that at low energies, the 
resulting baryon number violating amplitudes are extraordinarily small- A num
ber of authors have suggested that at high temperatures or energies, baryon 
number violating effects should be enhanced. We give simple arguments that 
while baryon number violation is indeed largt? at high temperatures, there is no 
such enhancement at high energies. 
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We- are all H'el! aware that baryon number is conserved in nalnre to a» 

extraordinary degree of accuracy. On the other hand, grand unified theories 

and string theory predict that there should be some small violation of baryon 

number in the microscopic equations of motion, and the existence of an asym

metry between antimatter and matter strongly suggests that such a violation 

exists. 1 Even in the standard model, baryon number is not strictly conserved. 

At very low energies, the violations of baryon (and lepton) number predicted 

by the model were computed by *t Hooft. 1 Fortunately, they are unobservably 

small. This is because baryon number violation in the standard model is associ

ated with tunneling through a large barrier. This tunneling can be described by 

familiar semiclassical methods and leads to exponentially small amplitudes At 

sufficiently high energies and tcmpeTatuies, however, one might wonder whether 

these effects could be enhanced, since enough energy would be available to pass 

over the barrier without tunneling. Perhaps the first concrete suggestion along 

these lines was due to Kiinkhammer and Manton. 3 These authors found the 

configuration corresponding to the top of the potential barrier (a static Held 

configuration know as the i*sphaleron , v) and computed the barrier height. They 

speculated (as we will see correctly) that at high temperature, it would be rel

atively easy to pass over the barrier, but that at high energies it would he 

extremely difficult. 

Subsequently, Kuzmin, Rubakov and Shapesnikov (KRS) elevated the spec

ulations concerning high temperature baryon number violation to a set of serious 

calculations. 4 Further works verified and fleshed out this p ic ture . 5 , 6 KftS also 

speculated that there might be an enhancement of the cross section for high 

energy scattering, and/or for decay of heavy particles. The idea of high energy 

enhancement has received Support recently from a set of instanton calculations 

ay Ringwald 7 and Espinosa. 8 These authors discovered that, at least for some 

caivge at energy, the total cross section grows exponentially with energy from its 

infinitesmaJ low energy value. McLerran, Vainsfitein. and Vbloshin9 have argued 

that this exponential growth persists until the cross section saturates the unitar-

ity bound, at energies possibly as small as 10 TeV' In these high energy activated 

tunneling processes, a pair oF quarks, for example, would scatter producing three 

IqiLons und another 7 quarks, with a net violation of lepton number by -3 units 

and baryon number by 3 units. Perhaps even more striking, however, would 

be thi* production of a huge number [of order ^- , where 02 is the SU(2) gauge 

coupling] of l V s , Z's and Higga bosons. 

In this lecture, we will perform a very simple-calculation, directly in Minkowski 

.space, which reproduces the results of Rjngwald and Espmosa, 1 0 We will see that 

their answer can indeed be understood as resulting, in part, from a reduction 

with energy in the penalty one pays for tunneling over the barrier. However, we 

will also see that there is a suppression, coming from the difficulty in coupling 

to the mode which describes motion over the barrier. At energies low compared 

to the barrier height, the enhancement of the tunneling factor "wins," and the 

cross section grows exponentially rapidly, in precisely the fashion given by the in-

stanton calculations. However, this cannol persist indefinitely; the cross section 

remains exponentially srr^ali at all energies. 

In order lo understand the issues invoKed, it will be helpful to review the 

question of baryo.' number violation at low energies in the standard model. At 

the classical level, the lagrangian of the theory prescves haryon number and the 

separate lepton numbers, Indeed* one of the elegant features of the sL&xidtLcd 

model is (Eial there is i\o dimension four (renormalizablc) operator one may add 

to it which violates these quantum numbers. At the quantum level, however, 

these symmetries are violated. This breakdown of symmetry is associated with 

the phenomenon of "anomalies," familiar from IT0 —• 2~) decay- Before consider

ing the full standard model, consider first a simpler theory: SU(2) gauge theory 

with a single massicss Dirac doublet. The Lagrangran density is 

C = -\F^ + 'iYd^- • (I) 

This theory possesses, at the classical level, two global t*( 1) symmetries. 

i ^ r l o u f - . c W 7 * f c ' - [2) 

with corresponding currents 

j f = t ' .yV jg = vi>i\- • (3) 



Figure 1. Ttiingle diagram gives rbe IG anomaly in axial current. Solid lin«s 
denote fit-unions, wavy lines are gauge boooiu: X denote* insertion or eurtcnt. 

Quantum field theories are rather singular objects, and at the quantum 

level, it is not possible to enforce conservation of both the vector and axial 

currents. The triangle diagram of fig. I, with an insertion of the axial current, 

j ' s , at one vertex, and gauge bosons at the other two vertices, is badly behaved 

in the ultraviolet, and care is required in its definition, One usually defines the 

theory so that the vector current is strictly conserved (in general, tor consistency, 

one must define the theory so that any gauged currents are conserved), but the 

axial current is anomalous. The divergence of the axial current is given by 

w 5 = J S T P * . pp*pp° 

One might think that hav-.^g uncovered Lhis anomaly, the axial charge. 

QA = Jd>Xj<* 

would simply npt be conserved. However, the situation is mare subtle, for an

other conserved current exists. By straightforward algebra, one can show tha t 

F F is a total divergence, 

FF = dfK* (5) 

where 
2 

A " = tpvpaTrlAvdpAtr + -A^ApA^]. 

Thus one can define a conserved current, j * 1 = } * 5 - 1 ^ ^ ' " , which obeys 

tipj1* = 0. On the other hand, j " is not gauge invariant. In particular, it 

is not always t rue that the potentials fall fast enough at infinity to allow one 

to neglect surface terms (field strengths and similar gauge-invariant objects do 

always fali rapidly to zero a t infinity). The problem, which will be discussed ic 

more detail below, is most easily phrased in the language of the Feynman path 

integral. There one sums over all possible histories of the gauge (and other) 

fields, weighted by e - In other words, one sums over all possible classical field 

configurations (not necessarily solutions to the classical equations of motion). It 

turns out that thi^re are important classical configurations, known as instanions, 

for which 

I S ? / ' " * " 
so that &Q$ = n. 't Uoo(t showed that in this theory, these instanton cotifigu-

raliuns lead to an cfFecLive interaction for the massless fermions, 

Cmtt = c e ~ 3 * ^ . (6) 

Hcrr c is a numerical constant. This interaction explicitly violates the axial 

symmetry. However, the coefficient is exponentially small for small coupling. 

The generalization of all of this Lo the standard model is straightforward. 

Denote the left-handed quark and lepton doublets by Qt and Z| , respectively, 

where the subscript is a generation index. Written as four component spinors. 

these particle, rpuple to IK bosons with the usual \(\ — 75) coupling. The 



right handed singlets can be described in terms or (heir left handed antiparticle 

counterparts, u | \ rfj" am) pj. These fields do not couple tt> the SU[2) gauge 

fields. Classically, baryon number conservation arises due to the symmetry of 

the lagrangian under the phase rotations 

Correspondingly, the baryon number current is 

T 1 1 1 
J e - 3 

Now, consider the triangle diagram involving the current, >£, and two Sf/(2) 

gauge bosons. Only the Q fields appear in this diagram, since only they couple 

to the gauge bosons. As a result of the 75^ appearing here, the diagram is 

anomalous. Similar remarks apply to lepton number. However, it is easy to see 

that B — L is conserved. In the case of the standard model, *t Hooft calculated 

the leading baryon number violating term in the low energy effective iagrangian 

for the fermions due to instantons. For three generations (making, for simplicity 

the drastic approximation of neglecting the top quark mass), this term takes the 

form: 

C B = c {ih) e " s < ? ' c ' e ' • • • w & s i i i j i j • (9) 

Here the subscripts on the quark and lepton fields represent generation in

dices; the superscripts represent color indices, and wc have auppresscd SU[2) 

indices.AU of these indices must be contracted in a suitable way, but the details 

will not be important to us. 

While interesting, this result, as it stands, is only a theoretical curiosity. 

The exponential factor is e number of order 1 0 ~ 7 0 , so the corresponding cross 

section for such processes is extraordinarily /imalJ. On the other hand, this 

effective action is relevant only at energies small compared to the W, Z> and 

Higgs boson masses. At these low energies, the effective action is obtained by 

first solving far th« dynamics of the heavy fields in terms of the light fields; this 
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is known as "integrating out"1 the heavy fields. At higher energy scales or at 

very high temperatures, we must i tudy the dynamics of the complete system. 

In particular, it is not a priori obvious that at extremely high energies, baryon 

violating processes will be so drastically suppressed. 

In order to address this question- it is necessary to understand why the 

amplitudes at low energies arc so small- Consider first a pure gauge theory 

(i.e., a theory with no fermions, or with only massive fer minus with vector-like 

couplings). An Abelian gauge theory, like QED, has a very wimple structure. 

Once one has made a suitable gau^e choice, the ground state wav<? function is 

simply a Gaussian centered about the cfassiraJ zero enerp.y configuration. Ap = 0. 

This is not the case in a non-Abrlian theory. Here, the classical condition for 

vanishing energy. F*u •= fl, lias, loosely speaking, an infinite set of solutions 

even in a fixed gauge. Correspondiiigly* tlierr is a large set of degenerate vacua, 

indicated schematically in fig.2. These vacua «m labeled by an integer. Ncs< 

referred to as the Chorn Simons number, and are separated from one another 



by a barrier." In a suitable gauge., t n e Chern-Sitnons number IH related to the 
current,. IV1 we encountered above through 

#cs = jJxh*. (10) 

The figure is schematic, since we are really dealing with a system with ait infinite 
number of degrees of freedom (for * free field, the infinite number of harmonic 
oscillators). 

In weak coupling, transitions between these states will occur through tun
neling. To estimate the tunneling amplitude, we first consider the case where 
the Higgs mass is of order the gauge boson mass (i.e., where the Higgs quartic 
coupling, A, satisfies X «- g2). In this case, we jan rescale the various bosonic 
fields: 

9 S 

Then X sits out front of the boson ic part of the iagrangian, i.e., 

Ck,t = ^(-\Fl + \DH2-V[i;~)j , (12) 

As a result, the classical equations don't involve g. We can obtain the tunneling 
amplitude by analogy to ordinary single particle quantum mechanics.*1 There, 
to compute the barrier penetration factor, one solves the equations of motion for 
the system with imaginary ("Euclidean") time, with boundary conditions such 
thai in the far past the system is in one ground state, and in the far future it i* in 
the other. In field theory, the corresponding solution is known as an "instanton"; 
for gauge theories, solutions of this type were first written down long ago.J- We 
will denote such solutions gen«»rically by 0 r/(r, r), where <P denotes a generis 
bosonic fiold (i.e., it may refer to a scalar or to a gauge boson). Noting the 

* This description is really only appropriate Tor weakly coupled, theories. It is useful for 
discussing a theory ltfc«* the elecltoweak theory, bm it is not approprair for analyses 
of Q ( ' D . In addition, in order tp form slate* with suitable clustering properties, it is 
necessary to superpose these no- called "n-vacun" to form Dlocb, wave*, the '"tf-vacua." All 
of th* discussion of thes* taturcs ia easily rephrased in th*w Unti*. 
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form of the action in eqn. (12), the action of the instanton, 5 cj, is necessarily 
proportrona) to -p. As in ordinary quantum mechanics, the amplitude goes as 
c-slt 

By similar scaling arguments, we can determine the energy of the field 
configuration at the top of the barrier, the so-called "sphaleron." This is a static, 
unstable solution of the field equations, with a single negative mode. Again, since 
the coupling constant does no* appear iti the lagranglan, while the Jlamiltonian 
is proportional to ^ , its energy is necessarily of order &&- "- 10 TeV. 

In theories with mass less fermioits, the situation is more complicated, due 
to the anomaly. Again, there arc, at the classical lev**], an infinity of zero energy 
configurations, separated by a barrier, and labeled by an integer. However now, 
as a consequence o( the anomaly, these different states carry different values of 
the non-conserved charge (b&ryon number). To see this, recall that the conserved 
charge is given !••>;' 

Q = Q 5 + <Ycs 
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Figure 4. P&rLick in 4 periodic potential. M> w the potential barrier; ui is the 
curvature near tJit minima. 

Thus bosonic field configurations which differ >n their value of iVcs (those con

nected by the inst&nton solutions) differ KUO in their value of I lie charge Q:„ since 

they must have the name value of $ . There is no reason that states with differ

ent baiyon number need be degenerate at the quantum level. Indeed, because 

of the yxdusion prjjiciple> states with more baryons have higher energy. This is 

indicated in fig.3. The system can still tunnel between the various states- How

ever, from -'he figure it Is clear that this tunneling is accompanied by a change in 

the baiyon number. This is th« origin of the baryon-number violating effective 

interaction found by '£ Hooft. This picture also makes clear the reason that the 

efleel is so extremely small: Lbe barrier penetration factor in proportional to the 

exponential of (minus) (he instajitod action, which is proportional to - , . 

Since baryon number violation in the standard mode! is a problem of barrier 

penetration, the question naturally arise*: while the effect is exponentially small 

at low energies and temperatures, might it be enhanced at energies or tempera

tures comparable to or greater than the barrier height? C'ic-a.r!y if one can kick 

the system in a suitable way, passage ""er the barrier will be a classically allowed 

2 

l 

process* and ihero will be no significant suppression. The question is: what con

stitutes a suitable kick? To get aome insight into this problem, couiider a one 

dimensional quantum mechanical system, with a periodic potential (fig. 4 ). At 

zcio temperature, the system can pass from one weH to another by tunneling. 

Suppose, now, that tlie system is placed in thermal equilibrium with a heat bath 

at a temperature T ^ u;n- This is the regime of classical statistical mechanics, 

so one can use the Boltzmann distribution. The probability to find the system 

iwar tin- tup of the ban ' e r is simply e~"^1'0. Thus the rate for passage over the 

barrier quickly becomes much larger than the tunneling amplitude for the low 

lying states. At temperatures greater tha.i or of order the banier height* the 

rfitc simply becomes of ordt:- one. 

KRS suggested that this is a correct analogy for field theory.'' In particular, 

once the temperature of the system is large compared to the typical masses, the 

harrier penetration rate, they argued, can be estimated using classical reasoning, 

and is proportional to e~0£j^. There has been much discomfort with this rea

soning. In particular, it has been suggested that the simple quantum mechanics 

analogy is not relevant to field theories with their infinite number of degrees 

or Freedom. However, in the last few years, the corrc- tntss of this picture has 

become firmly irstablished/'- 6 

Can one similarly enhance the rale by scattering particles with very high 

t'nurgies? In particular, can scattering of two high energy particle-, lead to pas

sage over the barrier and to baryon number violation? Before at tempting to 

attack this question in field theory. let us again try to .-onstrurt a quantum me-

chanical analog. A suitable model for this problem requires P( least two degrees 

of freedom, one of high frequency and cine of law frequency. Such a model has 

bocm developed and analyzed by Singleton, Susskiud and Thorlacius , l 3 We will 

COHS'UUT a sitiipier model h*re: coupJe the original quantum mechanical variable, 

t[, to a high frequency oscillator, with coupling 

with uj >• wo. Assuming the coupling is weak, we can evaluate (he crass section 

for transitions across tin- barrif'i' using Fermi's* golden rule, For this, we need the 



Figure ft. Initial and final states in the quantum mechanics problem. Initial elate 
i« A gauaeian centered in one wall. Final stale is highly excited centered in next. 

matrix element 

< f\H,\i > 

where Ef = Ei +u>. As indicated in fig. 5, for the initial state we take a harmonic 
oscillator ground state centered in one well, while for the piial state we take a 
high energy state centered in the next well. The initial state wave function looks 
like: 

The final stj.te wave function has the form 

It/ - T e - Z ^ v ^ 3 ^ ™ T e , v ^ ' . 

(13) 

(14) 

Here T is the barrier penetration factor. Because of the rapid oscillation of the 
wave function, the overlap decreases exponentially with energy, 

<f{MlU>~Te- (15) 

The barrier penetration factor, T, in given by 

T^e-Z^V^^c* (16) 

where the integral is taken between the turning points. At E = 0, T is exponen
tially smalt. As the energy increases, T grows exponentially with energy at fint. 
However, it does not grow indefinitely- In particular, it can nev^r become larger 
than one. Thus, from eqn. (15), we see that the rate for passage over the bar
rier is always exponentially small in this model. This seems a reasonable result: 
classically we know that it is difficult to excite one oscillator with another of 
very different frequency The model of ref- 13 exhibits very similar features. In 
the high energy scattering problem, as we will see in more detail below, wc need 
to couple high momentum (and energy) qu&nta to the relatively low momentum 
modes associated with passage over the barrier. Thus the analog model suggests 
that rates for such processes, while they may grow somewhat with energy, should 
never become large. 

Instant on amplitudes, on the other hand, have been argued to give a quite 
different result. 7 , 8 In the leading WKB or semiclassical approximation, instan-
ton amplitude* are in fact independent of energy. We can derive this result very 
easily, even without & detailed understanding of the instant in solutions them
selves. Fermions are inessential for this problem; we can simplify things further 
by considering scalars only. Then the textbook LSZ analysis tells us that the 
cross section for scattering of n scalars of momenta p j , . . . ,Pn is given by 

(17) 
Since Landaut we have also known that scattering amplitudes are analytic in 
the kinematic invariants, and that it is convenient to analytically continue to 
Euclidean momenta, pf < 0. From a spaci'-iime point of view, this is equivalent 
to continuing to imaginary time, t —» ~t(, or Euclidean space. It is precisely in 
Euclidean space that instantons enter. The Green's function in eqn- (17) can be 



written as a Fcynnian path integral* 

| i / * ] c ' ^ J ^ r i ) . . . ^ [ j - H ) • (IS) b 
Here the integral is written over all possible histories of the field. d)(j. / ) . where, 

because we are in Euclidean space, there is no factor of i in the exponential. 

In the classical limit (h —< 0), the p&th integral is dominated by the stationary 

points of the exponential, i.e., the field configurations, &C[> for which jfjr- » 0; 

these are just the classical solutions of the Euclidean equations or motion, i.e., 

the ^instantons." (More precisely, the iuslantojis are the- classical solutions of 

finite action.) Near these points in field space, we expand 4> = $ft + 6<?. The 

integral over S<t> is approximately gaussian. 

The leading semiciassical approximation consists of keeping terms up to 

quadratic order in 6<jt- Any finite action solution is necessarily localized in space 

and time, so instantoii solutions arc not transJatJonaJJy invariant. Translations] 

invariance is reflected by the fact that if ^ c , is a solution, so is <£e/(x — XQ). TO 

obtain translationally invariant results for physical quantities, it is necessary to 

integrate over x0. Thus in the leading semiciassical approximation, the Green's 

function appearing in the LSZ formula is given by 

< <}>[xl)...<l>(xn)>= ct-S'' J dxV9ct{*\ - • ar 0 | . . . &ri[j„ - x0) . (If)) 

The constant c represents the rr^.ti of performing the Gaussian integrals over 

the fluctuations h$. Actually, we need the Fourier transform. 

" ^ J d T l - d x « " ^ * i ( ' > - J o ) - . - O r f l J - « - - r o ) t : " , " 1 " i p " " n . (20) 

Shifting J-,- —* T, + JO, the amplitude fac (.arizes, giving simply 

ce~s* J {txoc-'Z*-'* J tlwMTxW' " . . . f dxn£ri{su)<"'»r» . (211 

Because of this factorization, the amplitude is only a function <>f the vanoum ; r \ 

and is completely independent of the invariants p, - p} for i 4- >! As a result. 

the analytic continuation back to the mass shell, jijf = m2

t is almost trivial. 

ll is not hard to show thai the O p e n ' s function has the correct poles. At 

large distances, the solution <£C| must behave like the free Green's function, i.e., 

<9ri(£ - Jo) —» aG[j — J | | ) . The fouricr transform thus has poles at j r = m*. On 

the othc- hand, the amplitudes are independent of the center of mass energy, 

and all other interesting invariants? To obtain the cross section, one just needs 

to know how th* amplitude for the emission of n particles depends on n, and 

the form of llif j) particle phase spare. For the total cross section, one obtains 

o ^ ^ Z ^ ^ f - ^ c ^ . (22) 

This grows rapidly with energy. U wc take the result literally up to energies of 

order —^ the second factor can become comparable to the suppression, e~ * and 

the cross section will become large. In fact* the authors of ref. 9 have argued 

that this formula is not valid at such high energies, hut simple improvements in 

the analysis give a result which grows even faster with energy! (A particularly 

compelling critique of tjijs ralruJatiu» in g)vrn In n*f 14.) 

Tin? analysis above did not include the fcrmions. In the standard model, as 

described earlier, the instanton repr<wenlH a tunneling between nearly degenerate 

suites or different bar yon number. As a result, when fermions are included, the 

instanton amplitudes are non-vanishing only for Green's functions (S-matrix 

elements) which violate baryon number by a suitable amount. Moreover, the 

largest contribution to the total cross section in cqn. (22) comes from states 

with 3 Targe number (C?( —)) gauge or ffiggs bosons- Thus thn insta.nlon analysis 

predicts a largo rate for baryon number violating events with huge numbers ©f 

Higg-v or II *s And 7.(\'s in the final slate. WV-ha vo aUo ignored a number of other 

complications up to no\v. The fermions and gauge bosons give some modification 

of the energy dependence of the result. as do ihe various "collective coordinates" 

which we have suppressed (apart from tlie translatiunal ones). When one takes 

these cfTr-as into account the basic picture remains the same. 

The Euclidean calculation is in some ways rather unnerving. The contin

uation in Minkowski space is completely mysterious. For example, we have no 

http://sta.nl


sense what are Lhe relevant configurations in real lime. Moreover, U is not at 

all clear over what range of energies the analysis is val id. 1 5 Fortunately, wc fan 

give an alternative V-tivation oC thin result directly in Minkowski spac*j. This 

derivation ma\-i i clear why the instanion calculation give? a growing cross sec

tion. Just as in the simple quantum mechanical example, there is a competition 

between the growth of a harrier peiieLralion Factor, and suppression due to the 

cost of coupling to a low frequency (momentum) mode. This calculation also 

makes clear that the rate is exponentially small at all energies. 

The idea is to take the full field theory, with its infinite number of degrees 

of freedom, and truncate it to a single degree of freedom ^ i.e., to an ordinary 

quantum mechanics problem. For notations! reasons only, we wiJJ idealize the 

problem by considering a theory with only scalars, and we will ignore most of 

the collective coordinates. Consider, then, a classical solution, ^ f l {x. r ) . This 

solution interpolates between two different vacua of the standard model. At 

T = — oo, <j< tends to one vacuum configuration; at r = +00, ^ tends to the next. 

Wc can think of r as parameterizing a set of field configuration:3 which smoothly 

interpolate between one vacuum and the next. Introduce* A coordinate, •/• by 

letting T = r(q), with r(0) = —00 and r ( l ) s= 00. The potential energy as a 

function of q looks as in fig. 2. Now we truncate thn field theory by keeping 

only those field configurations parameterized by q. We treat 17 as an ordinary 

coordinate, i.c, w-; let y = t/{t). The lagrangian is then a function of q and the 

velocity, ij, given by 

Provided that the dependence ur r on q is chosen appropriately, the lagrangian 

takes the form 

ff-A'M/) = r^- - £ '»V - 0[qA) . <'-'-.) 

To work out the connection botwe-n T and 7. recall that for | r | -» oc. the 

classical solution behaves like the free propagator, i.e., 

< M ~ ' - " ' V ' ? ^ • (25) 

Thus 

so 

i/~e-mr . (27) 

Thi* truncation of the field theory may seem very drastic, but we have not 

really lost anything. The truncated model contains all ok I lie. physics of the 

original iiislanton computations. The q system possesses an instanton solution 

in Euclidean l ime whirl) describes the tunneling from one well to another. If we 

denote tins solution by q<t{f). then r(qtliT)) ~ r. As a result, first replacing the 

field theory Green's functions appearing in the 1.SZ formula, 

by 

and then replacing q by qC[, we obtain precisely the same quantity as in the 

leading semiclassical approximation in the field theory. Thus the uraltcring 

anipbli idesromputrd in llw leading jspmiclaswcalapproximation to the truncated 

system are precisely the same a-s those calculated in the leading seniidassical 

approximation to the full field theory. In particular, they are independent of 

energy-, and yield total tfoss sections which grow exponentially with energy, 

On the other hand, since we are now dealing with a quantum mechanical 

system with only a single degree of freedom, it is easy to treat ilie problem 

directly in Minkowski spare, and 10 understand the behavior found in the in-

*1:jjton computations. The two particle initial state of the scattering problem 

is 

|r >=• lim / d . r , J r 2 c . U i / / ' M j . . / r ) | u > f '"*"+">'-" . (28) 



Making out truncation, this becomes 

with a similar expression for the final t.tate. These expressions are written in 
the Heisenberg picture. Switch lo the Schrodingex picture, and take the overlap 
with the state of the q system of energy £. Because of the factor e*f**+**'7', 
only the state with E = wi + wz gives a non-zero amplitude as T ~+ oo. Thus 
wc need to compute the overlap 

j folds* < fll*d(*MWcl(**.*)|0> e* l - ' ' + « ' f » . (29) 

Even before attempting to evaluate this matrix element, it is clear that it is 
small for large |p|. ^ cr(*, 9) is a smooth function of x, with some characteristic 
scale, />(?). Thus it* fourier transform behaves AS 

/> has a minimum as a function of q\ in the standard model, roughly speaking, 
this is frtjv. As a result, it is difficult, at any energy, to couple high momentum 
modes to q. 

How can we reconcile this with the instanton result? In fact, for energies 
m <: E <C A-m, the truncated model yields precisely the instanton result, Recall 
that for small q (large r) 

g>V{q) = i m V . 

Thus requiring that V ~ E gives o 2 -~ ^f. This means r ~ m- ' InCjp) . On 
the other hand, for such r, the classical solution has the form e~m<Jp+r\ \\s 

fourieT transform is thus of order t"er ~- {giB)^. This CAD also be seen by 
noting that *r -~ g>. We need the matrix element of this operator between 

* It is not bud to show tbtl tbt msaa which appeui below ii pttciicly the meson man. 

the ground state of the q system and the state of energy E. Since in this regime 
the potential is approximately harmonic, the stale of energy E is just the Ti'tb 
harmonic oscillator level, with n ̂  £. Noting the form of the lagrangian in eqn. 
(24), wc see that 

< Oh;" |n >~ v^Iy" ~ ( ?

2 £ ) * , (30) 

This evaluation agrees with t ie intuition that tJ:.: coupling to the initial stale is 
suppressed because the sphaleron contains a large number of quanta. A similar 
factor arises for the final state. In addition to these overlap factors, however, it 
is also necessary to compute the barrier penetration factor. The WKB approxi
mation gives 

The leading behavior of the integral is obtained by approximating V by ^m2-?2, 
white cutting off the q integration at sitiaft q by Bf And at large q by X, Then 

T = * - * ( / £ ) - * , (31) 

Thus the scattering amplitude is indeed constant! This arises because the growth 
of the WKB factor initially precisely compensates for the difficulty of pumping 
energy inlo the ^ mode- -

It is also very easy to reproduce the inatanton result for the total cross 
section in the truncated model. From the point of view of the q system, the final 
st?*c is simply the c- <-ited state of energy E. The field theoretic calculation of 
the amplitude to obt^'i. a particular final state is obtained from this by taking a 
suitable overlap. Thus the total cross section in just the square of the amplitude 
that the original two particle state produces a final state of the q system in the 
other welt- This amplitude is Lhe product of the factor T, and the factor from 
the overlap of the initial two-particle state with the state of energy E, i.e., 

«> - |T | 2 ( / £ ) -* 

- e - ' V S . (32] 



This agrees precisely with the insLn.nlon result. From this viewpoint, it is clear, 

however, tha t the answer is never large. The full unip lit tide is always the product 

of the barrier penetration factor, which is bounded by unity, and the small 

coupling to the q mode. The* amplitude at all energies is bounded by r ? , 

where c is some numerical constant. This may he much larger than the low 

energy result, but it is d e a r that the truncated system leads, at all f»trgir$ to 

cross section* far too small l<> he MTII in accelerator experiments. 

One can object that the t rune Ate*! model cannot be trusted at energies 

comparable to tin; barrier height. Indeed, there are a variety or ways in which the 

approximations involved can break down. For example, at very high energies. 

other trajectories, far f;om the original instanton path through configuration 

space, may be imporLant, and give larger values for the cross section. On the 

other hand, the truncated model includes all of the physics which wtnt into the 

original predictions af large cioss sections. Thus, nincc this model in fact predicts 

only small cross sections, U is fair to soy that no argument has been advanced 

that the cross section should be large at high energies! Moreover, the analysis 

of this system makes clear that no oilier trajectories in field space are likely to 

lead to large amplitudes either. The basic problem can be stated in a variety 

of ways. First, the barrier height associated with a particular configuration of 

scale pgoea as —, To have any hope of enhancing the tunneling rate, the energy 

(and momenta) of the scattered particles must be at least this large. On the 

other handi the coupling of a mode of scale /i to a p&tticU; of momentum j> goes 

as e.~Pfi — e~i for such energies. Indeed, fiusskiml1* has argued that at high 

energies the truncated model necessarily drastically overestimates the rate, once 

interference effect» are laken into account. 

Unfortunately, then, we must conclude that haryon number violation is not 

something one will sec in accelerator experiments Before closing, we should 

mention that another process which has been mentioned frequently 4 is similarly 

suppressed. 6 This is the decay of a very heavy fundamental particle by passage 

1 Agreement also Ipulds wln-n r*n* is l»krit with uuhlcading terms. Similar agreement is 
fDund when greater carr in laki'n with the linndlinR »>f the collective coordinates of the 
s tandard model p i o l l n u . parlirijlajly tlic instanion smle siie. 

over the harrier with accompanying violation of baryon and lepton number. 

Consider, again, the truncated system. Now one has an initial s tate containing 

tlie heavy particle, with the q system in its ground state- The final stale of 

interest involves a highly excited statr of the rj system in another well. As is 

dear from our simple quantum mechanics example, the overlap of the initial 

and final sLatcs appearing in this scattering amplitude will be exponentially 

small, i.e.,the rale will go as •?"•"* . where M is the mass of the heavy particle. 

However, in strongly coupled theories where the heavy particle is composite, 

the decay may be rapid, as dipcussed in ref, 17. In particular, in technicolor 

theories, in the large N limit, one can show that techniharyon decay through the 

anomaly is unsuppressed. However, in the limit considered by these authors, the 

teclmibaryon is large (with size m{y 1 T ) and the q degree of freedom is highly 

excited. Indeed, the production of this particle in, say, quark quark scattering 

is exponentially small due to the umaJI form factor of this particle at momenta 

of order its mass-again it is hard to make excited states of the q system. 

The lesson from a|] of this is that baryon number violation in the standard 

model is interesting, hui its prime relevance is to the early universe. There, 

the fact that baryon violating interactions are in equilibrium until relatively 

late (temperatures of order 100's of GeV or so) means that any baryon and 

lepion Dumber assymmetry created at very early times (e.g., in a grand unified 

theory or string theory) will be drastically altered from its initial value. This 

by itself is not terribly dramatic. If the underlying theory preserves D — L, 

then initially R — L = 0. and any haryon or lepton r "mber created at this 

early epoch will he wiped out . However, most grand i* 'ed theories do not 

preserve B — L\ even the simplest .S7/{5) model only dots so approximately, in 

the limit that uun-rennrmalizable terms are not included- Thus one obtains an 

additional constraint on the parameter space of unified models. More interesting 

is tin 1 possibility that the baryon number violation of the standard mode] is 

itself responsible fur the observed asymmetry between matter and antimatter. 

Various interesting suggestions along these lines hi-ve been made, hut I do not 

believe this subject has been exhausted.* ' l t t " ' r i h is almost certainty necessary 

lo modify the standard mode) so ^ to include more C P violation, but this can 
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probably be accomodated. Recent calculations also suggest that the transition 

rate depends in a drastic way on the liiggs mH-ts.*'-ThuH baryon number violation 

in Ltie standard model represents an area of standard or near standard model 

physics which may still yield surprising new physics. 
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New Particle Searches at LEP 

Adriaan Buijs 

CEKN, Geneva 

1 Introduction 

Since the startup- of the LEP accelerator, providing e+e~ collisions at centre-
of-mass energies corresponding to the mass of the Z°, many searches Tor 
new particles have been performed by the four big experiments ALEPJI, 
L3, DELPHI and OPAL. 

In this talk I will describe a few of these searches: the search for the 
sixth quark, and for a new quark from a possible fourth family; the search 
fur the Standard Model Higgsand for Higgs doublets from Super Symmetric 
models; and the search for excited quarks and leptors. The techniques unrd 
in these searches are representative for tither searches nut described in this 
talk. The MARK II collaboration at the SLC has performed a series of 
searches as well, In spite of the low statistics, some of the limits obtained 
at the SLC are comparable to those from LEP and close to the kinematic 
limit. However, they are not part of this talk. 

Jw afflifipalion of the conclusion section ) ffbouJd say that no nw par
ticles have been found at LEP, and therefore all results are expressed in 
terms of lower limits, mostly at the 95% confidence level. 

The data samples used by the four LEP experiments vary in size, but 
correspond largely to the running periods in 1989 and the first part of 1990, 
up to this conference. Since then the limits have been raised, in particular 
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for the Higgs searched, but here the Matur? of the analyses at the time of 
the conference will be given. 

The talk will be divided into indirect searches using the Z° resonance 
parameters and direct searches using particular event topologies to identify 
new particles. 

2 Indirect Searches 

The resonance parameters of the Z° hare been measured by all four experi
ments to great accuracy during the first running periods of LEP. They were 
recently summarised by E. Fernandez.Jl] 

The total Z° width is the sum of the partial widths I \ = r h Ki + !>,- + 
1 ;nw. Here Thti is measured through the peak cross section of multi hadronic 
Z° decays i r^ = 2jrr h < dr„/mj'r 2', and IV,-, the leplonic width is mea
sured through the lines ha pc of the Z° decays to electron, muon and tau 
pairs. The invisible width r;nT contains the contributions from the neu
trino families plus any additional invisible decays of the Z°. In the Standard 
Model each neutrino family will contribute 165 MeV to Titv. From a combi
nation of all four LEP experiments with a total of approximately 185000 Z° 
decays, the number of light neutrino families is found to be nv = 2.95±0.11. 
Along the lines of an early ALEPH publication [2], I will assume that there 
are three tight neutrino families and lake the error in n„ as possible con
tribution from new invisible decays, A new decay must contribute less 
than 

Tx < O.II x 1.64 x r„. = 30 MeV, (1) 
where the factor 1.64 is due to the one-sided 95% confidence level limit. 
For a fourth generation heavy stable neutrino i^ the partial width is given 

where Gp is the Fermi constant. The velocity & of the neutrino is a function 
of its mass: fP = ] - 4m^/niz3 and (I) aid (2) therefore lead to a lower 
limit: m^ > 44.3 GeV. 

The uncertainty in the width measurement can also be used to obtain a 
limit on the mass of a visible decay, for example Z° -* liy where the t and 
t fragment into hadron jets. The measurement of the peak cross section 
Vktfi which is proportional to I'h,d/lV would then be 

U + <r, ... 
(I SM + i i ) 7 

where r

i q is the expected hadronic width for five quarks, TSM is the expected 
(Standard Model) total width of the Z" for five quarks and I\ the unknown 
contribution from the top quark. The efficiency e to observe ti events 
influences o"h,̂  but can be assumed to be one. Expression (3) must now 
be less than r^/[VS}Jl + \\)9, where I*x is given in (1). Using the SUnd&rd 
Model expression for I\(m,) and solving for m, we find a lower limit for 
the (op quark mass of m, > 34.9 GeV. 

The L3 collaboration has given a more definite measurement of the top 
quark mass using the relationship between gin* #w — 1—ni^/m^'and m,.[l] 
The top quark influences the value of sin9 0 W through electrowcik radiative 
corrections to the propagators of the Z° and W±.[3] With the Z° mass 
measured by L3, tm = 91.148±0.017 GeV, and a combined measurement or 
Bina0w by the neutrino and collider experiments, sin20w = 0.228 ± 0.0045, 
the top mass falls in the range m t = 141 j " GcV. However, these 'imits are 
oflly to 68% confidence level- At 95% confidence level, the upper limit is 
raised to 200 GeV. 

3 Direct Searches 

If the topologies of events with new particles are sufficiently distinct from 
the regular Z° decays, direct searches can give better limits Lhan those ob
tained from the width measurement. The experiments in general search for 
new particles using topologies which give the optimal signal to background 
ratio for their detector. In the following sections direct searches for top, b\ 
Hjggs and excited quarks and leptons will be discussed. The discussion does 
not cover all search techniques used by all experiments. The cuts quoted 
in selection criteria are those essential to the final result; in addition many 
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other preselection cuts v.tn applied to the data, for which the reader is 
referred to the original publication. 

3.1 Search for Top, 6' 

Direct Marches were performed by OPAL (4], ALEPJi [2J and DELPHI [5] 
far the sixth quark and for a possible bottom quark of a fourth family. The 
regular weak decays t ~» bW and 6' —• cW were considered in all searches, 
but also the flavour changing neutral current decays of the V, t' — 67 and 
b' -'i-glutm and the decays via a charged Higgs, ( —• o// + and U —» cll~ 
were considered. 

The OPAL collaboration has used an event shape analysis to search for 
( and £'- The decay of the 7° into heavy quarks leads to a more isotropic 
distribution of the final state particles, because the boost from the quark 
motion is less than in the decay to light quarks. OPAL has chosen the 
acoplanarily A = 4 min(J),< (p.'il/lp.l)1 as a measure to separate t and 6' 
decays front the light quark decays. Here pn is (he transverse momentum 
of a particle with respect to the plane which minimises A. Figure la shows 
the acoplan&rity distribution for 15000 multihadronic events as data points. 
The shaded histogram represents the expectation from the JET5ET Monte 
Carlo with live quark flavours, whereas Lhe open histogram gives the signal 
expected in the presence of a lop quark of 35 GeV mass, Such a signal is 
clearly incompatible with the data. 

The ALEPH collaboration has looked for events with isolated charged 
tracks with a momentum transverse to the thrust axis of at least 3 GeV, 
These isolated charged tracks are expected from the leptonjc decay of the 
VI". An isolation parameter 

pi = mjn y2£,-(l - e o s ^ ) (4) 

was defined, where E, is the energy of particle i and 8,j the angle between 
the axis of the jet j and that particle. The minimum is taken over •.'! jets j 
in the event. Figure lb shows the distribution of the isolation parameter for 
11550 events together with the five fiavour Monte Cario (shaded histogram) 

- i : 

(a) OPAL 
33 WV log quark 

0 0 1 0,2 0,3 04 0 5 a.e 0.7 o « as 
Acoplanarity A 

(b) ALEPH 
taCVb-OUOrk 

t t 7 S 
isolation parameter p 

> «> (c) DELPHI 
40 CfV up quark 

Tl—r"1 

3 10 IS 3D 
Momentum of isolated particle (GeV) 

Figure 1: Distributions of parameters used in in* searches for the top and 
V quarks, (a) The acoplanarity spectrum by OPAL, (b) The isolation pa
rameter distribution by ALEPH. (c) The momentum of an isolated particle 
by DELPHI. In Ml plots, the data are given as points with error bars, the 
shaded histo^/aiD represents a standard five-quark histogram and the open 
histogram r. five-quark Monte Carlo with an additional quark. The arrows 
indicate where the collaborations place the cuts. 



and the Monte Carlo for five flavours plus a 6' quark with 40 GeV mass 
(open histogram). Also this signal is incompatible with the observed events-

The DELPHI collaboration emphasised the possible ( and b' decays lo 
charged Higgs bosons. The subsequent decay of the Higgs to TIV would give 
again the distinct signature of a high momentum isolated charged track. 
The charged track had to be separated by more than 3&* from the other 
particles in the event. Figure 1c shows the momenta of isolated particles 
for data, for a live quark Monte Carlo (shaded histogram) and for a Mmilr 
Carlo containing in addilior a 40 GeV top quark (open histogram). There 
is no signal visible in the d? 'a. 

The final results obtained by the three experiments are summarised in 
table ] . The production of / q u a r k and fi'-quark pairs is essentially excluded 
up to the kinematical limit of m / / 2 . 

Channel orAi. ALEPII DELPHI 
t -t I B " 45.1 45.8 44.5 
b' — cW 45.4 46.2 45.0 
J ' - i f f 45.4 46.0 
6 ' - t T 46.S 46.0 
f - bit* 45.3 45.3 44.n 
V — eff" 45.S 45.4 44.5 

Table 1: Summary »T lower limits on the masses of the top and b' quarks 
from event topology searches at the Z°. The limits arp in GeV al the 9o% 
confidence level. 

3.2 Search for the Standard Model Higgs 

In the Standard Model (SM), a neutral boson with undetermined mass is 
necessary to give mass to the Gauge basons. The search for this particle, 
the Higgs boson, is an essential test of the Standard Modef and therefore 

one of the main g»als of the LEP experiment . (Sec for example, ref. [6].) 
In all marches the Higgs production mechanism is taken to be the Bjorken 
process, "in which the Z° decays into a Higgs and a virtual 2° : Z° -* HZ 0*. 
The coupling of the Higgs to bosons is proportional lo their masses, and 
this mechanism in therefore by far dominant. In the Born approximation, 
the differential cross section for Higgs production is (see for example ref. [7]) 

l^ = T9 M + ° mzVti *<)*-.) ' ( 5 ) 

Here £H and pu arc the energy and momentum of the Higgs, Eb the beam 
energy, g = (sin Ctvcosflw)"', c, and c„ are the eleclrowcak coupling con
stants. The energies s and st correspond to the mass squareds of the Z° 
and Z 0*, respectively. The fact of having the IVJO resonances leads to the 
two terms R in the denominator or (5): R(t) = (a - m7i)7 + mz

7Tz

7. As 
a result the cross section is highest for a light Higgs and drops ofT rapidly. 
However, when one goes to higher beam energies the IP" becomes real and 
the cross section for a heavy Higgs rises again. This is a reason to search 
for a heavy Higgs at LEP 200. The total cross section for Higgs production 
via the Bjorken mechanism is given in figure 2. The production rate for 
Z° -* HZ 0" — H/^/ i~ is shown relative to Z° -* if+p~. The relative mag
nitudes of the Higgs decays to bb, cc and r + T ~ are indicated by the dashed, 
the dol-dashed and the dotted lines respectively. The rate is almost 1% of 
the dimuon rate at low masses. 

The decay of the Higgs proceeds dominant!;; through heavy fermions: 

where /Vr is the number of colours, m/ the fermion's mass and 0 / its velocity 
in the Higgs frame. Thus the Higgs decays mainly to the heaviest particle 
for which its mass is above threshold. A near-zero mass Higgs will decay 
exclusively to photon pairs through quark and gauge boson loops. The 
Higgs life time is iiwersely proportional to its decay width, which means 
that v«ry light H'ggs particles will decay well outside the LEP detectors. 
The virtual 2°" decays as the normal 2° in quarks, neutrinos or leptons. 
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Figure 2: The rale of the process 7? —* IIfT*p' via the Bjorkcn mechanism 
relative to the process 2° —, fi*ti~ t as a function of the Higgs mass. The 
solid line gives all II decays, I lie dashed, dot-dashed, and dulled lines gives 
the contributions from Higgs decay to bb, ca and T*T~ , respectively. 

The search for the Higgs boson relies heavily on Monte Carlo calcu
lations to simulate the event topologies of Higgs decays. All experiments 
used the improved Born approximation [8], added initial state radiation 
and QCD effects and considered the dependence on the LEP beam energy. 
Fortunately^ the influence of the top quark could be ignored. 

The Higgs mass range covered by the LEP experiments was naturally 
split in three: i) the range from aero to 2m„. In this mass range, the Higgs 
is long lived and decays to photon pairs or electrons; ti) the range between 
2m^ and 2 to 3 Gc\\ or 2m e . The search in this range is difficult due to the 
theoretical uncertainty in the decay; Hi) the mass range above 2m e , where 
the Higgs decays into two heavy-quark jels or tau pairs. 

ALEPH [9] and OPAL [10] have analysed the Higgs mass range between 
zero and 2m,, = 212 MeV. Both collaborations have searched for events of 
the type Z 0 — HZ 0' where Z0* — /*i~and the Higgs decay H -* n or e + c " 
occurs outside the detector. The signature for this reaction is an acoplanar 
Leplon pair without additional energy. ALEPH required an acopEanarity 
greater than 30 mrad and less than 1 GeV of isolated electromagnetic or 
hadronic energy. OPAL required s\rt(6)^aa^ to be larger than 35 mrad, 
where 6 is the average polar angle of the leptons and i^aar. the acoplanarity 
angle in the x - y plane. To reject veiy asymmetric tau-patr decays, both 
ALEPH and OPAL applied cuts on the momenta of the leptons as well. 
The graphs labeled (a) in figure 3 show the number of events expected 
from a Higgs decay when these cuts ate used. These curves were obtained 
from Monte Carlo calculations and were reduced by the magnitude of the 
systematic error to obtain conservative limits. 

As the Higgs mass increases more decays occur inside the detector, 
reducing the sensitivity. ALEPH searched for events with a displaced vertex 
in the central detector (TPC). Events were used in which the "£•" decayed 
either to neutrinos or quark pairs. The backgrounds to this search are 
photon conversions, and in the case of the 7?' -* qq events, also k° and A 
decays. These backgrounds were removed. One event was found leading 
to an upper limit on the signal of 4.7 events, OPAL has searched only 
in events in which the Z°" decays to vit. One event was found, which is 
compatible with 7}' —+ vuf. The number of events expected from the visible 
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Figure 3: The numbers of low-mass Standard Model Higgs events expected 
by the ALEPH collaboration (top) and the OPAL collaboration (bottom). 
The curves labeled a represent Ihe invisible Higgs decays (outside the de
tector), the curves i represent the long-lived but visible- decays of the Higgs 
(inside the detector). The curves a + b give the sum of the two channels. 
The dashed curves give the 95% c.l. upper limit level on the number of 
observed events. 
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H decays is shown as graphs (b) in figure 3. The dot-dashed graphs labeled 
(a+b) give the sum of both channels. The dashed lines indicate the 95% 
confidence level upper limits on a observed signal, for both experiments 
well below the expected signals. The mass range between MTO and 2m,, is 
therefore excluded by both experiments. 

The mass range between 2mr and 1mc was covered by DELPHI [11] and 
ALEPH.[12J In this mass range there is a theoretical uncertainty regarding 
the decay of the Higgs.[13] Both ALEPH and DELPHI have made the 
reasonable assumption that the Higgs will decay to a few hadrons. These 
few particles will appear as a low multiplicity jet as a result of the 
boost of the Higgs. DELPHI has used the LUND jet finding algorithm to 
select three-jet events. The two main jets were required to be more than 
120' apart and tbe third jet was required to have two to four tracks and 
satisfy kinematical constraints to be compatible with a Higgs. DELPHI 
found no candidate in this mass range out of 13000 events ALEPH has 
searched for the Higgs decaying to two particles in conjunction with lepton 
pairs, quark jets and neutrino pairs. They found no candidates in 11SS0 
events. Therefore, the mass range between 212 MeV and 3 GeV is excluded 
by both DELPHI and ALEPH. 

A major background to Higgs production between 212 MeV arid 3 GeV 
is radiation from the final state leptons or quarks. The cross section 
for qq production from a virtual phoLon radiated by a lepton has been 
calculated.[14[ The total width for the process Z° —> t*l~qq is qf the order 
of 2.3 MeV. The spectrum is strongly peaked at zero invariant mass for the 
qq pair. However, these calculations do not take into account the hadronic 
nature of the photon. An enhancement of pl production has been observed 
in photon-photon scattering in the reaction 77 —» p°pli —t rr+ir~3r+7r" (see 
for example ref. [15]). This enhsneement is still not well understood, but 
believed to be a feature of the Vector Dominance Model (VDM) in which 
the photon manifests itself as neutral vector mesons (V). One prediction of 
VDM is the ratio of fP mesons produced relative to ui and ^ mesons, which 
is I: 0.09: 0.18. The OPAL collaboration has shown a few candidate events 
of the type e*e~ —*l*l~y —> t"*l~V. One such event is shown in figure 4a. 
Clearly visible are the two highly energetic muons, the tracks labeled 1 and 
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Figure 4: OPAL event, candidate for th* reaction Z" *+ p*ft~y' -+ p^/t'p0. 
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4. The particles labeled 2 and 3 are pions or kaons because they deposit 
energy in the hadron calorimeter as we!) as in the electromagnetic calorime
ter Furthermore, the energy low of the particles in the central detector is 
compatible with that expected from pions. The invariant mass of the 7r+ir* 
pah- is compatible with a p° meson. 

For the Higgs mass range above 3 GeV all experiments initially used 
the same purely topological search: the Higgs was assumed to decay to bl 
or cc jets, and the the virtual Z° either to neutrino pairs or to lepton pairs. 
The signature for the first case, the "missing energy" topology, are two 
jets with large momentum unbalance. For the second case, the "dilepton" 
topology, the events have again two jets, but the energy is balanced by two 
leptons. The background fur the dilepton search is again from final state 
virtual photons decaying to a Icpton pair, but now a cut on the invariant 
m w uf the retoil system can be made to remove them. Figure & shows 
such an event observed by the DELPHI collaboration. Clearly visible are 
two jets, and two isolated muons emerging to the left, 

OPAL [I6f has applied the following cuts for its missing energy search: 
at least five charged tracks with a total transverse momentum unbalance of 
more than 6" GeV; a tots! visible energy Less than 60% of the centre-of-mass 
energy; the two final cuts, illustrated in figure 6, are that more than 70% 
of the visible energy £;,, be contained in a 150* cone [the forward cone), 
whereas a backward cone of 1?0° could contain only 2.5 GeV. Figure 6a 
shows Ei„mtTilEvi. for a Monte Carlo simulation of a 24 GeV Higgs, fig
ure 6b shows the same distribution for the data. The boxes indicate the 
selected J-egions and it is clear that a 24 GeV Higgs can be excluded. 

The L3 [17] cuts for the Z° — H/£+/j~ Bearch are: at least one muon 
with p„ > IS GeV and a second with p„ > 5 GeV; no particles in a cone of 
35" around at least one union; at least two particles (of which one charged) 
outside a cone of 8' around each muon. 

Using these and similar cuts, all four LEP experiments calculated the 
number of events they expected as a function of the Higgs mass. The 
number of expected events is given in figure 7 for OPAL [16], ALFPH [12], 
L3 [17} and DELPHI.[11] No events were observed by either collaboration, 



Figure h: A candidate event from the DELPHI detector for the reaction 
Z° —* qq~f' —» jet — jef - /i"V~ - The anions emerge to the left, whereas two 
hadron jets are discernablc at the right and bottom. 
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Figure 6: Final distributions in the OPAL Standard Model Higgs search. 
The ratio or the total energy in the forward cone to the total energy in the 
event is plotted vs the energy in the backward cone for (a) multihadronic 
events, and (b) a simulation oTa 24 GeV Higgs bwen. The rectangle in the 
upper left corner indicates the Selected region. 



Figure 7: Expxlcd number of events from a topological search i« the com
bined channels HZ0" — Hi*i> and HZP' -* Hf+l~ by the four LEP experi
ments as a function of the Higgs mass. The dashed line indicates the 95% 
confidence level upper limit on the number of observed events; no events 
were observed by either experiment. 

leading to the 05% confidence level upper limit at three events, shown as 
the dashed line. When intersected with the curves of expected events, the 
limits become 34 GeV for OPAL, 32 GeV for L3, 26 GeV for DELPHI and 
25 GeV for ALEPH. One can even combine the Kmitg of OPAL and L3 to 
raise this limit to 36 GeV. 

In addition to this analysis. ALEPH \\%] has recently us*d a new method 
to search for the Higgs. The missing energy and d Hep ton searches are lim
ited towards higher masses by the fact that the Higgs decays become more 
spherical and their topology is rot as clear anymore. A different approach 
which requires good knowledge of the detector response is to reconstruct 
the visible energy in the event with some precision. To this end ALEPH 
has developed the following algorithm: i) the charged energy AS measured 
in the TPC was added together, it) Isolate! photons in the electromagnetic 
calorimeter were counted as neutral energy, in) The remaining electromag
netic energy was corrected for the efir response ratio and added to the 
energy observed in the hadron calorimeter, ff the so obtained hadronic 
energy exceeded the total charged energy, the excess was counted as neu
tral hadronic energy and a^ded to the visible energy. This algorithm was 
checked using muUihadronic events with a hard photon from initial state 
radiation. The visible hadronic energy in these events can be measured and 
a'w calculated from the photon energy. A comparison of the two gives the 
accuracy of the method which corresponds to a resolution of 6 GeV. 

Figures $a and b show the total visible energy spectrum expected for a 
30 GeV and a 10 GeV Higgs, respectively. Figure Sc shows the visible energy 
or the observed multihadron events. Note that the Monte Carlo spectra 
have an arbitrary scale. The number of expected events as a function of 
the Higgs mass is shown in figure 9. Using the observed upper limit or 
three events, ALEPH excludes the Higgs up tt> 40 GeV. Tn summary, the 
LEP experiments have excluded the mass range from zero to 40 GeV for 
the production of Standard Model Higgs bosons. 
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Figure 8: The spectrum of the reconstructed visible energy in the ALEPII 
detector, (a) A Monte Carlo simulation of a 30 GeV Higgs, (b) a 40 GeV 
Higge, and (c) the observed events after some initial cuts. The distributions 
(a) and (b) are not normalised to the luminosity. 
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35 40 »5 

Higgs mass (GeV) 

Figure 9: The number of events expected in the search based on the vis
ible energy by ALEPH from Hie combined channels HZ0- — Hi/S and 
HZ"" — Hi*/" as a function of the Higgs mass. No events were found, 
leading to the limit at 40 GeV. 



3 .3 Search for t h e Higgs in t h e Minima) """ t e r S y m 
metric E x t e n s i o n t o the S t a n d a r d fc , d e l 

In the Minimal Super Symmetric extension to the Standard Model (MSSM) 
not one but five physical Higgs state* are predicted: a neutral scalar h° with 
mass mfc* below m z, a neutral scalar 11° with mn* > mx, a neutral pseu-
doscalar A 0 with mA< > mh. and two charged scalars H* with m H i > raw. 
At current LEP energies we will therefore only be able to see the h° and 
A0. In the MSSM there are four parameters of which only two are inde
pendent: mh«, mA., 0 and a. Here a is the mixing angle of h° and H" 
and tanf? = vzfv\, where U; is the vacuum expectation value of the Higgs 
doublet i. Usually either (mAi,nihi) or (mi,»,tan0) i.t chosen as free pa
rameters. 

The production rale of Higgs pairs is given by 

r(z° -. h"A°) x' , 

where A = [(1 - x\ - iAf - 4 i j l ' ] ' " is a kinematical factor with z* = 
mbt/mi and ZA = WA» /rm- The factor cos3(a — ff) is purely related Lo the 
masses of the bosons: 

cos-la, M-m,^[mi, + m^_%m,j IV 

The production rate of the single neutral scalar Higgs is given relative to 

the rate for production of the Standard Model Higgs: 

The limits on the latter can therefore be used to set limits on the MSSM 
Higgs. 

The decay of the MSSM Higgs bosons depends on the value of tan 0: 

BT[W-T+t- : cc: it) = I : 2.1 cotscrcotaj? : 19AJ 
B r ( A ° ^ r + r - :cc:bb) = i : 2.1 cot' fi : IBAj, 

where A* = 1 — 4m2/m'i i A l. For tan 0 > 1, the theoretically favoured case, 
the decay is mainly lo 66 wt'h a 6% contribution of T*T~. For tart£ < 1. 
the decay is mainly to ec. 

ALEPH (19), OPAL (16) and DELPHI [30] have each searched Tor the 
MSSM Higgs. The results can be combined to exclude the huge area of the 
(nv.tan/S) plane as shown in figure 10.(21] The high limit of 40 GeV on 
the Standard Model Higgs by ALEPH excludes the area to the left of the 
solid line. The high tnaas region around tan 0 = 1 is excluded because mAt 
is large for tan0 ^ 1, which is kinematically impossible. 

The OPAL collaboration has analysed four-jet events, for the Z° —• 
h°A° —* cccc decay. Kinematical cuts were applied to the four-jet events 
to enhance a possible contribution from h°A° decays. Ten events survived 
these cuts, 13.3 were predicted from a QCD Monte Carlo. No signal was 
found in these events, and OPAL was able to exclude the region indicated 
as l4-jet' in figure 10. 

The region indicated as D' at a somewhat lower mass was excluded by 
DELPHI, also using the h°A° - • cccc decay, but searching for the D* in 
four-jet events. The pion in the decay chain D' -* D°» has a very low 
momentum transverse to the jet axis (typically 30 MeV). The D" therefore 
appears as an excess near zero in a plot of the transverse momentum of 
charged particles with respect to the jet axis. This D* signal is present 
as expected in two-jet events, but not in four-jet events, leading to the 
excluded area in figure 10. 

The upper corner of the plot is excluded by a search by DELPHI tor 
events of the type ^A" -» T +T"64. A direct search for events with two jets 
and two leptpns yielded no signal and excluded the region labeled T + T~66 
in figure 10. The remaining area at low masses was excluded by a DELPHI 
analysis of two-jet everts. In this mass range the Higgs bosons appear 
as coUimated jets spd can be distinguished froni regular jets by the jet 
invariant mass and the fact that no string effects appear in the h°A0 decay 
of the Z°. 

When the limits from the three experiments are comb;Tied all values in 
the (nv, tan P) plane can be excluded for n v < 34 GeV. 
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Figure 10: The parameter space of (m h >, tan /9) in the search for the MSSM 
Higgs. All areas except the upper and lower right corners of the plot are 
excluded by various searches described in the text. 
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3.4 Excited Leptons and Quarks 

Searches for excited leptotiB and quarks were performed by OPAL (22], 
ALEPH (23] and Li. [24] The excited leptori is assumed to decay to a 
regular lepton under emission of a photon, and should therefore appear as 
a peak in the invariant mass spectrum of lepton-7 combinations in lepton 
pair events. The searches for excited leptons (/ — e, /i, T) were limited to 
Iwo reactions: 

e*e" - f •(*"-. 1*7*77, (10) 
which limits m(. to mt/2, or 

e +e" - f / T - PF-j, (11) 

which allows rnf. up to mj. In addition, the process e^e" —*• e±ew' can 
occur in the (-channel with little momentum transfer to one of the initial 
electrons, which therefore escapes detection. The event topologies searched 
Tor were either a lepton pair with one or two photons or a single electron 
with a photon. The excited leptons were assumed to be spin- £ particles with 
Standard Model (Z°,7) couplings. The backgrounds to these searches are 
the radiative lepton pairs and radiative Bhabha events. Table 2 summarises 
the results from the OPAL, ALEPH and L3 collaborations. In all cases the 
observed number of fepton-pair events with one photon agrees very welt 
with the number expected from the Monte Carlo simulations. Also the 
numbers of i-channe) c*e~y events are in good agreement. Note thai the 
simulations predict no events with two photons at this level of statistics, 
whereas 13 observes three e*e"77 events and OPAL and U each observe 
one /i +/i~77 event. None of the invariant mass spectra show a significant 
signal, leading to the lower limits summarised in table 3. These limits are 
at 95% confidence level and essentially rule out the existence of excited 
leptons up to mj/2. 

In the reaction (11), a Tree parameter / /A remains in the effective Lan-
grangian, / being the (Z°, l)-l±m coupling and A the composite mass scale. 
The lower limits are therefore expresswi in terms of / /A as shown in fig
ure!] for the case of the excited muon. The results or ALEPH, OPAL and 
L3 are given together with earlier results from AMY and TOPAZ at the 
TRISTAN storage ring.|25] The results for f and r' are similar. 
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7 71 i-ehan. 

p+p-
7 77 7 77 

OPAL 
1.15 pb"' 

data 
MC 

29 
31 

0 
0 

2 
3 

19 1 
22 0 

27 0 
26 0 

ALEPH 
0.4 pb"' 

data 
MC 

6 
6.3 

0 
0 

10 
8.5 

2 0 
2.2 0 

1 0 
1.5 0 

L3 
1-1.5 pb"' 

data 
MC 

15 
15 

3 
0 

4 
3.3 

21 1 
22 0 

Table 2: Summary of lepton pair events with additional pholona found by 
OPAL, ALEPH and L3. The integrated luminosities used in the search ore 
given for each experiment. 

Exp. e' p* T' 
OPAL 
ALEPH 
L3 

44.9 44.9 44.9 
44.6 44.6 41.2 
45.0 45.3 

Table 3: Summary of limits on the masses of excited electrons, muons and 
tau leptons from OPAL, ALEPH and L3. The limits are lower limits in 
GeV at S5% confidence level. 
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Figure 11: Limits on the production or excited muons. The excluded areas 
are to the ri>rht of the curves of the fi' coupling as a function of its mass. 
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Searches for excited quarks were performed by OPAL [26] and A LEP H. [2] 
In these searches multihadronic events with an isolated photon were se
lected. OPAL required a photon energy greater than 10 GeV, isolated by 
more than 20*. In 77000 events, 78 candidates were found. 

ALEPH required a photon energy greater than 10 GeV with an isolation 
parameter aa given in formula (4) larger than 2.5. Four such events were 
found in 11550 events, where two were expected. 

These numbers are consistent with the expectation from initial and final 
state radiation. On this basis, OPAL gave an upper limit on the width of 
new radiative Z° decays of 

r(Z°-y+X)<3.2 MeV. (12) 

In addition, upper limits on f production were derived: OPAL found 

r ^ h ^ ) * »'(»' - 7 + X) < 8.7 x JO"', (13) 

and ALEPH found that mv > 46 GeV under the assumption that BR[V — 
7 + X)>5%. 

4 Conclusion 

No new particles were observed at LEP yet. The good agreement between 
the measured Z° parameters and their Standard Model values already places 
severe limits on the existence of new particles. However, direct searches are 
more sensitive and have led to limits close to the kinematical boundaries 
for new quarks, excited quarks and excited leptons. 

Using a variety of search methods, all LEP collaborations have con
tributed to exclude the existence or the Standard Mode! Higgs boson in the 
mass ranff. between sero and 40 GeV. In the context of the Minimal Super 
Symmetric extension to the Standard Model, the Higgs has been excluded 
up to 34 GeV for all values of tan fi. 

With an increase of the integrated luminosity and a more complete 
understanding of the detectors it will be possible to increase these limits 
substantially, even before the advent of LEP 200 
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Review of QCD at LEP 
W, de Boei 

Univ. of Karlsruhe ' 

1 Introduction 
We review the first round of QCD studies at the e 4e~ collider LEP, which atarted 
operating towards the end of last year. These studies at the peak of the Z° res
onance have proven to be extremely rewarding, not only because of the large 
statistics available due to the high resonance cross section, but also because of 
the higher centre of mass energy, which allows a much cleaner Study of events 
with multiple jelt. For example, 2b * of the eventt thaw a clean S-jet itnicluie 
in which the leaat energetic jet has an average energy of 20 GeV. Such events 
originate from quark-antiquark-gluon (ajs) states, in which the least energetic 
jet is usually the gluoa jet. Therefore, at LEP energies the gluoa jeti are con
siderably 'healthier' than at the PEP and PETRA colliders, where the energies 
were typically three times lower. The higher jet energy gives a better collimation 
of the jets and therefore a better jet axis determination and separation between 
the jets. This improves many QCD studies, especially the study of gluon jets 
and the angular correlations in 4-jct events, from which one can hope to isolate 
the triple gluon vertex contribution. This gluon. self interaction U the hallmark 
of the non-abelian character of QCD and is thought to be responsible for the 
confinement of quarks inside the nuclei. 

The tuples to be discussed here are: 

• Iutermittency 

• Charged multiplicity and rapidity distributions 

• Comparison with fragmentation models 

• Soft gluoa coherence 

» Jetmultiplicity studies and the determination of at 

• Determination of 4, from the asymmetry in energy-energy correlations 

• Search for the triple gluon vertex 
'hmted Ulk *t the Topical Conference c f 
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2 Intermittency 
Intermittepey studies search for charged multiplicity spikes or more formal, cor-
elated density fluctuations, in phase space bint, *-g., rapidity bins [Sy) or 2-

•\. .^erjsjonally rapidity and azimuth bins. Instead of studying the average mul
tiplicity per bin, one usually studies the factorial moments of rank gt denoted 
by F t , which are proportional to n • [n — 1) • • • (n - q + 1), They measure the 
probability to have more than g — 3 particles in the bin, e.g., F3=0 if there are 
no bins with more than 2 particles. Of course, this depends on the bin size, so 
one studies F v as function of bin size. The advantage of the factorial moments, 
introduced by Bialas and Peschanski[l] 1 are that they mre very sensitive to possi
ble new effect $ and that in simple models clear predictions exist for the slopes of 
Ft as function of bin m e . For example, for uncor'elated hadron production the 
slopes are eero, while for self-similar cascading m >dels they follow a power law 
behaviour. Large intermit tency effects are usually meant to be equivalent with 
large slopes, especially for small bins. 

The interest in intermittency studies has beei. the observation of large in
termittency effects in pp collisions, cosmic ray everts, nucleus-nucleus collisions, 
hadron-hadron collisions, and « + e ~ annihilation, wh."ch could not be explained by 
Monte Carlo predictions. This has led to speculation • about possible evidence for 
hadronie phase trajuitjctts/^j, hydremic Chereakov rwdiatiocfj/, hadronic hydro-
dynami"s|4] (the name intermittency originates from turbulence theory in fluid 
dynamics), or fractal structures in hadroniiation[l,5], Tor details we refer to 
recent reviews|6] and references therein. 

Here we will concentrate on the study of intermittency in e+c~ annihila
tion, in which the intermittency effects are found to be largest. The DELPHI 
Collaboration^] has searched for intermi.tency effects in 2** decays. They found 
that the observed power law behaviour of Fw could be well described by the cur
rent hadronization models (see Fig. 11 in contrast to earlier results by the TASSO 
CpUaborationfSj &t a centra of mass energy of 35 GeV, who only observed quali
tative agreement with their Monte Carlo models. 

Recently there ha* been a nice analysis by the CELLO Collaboration^] about 
intermitiency in three dimensions and they find at 35 GeV a strong intermittency 
signal, which is in agreement with Mante Carlo too, so both at 91 and 35 GeV 
there seems to be no contribution to the intcrmittency outside the well known 
correlations from resonances, decays, and energy-momentum conservation. The 
intermittency in thre-? dimensions is stronger, since the saturation effects through 
projection on a single axis are less severe in two or three dimensions. Also the 
ERS Collaboration has analysed their data at ^ = 29 GeV and observe a 
strong intermittency signal, but they do not make a comparison with Monte 
Carlo models[10]. 

Bose-Einstein correlations appear to play a minor role in the intermittepey, 
as shown already in the Physics at LEP study[ll]. In this study it was shown 
too, that Monte Carlo models based on the exact second order QC£) matrix el
ement and the ones owed on the Leading Log parton showers gave completely 
different prediction* Tor the factorial moments at LEP energies. It was shown 
by DELPHI'? , that the large difference disappears or even becomes of opposite 

5 10 50 5 10 50 

Figure 1: Dependence of factorial moments of rank 2 (*), 3(b) 4 (c) 
and S (d) on the number M of subdivision* In the rapidity interval 
for data at 91 G«V (DELPHI). The curve* are the expectation from 
the Lund Parton Shower model (solid line}, and the matrix element 
Monte Carlo before (dotted line) and after retuping (dashed line) of 
the rapidity distribution. 
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Figure 2: The averaged charged particle multiplicity in e 4e~ annihilation 
u function of the centre of mass energy with the prediction of the Lund 
Purton Shower model (A.) and the l i m e mt 91 GeV with the prediction 
of the HGBWIG Monte Carlo (b). 

sign by a slight retiming of the fragmentation parameter* in order to deicribe the 
rapidity and aptanarity distributions at dl GeV (tee Fig. 1). The main effect 
of thii retuning is to lower the particle density in a jet somewhat by increasing 
the transverse momenta from 350 to £00 MeV and decreasing the averaged mo
mentum in order to increase the charged multiplicity from IS to the observed 
multiplicity of 21. Such minor ch*flge* reduce F7 by more than 50% and change 
the slopes too! This indicates the sensitivity of the factorial moments to the 
tuning of Monte Carlo parameters. Before one claims new physics not described 
by Monte Carlo, one should make sur* one cannot make the discrepancy between 
data and Monte Carlo go away by a alight retuning of the Monte Carlo param
eters. Since the intei-mittency is well described by Monte Carlo, the CELLO 
Collaboration has searched for the effect in the Monte Carlo and find that the 
rising slopes in -Pj, even for small bin saes, can be mainly attributed to the 
Dalits decays ir0 —* e+*~7- If these decays are switched off in the Monte Carlo, 
Fj becomes constant for small bin sizes. 

3 Charged Particle Multiplicities 
At any new accelerator the measurement of the charged multiplicity distribution 
has always been of interest in order to compare it with lower energies and with 
other reactions. It is of special interest to see if the negative binomials, expected 
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Figure 3: The KNO distribution of charged particle multiplicities di
vided by the averaged multiplicity z = N^/N.. in c+e~ annihilation for 
various centre of mass energies. 

in QCD[12], can itill describe the data or to see if KNO scaling[13] still holds. If 
KNO scaling holds, the multiplicity distribution normalized to the averaged mul
tiplicity should be independent of energy. Fig. 2 shows the charged multiplicity 
as function of centre of mass energy compared with the Monte Carlo prediction 
of the parton shower model from the LUND group(20] (taken from Bef. [14]). Ta
ble 1 summarises the averaged multiplicities of the various expenmentt[15]-[19]. 
The average of 20.7±0.4 is in good agreement with the expectations of 21.2 from 
the JET5ET(20] - and 20.8 from the HERWIG|21] Monte Carlo. The DELPHI 
Collaboration has studied the multiplicity and rapidity distributions in detail[18]. 
They find: 

• KNO scaling holds reasonably well (see Fig. 3). It is interesting to note that 
the KNO scaling function is close to the lognormal distributiont expected 

MARK-II 20.1 ± 1.0 ± 0.9 ALEPH 20.36 ± 0.06 ± 0.79 
DELPHI 20.71 ± 0.04 ± 0.77 OPAL 21.28 ± 0.04 ± 0.84 
<N*> 20.7 ±0.4 

JETSET PS 21.2 EERWIG 20.8 

Table 1: Charged particle multiplicities at the Z" resonance. 



in self similar models[22j. 

• The negative binomial distribution needs a modification in order to give a 
good description (see Fig. 4), 

» The predictions of the made) of Ellis et al.[23] give the right averaged mul
tiplicity, but the distribution is somewhat wider (se* Pig. 4), 

• the slopes of the coefficient in the negative binomial distribution ( 1 / t ) are 
different for ftp and e + e~ (see Fig. 5). 

4 Comparison with Monte Carlos 
The Monte Carlo simulation of hadronie final states in e + e~ annihilation consists 
of four phases: 

1: Primary quarlt production. 
The annihilation of the e + e~ into a photon or 2 ° , followed by the produc
tion of a qq pair of a. given flavour. These diagrams are well understood 
and the Standard Mode] gives precise predictions. 

2: Pcrturbative radiation of photons and eluons. 
After the production of qq pairs, the accelerated quarks can radiate photons 
and gluons. The final state photon radiation by quarts can be very well 
studied on top of the Zq-resonance, since initial state radiation is small in 
this case and first results have been obtained by OPAL[24]. The result* 
are in agreement with perturbative calculations. Gluon radiation can also 
be calculated perturbatively[25], as long u the strong coupling constant is 
still rather small, i.e., for hard gluons with a large Q3. For small Q* th^ 
coupling increases towards infinity, which causes the confinement of quarks 
inside hadrons. The perturbative radiation of gluons is either calculated 
according to the exact second order QCD matrix element (ME) or using 
the Leading Log Approximation (LLA). The LLA allows the calculation of 
any number of collinear or soft gluons (developing into a parton shower), 
but the approximation is not valid for hard gluons. Therefore, hard gLuons 
have to be treated specially. For example, in the parton shower model of 
the LUND group (version JETSET 7,2] the radiation of the first gluon 
is treated according to the first order QCD matrix dement[20j. In th<* 
EERWIG Monte Carlo the parton shower is only based on the LLA, followed 
by cluster tragmentation[2l). The JETSET 7.2 program from the LUND 
group has the exact second order matrix elements available as options {both 
the GKS-[26] and the more accurate ERT matrix <;]ement[27] are available). 

& Harironization. 
In this non perturbative regime one has to resort to phenomenalogica) mo
dels, like string -, or cluster fragmentation. A rather complete overview lias 
been given in the Yellow Book on Physics at LEPJll], while the underlying 
physics concepts have been well explained in a review by T. Sjostrand[28'. 
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Figure 4: T h e charged particle multiplicity d i s tr ibut ion c o m p a r e d w i t h 
the negat ive binomial dis tr ibut ions in £*t~ annihi lat ion at 0 1 G e V . 
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Figure 7: Comparison of the aplanarity- (OPAL) and rapidity (DEL
P H I ) distribution at 91 G e V wi th various M o n t e Carlo mode l s . The 
'ERT re tuned ' curve for the rapidity uses retuned parameters for the 
matr ix e lement at Gl GeV and is close to the curves for the parton 
shower models . 
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Figure 8: T h e particle densi ty far various z = p / £ K a m b ins as funct ion 
of centre o f mass energy. 

4: Decays of unstable hadrons and specific detector simulation. 

The parton shower models with the fragmentation parameters determined at 
PEP and PETHA energies appeared to describe reasonably well the data at the 
Z°-resonance[15 (16,17v18,l9}, as shown in Figs. € and 7. Note that the thrust and 
minor values are narrower at the higher energies, indicating that the jets become 
narrower and more planar. The models based on the exact second order matrix 
element could not describe the data at the higher energies with the parameters 
from the lower energy data. Especially the aplan&rity and rapidity could not be 
described, as shown in Fig. 7. The curves labeled *ERT' or 'GKS' correspond to 
the matrix element models, the other curves are from the parton shower models. 
After a retiming of the fragmentation parameters, the agreement became much 
better (see Fig. 7b). The need for the retiming in the matrix element model could 
be traced back to the fact that the Q* evolution of the fragmentation process, 
as predicted by the Alt&relli-Purisi equation&[29{, has been implemented in the 
parton shower models, but not in the ME programs. This is a large effect, if one 
goes from PETRA to LEP energies, as shown by the first data from MARK-IIJI5] 
(sec Fig. 8): the number of particles with small x = pfE±+m increases more than 
50%, while the high momentum particles decrease by about 50%. The physical 
picture is clear: more (mainly soft) gluons are emitted at higher energies, where 
more phase space is available. The so'l gluons fragment into soft hadrons, while 
simultaneously the fractional energy left over for the primary quarks becomes 
less, thus requiring a softer fragmentation function. 

By retumng the fragmentation functions in the ME models in order to take 
into account the <5* evolution, the agreement between the PS and ME models 
became much better(30j, provided the definition of the strong coupling constant 
is similar in both cases, i.e., a, should be evaluated at a scale of a few GeV, which 
is typically the Q7 of the gluon emission. In the newest version JETSET 7.2 of 
the ME Monte Carlo from the LUND group it has become possible to choose the 



Figure 9: T h e j e t multiplicit ies at 01 G e V m funct ion of the je t resolut ion 
Vmin = My/* for the parton shower model and the exact matr ix e l ement 
wi th t e t u n e d parameters ( b o t h J E T S E T 1.2). 

a i Am ", 
DEFAULT(MKII PR D37(1988)l) 0,5 0.9 0.400 0.35 
TASSO (ZP 041(1988)375) 0.18 0.34 D.260 0.39 
OPAL (CERN - EP/90 - 48) 0.18 0.34 0.290 0.37 

Tabk 2: Longitudinal- {a and b) and transverse ( c ( ) fragmentat ion pa
rameters and Q C D scale ( A t n ) used in the Lund parton shower m o d e l . 

scale as a fraction of the centre of mass energy; before o, was always evaluated 
at QJ = a. A small scale is needed Lo describe the higher jet multiplicities[3l], 
as will be discussed in more detail in Sect. 7. Note that the necessity for a small 
scale is not a feature of the ME Moute Carlos, also in the PS models one has to 
choose the scale to be of the order of the p? of the gluon in order to describe the 
data. 

Although the global features of the LEP data were quite well described by 
the default parameters of the Lund parton shower model JETSET 7.2, it needed 
still some retuning, especially the 3-jet rate came out too high, indicating a 
too large value of the QCD scale. The OPAL Collaboration! 19] has published 
their optimised values of the parameters and they find the QCD scale to be 290 
MeV instead of the default value of 400 MeV> This value is close to the value 
published by the TASSO Collaboration[32] from data at 35 GeV, but differs from 
the one by the MARK-1I Collaboration^) tMained at 29 GeV. The latter one 
has been taken as default in JETSET 7.2. The differences have been summarized 
in Table 2. Note that the value of the QCD scale IL- the PS mode! is not AJJ^, but 
something 1 have denoted with A L L l , since this progft-na is ba^ed on a combination 
of the Leading Log Approximation and the first order OCD matrix element. For 
example, a value of A I L I = 2 6 0 MeV corresponds to AJ^WlOO MeV in the ME 
Monte Carlo[30]. After returung its parameters, the ME model agrees reasonably 
well with the PS option, at least in the regions where hare.' gluons dominate[30|. 
Especially the jet rates are in good agreement, even up to 9-jet final states, as 
shown in Fig- 9. 

The jet multiplicities of 5 or higher start to be present only for y ^ below 0.01, 
i.e., in the fragmentation region, where the jet masses start to be important. In 
the ME option at most 4 jets are generated at the parton level, but fragmentation 
generates the higher jet multiplicities just as well as the PS option. Note that the 
fraction of 4-jets i s small, as expected from the fa.t that a , 3 is a small number. 
This is the main reason why the ME models can describe the event shapes in the 
regions where hard gluons dominate. 

5 Coherence of Soft Gluons 
The OPAL collaboration[34] has made a comparison of the hadron momentum 
spectra with the predictions based on leading log calculations including the inter-
ference between soft gluons^ as calculated by the Leningrad groups[35]. They find 
that the expected peak in the In p spectrum is well reproduced by the data over 



Figure 10; T h e charged particle m o m e n t u m spectra for various centre of 
mottt energies ( a ) and the b e h a v i o u r of the peak as function of centre 
of mass energy ( b ) . 

the whole energy range between 14 and 91 GeV, u shown in Fig. 10. Note that 
the** predictions have only one single parameter - apart from the overal normal
ization - and therefore the companion is non-trivial. Without interference the 
spectra would not decrease so strongly for low momenta. 

However, the suppression of the low momentum particles is in the region where 
the hadron masses play a role and the theoretical formulae are only valid in the 
region where the momenta are much larger than the hadron masses. Decays of 
massive particles cause a decrease of the low momentum particles and indeed 
Monte Carlos without interferences show a large suppression of these low mo
mentum particles too. Therefore, a more sensitive test is the study of the peak 
shift as function of y/s. 

The energy dependence of the peak of the In p spectrum con only be described 
by Monte Carlo models including the interference effects, either by the angular 
ordering of the gluon emission in parton showers or hy the string effect or by both 
(see Fig. 10b). As an alternative model without interference one could try to use 
independent fragmentation models. However* they exist only in rcttrir element 
versions without Q* evolution, so they do not describe the energy dependence. 
Therefore, OPAL has tried to replace the string fragmentation in the parton 
shower models by independent fragmentation, since in this case the Q7 evolution 
is taken into account. They find that such a model without interferences does 
not reproduce the energy dependence (see Fig. 10b), but is much closer to the 
slope of 1 expected if the spectrum of soft particles is dominated by phase space 
effects. 

Although it is difficult to call the behaviour of the momentum spectra as 
function of energy evidence for the colour coherence in QCD, because of the 
finite energies where mast, effects are still important, this is again a case where 
QCD cannot be proven, but it does a wonderful job in describing the data. 

6 String Effect and Gluon Fragmentation 
One of the interesting aspects of QCD studies at 91 GeV is the fact that the 
gluon jets are 'healthier' than at PEP' and PETRA energies, as mentioned in the 
introduction. For example, typical gluon jet energies are 20 GeV for reasonably 
efficient jet selections (20% 3-jet events!), as shown in Fig. 11. Here the jet 
energy has been determined from the angles between the jets: 

E "afy E m 
1 &in0i.i + n n 4 3 j - r sin 0j.i "™ l J 

with (>,*,*) = (1 ,2 ,3) and permutations. At PEP - and PETRA energies the 
maximum possible gluon energy was around 10 GeV (in the so-called MER
CEDES events n which all three parlous have the same energy); the higher jet 
energies at LEP yield a better collimation of jets and therefore a better separa
tion between the jets. These facts make it interesting to repeat the well known 
studies at lower energies concerning the particle flow in 3-jet events|36] and the 
difference between quark and gluon jets[37[, especially since the results on the 
last topic have not been very conclusive. 

6.1 Str ing effect 
The DELPHI Collaboration has started these studies[3&] at LEP. To define jets 
they have used the LUCLUS algorithm, which is part of the LUND Monte 
Cailo|20]. This cluster algorithm starts to cluster around the most energetic 
particles and joins other particles according to a measure closely related to the 
p, of the particles L in contrast to the popular 'JADE' cluster algorithm, which 
starts the clustering of particles with the lowest invariant masses and therefore 
starts usually with the soft particles first and clusters the more energetic particles 
around these soft particlea. Furthermore, in this algorithm the particles cannot 
be reassigned to another cluster, which causes particles in opposite directions of 
the jet axis to stay within that jet thus generating artificially broad jets [39]. 

The particle flow in 3-jet events exhibits the so-called string effect: in Lhe event 
plane determined by the two vectors corresponding to the two largest values of 
the sphericity tensor, thi particle flow around the most energetic jet shows an 
asymmetry. This effect, first observed by the JAi'E collaboration at PETRA 
energies and later on confirmed by other*|36]T is shown for the DELPHI data 
in Fig. 12. together with Monte Carlo curves from string fragmentation (SF) 
and independent fragmentation (IF) models. In this figure the most energetic jet 
is aligned at 0° and the angles of the particles in the event plane are measured 
with respect lo thib jet arjs with the positive direction given by the second most 
energetic jet, which peaks at 120°. The volley between the two most energetic jets 
at 80° has clearly less particles than the v«Jley at 270". The string fragmentation 
model describes this asymmetry well in contrast to independent fragmentation, 
hence the name "string" effect. 

There are several contributions to the ''string'' effect: 

'They used the default option in LUCIA'S with the DJOIN paiameter set to 5 GeV, which 
yields a 1-jet rate of about 20% of the total number or events. 
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Figure 11: The energies of the t h r e e j e t s in 3-jet events se lected w i t h 
( h e Lund jet finder LUCLUS with diair, = 5 G e V , D « t a from D E L P H I . 
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Fi&ure 12: T h e particle Row m 3-jet events . D a t a from D E L P H I . 

1) The "drag" effect , i.e., particles are dragged towards the side of the gluon 
radiation by the boost of the string-

2) Interference effects at the partem level. This has been forwarded as a "QCD" 
explanation why the string picture works so weU]4D]-|43], 

3) The "showering effect", i.e., a hard gluon radiated on one side can be split 
into several other partons, thus ipiliing particles on one side of the hardest 
jet, but hardly on the other side. 

In the ME option the whole string effect has to be attributed to the 'drag' effect, 
since at the parten level this effect is practically absent. 

A Monte Carlo study reveals that in the parton shower model most of the 
string effect is already present at the parlon level, at least if a small cutoff for the 
stopping point of the shower is used. Therefore the Mra-g" effect hardly contributes 
in this case; at the part on level both the showering effect and interferences can 
contribute. 

The interference effects, as implemented in the Monte Carloa by angular or
dering of the gluon emission, Urn out to have little influence on the string effect1 

[42,3B|. Naively, one would conclude that the showering effect would then domi
nate. However > according to the experts(4l] the angular ordering is only related 
to the interferences within a jet, while the string effect is only related to the inter
ferences between the jets. These are called the intra-jet and inter-jet interferences, 
respectively. In how far the 'inter-jet1 interferences have been implemented in the 
shower Monte Carlos is not clear. Therefore, it is sot clear bow much of Ihe 
string effect at the parton level is due to the 'showering' effect and how much is 
due to thr inLcr-jei interference. 

ft is interesting to note, that the so-cafied 'Modified independent Fragmen
tation' models can describe the string effect too(44]. In these models the p\ of 
the particles is made dependent on the longitudinal momentum in such a way, 
that it happens to reproduce the coherence effecUf^Sf. However, it stiff remains 
to be seen, if these models can describe other aspects of the event shapes in 
e + e" annihilation too. 

6.2 Gluon fragmentation 
The least energetic jet in 3-jet events is most likely the one closest to the original 
gluon direction. A Monte Carlo study reveals that this happens in 53% of the 
cases, while the probability for the first and second jet to be the gluon is 1&% 
and 25%, respectively. So one can compare the properties of the third jet with 
respect to the first two jets to search for differences between quark and gluon 
jets. 

Fig. ] 3 shows the opening angles of particles insidf the jets. AH jets hatfc the 
same distribution above 20", but below 20* the third jet has a factor three less 
particles than the first two ones- Such a depletion is expected for gluon jets, since 
gluons most lively split into other gluons before fragmenting, thus naively yielding 
broader jets and a lower "core" density. To see if Jhis depletion is really due to a 

'Within the JET5ET 7.2 program the anguUi ordering can be twitched *n m4 ofC\20\-
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Figure 13; The distribution of opening angles of the particles in the 
three jets °f 3-j*t event*. Data from DELPHI. 

difference between gluon and quark fragment at ion, one ha* mule a Monte Carlo 
comparison between the gluon jet at ^/s t; 91 GeV with quark jets in 2-jet events 
at ^7=40 GeV and quack jets in 3-jet events at , / J = 6 0 GeV. In all ca«s the jet 
energies are approximately 20 GeV (in the 3-jet case at €0 GeV the second jet 
was takes)-

The 20 GeV quark jet in a 3-jet environment agrees reasonably well with a 

20 GeV yfuon jet, but a 20 GeV quark jet in a 2-j«t event shows a considerably 
different angular distribution. The difference* between the two quafk jets of 
20 GeV in Fig- 14 can he explained as follows: At large angles it if probably 
connected with the larger angular range available in 2-jet events, tine* in 3-jet 
events particles at angles above 70" are likely to be associated to other jets. In 
the range from 2Q°~5<y the strings in the 3-jet events "drag" mare particles into 
this region, thus causing, a quark jet in a 3-jet event to look more like a gluon. jet. 

This study Nearly shows that it is difficult to talk about "the" quark fragmen
tation: in general the fragmentation depends on the environment in which the 
<pi&ik. it tasbttiaeo^ at expected since isolated quarks do not en»t if confinement 
holds. All one can say is that the current string fragmentation models describe 
the fragmentation of both quarks and gluons very well in all environments. 

7 Jetmultiplicities 
The motivation for studying jet multiplicities has beta twofold: 

DELPHI 
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Figure 14: A compr xison of the opening angle* in a 'gluon^ jet at 91 
GeV, a 'quark' jet in 3-jet events at fll GeV, and a 'quark' jet in 2-jet 
events at 40 GeV, as obtained from the ME JETSET 7.2 Monte Carlo. 
In all eases the jet energies are around 20 GeV. 

• The relative jet rates are determined by a„ thuj providing the possibility 
to determine this fundaments! constant. 

* The running of a, can he proven by studying the 3-jet rate (r?a) as function 
of centre of mass energy. 

R* is shown as function of <Jt in Fig. 15 for energies between 14 and 91 GeV 
using d«L from PEP, PETRA, KEK, and LEP, ss compiled by S. Bethle[46). 
Amazingly, all experiments nave bees able to use the same definition of As, i.e., 
the same jet finder, namely the one introduced by the JADE OcJlabaration[4,7). 
The first .data at 91 GeV, as obtained by OPAL [49), dearly established the de
crease of Ha in agreement with the running of a, as expected in QCD. Lateron, 
the jet rates at 91 GeV were confirmed by the DELPHI[50] and L3[S1] collab
orations. In first order a,(/i) K Vln(ji), Therefore one tlpeets a straight line, 
if the 3-jtt late is plotted as function of l / ln (E c i J ) . Indeed, the data is well 
described by such a straight line, as shown in Fig. 15b (torn (48j)- The line is 
compatible with going through the origin, i-c., a vanishing a, for infinite energies, 
as expected from the concept of asymptotic freedom. 

The determination of a, turned out to be more tricky. The A & values 
quoted by DELPHI(S0J, L3[511, MARK-II(52], and OPAL[49,53], can be summa
rized as; 

80 < A ^ < 350 MeV. 
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Figure 1$: The fraction of 3-jet e v e n t s as function o f centre o f mass 
energy (BCM) (&) and as function o f l / I n ( F c w ) (b ) . 

The spread in AJJy originates from three lource*: 

» The fitting procedure. 

• The re normalization scale dependence, i.e.,choice of scale in the definition 
of a.. 

• The recombination scheme dependence, i.c.t which duster algorithm is used 
to define the jets. 

All three points are interrelated, since e.g.,different recombination scheme* show 
4 different dependence on the renormalization «cale. Some people call this the re
combination scheme dependence, other* claim there it no recombination scheme 
dependence, only renormalization .scale dependence- Let me discuss these prob
lems first separately. 

7 . 1 R e n o r m a l i z a t i o n s - n l e d e p e n d e n c e 

The definition of the strong coupling constant involves two scales: one is an 
unphysica] renormalisation scale u used to regulariie the iiifinities in the loop 
corrects ns and then the physical Q* scale, One can trade the renormalization 
scale u for a y. independent QCD scale A[54], in which case one finds up to order 

«•«•>-£ h i " ) 
with , , 

& = n-in, 
0, = 2 ( M - £ n , ) • 

We will use the usual A?S renormalization *cheme[55]. Sine* <t, depends only on 
the ratio of Q2 and A^L , a different choice of renormalizalion scheme or stale, 
i.e^ of A ^ , can be compensated by a different choice of Q1. Therefore, studying 
the renormalination scale dependence can be done by defining Q2 = J • st where 
/ is a renormalization scale factor. 

The number of flavours rc/=*5 at Q7 = Af|. but for a. choice of Q3 below the 
b-mass one has nf=A. The unphysicaj jump in a, , if ope crosses a new quark 
threshold, can be compensated by a corresponding change in Aj^[54], hence the 
upper index in A ^ indicates the number of flavours used. Although tn the 
Monte Carlo's the scale factor j is typically so small, that nf—A should be used, 
we will follow the usual practice and quote the final results for Q* = M\ and 
n J = 5 . The simple relation between Aj^y and Ajjy is given in Ref. [54]. 

Physical observables are independent of / , if they are calculated to all orders. 
la finite order perturbation theory there exists some dependence on f *nd several 
choices of / ha e been proposcdfSe^TjSS] in order to nunimize the sensitivity to 
higher orders. Instead of choosing such a particular scale, one better studies 
the scale dependence for a reasonably large range, which can be easily done as 
follows. Suppose an observable has been calculated up to second order: 



If one choose* a different scale Q* = f - Q2> one obtains from the renormalixation 
group equation (or from its solution, Eq. 2) a change da, in the coupling constant: 

^ . - - A O B Z + ^ A . * ) - (4) 

To keep the observable the same, one hat to absorb the eNige in a, in different 
coefficient I Ci and CJ, i.e., 

dO = *.•dCi +d-da, + a, a • <£C, + 0 ( a / ) ^ 0. (5) 

Since each power of a, has to be tero, this yield*: Ct' — ^i *nd C£ = Ca + 0o' 
Ct ID /• At expected, the first order coefficient is independent of the scale, i.ncc 
the loop correction* only enter in second order. 

For a given observable and scale one can solve Eq. 3 for at and calculate the 
corresponding Agy; the remit is shown in Fig. 16 for a = yfj between 0.04 and 
1 for the jet multiplicities and the asymmetry in the energy-energy correlation!, 
both to be discussed below. One observe* a stronger scale dependence for the jet 
rates due to the larger terond order corrections, which have been indicated in the 
figure too and were obtained from Refs. [59,60]. 

This dependence is calculated at the parton level, A different choice of scale 
leads to different higher order corrections, as can be easily seen from the expres
sion for Cj given above. At the hadron level part of the higher order corrections 
are absorbed in the fragmentation part and the renonnalization scale depen
dence at the hadron level can be considerably smaller, if one requires that for 
different choices of scale the fragmentation parameters are retuned to get the 
right momentum spectra. This can be easily done, if one fits with the full Monte 
Carlo, as will be discussed below, 

7.2 Fitting Procedures 
In order to compare QCD with data, one has cither to correct the data to the 
parton level or "dress" the theory with fragmentation effects. 

In the first case the question, is : Which parton level? It hat been suggested by 
Kunszt and Na*on[59j that one should use the parton shower parton level, since 
the averaged number of partons with invariant masses above 1 GeV between all 
pairs is about 11 at LEP energies, which is significantly higher than the maximum 
number of 4 partons in second order QCD. However, comparing this LLA partem 
level with an exact second order QCD calculation with at molt two gluaps is 
inconsistent and does not lead to a determination of AjX in second order, but 
rather to a scale which is a mixture of the LLA and exact second order QCD, 
For convenience I call this scale ALLS-

As mentioned before, most of the additional gluons in the LLA are soft and 
the jet rates can he well described in second order too. Therefore, one can use 
the second order ME for extracting a, from the jet rates, especially since these 
are rather insensitive to the fragmentation parameters and the exact tuning of 
the distributions within a jet. 

The results of the two methods can be rather different, a* is demonstrated 
in Fig. 17, which compares the jet rates for the parton shower- and matrix 
element models. If one inserts Ana into the second order Monte Carlo, one finds 
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Figure 16: The renormalization iceJe dependence of A £ L Tor th« AEEC 
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these two fitting p r o c e d u r e s d o n o t y ie ld t h e s a m e A for t h i s v a r i a b l e . 
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indeed that the parton levels agree 3 , as expected, since this was how A n : has 
been determined, but at the hadron level the 3-jet rate is clearly toolow for the 
second order ME 4 . The scale A j ^ has to be increased to 350 MeV in order to get 
agreement at the hadron level (see Fig. 17b), which clearly show* tha t A j j j is 
different from \ L n in this case. Therefore, fitting a second order expression for 
the 3-jet ra le to the data, corrected to the parton level of the parton shower 
model, does not necessarily lead to a consistent determination of A J J ^ in the 
sense that putting A U J into a second order Monte Carlo does not reproduce the 
jet rates. 

Fortunately, there is no need to use such inconsistent methods, since the 
number of events with more than two hard gluons (ot o . 3 ) is negligible, even at 
LEP energies and the ME models can describe the da t a well in the regions where 
hard gluon radiation is important. 

'Good' variables to determine at are those who show a large sensitivity to 
A~L and a small sensitivity to the fragmentation \ irameters. If at is determined 
by asking which 1<L~ in the Monte Carlo gives the best description of the data. 
one does not worry so much about the close correspondence between partons and 
hadrons, as long as the difference between them is well described by the Monte 
Carlo and rather insensitive to the tuning of the fragmentation parameters. For 
example, for the AEEC the fragmentation effects are non-neglibible, but well 
described by the Monte Carlo and insensitive to the tuning of the fragmentation 
parameters (see Sect. 8). 

7.3 Recombination Scheme Dependence 
A definition of the jet multiplicity requires the definition of a jet resolution and 
a 'jet finder* algorithm. The most popular jet finders have been the ones based 
on in"aria:it masses: the four vectors of the two particlcR or 'pseudo-particles' 
are added to form a new pseudo-particle. This process ts repeated until the 
scaled invariant mass jr = M^/s between all pairs of pseudo-particles are above 
a certain minimum value ymin. The number of pseudo-particles is by definition 
the jet multiplicity. 

There arr several ways to add the particles to pseudo-particles[59,53J. The 
most common ones have been summarised in Table 3. In alt cases the direction 
of a pseudo-particle is determined by the vectorial sum of the 3-momenta of the 
two primary particles. The schemes differ in the calculation of the energy and 
the invariant masses. In the so-called P-schemes the pseudo-particles are kept 
massif55 by selling the energy equal to the momentum, thus resembling massles* 
partons, which is convenient for Monte Carlo applications. However, this does not 
conserve energy; in the PO-schenie y(U, is reseated t o the continuously decreasing 
energy. The E-scheme is Lorentz invariant, so it can be applied in any referenct-
frame; the others h*.ve to be applied in the laboratory frame. In most schemes 

i H t i e I uicd A 1 I , I = I 5 4 MeV for an 'optimum' lenormaliiation scale factor / = 0 . 1 1 J , i s de
termined by OPAL[53). 

*Thf C&-> barison was only made foi the ERT ME *rith the P-l*cOinbi nation scheme, since thu. 
is the one wnich is available *s default in the JETSET 7 2 Monte Carlo. 



Scheme* Af£ J><i Remarks 
E te + w)' ^ , = Pi + Pi Lorentz invariant 

JADE lE^l - cc,*6,j) J>,y = J>. + Pi masses neglected in M u 

EO (»+w)' p not conserved 

P {ft + W)» Pii=Pi + Pi E not conserved 

PO a s P u P as P .but Yeu, rescaled to new 
Ey after each recombination 

Tabic 3: Jet Recombination Schemes. The Index ij indicates coir i-
nents of the pseudo-particle buitt from the particles i and j . 

y=0.03 J AVE scheme P scheme Po scheme E scheme 
s-i 3-j 4-j 2-j 3-j 4-j 2-j 3-j 

* • ) 2-j 3-j «-J 
2-p H59 0.10 0.00 0.34 0.05 0.00 LL5-L 0.0s 0.00 0.06 0.27 0.04 
3-p ( U 0.35 0.04 0.18 0.32 0.02 0.17 0.33 0 0 2 0.01 0.20 0.21 

*-p 'i.ob 0.04 0.05 o.ei 0.0s 0.O4 0.00 0.04 0.05 0.00 0.01 006 

y=0.05 JADE scheme P scheme PO scheme E scheme 
2-j 3-J 4-j 2-j 3-i 4 j 2-j 3-i 4-i 2-j 3-j 4-j 

2-p [0.64 0.06 0.00 0.68 0.02 0.00 0.67 0.02 0.OB 0.40 0.27 O-OO 
3-p t 0.08 o.n 0.00 JUJi 0.17 0.00 0.10 0.19 0.00 0.03 0.25 0.04 
4-p O.OO 0.01 0.01 O.OO 0.01 o.ot 0.00 0.01 0.01 O.OO 0.00 0.01 

y=0.08 JADE scheme P scheme P0 scheme E scheme 
2-j 3-i 4-j 2-j 3-i 4 j 2 j 3.j *-i 2-i 3-j 4-J 

2-p 0.78 0.04 p.oo 0.81 0.01 0.00 0 80 0.02 0.00 0.63 0.16 0.00 
3-p 0.06 0.13 0.00 0.07 0.10 0.00 0.06 0.11 0.00 0.03 0.17 | 001 
4-p 0.00 O.OD 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 O.OO 0.00 0.00 O.OO 0.00 | 0.00 

Table 4: The transition probabilities of parton multiplicities (n~p) to 
hadron jet multiplicities ( n-j ) at 01 GeV in the various recombination 
schemes for a jet resolution y of 0.02, 0.05, and Q.QS, respectively* 
Here I have used the standard ERT matrix element as implemented 
in JETSET 7.2 and applied the same cluster algorithm to the parton 
and hadron level. The probabilities have been normalized to the total 
number of events, so the sum is one and the sum within each column 
yields the n-jet rate at the hadron level, while the sum within each 
row yields the n-jet rate at the parton level. Note that for the 'JADE 1 

scheme the 2-p to 3-j transition is approximately equal to the 3-p to 
2-j transition, which results in approximately equal jet ratee at the 
hadron- and parton level, although the migration between the 2- and 
3*jct classes is as large as 30% . 

0 0.OS 0,10 0.15 v 0 0.05 0.10 0.15 
V cul Jcut 

0 0.05 0.10 0.15 V 0 0.05 0.10 0.15 
J'cut 3cut 

Figure IB: The fractional jet multiplicities as function of the jet resolu
tion for 4 recombination scheme* at the hadron - And parton level for 
the Lund parton shower model. Data from OPAL, 

the invariant mass vs calculated exactly, i.e., 

W£ = Pi + Pj = 1EiBj{\ - Hwflytt 4- m? -t- mj . 

la the JADE tyJieme the muses m< and rn, are put to wto. In practice the 
E0 scheme is dose to the JADE «ch<me[53]. The JADE jetfinder has become 
so popular, while the jet ratei at the h*dion level t ie dose to the jet rates 
at the parton level in contrast to the other recombinations scheme*. Tbi* is 
•town in Fig. 18 from a itudy by OPAL, who cojnpare the jet multiplicities 
as function of the jet resolution at the hadron and parton level[49,53] using the 
part on shower Monte Carlo JETSET 1-1- One observes good agreement with the 
data for all recombination schemes for a single value of the QCD icale in the 
Monte Carlo. This recombination scheme independence is only possible for small 
renonoalizatjon scaleŝ  in which case all methods tend to yield afnilar AQJ values 
(see Fig- 16). 

The correspondence between a 3-jtft event at the parton - and hadron level is 
not one to one, even for tht 3 ADE scheme, ** suggested by Fig, 26. ForexampJe, 
if one generates only 3-parton events in the Monte Carlo, about 30 % of them 



become 2-jet events, at the hadron level, as shown in liable 4. On the other hand 
2-jet parton events contribute to the 3-jet rate at the hadton level and the average 
number of 3-jet event* at par ton and hadron level happen to agree very well, but 
this is purely accidental. Therefore, it is not a priori clear if the JADE-seheme is 
a much better scheme than the others for the determination of a»-

Prom Table 4 otic observes too, that the large •fragmentation correction 1 in 
the E-icheme, i.e., the difference in jet rates between hadron- and parton Level, 
originates from the large background of 2-jet events, which become classified 
as 3-jet events because of the large jetm&ssei at the badron level* while the 
large 'fragmentation correction* in the P-scbemes is due to the purity of the 
3-jet sample* i.e., the background from 2-psjton s t a t u is small and does not 
compensate the losses of the migration of 3-p to 2-j like in the JADE scheme. 
Note too that the purity of the 4-jet sample is highest in the P-ichemes, i.e., the 
background from 3-p events i* scoall-

The extraction of aM from the da ta has been done in rather different ways by 
the different groups: 

The OPAL Collaboration follows the suggestion by Kunszt and Naaop and 
correct their data to the parton level in the PS model, using all possible recom
bination schemes given in Table 3. 

DELPHI, L3 and MARK-11 analyze their data, shown in Fig. 19, within the 
framework of second order QDC. MARK-II uses only the EO-scheme, in which 
the fragmentation corrections are small (3-5%). They neglect this correction 
and fit the parton level expression directly to the data , but include this missing 
correction in the systematic error. DELPHI and L3 toriect the theoretical jet 
rales with a correction matrix in order to be able to compare them directly to llic 
data. The DELPHI* Collaboration has obtained this matrix from the exact second 
order MF Monte Carlo, based on the KL' matrix elextoent[6l]. They noted that 
for the KL' scheme this matrix correction is very small and used it for the other 
recombination schemes too. The L3 Coll aboration has used the GKS matrix 
e]ement|2G]\ which is the default in the 7ETSET 7.2 Monte Carlo. 

The final results from DELPH1J50), L3(5l] OPAL|49,53], and MARK-II(52j 
have been summarized in Table 5. In all cases tl.e A«L have been determined 
from a fit of the theoretical erpressions|61,59] of t i e form: 

Ri = — =* 1 + C 3 1 - a , + C3 3 - 0 . 1 

R2 = — = C M - f t . + C a i . f t . J (6) 
ffr« 

Ht £= -— — C<,j • ft, 

where <rtt, is the tolaJ hadronic cross section and an are the corresponding n-
parton cross section. CnJk are the k - th order QCJ) coefficients for n - parton 
events. 

Some caie has to be taken in fitting the jet rates as function of the jet res
olution because of correlations: a single event can contribute to all jet classes 
simultaneously, r* r course for different jet resolutions. To avoid such correlations 
the L3 Collaboration has taken the sensible approach of fitting R$ for only one 

Figure 19: T h e f rac t iona l j e t r a t e * u funct ion of t h e j e t r e so lu t ion from 
D E L P H I a n d L 3 a n d t h e v* d i s t r i b u t i o n f rom M A R K - I I a t 2ft u d 9 1 
G*V. iff is de f ined a s t h e sm a l l e s t invar ian t mass i n t h e event* , r econ 
s t ruc t ed * J 3-jet even t s . N o t e t h a t t h e c u r v e * t h r o u g h t h e D E L P H I 
d a t a use a n ' op t imized* sca le , wh ich y ie lds a g o o d d e s c r i p t i o n of th«-
4-jet r a t e . 

value of the jetresolution -y^u =r 0,08- and conn den the comparison of the jet-
rates for other y^* values as teat of QCD, Such a selection of jets increases the 
statistical error somewhat, but this error is anyway negligible compared t o the 
systematic error*. The other collaborations nave fitted the differential jet rates, 
in which each event enters only once in the transition from jet i+1 to jet i . 

In spite of all the difference* in analysing the data, the results of the groups 
agraj within errors, but these errors are large and dominated by the renonnaliia-
tion scale dependence of the various schemes, a* shown in Table 5 and expected 
from Fig. 16. It should be noted that some experiments have quoted ihet*, value 
symmetrised between the one for a renormali cation scale factor / «= 1 and / 
small, others only quote the value for / = 1. Figure 20 shows the a , values for 
the small scale / a* 0.002 and / — 1 separately, which clearly shows that the 
renormatization scale dependence is the dominating error. 

The arrow on the values for / =s 1 indicates that this / value is a rather 
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c^dtVef ?"*"** °™ i s » " " - 8 reason why one should not 
otaerTbli 7 , «en larger scales, aince, as mentioned before, physical 
S w b T A . d e P r d e 0 t , ° f " , e c C h 0 i " ° f K i J e ' i f t h t ^^her order c o n a t i o n s "eneghgrble. As r. obvrous from Fig. 16, larger values would lead tolargervalues 

c J o s S ^ h d a b L n ^ d ' ? " , * * v C * « » » » » » « « « " « * « • «« «n case. Monte 

onSstnTtr o r, m r j e t s b r b K n Mtim,ited rorr"u>- T h « r f ° « > « » — 
cons,, ent to quote the », values corresponding to the small scale. Average 

ZttzzEsr(induding *- - " *• AEEC- - - = 

a. = 0.107 ± 0.007, 

•t is difficult to esbmate the error. As a conservative estimate I have taken half 

-y«p. a. (eap. err.) [iktar. err.) 
DELPHI 0.114 ±0.005 ±0.012 
OPAL 0.116 ±0.006 ±0.008 
L3 0.115 ±0.005 
MARK - II 0.123 ±0.010 +U.UUU -eon 

Table 5: a.(ilfj) from jet rates. The theoretical error is dominated by 
the variation of the re normalisation scale factor / between 0.001 and 
I. 

of the difference between the two extreme values. 
Recently, the recombination dependence has bcm studied by Kramer and 

Mtgnussea[62l, They find little difference between the E- and EO-seheme in 
contrast to the results from OPAL[53] and the numbers in Table 4. This ap
pears to be due to the fact that they apply the EO invariant mass criteria to the 
pseudo-particles from the E-scheme, so there E-scheme is really E*Efl and it is 
not surprising that these two agree, since now the clustering as well as the jet 
resolution criteria axe similar. 

8 Energy-Energy Correlations 
The asymmetry in the energy-energy correlation (AEEC) was introduced by 
Basham, Brown, Ellis and Love[63[ as a 'good1 observable to determine the strong 
coupling constant a„ since it is relatively insensitive to fragmentation effects, 
which mainly contribute symmetrically to the energy-energy correlation* (EEC). 
Subsequently the second order corrections have been calculated]60,64,65,5-9], and 
found to be reasonably small at the parton level (15% for the AEEC at the part on 
level). Experimentally the energy-energy correlation (EEC) can be defined as a 
histogram of all angles between all pairs of particles, weighted with their energies: 

race*)« £ £ £ E f ' j r / J * ' - x.Mx) 

where £( is the energy of pitttdt i, Xo is i.he angle between particles * and ;, 
X is the opening angle for which one studies the correlation., A* is the bin width, 
N is the number of events, iVp,,, is the number of particles in the event, and the 

Exp. | a.Wl) A 1 
DELPHI 0.106 ±O.O04[exj>.]iS-8g|tW.] A ^ = i o 4 3 . ! « P . | i S I « w ] | 
OPAL o-i":acS!f«*p.ir;»Ae«..i A t t : = 2IliR!«r..£5»fin«!r.I f 

i: a, from the asymmetry in the energy-energy correlations. 
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Figure 21: T h e corrected E E C and A E E C at the hadron level compared 
w i th t h e exact second order Q C D matrix e lement Monte Carlo followed 
by string fragmentat ion. D a t a from D E L P H I . 

weights are normalised to the risible energy E,t, = E?"' £ j . The integral of the 
^-function is 1 for combinations inside the bin and zero otherwise. 

Such a histogram shows two peaks (see Fig. 21): the peak below 30° corre
sponds to the angles between pairs of particles inside a jet, while the peak near 
180* corresponds to angles between particles in opposite jets. Gluon radiation 
causes an asymmetry around 90°. This can be teen easily at the parton level, 
where two large angles and one small angle in a q$g event give more entries at 
large angles than at small angles. 

The asymmetry is denned as: 

AEEC(x) = EEC(1B0° -x)- EEC(x), 0* < x < 90* . 

On average, the 2-jet contribution to the EEC cancels in the asymmetry. This is 
a unique feature of the asymmetry: it is rather insensitive to the tuning of the 
fragmentation parameters, which mainly change the EEC in a symmetric way. 
The weighting of the angles with the energy makes the EEC infrared stable, i.e., 
the contribution of soft gluons goes to zero as their energy goes to lero. 

Many experiments have studied the AEEC and determined a,[66). At LEP 
the AEEC has been studied by the DELPHI- and OPAL Collaborations^? ,68]. 
The resulting a, values have been summarized in Table 6 and plotted together 
with the a, values from the jet rates in Fig. 20. The approaches from OPAL and 
DELPHI differ like in the a, determinations from the jet rates: OPAL corrects 
to the parton level of the parton shower program and fits various second order 

CLASSES WEIGHTS QCD ABEL. TOYMOD. 

JJ \ \ n / W W \ ^ 
C'r 

CF{CF - A'c/2) 
34% 
-5% 

27% 
32% 

90% 

C \ ~ ~ v ~ < Q \ CrNc 65% 0% 0% 

E / • ~ > ~ " " s \ v K 

CrTR 

Cr(C,-Nc/2) 
6% 

-0.1% 
41% 
0.5% 

10% 

Table 7: Contr ibut ions t o 4-jet events it. second order Q C D and theor ies 
-without g l u o n self coupling- T h e last three c o l u m s give the fract ion in 
each class after the D E L P H I de tec tor s imulat ion , 

expressions to this partem level of the LLA combined with the first order matrix 
element, thus determining Aixa as defined iu the previous section. Their quoted 
experimental error is dominated by the difference between the analysis based on 
charged and neutral tracks, while the theoretical error stems from the difference 
between the various second order QCD calculations. The given a , value is for 
a renormalization scale of /=-l* but they find the dependence on the scale to be 
negligible. 

DELPHI has determined a. within the framework of exact second order QCD 
by fitting the A £ ^ in the JETSET 7.2 Monte Carlo using tbe ERT matrix 
element. Their quoted errors have similar contributions from statistical and sys
tematic errors. The latter have been estimated by varying tbe fragmentation 
parameters of tbe longitudinal- and transverse fragmentation function, which are 
the main ones influencing the angles of the leading particles (remember the AEEC 
is weighted with the energy of the particles). The quoted value is for a renorm&l-
ization scale / = 0 . 0 0 2 , which is the default value in the Monte Carlo and is known 
to give a correct description for the contribution of the 4-jet rate. If the scale in 
the Monte Carlo is set to 1, they find that A m increases by 30 MeV, which is 
quoted as the theoretical error. As is clear from Fig. 2P, the a, values from the 
je(.multiplicities and AEEC are in uxceiient agreement with each other. The fact 
that these methods with completely different contributions from fragmentation 
yield the same value of a, gives confidence in our understanding of the event 
structure originating from perturbatjve QCD. 
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Figure 22: Distribution of xaz in 4-jet events with K„,, = 0.01 compered 
with CJCD, the abelian theory and qqqq only. The difference between 
the abelian theory and QCD stems mainly from the difference in 4-
quark final states, not from the absence of the triple gluon vertex in 
the abelian theory. Data from OPAL. 

9 Search for Triple Gluon Vertex 
In QCD the gluons carry colour, which implies that gluons can interact between 
themselves. This gluon self interaction is responsible for the running of the cou
pling constant, as discussed before and thought to be responsible for the con
finement of quarks inside hadrons. However, it is difficult to prove the existence 
of the gluon self interaction directly. In high energy proton-proton collisions the 
2-jet cross sections would be much smaller without gluon-gluon interactions. 

In e*e~ annihilation the triple gluon vertex leads to additional 4-jet final 
states (qqgg). However, double gluon bremsstrahlung and four quark final states 
lead to 4-jet final states too and distinguishing between all three contributions 
by means of the different angular correlations due to the different helicilies in the 
final state is not easy. Table 7 summarizes the contributions from the various 
classes in QCD and the Abelian analog, in which the triple gluon vertex has been 
put to zero. These contributions are only approximate, since mass effects have 
not been included. Note furthermore, that each class has many more graphs 
contributing than indicated by the graphs in quotes, since these single graphs are 
not gauge invariant. Only the groups of classes proportional to specific group 
constants are gauge invariant. However, all the graphs within e.g., class C would 
be zero, without this 'main' graph, in this case the triple gluon vertex. 
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Figure 23: Distribution ot<t,KSW in 4-jet events with y„, = 
with QCD and the abelian theory. Data from L3. 

0.02 compared 

One observes, that the Abelian theory has a considerably larger fraction of 
4-quark final states and it turns out that the angles proposed by Korner et al.|69| 
Bengtsson and Zer-as[70], and Nachtman and Reiter[71] are rather sensitive to 
this fract.onl72.73.74]. Therefore, from a comparison of the« angles with the data 
several experiments have been able to exclude the Abelian theoriee[75,74,76 77 781. 
^ " n J ~ u U « <"»* «•« I * « d OPAL Collaborations are shown in Figs. 22 and 

However, these angles cannot distinguish very well between the cfto contribu
tions iron, Joui/e BrerasstroMunjand iripk jfuon rerfer, so excluding the Abelian 
theories by the angles mentioned above is still no direct proof for the gluon self 
interaction. One could just replace the contributions from the triple gluon vertex 
with mart double Bremsstrahlung to get the same angular distributions. For 
example, such a 'toy model' in Table 7 yield, about the same distributions for 
the angles mentioned above. However, it turns out that the gluons from double 
bremsstrahlung contributions have a larger averaged opening angle than the glu
ons from tnple gluon grapbspa), as shown in Fig. 24. If one fits simultaneously 
the opening angle ^ between the two least energetic jets in 4-jet events and 
the generalized Nachtman-Reiter angle ^ [ 7 9 ] , one can distinguish between M 
4-jet contributions: $•„„ forbids a too large qqqq contribution, so qqqg i, needed, 
but a,j restricts the contribution from double bremsstrahlung (mainly class A) 
so part of it must come from the triple gluon vertex graphs (class C). 

The DELPHI Collaboration^) has made a preliminary study of the 2-dimen-
sional distribution in e'NR and a*. As free parameters they have taken the ratio 

http://fract.onl72.73.74


Figure 24: Distribution of generalized Nachtmann-Reitcr angle S'flR and 
opening angles between the two least energetic jets (a,,) for double 
Bremsstrahlung- (class A), triple gluon vertex- (class C), and qqqq 
graphs (class D). Classes A and C can be distinguished from class 
D by 8'NX, while clae* C can be separated from class A by a,j. The 
contributions from classes B and E are small. 

Figure 25: Double differential 
distribution of 4-jet event* in 
^ ' ^ n l * n d cosau as measured 

by DELPHI together with the 
projections. The histogram is the 
result or the 2~dimensional fit in 
which the QCD group constants 
determining the weights of the 
various classes of contributions 
have been left free. 
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of NcfCF and TR/CF, which are the group constant* determining the weights in 
front of the various classes shown in Table 7. From theory one expects; 

CF = 4/3. Afc - 3,TR = nt(2 for QCD 

CF =•- \}NC = 0,3* = 15 for ABELIAN 
From a sample of 2I0QO 2 0 , 8, they «lected with the LUCLUS jetfinder[20] a 
sample of 884 4-jet events. From the fit they find: 

NclCp = 2,QS±0A\3tat.]$*\sy3t.] 
TRJCF = 0.1 ± 1.7 

In QCD the class of diagrams containing the triple gluon vertex graphs (class 
C) i& proportional to NcfCFt so a non-zero value gives direct evidence for the 
triple gluon vertex without reference to a specific model. The observed vaiue 
for this ratio is in good agreement with the value expected in QCD (2.25), al
though the errors are still large: the first ercor is the statistical error, the second 
one originates from the uncertainties from fragmentation models and the fitiing 
procedure. 

10 Conclusion 
After one year of LEP running the harvest in the QCD area has been rewarding, 
not only because of the large number of events, but also because of the quality 
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Figme 26: T h e a, values f rom various react ions . 

of the event*: * *i2able fraction ( = 20%) are 3-jet event, with an average gluoii 
energy of 20 GeV, while about 5% of the cveoti are clean 4-jet events, in which 
the lesat energetic jet still ha* typically a total energy ol 20 GeV. Theie TttaHhy' 
gluon jrti combined with 'state of the art' Monte Carlo model* provided QCD 
test* with unprecedented quality. 

Among the results: 

• AU hadrooic decays from the Z° are amazingly well described by pax-
ton shower model* tuned at lower energies. Especially the intermittencv 
studies find excellent agreement between data and Monte Carlo, indicating 
that the origin of the strong intermittency observed in e+e" annihilation 
doe* not need new physic* contrary to previous expectations. The charged 
multiplicities Cum out Co be both in agreement with KNO scaling and the 
predictions of the parton shower models. 

• The models based on the exact second order QCD matrix element needed 
retiming at 91 GeV, mainly because the Q 3 evolution of the fragmenta
tion functions have not been included. After ret lining the parameters these 
models could be brought into reasonable agreement with the parton shower 
model, at least in the region* where the hard gluoni dominate. Especially, 
all jet rates agree remarkably well, provided a similar definition of the cou* 
pling coast ant i t used, i.e., the scale of a. in the ME models is chosen 
to be of the order nf a few GeV, li>e in the PS model, where the scale is 
chosen to be of the order of the pt of the gluon. The second order ME 

Monte Carlo model allows quantitative studies without the approximations 
inherent in the parton shower model. 

• The new determinations of the strong coupling constant are in excellent 
agreement with the predictions from AgL measurement* at lower energies 
as shown in Fig. 26 (from Ref. [801). It should be noted that this plot 
is no evidence for the running of a , , since the value from LEP might just 
as well have been plotted at the optimized scale of a few GeV, as used in 
the programs. The lines indicate the ft, dependence for constant values of 
A-^j. Note that the range of Aj^y values lead to very small errors in a, at 
high energies. Plotting the LEP data at lower scale* increases not only the 
absolute errors, but the relative errors too! 

• Evidence for the running of at can be best obtained by the Q1 dependence 
of a single observable and the new data on the 3-jet rate combined with the 
data at PEP and PETRA give enough lever arm in Q3 to provide direct 
evidence for the running of a, . 

• The angular correlations in 4-jet event* provide a sensitive test of the spin 
and colour structure of QCD. The Abelian type theories are excluded, while 
first evidence for the triple gluon vertex starts to emerge. 
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Introduction 

Elccirowrak interactions at LEP are a subject based on a wealth of data, 
given the success of the CERN e*e- storage ring. I will report on the results from the 
four experiments, ALEPH, DELPHI, L3 and OPAL after the analysis of about 1/2 
of the data collected in 1989 and 199CK*). 

The review will cover the electroweak aspects of the process e*e"-»Z'-iff 
where the fermions can be either quarks or leptons. The analysis of experimental 
data is based on the determination of the cross section integrated on the solid angle 
and on the asymmetry of forward-backward leptons in the final stale. 

In this game the knowledge of the center mass energy is fundamental as the 
determination of the luminosity by which the event rate is normalized lo compute the 
absolute cross section. Therefore a specific attention is given to these subjects. 

Absolute energy of l.EP 

The dominant systematic errors influencing the Z' mass and total width 
derive from the knowledge of beam energy and luminosity. Beam energy is given in 
first instance from the field integral at the central orbit: 

(*' This review is updated w ith the results available al the lime or Singapore Conference. 
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The length of the circumference, 2icR, is derived wilh high precision from 

Ihe RF acceleration frequency and from the determination of the central orbil. The 

error estimated on the circumference is about 0.6 mm while the frequency is known 

with a considerable better accuracy. Therefore the energy scale is determined by the 

magnetic field measurement and the relarive'error is - 5 • ItH. 

A second method uses protons trapped by the RF cavities in a different 

harmonic number h p and in the same orbit of positrons, at the injection energy of 20 

GeV. [1] 

The speed of protons is simply given by 

P = — c where the revolution frequency is f = -§^ . 

The momentum error is 

p ~ r p 

and results to be £ 1 • 1 0 4 at 20 GeV. 

The main conrribution to the final error comes from scaling the result from 

20 GeV/c to 45 GeV/c. This correction is given by the flux difference at the two 

energies measured in the dipoles of the ring. Once all effects arc considered, the 

absolute energy scale is known within ± 30 MeV. | 2 | 

The best accuracy on the absolute energy will be obtained by the spin 

resonance method. After the transverse polarization of the electrons is built up and 

measured, depolarization is induced at the resonant frequenrv of spin precession by 

s perturbing field. Polarization is measured by the asymmetry in backscaffered laser 

learn. The error is estimated to be ± 5 MeV. considering all possible systematic 

ui. certainties and instabilities. |3 | 

Once the absolute energy of one setting is determined, it remains to evaluate 

the point to point reproducibility since each filling can be at a different nominal 

energy. A conservative upper limit to this systematic uncertainty of the central value 

is 10 MeV. The effect on Mz is estimated to be ± 5 MeV and on Ihe total width I"z is 

± 6 MeV, depending from the actual sharing of luminosities between each energy. 

The intrinsic beam energy spread also introduces a small smearing of the 

resonant Z* cross section. At the accelerator operating conditions the beam has an 

energy dispersion of o/Eb = 7.5 • 1(H H] the effect of which is a systematic 

widening of I~z by 5 MeV. 

Finally one should consider possible systematic differences in center mass 

en' ' tween the four interaction regions. This uncertainty is estimated to be of 

theoi. . o f l M e V . 

In conclusion the absolute energy scale of LEP will be eventually determined 

with an error of ± 7 MeV, directly applied on die Z" mass. All other uncertainties 

will contribute with a smaller scale error and with a systematic error on the total 

width Tz of 6 MeV after the correction of -J MeV is applied. It means that the 

relative error on the Z' mass can be as small as 1(H, perhaps less, and on the total 

widdi of the order of I 0 - 3 . At this level of accuracy, the interpretation of the 

measured T parameters should be undertaken with extreme care. 

Luminosity measurements 

All four experiments normalize the event rate by measuring the Bhabha cross 

section at small angles. The advantage of this method relies on die absolute 

prediction of the cross section in terms of QED graphs only, as the t channel at small 

angles is dominated by one photon exchange. 

ALEPH. DELPHI and OPAL measure the scattering cross section starring 

from 8 m i n - 40 - 60 rorad, while L3 measures from 6 m in = 24 mrad up to 70 mrad. 

This geometrical acceptance gives to L3 a factor - 3 more counting rate than die 

hadronic events at die Z' peak, while me other uiree experiments have a counting rate 

roughly equal to the Z" events. 



Table 1 summarizes (lie main features of the monitors, with a list of the main 
systematic errors grouped under six headings. 

Ttble 1 - Luminosity monitor* 

ALEPH DELPHI L3 OPAL 
BnUn-BnuOnrad) 

OVijjbic (t>W 

SO-110 
27 

43-135 
33 

27-70 
96 

58-120 
18 

Svstemitics(%) 
Theory (BABAMQ 

Trigger t 
Event selection 

Geometry 
Background 

MQcalibnrion 

0.7 
small 
0.22 
0.35 
small 
0.6 

1.0 
<0.6 

1.4 
0.5 
O.S 

e0.6 

0.7 
0.1 
0.7 
0.6 

small 
0.6 

1.0 

0.5 
1.0 

small 
0.4 

Total 1.3 2.0 1.3 1.6 

All four experiments use the BABAMC Montecarlo [5] to compute the 
accepted Bhabha cross section, and therefore they have a common systematic 
uncertainty deriving from the theoretical approximations used in this program. The 
effect of higher order contributions to the 0(a) cross section is estimated in all 
experiment to be ± 1.0 % or less. No theoretical limitations exist to reduce further 
this error down to ± 0.3 % [6] or even less. 

The finite statistics of Montecarlo simulation introduce a not negligible 
uncertainty that again can be reduced. 

The next relevant error is due to the imperfect knowledge of the geometry of 
the luminosity monitor. Only with time we can verify if each experiment has reached 
the ultimate accuracy. 

Trigger efficiency and background subtraction generally represent the 
smallest contribution to the systematic error. 

To illustrate the above points, fig. I and 2 present detailed comparisons 
between MC and data showing the excellent agreement between them. Figure 3 
shows an example of background evaluation, by plotting the events versus the 
collinearity angle of the two electrons. The background is evaluated by the events 
outside the region limited by the cuts A* ±10'. Figure 4 illustrates the contribution 
to the cross section deriving from multiple photon emission. Only few events have 
both electrons with energy less than y . Background starts to dominate below the 
line at 45'. 

To reduce the uncertainly due to the cut at 8min. DELPHI adopts a precise 
lead collimator. However the systematic eiror deriving from the accurate knowledge 
of the geometry is of the same order as the other experiments. 

Figure 5 shows the sensitivity of the luminosity to the selection cuts for the 
L3 monitor. 

At the end even in the most conservative case the total systematic error is 
about 2 %, while it seems possible to reduce it further at the level of 4 1 %. 

Z' parameters and the Standard Model 

The e+e- annihilation at LEP energies proceeds through a resonant process 
that can be analytically described at the lowest order in general terms by a relativistic 
Breit-Wigner cross section. Therefore the derivation of the resonance parameters as 
the mass and total width from experimental data should be performed without 
explicit intervention of any specific model This pioblem was resolved by the work 
of Borrelti. Consoli. Maiani, Sisto. 171 Similar results can be found in |&|. 

The resonant cross section can be expressed as 

< s - M 2 > J + _r 
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ALEPH. 
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Fig, 2: Distribution of the polar angle for Bhabha evenis in one side of die 

lumuiosity monitor of L3. 
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Fffi. 5: Percentage change of luminosity from variation of cuts used in event 
selection for the L3 monitor. 

where M = Z' mass, 
r = 2-lola)wJdln. 
o' 0 1"' is the contribution from the one photon exchange diagram, 

and Rf and If are small terms. 
Ri is due to the interference of the resonance with the continuum due to 

photon exchange, and is affected by the presence of heavy states with mass larger 
than the Z' mass, 

Ir represents the absorp:ive contribution in the imaginary amplitude due to 
the known vector particle spectrum up to the Z* mass. Its value can be computed 
and is of the order of 10 z . Therefore the equation for the cross section of the 
process e+c -» ff depends only from the parameters M, I\ fee Tff and Rf. Its 
precision is limited only by the truncation of the series expansion in (s-M2>/M2. 

Finally the computation ol the observed cross section is obtained by 
convolving the expression (1) of the cross section with the initial center of mass 
energy spectrum after the photon radiation by the incoming electron or positron: 

l-i 

<Ws) = j H(x) a [s(l-x)l dx 
a 

X=s/Sfl 

where Vsp is the minimum cm. energy necessary to observe the final state, and 
Hix) is Ihe initial state radiation spectrum. 

The partial width Tn; in the Born approximation, assuming the exchange of 
one photon and of Ihe Z*. is simply given by: 

N c G F M J 
r , r —5Twr( s « + f -J 

where gA and gv arc the coupling constants for the axial and vector currenls. 
Their values arc further specified in the Standard Model in terms of the 

neutral current parameter sin By/ as 

g V f = l - 41Q f l s i n 2 e W ; SAf = 1 • 



However the Born approximation is totally inadequate since higher order 

terms give a contribution larger Chan the present experimental accuracy. 

These higher order graphs can be grouped in "QED corrections" having an 

additional real or vinual photon and in "Weak corrections." The last class includes 

propagator and vertex modifications to the Bom diagram and box terms. The 

presence of the virtual top exchange gives a dependence from its mass to the 

radiative corrections. A smaller effect is due to the Higgs mass. 

The consistency of all quantities computed by the Standard Model by using a 

unique value for the top mass is a very strong lest of the renormaftzibility ° f t n e 

theory. 

In most cases the effect of radiative corrections can be accounted by a 

simplified expression of the complete theoretical formulae. This approach is known 

as "improved Bom approximation." |9] The main features of this approach consist in 

replacing the couplings with effective quantities, and fixed constants with the 

running values at s = MJ[. As an example Ihe partial width r r r is 

N c G p p M j 

r f r = — — — — [ i + ( i - 4 iQ fi W] (2) 
24 ic f2 

where N c = 1 • [ 1 + —- Qr | 
I 4* ; 

= 3 ("£*) 
<X S(M|) ^ 

for leptons 

for quarks 

3 G F m f 
and p = ] + S p = l + — 

¥ V 8 i t 2 V 2 

s 2 = sin^ew = sin 29w + cos 2 8w 5p 

having defined si n 2 © w - 1 - — r 1101. 

Asymmetry 

The next physical quantity to consider beside the total cross section is the 

forward-backward or charge asymmetry. This quantity condenses ihe information 

given by the angular distribution of the process. 

Recalling that the differential cross section derives its form by the exchange 

of a vinual Z \ a photon and by their interference, Us analytical expression in terms 

of the current couplings is. 

^ = £ p *2 gU«x>*(sW*)V]0 + cos>e) 

+ J2 E A R*<)() + 4 i v K A l - 2 c o s 6 

with X = 5— • 

s- M £ + i Mz I"z 
Therefore summing events with the final fermion having cos 0 > 0 and 

events with cos 9 < 0, wc can measure the asymmetry 

. <TF - O B 
AFB = — . 

o p + o g 

It is easy to see that while Ihe total cross section is proportional to 

fgv + EA^ m c asymmetry is proportional to the product gy • g\. The two 

measurements J;?n can provide these constants up to a sign ambiguity. 

Experimental results and fits 

Inclusive hadronic cross section and individual teptonic cross sections are 

measured by all four experiments 1111 os shown in figures 6-9. 
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The fit uses Cahti formula except for the e*c~channel which is filled with 
M. Greco. The contributions from the s and t channels arc shown 
explicitly. 
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Fig. 9: Same of fig. 6 from OPAL. 
•) e*e-. b) )i*M", c) t*T. d) hadrons. 
Fits ueperfoiined with D. Baidin program. 
Open points: '89 data, full points: '90 data. 
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Since an excellent agreement exists between all measurements, the 
understanding of systematic errors is crucial to assess the impact of the present 
experimental results on the validity of the Standard Model. This consideration is 
even more relevant if one wants to combine the four experiments when all 1990 
results will be available. 

Table X summarizes the number of events collected in the leplonie and 
hadronic channels with some relevant features, while table 3 gives a list of 
systematic errors. 

Table 2 - Main character is tics of events collected by LEP experiments 

ALEPH DELPHI L3 OPAL t 
f i d l (pb ' ) 2.5 3.3 2.9 5 13.7 

hadions 56 K 68 K 6->K 112K 300 K 
t% 97.5 92.7 97.8 97.7 
ec 2404 1389 2642 3270 9705 

TOsflmin (e-) -0.9 •0.64 -0.74 -0.7 
cos8 m a x (c) 0.7 0.64 0,74 0.7 

UK 1973 1618 1244 4642 9477 

_. " 2169 1019 1169 3412 7769 

"able 3 - Systematic errors for the various final states (%) and far the 
luminosity 

ALEPH DELPHI L3 OPAL 
c e theory 0.5 1.0 0.7 0.5 
ce total 1.0 1.3 1.2 1.0 

MH 0.9 1.9 1.3 0.9 
•ut 1.7 2.7 3.0 1.9 

hadrons 0.4 1.1 0.7 0.8 
luminosity t.3 2.0 1.3 1.6 

All experiments have collected and analyzed so many events in the hadronic 
channel that ihe.«a»sileal error on the peak value of the cross section is considerably 
smaller than the systematic uncertainty. The contribution of the two types of error on 
the Z" parameters will be best appreciated after fitting the cross section to the 
experimental points. 

Each collaboration fits the experimental data in a model independent way 
using only the hadronic cross sections or all thrv, lepions and hadrons results in a 
global fit, The most straightforward comparison among the four experiment is given 
by the Ksult of (he fit to the hadronic cross section onfy, where ihe statistics is the 
highest and systematic errors are the smallest among the four possible channels. The 
free parameters usually are the Z* mass, the total width and the peak cross section 
of. An equivalent choice is Mz, Tz and the product of the partial widths r K r>,. We 
can dcri sc the ihrec leplonic partial widths by also using the individual Jepionic cross 
sections, and imposing the universality, we obtain the leptonic partial width. 

ALEPH collaboration quotes results obtained by Titling the cross section 
with Burgers formula, DELPHI and OPAL use Bardin formula, while LS uses Calm 
or Borrelli. Differences in the results by using different formulas on the same data 
are smaller than the present individual experimental errors. 

The ecfy) channel requires a special treatment because of the presence of the 
t exchange diagram. L3 uses the improved calculation of Aversa, Greco et al. 112| 
This new calculation has a better factorization scheme and contains two-loop QED 
corrections. Hard photon emission is always computed in the collincar 
approximation. The partial width r ^ is extracted by fitting the experimental points 
with 112], This procedure requires some kinematical cuts to reject events containing 
non colli near hard photons, L3 uses an acollincarity cut of A - 5* between e* and f, 
and the emitted photon should be in a cone with an angle from the final c* not larger 
than S = 5*. 

DELPHI and OPAL compute the t channel contribution with the program 
ALIBABA of Bcenakker et al. [ 13) that includes all one loop and box terms with 
leading log summation for photonic corrections. Non coll incur hard photon emission 
is also explicitly computed. 



Since the ALIBABA program is too slow to fit the data, only the t-channel 

contribution and its interference with the s-channel is evaluated and then subtracted 

from the measured cross section. The remaining cross section is then fitted as a pure 

s-cluuinel contribution with Banjul formula, A similar technique was adopted by 

ALEPH collaboration, but since neither die improved Greco fonmila nor the 

ALIBABA program was available at the time of their publication, the t channel lenn 

wi s computed with the program of Caffo and Remiddi based on Greco previous 

wcrtt published in 1988, sec reference 12. 

From the above description clearly the ee(Y) final state should be studied 

further by comparing the results obtained by different kinematic cuts and theoretical 

approaches. Presently the statistical errors of each individual experiment are larger 

than the systematic ones. 

Only one collaboration, OPAL, includes die asymmetries of the three lepton 

channels in the global fit The oilier three collaborations derive from the asymmetry 

* * 8A SV combination and widi theleptonic width T / / a gA gv coutouris obtained. 

In the framework of the Standard Model the parameters p and s in 2 8w are also 

explicitely computed. The value sin 26w in the minimal Standard Model is listed in 

table 4. Figures 10-13 illustrate the asymmetry measurements and fig. 14-15 give the 

contour plots gA versus gv while fig. IS shows p versus sin 26\v. 

Table 4 - s i n 2 6 w in (he minimal Standard Model from the LEP 

experiments 

ALEPH DELPHI L3 OPAL 

0.2291 
±0 .0040 

0.2309 

±0 .0048 

0.230 
±0 .004 

0.2315 

± 0.0028 

Several authors combine the results of the four experiments either by 

computing weighted averages of the physical quantities [14] or fitting directly the 

cross sections. [15] The simple average of the final results does not consider that 
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Fig. 10: Forward backward asymmetry A F B from ALEPH. 
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therefore "leptons" include electrons, muons and taus. 
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g- 15: Bv/and gAirantours from neutrino experiments at 68% confidence 
level and low energy e*e- experiments at 95* confidence level. The 
shaded area represents the O measurement at 68% confidence level. 
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each collaboration uses different model independent formulae. Systematic errors and 
correlations must be treated ad hoc. It is evident that fining directly the cross section 
points has the merit to use a consistent procedure for all experiments, provided the 
common systematic uncertainties are subtracted. 

M. Diemoz and E. Longo performed this fit either using only the hadronic 
cross section or the hadronic, muon and i cross sections. The electrons are not 
included because of the theoretical uncertainties explained above. Tne details of the 
procedure are discussed in [161. They also evaluate carefully the effect of systematic 
errors of various origins, especially from the beam energy definition. The paragraph 
'Absolute energy of LEP" quotes in fact some of their results. Table 5 shows the 
results of mis fit compared with the values published by each experiment under 
similar conditions. 

Table 5 • Z' parameters 

Mz 
(GeV) 
honly 

r z 

(GeV) 
honly 

r n 

(MeV) (MeV) 

ALEPH 91.193 
± 0.016 

2.497 
±0.031 

1754 
±27 

84.3 
±1.3 

DELPHI 91.190 
± 0.014 

2.466 
± 0.029 

1756 
±30 

83.7 
±1.4 

L3 91.161 
± 0.013 

2.492 
±0-025 

1748 
±35 

84.0 
±1.2 

OPAL 91.164 
±0.011 

2.496 
±0.021 

1778 
±26 

83.6 
±1.0 

"4 exp." 
(hur) 

91.171 
±0.006 
± 0.030 

2.485* 
± 0.012 

1756 
±16 

83.8 
±0.7 

SM 
IDL= 80-200 GeV 

mn= 40-100 GeV 
Os= 0.112 ±0.10 

2.486 
± 0.028 

1735 
±21 

83.6 
±0.7 

* corrected by -5 MeV. 

Standard Model interpretation 

Among all possible quantities derived from the model independent fit, the 
peak cross section o„ and the ratio of the partial widths Rn = tVT| | are two of the 
least sensitive parameters to the top mass m, and the Higgs mass mn. Therefore they 
constitute an excellent test of the Standard Model. As shown in [ 17] the theoretical 
predictions for these are 

<J?= ^ - ^ = 4i.3±0.15nb forMz = 91.171 GeV 
^ Mj (3 + 3 r„/Tn + Rh)2 

(3) 
Rh = r,vT r a. = 20.75 ±0.12 

when the unknown parameters are allowed to vary between the following limits 

m, = 80-200GeV 
m H = 40-1000 GeV (4) 
a s = 0.112 ±0.010. 

Actually all uncertainty on Rj, derives from the experimental error on Os. in 
fact in the ratio of the partial widihs the dependence from the top and Higgs masses 
cancels and the only surviving large correction derives from QCD, i.e., 

r ^ r f ' (1.0375 ±0.0035) . 

Therefore while rJ0>/Tc = 20.00 + 0.03. the ratio between effective quantities gives 
the value (3). The values obtained by the "4 experiments" fit are 

o j = (41.94 + 0.13 statt 0.35 syst)nb (M z = 91.171 GeV) 
R h = 20.94 + 0.17 stat ± 0.16 syst 

in excellent agreement with the predictions. 



In the minimal Standard Model the mixing parameter Jin20w is a function of 

measured physical quantities and of the radiative corrections. Therefore one can 

compute 19) sin^flw either from the Z* mass or from the partial widths. For example 

formula (2) expresses one possible relation between Prr, s in 2 6w and Ap. The 

explicit expression or Ihe radiative corrections depends from the sin^fiw definition 

and is a function of the unknown masses of the top and of the Higgs. 
Defining 

in%, E | 
M i 

the hadror, collider results [18] g :ve the value s i n 2 e w = .227 ± 0.007, while from 

the inelastic neutrino scattering vq [ 19] one obtains 0-231 ± 0.006. 

In fig. 17-19 s in^w [201 is plotted versus the rap mass for the experimental 

values Mz, r z , r„ and I"i i as derived from the 4 experiment fit. 

All these quantities are consistent with a lop trass m t = 150±20 GeV. 

Finally the number of light neutrino species can bt obtained fmm the 
invisible width: 

N V = ri„v/rv- [ r z - r h - 3 rii ]/r v . 

Assuming the widths from the minimal Standard Model, the hadronic cross 

section can be fitted wftfi the only free parameters M z and n„„. This procedure gives 

obviously the smallest error. To derive a value with the minu.v..m assumptions from 

the Standard Model, the above formula is rewritten as 

rv 

12nRhV/2 
M 2 0 I " RK 

where all quantities are measured except the ratio I"i i / r v = 0.5010 ± 0.0005 is taken 
from the Standard Model prediction. The error is given by theoretical uncertainties 
due to the unknown parameters listed in (4). 
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Table 6 shows the values measured by each of the four experiments. The 

last column lists the free parameters actually used in the fit. The "4 experiments" Tit 

uses Mz, r n , n i and V^ as free parameters assuming from the Standard Model the 

value Tw = 167.3 ± 1.7 MeV. The error again is due to the unknown parameters. 

T V number of light neutrinos is 

N„ = 2.88 ±0 .06 . 

Tabic 6 - Number N v of light neutrinos 

N v Free parameters 

ALEPH 2.91 ± 0 . 1 3 Mz. og. Rh 

DELPHI 2 12 ±0.11 ±0 .13 Mz .rz .Th . Tn 

U 3.01 ±0.11 Mz. Tinv 

OPAL 2.86 ±0 .15 Mz, f"z, fh, f i i 

Conclusions 

In the first year of operation LEP has produced already fundamental results 

reaching an unpredicted accuracy. The electroweak sector of the Standard Model is 

now established with a knowledge of the electroweak parameters at the percent level 

or better. If one combines the data from all experiments, the Z" parameters are: 

Mz = 91.171 ± 0 0 0 6 (±0.030) GeV 

I"2 = 2.489 ± 0.012 (• 0.004) GeV 

I"n = 83.8 ±0 .7 MeV 

r h = 1 7 S 6 ± 16 MeV 

N v = 2.88 ±0 .06 

where the errors are the combination of statistical and systematic uncertainties. 

LEP measurements and other electroweak results are consistent with a high 

top mass of about 150 <JeV. 

The next significative constraint to the Standard Model will be given by die 

W mass measurement at LEP 200. where it should be measured with an error of 100 

MeV. At Ihis level of accuracy, radiative corrections will be sensitive '•ot only to the 

lop but also lo the Higgs mass. 
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Abstract 

The U A2 experiment at the CERN pp collider has collected large samples of W 
and Z events during the 1988 and 1989 data taking periods at -Ti ' 630 GeV. 
These data have been used to measure the production cross sections and the trans
verse momentum distributions of W and Z bosons and to compare them to QCD 
predictions. In the framework of tie Standard Model, the ratio between the \V and 
Z production cross section has been used to determine the total width of the W 
boson. A precise measurement of the ratio between the the W and Z masses has 
been extracted, leading to a new determination of the weak mixing angle anf, . A 
combination of this result with recent measurements of the Z mass at «V colliders 
results in a precise absolute measv*ment of the W mass. 
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I. Introduction 

The upgraded UA2 experiment at the CERN pp collider has collected data cor
responding to an integrated luminosity of 7.4 pif1 during the 1988 and 1919 tunning 
periods at peak luminosities of up to 3 x I0"cm"i"'. Large samples of w— ei and 
Z—t't~ events have been isolated from these data and have been used to measure 
the production and decay properties of the W and Z bosons. 

In the present report the results of these measurements are presented and com
pared to the predictions of Ihe Standard Model. After a brief description of the 
UA2 detector (section 2), the W and Z selection criteria are described (section 3). In 
section 4 tie measured production cross sections times branching ratios are com
pared to QCD predictions, including partial corrections to second order in i,. A 
more sensitive test of QCD is performed by comparing the measured transverse 
momentum distributions of the produced vector bosons to second order QCD pre
dictions. In particular, the high Pf- region is examined for deviations from the the
oretical predictions, which might indicate physics beyond the Standard Model. This 
analysis is presented in section 5. 

Although recently our knowledge of the mass and width of the Z boson has 
been substantially improved from measurements at it' -colliders, it is still necessary 
to rely on hadron colliders for measurements of the mass and width of the W boson. 
The analysis of the UA2 data with the aim to obtain a precise measurement of the 
ratio or the W and Z masses is presented in section 6. This mass ratio has been 
combined with it results for the Z mass leading to a precise absolute measurement 
of the V mass. 

In addition, the data have been used to search for additional heavy vector 
bosons V and Z', which arise in extensions jfthe minimal Standard Model. Mass 
limits for the production of such heavy bosons have been deduced and are presented 
in section 7. 

2. The UA1 Detector 

The UA2 detector was substantially upgraded between 1985 and 1987 [I] . A 
summary of parts relevant to the study of W and Z bosons is contained in Ref. [2], 
and only the major points are repeated here. Additional details about specific detec 
tor elements can be found in the references given below. 

A quadrant of the detector is shown is Figure 1. The pseudorapidity (*]) cover
age of the central calorimeter [3 n of -1 -=i| < I has been extended with new end cap 
calorimeters to -3<tt<3 [4], "Ine same technique (lead and iron absorber plates 
with scintillator and wavelength shifter readout) is used throughout. An electromag
netic compartement with lead absorber plates of 17.0-24.4 radiation lengths 
(depending on the polar angle) is followed by hadronic compartements with iron 
absorber plates. In the central calorimeter, the hadronic region is subdivided in 
depth into two corapartements of two interaction lengths each. The lateral segmen
tation in the central calorimeter is constant in azimmh and polar angle 

Figurr I: A ichematic «c* of otw qua&urt of the tj A3 deltcloi 



( 4 * - i r , A 9 -10') . In the end caps, the two cells closest to the beam axis 
iz3<ft |*3.0 and 2-2<toI-c2.5) cover 30° in azimuth, and the other cells have a con
stant segmentation A* - iS'.Ait* 0.2. 

The calorimeter response has been extensively studied in test beams of muons, 
pkras and electrons during the period of 1986 and 1989. Initially all calorimeter 
cells were placed in the test beam to provide an absolute calibration. This energy 
scale has then been tracked using periodic "Co source and pulser calibrations. Each 
year, a ponton of the calorimeter has been recalibrated in the test beam to verify 
this procedure, leading to an estimated error or 1 % on the energy scale for the elec
tromagnetic calorimetry. 

Energy clusters arc reconstructed in the calorimeter by joining all cells with an 
energy greater than 400 MeV sharing a common edge. Those clusters with a small 
literal size and a small energy leakage into the hadronic compartcments are marked 
as electromagnetic clusters and are subsequently examined as potential electron can
didates. 

The layout of the central detector is included in Figure I. Around the beam 
pipe, at radii of 3.5 and 14.5 cm, are two arrays of silicon counters used for tracking 
and ionization measurements [ 5 ] . A cylindrical drift chamber (Jet Vertex Detector 
or JVD) [6J is located between the two layers of silicon. Its purpose is to confirm 
with a good resolution in 4> the presence of a track close to the interaction point. 
Outside of these tracking detectors is a Transition Radiation Detector (TRD) [ 7 ] , 
consisting Df two sets of radiators and proportional chambers. Its purpose is to pro
vide additional power to the electron identification. The outermost of the centrjl 
detectors is the Scintillating Fibre Detector (SFD) [ 8 ] , which consists of approxi
mately 60OO0 fibres arranged on cylinders into 8 stereo triplets. Charged tracks and 
the position of the event vertex along the beam axis arc .—constructed using the SFD 
in conjunction with the silicon hodoscop*s and the JVD. 

The last element before the calorimeters are the preshower detectors used to 
localize the early development of an electromagnetic shower initiated in a lead con
verter. In front of the central calorimeter, this function is served by the SFD, where 
\S radiation length of lead are positioned before t .e last two stereo triplets of fibres. 
For the end cap region, the preshowcr detection is accomplished by the End Cap 
Proportional Tubes (ECPT) [ 9 ] , which consist of a stereo triplet of proportional 
tubes behind a 2 radiation length lead converter. Two stereo triplets iR from of the 
converter act as tracking chambers. In each case, an electron is identified by a large 
cluster of charge in the preshowcr region which lies close to the reconstructed track 

3. Selection of W and Z Events 

S.I W Selection 

In tnc three level trigger system [10] or the UA2 experiment events are selected 
tvliicb have an electromagnetic cluster (small lateral size, small hadronic leakage) 
with a transverse energy greater than 12.0 GcV in the calorimeter. These events are 
searcned for electron candidates by applying the standard UA2 electron identifica
tion [2 ] , for which the following conditions have to be fulfilled: 

• existence of a reconstructed track originating from the reconstructed event ver
tex and painting to the electromagnetic calorimeter cluster-, 

• existence of a prcshower cluster which is consistent with the position of the 
electron candidate track; 

• the lateral and longitudinal profile of the energy shower in the calorimeter is 
required to be consistent with that expected from an electron incident along the 
observed track. 

The presence of the neutrino in W-*ev decays is deduced by measuring the elec
tion energy and the energies of all particles (generally hadroM) recoiling against the 
W. The missing transverse momentum Iff"") is attributes to the undetected neutri
no: 

where f; is the electron transverse momentum and pf is the total transverse 
momentum of the recoiling hadrons. In order to extract a clean sample of W - ev 
events, the following kincmatical cuts are applied in addition: 

• C;?20.0CrV, p ;> 20.0 Gel' 

• M, > 40,0 GcV. 

MT is the transverse mass of the electron-neutrino system, defined as 
A/r » V1 Pj P] (1 - coiA*), where A^ is the azimuthal separation between the mea
sured electron and neutrino directions. 

These selection criteria result in a W sample of 1676 events with nn electron in 
the central calorimeter, and 365 events with a forward electron. The samples are 
expected to contain a contribution of 3.8% and 3.:" . respectively, from the process 
B ' - t v followed by the decay i -»e v v. The backgri ,d from misidentified jets from 
QCD jet production is estimated to be less than 1 %. 



3 2 Z Selection 

At the trigger level events with two electromagnetic clusters with transverse 
energies bove 5.0 QtV and an azimuthal separation of more than 60° are selected. 
At least o. e of 'he two electron candidates must satisfy the standard electron identi
fication, w, ile the other one is allowed to satisfy looser cuts on the track preshowcr 
match (see let. [ 2 ] for details). This selection results in a total sample of 232 
events with % n Invariant mass of the electron pair above 40 GeV. There arc 54 
events in the mass interval 40 - 70 GeV, which is in good agreement with the expect
ed 24 ± 2 Drell - Van events plus 32 ± 5 QCD background events. In the mass 
region 76 <*•„< 110 GeV, which is defined as the Z signal region, 169 events with 
an expected QCD background of 2.4 ± 0.3 events are found. One event is observed 
with mm — 27g GeV. The expected number of Drell - Yan pairs with masses greater 
than 160 GeV is 0.3 events. 

4. W and Z Cross Sections 

4.1 Cross Section Measurement 

The cross section for "W production is determined from the equation 

, • - * » - " • 

where Hr Is (he observed number of W candidates, N, is the contr ibute from 
W— i f followed by the decay i — c v v, if is the acceptance of the gcomctr,_al and 
kinematic selections, i is the overall electron efficiency, and L is the integrated lumi
nosity. The acceptance r\ was calculated using a Monte Carlo program which gener
ated W and 2 boson production according to the transverse momentum and rapidi
ty distributions of Ref. [11] . The Monte Carlo accounted for the effects of the event 
vertei distribution and for the precise geometry of the tracking, preshower and 
calorimeter detectors. The uncertainties on the acceptance were estimated by varying 
the structure functions and tfie tranferse momentum distributions. The acceptance 
was found to be 53.0 ± 1.7 V. for the central calorimeter region and 8.9 ± 0.8 % ror 
the end cap region. The electron efficiency £ differs among the different calorimeter 
regions. It includes contributions from the vertex finding, trigger and preshower 
matching efficiencies, as well as from the overall calorimeter efficiency. Detailed 
numbers for the various efficiencies in the different calorimeter regions can be found 
In Ref. [2 ] . The combined electron efficiency, weighted by the acceptance of the dif
ferent calorimeter regions, is found to be 64.8 £ 1.1 %. By using these numbers one 
obtains for the W cross section: 

» i - 6W± 15 (nor) ±31 (qui] pb. 

To extract the production cross section of the Z boson, the following equation is 
used: 

where Nz is the number of Z candidates, NKe is the number Df background events 
from QCD jet production./, is the relative contribution from single photon exchange 
and >Z interference terms. This contribution has been estimated to be 1.65 % in the 
mass region 76 < mm < 110 GeV. The acceptance T\ was estimated by the same 
Monte Carlo -simulation as in the case of the W and was found to be 49.6 ± 1.0 %. 
The combim 'cctron efficiency e, weighted over the various calorimeter regions, is 
found to be L ± 1 - 5 %• From these numbers and the observed event rates one 
obtains for the 2. cross section: 

n'z - 70.4± S.5((lal)l 4.0UJU1) pb. 

The measured cross section values can be compared with the Standard Model 
predictions. In order to perform these comparisons, the following ingredients have 
been used: 

• calculations of the branching ratios for the decays If- iv and z - it by taking 
into account all decay modes expected in the Standard Model. For quarks in 
the final states QCD corrections have been applied, including ibr effect of 
non - zero masses for the t and b quarks. 

• the total W and Z cross section calculated at three different pcrturbative 
orders: (i) Born level, (ii) including the 0(«,) QCD corrections [11] and (Hi) 
including a partial calculation of the O(if) corrections [12] . 

The theoretical predictions depend on a number of basic parameters. The val
ue of », was computed using A^,, as given from the structure function parametria, 
tion used and a scale Q = MV . For the gauge boson masses the average values from 
SLC [13] and LEP [14] and the UA2 value of MwiMx were used (see section 6). A 
serious uncertainty arises from the panon distribution functions. The standard set 
used was DFLM [15] with A ^ = 0.160 GeV which has been evaluated using 
next- to- leading order QCD calculations and the DIS regularisation scheme. Two 
alternative sets, MRSE' and MRSB' [16] obtained from next - to - leading order 
QCD calculations performed in the Tits scheme were also used. 

The comparison of the measured cross sections to the Standard Model predic
tion as a function of the top mass is shown in Figure 2. The dependence of the pre
dictions on m w arises from the change in the total width of the W (Z) as the w— ib 

( , 7 - i O decay channels become kinematically suppressed. The 0(2,) correction to 
the total cross section amounts to an increase of 30% and the partial calculations of 
0(a?) corrections indicate an additional increase in the cross section by 10%. 

The expcrimcn'al measurements agree well with the QCD predictions including 
Jie second order corrections for the assumption of a heavy top quark. However, due 
to the large theoretical and experimental uncertainties no quantitative conclusion on 
the mass of the top quark can be made. Figure 2 illustrates that the major theoret
ical uncertainty is coaling from the panon distribution functions and is found to be 
comparable wiin the experimental uncertainty. 
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4.2 Measurement of the W Width 

Many systematic uncertainties, both experimental and theoretical, which con
tribute to the individual cross sections e j and « ; are common and cancel in the cross 
section ratio A *• o£ / a\. Via the formula 

„• c2 TK r(Z-ee) 

this ratio is related to the total cross section for W (Z) production « , {tj and the 
total and partial widths for the boson decays. 

In the past, this information has been used to place limits on the number of 
light neutrino generations [17 ] . Recent measurements by experiments at e V collid
ers [13.14] have now fixed the total Z width with relatively high precision, allowing 
R to be used to make a prrcise, albeit indirect, measurement of the total width of 
the W. This width is sensitive to the mass of the top quark m„ if mmr + m, < M„ 
where m, is the mass of the b quark. From the equation above one obtains: 

r _ "w H l f - e y ) J_ , 
' » <rz TiZ- .ee) R z 

where the first two factors on the right hand side do not depend On the value 
assumed for the »cp quark mass. The uncertainties on the first two factors have 
been investigated by varying the parton distribution functions and changes the val
ue of sin'8,. from the value determined by UA2 (section 7) to i he world average val
ue determined from low energy neutrino experiments [IE] while keeping Mr fixed. 
For the width of the Z boson the weighted average or SLC [13] and LEP [14J is 
used, r z - 2,546 + 0.032 GeV. From the measured cross section values the value R 
is found to be 

It - — - 9.381 J" ilia,.) ± 0.25 <r»jr.) 
°2 

which leads to the 

r „ . 2.30 ±0.19(jwr) ±C,"6&iO GtV 

where the errors reflect the experimental errors only. The theoretical uncertainties 
correspond to an uncertainty of less than 50 MeV on r„ , . In the Standard Model 
the width of the W is expected to decrease from 2.8 GeV to 2.1 GeV as m„ is 
increased frorr, zero to Mw . The measured value is in agreement with the Standard 
Model expectation in the case of a heavy top quark, and is inconsistent with a light 
top quark. At the 90 % confidence level Vw is found to be less than 2.56 GeV. 

http://TiZ-.ee


5. TransverseMomentum DistributionsofWudZ 

A study of the transverse momentum distributions of the W and 2 bosons is of 
interest for several reasons. Firstly, the P, dependence of the cross section provides a 
more sensitive test of QCD than the total cross section. In addition, one can lonk for 
deviations from the theoretical predictions which might indicate physics beyond the 
Standard Model. This is especially true for large PT values, where the events arc 
characterized by jets plus leptons and/or missing transverse energy. These arc typical 
Signatures in the searches for new physics processes such as heavy quark production 
or supersymmetry. Finally, good understanding of the /•* measurement is esrertia! 
tor * precise measurement of the w mass. 

At low Pr values where multiple soft gluon emission is expected to dominate the 
initial state radiation, the production cross section is calculated using soft gluon 
tesummaiion techniques [11]. in the high Pr Tegimc (pr> 20 GcV), the cross section 
is expected to be well described by QCD perturbation theory, and complete 0(«3 
calculations are now available for this case [19], 

5A Transverse Momentum of'the Z— Boson 

The transverse momentum of the Z boson P*T is evaluated from the measured 
total transverse momentum of the two decay electrons. The ff spectrum is shown in 
Figure 3(a), The measurement errors on f\ arc dominated by the energy resolution 
of the calorimeter, and are estimated to be about 2 GeV. A more precise measure
ment can be made for the n component of Pf, where the rj direction is defined as the 
inner bisector or the angle between the transverse directions of the two electrons. 
This component is relatively insensitive to fluctuations in the electron energy mea
surement, relying mainly on the angles of the electrons which are well measured. A 
resilution of about 0.3 GeV is estimated. The distribution of Pf is shown in Figure 
3(b). 

In Figure 3, the predictions of Ref. [11] are superimposed on the data. The 
curves have been modified to account for detector acceptance and resolution, and 
the predictions are normalized to the observed number of events. The principal theo
retical uncertainties are due to the lack of precise knowledge of certain input param
eters, namely A K 0 , the parton distribution functions, and the scale of tie running 
coupling constant. A plausible range of variations is represented by changing the 
structure function paramctrizaUDns and accordingly the value of Ae_r, Curves arc 
shown for A ^ « 0.160, 0.260, 0.360 GeV (four-flavour values) where the appro
priate DFLM structure functions are used in each case Within the experimental 
and theoretical uncertainties there is good agreement between the data and the 
QCD prediction. 



SJ Transmit Momtnom of iht W - Boson 

The measurement of the transverse momentum of the W boson is more com
plex, since far its measurement the transverse momentum of the neutrino has to be 
used. As discussed in section 3 this requires the measurement of the transverse 
momentum or the system of hadrons recoiling against the W: 

?r"->; + ?;-^r . 
Before comparing theoretical predictions with the data, detector effects have to 

be taken into account. Therefore one has to understand the resolution of the p* 
measurement as well as any effects that might bias the i>* measurement by consid
ering the system of recoiling hadrons. Such a bias can result from acceptance losses 
(hadrons escapjig detection at small polar angles), calorimeter non-linearities and 
readout thresholds and also from the fact that for slow particles the energy mea
sured by the calorimeter may be smaller than their momenta. Such effects can be 
investigated by studying the momentum balance between the electrons and the 
recoiling hadrons in Z— eV events. The momentum balance along the i\ direction 
f**(rV)- t*(»«<0) is shown in Figure 4. The superimposed curve corresponds to the 
prediction Df the detector response model. Since this mode) correctly reproduces the 
resolution and the small systematic shift, it can be used to correct the theoretical J>» 
distributions Tor detector effects. 

Fgure 5 shows the low momentum range of the P" distribution compared to 
the calculations of [ l I] (curves). The consequences of uncertainties in the detector 
response are disolayed in Figure 5(a). Figure 5(b) shows the same data compared to 
theory for diffc-ent juncture function parametnzations using different values for 
A^. The agreement is quite good, but the uncertainty in the detector response pre
cludes any quantitative conclusions. 

For the high P" tail of the distribution, the uncertainties in detector response 
are le&» important. In addition, in this region penurb.'tive calculations are expected 
to be reliable and the data can be compared with the 0(«J) calculation of [19]. This 
comparison is shown in Figure 6, where the fraction of events is shown for Pf>20 
GeV. The theoretical prediction, obtained by using the DFLM structure function 
paramctruation with A ^ - 0.160 CeV is superimposed on the data, t ••. for the low 
P" region, there is good agreement between the data and the QCD pr«..'•'-tion. In 
particular, there is no evidence for an excess of events at high p?. in the data a frac
tion of 3.8 ± 0.6 (stat) ;K (syst) '/. of events is round with />," values above 25 GcV. 
The second order QCD calculation gives an estimate of 2.8 ± 0.3 % for this fraction 
for the DFLM structure functions, where the error reflects the uncertainties due to 
the different DFLM sets. For the MRSB' paramctrization, the second order QCD 
prediction yields a fraction of 3.3 %. P^ Balance (GeV) 

Figure 4. The momentum balance observed in Z— *?V evtnii along the IJ iris. The observe*) 
imbalance (points) ii compared to the pjedictions Df the detector rvipanx model 
(curve). 
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t M o u t w a t i l h W i D d Z M u H 

Since the Z mass has been measured with high precision at rV colliders the 
ultimate goal is to measure the ratio MjMz with the smallest possible error at the 
badron colliders and thereby to obtain a precise absolute measurement or the W 
mass. In order to guarantee a high quality of the energy reconstruction requited for 
this purpose, additional fiducial cuts are applied to the data sample: 

• W and Z candidates in which one or both of the electrons hit an edge cell 
(O.BM£lO)of the central calorimeter have been rer '. These cells have sig
nificantly poorer energy resolution due to the modifications made to install the 
new central tracking deteciors.fi] 

• W and Z candidates in which one or both of the electrons hit a calorimeter 
cell clos>. v- a cell boundary have been removed. This cut eliminates 15 % ef 
the total surfr~e area of the centra! calorimeter. 

• W candidates with P" larger than 20 GeV have been removed. 

Since the energy reconstruction systematics in the endcap and in the central 
calorimeter are different, the systematic errors on the electron energy measurement 
for electrons in different calorimeter regions are not identical. Furthermore the rela
tive populations of W and Z events In the different calorimeter regions are different 
and the systematic errors will not cancel in taking the mass ratio. Therefore only 
those events In which the electron energy is measured in the fiducial volume of the 
centra] calorimeter are used for the mass analysis. These restrictions lead to samples 
Of 1203 W events and 54 Z events with electrons in the central fiducial volume. 

Because or the relatively small remaining Z sample we have defined an addi
tional staple of Z events in which only one electron was required to be in the cen
tral iiduaal region, whereas the other one was outside. These events have the energy 
of their second leg constrained by the requirement that the total momentum (elec
trons pit 5 hadrons) is balanced in the transverse plane along a direction perpendicu
lar to the bisector of the two electrons. The result is an independent sample of 94 Z 
events, which will be referred to as e,-constrained sample in the following. The 
mass resolution for these events is worse, however their mass scale is derived from 
the energy calibration of the central fiducial region. 

The masses of the W and Z bosons have been determined using a maximum 
likelihood fitting procedure. For the z-.eV decay, the extraction of the Z mass 
from the observed distribution of mm was relatively simple. It was possible to use an 
analytic likelihood function which is a good approximation to the expected line 
shape, followed by small corrections for the effects which were neglected in the sim
plified functii.n. 

For the w-tv decay, the lack of kng-ledgc about the longitudinal momentum 
of the neutrino forces the use of transverse v: riables in the fitting procedure. Likeli
hood functions are obtained numerically for Jie transverse momenta P; and />;, and 
the transverse mass M,, using a detailed simulation of 'V prod' ,ion and decay, fol
lowed by a carefully tuned model of the detector response to the W decay products, 
implemented in the form of a Montt Carlo simulation which was optimized for the 

fitting problem. 

The results of the fits for the Z mass are summarized in Table 1. The quoted 
errors are the statistical errors from the fit. In a first fit, the width of the Z is fixed 
to 2.5 GeV, as expected in the Standard Model when 2— r r decays are kinematicaUy 
forbidden. This fit is shown for the central sample in Figure 7(a), and for the 
P, - constrained sample in Figure 7(b). In a secor. i fit, the width is left free provid
ing a test of the assumptions in the first fit. 

TabU 1: A summary of the fits to different Z sample*. 

Sample Parameter 1 Parameter Fit 2 Parameter Fit 
Central 

(aii&lvtir metll.) 
» ! ( G e V ) 
Tz (GeV) 
CowC. Level 

91.69 ±0.43 91.70^0.45 
2.5 2.96tS? a 

95% 99% 
Fr( constrained) 
(ninUvtir metl].) 

n>Z (GeV) 
T 2 (GtV) 
Conf. Level 

91.51 ±0.57 91-53 ±0 .59 
2.5 2 ,94t i« 

96% 97% 
Central 

(tiitmrric nietli.) 
mz (GeV) 
Tz (GeV) 
C'onf. Level 

91.71 ±0.48 91.72 ±0.50 
2.5 306:SU 

95% 84% 

The mass of the W has been determined by using two different fits to the three 
kinematical variables. In the first the width of the W is fixed to 2.1 <3eV, as expect
ed in the Standard Model when iv—i L decays are kineroaticalry forbidden. This fit is 
shown for the three kinemaiical variables in Figure 8. For the second fit, the width 
has been left free. The results of these fits are summarized in Table 2. 

Table 2", A summajy of the fits to difFcreni W distributions. 

Sample Parameter I 1 Parameter Fit 2 Parameter Fit 1 

Transverse Mass 
niH, (GeV) 80.75 ±0.31 80.78 ±0.31 1 
Tw (GeV) 2.1 1.89*SJi 
Conf. Level j 84% 89% 

P rl elect ronl 
ni H -(GeV) | 80 .79-0 .38 80-83 ± 0.39 
I V (GeV) 2.1 1.60;Si; 
Conf. Level 95% 97?. 

Prlneutrino) 
mn-(CeV) [ 80.32 ±0.41 80.33 r 0.42 
Tv, IGeV) j 2.1 IMiJ," 
Conf. Level 1 835c 88% 

http://deteciors.fi


Figure 7. The fii ID the invintni m.us diatri lulion for the Z «mple with the filled curve* auper-
impo«d (») The central 7. lample. (b) the /^-constrained Z umple. 
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Figwe 8- The fii to lhc transverse m u s and transverse momentum distributions for the W simple 
with the Sited curve* superimposed. 
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The most difficult aspect of the mass measurement involves the estimation of 
the systematic errors. For the Z, the following corrections and systematic! were 
considered : 

• variations in the underlying event contribution to the electron energy scale; 

• the effect of radiative decays (i.e., unresolved v from Z - * V y ) : 

• variations in the parameters of the model for measuring Pf and their effect 
on the PT—constrained fit. 

These effects lead to an overall correction of - 1 4 0 MeV, an overall systematic error 
of 120 MeV, and an additional systematic error of 100 MeV for the p7 — constrained 
fit. This additional systematic error for the />r - constrained fit was added in 
quadrature to the corresponding statistical error. The Final Z mass is computed by 
taking a weighted average of the two one-parameter analytic fits in Table 1. The 
result i s : 

M z - »1.49±O.3SlJim)±O.t2(iyj0±O»2(K'Jt) O'V. 

where a scale error or 1.0% has be included, reflecting the systematic uncert nty 
in the energy calibration of the cent calorimeter fiducial volume. 

For the W case, the analysis is more complex. The following list Oi jffects has 
been considered: 

• variations of the p" distribution and variations m the- .nodcl parameters for 
the measurement of Pf^ 

• variations in the structure functions used in the Monte Carlo likelihood func
tion; 

• possible scale errors in the measurement of P'-

• uncertainties in the electron resolution; 

• variations in the underlying event contribution to the electron energy scale; 

• variations in the Mont.: Carlo likelihood function attributed to the finite 
Morne Carlo statistics used; 

• the elTect of radiative decays (i.c.,unresolved y from W— yw). 

These effects lead to an overall correction of +40 MeV, +60 MeV and +160 MeV, 
and an overall systematic error of 210 MeV, 300 MeV and 470 MeV for the M,, fr 

and P} fits, respectively. The fit to the transverse mass gives the smallest errors, and 
is therefore quoted as the final value. The other two fits provide a significant cross
check of the method, The statistical errors for the fits are strongly correlated, but 
the results are quite consistent vrithin the systematic erros alone. The final value for 
the W mass is then given by: 

Mw - 80.79 ± 0.31 (slul) ± 0.J1 (jfsi)±Ml (icalc) OtV. 

where the 1 % scale error has been included. 

The two measurements of the boson masses can be combined to derive a value 
for M^IMJ. The energy scale contribuiion to the error on the ratio almost perfectly 
cancels. Thus the mass ratio i s : 

MKIMl - 0.8S3I ± 0.0048 (jlof) ± 0.0026 (mi). 

This result can be combined with recent results from SLC [13] and LEP [14] 
for the Z mass (a weighted average of Mz = 9i.iso± 0.032 GeV, including the current 
30 MeV uncertainty in the LEP energy scale, was used) to give a rescaled W mass: 

MK - 60.49 ± 0.43 (JBB) ± 0.24 igal) OeV, 

which can be compared with th; value expected from the Standard Model. 

In the Standard Model of the electrowcak interactions, with a minimal Higgs 
sector, there are three fundamental free parameters (ignoring the Higgs and fermion 
masses). A convenient choice for these parameters, which reflects the precision of 
current measurements, is : 

A ^normalization scheme must be chosen for the computation of higher order cor
rections. In this analysis, the scheme of Sirlin [20] is used: 

*A,. i-4 
leading to standard relations among the fundamental parameters: 

Ml 
< 1 - &r)im16w

 z ( I - i r l s i n 'B^cos 1 ^ 

A - J " = 37.2805 ± 0.0003 Crf, 
* J2QU 

can be computed from current measurements of a and G, [21], The variable Ar 
represents the radiative corrections arising from virtual loops in the boson propaga
tors, and depends on the unknown masses mn and mtmr These corrections have 
been calculated within the context of the Minimal Standard Model, containing a sin
gle complex Higgs doublet. 



Using the relations defined above, it is possible, given values for the Z mass and 
Ar, to predict a value for the W mass. This can be seen in Figure 9 where the 
dependence of Ar on m^ and m^, is indicated by a series of lines in the lMr,Mt) 
plane. The UA1 result, in combination with that of SLC and LEP, has been 
marked by a data point whose errors reflect the combined statistical and systematic 
errors on the measurements. This data point lies within the region of the plane 
allowed by the Minimal Standard Model, and is consistent with a top quark which 
Is heavier than the W. 

Finally, the definition for the weak mixing angle given above can be used to 
convert the measurement otMyriMl to a measurement of iin*9„: 

•in1*,,, - 0.ZW2 i 0.00M ( w ) ± O.MMJ {syst\ 

which is consistent with the world average value [IS] derived from neutral curreni 
experiments: 

w \ - O.ZW ± 0.0M9 {sic!) ± 0.0049 (nurj. 

} 

m z [GeVl 

Ftg&e 9. The comparison with the Minimal Sundwd Mods) predictions. H t solid lints indicate 
the allowed values for M„ and Mx foi » given m^ with mMwt, *= 100 GeV. The dotted 
(daihed) line indicate tfi« prediction for m^ - 80 G«V with m ^ , - 10 (1000) GcV, 
The dan point is dc£ned in the ten. 



7. Search for Additional Vector Bosons 

Additional vector bosons arise naturally in the framework of many possible 
extensions of ;he minimal SU(2) x U(l) Standard Model of elcctroweak interactions, 
whether it be through right-handed currents [22], composite models [23], or vari
ous models derived from superstring theories [24]. 

In the following, general limits on additional charged or neutral vector bosons 
are extracted, as a function of their mass, HIW ( MZ ) , their coupling to quarks A,, and 
their branching ratio to electrons, B,, where A, and B, are normalised to the Standard 
Model values. Using these variables, the cross section ff for the production of an 
additional vector boson and its subsequent decay is 

where o„ is the cross section for standard couplings. It is assumed, that 

where ry and r , are the total width of the additional and standard vector bosons, 
respectively. 

In order to extract limits for W' and Z' production, their production and decay 
has been simulated using the DFLM structure function paramctrization. A likeli
hood fit to the data sample using the transverse mass spectrum for the case of the 
W and the invariant mass spectrum of the two electrons for the case of the Z' has 
been performed. 

The results are shown in Figure 10(a) and (b) for the W and Z' respectively as 
95% confidence level contours in thei.M v,l\B t) plane. In the region of degenerate 
masses the observed rates for W— t* and Z—e't~ compared to the second order 
QCD prediction have been used to extract the confidence limits. In the high mass 
region, a W with A/„< 247 CeV and a Z' with Mx< 216 OcV can be excluded 
with 95% confidence, assuming Standard Model couplings. 
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Figure 10. (a) limits on an addition*! charged vector boson W \ thown a* 95% confidence level 
tonioun in the ( W r . Aj Br) plane, where i.r ihe W coupling to quarks, and Bt, the 
W branching n i jo to electron - nemrino. i n normalized 10 the Standard Model val
ues, 
(b) Same as (a) for an additional vector boson Z' decaying w*° electron pairs. 



8. Conclusions 

The large W and 2 data samples collected by the UA2 experiment hove been 
used to extract improved measurements or the production and decay properties of 
W and Z bosons. 

The production cross sections times branching ratio to electrons as well as the 
transverse momentum distributions arc found to be in good agreement with QCD 
predictions. In panicular the high P|T tail agrees with recent 0(»f) calculations, and 
shows no significant excess indicative of new physics processes. 

From a precise measurement or the mass ratio MwiMI a new value for the 
weak mixing angle sin's. = 0.220 ± 0.008 (slat) ± 0.005 (syst), has been reported. 
From a combination of the measured mass ratio with recent measurements of the Z 
mass at SLC and LEP a precise absolute measurement of the W mass was obtained: 
Mw - 80,49 + 0.43 (stat) ± 0.24 (syst) Gc V. The results of all measurements are in 
good agreement with the Minimal Standard Model and give support to the hypothe
sis that the lop quark is heavier than the W. 

The data have been used as well to set limits on the masses of possible add' 
tional charged (W') or neutral (Z') vector bosons. Assuming Standard Model cou 
plings, a W with iiw < 247 CcV and a Z' with Mz < 216 CeV arc excluded with a 
95% confidence level. 
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i. INTRODUCTION 

nmiiifi the 1983/L989 nm at the FiTinilaU Tcvatnm. tin- CDF detertor rol-
IITII ! o: -\Apb~1 of ;ip dsita a; ^ = 1.8 TrV. The main goals of this run being 
physirs at high pt. tlu- CDF iri^gfr was "tuned" for maximizing signals from Z°s, 
Vl's, f-quarks, and etc. As such, compared to the high p< physics, the t-physics 
program was of ^condiiry iinp<irta:ice oilier than that which would he used for 
background calctilfitioh.s. Also, CDF had ho vertex chamber capability for seeing 
displaced vertices, However, significant '»-<|iiark phyxirs results are evident in two 
data samples: 

J. JncJiisiiv elccrroiis; 

2. Inclusive 7/t- wlicrf J/v —* ii+fi~-

We can th^n ask ourselves, given all this, why is it that CDF is ahlc to do 
fr-ijimrk physics',' The answer is that nntuic has been kind enoivgh to pvovidc h-
f|uarks at an extremely high Tate at the Tevarrmi. The production cross-section 
feir fill predict ion is imitc large, as table 1 implies. 

PROCESS i,.r«l.^.l( ttbams) Per inelastic 

Unilarity (~ • ) i t r J r o ( m ) 120.001) 

Inelastir {"inininmm bins" ) SO.000 1/2 

"QCD" (uuxlerAW-'higa Q2i I.0D0 1/50 

M X -10 1/1000 

«" — cu (1002 1/25,000,000 

f 7 X ( i n J o ) , = 1(10 («>V) 0.0001 1/500.000.000 

Table J, A coinjiiirison of various "typical" production cross sections at the Teva-
tron. All iiuniber.s ar<* approximate. 

!» the rrst of jjjjs paper, I ivi|] try t<> -• j>'*r"ifv I)M' ^oals fur /»-physics using ih«-
iuehisivi' eleetrons and -)}v .signals for tli«• ID88/80 data sft. I will then provide 
a brief look at the data, ami will fini-di with .some highly speculative guesses as to 
whether or not <»jqwrifwrite at rhr Trrtttrini which Ju<>k for CT violation ir> the b 
sector ate possible. 

http://7ji.ti.bo
http://5uj.CMC.rT
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2. B PHYSICS GOALS AT THE CDF 
There are many theoretical questions to answer rnmeniing production prop

erties of b quarks. For instance, due to the fact that the structure functions favor 
gluon interactions below \/Q* ~- 30 GeV (where the lib cross-section is highest), 
one expects that initial-state gg diagrams dominate over initial-state qq and gg. In 
figures 1 and 2 we show the lowest and next highest order diagramst And of these 
the (-channel diagrams ("gluon fusion) dominate lowest order and the gg -^ gqq 
{"gluon splitting") dominate at next highest order. Naively, the cross-section for 
the higher order amplitudes is expected to be of order cta smaller than the tree 
level process due to the extra vertex. However, when the invariant mass of the qq 
is small compared to y/It the energy of the subprocew:, the process can be factored 
into a term for the production of r,g (proportional to a*) times the propagator 
(!/"&) times the gluon splitting probability into qq, or following Eichtenfl] 

a{pp -* qqg) ~ <j(pp -* gg) x — / — n p ^(x)dx 

and for production at pseudo-rapidity 7/ = 0 in the CM frame 

<*l f dm^ 
2w J rn,§ 

°{PP -* Q<19) = °(Pi1 — 'J*J) * 3*r \lmqT/ 

Since the lowest order gg production cross-section is a factor of 2* 100 times that 
for lowest order qqt we see that <j{pp —» qqg) ~ a(pp -* qq). Note that these two 
processes (flavor creation vs. gluon splitting] may have different topologies and 
Pt dependencies, and as a sour<v of backgrounds to high pt processes such as it 
production, it is crucial to measure the bb production properties such as n and 
do/dpi. Predictions of bb production t»ies a\ Vhe SSC would also be aided iT 
the extrapolations (to small x s E/E^am and large QT) started at 1.8 TeV from 
measured rates. For these reasons, the measurement of the M production cross-
section and der/dpt are sonic of I he main goals of the CDF ^ physics prugram. 

Also, since the mixing for B°fP is large: 

r S mfiZx*) '=O.I9±0.00*OJ)6|g| 

a measurement of mixing using the like-sign electrons in the inclusive dieleeiron 
sample is another goul of liie CDF b-physirs program. 

y&tficmc /* 

V 

Figure 1. Lowest otdei graphs for rf piodurlion. 

' \ 

Figure 2. Next higbrst ordff gnplit for eft production. 
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3. THE CDF DETECTOR 

The CDF detector has been described in detail elsewhere [3); here we describe 
relevant components i» brief. 

31 TVacking 

Immediately outside the beam pipe are 8 time projection chambers (VT?C) 
providing r — z bracking up to a radius of 22 cm in the pseudo-rapidity region 
|ij| < 3.5. The primary use of the VTPC is in event vertex finding in z (with 
a resolution of 6t cz 1 - 2 mm) and in identifying photon conversions in the 
VTPC/CTC (central tracking chamber) inner wall. Charge I rucks are measured 
in a 1.412 Tesla axially field by the CTC, an axial drift chamber in the region 
|n| < 1.2. The chamber consists of 84 sense wires, 24 of which are tilted ±3° to the 
axial direction for stereo determination. The wires <tw arranged in 0 snperlayers. 
tilted for Lorentz angle compensation, extending to a radius of 1.3 m. Transverse 
momentum resolution bptjpt is measured to be O.OOlTpf (GeV/e), and is improved 
to O.QOllpj using beam constrained fits. 

3.2 Calorimetry 

The CDF calorimetry consists of three subsystems in the regions [rj| < 1.1 
(central), J,J < \q\ < 2,2 (plug), and 2.2 < \r}\ < 4.2 {forward}, hi this anaJysis, 
electrons are restricted to the central region and jets are restricted to the central 
and plug regions. 

The central electromagnetic (CEM) calorimetry consists of alternating layers 
of lead with scintillator sampling, IS radiation length* deep, wilh projective tower 
geometry subtending ii) X 5<p = . I1 x I5o. The resolution measured using testbeam 
electrons between 10 and 50 GeV is found to be <r/E = 135%/v^7© 1"% where 
the two terms are added in quadrature and Et = Esin0 is in GeV. At shower max in 
the CEM (6Aro) arc proportional wire chambers (CES) with cathode strip readout 
used to measure the azimuthal and axial position and shape of showers. The 
resolution measured using 25 GeV testbeam electrons in 2.0 mm in both the 0 and 
z coordinates. Hadron showers are measured using mm-seiniillatar calorimeters 
{CHA and WHA) located radially behind the CEM. The resolution for testbeam 
pions is measured to be (tfE ~ 8Q%fy/E. The phototubes are instrumented with 
TDCs which provide timing information used to reject cosmic ray and Main Ring 
backgrounds. 

The plug and forward regions consist of gas propnrtiuiial-tube calorimeters, 
both using lead absorber for EM showers and iron for hadroni'' and ompluynig 

cathode pad readout. Projective lowers cover f>r) x fi& =i .09 x 5°. The energy 
resolution for electrons and jet* is measured to b<* ofE s 3D%/\/E and o/E 2 

respectively. 

3.3 Centra l rVTiions 

Muons arc identified in the central region \rj\ < 0.65 in drift chambers operated 
in streamer mode situated behind the 4,0 absorption lengths of the central EM and 
Hadron calorimeters. Chambers aTc segmented] in e> into 12.6a wedge? attached lo 
the top of each calorimeter wedge, and there arc 4 chambers per wedge. Single 
hit TDCs provide timing used to determine the C coordinate in each chamber to 
6r® is 0-5 mm. Charge division is used to measure the z coordinate to Sz ~ 5.0 
mm. 

4. INCLUSIVE ELECTRONS 

4.1 Trigger and Selection Criteria 

For the 1988/89 Tevatron run, the inclusive electron trigger consisted of the 
following: 

• Hardware levels: 
- Limited to the central tracking region fqf < f 
- Hardware electron cluster defined by 

* < 15 trigger towers (o> = .2Jo = 15°J 
+ transverse electromagnetic (EM) energy > £*/L125 where £( is the 

total transverse energy in the cluster 
- A match to a "stiff" CTC track in the same (o) slice. 

- 12 GeV trigger: EM Et > 12 GcV and p, of the track > 5,5 GeV, 
- 7 GeV trigger: EM Et > 7 GGV nnd p f of the track > 4.8 GeV, 

e Software h'vel: 

- Shower profiles in the strip-chambers consistent with testbeam electrons. 
Et of the electrons above 12 GcY Tor the 12 GeV triggers and 7 GcV for 
the 7 GcV triggers. 

The efficiency for the 12 GeV trigger was studied using the missing irmisverse 
energy (ft) triggers at "high" pt &t\<\ the 7 GeV triggers at low pt. 

Offline, electrons in the central region are required to pass the following cuts: 



• Cihr < 0-2- This is a, measure of how the lateral leakage of energy in an EM 
shower is consistent with test beam data. The z vertex (from the VTPC) is 
used for this calculation. 

• irift < 1,4 cm and &z < 2.0 cm where Sr(f> and Sz are the distances in r<p 
and 2 between a track as extrapolated from the CTC and the EM shower 
position as measured in the CES-

• ]C < W where x3 is the average x 3 ° f t n c shower profile (using test beam 
electrons) in the r# and z views in the CES. 

• Had/Em < 0.04 in the cluster. 
» 1 and only 1 charged track pointing to the cluster. 
• 0.75 < Efp < 1.40 where E is measured from thn cluster and p from the 

CTC, 
Photon conversions are rejected searching for an oppositely charged track 

within <5(cot0) < 0.06 in the polar angle which has a distance of closest approach 
of less than 0.2 cm to the electron candidate. CandidaLe electrons which satisfy 
this cut and an Additional criteria that for VTPC/CTC conversions there be less 
than 20% of the expected hits for a real electron in the appropriate road in the 
VTPC are removed. 

After all cuts, we estimate the background to the prompt electron signal to be 
15 ± 15% from charge hadrons and 12 ± 7% from residual photon conversions. 

Additional backgrounds from W -*• eu and Z — e +e~ decays arc removed 
requiring the following: 

1. Af£ = 2£|£(1 - cosH) > 64£* where Et is of the electron and #is the 
length of the vector sum of the transverse energy in the calorimeters (wi 
|n| < 3.6). This removes W —* ev decays. 

2. For all other clusters in the event which have EM fraction above 0.85 (EM 
cluster), we require the invariant mass of the electron candidate and the EM 
cluster m(et EM) > 80 GcV. This removes Z -* c*e~ decays. 

After all cuts, there are approximately 13,000 electrons from the ~ 225n6 - 1 of 
7 GeV triggers and 17,000 from the *x 4.lpb~l otHGeV triggers. Figure 3 flfcow* 
the pt spectrum for these electrons before and after W/Z subtraction, and figure 
4 shows the pt spectrum for the conversion candidates. 

4.2 P r o d u c t i o n R a t e s 

The physics contribution to the inclusive electron distribution (not from back
grounds such as misidentification and conversions) are estimated using the ISAJET 
Monte Carlo. Events are produced from the following physics sources: 
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• Bd,u mesons decaying semiieptonically; 
• B* m«»ns dircayingspmilcptonicaJly; 
• B baryons decaying semileptonienlly; 
• charm mesons decaying semileptonicnlly; 
» cascade decays & —» c -* /; 
• Jj^j — l+t~ production. 

After generation, all events wtre run through the full CDF detector simulation 
programs. The following Cable summarizes the results for electrons with p% > 12 
GcV. 

Bu4 B, **fcarjKJn Charm 6 -• c -» c Jf* 
Production 0.60 0.09 0.05 0.20 0.04 0.01 
Fraction 

Detection 0.43 0.43 0.35 0.17 0.13 0.55 
Efficiency 

Observed 0.72 0.12 0.05 0.09 0.01 0.01 
Fraction 

Table 2: Fractions of electrons with P i > 12 GeV from various sources. 

The first row lists the fraction of the inclusive electron producedcross-section from 
the various sources. The second row lists the detection efficiency fcr each source 
The last row contains the fraction of the observed inclusive election cross-section 
from the various sources. We see tliat ISAJET predicts that 72% of the (reaJ) 
inclusive electrons arc from 5-isospin mesons, and that 909c are from all B sources. 
Figure 5 shows the inclusive electron sample after W/Z removal with the ISAJET 
predictions for b and c to electrons superimposed (and a curve for c only) with 
arbitrary normalization. 

4.3 R^D° 

The aljove table predicts that 12% of the inclusive electrons in thr region 
\r}\ < l,p, > 12 GeV arc from Buj mesons. Therefore, we search for evidence 
of .0° mesons in these events via the decay D° -^ K~ir+ and Z"° -- A"+n~ To 
reduce backgrounds, we liiait the the pt of the electrons to bv between 11 a.id JO 
GeV. Note that the sigr, of the electron tags the charge state of the 6 quarl: md 
the &ign of the kaon tags the charge state of the charm meson. The invariant mass 
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Figure 5. foduiivr Irpfoa p, ipcfliuin W/Z itjnnv^d 
witb I* pi on* from ISAJET b and c quart drcay 



of all pairs of oppositely charged tracks within a cone of A/2 - 0.6 in *}<$> spare 
{&R2 = 6jf + o^ a) around the electron arc shown in figure 6. The momentum of 
the "kaon" track is then required to be above 1.5 GeV, and the sign is required to 
be the ^ame as the < clron {or positron), The peak above background contains 
?5± I7(stat) events. ISAJET Calculations predict 72±20 events. Figure 7 shown a 
plot of the itire invariant mass for events in the region \m{Kit} - mp>\ < 30 McV, 
The events in tJie sideband region define*) by 30 < rfl{K7f) — mw> < 90 MeV and 
—90 < m{Kit) - my» < —30 McV are subtracted, and for this plot the cope cut 
is opened up to AR < 1.2. We see that within statistics the distribution falls to 
zero near the rr\B threshold. This is as one would expect if the D°n and electron 
were from a B meson decay. 

Since 6 quarks art produced in pairs, one would expect to see Z?°s produced 
in the "other" jet, which would result in kauns opposite in charge to tbe lepton. 
Flavor creation processes should result in events with a Jepton and «JI oppositely 
charged kaon in opposite detector hemispheres. Figure 8 shows no evidence of a 
JD° peak for events on the "other" side. This is under investigation, and may be 
duo to at least one or more ^f tbfl following reasons; 

• 66 quarks should be produced with some rapidity correlation such that bt) -- 1 
or greater. (4| Also, one expects that the 66 rapidity distribution to be rather 
flat out to rapidities of 2; 4. [4,5j Since the tracking rcgiwi of the CTC is 
limited to the region JrjJ < 1, this would cause a decrease in the acceptance 
for the "ether" o given the detection of the first one. 

• Qualitatively, a cut of nf'«* r o n > 12 G*V corresponds to roughly p\ > 20 
GeV. This is f&r out on the tail of the b quark p ( distribution, [6] where the 
efficiency for detecting 0° -* K~ir+ is expected to be reasonable. However. 
the 6 quark on the other side does not necessarily have the same high p§ as 
its partner, and hence will be more difficult to detect. 

Work is continuing on this important question* 

4.4 Inclusive Electrons - Goals and Speculation 

At this date, a value for the mixing parameter (see section 2) is in progress, 
Also, since the semi-bptonk decay of the B„ meson *>huu)d be s 100% to the DM 

meson (Bs -* D,evX), one might spe< late that by looking for Dt -* tpit or D% -* 
A"*°F\+ one may measure the mass of tlip B,. This search is in progress. (However, 
as described below, CDF may have better measurements of these quantities using 
the inclusive Jfty — / J + / J~ events.) It is difficult i 0 estimate how many events may 
be in the present sample due to many uncertainties, e.g., the fraction of B mesons 
which are Ba, the branching ratio of b —• c, the reconstruction efficienritrs, etc. 
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Fur instance, if wp search for t)„ — OTT+(C> — A*+A"_) and D a — A'*DA'+(A'*° -» 
A'~;r+), "reasonable" estimates indicate that the produced number uf 2?* events 
should be no larger than ex 5. 

The next rut) is scheduled for mid-190J. CDF expects to record an increase 
in the luminosity of -^ x8 With a. lower (rigger threshold, 12 —* 10 GeV, an 
additional factor of 2 - 3 may be gained. This would mean a sample of ~ 300,000 
inclusive leptons with p, > 10 GeV on tapr. CDF also plans to install a silicon 
vertex (SVX) chamber around the beam pipe to look for displaced vertices. With 
such a device and the expected amount of data* the B» meson rhould be discovered 
and its lifetime and meson fraction {Ba/Dutl) measured. This device will also help 
in studying lepton-D° events by required displaced vertices. 

5 EXCLUSIVE DECAYS OF B - *A', i> -> /."V 

51 Trigger and Selection Criteria 

As mentioned above, the CDF central union system covers the legion |n| < 0.6 
(costf > 0.53). and due to the construction uf the cbanuV *s has an acceptance of 
tr 83% x 2a in 4>. The trigger consists of the following: 

• Hardware Lev?] I: A central rnuon candidate is defined as having t\ coinci
dence between M least two out of four layers of the central muon chambers 
with roads defined to b? 50% efficient for 3 GeV inuons. See lef. [3] for more 
details. 

• Hardware Level 2: Requires 2 level 1 central miion candidates curb having a 
track natch in <? (̂ 7.5**) with pt > 3 («j(rvf rifiriency point), 

• Hardware Level 3: Requires tfcv level 2 dimuon as above with an additional 
requirement thai the two inuoris have p, > 3 where herepi is the momentum 
o{ the tracks maUhtil in t> as der r r r ined by a last, jy tracking reconstruc
tion. 

Offline, tracks are reronsrruried usi.-j/- i«e fuJJ CDF tracking program, tuid 
"suibs" in the muoii chambers arc matched to tracks t» form candidate muons 
with the requirement thai pi > 3 Due u> hard wan prcb'eir3 at the beginning 
of the run. only *- 3.0^"' of <lirtmon triggers were collpcted. Dinuion unlike 
btjjh candidates are then use*! IO search Tor J/r candidates. Figure f> shows the 
invariant mass distribution of dimunn eandidnt^s where the pi of the tmnuon pair 
was required to be greater than 4 GeV. The dis.ribi;»:nn from like-sign rflmuon 
pairs is also shown in this figure as a dashed line There art* approximately 1700 
J/v events in the peak. 



5.2 Jfrl> P r o d u c t i o n 

Jfi' particles are produced cither directly as charmonium (pj> -» clX) or as 
decay products of other particles. Since the J/0 haa quantum numbers JFC — 1 , 
t'chumel processes (gg —» cc") which have 2 gluons in the initial state are suppressed 
relative to 8-channel processes (e.g., gg-* g — cc) which have a single gluon in the 
initial state. However, in pp~ collisions for mass states as low as the J/tl>, t-channel 
processes dominate til'' production. This results in a suppression of direct Jfit> 
production relative to the production from decays, dominated by xi,2 —• Jfrl 
and B -* JJ&X, Again, since gluon fusion processes dominate, it is the mass state 
which determines the production rates at a given pt. Therefore, one would expect 
that the process \i,t — Jfifo will dominate at low p, and B — JfiiiX dominate at 
a higher pi (pi of the Jftl>). Figure 10 shows the transverse momentum distribution 
of the ]{$ candidates along with a prediction from a calculation by Glover et a!,(7] 

S.3 bl Cross-sect ion 

There are many methods amiable for measuring the bb cross-section- At 
present, all results arc preliminary. 1 will therefore describe some of the more 
promising methods which arc being explored. 

5.5.1 Event Topology 
In producing Jfy from vi j decay, the pi of the x\,i comes from recoil gluons, 

whereas lowest order bo can have nonzero pt of the -̂quark recoiling against a 
partner b. The event topologies arc therefore expected to be different. For instance, 
J/tfr from B decay should be nearer to hadronic activity occurring in the same 6-jet 
relative to xi,2 where most of the remaining jot activity in the event is occurring in 
the recoil side. We therefore search for su.'h a correlation in J/0-track and J($-\el 
distributions. The analysis is at this time too preliminary to present here. 

5.3.2 The Ratio c{il<)/a(4/) 
Figure 11 shows the lepton invariant mass of dilcpton pairs at the T(4S) as 

measured by the CLEO collaboration. [8] From figure 9, we see that the cross 
section for detecting J/i'1 relative to J/\!) is quite a bit smaller at the Tevatrra. 
Since theoretical prejudice has it that at the Tevatron a: 100% of all J/0* come 
from B decays, there must be another source of J/^i production. Dy comparing 
with the CLEO result, one can extract the rate for \i ,j —» *£\ and use this to 
measure the bb production cross section. This analysis is also in progress and will 
not be discussed here. 
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5.H.H \ - .!/«-, 
Tlio search for (lie decay \ 1 2 -• .//c'7 brj-ins with the dimuonsjunplo^.O;-* - 1). 

Miiim candidate I rucks ure til with abeam coi-sir-iim Figure 12.shows tbodi-nuon 
invariant mass in ihr signal (3,05 < m(/ ' + )i~) < 3.15) and sideband (2.80 < 
»'(/ ' + / '~ ) i 3.01) and 320 < m( •*"•>") < 3.40) reginus. 

For each union candidate, the track extrapolation to the -nuon stub is required 
to match within ±0cni [a 2-r) in the transverse plane. Photon candidates are 
restricted lo central towers with £j-,if > 1.0 GcV. The shower is required lo be 
consistent with a phoion shower in the CES (see above) hy requiring \ j , \^ < 4. 
The direction of the photon is • alcnlated from the position iu the strip chamber and 
the event vertex as determined liy the VTPCi tin- energy is timer EM eiierf-y. In 
order to ieduce the comliitiaturic Background frc'.n •//('-• decays from B mesons and 
to flirt her the approximation that the energy of the photon is the sole contribution 
tc ilit* energy in tin1 lower, we define an isolation variable using 

• £ f)| i.-r traelis (with ; j ( > I 0 GcV) in a 30° rone, and 

• 2 £ " E EllAO + EEM ( w i lh £ > 1.0 GcV) in a 5 x 5 matrix of toners 
about tin- phot'in direction 

excluding ihe taut us from the sums. The sum £pt + £ £" < 2.5 GeV gives a 
background rejeetioip of 70% wild an efficiency of 80?? using the 1SAIET Mmite 
Carlo and full CDF detector simulation. 

After this rut. !'.».• ma-i-i difference ra(/i+;-~->) — ••I ( ' I + / I ) is shown for the signal 
and side-band, regions in figure 13. and a fit to the data using a gaussian signal 
ove- a background parameter ized by 

• / A m • [u + b • S'» •> f - fA»l f 2 j . 

The lii yields 48 ± 1"> evcnls in the si f i [„d region rcntcred .it Sin = 432 ± 13 MeV. 
The width is measured to be 74 ± 21 Mi-V. Calculations using ihe ISA.IET Monte 
Carlo and full CDF simulation indicate that roughly ."ll'/f more .//•.• come from i i 
IlianOom 12. I sitif; lire vaiues mKl - 3.jW V,i\, m^l = S.oZG GcV, »-l- = 3.09QQ 
Ge ' - . and the production fraction el \ i ) = l.j--i( \i>l «" expert the niaK. difference 
lo peak at -131 MA", in ficitwl aRieement will the data. 

This analysis is still m progress, however it should yield a good rncasiimncni of 
the frtu'liuti of J / r decays from \ i . ; as a function of /•,- iitul thus a MJ cross-section. 



5.3.4- Excinyivf. Decays D --• <!>A*+ and B — M ' * 0 

To look for exclusive {*• rays of B mrsons to J(ii> we use the entire - I . l p o - 1 

datasct. Figure 14 shows a plot of Jft!' candidates (where there are ~ 2800 candi
dates over a background of ~ 10%) and figure 15 shows a blowup of the distribution 
about the Jfo mass, fit to a gaiissian. The mean of figure 15 is consistent with the 
mass of the J/t/> to very high accuracy. 

For exclusive decays, all dimuon pairs with m(fi+ft~) in the signal region [de
fined by \m(fi+ft~) - m$\ < 50 MeV] refit with a mass constraint to mti. = 309fi.fi 
McV [the side-band regions are defined by 2.7 < m(ft+ti~) < 3,0 and 3.2 < 
m ( / i + / 0 < 3.5]. Charged tracks which arc consistent with coming from the same 
eve-nt vtrtcx in J as measured by the VTPC are then refit with a vertex constraint 
to that vertex. To reduce combinatorics, the following cuts are applied: 

• Only tracks within a cone of CO" (J./? ^ 1) about the Jfi[> direction are 
used. This nil favors the high pt tf-mesons (relative ti: other sources of Jfo 
production). 

• The invariant mass of each J/t" candidate and pairs of oppositely charged 
tracks (m(J/i'Tr+7c")) are required to be more than 15 MeV away from the 
JfijS mass (see figure 1GJ. OrcU* tracks within a r^ne of 40° about the J/tf-
are considered, and no momentum cuts arc Applied to these tracks. 

All charged tracks with p > 3 GeV are assigned the A*~ mass, and the invariant 
mass of these tracks and the Jfv (mass constrained) candidates is shown in figure 
17. An excess of ~ 20 ± 6 events at the B mass indicates the exclusive decay B± -— 
tf'A*. Figure 18 shows the same invariant in AM distribution for Jfv candidates in 
the abort 1 defined side-hand regions. Xo excess appears at the li mass in this 
distribution. 

In order to reduce the combinatorics in the search fur B° — il\"° where 
A"*" -+ A"+ff~, only the tliree highest tracks in momentum are considered. Figure 
10 shows the invariant mass of the 3 paii>- '»f tracks where one is assigned the 
charged kaon mass. The natural wid'h of ihe I\'a is a 50 Me\ r . We therefore 
only consider pairs of tracks within ±50 Mev of the A* , f l mass, and form the 
invariant mass of the J/t- candidate with these tracks. Figure 20 shows an excess 
of ~ 15 ± C event* at the B mass. Figure 1\ shows the invariant mass using the 
.7/0 candidates in the side-band regions, and figure 22 shows the in .ariant mass 
using the Jfi;' candidates in the signal region Hint like-sign A'- pairs in the A*'0 

mas? region. Xo exrrss at the B mass is seen in either of these two distributions. 

Figure 23 sli.'ws llic combination of ihe invariant mass distributions from fig
ures IT and 20 indicating an est ess of i? 36 ± 9 events at the Buj mass. 
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5.3.4- Exclusive Decays D -* i?K+ and D — i>h'+° 
To look for exclusive decays of B mesons to Jfy we use the entire 4-lpo"1 

dataset. Figure 14 shows a plot of Jfy candidates (where there are ~ 2800 candi-
dates over a background of i 10%) and figure 15 shows a blowup of the distribution 
about the Jf$ mass, fit to a gaussian. The mean of figure 15 is consistent with the 
mass of the J/^ to very high accuracy. 

For exclusive decays, all dimuoii pairs with m{fi+'ff) in the signal region [de
fined by \m{ti+ti~) - m$\ < 50 MeV] refit with a mass constraint to m$ = 3096.9 
MeV [the side-baud regions are defined by 2.7 < m{p+pT) < 3.0 jmd 3.2 < 
m(/i +/i~) < 3.5]. Charged tracks which are consistent with coming from the same 
event vertex in z as measured by the VTPC are then refit with a vertex constraint 
to that vertex. To reduce combinatories, the fallowing cuts are applied: 

* Only tracks within a cone o[ GO9 (ii/? — 1) about the Jf$ direction arc 
used. This cut favors the high p\ B-mcsona (relative to other sources of J/t-
production), 

* The invariant mass of each Jjip canrlidaLc and pairs of oppositely charged 
tracks (m(//07r +7r -)) are required to be more than la MeV away from the 
J/ij/ muss (see figure 16). Only trades within a cone of 40° about the J/c 
aie considered, and no momentum cuts are applied m these tracks. 

All charged tracks with p > 3 GeV are assigned the K~ mass, and the invariant 
mass of these tracks and the J/tl> (mass constrained) candidates is shown in figure 
17. An excess of ^ 20±6 events at the B mas? indicates the exclusive decay B^ —<• 
iffK*. Figure IS shows the same invariant mass distribution for J/tl' candidates in 
the abov£ defined side-band regions. No excess appears at the B mass in this 
distribution. 

In order to reduce ilie combinatori's \\\ tin* search for i?° —* ch'*° where 
K*a —* K*IT*", only the three highest tracks in momentum are considered. Figure 
19 shows the invariant mass of the 3 pairs of tracks where one is assigned the 
charged kaon mass. The natural width of the A'"° is ^ 50 MeV. We therefoie 
only consider pairs of tracks within ±Qfl Mev of the K*° mass, and form the 
invariant mass of the JJv candidate with thc^c tracks. Figure 20 shows an excess 
of ~ IS ± 6 events at the B MULSH. Figure 21 shows the invariant mass using the 
J/l/j candidates in the side-band regions, and figure 22 shows the invariant mas 
using the 7/0 candidate* in ihe signal region and like-sign Krt pairs in the A ' 0 

mass region. No excess at the B mass is seen in either of these two distributions. 

Figure 23 rijuws the combination of the invariant mass distributions from fig
ures 17 and 20 indicating an excess uf ^ 35 ± 9 events at th«* Bu j mass, 
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cor n i u m i m r 

Mai* * 3.279±0,0O€ C*V 
Sigw - 0,03Q±O.010G*V 

Figur* 2a. Combing J/i-tf*** , a d } f v K r i D V 4 I l i U ] , u u s dj.tr.bu,. 

c CP VIOLATION AT THE TEVATRON 
With the above promise for significant contributions by hadron colliders to 

0-physics, it might be worthwhile to consider whether the ultimate goal of a B 
physics program, namely CP violation mea-surpmcnts. can he achieved. Just what 
one i:i going to measure at the Tevatron in order to see- CP violation is discussed 
bolow. 

SJ Primer on CE_Violatiop in the B sector 

In any quantum mechanical process which can occur through more than one 
amplitude, interference phenomena can result in CP non-c jnservation. In the 
standard model of weak interactions the VV boson interacts with mixtures of the 
quark mass eigenstates through the CKM matrix. The Haniiltonian for these 
interactions is given by 

where uK runs over M , c, t quarks =uid d} runs over rf, K , b quarks, g is an owra.ll real 
coupling, and VtJ is the unit an1 CKM matrix. Under CP transformations, we have 

(crmcpr1 = ^ i r - 5>,-r"U - v.W u + -^K 2>V'U - -<MK 

and we see that from comparing the above two equations, if V is real, then H is 
CP invariant. Although it is possible to absorb some of th*1 complex phases of V 
ifito Uie tjimrk belds n and d, Kubayashi and Maskawa |Q] have shown that if V 
is a matrix 3 x 3 or larger, then V can rr-utaii: complex phases which cannot all 
be nbsorbed by the fields. The weak interaction is therefore m principle capable 
of CP non-in variance provided the CKM matrix has at least one complex phase. 
One way that CP violation is exported lo manifest itself is in the asymmetry in 
the decay rates of thr £ n fS- B masons to CP cigenstates (r:.#.. i7v») through the 
inifrferencc in the B^jB mixing amplitudes, or in pUin english, r(/3° —• B — 
Sep) ^ r(D —' B° — Sep) where A'cp is some CP-rigenstate decay product of 
both B° and B . Another way to sec this is to draw the lowest-order t agram for 
if — B mixing. If CP is violated, then T is violated (CPT is always conserved). 
the amplitude is different according to the time direction, and thereFon- not i-qual 
to the same diagram for B — B°. 
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We note that C ? non-conseivation can also enmr from final state interactions, 
but this will not be discussed here. In this paper, we will be- referring to CP 
violation in the asymmetry * n the decay of the neutral B mesons BO and1 BO to the 
CP cigenstate *t>Ka. Of course there are other ways for CP violation to manifest 
itself in the B-seetor. We refer you to among other references a paper by Bigi find 
S&nda. [10] and the recent B C D collaboration expression of interest (EOI) to (lie 
SSC laboratory which contains a comprehensive treatment of this subject. 

Assume that one is going to look for an asymmetry in the rate for BQ —• V'Aa 
using a, lepton tag. The time evolution of the asymmetry (the difference divided 
by the sum) in the rates for B° vs. B to decay to tf'AV is given by Bigt ct ni. [ID] 
(page 52, equation 2.13) and is: 

A{tJ,C = ±) oc $in[(f ± t>>n] (1) 

where ( and T are the proper times of the 6 and l> systems respectively and 6m 
is the mass difference between the mass cigenstates (B\ and Bi analogous to the 
kann sectors) 3pd the- ± refeis to the ch^/ge siatt- \C) of tin* bb . 

First, let's look at CP violation at CESR at the T(45), where it is important lo 
remember that e + e ~ —. bb proceeds via a virtual photon (Jrc = 1 )L Therefore 
the id system is produced in a CP even (CP=+1J and C odd (C=-1,1 state, and 
equation 1 becomes 

A(tJ,C= - t ) x a in[(r- l)6m\ 

aivd tb« integral over both t and 1 from zero to infinity is equivalent to integrating 
the difference r = f — t from - a o to oc over sui[r^i»|dr. This integral, being odd 
in r , vanishes. Since at the T(4S) the bb system is in HII odd charge parity (C=- l ) 
state, we see that the asymmetry in tin- total rate vanishes, and therefore to we 
CP violation iu lepton+U'Ka one has to actually measure the time asymmetry r. 
However, at the T(4S) the h and b quarks are produced almost at rest, and so CP 
violation via measurements of r arc extremely diftciiU, In the C even case f C=+1J 
the integral does not vanish, CP violation can be manifested in the asymmetry, 
and it is therefore not necessary to measure the distribution in the proper times 
for the i?° and B decays. Jn this case a counting nifusntonwnt is sufiicievz, atttl 
one can integrate equation (1) to get a total asymmetry in ila*- rale; 

4 = r ( B ° C ° - i-K,t*)- r ( B ° 5 ° - . ,K,D ( , 

u-bere /* in From til*' b'pton tag. 

6.2 CP Violation at the Tevatron 

At tin* TrvatriJii, the fallowing characteristics are of note: 

• The bb can be produced in either C = +1 or C = - 1 states. Therefore 
one ran simply measure an asymmetry in the rate (equation 2) as proposed 
above the 1[4S) at CESR. 

• Unlike in llie c+f~ experiments at or slightly above the T(4S) where fl° 
mesons are produced almost entirely along with a u . at the Tevatron. one 
expects neutral B me&ms to be producer! along with some combination of 
u . B", B±. B». and Bb,„vn„. The asymmetry measurement is therefore 
llie same as in equal ion 2 with no explicit requirement of having both B's 
neutral: 

_ n i g - . VKMI+) - rip-fi ~ vKj-} 
' Y{BB - L-A' J (+) + r{BB - vh'J~) 

• The bb cross-section is huge. By "huge" we mean tliM relative to minimum 
bias, <r(W)/CT(mk)2r 1/L000, 

Of course the important question asks how much luminosity CDF needs to see 
CP violation using the r / v , events. To calculate this, we define 

• .Y(j to be the uutcibcr uf 0 — vA'., observed iu this Year's data. The search 
fnr B —• vl\„{K3 -» - + 7 r ~ ) is in progress, however we expect that there 
should be about 1/3 as many or these events a.* (.'A'* (1/2 from A",/A'* and 
2/3 from Br[ .'•*, • ff+ r - ). or s* C ± 2 events. 

• C,tf, to be t i f tummusily for dimucm event* ( ^ Sfpb): 

• /gi lu be the estimated iuriciLse in tlie dilution rati' ( ^ xS) due to the 
following cl anges; 

1. f rigK ( ' r electrouies changes should realize a factor of ~ x 3 improvement 
in the thmwm trigger; 

2. with the mtion extension we get an increase of ^ x2: 

3. with a lower trigger threshold on /tj* in sulise'iient run>i (towered from 
~ 3 to *- 21 we eau iiuiylie get an iwUlilUmal factor of about ~ x-i in the 
number of t' — / J + / i~ . 

• ttrii-*( be the branching ratio of B to c or fi f£: .1): 



• ej to be the efficiency for the leplon wliirh includes the acceptance and p! 
cuts 
and calculate 4 detected cross-section for a tagged lepton (c//i) and a B —* 
i.K, to be 

L W 

(where the "21' is for e's and fi's). Plugging in the numbers we get 

as the estimated detected cross section. To calculate how much luminosity we need 
to see an Na effect in the asymmetry A (via equation 3) we use the fact that 

V A-(fr>lTfjl 

and set Aj&A = JV„ , Combining with the above cross section wc get'. 

If wc use A=.16 and A'„ - 3. and tag both e and ,i leptatis with £3r(S - . (*) = .1 
we get 

. 0.05/ir ^ c / 1 - _ 

<4) 

for the luminosity needed as a Function of the leptnn tagging efficiency. Note that 
the uncertainty in this number is quite large and is dominated by fluctuations in 
the presently observed number of B -* &KB events. It is conceivable that CDF will 
ultimately see ~ 3fb~l of luminosity in itn lifetime, which means that the lepton 
tagging efficiency will have »o be F. few percent or more. Estimates from previous 
studies indicate that the fraction of incfaiive IT* with a lepton above lu = 7 GeV 
is about 1/100. However, since the luminosity required is proportional to l/A*. 
any dilution of the asymmetry would mak*1 Midi an pxpenment very difficult. This 
is discussed in the next section. 

6.3 Dilution gf the CP-Vit iat ing Asymmetry 

The above asymmetry will be diluted due to various physics (and detector) 
effect 5; 

• The neiilial B [Bt and Bj) which decays somileptonicity can mix, hence 
will anti-tag the fUv»r state of the B which decays to \'*Kt 

• The CP stale of the produced bb cm\ be diffrrerjt from that of the final B~B 
system- This enn be the result of many different effects, for instance: 

Either of the B mesons m the event can come from 8* -*• B-) decay. 
Events whi-rh had H single B* will have an opposite C-parity for the B~B 
relative to the producing 66 , ThuirRre, only events with C[bb) odd and 
one B* or C[bb ) even and either zero or two B* will contribute to the 
asymmetry, since the integral over the proper times of the two mesons in 
the asymmetry (see equation 21 will vanish for odd Q{BB)~parity states. 
The B'B can have relative angular momentum 

Final-state ghmiis can change the CP state - events with B -* *bK*g 
where the g hadrontzes. 

• Background to the inclusive leptons used for tagging (fake leptons, leptons 
from charm, conversions, etc.) and From background fih'a candidates. 

In order to take into account all of these effects, detailed calculations aro war
ranted. However, looking at equation 4. wi wr that CCP « If A* for small A. Any 
dilution of A of order 1/3 or larger will result in an increase in Ccp of an order 
of magnitude. We can therefore realistically conclude from this that CP violation 
at t i r Tevatroii is probably at feast more than 1 order of magnitude away from 
re a lily. 

7 CONCLUSION 

The future of B-pUysirs at the 'IYvairrm looks very bright. A high. stfi.iis.Ucs 
( s 30(1,(1(1(1 inclusive leptous and > 100-000 v -* ;/ +/i") sample of events for B-
plirsics analysis using the CDK detector is a likely result of the coming (1991/92) 
run. The silicon vertex chamber will be installed, and with its ~ lQji resolution, 
di*phu:ed vertices from b decay should be reconstructible. It should therefore be 
possible for the CDF cullalKiratinu to measure 

• With the inclusive lepton sample: 
- 8S mass, lifetime, and fraction 

if* (and perhaps Ba) mixing 

http://stfi.iis.Ucs


— hb total nuil differential {with r,<speei u> p( J cross section with thf? rela
tive contributions from flavor creation and gluon splitting amplitudes. 

* With the inclusive Jfy sample exploiting in particular the exclusive states 
3 - wh'+. W°(K4° — /v""ff+), ti'A"7r+T", and vAj(A, - JT+TT-J; 
— The B* and B° lifetimes 
— 6t total and differential {with respect to pt) cross section with the rela

tive contributions from flavor creation and gluon splitting amplitudes. 
The dilution of the CP-violating asymmetry {an above) is sensitive to all of 

these quantities —their being measured would help determine whether CP violation 
is in principle a reasonable goal for the future. 
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A b s t r a c t 

The application of standard particle physics techniques tn cosniologicn] 
and «ntropliysi(*iil questions has given rise tn ail exciting new area (if physics 
research known as pailiele ustrophysirs. In I he discussion whirh follows, I 
would like to summarize ftoiue (if tin- key elements of this research area und 
iiuUcniv t« y o u ^ n u c of the experiui '-nul direction* in which wo might see some 
progress as iu-iv experimental facilities- are brought on line over the course of 
the next several years. 

I n t r o d u c t i o n 

The current study of the uiigin of the universe Ill's evolved iijt ) ;t picture 
which seems to he adequately explained by n theoi ,• that -.vr trull tin* btandard 
Big Bang Cosmology (SBBC), This theory is the aHtropbysi*-* analog ' o the 
"Standard ModcT' of particle physics. SBDC has evoked over HIETI} years and 
has hern fairly successful in explaining the universe as u*c «-, jr today, hut 
;is in any theory, there lire always inconsistencies tn address and anomalies to 
discover. Furl her, as this theory has evolved hark to the earliest epochs, it has 
been merged with the "Standard Model" to produce a theory which eventually 
might heroine. "Theory of Eveiyihiiu*," 1TOE1. One of the ^oah of particle 
astrophysics research is to address horh the experimental and theoretical ques 
tions necessary h> eventually arrive ;it such a TOE, 

I would like to start off our discussion here bv nut lining several c r l!ie 
most significant features of oin eiirreni picture of the universe and then to 
raise n few of the remaining f[ues*ioiir< \vr have about fhis piefirr. Following 
ihe pvcsematjjjii ,>i )h'*f ijenej-al poinis \ iv'nl move to u discussion of the 
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whereabouts and farm of the missing matter apparently indicated by these 
data and how one might go about searching fur this "Dark Mailer" (DM), In 
searching for DM I will talk briefly about a specitir new particle aslmphysich 
observatory presently under const ruction nt tin- CVian Sasso Laboratory in ht\ly 
called MACRO and bow it may shed further light on several of tbe pending 
experiments. 

B a s i c E l e m e n t s of P a r t i c l e A s t r o p h y s i c s 

There are volumes of information which fall into t'.is category, however. 
I will be selecting only fl few of those points which I feel are particularly 
important to the discussion being developed here. 

First of all, the major experimental element in the picture of the universe 
as we know jt today is the overall level of observed luminous matter- From a 
vast body of work performed by our astronomer colleagues, it is generally ac
cepted that we are able to account far only about 20 % of the matter necessary 
to provide for a c losed universe. W Apriori, this might not appear to he ton 
much of a problem, since who's to sny that our universe "should" be closed? 
However, I will be coming back Ui this point a bit Inter ns I investigate some of 
the other elements of this SBBC picture. To further eompVa te things regard
ing masses and abundances, current theories of Big Bang cosmology coupled 
with the Standard Model seem to agree well with the elemental abundance 
observed in this luminous matter. '*' When 

Q _ PobnirvtH _ ^ 

pcnUcal 

then 

H : AHr : D+ 3H< : "' L, 
1 : J : 10-* : 10 9 

which is in fairly good agreement with the experimental situation. 

Another feature of our current picture of the universe is that it appears 
to be expanding uniformly This expansion rate is railed the Hubble constant 
or Hubble velocity and is defined as follows: 

// = RfR- mkmfsfcfMpc 

( lp r = 3.09 x U)'°:n) where R is the radial distance to u given object. The 
Hubble ronsWuit is generally accepted to have a value of lOOkm/ser/Mpc a r d 
this expansion rate l* used by astronomers as a s tandard distance, measure in 
astronomical observations. 

A third point in this picture is that a measure of the cosmic ray back
ground radiation remaining from the Big Bang is consistent with 3" black 
body radiation and is extremely isotropic with 

where dT is the deviation from the black body temperature in a particular 
region of the sky from the average black body temperature. ' ; M ' 

Lastly, it has been clearly demonstrated at this school and at many other 
conferences and work-shops over the past few years, that the Standard Model 
works extremely well in explaining phenomena up to energies of several hun
dreds of GeV for the strong, electromagnetic and weak intera-tions. Using 
these points as a base, we can now investigate the ramifications that naturally 
follow from these observations and see what predictions or inconsistencies they 
may infer. 

P r o b l e m s w i t h t h e S B B C 

There are a few key questions which have arisen concerning the SBBC 
thai have shed some new light on this theory. First of all. why is our universe 
matter dominated? The SBBC produces equal amounts of matter and anti
matter during the early epochs and this symmetry must be broken through the 
intervening period following the Big Bung til the present. This problem was 
taken rare of by adding baryon number violation, charge conjugation symmetry 
violation mid C P violation into the SBBC. 

The next question, needing to be addressed is. "Why is the universe so 
homogeneous" [^~ < 1 0 _ 1 ) 7 To handle this problem the concept of the "in
flationary universe" was introduced.'*) In this version of the SBBC during the 



early epochs, the universe found itself in it "False vacuum" wjtli n large vacuum 
energyL a, then in the subsequent transition to the "real" varuuin. the radius 
of the universe expanded rapidly as 

Ii[t)^ta', 

IF this expansion persists for any significant period of time, the result 
is an extremely "flat" and "isotropic" universe.' 1 ' ' were fi nut very near one 
throughout this inflationary period, any deviations would have been greatly 
exaggerated in the process. I"l 

This brings us to the last major puzzle in this picture of the universe. 
After taking care of the isotropy question by introducing inflation, we now see 
tha t another "natural"" consequence of this llieory is that the relative mass 
density of the universe is identically equal to one 

n = too,... 

However, if this is true, where is the rest of the matter/energy, anil how has it 
managed not to affect the observed elemental abundances"!* We might also ask 
is there any additional evidence to support the assertion that the universe is 
closed? Here there are two bits of experimental information which appear to 
support such an assertion. 

The first is found in the study of the velocities of s tars in spiral galaxies. 
Here a curious effect is noted in the rotational velocity curves of stars a? a 
function of their radial dista' .efcoiu tl, :• center of these galaxies. The velocities 
appear to flatten at large radii'*J instead of monotonienlly decreasing to zero 
as you reach the edges of these galaxies. Such nn effect in rotational velocities 
could arise from the existence of additional undiscovered non-luminous matter 
tha t could act gravitational!}' on the luminous matter in thc^e galaxies.'"' 

A second indication for additional mat ter arises in the SHBC discussions 
of how we can develop the clustering of galaxies thai, we see today'.' Once 
again our explanation of this effect includes the introduction of mm-luminous 
gravitational!)' interacting matter in the universe \<j act as mirlcation sites for 
these structures. 

In summary, it appears that Severn] problems with the SBBC can be ad
dressed at some level by the introduction of non-luminous, weakly interacting 
Dark Mallei into the universe. This muttr r. however, would then consti tute a 
substantial amount of the universe, so the question remaining is where is this 
material hiding and how can we go about detecting its existence? 

Dnrk Mutter 

To account for this missing material needed for closure, we have postulated 
the existence of a new type of mat te r . "Dnrk Matter" . The main character
istics of this material is that it is non-luminous neither emitting or absorbing 
electromagnetic radiation, it is gravit at tonally and weakly interacting and it is 
primarily non-baryonic (for if it were strongly interacting baryonic material , it 
would have altered the nuclear abundances discussed earlier)-

Frorr die particle physics side of this study, there are several candidates 
which fit the requirements of DM quite nicely 

AXIOMS 

Axions havf*becn predicted to solve the strong C P violation puzzle I 1 ' ! and 
providing that their masses and abundance were right, could be a strong can
didate for Dark Matter. These light pseudoscalnr particles have been searched 
for over a wide range of masses from Ill's of GeV to eV's and as yet no di
rect evidence for their existence has been found. At present the mass range 
"- 10""seV seems to be the most likely region yet to be explored fully. 

Lightest S u p e r s y m m e t r i c Part ic les 

Lightest Supersymmetric Particles (LSP) have been predicted by many 
erf the current Supersymrnetric Theor ies . I u ' These particles would be stable, 
weakly interacting neutral particles with nwisw-s in the range of Id's - 100's 
G e \ \ Once again, providing the c mibination ot masses and abundances afe 
correct, these particles could satisfy our DM requirements. Possible candidates 
for the LSP include the pliotino. sneutriiui and higgsino. These objects wouLd 



mainly show themselves through anmhiliiLion processes since they are stable 
against further decay. The end results of (hour annihihitiim.s would I"- pairs of 
high energy rlivtniHs/pDMtruiis or neutiino/iintineutriiios which rould then be 
observed will] conventional particle detectors, 

H e a v y N e u t r i n o s 

Massive neutrinos have lung been H possible candidate for the missing 
matter in the universe. Since there are many neutrinos left from the earlier 
epochs of tlic: Big Bang, should they have a small but non-zero mass (of order 
10's of eYy, they rould easily account for the Dark Matter wc a^c looking 
for. Several on-going searches have been undertaken to measure the mass of 
the neutrino in unclear ft decays. The latest results from those very diffici/t 
experinw.v.s arc lower limits on the T>e mass of a few e V J 1 3 , This mass limit 
coupled with our knowledge of i abundances in the cosmic ra> background 
start to remove the massive u from the realm of DM candidates, but I mention 
it here for completeness. 

M o no po le s 

Lastly, iui exc tic beast arising from Craud Unified Theories, the magnetic 
monopsle, could also satisfy our DM needs for closure. These particles arise 
during the cooling; of the universe tliruugli the Grand Unification phase and 
have massew typical of the unification energy scaJc {«- 10 1 6 GeVJ. There is 
much conjecture as to tli** expected abundances of these particles based on 
GUT theories however, the.se objects ace weakiy interacting and stable, so 
they could be the source of the missing matter we are in senrrh of. 

S u m m a r y 

Each of the above pur tides has been the subject of on-going searches for 
some time. Their AXtsteiicc an<l properties are key elements to our understand
ing of the physics of the Standard Model, mid so have bren sought after long 
before the concept of DM became fashionable. Be that as it may. those pre

vious searches now form ;he s tar t ing paint for a whole u^w array of searches 
which couple strongly astrophysicnl and particle physics phenomena, opening 
up an entirely new realm of experimental physics. 

Common to ;,ll of i l ioe srucches Cm exotic DM candidates i> the need for 
lar.i!"' (area/volume), high precision and low background det errors. A detailed 
discussion of many of t h o e techniques is presented in an excellent review paper 
by J.K, Primack. D. Serke] atid B. Sadonlet. I'1!, These experimental require
ments h a w usheri'd m a new wave nf hirge underground facilities designed to 
search for these and other exotic objects, and several of these detectors are due 
r.o he brought on line in the near future [MACHO. Super kamiokande. LVD. 
Grand*' etc J. 

T h e M A C R O D e t e c t o r 

In the remainder of this presentation. 1 would like to take the opportunity 
to describe the work being carried out at the Gran Snssu Laboratory by a group 
of U.S. and Italian scientists working one such experiment. MACHO. T h e list 
oi in>ti tut ions working in the MACRO collaboration appears in Reference 10; 
and the data that J will present in this section is being presented on behalf of 
\)\\h group. 

The MACRO (Mouopnle. Astrophysics and Cosmic Ray Observatory) de-
tertor iy a large underground detector composed of streamer tube tracking 
chambers, scintillation counters, track etch detectors and passive absorber all 
aimed at studying mouopoles. nprrophysiciil source* of neutrino* and other ex
otic cosmic rays. MACRO is located in hall B of the Gran Sasso Laboratory. 
L'Aquila. Italy approximately 120km from Rome. The expe+imental hall is 
located 9G3m above sea level and is shielded by a rork overburden averaging 
3SQ0 meters of water equivalent. 

The MACRO detector, shown in Figure ] . , i* composed of nearly 500 
scintillation counters (containing 00(1 tons of scintiMatort. over 150U0r»2 of 
streamer tubr trucking chamber* and over lOOfbrr of track etch detector. These 
elements are arranged in six super modules, each Dm high, and 12m x 12m 
horizontal area. The total dct'-rtor fills a volume 5m x T2m x 12m. A detailed 
figure showing the distribution of rh^se element* inside a siipermodulc is shown 
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F I G U R E 1. Layout of the NfACRO detector. Shown are the six double 
decker super-modules. At this time the bottom portions of these six modules 
have been fully constructed and supermodule «»e has been in operation for 
over a full year. Modules 2-6 are expected to be brought on-line later in 1991. 
and the upper portion of the detector is scheduled for completion sometime 
late in 1992. 
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in Figure 2- The detector him an overall acceptance for isotropic .ihctiuiiiena 
of 1 0 W . 

Within each &upcrmodule are ten planes of streamer tube chambers, inter
spersed with low activity crushed rock absorber and surrounded by the liquid 
scintillation counter .system. In the middle of the absorber stack is located 
an additional plwM* of inieV etrn detectors composed of CR39 and L.EXAN to 
identify heavily Ionizing components of theobserved cosmic rays. The streamer 
chambers are readmit both on the anode wires and a set iif stereo angle cathode 
strip* to provide space points for tracking. The chauibero have a resolution of 
l . I rm in the wire view and 1.2c-m in the strip view. Willi ten planes of tracking 
chamber;*, we achieve an angular re-tolutiou of 0.1°; which is to be compared 
to the typicai nmitiplc scattering suffered by !i high energy imion penetrating 
the vock overburden of 0.C*. 

The liquid scintillation counters are filled with u custom mixture of high 
purity mineral oil, pseiidoeiinieiie, wave length shifters luid anti- oxidents to 
produce high light yields with relatively long attenuation lengths. The typical 
response of one of our 12m x .75m x -25m counters to a minimum ionizing 
particle passing through its center ia approximately 400 plmtoelcctrons, with 
a typical light attenuation length of ?• 12m. The relative timingp and am
plitudes of the fast puls«« emitted from these counters arc measured by a 
system of ADC's and T D C V For the lunger developing pulses characteristic 
of munopolcs, we also record the wave forms of gToups or four u> eight t 'uiks 
using wave form digitizers of both 20 ami 100 Msamptes/.sec. 

The detector a;, , its accompanying electronics has been designed to pro-
d iue a variety of t i m e r s to initiate the readout of the device. Both the 
streamer tube and scintillator systems have rmton and slow Hionopolr: triggers, 
while the scintillation system idsu has additional triggers for stellar collapse 
neutrino burst:* and fast tnonopoles us well. The times of recorded events are 
determined by a rubidium-cesium cluck accurate to lliMT. 

Based on the operation of the first t i ipenimdule nf this detector for over 
one year, we have measured several performance specifications of the detector. 
We have an angular resvlution from our tracking system of 0.1 ° and a timc-of-
flight resoluiion for /i'» through the scin"illation counters of at — l.Tnsec hi 
addition, after correcting for >< pathleugth differences for eosmic rays traversing 
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F I G U R E 2 . The cross section detail of the bottom portion of » MACRO 
stipermodule. The upper part of ih*» module is planned to be a shell of scintil
lation counters and streamer tube tracking chambers surrounding a large open 
volume on top of the existing structure. This open region is planned to be 
used for the addition «f future detectors (eg. transition radiation detectors. 
analyzing magnets,..). 

tin* detector- vwiilisfrvc.-iii energy resolution in the scintillation counter system 
of 

Sinrr February of lOSO, vtv have recorded over 4700 his . of da t a with the 
bottom portion »( sup*Tincnlule one. These dntu were grouped in two runs 
{Yrh. Mai- 1080 and N w . 10SD - May 1990) During these runs we have 
operated this module at ovt-r SQ% live time efficiency and have recorded over 
5 x 10 6 rosmir ray unions passing through the detector. *s the rest of the 
detector is completed ami brought on line over the course of the next year or 
%o. wp anticipate that MACHO will he nble to probe deeply into a number of 
i-.jtriUuij, rcwitfcU areas. 

The main thrusts of the MACHO program are: 

• sensitive search for magnetic monopoles 

• neutrino astronomy 

« study uf cosmic ray muons 

• searches for other exotic particles iu cosmic tays 

U ig- wrakly ii^er&clius iniasivp partjrles (WlMPs.DM) 
Today's discussion will focus on only the two of these elements that tie 

into our earlier discussions on DM candidates. First I will disriias MACItO's 
ability to search for magnetic numopoles and indicate what this tells us about 
those beasts as DM candidates and then I will move over to a discussion of 
uxiiig MACRO to search for DM WIMPs. 

Magnetic Monopoly 

A primary gofd of the MACHO experiment is to undertake r. sensitive 
seareh fur super heavy magnetic numopole.t remnants of the Big Bang. These 
objects would he moving at relatively slow velocities (-^ 10~ 3} with respect to 
the earth and would he identified in our detector thi ,di otir multiply redun
dant detector system. A uwmopole passing ilm>vu*b MACRO would produce a 
slowlv developing set of pul.scs in the .scintillation counter* 'md streamer tube 
chambers being traversed (x 10 1 longer in duration than the corresponding 
puKe> produced by /i'.%) and they would leave ionization energy losses in earh 



of tlip detector elements character'si if h of n heavy, slow-moving neutnd puriirle 
with magnetic charge.' 1 ' '! 

Iu searching far niagneijr monopole* there fire two indirect limits cm their 
abundances which can be used as g.iide posts to gauge tlie sensitivity of our 
searches. The first of these is culled the "Parker Limit".! 1 5] The "Parker Limit" 
ia an indirect limit placed on isotropic-, heavy lunnopole abundance based on the 
existence of intergalactic magnetic fields- The argument slates that should the 
abundance of monopules be larger than this limit, then these monopoles would 
gradually deplete the energy stored in these fields resulting in a magnetic field 
free region. By constructing a very simple model for M-pIeniching the magnetic 
fields in ;he presence of these fluxing numopoles, we ran infer a limit on their 
abundance. Arguments originally outlined by Parker t , s I and later refined by 
Parke^Turncr and Itogdan l , 6 l yield a flux limit of 

itt order for monopoles not to exhaust these magnetic field. 

The second limit on their abundance can be related directly to the ques
tion of the missing mans in the universe. We can ask what density of mouopoles 
would be necessary to provide fa. the missing DM necessary to close the uni
verse. Using a monopole mass of IQ^GzVfc* and assuming they are moving 
with velocities of \0~*c results in a flux limit for monopole* /if 

<Pr/0.urr -- 5 x 10~ ' 5 e^r ]" J J tc~ J . s^~ , . 

The MACRO detector has been designed tn be large enough to reach and 
surpass both of these limits in several years of running. As a result, ii will be 
the first detector capable of pushing the limit for the moiiopolc content of tlie 
missing DM to a level of a few percent of the critical density, 

Over the last two dnta taking runs we have carried out ;J monopole search 
uslnj> the scmviUmiOTi counter systems in module one to investigate mouopoles 
from u [i o{2 x It)'"* to lH"2. A monopole passing through the apparatus «il] 
have dowry developing pukes depending on the inonopole velocity in each of 
two struck -xiiitilhitioii counters in the detector. Furthermore, the time interval 

between those successive hits will also be correlated with the monopoles veloc
ity. Hence, in making it two face coincidence measurement of monopole fluxes, 
we are able to use the time development of signals and time-of-flight measure
ments to constrain our annlysis. The efficiency as a function of /J of our two 
triggering schemes based on the temporal development of the monopole signals 
in the scintillation detectors is shown in Figure 3. This figure shows our trig
ger .sensitivity for detecting slow monopofcsiii the velocity range fl<5x 10~ ? 

using a specially designed "leaky integrator1* circuit to detect the slowly devel
oping monopoh* in a single scintillator counter* trigger one, and our sensitivity 
for triggering on faster monopolcs in the range 1.5 x 10~ 2 to 5 x 1 0 - 3 using 
a simple overlap coincidence between delayed signals from two faces of the 
detector, trigger two. 

During our first run we ubserved 394 type one triggers and 930 type two 
triggers for nw:nopoles in SO days of running. These events were then further 
analyzed and signals were required to be consistent with a monopole traversing 
the detector and striking two faces of the detector. From this analysis, we found 
no events in the trigger sample fiom either data taking run surviving- Hence, 
we are thus able to set ILII upper limit on the isotropic flux of the oionopoles 
through our detector during these observational periods. For the 1989 da ta we 
set a limit of 

0 < 4 x 1 0 " M c m ~ 2 A t c - , i r - 1 m%CLy 

lit the subsequent 89 90 running we have accumulated another 3021 hours 
without liny nionopole candidates triggering our detector surviving our analy
sis. This yields a combined upper limit on monopole flux of 

© < 1.45 x 1 0 - M c f n " 7 « c " l * r - ' ( 90%CI ) . 

Them results arc summarized in Figure 4. which displays the current 
"best limits" on searches for heavy couopoles from tUv various experiments 
along with the "Parker'* bound. Also shown on this-- figure is the anticipated 
flux limit from the operation of the full MACRO detector after five years of 
operation. 
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F I G U R E 3. Lifcht uutpul as a function of thi' relative Velocity of 
a monopole(tf = r / r ) fnr the ttro velocity tanw.'S OJvercd by I lie MACRO 
monopole trijtger. The solid curves represent ihe 907. etficieiicy boundary for 
both trigger t}pes. The points shown represent measurements uf the efficiency 
of type "one" triggers usinfc a LED lmmnpnle pulse aimiiUitot. Mso shovin in 
the figure an: the expected lifcht levels for the passive of a Dyon. monopole 
ft.[id 1/5 e charged particle through a scintillation counter. 
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F I G U R E 4. Present upper limits on the flux of ( J I T magnetic 
nronopoles of unit Dirac charge versus moimpole velocity! ^ M ) . The various 
curves represent the current "best" values obtained by each of the above cited 
detector technit)ues(gaseous detectors, induction detectors, scintillation detec
tors and track etch detectors). Also shown are the results from MACRO for 
the running uf the first superrrsodule as *ell as the expected sensitivity of the 
completed experiment. 



W I M P s 

The MACRO detector is also sensitive to other forms of Dark Matter. In 
particular as discussed earlier, any uf these objects which can undergo annihi
lation with an appropriate ant i -WJMR and produce high energy fennion pairs 
subsequently resulting in the emission of high energy neutrinos could then be 
detected with MACRO, fn the work presented here we have studied the cln:-? 
of WIMPs (neutrinos, siirutrmos, photinos, higgsinos) which ran random walk 
through the universe ami collect gnwitationnlly in the stars and planets. Once 
they have been captured, they are gravitauonaiiy bound until they annihilate 
on H suitable anti-particle. An equilibrium is eventually rebelled where the rate 
of annihilations canals the rapture rate of these heavy WIMPs in these stars. 

[n MACRO we have undertaken a search for upward g«itig" riiuon netitriucis 
coming from the annihilations of these WIMPs either in the earth or sun. These 
neutrinos could interact with the earth below producing a charged current 
neutrino interaction yielding an upward going ft which could then be easily 
seeu in the MACRO dctertor. 

Searching for evidence of WIMP uunihibitions in the sun aiul/or the earth 
presents two different sets of experimental challenge? for the MACHO detector, 
Searches using the sun are aided by the sun's large size, strong gravitational 
attraction and small effective source solid angle but are undermined by the 
fact that we can only search during rhc night ([inward going mucins'J, that Che 
mass of WIMPs of interest are large compared to the masws of the nuclear 
constituents of the sun and hence, more difficult to t rap and lastly the source 
is fur away so the rates flre reduced. Detection of WIMP annihilations from 
the earth on the other hand is aided by the eh we proximity of the source and 
detector, the abdi.y to search 24 hrs/dny and the closer match between WIMP 
masses and the ma^es of a typical nuclear material making up the earth I U)\ 
of G e V / c 2 ) . However, on the down fide, this has to be balanced against the 
earth's weaker gravitational at traction. Mimller target volume and relatively 
large s.i a r c soli \ angle at the detector. 

At present vveh/ivefoeussed our ;r fern ion on evaluating the-rates: of WIMP 
amiihilations fnnii the earth's core, since the detector lias a much larger accep 
lance for those events ihuu if doe*, for tho-w cwnmc; frmu fhr sun. Our analysis 

bus followed Wisely io that originally outlined by A. C011M l 1 7l i„T WIMP r.-ip-
t iue and fmnilnlaiion frum the sun and earth and lias been refined and tailoied 
for mir detector by G, Lin. I I SI In these calculations, we have included the 
effect of rhe capture of these WIMPs by rlie vririmis elements making up the 
earth s core and tJirir Hibs-ec|iient annihilations into » l>road range of frrmion-
aiillfermiou p»irs ( T r . Wi. ec.,.). We then take the LCXD montr carlo programs 
ronpled with a charged, current weak interaction simulator to then evolve from 
WIMP• W I M P annihilation product* to upward going unions in our detertor. 

The results of this liuudatioji wo;*-.- is shown in Figure u.. when' we show 
a race of upward going mnous f«ir ••acli i,f five different WIMP candidates 
modeled. For each of these candidates, we have assumed that the number of 
WlMPs-anriWlMPs are nearly equal over the mass i,ii:'',e of interest and thul 
lh" WIMP density is sufficient to provide closure of the universe flocal n > * 
density of U.3GV I 'fern* I 

In our first SO days of operation we have observed a single upward going 
union in the detector. This is to be compared with the total downward HUN of 
unions for this period of 2 x ICP. The event display for this upward going ntuoii 
event is shown in Figure G. Taking this single, event we can convert it into a 
flux measurement of upward going union- to compare with the predictions of 
the WIMP annihilation Muxes- described above. In Figured, w, have drniv:i a 
solid horizontal Hue mrp'spondiiiE; tu thi--. upward going inuon flux. In addition 
in this saiuv figure, ivc shmv our expected sen-ii.'ieity fc.r WIMPs nil. r ruuji'*:^ 
the fell MACRO detector for two years, assuming thai we see no addition,'.! 
upward going union candidates. From the current data, we can see that the 
MACRO detector ran already be used to place limits on some forms of DM 
candidates. Based I M i these calculation'- and lornsuremeut^ we can already rule 
out union type •qn'uirinn'' and Dirac lieiiriiiaiv above ftbotlf L'jtVr I A' «LS major 
source-, of DM. We also see that afler several year* of opeiariou with the full 
detector, we will lie able u> place similai limits on the higgsino contribution 
to the DM qiK^lion. while n definitive -Tiniy of the etfec:-. of photmiis on the 
missing matter in the universe will ro |uue either longer iiiiuiiug c»r a largei 
detector. 
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FIGURE 5* The predicted flux of upwajd going rauons due io annihila
tions of various WIMPs near the center of the Earth. For these calculations. 
we have assumed that the density of these WIMPs is sufficient to provide 
PWIMP *= pcrtitcoi a n d the energy of the detected muons is greater than 2 
GeV. Also displayed is the measured upward go«»g muun flux from the first 
data taking run of MACRO. 

MACRO run 422 cvt 751 
hard-nig 1.2.3.4.6.7. 22-5-89 23:25:28:89 

35 32.2 Front View 

FIGURE 6. MACRO'S first upwwd going muon event. The circles 
indicate the scintillation counters struck by the mutm *uid the dots correspond 
to the streamer tuht> "hits" along its trajectory. The numbers' shown axe the 
relative times in nsec with an arbitrary offset uf the pulses detected in the 
given s intillation counter. This particle hiis an upward velocity of $ — 0995-
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C o n c l u s i o n s 

In summary. \vc have seen that there are a munber of very interesting 
astrophysics!, cosmological and particle physics ciucstiuus awaitinp; study in 
the realm of particle astrophysics. We have also seen that by bringing to bear 
astrophysics, cosmic ray and particle physic? techniques and skills to build 
the next generation of large underground detectors, we are able to address 
several exciting issues regarding the origin of the universe, It is. of course, 
our ultimate hope that such research coupled with the work in particle physics 
and astrophysics iadejvswdc^ Vf VJUI eventually lead us to an understanding of 
the secrets surrounding our universe and its origins and to a real "Theory of 
Everything". 
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